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For the Active Ones
In particular my students at Columbia and at Berkeley

Daughter: A flower child is a young person belonging to a new generation which is
very idealistic and thoughtful They
believe in love, beauty, peace, under·
standing, freedom , sharing and helping each other. Flowec children are
trying to change the world with these
ideas.

Mother:

We tried to point out to her that the
flower children and the hippies are not
creative persons, not really doing any·
thing useful.

-The New York Times, Oct. 19, 1967, p. 52

Preface

LE

MODERN period ended with the tadioal transformation
of the technologies of communication, knowledge, and energy that followed
World War II. A central characteristic of the modern period has been
continued increase in the efficacy of the technology of production which
poses a growing challenge to the primacy of the values these means are supposed to serve. The post-modern period, the onset of which may be set at
1945, will witness either a greater threat to the status of these values by the
surging technologies or a reassertion of their normative priority. Which alternative prevails will determine whether society is to be the servant or the master
of the instru.ments it creates. The active society, one that is master of itself, is
an option the post-modern period opens. An exploration of the conditions
under which this option might be exercised is the subject of this endeavor.
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PREFACE

The theory presented here combines analytical and historical perspectives:
It contains an analysis of the active quaHty and its components, and a set
of hypotheses about the historical circumstances under which societies or
sub-societies (ethnic groupings, classes) acquire varying degrees of selfcontrol. As an analytic conception, the active society is a model to which
the actual com position of various societies and sub-societies can be compared
and with whose help they can be dissected. The historical context in which
the active option arises, and hence of this study, is contemporary civilization
and its transformation.
In one sen~e, all societies have entered the post-modern period, for none
has escaped the impact of the new technologies. At the same time, societies
differ significantly in the degree to which they have faced the challenge of
modernity and in their access to the options the post-modern period offers.
For industrialized societies, the question is one of regaining self-control as
they transform. For industrializing societies, it is a question of moving toward
the active society while avoiding at least some of the strains of modernization.
This study of the active society seeks to lay the foundations for a theory
of macroscopic action. We say foundations because our knowledge is too
limited and the task of building a comprehensive theory is too demanding
for any one mason to Jay much more than a base. We focus on macroscopic
action because much of the theoretical work so far has limited itself largely
to the analysis of either micro-units or of "universal" properties which are
common to all units. Sodal a nd political processes, however, draw heavily
on macro-units which have properties and processes and, hem:e, a theoretical
status of their own. Finally, our emphasis is on action because much of
existing theory views social and political processes as static or, if dynamic,
as passive rather than active. The civil rights movement in the United States,
decolonization a nd modernization drives in new nations, trans-national
social movements, and, above all, the shift to !he post-modern era provide
prime illustrations of our propositions.
As no society is yet active, our study draws on an analysis of the constraints on activation in existing societies and the partial successes in their
transformation. Modern demo1:racies fall short of the active ideal-type,
particularly in their low capacity to change; totalitarian societies fail to keep
their goals and even mofe so their procedures responsive to their members.
Among the post-modern societies the Scandinavian nations and, even more,
Israel seem to have come relatively closer to an active society, a society
responsive to its changing membership, one engaged in an intensive and
perpetual self-transformation. As the active society is best depicted as a
macroscopic and permanent social movement, the examination of social
movements is of particular interest.
Our theory seeks to reconcile three approaches to the study of society.
We wish to illustrate that a social science theory can be scientifically valid, can
be intellectually relevant, and can serve as a springboard for active participation.
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Factual statements and value judgments can be systematically articulated
without being fused or confused. Sociological imagination can enrich rather
than replace social science. We reject the idea that there is no more to social
analysis than neutral research, just as we reject the notion that the truth
value of a statement is measured by the service it renders to the advancement
of a cause.
While we have sought to free ourselves from traditional disciplinary
boundaries, the need to consider both sociological and political science was
inescapable. Sociologists deal with collectivities and societies; administration
and government are a major concern of political scientists. Since we are
interested in the governance of societal processes, we have constructed a
theory that draws upon both disciplines.
This author was engaged in a similar effort in two previous books, one
dealing with control mechanisms (or complex organizations) and one with the
changing relations among societies.* To some extent, the present volume is
the culmination of a project that began with the preparation of the first of
these books in J958.
The foundations of a theory of macro-action, we shall see, are different
from theories that treat their subjects as passive. There are, however, three
major common foundations of this and previous theoretical endeavors.
(I) Cybernetics, the study of steering, is essential if the ways social units act
in unison and transform themselves are to be understood. (2) A study of
collectivities, societies, and their bonds is necessary if the forces that limit
societal steering as well as provide the "materials" it guides are to be ex·
plored. (3) Finally, a traditional concern of political science, power, must be
included. If the first approach studies the social mind and nerves, and the
secorid deals with the social bone structure, this last analyzes the social
muscles.
As in any work that deals with the foundations of a distinct theoretical
approach, much space is devoted here to general considerations. While this
volume contains numerous propositions (in the technical sense of the term),
its main thrust is to provide a theoretical framework within which additional
propositions can be formulated and data codified. This volume assumes a
division of labor that ought to be made explicit: a division between those
who specialize in developing theories and those who deal with empirical
verification. The linking of theory and research involves the meeting of two
genders; the fusion of the two is much more difficult to come by and is no
more creative.
Since the empirical validity of many of the propositions presented here can
be determined only after some research, the question arises as to what stan• Amitai Etzioni, A Compara1ive Analysis of Complex Organizations (New York: The
Free Press, 1961); and Political Unification: A ComparOJive Study of Leaders and Forces
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1965).
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dards other than plausibility were used in choosing propositions.• In part,
the answer lies in an effort to make the propositions consistent with each
other and with existing theory, but this is not much help since much of
existing theory itself is not verified. The problem is accentuated where we
break relatively new theoretical ground because there are fow landmarks to
guide us. What we have attempted to do is (1) to advance propositions
on such a level as to facilitate verification, which makes our theory more
synthesizing and less analytic than many; (2) to use relatively operational
terms for which empirical indicators have already been specified or can be
readily determined. In generai, we have referred the reader to studies that
have operationalized the concepts used here rather than entered into meth·
odological discussions; in a few instances, when such studies were not available, we have suggested indicators. (3) We have included only propositions
of which we are not aware that there is a conflicting body of data or which
ex.plained why we still hold to our proposition despite some counter-evidence.
We have not reviewed existing literature but instead refer to one or more
review works as well as original studies. These works include references to
additional studies examined but not cited here.
Theories are the product of collective efforts. The new theory advanced
here has many roots in the past, cited below; it is thus at best partly new.
Moreover, like all theories, it is inherently incomplete; it must be continually
revised and expanded. Above all, the power of the propositions this theory
generates have yet to be tested in empirical research and in social action. Jn
short, this endeavor is just a link in a chain that has no end.
For reasons that will become evident later, many of the propositions and
perspectives advanced here rest upon statements of degree. Several of the
chief variables represent varying mixtures of basic elements. If reduced to
black-and-white dichotomies, much of what follows is turned meaningless or
false.
Behind the theoretical and methodological considerations of the following
pages lie a dilemma and an image. The dilemma is similar to one Freud
perceived in individual conduct: How is a man's future controlled? How
can his history be made less by fate and more by rational, yet spontaneous,
action? We ask similar questions about the social actor: How is he guided?
What extends or curtails his self-control? How authentic it is? Answering
these questions requires an understanding of how societal units move and
transform, a theory of society and its political organization.
The image which often appeared to me as these pages were written was that
of an ocean liner propelled by an outboard motor, requiring not only more
drive but also reconstruction while continuing to sail the high seas. Social
• Where the propositional nature of a statement is not evident from the wntext, the
phra$es "we suggest" and "we expect" are used to indicate the hypothetical status of the
statement.
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scientists, especiaIJy those dealing with macroscopic action, participate in
this reconstruction. And we are all aboard.

Plan of the Book
The first part of this volume has the shape of ever-narrowing circles, starting with the normative assumptions of the active society (Chapter 1), followed
by a brief exploration of some of the philosophical premises of theories of
action (Chapter 2), a discussion of methodological aspects of theories of
macro-action (Chapter 3), and one of the substantive, meta-theoretical assumptions of such endeavors (Chapter 4). It closes with a presentation of the
basic concepts of the theory presented here (Chapter 5).
The study of the elements of.the active orientation and of the movement
toward an active society is built around two subjects: the instruments of
societal control, and the processes of consensus formation. The second and
third parts deal with the cybernetic and power aspects of societal control.
The fourth part is relatively synthesizing, adding a study of consensus-formation to the study of societal control and thus enabling us to explore the active
quality, which rests upon a combination of the ability to control and the
capacity to form consensus. The last part deals with the transformation
of the relationship among societies from tribalistic divisions toward com·
munal unity, thus adding the study of the transformation of the boundaries
of society to that of its structure. The epilogue is concerned with distinguishing inauthentic (or pseudo) activation from the real quality, and the role of
projects in disalienation and authentication.
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ACTIVE
SOCIETY

CHAPTER 1

The Active Orientation:
Introduction

LE

RISE of natural soion<e is ofton mistakonty viowod as tho
great turning point in the history of man's conception of himself, as a
Copernican revolution in reverse, one in which man regains his central place
as he learns to master nature. 1* Actually, according to even the more
optimistic assumptions of natural scientists, man is only able to learn the
laws of nature and to use them for his own purposes. He advances by riding
the natural current but is unable to modify even the weakest laws of nature.2
The world is as much "given" for a positivist, secular scientist as it was for
a high priest of the medievai church. Men may be able to decipher natu re's
secret code and thus gain access to the contents of her safe, but they cannot
reset the code. Thus, despite all the secularization of Western thought, this
central concept of man is still that of a passive observer in a world not of his
making and not under his control.
The rise of psychoanalytic thought cleared the way for an authentically
•Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 16.
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active view of man. According to psychoanalytic theories, man is able, if at
great pain and by great endeavor, not only to understand hjmselfhut also to
transform himself, to free himself from his own past and to set a new course
of action. The psychoanalytic active orientation is, however, highly atomistic
and soon encounters its own fundamental limitation. Psychoanalysis concedes that in fact man is unable to set himself free; he needs the helping hand
of a n already free man. Freudian psychoanalysis produces the intellectually
tortuous notion of a caste of high priests who have been freed by a succession
of higher ranking priests, the first of whom- the founder of the linecommanded a superior power: he was able to set himself free. 3 With this
kind of capacity to liberate, handed down from analyst to analyst and from
them to their select patients, most of the world is left passive, as those saved
must be reached one by one. Actually, we shall attempt to show, no man can
set himself free without extending the same liberty to his fellow men, and the
transformation of self is deeply rooted in the joint act of a community
transforming itself. The self which is to be activated is neither the center nor
the appendage of the individual self, but rather the self of a social collectivity.
(A social collectivity has a self, not as a reified or metaphysical category but as
the carrier of an active orientation. Collectivities can set goals, commit
themselves to tneir realization, and pursue them.)

To be ls to be Social
Man is nol unless he is social; what he is depends on his social being,
and what he makes of his social being is irrevocably bound to what he makes
of himself.• He has the ability to master his internal being, and the main way
to self-mastery leads to Ms Joining with others like himself in social acts.
Potentially, every man is free to choose; social laws, unlike those of nature,
can be flaunted and, above all, rewritten. In fact, however, social laws
penetrate individual existence so deeply that most escapes are limited in
scope and often lead from compliance with one set of laws to even fuller
compliance with another. The confines of social life are frequently composed
of other people in the same predicament; hence, in principle, the transformation of social life can be propelled by give-and-take among the subjects
themselves. While individual action is possible, it cannot be understood

• Our position on the social category is close to that of Martin Buber, especially as
stated in the second edition of his I a11d Tlro11 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958).
In a postscript to this edition, Buber writes: " ... we are no longer concerned with the
threshold, che preliminal and the superliminal of mutuality, but with mutuality itself as the
door into our ex istence." (p. 13 l.) For a comparison of this position with that of G. H.
Mead, see Paul Pfuetze, Tlie Social Self(New York: Bookman Associates, 1954), especially
pp. 229-297. For a more e"treme, sociologistic position, see John Dewey, "Social as a
Category," The M1111i.w, Vol. 38 (1938), pp. 161-177.
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except against the background of the social action of which it is a part, on
which it builds, or against which it reacts.
The social self, however, is not a random combination of persons ; it is
structured and its movements are organized. The social entity is not an
oppressive reality, hovering above the individual, constraining his acts. It is
far more penetrating than this, for it is part of what he views as his irreducible self, encompassing his streaks of disaffection and rebellion as well as
his periods of compliance. The individual can more readily participate in
transforming a social entity, making it closer to his image, than he can
engage in a fully individualistic act. It is here that the idea of an individual
activist, a fearless hero who masters his fate, 4 completely fails to grasp
societal reality and fails to provide a viable alternative to totalitarianism.
There simply are not enough Atlases on which to rest a socio-political theory.
We concur here with Wolin :
Kierkegaard's lonely, desperate "leap" to God, Nietzsche's solitary superman
struggling against the toils of a mediocre bourgeois world, Sorel's "myth" of the
spontaneous general strike by a proletariat welded to unity only by an heroic
impulse-these were all last-ditch efforts to secure some place for unorganized
individual actioD. They were last gasps ofa romanticism to expire...." 5
There is, of course, much individualistic and detached intellectual activity,
but social change is chiefly propelled by social selves, by acting collectivities.•
Individuals participate, some even lead others, but the vehicle of change is a
social grouping.

Active versus Passive
Social scientists have generally regarded social combinations in terms of
two opposing modes of relating man to man; one in which man views man
• A deep tension between the Western tendency to stress individual autonomy and to
recognize the social prerequisites of action runs through much of the writing on this subject.
The following selection is rather typical in its attempt both to do justice to the facts of social
life and to reflect the belief in individualism. "The individual is never wholly absorbed in
his society, wholly responsive to it, wholly accounted for by it.... Even if he yearns for
total absorption, total surrender, he never fully attains it. Unlike the cells o r the organism,
the individual is a self-directing unit, with some kind or degree of autonomy." Robert M.
Maciver, The Web of Government (New York: The Free Press, 1965), p. 412. The effect of
the passage is achieved by the words "whol!y," "total," " fully," and "some kind or
degree." They allow at one and the same lime the recognition that there is little room for
individualistic action (which is a widely recognized fact) and the implication that there is a
capacity for individualistic action (which is a value of the author). The same passage,
reporting the same facts but without the individualistic undertone, would read: The
individual is almost completely absorbed in the society, responsive to it, and accounted for
by it.... If he yearns to, he can achieve almost total absorption, etc. Later in the book
(p. 413) the author strCSlles individual reflel."tion-this, we hold, may be more autonomous
than action but is of little sociological consequence unless it is translated into action, and
this in turn must be soci al action.
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as instrument, the other as purpose. But in both the Gesellschaft and the
Gemeinscl1aft orientations which, behind various conceptual masks, have
dominated the social sciences up to now,• the societal combination-as in
our allegorical safe-is assumed to be set. Even the historical shift from one
to the other is viewed, by and large, as given. Modernization is a recent
example of the concept of social process as ongoing: something that happens;
it cannot be halted. 6
Our active- passive dimension cuts across these traditional social science
categories. The active (or passive) social unit may be a community or an

association. The distinction creates a new dimension in the most basic view
of man in society: That of an actor standing above and beyond the ongoing
processes and seeking to bring them under his scrutiny and control. To be
active is to he in charge; to be passive is to be under control, be it of naturaJ
processes, of social waves and streams, or-of active others. To hold that the
social self may be thought of as a self able to reset its own code is not to deny
the significance of the Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft tradition. The fact is,
however, that social laws ca11 be altered. lt is here that we find the key to a
secular conception of man-in the ability of men, by changing their social
combinations, to change themselves, to be the creator.

The Components of the Active Orientation
A full measure of the active orientation cannot be attained by the unchecked restructuring of social patterns but by achieving a balanced
combination of all its elements and by broadening the circle of those who
share in the orientation. The active orientation has three major components:
a self-conscious and knowing actor, one or more goals he is committed to
realize, and access to levers (or power) that allow resetting of the social code.
(We repeat that the active self as a rule is not an individual, since one man is
•The extent to which this dichotomy has dominated sociologiciil thought is apparent
when the pairs of contrasting terms used by various leading sociologists are listed next to
each other. As Is well known, it was mechanical and organic solidarity for Durkheim;
organic and mechanic for Toennies; status and contract for Maine; community and
society for Maciver; folk versus urban society for Redfield. Tn the works of many other
anthropologists as well as sociologists the terms used are "primary" and "secondary"
groups. In the sociology of organizations the dichotomy appears as formal versus informal.
Much of the contrast made between traditional and modern societies has a similar connotation. Weber's bureaucratic or legal- rational society is Gesellschaft in a different garb. The
root of Parsons' pattern·variables is in this tradition; universalism, specificity, neutrality,
and so on, are the Gesel/schaft side, while their opposition-particularism, diffuseness,
affectivity, and so forth-represent the Gemein.<cha/t. "'Note nn Gemei11scheft and Gesell·
.rchaft," Talcott PafSOns, The Structure of Social Action (New York.: The Free Press, 1937),
pp. 686-694. Expressive and instrumental phases, " warm" and "cool" relations, draw on
this distinction, which in turn is probably a latter-day derivative of a tradition that opposed
rational and non-rational modes of social conduct.
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generally unable to transform collectivities, but a combination of persons who
joi ntly activate their social grouping and thus alter their collective life and
their individual selves.)
Without consciousness, the collective actor is unaware of his identity,
his being acted upon, his ability to act, and his power; he is passive, like a
sleeping giant. Without commitment to a purpose, action lacks direction
and merely drifts. 7 Without power, the most incisive and sharply focused
awareness or the firmest commitment will not yield more action than a
derailed train. 8 To be active is to be aware, committed, and potent.
Freedom to act is not without constraints. There is no action without
counteraction, and each generation's action faces the remains of earlier
generations' failures as well as their successes. Social action often spells
conHict, loss, and sorrow. Nor would an unrestrained action by any one
actor do much more than reduce whatever safeguards there are against
turning other actors-and the acti ng self-into instruments. The penalty for
excessive action, whether it takes the form of collectivization, regimentation,
or welfare-state paternalism, is not much lower than-and in some cases
surpasses-that of inaction.
Constraints on action involve not only insufficient knowledge and
awareness, slackening commitment, or failing power; they are, in part, selfimposed restraints because in each act the active self must balance potential
cost against prospective gain and weigh the risks of misjudging one or both.
A primary problem of modern society was precisely its failure to make such
supervision of action coextensive with its capacity to act. Not the dearth of
instruments but the paucity of guidance characterized modern society.
The active man is a self-restraining one; each of the components of the
active orientation requires this. To know is to delay action until information
is coJlected and processed. To be committed is to defer rewards in favor of
higher realization of goals. To apply power for activation, we shall see, is to
use it within limits determined by and in the service of shared values and not
individually held ones. As each of these components conflicts somewhat with
the others, restraint is also a prerequisite of a balanced combination. Nor are
spontaneity and control necessarily opposed; a gain in authentic expression
is often a gain in self-control, both for a person and for society.

The Rise of Social Options
In his pains to master his fate, man is reaching a new phase in which his
ability to obtain freedom, as well as his ability to subjugate others, is greatly
extended. Both of these build on his increasing capacity to transform social
bonds rather than accommodate to, or merely protest, the social patterns
he encounters. The post-modern period will be marked, in addition to a
continued increase in the potency of instruments available and an exponential
growth of knowledge, by man's pot.ential ability to control both. An active
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society, one which realizes this potential, would differ most from modern
societies in this key way: It would be a society in charge of itself rather than
unstructured or restructured to suit the logic of instruments and the interplay
of forces that they generate. Hence, while this study substantively focuses on
the transition from modern to post-modern society and the conditions for
the rise of an active society, formally, it seeks to develop a theory of societal
self-control.
When society is made not only more malleable, but also more responsive
to its members, it is made more receptive to its own values. There has never
been a society that does not fall far short of its vaiues. There is a universai,
unbridgeable gap between societal ideals and the societal reality of vested
interests, status constellations, and power politics. An increase in social
malleability extends new opportunities for fuller realization of a society's
values. Activating a society and heightening its responsiveness to its members are the most effective ways of assuring the use of the new options
for realization of values rather than for further objectivization of social
relations.
There are now fewer barriers confronting the social self in its self-oriented
activity. The expansion of man's knowledge of himself and his power over
himself is an expansion of his options, but this in itself does not guarantee
a fuller realization of his multiple values. The expected unlocking of the
biological code will impose a whole new set of options that may be used to
curtail the freedom of man. 9 Additional advances in social engineeringsuch as chemical control of behavior, or wide-scale, effective, subliminal
advertising, now in early experimental stages 10- raise the possibility of man's
reduction to a non-conscious, a-normative, passive object. They would
provide, in addition to the option of undermining the objective basis of life
(an option already generated by the natural sciences), the possibility of
maintaining man as a physical and biological entity while entirely controlling
his subjective faculties, i.e., completing the objectivization of his life. An
increase in options is an expansion of the freedom to choose, but this includes
the choice to destroy ever.ything, even freedom itself.
The reduction of man uncovered by earlier generations in the realm of
property relations, where improved capacity to produce was combined with
the increased option to objectivize, was a fo rewarning of the potential cost
that might be charged against an increase in social options. The claim that
this early and relatively primitive objectivization would cease if control
of the new means of production were turned over to the collectivity has
proved false. Instead it was combined with greater objectivization in other
realms as well as production. Jn all post-modern societies, the reduction of
man is a multiple affliction, appearing in all societal sectors from education
to politics. Hence activization, if it is to be effective, must be comprehensive;
it must not promote progress (or the hope of progress) in one sector by adding
to the objectivization of others.

•
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Active is Public
If the new social options are to further the realization of values and not
provide new means for their restriction, new energy must be injected into
societal activities. Harnessing societal energy is the sociological equivalent
of the physicists' harnessing of nuclear energy. Unleashed in an explosion,
it becomes the most destructive force known. Released gradually and
employed in man's service, it becomes a most potent tool. Latent in the societal
molecules, the collectivities, is enough energy to achieve a broad realization
of values. What should be studied are ways of mobilizing and channeling this
latent energy.
Unlike the release of the energy locked in physical molecules, the release of
social energy requires not the smashing of the unit but its transformation.
On the one hand, the social unit has to be maintained, even strengthened, for
we know that without these units, the individual's emotional stability, the
pluralistic society's political effectiveness, and the foundations of cultural
heterogeneity all are eroded. On the other hand, the social units can be active
participants in a society only to the degree that they transform into public
energy some of the energy they and their members generate in their private
pursuits. True, to a significant degree social assets can be built up by member
units seeking to attain their private goals, but expanding the scope of societal
action demands public energy. (This includes not just economic assets, but
also such factors as loyalties, time, and psychic energy.) Thus, the active
society has written on its door the Greek motto: An idiot is a man who is
completely private.
The active society would be closer than modern society to the city-state in
the intensity and breadth of its political life. In the active society, as compared
to a modern one, a higher ratio of assets would he invested in political action,
and intellectual reflection would have a higher. more public status. The status
of political and intellectual activity combined would approximate the status
of economic processes in modern societies.

To be Active ls to be Responsive
In the realm of machines, there are two so-called revolutions: mechanization of work and mechanization of control of the machines that work. In
the social realm, a similar, two-step development may be recognized. The
first societal revolution came with the development of the corporation, or
modern organization in general, which provided the sociological machine,
the more effective way of "getting things done." The second societal revolution involves the control by second-order organizations of first-order
orga nizations which do the work-i n other words, the introduction of a
comprehensive overlayer of societal guidance.
The cybernetic analogy has a basic limitation: The machines that are
controlled have no political power and no ethical status. Societal guidance
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differs from the overlayer which automation imposes on machines in that it
has itself two layers; control and responsiveness. One layer controls the
member units, specifying their commitment to the values of society. The other
layer's function is to insure the responsiveness of the control to the members
of society. Weakness of the first layer causes drifting, with the society moving
wherever the vectors of corporate ambition (or somnolence) push it; the
weakness of the second layer implies either internal rigidities in the mech"
anism or subjugation of most members by some who monopolize access to
societal control centers.
The multiplication of controls and an increase in their effectiveness need
not imply that the active society will be one of prescriptive regulation.
Additional control on one level might facilitate reduced control on another.
Basically, if the societal overlayer is responsive to the membership, control
need not be stringent. In that sense, the shift to an active society would be like
the shift from coal to electricity as a source of energy; it would allow less
concentration of the labor force "under one roof," as more work can be
carried out in the natural social units. Similarly, greater responsiveness, with
the qualifications spelled out below, entails reduction of both the corporate
bodies' need to "make" people comply and the state's need to combat the
consequences of alienation. There is, thus, an inverse relationship between
alienation and responsiveness.
Providing the conditions for mobilization of its members (the other side
of increased responsiveness), is to society what psychoanalysis is to a person.
It is an attempt to unlock the combinations formed under the impact of past
events, to remove distortions thus accumulated, and to make for a less costly
accommodation to the environment. Such mobilization serves to increase
spontaneity within the limits of the constraints of society in its particular
historical stage.
The end of the quest for control of modernity comes into view as societal
control gains in responsiveness. There can be little success in attempts to
undo modernity itself; we cannot abolish science and we cannot return to a
pre-nuclear or pre-industrial age any more than Adam could return the
half-eaten apple to the tree of knowledge. Nor can one sustain any illusions
about the happy craftsman in the medieval guild or the happy native in the
bush. L 1 And if given the option to return, most men would not.
Increased knowledge and consciousness, a deepening participation in the
public sphere, a decline in the obsession with material assets and rewards,
and growth in the effectiveness of societal controls-all these require a
greater reliance on symbols and a smaller role for objects in societal life. This
increased symbolization of societal processes, we shall see, makes society
more malleable, more given to guidance and less given to objectivization.
Further, the strains of scarcity can be reduced more readily, since symbolsunlike objects-can be given away and still be retained.
As the role of symbols and symbol processing would be much greater in
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an active society than in a modern one, understanding and improving the
social units that specialize in the processing of symbols and their relations
to the centers of control are integral parts of the analysis of and transition
toward the active society. A study of the intellectual's place in the political
process of post-modern societies, as well as a study of the regulation of
scientific endeavor, can no longer be treated as an isolated subject, an
exploration of a detached activity. The intensified effect of the natural and
social sciences on society must find a corollary in an intensified study of
societal guidance, if either science or society is to continue to evolve.

A Historical Perspective
A study of the active society must combine a contextual approach with a
genetic one. In the contextual (or gestalt) approach, active societal units,
their components, and their combinations are abstracted from any specific
historical period. More active units are compared to less active ones. The
relations among the components of the active orientation are related to each
other in a theoretical model which may be applied to social units in different
societies, cultures, and ages. There are, for instance, active units in any
modern society, and one expects to find some passive ones in the more active
societies.
But this also is a genetic study, one whose historical perspective is not
modernization but the transition from the modern to the post-modern
period. While there is a variety of modern societies, the values and institutions
of all of them grant a high priority to the logic of instrumentality in the realms
of production and administration, education and research. Similarly, although
the post-modern period will surely know more than one type of society,
due to various tecltnological and intellectual advances all these societies will
share in a much higher potential capacity to introduce societal control.
The advent of the post-modern period has been marked by the rapid rise
of a new technology of knowledge, which serves data collection and analysis,
simulation, and systems analysis. It has been said that the computer is to
the production of knowledge what the steam engine was to production
of materials. 12 This is a fair, only slightly exaggerated, comparison, even if
one relies on more conservative estimates of computer capacities. 13 The
exponential growth of social science has been illustrated by the often quoted
statement that "90 to 95 per cent of all the behavioral scientists who ever
lived are now alive." 14 Jn the first two decades of the post-modern period,
investment in research and development has grown much more rapidly than
GNP, especially in modernized countries. 15 The rapid construction of
organizations specializing in the production and processing of knowledge is
a post-modern parallel to economic development which characterized
modernization. As a result, society has much more information about itself,
a development which generates a whole new set of options for societal
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control, new decisions to be made, and a new range of processes to be
guided.
Also growing is an awareness of the ability to restructure society and of
how to go about it at a smaller societal cost. Western nations have gained
confidence in their capacity to control societal processes with the wide use of
Keynesian and other controls for preventing wild inflations and deep
depressions and for spurring economic growth. Limited attempts to alter the
distribution of wealth, to modify relationships among status groups such as
races, to build up community bonds among nations, and to foster mental
health, while all were much less successful, still constitute recent exampies of
the growing daring of Western social engineering. The more mature Comm~nist nations, starting with an unrestrained optimism about their capacity
to remake societies, have learned to conduct their transformation efforts more
realistically and at less cost.
Whether this potential increase of societal control will be actualized, and
above all, whether it will be accompanied by more authentic participation of
a greater ratio of the members of society or a greater concentration of power
in the hands of a few is much less evident. The transition to the post-modern
period has begun; its continuation, barring a major nuclear war, is more or
less a foregone conclusion. However, whether the societies of the postmodern period will realize the active option is difficult to foresee, and to what
degree societal life will become distorted before the capacity for selfcorrection rises is hard to tell.
The "cyborg," 16 a combination of a living organism with one or more
mechanical systems, provides a core-image of an imbalance that the postmodern period inherited from its predecessor. Although a driver and a car
constitute a very simple cyborg, the term specifically refers to more permanent
and intimate combinations of man and machine, such as artificial lungs,
hearts, and kidneys, which are provided by medical technology. These and
other innovations are expected to extend and rejuvenate the life of the body.
However, almost no progress is being made in developing an artificial brain.
An old brain in a young body welt symbolizes the end product of a
period highly endowed with muscles but lagging in development of societal
guidance.
We shall see that there are also significant imbalances in the development
of the new capacities. The gap between information collection and analysis,
for instance, seems large and expanding. The amount of well-analyzed societal
information not "digested" by decision-makers seems also high. And wellinformed decision~makers often seem quite unable to mobilize the members
of society, while others are unresponsive to their needs. Thus, the new
knowledge and increased capacity for control may be coupled either with
inadequate political skill or with a political will that is too narrowly based.
This study focuses on ways in which the active society differs from nonactive, post-modern societies as well as modern ones, provides indicators of a
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transition in an active direction, and suggests conditions under which this
transition may be initiated, advanced, accelerated, or blocked.

To Transform is to Shift Boundaries
The transition from the modern to the post-modern period tends to be
viewed as if the action unit will remain the same. But just as the transition
from the medieval state to the modern one involved a change of actor from
feudal manor to national state, so the transition to the post-modern age might
well require a rise of a new action unit.
Deliberate fragmentation of society, favored by the neoanarchists, provides
no solution to the problems of modernity or the new era. 17 Actually, som'-'°f
our most burning problems emanate precisely from tribalism, which in both
its primitive and modern forms tends to handle non-members not just as
means (which, after all, command some respect, some maintenance) but as
consumable, perishable objects.
Many values to which societies under study ascribe, especially stable
peace, cannot be realized unless tribalism is superseded at least to a degree.
Therefore, the drive to achieve fuller realization of values requires not just a
change in the quality of society-an increase in the efficacy of control and
responsiveness-but also a change in the boundaries of the units of control
and of responsiveness. The national society, a concentration of societal
guidance in the hands of a nation-state, is a limited historical phenomenon,
not only because it was little known until three hundred years ago, but also
because its decline seems already to have begun. In the post-modern period,
marked changes in societies' boundaries for partial pooling of control
activities are to be expected. Some of these changes have already taken place.
More can be anticipated io the next generation, and still more, we shall see,
can be brought about by an active society.
An intimate link ex.ists between the nature of man and the nature of the
social grouping which commands his prime loyalty and which is the center of
his public life. As the illiterate man and his primitive tribe go hand in hand,
as the warring knight can hardly be understood outside the context of many
small, feuding fiefs, so the active citizen-<.:onscious, engaged, and politically
effective---can hardly be depicted outside an active society. Since the active
society will be a post-nationalist one, the active citizen will be a
cosmopolitan one.
The needs for higher levels of responsiveness and for more encompassing
control units are related; earlier empires failed to provide for either and
consequently foundered. Nor do contemporary quasi-empires fulfill this
demand. Increased intra-unit responsiveness is required before inter-unit control overlayers can be unified sufficiently to provide more encompassing and
viable communities. The frequent failure of attempts at unification in Latin
America, Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe illustrates this point.
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Active for What?
When activation is elevated to an ideological level, there is a danger
that it will become an unethical and an anti-intellectual force. Various
fascist traditions, for instance, display an element of "act now, think later," a
degradation of moral judgment and rational reflection in favor of "pure"
drives. Mussolini said, "Fascism desires an active man, one engaged in
activity with all his energies." 18 And his Minister of Education and chief
fascist theoretician added, " ... Fascism returns to the most rigorous meaning of Mazzini's 'Thought and Action,' whereby the two terms are so
perfectly coincident that no thought has value which is not already expressed
in action." 19 Nothing could be further from our concept of the active
orientation. The active orientation contains as autonomous elements both
normative and intellectual components: commitment and consciousness;
these guide the third component, power. Dissociated from the first two, action
becomes a blind, brute force, at best indiscriminate and at worst destructive.
We do maintain that action, guided by consciousness and the actor's
values, has a value in itself. Even by the most technical sociological definitions, a commitment to a value that is not activating, which has no consequence in action, is really no commitment at all. 20 Students of ethics may
debate whether or not hypocrisy, by reflecting at least verbal homage to a
pretended value, indicates the existence of a normative commitment. But we
shall see that inauthentic commitments more often stand in the way of an
active society than outright rejection and alienation. Furthermore, action
is a good indicator of what the commitments actually are; an actor faces
many demands and many claims but it is his action which reveals to others,
and often to himself, where he stands and for what he stands. 21
The value of action stands out when its opposite-passivity, acquiescence,
being acted upon without reacting-is explored. While complete passivity is
rare, a high degree of inactivity is quite common in the period of mass
persuasion, consumption obsession, and political inefficacy. The resurgence of
autonomous reflection, normative concerns, and political potency, therefore,
are the values of action and of activation.
Activation of self injects new energy into the pursuit of values; it is the
opposite of lip service, of Sunday religion. lt is true that mobilization of one
side often triggers a counter-mobilization of the other.zz Nevertheless, as
we shall see, an active society, one in which all major groups actively participate in public life, is a society whose values are more fully realized than those
of less active ones. This is because many values are inherently dependent on an
active society in that they either assume community-wide participation as
part of their very definition (political democracy, for example), or such
participation is a prerequisite for their realization (as in the case of
distributive justice).
The prominent position of the active orientation in our approach reflects
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our observation that most societies are short not on values but on their
realization; most are committed, in one degree or another, to sets of values
that few would seek to improve upon. The Soviet constitution, for example,
lists many liberties, from freedom of religious worship to freedom of
assembly, including even freedom of press and speech. 23 The American
creed, as Myrdal points out, is quite egalitarian. What they tend to lack most
is effectual commitment. The study of the active society is, therefore, the
study of a society engaged in realizing its values and an exploration of the
barriers which deter societies from realizing these values and investigating
ways to accelerate their fulfillment.
One may point to racist South Africa or even Nazi Germany and ask
what activation of their values would encourage. But no society is further
from active than one whose structure is imposed on its members and that
must build a wall or a war between itself and the outside world to maintain
its stronghold. To be active is to be responsive, and an oppressive society is
unresponsive by definition and hence reduces its members to passivity. While
no existing society is fully responsive or free, and hence its full normative
stature cannot be expected to be unveiled until it is fully activated, in those
societies where there is a measure of responsiveness, it allows the values of
the members to be expressed and built upon in a movement toward higher
realization. By contrast, the values of th.e members of a tyrannical society are,
in effect, unknown. The members of such a society, caught in a web of
inauthentic mobilization in support of unethical positions, may seem to
support its tyranny, but, as we shaU argue in detail below, such mobilization
tends to be relatively superficial and tenuous.*
Nor is there any other ground on which to answer the question "active for
what?" than; for the uninhibited, authentic, educated expression of an
unbounded membership. Other answers, from elitist to anarchistic, have, of
course, been offered, but they all seem to us less adequate for reasons often
cited. Our main concern here is consequently for the societal and political
conditions under which history will be made more responsive to man, and
not a search for new normative criteria to which history may be brought to
respond.

Values and Structure
The dynamic study of the realization of values points to a comparative
exploration of societal structures. Values not mediated through concrete
social structures tend to become tenuous, frail, and, in the long run,
• We do not take here an optimistic view of human nature in the sense that were the
members free to express themselves, they would seek only values of which we approve.
But we expect that in a society which is responsive to its members and which uses its
educational capacity, in the broadest sense of the term, to elevate their expressions of
themselves, lies a possibility for fuller realizalion.
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insupportable. Although verbal formulations ·may remain, authentic commitment is gradually eroded. To borrow a distinction, the loss of a visible
community entails the loss of the invisible one. Thus, though every church
might be torn down and new ones built, there is no escape from erecting
edifices if values are to be served. 2 4
The sociological question, therefore, is not if structures are necessary
but which structures are necessary. An active society's reply is new; it does not
involve escape from anomie or Gesellschaft into a pseudo-Gemeinschaft or
"quest for community." The idea of community for community's sake is a
retreat from engagement, consciousness, and effective action; a return to
passivity is a trap into which many social movements have fallen. At the same
time, the answer does not lie with those who are wiiling to sacrifice man on the
altar of mankind and reduce him, through even deeper objectivization, in
order to better serve "his" cause. The active society, the association of
members who treat each other as goals and non-members as if they were
members, offers a basis for social action in which values are realized without
humanity being objectivized.
The foundation of the active orientation of a societal unit is neither
metaphysical nor psychological but structural; we can point to sub-units,
processes, and access to resources devoted to maintaining the orientation.
Moreover, the tendency toward social entropy, the tendency to return to
passivity, has a structural source: 1t intensifies when the investment in a
unit's controlling overlayer is declil)ing. Thus, the effort to activate, and, by
implication, the quest for realization of values, is inevitably also an exploration of and search for an active structure.

A Dynamic Social Contract
While the active community subscribes to a social contract, it is not signed
once-and-for-all to escape a natural state, nor does it entail the signatories'
resignation to the political protectorate of the state or to a kind of Lockean
passive tranquility. It is not a fixed agreement but one open to amendment,
revision, and reformulation. The changing forces are the rise of new social
groups out of passivity, the spread of consciousness, the expansion of social
options, the growth in membership bound by a contract, and-most
gradually we shall see-a decline in the emphasis on material wealth in favor
of increased symbolization of society.
Social science came into being with the decline of the belief in a natural
social order determined by a superior force, with the search for a secular
explanation of societal structure. That is, structure was still largely viewed as
given, for the artifacts of past actions seemed like parts of nature and the
ebb and flow of historical tides appeared inevitable. Theories of action, on the
other hand, ought to view the societal order as a flux, as a structure whose
dynamics are to be understood and marshalled, as an organizational pattern.
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ln the process of societal activation, not only do more people gain a share
in the society, thereby reconstituting its structure, but the members themselves
are also transformed; they advance along with the society that they are changing. The dynamic relationship thus holds not just between rising groups and
the establishment but between the personalities of yesterday and tomorrow,
although in a narrow biological and historical sense these are the "same"
persons. 25 Mankind is continually redefining itself, but this redefinition is
tenuous unless it is recorded in social tablets. There is a need for dynamic
interchange between personal self-realization and societal activation. A
general will exists which, though not standing above the members, is not
merely their reflection at each point in time. Members who are active change
the societal structure, advance the general wilJ, and, in turn, rely on the
changed structure in advancing themselves. The social embodiment of values
has an element of objectivization, but it also enables each member to lift
himself. Human beings cannot reweave anew the normative fabric of society
each morning; institutionalization is both inevitable and necessary. A delicate
balance is required between a general will that is too weak to serve as a solid
base for societal growth and one that is too powerful and unresponsive to the
members' endeavors to introduce change.
The dynamic social contract thus stands between the chaotic state of
nature and a stifling will imposed on the members, and its dynamic quality
protects society from Lockean conservatism. For the active society, this spells
a changing normative and politjcal consensus, one whose growing value
realization hinges on a continual interplay between members and structure.

A Role for Social Science
Knowledge of society in general and systematic verified knowledge in
particular affect each of the components that constitute the active orientation.
As a source of factual information and analytic perspective, social science is
a part of the process that provides social units with consciousness. The effect
of invalid information or faulty analysis is that consciousness will be
misdirected or blurred or both.
As an intellectual process overlaying normative commitments, as a critical
evaluator of existing social combinations, as an explorer of alternative
combinations and their transformation, the social sciences are able to clarify
basic commitments and to make them more realistic and, thus, more sustained. In this way, the social sciences may come to share in social activation.
The weaker intellectually the social sciences and the more hidden or lacking
their normative implications, the more utopian, erratic, and short-Jived will
be society's and their active orientation.
Finally, to know is to have power, and social knowledge is a source of
power over society. The more malleable society becomes, and the more valid
and comprehensive the sociaJ sciences become, the greater will be their
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potential power. It is for this reason that an active orientation among
social scientists assumes increasing importance. Tbe public status of
social knowledge is only a partial safeguard against the possibility that social
science will become a more and more potent tool of the few against the
many, increasing the power of the mighty and the vulnerability of the weak.
An active orientation of social scientists, while providing no guarantee that
the social sciences will not be red uced to such a tool, is one safeguard against
this ctmtingency. Not only public availability but also what is being made
available distinguishe.<; between a tool which is useful chiefly for bureaucratic
purposes and one that will contribute to any collectivity's efforts at selfrealization.
One need not believe in the omnipotence of science or advocate social
engineering to see that the social sciences have a growing part to play in
societal activation and transformation. The question is how competent,
public, and responsive to society and not just some of its members will be
their use. That they will be used, and increasingly, is predetermined.
Seen from this viewpoint, ours is a study of the conditions, components
and, above all, the dynamics of an active social self. Our perspective is that
of a social self as an object of transformation (a common sociological
tradition) and as a subject who maintains an active orientation (an importa nt
tradition of political science). Our study systematically combines these two
perspectives: It is the exploration of a society that knows itself, is committed
to moving towa rd a fuller realization of its values, that commands the levers
such transformation requires, and is able to set limits on its capacity for self·
alteration-lest it become self-mutilation. This would be an active society.
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PART ONE

FOUNDATIONS
FOR A TBEORY OF
MACROSCOPIC ACTION

CHAPTER 2

The Realm

ef Action

and Its Laws

UNDERLYING ANY THEORY;, a set of assumptions
about the nature of the phenomena under study and their relation to the
observing and reflecting mind. These assumptions may be implicit, vague,
and eclectic, but they nevertheless affect the specific propositions advanced.
Although this is not the place to present a philosophy of action, we shall
briefly review the assumptions on which our theory of action is based.

Differential Malleability
Beyond the Antinomy of Idealism and Realism
The traditional dichotomy of Western philosophy between subject and
object depicts a passive self. Philosophers have disputed the criteria for valid
knowledge and debated whether or not the subject can know the objective
world, but both the realist and idealist protagonists of this ontological and
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epistemological dispute have tended to view the subject as unable to alter the
object.• Whatever the object is-a thing unto itself or sense dara-it is
treated as given. We may ignore it, we may misconceive it, but we cannot
change it. For some, the God who molded the world also programmed the
subject's ability to perceive it. Others have viewed man as an object among
objects, a spirit among spirits, or an agent able to know others not by
opening windows in his closed capsules but rather by studying its interior.
Still, his capsule, as well as the others', is pre-designed. Even when to know
good meant to do good, what there was to know and do was pre-arranged.
This traditional dichotomy has several important intellectual implications.
By extricating the soul from the collapse of the body, it makes personal
survival following bodily death understandable. It promotes various versions
of ascetic morality such as inhibition and suppression of natural urges and,
thus, won the endorsement of the mainstreams of both Christianity and
Cartesian rationalism. Finally, it implies that the methods of inquiry applied
to natural science cannot be applied to man and society; nature and society
are two distinct and unbridgeable worlds. •t
The core problem for a philosophy of action is an explication of the
capacity to act. To act requires some knowledge, but to know the world
does not assume active participation in determining what the world is like.
We, therefore, seek to account for the circumstances under which an actor
can guide his own action, is blocked by past actions he cannot undo, and to
account for the degree of his awareness of such barriers and of his relations
fo them. This is not just a socio-political question but also a more fundamental
one of what the world is assumed to consist of and what, apart from any
specific historical limitation, the basic limits of such a capacity to act m ight
be.
Our starting point is a concept that cuts across the dichotomy of idealism
versus realism, the concept of a controlled act. Our primary assumption is
that there is an agent who can act in the world. We assume that this agent
has a map of symbols that refers to a non-symbolic world, a map that is at
• Kantia:ns may argue that although the "thing in itselr" is forever unknowable, man, in
perceiving an object, ahers it. The alteration takes place internally- i.e., in the perceiver's
consciousness-but nevertheless it reflects an active man. It seems to us that such an argument confuses the term "object" as referring to sense data with "object" as a mental
construct. The latter "object" (or better, percept) is understood and analyzed sense data;
that is, sense data carved out with the tools of our mind. The resulting conceptions in
part reflect, to be sure, our faculties and dynamics. But sense data stripped of interpretation
(which, paradoxically, we cannot experience but which we may be able to conceive
analytically) are utterly given for the idealist disciples of Kant, and are the door to the
thing-in-itself for his non-idealist followers-but that thing-in·itself in turn is given. Thus,
by both Kantian schools, the world, whatever is meant by this term, is given. Moreover,
man's faculties, the foundations of whatever activeness there is, are also viewed as com·
pletcly given.
t Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 36.
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least partly valid, and that his combinations of symbols (such as his decisions
to act) affect the non-symbolic world. We further assume that he, in turn, is
able to recognize the impact he has made-i.e., record it on his symbol map.
Thus, this philosophy of action assumes an ability to move between the
symbolic and the non-symbolic worlds. It makes its primary postulate the
very transition that traditional Western philosophies find so difficult: from
the decision to move to the act of moving; from the inner world to the outer
one. 2 Our most basic unit, a~tion, has elements of and consequences in both
realms, though it is not coextensive with either.
For the philosophy of action, the concepts of social action-"we" and
"they"-have the same stature as the " I" that is so central in the individualistic Cartesian tradition. PsychogeneticaJ\y, all three concepts are
learned from the socio-cultural environment, and which one is learned first
depends on the particular culture. If there is any feature common to all
human groupings, it seems likely that it is a sense of a "we" (for instance, in
the mother-child relationship) which precedes that of an individualistic " l." 3
From an epistemological viewpoint, there is little reason to believe that we
have a better or more valid insight into "L" than into "we"; both are
abstractions. 4 Skinner has pointed out that when we "observe" our own
private experience, we are primarily talking about such inner events. But we
learn to talk about them by accepting, usually uncritically, the conventions
of the language of those around us. So, in fact, we are still relying upon
others' perceptions of our overt behavior and its observable antecedents
when we first learn to describe our own inner experience. s We probably
have at least as many misconceptions about ourselves as about others'
selves, and while our intuitive sense of ego may be stronger than our sense of
alter, the validity of this intuition is no more self-evident.
What is the importance of these or any other empirical observations for
conclusions abo ut the nature of man? First, such observations, especially
anthropological ones, were and are used to support conflicting philosophical
positions. Secondly, a philosophy whose conclusions conflict with empirical
observations has at least some explaining to do. Thirdly, as we shall see. the
primary sphere for action is found in societal projects, not personal ones.
Hence, individualistic philosophies, which make an ego the primary unit of
their systems, will not do as a basis for a study of action, and a corrective
is needed. Martin Buber took a major step toward such a corrective in the
statement that 'T' and ''Thou" are two poles of an interpersonal relation ;
without each other, they do not make sense even analytically. 6 In principle,
the agent of our philosophy of action is, hence, not an individual or a
collectivity but whatever the seat of action may be. Whether this is an "I"
acling in its capacity as an integral part of an I- Thou relationship (and,
hence, inevitably involving the other} or a more collective "We" is a
secondary question. As long as we make action and actors our primary
concepts, our approach is unmarred by the egocentric view of the world.
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The Actor in the World
The capacity to act is the key assumption, the foundation, of our
theoretical structure. In the following chapters, we inquire into the conditions
under which action is more encompassing, effective, transforming; we explore
the forces which constrict action and distort it. But throughout the work, we
build on the assumption that action is possible, and, hence, that there is an
element of choice which can be projected into our world.
The world, the sum total of all that is subject to action, is differentiated
according to the degree to which it is responsive to action. We join those who
have revived and revised the Aristotelian idea of arranging existences in a
hierarchy with dead matter at the bottom, living matter metabolically
interacting with the environment just above it, the moving, perceiving animal
world next, and , finally, on top, man as the maker of symbols. 7 Each higher
existence includes the lower one and is not exhausted by its distinguishing,
" emergent" property. Man is, thus, the most encompassing being and has an
existence on all levels.
We are dealing with these existences in terms of matter (dead or living),
action, and symbols. The basis of our division is malleability, the differential
ability of an actor to alter the varying patterns he encounters. Although we
grant no sp~ial status to any one segment of the world, we expect some
segments to be more ma!leable than others. Man seems most free to set and
reset the combination of ideas and ideals, the relatively pure symbolic world,
which is the least bound by sense data. He seems most limited in setting and
resetting the laws of matter (or nature); not only can he more readily think
about a horse with wings than produce one, but the Jaws of nature are
immutable in a way that holds for no combination of symbols or social
law.'"
Finally, the realm of action itself seems to have an intermediary status
between the realm of symbols and the realm of nature. Here, the actor
faces the consequence of past actions which have been objectivized, often in
the form of institutions, as if they were states of nature. But the patterns of
action can be restructured- not as readily, it seems, as symbols but more
readily than nature. Man can write laws; he commands the potential of social
compliance- though rarely, if ever, can he achieve the complete compliance
of social combinations with his laws. As he can change the Jaws of social
''nature," he thus makes its study one that will never be completed.8 This

* The ahove statements hold for combinations or concepls (in the realm of ideas) and
for the revision of lhe rules governing sur.:h combinati on~. To emphasize the ability to resel
these rules, various writers have compared che rules of mathematics to rules of games in
which we try to play out our hand now by one se) of rules and another tlme by a different
one. Each of the three realms seems 10 contain some procedures that define the rules for
setting rules; how these relate to each other and how relalively malleable are these procedures are questions that cannot be explored within the limits of this study.
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order of relative malleability-symbols, action, objects-is a working
assumption of our study.
A passive man or society may be said to be ohjectivized in the sense of
being treated like an object. But even the most passive man retains at least
some potential activation. He may, therefore, be object-like, but he is oot
an object as long as he is not dead.
Whereas the capacity to act is itself an inherent part of human potential,
the extent of the capacity is historic.ally bound. It changes with the actor's
awareness of his capacity, with the scope and validity of his knowledge of
the world, and with his power to modify both. fn this respect, there ap pear to
have been two historical, "secular"• trends since the rise of modernity.
First, the scope of action seems to have grown at the expense of the two
other realms; that is, more natural objects and more symbols have become
subjects of action. Secondly, the pattern of action itself has become more
changeable.
The three major disciplines of knowledge-the humanities, the social
sciences, and the natural sciences- have arranged themselves roughly along
the malleability differential. There seems also to be an association between
the extent to which a sphere is active and the empirical validity of the discipline studying it. lt is commonly accepted that the disciplines dealing with
what we refer to here as the more malleable elements are less "scientific"
than those dealing with the less malleable elements. This sometimes is regarded as a temporary difference, the implication being that once the social
sciences have attained the same research investment in man-years as the
naturaJ sciences, they, too, will come of age scientifically. It follows, however,
from the preceding line of analysis, that inherent differences in the subject
matter of the three disciplines are likely to keep their scientific natures
distinct even if investments were somehow to be equalized.
A confusion arises when the social sciences and the study of human
behavior are conceived as coextensive. Man, unlike symbols and objects, is
not limited to one segment of the world; he is not just the product or the
creator of action. His unique characteristic is that he exists in all three realms
and is subject to their respective dynamics. Hence, attempts to explain
human behavior only through the sciences of objects9 or as a symbolic
process 10 are a priori segmental.
Insofar as we are dealing with a theory of the realm of action, we study
man as an initiator of action, as an object of his action and that of other
actors, and as subject to "objective" social processes. But this is not to deny
the effect of processes of the other two realms on man in the third world,
that of action. Indeed, most contemporary social science theories, reacting
against earlier reductionism, have too narrowly limited the role of nature and
• Secular trends is used throughout this volume in the statistical sense to refer to trends
which despite some "ups" and "downs" show a general tendency.
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symbolic processes in shaping the realm of action. Under the influence of
Max Weber, the independent role of symbols (especially ideas) has regained
much recognition, but the role of nature usually is regarded as merely setting
some very broad limits within which man is free to fix his social life according
to his ideas and needs. Actually, there is growing evidence that behavior may
be more specifically and to a far greater extent affected by biological and
chemical factors than much theoretical writing in social science assumes. 11
If such faetors are not studied here, this is not to imply that they are
unimportant.
While some social science theories have neglected the effect of non-social
factors on action, others make studies of the social behavior of animals a
major source for the study of action. 12 Although man is not uniquely a social
creature, action is uniquely a creation of man. Whatever other differences
there are between men and animals, animal social life differs most significantly
from man's precisely in terms of malleability, for the social structure of
animal societies is largely inherited (i.e., given). Hence, in the study of
human behavior, we focus on a distinctly human characteristic: malleable
relations among acto rs; thus, the world of social action does requi re a
distinct discipline.
The realm of action is broader than that of social action. In social action,
both the actor and the object of his action are human; in other kinds of
action, the actor is human but the object is not. But, as action toward nonhuman objects (material objects and symbols) is affected by the social
relations among actors in much t he same way as action whose objects are
actors, \ve treat all these kinds of actions jointly as the realm of action or the
social world. 13

Symbolic and Mechanical Processes
Processes in each of the three realms are subject to different sets of laws
which are related to the extent to which each realm is responsive to action.
The basic contrast is between mechanistic laws that govern the relations
among material objects and laws that govern the relations among symbols.
To explore the difference between the two kinds of laws would take us far
a field. 14 It suffices to say here that relations among symbols, such as in those
in a mathematical equation, do not exist in space and time and, bence, are
not affected by the constraints of space and by temporal proces.<;es that affect
material objects. Relations among symbols are also free from scarcity, a
central attribute of the world subject to mechanical logic. Symbols can be
shared and retained ; the teacher is not less knowledgeable after he "imparts"
his knowledge to his class.
While symbols are not subject to mechanical laws, they are subject to
some laws of their own. Internal consistency is probably the most important
and evident of these. The numerous "laws" of mathematics and logic may
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be viewed as various elaborations on this most central rule of the symbolic
world. We refer here not to a psychological need for consistency on the part
of the person or persons who hold symbolic statements (a need that is in the
third realm, the world of action), but to the relationship among the symbols
themselves which can be characterized and rearranged, drawing on the laws
of consistency intrinsic to the symbolic world.
The realm of action is one in which the laws of objects and of symbols
are intertwined. In the realm of action, men relate through filters of symbols.
In the realm of objects, men affect each other directly, as when air polluted
by one is inhaled by another. In the realm of symbols, relations are almost as
direct.* The relations of man to man in the realm of action (or social world)
take place in accordance with an intertwined set of laws, the mechanic and
the symbolic ones.
This statement, central to any action theory, 1 s has been questioned from
two sides. On the one hand, there are still those who seek to study human
relations in the social realm as they study relations in nature-in a purely
mechanistic way. This is to the logic of social science what biological and
chemical reductionism are to social realism. Attempts at social and political
application of mechanistic cybernetics are the most recent examples. 16
Actually, the cybernetic application has been to such a degree associated
with the mechanistic view of man that the possibility of its integration into a
philosophy of action, one that recognizes a realm subject to joint symbolic
and mechanical explanation, has been ignored. Hence, one of the incidental
effects of this volume may be to illustrate that a cybernetic theory need not
be mechanistic. On the other hand, there are those who go to the opposite
extreme, seeing little importance in the mechanical aspects of action and
viewing interpretative explanations by the actor as the key variable. This is
to the intertwined logic of social science what cultural reductionism is to the
social realm. Such a symbolistic position is approximated by quite a few
psychoanalytically oriented theoreticians and is still found among social
scientists.
The varying positions toward the role of symbols can be illustrated by
divergent interpretations given to a well-known statement by W. I. Thomas:
"If men define situations as .real, they are real in their consequences." 17
The statement has a certain ambiguity: Some give it a more symbolistic,
others a more "objective" interpretation. According to a symbolistic
view, the statement can be understood to suggest that what really is out there
does not matter because the reaction (and the reaction to the reaction, hence
• While a symbol can be related directly to a symbol, like two notes in a tune, they always
require an objective material carrier such as air waves or pages o f a book. The carrier's
importance, however, is small, as a symbolic relation can be readiJy transferred to another
carrier with little' alteration of its meaning and because the effects of a communication are
largely determined by its substance rather than by the nature of the carrier.
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all interaction) is determined by the interpretation of what is there. When a
man approaches and extends his hand, a fellow man, in our culture, will
shake it if he interprets this as a friendly gesture. He may run away if he
views the same gesture as an attack. To stretch the point, a man may try to
shake a hand even when none has been offered, as long as he defines the
situation as one in which there is a hand out there trying to reach his.
Among the numerous sociologists who refer to Thomas' statement,
several come close to such a symbolistic interpretation. For instance, two
sociologists have stated:
Human Behavior can be accounted for only in terms of interplay between
attiludes and values ... subjective desires are what usually determine the way
in which (the) individual reacts to external inftuences. 18
Another suggests that in Thomas' system
... the subject may perceive a number of elements in a situation which cannot
be demonstrated to exist scientifically; but if they exist subjectively, behavior
will depend upon this version of the situation. 19
The point these views have in common is that no direct effect of "reality" is
ex.plicitly recognized. It is not pointed out, for instance, that a locked jail
door has social consequences no matter what meaning the inmates give the
fact that the door does not open. In addition, the effect of objective factors
on the interpretation is also not made ex.plicit, as if the actor is equally free
to impose any interpretation that he chooses (e.g., the door is really open, or
being imprisoned is a widely recognized honor).
In contrast, the following treatment of the Thomas dictum takes into
account both the symbolic and the mechanical aspects of action: "We may
therefore conclude that if people define situations as real, whether or not they
are, their behavior will be altered" (i.e., not determined, but affected by the
interpretation) ; and, "we do not suggest, however, that a person's definition
of the situation is totally unrelated to the reality of the situation. " 20
An actor may r~pond to "pure" symbols which have no natural base
apart from their carrier. This could mean either that the symbol exists only in
the actor's own mind, or that it is shared by at least some of the other actors
in the given situation. Or an actor may respond to a symbol that has some
objective correlative beyond its mere carrier. In the first case, only the
interpretation applies; in the second., both symbolic and mechanical processes
affect the action. 2 1
An illustration may help to bring into relief this crucial distinction
between symbolistic and social interaction. When forces of the Soviet Union
shot down an American airplane in 1963 during a pedod of deteote, the event
had no effect on United States military or economic capabilities; and, though
it occurred in the mechanical world in the sense that bullets ripped the plane,
its socio~political consequences were completely dependent on the interpretation given the occurrence (i.e., on what normative symbol was assigned arid

•
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how this symbol related to other symbols). In this case, the United States
government and press first presented the incident as a violation of the detente
spirit, which in itself was a symbolic state; later, the incident was reinterpreted as an " honest" mistake, and its effect on the detente was defused. 22
However, had Soviet forces destroyed on the same day four hundred
American long-range missiles, the event- whatever the interpretation given
to it- would have curtailed United States capacity to act in the world of ob·
jects. And, as is often the case when an "objective" change is involved, there
would have been less leeway for interpretation, although the interpretation
given would still have mattered. Thus, in the social realm, the logics of objects
and of symbols are coeffective.
This is the point at which practically all sociological discussions end. But
as our central interest is the malleability of the world of action, we must take
the next step and ask: To what degree is the realm of action given? Where is it
open to intervention? How do processes that are under the control of an actor
differ from those that are ongoing?

The Capacity to Control
The Control of Action
The malleability of the world provides only a potential for action; 1t is
the capacity of the actor in which the realization of potential is deposited.
Control is possible in principle because, on the one hand, the units of action,
while they exist in the mechant'cal world, also respond to symbols. It is as if
each unit of action learned a code that enables it to respond to signals of a
controlling agent. At the same time, this control is not exempt from
mechanical Jaws.
Each of the basic elements of the control processes, which are also the
components of the active orientation, has both mechanical and symbolic
aspects. Knowledge is a set of symbols whose dynamics are subject to the
laws of the symbolic world; at the same time, processing and using it incur
costs in the mechanical world which are affected by developments in it. Costs
are incurred, for instance, in the collecting, processing, storage, and
application of information.
Commitments are "energized" symbols. They couple one or more sets of
images (such as included in purposes) reflected in the messages carried by the
communication networks of the committed unit, with an allocative pattern of
its energy. This reveals a n assignment of some of its energy to the realization
or support of the images to which the unit is committed. The images come
under the laws of the symbolic realm ; the psychic, social, or other sources
and forms of energy are subject to those of the mechanical realm.
Power includes one kind that is based on the manipulation of symbols
to which the subjects are committed, while two other kinds are based o n the
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exploitation of objects in the mechanical world, specifically the means of
violence and material objects. Threats to use these two kinds of power are
symbolic, but the capacity to threaten is related, however loosely, to their
mechanical compo nents.• To conclude that just because there is no one-toooe association between the symbolic and the non-symbolic aspects of power
there is no association at all, or that in relations among actors power can be
understood as either symbolic or mechanical, is to fail to understand the
essence of control and action and, hence, of social and political reality.
We view processes in the world of action as divided into two basic kinds:
those wruch control and those which are controlled~ 23 This division is based
on the central criterion of our approach to the study of action, the
malleability differential. We suggest that controlling processes, as a whole,
are more responsive to the laws of symbolic relations than controlled
ones.
Beyond this primary division, a secondary one seems useful: a view of the
controlling processes as an overlayer that rests on top of a controlled underlayer. We note that the two layers are not coextensive; some processes are
uncontrolled. The ratio of those which are controlled to those which are not
provides a crude measure of the degree to which a unit is controlled. We say
"crude" because a fuller measure takes into account various attributes of the
controlling overlayer itself.
The controlling overlayer consists of two major, analytically distinct
segments. The first is composed of the symbolic-controlt processes such as the
processing of information, synthesis, and decision-making, all of which are
explored below. These processes, if the dynamics of the carriers of symbols
are disregarded, are subject to symbolic laws. The second major segment is
composed of the processes of impleme111atio11 which serve as a bridge between
the symbolic-control processes and those being controlled, using both
symbolic components (e.g., the communication of signals) and objects in the
mec hanical world (e.g., goods and services). Both provide " hooks" which the
controlling overlayer implants in the controlled underlayer and which are
used to guide it. To be able to direct, to guide, or to transform a controlled
unit, the overlayer must have some means of reaching the unit, of transmitting
its signals, of enforcing them if a response is not obtained, and of recording
the effects of its efforts. 24
The importance of all this for the active orientation is to emphasize that
although the incomplete and often limited realization of values is in part the
r~ult of both natural and social environmental constraints, it is in part
determined·by the degree and quality of the co11tro/ling over/ayer of the acting
unit. True, control itself is not generated in a social vacuum: It is itself
• For a definition of power, a classification, and a fuller discussion of the points raised
here, see below Chapters 13 and 14.
t There may also be symbolic processes that are under control or uncontrolled.
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affected by environmental forces. The environment, however, is not impervious to the acting self; it is partly molded or chosen by it. Under any given
set of environmental conditions, actors differ significantly in their levels of
self-control and realization, a fact attrlbutable to factors and proce.Jses that are
in part internally set. This assumption of an actor who is in part free to
formulate and implement his line of action in the social world is at the heart of
our approach, and the theory which follows seems to us to suggest that it is a
fruitful one.

Control of Controls
If the capacity to control assures a measure of activation, the development
of this capacity greatly affects the extent, scope, and quality of activation.
Man is not merely able to stand above the ongoing processes and review
them, to choose between alternative courses of action and implement the
choice. He also has the potential capacity to choose among criteria of choices,
and to impose controls on controls.
Actually, we shalt see that the controlling overlayer of social action may
be split into more than two sub-layers: There can be a review of reviews of
control, and so on. The number of sub-layers indicates the sophistication of
the controlling overlayer. The limitation on the number of sub-layers of
control of controls is practical, not theoretical. The level of activeness a
social unit attains and the degree to which it realizes its values (as against the
degree to which it helps to realize the values of other social units) are significantly affected not only by its total investment in control as against action,
but also by the internal structure and quality of the controlling overlayer
itself. To put it differently, there is 011 assodation between the quality of a
social unit's control and the degree to which it is subject to symbolic as opposed
to mechanical logic. All other things being equal, social units whose ratio of
investment in control over action is the same but which have a more
..sophisticated" controlling overlayer are freer to realize their values and
less subject to their environment.
We say "all other things being equal" not only because differences in
environment affect the utility of varying degrees of sophistication of controlling overlayers but, most of all, because differences in upward flowsfrom the membership of a social unit to its controlling overlayers-greatly
affect the effectiveness of its control. To emphasize this point, we refer to the
combined sources of social regulation and change, the downward and the
upward flows, as social guidance, while we reserve the term social control for
downward flows and consensus~formation for upward ones. While the
distinction between control and consensus-formation is an analytic one, as
no social unit has one without also having the other, the differences in the
degree of the mix are most important for understanding social regulation and
change.
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The limit inherent in the concept of control is that it has costs in terms of
both the energy its exercise drains from the ongoing action and that which is
spent to realize its directives. As in the relations between superego and ego,
activation is constricted not only because of lack of guidance, but also because
of excessive control. Much of the following deals with specific control
arrangements a nd compares their relative effectiveness. But these are all
varying accommodations to the basic inherent limitation: As control gives
form, it also eats into the substance.
Here j s a basic difference between the social and natural worlds. Many
contemporary social scientists, especially in the United States but increasingly
in Western Europe, have argued that both worlds are subject to the same
canons of science. While this may be valid on a high level of abstraction, it
is not the case when the specific logic of each world is considered. The world
of nature knows no split between review processes and those under review.
It has no symbolic overlayer and no set of processes that guides another set
toward realization of a state of affairs first formulated symbolically by the
first set.
The fact of societal self-control cannot be understood in terms of
mechanical logic because it cannot account for the formulation of basically
new purposes, just as the laws of the symbolic realm cannot explain how new
symbols affect processes in the world of objects. Both kinds of explanations
must be drawn on simultaneously in order to analyze social processes.
This combination is a unique quality of the social realm and a unique
subject of social science. Various positivist philosophers have argued that
because a computer acts "reflectively" or has a consciousness, man, having
similar qualitie.<>, can be fully explained in mechanical terms. 25 But the fact
that man can construct a machine that acts on two levels- that is, controls
itself-only suggests that the artifacts of social action are to be studied as
following in part social logic rather than merely as aspects of the mechanical
world. Man can introduce into the relations among objects some of his own
capacity for symbolization and transcendence, a capacity not found in the
physical and chemical worlds and present only in very rudimentary forms
among the higher levels of animal life. Although the relations among objects
can be "humaniz:ed" to a degree, this surely does not demonstrate that
man is machine-like.

A Transcendental Capacity
Man as an active creature has a capacity to project himself into the future
by projecting a future and by pulling himself toward it. In the process, he
changes both his environment and himself. In this context, the term
transcendental acquires a clear reference and becomes an integral part of a
social science perspective. The processes that constitute a controlling overJayer can design a state before it exists and can attempt to bring about its
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realization. When the design is first formulated, it may have no more reality
than a port marked on a map, and no more compelling power; still, once the
image is set, it can be used to guide action toward it. Ultimately a ship may
anchor at that port. T hus, we view all social units, not just organizations, as at
least potentially commanding a controll ing overlayer that can assist the unit
to transcend itself.
Inherent in purposes are images of a future to which implementation
processes are committed. We, thus, avoid the prevalent mistake of considering purposes as themselves future states of affairs, a line of reasoning
which opens such an analysis to the positivist criticism that it can be conducted only in a post hoc fashion. Purposes are present and past commitments to images of a future. Whether or not these purposes will be realized
depends on many other factors, but guiding images qualify as purposes
whether or not they are realized. Hence, no knowledge of the future as it will
actually be is assumed in this definition. 26
Purposes, however, are not merely symbolic statements. Future images
become purposes only when energy is committed to them, when the controlling overlayer ''gears" a segment of the controlled processes to the
realization of these images. In order to transcend itself, then, a social unit
must have one or more images to whose realization it is actively committed.
These images may be of a changed environment, a different self, or both.
In any event, a contro lling overlayer that includes a symbolic component is
assumed. Without it, a collectivity can neither form an image of what it is not,
nor guide itself toward such an image. While all social units have at least a
potential capacity to transcend themselves, far from all social units realize it,
and among those which do, some transcend more than others. The more
effective the control a social unit gains of its environment and of itselfthe mo re transcendenta l it becomes- the more able it is to realize its future
images.
The assumption of social units' ability to transcend themselves, we have
seen, requires no assumption of any knowledge of the future. One can,
however, add the notion of a degree of knowledge of the " real" future and
still maintain an empirical conception of transcendence. Many actors set
goals with some regard to the futu re as they expect it to be, and their
expectations are partly based on valid information. In that sense, they anticipate the future, are able to orient themselves toward it, and use it in setting
their purposes* and in moving toward them.
Introducing the setting of purposes and, hence, of values (one criterion
for the selection of purposes) brings up another major connotation of the
transcendental-namely, judging existing reality in terms of its complete
form. Here, the transcendental tradition is associated with "negative"

...

•This entails their ability to take into account the effect of their action and transcending
capacity on this future.
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philosophy which views reality as inferior in terms of unrealized, "pure"
values. The prevailing reaction of social science in the West, following
positivist philosophy, was to refrain from any systematic attempt to evaluate
normatively social science data, and thus to forgo this aspect of transcendental analysis along with the others. It seems to us that transcendental
judgments can be divested of the notion of an absolute set of values in terms
of which social processes are to be judged; such values seem unavailable to
most social scientists. 28 At the same time, relying for transcendental analysis
on a particularistic set o f values, that of one or a group of social scientists, is
also to no avail because it tends to reduce sociology to an ideology. Still,
we hold , a transcendental analysis can be conducted completely openly,
building on the values to which the social unit under study is actively
committed but disregarding the parochial, tribalislic limits within which it
expresses them. Thus, for instance, a social scientist might well not have an
absolute definition of justice and might refrain from using his own; it might,
however, be induced from the societal concept of j ustice- not, let us say, the
definition of it rendered by American Southern segregationalists, but rather
the common concept which underlies their definition and that of other
American collectivities, stripping it of the limitation to whites or Americans
only. Universalizing the values of the subjects provides an Archimedial
standpoint for a critical yet objective social sci.ence.

Manifest Goals
For the same reasons that it is fruitful to view social units as able to
transcend themselves, it is also helpful to re-include manifest purposes,
purposes the social actor himself is aware he is con.i.mitted to, as an
explanatory principle in the study of social and political processes. Actually,
this line of analysis never was completely lost to sociology, but its theoretical
legitimacy needs to be restored.
Studies which explain voting o r purchasing behavior by the explanations
provided by the respondents themselves, without probing into latent
motivations, meanings, or predispositions, are part of the tradition of
manifest analysis. The mark of these studies is not the use of manifest data
itself, but the reliance, for analytic purposes, on factors of which the respondents are themselves aware. One well-known example of the use of such
an approach is Weber's explanation of the formation and persistence of
bureaucratic organization in terms of its efficiency. 29
The rise and decline of this principle, we shall see, follows a "natural
history" shared by several other key concepts in this work and hence deserves
a brief comment. Explaining actions in terms of maoifost purposes originally
carried a heavy metaphysical baggage of teleology. 30 Purposes were viewed
as having a reality and, above all, a force of their own. They were credited
with the ability to compel imperfect forms of reality to move toward fuller
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realization, i.e., themselves. Sociology generally came to reject teleological
explanations on the grounds that there is no evidence for the existence of
such a force and that its assumption is not heuristically necessary. lnstead,
manifest functions were involved as consequences in ongoing systems of
which the actor was aware 31 but not as images of a future state that he knows
he is trying to bring about. Moreover, the main lines of sociological analysis
focused on latent functions. Behavior that seemed irrational when examined
on a manifest level was found to serve functions unbeknown to the actor.
The attempt to move away from the obvious-i.e., what the respondents
themselves knew-put a premium on latent analysis. For some social
scientists, latent analysis served a debunking purpose ; manifest reasons were
challenged as concealing the true reasons. Consequently, the manifest
category has fallen into almost complete disuse on the theoretical level. Our
theory of action combines the two traditions, drawing on both latent and
manifest analysis, without introducing the metaphysical overtones of earlier
philosophies.*

Symbols, Objects, and Energy
In accounting for the capacity to act, we have drawn so far on the
traditional conceptions of symbolic and mechanical Jaws, relating these
concepts to the third, "mixed" realm of social action and within it,
differentiating the controlling, controlled, and uncontrolled processes. We
shall see below that it is fruitful, in addition, to draw on an energy model for
the study of societal action, control, and change. Were the energy model
merely a heuristic device, its ontological implications would be of little
interest. But, as we shall see, the model works too well, is too isometric with
our theory of action, to be treated simply as a convenient analogy. 32
It should, hence, be noted that while we use here the language of symbols
and objects, these have energy corollaries. Symbols gain a role in social
action precisely because they are "energized"---command psychic and social
resources, including control of objects. Objects, in turn, can be readily
viewed as forms of stored energy which can be released and thus transformed
into social action. (In the natural sciences, sub-atomic particles and electrons
are concepts that remind us that the border between matter and energy may
be much more fluid than we tend to assume.) We shall see below the
• We shall encounter this three-step development again: A concept takes on metaphysical overtones, it is rejected and falls into disuse, and then it is reintroduced without
such overtones. A period of disuse is apparently needed to divest a concept of its original
metaphysical assumptions. We might call the whole process a "divesting procedure."
Here we attempted to divest "transcendental" and manifest categories of metaphysical
overtones. The concept of "charisma" has already undergone this process and "national
character" ought to be ~imilarly divested of metaphysics and re-fused as a social science
concept.
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implications of this view for a theory of societal processes and political
organization. Its relevance for the age-old controversies between materialism
and idealism need not be pursued here; suffice it to state th.at the present study
supports the proposition that there is a basic unity behind the varying manifestations. Concepts:such as symbols and materia1 objects are used because
they refer to important differences in manifestation, which have properties of
their own. That the underlying elements are identical explains- on the level of
a principle, rather than as an ad hoc finding-why one manifestation which
appears different from another may not be intrinsically so. Societal units,
we shall see, may' be viewed as containing an unprocessed energy; following
activation, which entails the transformation of these units, this energy is
available for kinetic usages, for societal action. The processed energy available
to any one unit may be channeled (or committed) to alternative societal
usages. Throughout this volume, cost is used to refer to Joss of kinetic
energy, the result of prolonged storage (i.e., inaction), flow to another unit,
or consumption by a lternative actions of the same units. Both the realization
of societal goals and the activation of units consume energy; at the same time,
one of the major goals to which energy can be committed is the attainment of
additional resources from which energy can be derived, or to the change of
existing patterns of allocation and thus to the shifting of commitment.
We have explicated the assumptions on which the capacity to act and to
control rest, its differential character, and the key conceptions a theory of
action and control can build upon. We turn now to ask: Who is the actor?
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CHAPTER 3

The Languages

of Societal Ana!J'sis:

Methodological Assumptions

MUCH

~

O f HISTORY a story of the gamos and fights of
social giants, and much of what society is reflects their doings. Armies and
churches, tribes and classes, these are the actors of the social world. To
undt<rstand history or society, these giants and their interaction must be
studied . An analytic approach that is confined to an atomistic exploration of
these actors would contain only a fragment of reality. This is not to say that
macroscopic analysis can afford to ignore the advances made by modern
social science, which are often microscopic in orientation, nor that it should
revert to the vague, ideological, often untestable, grand "theories" of presociological ages. What is wanted, rather, is an expansion of the scope of
general theory and the addition of a new subdiscipline--macro-sociologywhich would focus on societies, their components, and their changing
combinations in the way micro-sociology specializes in studying relations
within small groups. This and the following chapter deal respectively with the
methodological and substantive assumptions of such a macro-sociology. We
deal here with languages in which divergent theories could be formuJated
41
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employing the same sets of assumptions. Our specification of these
assumptions into a distinct theory of macro-sociology begins in Chapter 5.
The claim that a distinct theory for macroscopic analysis is needed has
often been challenged; therefore, we shall proceed step by step to support this
claim. It might be argued simply on pragmatic grounds that such an addition
is fruitful, but more needs to be said about what we mean by fruitfulness. A
second line of support draws on formal logic, specifically on the relations
among units, variables, and emergent properties. Exploring these first briefly
will allow us in the following section to treat formally both the differences
between micro- and macro-analysis and their relationship to analytic
frameworks that explain social data by non-social theories, especially those of
personality. (Readers who are not interested in methodological formalities
or who are already in agreement that macro-sociology is needed may do well
to turn to the next chapter.)

Some Preliminary Considerations
The Test of Fruitfulness
Theory construction is a process in which concrete data are "broken
down" into abstract components aod reintegrated on still more abstract
levels. While analysis and synthesis are universal features of theory-building,
'the number of tiers among which analysis and synthesis are spread differs
significantly. Much arbitrariness seems justified both in selecting tiers and in
fixing the divisions between them; they need only be consistent with each
other-i.e., what is defined as being on one level must not be defined in the
same theory as being on another.*
The relativity of the framework is inevitable. What in one theory is part
of the definition of a concept (lower tier) may he conceived as an independent
factor (higher tier) in another. A high degree of face-to-face communication,
for example, is sometimes seen as a defining characteristic of small groups. In
some other theoretical work; however, it is viewed as a factor in group
formation. This is quite proper, so long as face-to-face communication is not
used both ways in the same theory. Ultimately, though, the arbitrariness of
theory construction is limited by the theory's usefulness in explaining
empirical data; some divisions are more fruitful than others.
The criterion of fruitfulness, however, is in itself somewhat arbitrary.
One might view a productive theory as one that helps to explain a body of
data. But the procedures for measuring the degree of "fit" between theory
and data are not beyond controversy, and the body of data against which a
• Jn addition, it seems advisable that definitions should not violate disciplinary
traditions unless there is a strong and demons.trable reason. Otherwise communication
wilhin a discipline is unnecessarily hampered.
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theory is tested is often redefined when the theory runs into difficulties in
explaining the data. This is like an airline that claims its flights usually arrive
"on time" but changes the expected time of arrival when they are delayed.
Thus, one might set out to formulate a general sociological theory but test it
on nothing more complex than small groups, or one might build a decisionmaking theory that will account mainly for routine decisions and define all
the many categories of decisions the theory does not fit as non-routine.* The
test of the fruitfulness of a macro-sociological or political theory is how well it
explains the main variance in the data about societies, their chronologies,
their relations to each other and to their component parts. Theories that do
less may be internally consistent and empirically valid but they are not fruitful
and therefore are irrelevant.

Levels of Analysis, Units, and Variables
The main division of theory drawn upon here is a simple one between
lower and higher levels of abstraction. Units of analysis are on lower levels;
variables which characterize these units or their combinations are on higher
ones. For example, a group is a unit; integration is a variable. It should be
emphasized that the lower levels of analysis, as well as the higher ones, are
constructs. The units are more "real" than the variables only insofar as they
are relatively more concrete, but they are not found in nature any more than
are the variables. Theory construction proceeds by projecting higher levels
onto lower ones (e.g., groups are characterized as more or less integrated)
and by systematically advancing propositions about the relations among units
or among variables.
For much of the contemporary theoretical work in sociology and social
anthropology, role is the basic unit; personality and group are viewed as
combinations of roles. 1 t Many writers, however, argue or assume that
• "The sort of simple, explicit model which operations researchers are so proficient in
using can certainly reflect most of the significant factors influencing traffic control on the
George Washington Bridge, but the proportion of the relevant reality which we can represent by any such model or models in studying, say, a major foreign-policy decision, appears
to be almost trivial." Charles Hitch, "Operations Research and National Planning-A
Dissent," Operatiom Re.l'earc/1, Vol. 5 (1957), p. 718.
Occasionally, the theory turns out to work well for an important sub-category of the
body of data, which can be delineated. In that case the theory's power is actually high, and
only the claim for generality is weak. Some theorems of C()ntemporary economics are a case
in point; they are said to work well for "the economies of all but developing nations." See,
for instance, Dudley Seers, "The Limitations of the Special Case," Bulletin of the Oxford
Univer.vity ln.vlitute of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 25 (1961), pp. 77-98. Then too as we
attempted to show in an earlier publication, much of organizational theory applies well
only to highly bureaucratized organizations. A Comparative Analysis of Complex
Organizations, op. cit., pp. 23-27.
t Referen~ notes for this chapter appear on page 56.
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groups are less real than individuals, thus implying that theories should use
individuals as the primary unit. 2 For us, groups and personalities are equally
analytic; both are conceptual abstractions from sense data about behavior.
For example, in the case of a white man striking a Negro, this behavior in
itself is not more individual than it is social, or more psychological than it is
sociological. Such observable items are broken into various components
merely for purposes of analysis. We might be interested in whether or not
these actors are members of the same group, or in the effect of this behavior on
some aspect of their personalities. The empirical and conceptual procedures
we will use to examine both kinds of questions· are basically the same.
Personality has no privileged status. 3
Moreover, it has proved useful to view the same item of behavior from
both sociological and psychological perspectives with each accounting for
part of the variance in the actual behavior. Single items of behavior having
proven too small to use as the basic unit for most analytic purposes, clusters
of behaviors are used instead and are referred to as roles. 4 Roles are combined into personalities and into social units; i.e., each role can be studied
as a component of both. All those roles carried out by one biological actor
constitute a "personality"; the combination of complementary roles carried
out by two or more such actors make up a social unit. s
In both personalities and social units there is, in addition to roles, some
non-institutionalized behavior, a "free-floating" psychic or social energy.6
The scope of this behavior is small in well integrated societies. Jt is greater in
anomic societies, in periods of crisis, and for persons whose socialization
has been defective or is incomplete.
To conceive of an individual as a member of a social group gives priority
to the concept of the individual and makes the social group a second-order
concept. 7 This makes little sense from the viewpoint of role-theory. Members
of groups are "segments" of individuals or roles. Similarly, the personality
js composed of the same "segments." Thus, both concepts are of the same
order of abstraction, and role-not the individual-is the basic unit.
Viewing a person as an abstraction runs counter to commonsense notions
that associate personality with the biological individual and, hence, view a
person as more concrete than a group. 8 Actually, there is nothing especially
abstract about a concept of a role; it is well-anchored in empirical observation: We do not encounter an "individual"; we meet only segments of
persons. We are never introduced to John Doe as a totality but rather to a
co-worker, a new neighbor, or a fellow commuter. When we get to know
John Doe-after we have been exposed to several segments of his personality, as we learn about his other roles or see him in several of them-we
piece together an image of him as a person. First, though, we know him in a
role and not as a man. Thus, the concept of role is less an artificial construct
and has more direct empirical anchoring than is often recognized.
For the purposes of our analysis, one other basic concept is needed along
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with role, personality, and social unit, that of control. We defined control as
the process of specifying preferred states of affairs and revising ongoing
processes so as to move in the direction of these preferred states. As the
theory is developed in later chapters, variables are introduced to characterize
these processes.

Emergent Properties
Variables, it is widely recognized, may be properties either of units or of
their relations. For example, a group may be highly integrated internally,
but its level of integration with other groups may be low. Beyond this
elementary distinction, it is often useful to distinguish between units, subunits, and supra-units. Each of these entities displays properties of its own
and of its relations with other entities on the same level (e.g., one supra-unit
to another), as well as with entities on different levels. The properties of atoms
and of inter-atom relations are on one level-those of molecules are on
another. The properties added (or removed) by a transition from one level to
another are "emergent properties" from the viewpoint of the other level. 9
The transition from role analysis to group analysis illustrates this point.
Assume that we are studying marriage compatibility. We may study the role
of wife (or husband) internally: How compatible are various segments of the
role? Or, externally, what is the degree of articulation between the two
marital roles; e.g., how compatible are the expectations the husband has of
his wife with her expectations of him? All this, however, still amounts to the
study of the properties of roles and inter-role relations; it is not an analysis of
the family as a social group or supra-unit. We shift our theoretical focus from
a unit to a supra-unit when we view the family not as a mere combination of
roles, but as an entity having a structure and processes of its own. The
added variables that characterize the family per se, such as having a
democratic or authoritarian structure, are emergent properties.*
We refer to the properties of the relationships between two or more
units on the same level-e.g., two sub-units or two units-as inter-unit
variables; and to the properties of inter-level relations, such as between a unit
and a sub-unit or a supra-unit and a unit, as hierarchical variables. The key
difference between them is that inter-unit variables do not assume that the
elements are "within" each other, and, hence, as between two groups, their

• Thus, we answer in the affirmative "the controversial question ... whether there are
attributes of groups not definable in terms of either the behavior of the individuals composing the group or the relation8 between these individuals or both." May Brodbeck,
"Methodological Individualisms: Definition and R.eduction," Philosophy of Science,
Vol. 25 (1958), p. 2. For one of the best roccnt treatments of micro-theory see Joseph
Bergcr,.. Bernard P. Cohen, J. Laurie Snell, and Morris Zelditch, Jr., Types of Formalization
i11 Small-Group Research {Boston: Houghton Mitflin, 1962).
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relations are external. Hierarchical variables, on the other hand, take the
opposite tack-relations are internal with one entity encompassing the
other.
While one might treat both relationships in terms of exchange or inputoutput, disregarding the differences between inter-unit and hierarchical
contexts entails overlooking essential differences in the nature of these
exchanges. How great the omission is depends on the specific use the entities
make of their boundaries, especially how much of a barrier these boundaries
are made to be. We shall have a chance to deal with such thresholds below
when we explore mechanisms of control and processes of integration. Suffice
it to say that the actions of a unit in isolation arc not identical with those of a
unit that is a member of a supra-unit. The latter is less autonomous in the
methodological sense of the term; its properties account for less of the
variance of the action under study. The properties of the supra-units set limits
INTER-UNIT RELATIONS
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on the variance of the properties of the member units. This does not hold for
the relations among units (or among sub-units, or among supra-units). Thus,
the degrees of integration of a supra-unit (for instance, the United States in
the first decades of the Union) and of its member units are intimately related,
but those of two units (e.g., United States and the Soviet Union) in an interunit relationship are not directly related (though, like any other property,
degree of integration of one unit may constitute a relevant environmental
property for another unit). 10 It follows that unless we have a theory which
encompasses the properties of supra-units so that we can form propositions
as to which emergent properties we are to hold constant, even the relations
among properties of units and of inter-unit relations cannot be adequately
analyzed.
Inter-unit states may be described, and even explained in part, without
introducing the concept of emergent properties; it is not the recognition of
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distinct inter-unit states that introduces a new level of analysis, but rather the
proposition that these states cannot be explained in full without adding a
distinct set of variables. Nor is there any necessary relation between the
amount of interaction among a given set of units and the explanatory power
of a supra-unit containing these units. There may be, for instance, a
comparatively high level of transaction between two nations; however, most
of it may be explained in terms of the properties of nations and their relations
rather than by the properties of supra-national organizations. Empirically,
though, there seems to be an association; when the volume of transactions
is high, the probability that supra-unit variables will account for more of the
variance also increases. 1 1

Universals, Micro-, and Macro-Properties
The explanatory power of hierarchical variables in accounting for the
variance in any particular body of data cannot be determined a priori or
formally. We suggest that it is fruitful to proceed with a hierarchical theory
which views societies as units that have sub-units and supra-units. As the
sub-units of society themselves may be viewed as supra-units of lower level
units and sub-units, we refer to the first set of entities-that of the societies as
units, supra-units, and their sub-units-as the macroscopic level of sociological theory. In the following pages, we shall first explore the relationship
of this level to the microscopic and universal levels; a subsequent section
takes up the relationship between our inter-level differentiation and the
distinction between inter-unit and hierarchical relations .

Three Kinds of Variables
An underlying proposition of this work is that it is productive for sociopolitical analysis to treat data about societies, their components, and their
combinations as distinct phenomena whose variance cannot be explained
satisfactorily on the basis of the properties and relations of lower level units
such as small groups and individual roles. Variations in the economy of a
nation, for example, can be explained only partially in terms of the behavior
of myriads of firms and families and their relations. Similarly, it is insufficient
to analyze national politics solely in terms of voters and interest groups. We
refer to the emergent properties used in analyzing societal data as macroproperties and to the sub-theory constructed from their combinations as
macro-theory, as distinct from micro-theory which deals with inter-personal
behavior and small groups. (When discussing the substantive rather than the
methodological aspect of the macro-level, we refer to societal level, societal
'properties, societal units, etc. Although the term "societal" is archaic, .it
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serves well to distinguish macro- from micro-data, both of which are
"social."*)
The classification of variables, however, is not exhausted by this distinction. Some variables are not predicated on micro- or macro~units, but
can be used to characterize both kinds of units; we refer to these as universal
variables. The distinction, for instance, between predisposition and action
seems to be universal and can be usefully applied to personalities, roles, small
groups, and societies {though with diminishing returns as we move down this
list). t On the other hand, the institutionalized control of the means of violence
is largely a macro-variable; it has only minimal application in micro-theory
and next to none in intra-role and intra-personality analysis.
It might be argued that such a division of variables is unnecessary because
most variables are universals. {Either macro-behavior is explained by microproperties and their relations, or micro- and macro-sub-theories are assumed
to be isometric and explainable by one, universal, set of variables.) It seems
to us, however, that the question of the relative theoretical power of universal
versus micro- and macro-variables cannot be answered a priori. This work
proposes not only that macro-variables are irreducible, but that their
theoretical significance is considerable. Moreover, even if the propositions
advanced in the following chapters {many of which are on the macroscopic
level) prove to be invalid, the failure to do so may be held only against this
macro-theory, whereas if they hold up-even after revision, reformulation, and
elaboration-this would support the claim that macroscopic theory is needed.
Merton, answering the criticism that sociologists tend to speciaUze in the
study of trivial phenomena and neglect significant historical processes,
pointed to the fact that the study of the trivial fruit fly led to the understanding of some general laws of genetics. 12 Similarly, we can study the universal
properties of interaction in any instance of interaction, even in the small-talk
of college freshmen. (And, just as fruit flies are in ample supply, students are
more accessible than, say, generals.) But just as the anatomy of elephants
cannot be studied by dissecting fruit flies, so, too, the morphology of
macroscopic social units cannot be effectively explored by studying the
structure of small groups.: Societies, we hold, have emergent properties
•The term societal has been used traditionally, though not exclusively, to refer to
macro-social data. More recently, it has been thus used by Ralph H. Turner in a book
review of Talcotl Parsons' Sncial Strurture and Personality (New York: Free Press, 1964)
in Ameriran Sociological Re1•iew, Vol. 30 (1965), p. 789.
t If a variable is universal only to sociology~.g .. institutionalization-it is applicable
to small groups and societies and roles (which are a universal unit) but not to personality.
If a variable is universal for social science--e.g., norms-ii is applicable to personality as
well.
t Making the same point with reference 10 individuals, Barton stated: "Random sampling of individuals is a sociological meatgrinder. You can study mice or frogs by putting
them through a hamburger machine and looking at every hundredth cell under a
microscope, but you tend to lose information about anatomy and physiology that way.
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which are not isometric with those of small groups. Thus, the methodological
contingencies of a full theory of societies (and of polities) seem to necessitate
the addition of a sub-theory to deal with macro-properties.

Micro- and Macro-Social Units Defined
The distinction between micro- and macro-units is widely used in biology,
economics, and many other disciplines. Which social units are micro- and
which macroscopic? There are two ways to answer this question. One is to
denote the main units in each of the two categories. The other is to find a
characteristic that would distinguish the two kinds. Using the first approach,
we suggested that societies, their major components (e.g., classes), and their
combinations (e.g., various international bodies) be treated as macro-units.*
Friendship groups, work-teams, and families might be viewed as the chief
micro-units. Units not specifically named may be said to belong to the
category of the listed unit they most resemble (e.g., ethnic groups are like
classes and, hence, are macro-units). Units that are more complex than small
groups but less complex than sub-societies, especially complex organizations
and communities, may be viewed as a third, intermediate category.
The second approach seems to us more satisfactory, though it leads to
similar results. Macro-units (of sociology) are defined as all those units the
majority of whose consequences affect one or more societies, 13 their
combinations, or their sub-units. The time period must be specified because
acts that have mainly microscopic consequences in one period may have
macroscopic ones in a later period and vice versa. The cut-off point selected
depends on the problem being considered. While consequences of the actions
of social units cannot be readily counted, it seems that most consequences of
many social units are either of one or the other kind, which makes differentiation easier. Those units whose consequences are less concentrated may have
to be classified as intermediary cases rather than classified according to a
count that would require classifying each and every consequence. Our
definition is a functional one in the sociological sense of the term-that is, a
definition according to the consequences the units have for a system. Here the
system is a macroscopic framework, that of a society. Classes, ethnic groups,
and social movements, are obviously macroscopic. Communities and
complex organizations are macroscopic to the degree they significantly
influence societies, their components, and their combinations-and not if
they have no such influence. Thus, General Motors is a macroscopic
Structure and function get lost, and we are left with cell biology." Allen H. Barton, "Personal
Influence Revisited," a paper delivered to the Market Research Council, New York.,
May 20, 1966, p. 1.
• In line with the denotative approach, societies would be characterized as a unit like
1he American, French or British Society.
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company, whereas the neighborhood grocery store is not. A family might be
macroscopic-if it is an emperor's family, for example-but most families are
not.*
We have examined elsewhere in greater detail the suggestion that one may
learn about macro-units by studying micro-units, an approach held for
instance by those who conduct small-group experiments to explore international relations. 14 The main justification for such procedure is the heuristic
value that studies of micro-units have for the exploration of macroscopic
ones, and not the validation of propositions about macroscopic processes on
the microscopic level. This argument, though, raises two questions: First,
why do those who conduct these studies use methods whose special power is
validation rather than discovery? Second, why is so little attention paid to
the macroscopic validation of propositions derived from studies of microunits?
Part of the difficulty arises because some social scientists still do not face
the question of the units of analysis and, by discussing "man," shift back and
forth between statements whose only referent can be a personality system or a
small group and statements about nations and societies; often, one statement
implies an independent variable which is microscopic and a dependent one
which is macroscopic, without any hint as to what the inter-level mechanism
may be. 1 5 Among those who do recognize the differences in the units of
analysis, there are some who justify such inter-level jumps by suggesting either
that the microscopic and macroscopic units are isometric (which denies the
existence of emergent properties), or by assuming that there is a close if not
one-to-one link between processes on both levels. Thus, national leadership
is assumed to be highly responsive to public opinion or public opinion highly
influenced by national leadership, and, hence, fluctuations in personal
attitudes are studied to predict national conduct. Actually, the tightness of the
relationship among the processes of the various units is a matter that must be
established empirically and cannot be decided ex cathedra. As far as the
evidence available allows one to reach a conclusion, it .suggests that there is
considerable inter-level freedom, 16 thus strengthening the argument for a
distinct macroscopic analysis.

Two Kinds of Reductionism
Social science analysis has, for the last generation, been under considerable pressure to move toward psychologistic reductionism and microanalysis. There are several sources of this tendency. The absorption of

* "8ut do not the families significantly affect society?" it may be asked. The answer, as
we sec it, is that each family does not, and the variables which account for the accumulated
elfocts of the families in tolO, arc not attributes of the individual families. Thus, for
instance, the "decline" of the traditional family may be said to enhance moderniiation,

•
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psychological frames of reference and terminology into the mainstream of
Wester.n, especially American, culture makes this kind of reductionism
natural; to stand outside one's culture requires a constant effort. 17 Further,
the anthropomorphic character of language encourages the formulation of
statements about macro-units in personality terms (e.g.. "the United States
was humiliated"). The relative ease with which personal and micro· as
compared to macro-behavior can be observed is an additional factor. And the
great demand in the West for psychological and micro-social knowledge with
regard to such matters as marketing, election campaigns, labor relations, and
other corporate and administrative needs has heightened this tendency,
whereas the countries that are most active on a macro-level (Communist
and developing countries) have invested much less in modern sociol ogical
analysis.* Finally, macro-ana.lysis is more likely to lead to social criticism,
and, hence, it became unpopular in periods when such criticism was
suppressed.
Our macroscopic approach is based on the non-reductionist position that
societal units are fruitfully viewed as having emergent properties. This is not
to fall into the opposite trap, to imply that societal behavior can be fully
explained by emergent macroscopic variables and theories. Obviously,
geographical, biological, psychological, and other factors partially explain
societal behavior, and, in principle, no concrete item of behavior is fully
explained by any orie discipline or theory. The non-reductionist position holds
only that (a) an important segment of the variance in societal behavior can
be explained only by macro-factors (and this is what is irreducible to other
variables), and (b) these factors and the relations among them constitute a
distinct sub-theory within the theory of action.
There are two different kinds of macroscopic emergent properties which,
when ignored, make for two kinds of reductionism: The first reductionism
does not separate sociology from psychology and from social psychology,
whereas the second fails to distinguish macro- from micro-sociology. The
first kind, the reduction to psychology, occurs much more frequently among
philosophers and psychologists than sociologists and political scientists.
Members of the latter disciplines tend to understand that their methodological
claim to distinct disciplinary status is predicated on the existence of emergent
properties on a level of analysis distinct from that of personality. 18
Still, psychological reductionism is not dead in the social sciences themselves,
but ir we seek to explain the causes of this decline, the answer will not be found in the

family as a unit. Its transformation is only an intervening variable between modernization
and some other, usually, macroscopic variables. If intra micro-unit variables were the
factor, how are we to explain that myriad units are changing- in the same waysimultaneously?
• The last two factors, though, appear to be changing, in that the West is becoming
more active on the societal level, and both planning and developing societies are becoming
more interested in modem sociology.
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though it is much more widely practiced than subscribed to as a
methodological position. 19 Among contemporary sociologists, no less a
scholar than George Homans holds a reductionist positioo. 20 An anthropologist reported in 1965 that as "we have so often been told, cultural
phenomena must, in the final analysis, be explained in psychological terms." 21
And David Bidney has stated, "sociologists and anthropologists, who are
interested in ~ocial behavior and its products, cannot investigate their data
except with reference to actual human organisms." 22
Most sociologists and political scientists who are non-reductionist in their
methodological positions agree that both theoretical anchoring and
methodological manipulation are needed before universal concepts and data
about member-units can become part of micro- or macro-analysis. 23 Thus, a
family's or a nation's attitudes are not the arithmetical sum of those of the
members, but are in part the result of processes the social unit brings to bear
on its members. Though the study of the attitudes of persons has no less
theoretical status than that of a family or nation, sociology and political
science begin when universal social science building blocks are combined
into the study of micro- or macro-social units and processes, and when the
social consequences are studied separately from personal and interpersonal
ones. Unfortunately, this central point is frequently ignored in the research of
even those who subscribe to it in the abstract. A significant portion of
sociological and political science empirical research is reductionisticpsychologistic. *
ff the border separating studies of personality from those of social units
is recognized but often trespassed, that which separates microscopic from
macroscopic social analysis is frequently not even recognized. Hence, we
stress the second kind of emergent properties, those which arc within the
realm of sociology and political science; their neglect does not render these
•This point was made by V. O. Key, Jr., The Re>ponsible E/ecforafe (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1966), pp. 3-5 and passi'm. See also "Foreword" by Arthur
Maass, op. cit., p. ix. Many tables in which quantitative data are reporled and which have
the appearance of providing sociological analysis actually provide psychological interpretations. For instance, a table showing that x per cent of middle-class members hold attitude
y, which is in conflict with attitude z, is reductionist when the conflict is conceived, as it
usually is, as intra-personal and thus the explanation is psychological. Such data become
~ociological once sociological variables are included in the analysis. This tends to require
the addition of data on propertie~ or the social unils themselves (which can be derived from
data about members or directly collected).
Coleman, making a related poinl, stresses the role of aggregale data. "Jn general, the
attempt to develop formal group-level relations directly, without recourse to individual
behavior, may pose considerable difficulty. Unll:lls precise qoantitative data exist, the form
of the group-level relation, and the operational meaning of the concepts, may have to be
quite arbitrary. But by moving from the individual level to that of the group, the operational
meaning of the concepts is well specified., and the form of the relation derives from the
more easily verifiable individual-level relations." /111rodurJior! to Mathematical Sociology,
op. cit., pp. 251-252.
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disciplines impossible but largely curtails their richness and potency. While
the first kind of emergent properties sets the social universe of discourse apart
from the others, the second separates the analysis of macro-units and processes both from that of micro-units and processes and from that of universal
elements.
There are several reasons why the microscopic study of societal phenomena is not satisfactory. First, as we have suggested, part of societal
variance is explainable only by macro-factors. Secondly, because the lifespan of most micro-units is short (as a rule, even shorter than the lifetimes
of their members), it is on a macro-level that long-term, historically significant, forces tend to operate and their effects become most visible. Moreover,
change any member of a work team, a friendship group, or even a family, and
(even where there is considerable institutionalization) significant variations
in the social structure and process of the micro-unit would appear. The
same would not be true of a macro-unit, however, for the strength and
consequences of social forces are considerably greater on this level.
Fina lly, it is on the macro-level that the main assets and instruments of
history-making lie, particularly where modern and especially where postmodern societies are concerned. From permanent armies to large-scale
taxation, from mass media to mass political parties-these factors are not
controlled by micro-units. It is on the macro-level that we find the greatest
range of options for self-oriented change. (When an individual, family,
clique, or some other micro-unit affects processes on the macro-level, it, of
course, gains historical significance. "Histories" of other individuals, personal
genealogies, or the records of the genesis of micro-units have little interest for
societal analysis unless they are used as data for macro-analysis either by
some method of aggregation of a large number of such personal or mforo''histories" or by considering a few of them as typical of many others. 24
Jn either case, each individual "history" is not important for societal
analysis. Histo ry is to be viewed technically as a set of macroscopic
processes.)

-M-acro-Micro-Threshold and Hierarchical Relations
What are the relationships of our distinction between micro- and macrounits to that between supra-units and units? The first pair of concepts presents
an absolute, "fixed" distinction, as by definition consequences for a small
group are under no condition macroscopic, and those for a society are not
microscopic. On the other hand, the second disti1iction provides a relative
frame-of-reference which can be shifted up or down to sui t the analysis; what
is a unit for one study may be a sub-unit or supra-unit for another.
There is no one-to-one relationship between supra-units and macro-units,
or sub-units and micro-units. All three levels--sub-units, units, and supraunits- may be part ofa macroscopic analysis (e.g., studying the relationships
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macro- and micro-analysis is not valid. Often, even when the difference
between behavior on the two levels is clearly recognized, as with regard to
individual versus national debt, the theoretical distinction is less widely
utilized. 32
The distinctions we advance here seem to be of value for all social
sciences. For psychology, their employment would more clearly focus the
question of whether a society can be studied as isometric with personality.
In political science, they would clarify the difference between aggregate
studies of voters, their personalities and friendship patterns, on the one hand,
and those of national political processes on the other. Above all, they would
better prepare sociology (though other changes are needed as well) for
historical analysis and for the presentation of an action theory of society.
NOTES

I. We follow here the "universal" theory of action as developed by Ralph
Linton, R obert K. Merton, and Talco tt Parsons.
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it is quite alive. See F. A. V. Hayek, "Scientism and the Study of Society," Economicu, N.S. 9 (1942), pp. 267- 29 1; N.S. 10 (1943), pp. 3~63; N.S. 11 (1944),
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the Status of Aggregates of Persons as Social Entities," Behavioral Science, Vo1. 3
(1958), pp. 1~25. See also Robert M. Maciver, The Web of Government, op. cit.,
p.416.
3. This point was stressed by Skinner, "Behaviorism at Fifty," op. l"il.
4. Ralph Linton defined role as "the dynamic aspect of a status.... When [an
actor] puts the rights and duties which constitute the status into etfe.ct [Le., behaves]
he is performing a role." The Study of Mun (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
1936). p. 114. He defined "status" as "a position in a particular pattern" (ibid.,
p. 113) and not as a rank. See T. R. Sarbin, "Role Theory," in Gardner Liodzey
(ed.), Handbook of Social Psychology (Cambridge, Mass.: Addi son~Wesley, 1954),
Vol. J, pp. 22J-258. For recent discussions of "role" see Neal Gross, Ward S.
Ma!;on, Ale11andcr W. McEachern, Explorations in Role Analysis; Studies of the
School Superintendency Role (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1958). esp. Chap. 2,
and J. Millon Yinger, Toward a Field Theory uf Behavior (New York: McGrawHill, 1965), Chap. 6.
5. This definition of a social unit is similar to Robert K. Merton's definition of a
role-set: " That complement of role-relationships in which persons are involved by
virtue of occupying a particular social status." "The Role·Set: Problems in
Sociological Theory," British Journal of Sodology, Vol. 8 (1957), p. 110. The main
difference is that role-set is defined from the viewpoint of an actor. the occupant of
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the role; the social unit is defined from the viewpoint of an observer, looking at the
combinations of the roles, so to speak, from the side. Unless the role occupuflf is a
sociologist, a role-set and a social unit perspective will differ substantially.
6. For additional discussion, see Dennis H . Wrong, "The Oversocialized
Conception of Man in Modern Sociology," American Soriological Review, Vol. 26
(1961), pp. 183-193 and Herman Turk, " An Inquiry irito the Undersocialized
Conception of Man," Social Forces, Vol. 43 (1965), pp. 518-521.
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8. " ... !>OCietal concepts are not capable of being 'pointed to,'" Maurice
Mandelbaum, "Societal Facts," in Patrick Gardiner (ed.), Theori£'s of History
(New York: Free Press, 1959), p. 486. Mandelbaum discusses this position but
does not hold it himself.
9. On emergent properties, see Ernest Nagel, "Wholes, Sums, and Organic
Unities," Philosophical Studies, Vol. 3 (1952), pp. 17- 32. See also Talcott Parsons,
The Srructure of Social Action (New York: Free Press, 1937), pp. 33 ff. "One of the
special problems which is peculiar to sociology and some ·disciplines in natural
science is the existence of multiple-level systems of relations. A variable which
characterizes a group will affect some attribute of individuals within the group, and
these attributes in turn will affect the attribute of the group," James S. Coleman,
Introduction to M athematical Sociology (New York: Free Press, 1964), p. 241.
Abraham Edel, "The Concept of Levels in Socia! Theory," in Llewellyn Gross (ed.),
Symposium on Sociological Theory (New York: Harper & Row, J.956), pp. 167-195.
10. For an extension of this discussion and illustrative material, see the author's
Political Unification, ·op. cit.

11 . For a concrete example, see below, pp. 373.
12. Robert K. Merton, "Notes on Problem-Finding in Sociology," in Robert K.
Merton, Leonard S. Broom, Jr., L. Cottrell (eds.), Sociology Today (New York:

Basic Books, 1959), p. xxvi.
13. Societies are defined as self-sufficient social systems. See Talcott Parsons
et al. "Some Fundamental Categories of the Theory of Action: A General Statement,'' in Talcott Parsons and Edward A. Shils, (eds.), Toward a Getreml Theory of
Action (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1952), p. 26.
14. Amitai Etzioni, "Social Psychology of International Relations," in Hand·
book of Social Plychology, Elliott Aronson and Gardner Lindzey (eds.), rev. ed.
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, Forthcoming).
15. See Ibid. for rerercnces and examples.
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16. Ibid. See also below, 163-168.
17. On the place of individualism in the Anglo-Saxon societal perspective, see
Adamantia Pollis, "Political Implications of the Modern Greek Concept of Self,"
British Joumal of Sociology, Vol. 16 (1965), p. 30.
18. This was recently discussed by Blau, Exchange and Power in Social Life,
op. cit., p. 3. See also Parso ns, The Structure of Socfal Action, op. rit., p. 734 and
passim.
l 9. For an economist's discussion of this point, see Everett E. Hagen, On tlie
Theory of Social Change: How Economic Growth Begins (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey
Press, 1962), esp. 36-49.
20. "Let us get men back in, and lei us put some blood in them .. . no matter
what we say our theories are, when we seriously try to explain social phenomena by
constructing even the veriest sketches of deductive systems. we find ourselves in fact,
and whether we admit it or not, using what l have called psychological explanations." George Homans, "On Bringing Men Back In," Americu11 Sociologiral
Review, Vol. 29 (1964), pp. 816-8 J 7, from his Presidential Address to the American
Sociological Association. Timothy C. Brock, a psychologist, s~onds these words in
his "Double-talk and Mother-wit," Co111e111porary Psychology, Vol. I 0 (1965),
p. 460. For a moderate defense of reductionism, see Cation, From Animistic to
Naturalistic Sociology, op. cit., pp. 302-31 6. Emile Durkheim, who advanced
powerful argumen ts against psychological reductionism, came close to being a
socio-cultural reductionist. See Sociologie er Philosophie (Paris : Presses Universicaires de France, 1951), pp. 33 ff.
21. David Kaplan, "The Superorganic: Science or Metaphysics?," American
Anthropologist, Vol. 67 (1965), p. 959. See also p. 961.
22. David Bidney, Theoretical Anthropology (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1953), p. 46. See also p. 78. Cf. to a fine non-reductionist case study, Navajo
Witchcraft, by Clyde Kluckhohn. Kluckhohn studies the interrelationship between
personality needs, stratification, and societal patterns. (See papers of the Peabody
Museum, 22, No. 2, 1944.)
23. On the methodological steps, see Paul P. Lazarsfeld and Herbert Menzel,
." On the Relation Between Individual and Collective Properties," in Amitai
Etzioni (ed.), Complex Organizations: A Sociofogic:al Reader (New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1961), pp. 422-440. See also James S. Coleman, "Relational
Analysis: The Study of Social Organizations with Survey Methods," Etzioni, ihid.,
pp. 441-452. See also Erwin K. Schcuch, ''Cross-National Comparisons Using
Aggregate Data: Some Substantive and Methodological Problems," in Richard L.
Merritt and Stein Rokkan, Comparing Nations (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1966), pp. 131-167. Cf. Anatol Rap oport, "Uses and Limitations of Mathematical
Models in Social Science," in Symp<1si11m on Sociologi<'.af Theory, Llewellyn Gross
(ed.), (New York: Harper & Row, 1959), pp. 348- 372.
24. For a fine example of the second use, see Sigmund Diamond, The R<!putution
of the American B11si11essma11 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Universily Press, 1955).
For a discussion of the use of mass personal documents, see Robert Angell, "A
Critical Review of the Development of the Personal Document Melhod in Sociology, 1920-1950," in Louis Gottschalk, Clyde Kluckhohn, and Robert Angell,
Tiu! Use of Personal Documents in History, Anthropology, and Sociology (New York:
Social Science Research Council, 1945), Bulletin 53, pp. 177-232. For an argument
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that personal histories per se are of sociological importance. see C. Wright Mills,
The Sociological Jmagi11ation (New York: Grove Press, lnc., 1959), pp. 159-164.
25. Merton, Social Theory and Socio/ Structure, op. cir., pp. 5-10.
26. This is a central thesis of Wolin's Politics and Vision, op. cit. See esp. pp.
407-434. See also Key, The Responsible Electorate, op. cit.
27. David Kaplan, "The Superorganic .. .,"op. cit., p. 961, and his "Personality
and Social Structure," in Joseph B. Gittler (ed.), Review of Sociology (New York:
Wiley & Sons, 1957), pp. 87-121, esp. 113.
28. Jn 1967, for the first time in its history, a plenary session of the American
Sociological Association was devoted to macro-sociology. Papers were presented
by Talcott Parsons, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, and Amitai Etzioni. See also Wilbert E.
Moore, "Global Sociology: The World as a Singular System," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 71(1966),pp.475-482. See also references cited in footnote 31 below.
29. Many textbooks of economics include micro-economics and macroeconomics sections. Robert Heilbroner, Undersra11dt11g the Macro-economics
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965) is devoted to the second category.
30. Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic: Analysis (New York: Harper & Row,

1955), pp. 237-238.
31. Among the sociologists who use the term are the following: Robert K.
Merton and Bernard Barber refer to "macro- and micro-sociological perspectives
of knowledge" in their ..Sorokin's Formulations in the Sociology of Science,"
Philip J . Allen (ed.), Pitirim A. Sorokin ill Review (Durhar11, N .C.: Duke University
Press, 1963), p. 338; macro-sociology i~ referred to by Werner Stark, The Sociology
of Knowledge (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1958), p. 28, also in reference to
the sociology of knowledge. Stein Rokkan and Henry Valen refer to a macrovariable in their "Parties, Elections, and Political Behavior in the Northern
Countries: A Review of Recent Research," in Otto Stammer (ed.), Po/itische
Fonclmng (Cologne: Wesldeutscher Verlag, 1960), p. 110. Milbrath, Political Participalio11, op. cit., p. 5, refers to "macro" as "the behavior of the larger political
system." Bo Anderson dedicated an article to "Erik Allardts MakrosociolOb'Y,"
Sociolozik Fors/.wng, Vol. I (1966), pp. 22-31. Philip E. Slater devotes a book to the
study of small groups which he entitles Microcosm (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1966).
Stein Rok.kan and Angus Campbell compare "micropolitics" to "macropolitics" in
''Norway and the United States of America," fntematio11al Sociul Scien«e Jourf!LJI,
Vol. 12 (1960), p. 69. See also Fred W. Riggs, "International Relations as a Prismatic System,'' World Politics, Vol. 14 (196 1), pp. 144- 181; Gabriel A. Almond and
Sidney Verba, Civic Culture (Boston: Little, Brown, 1965), pp. 30-35; and Blau,
Exchange and Power in Social Life, op. cit., pp. 24-25 ff.: James S. Coleman,
"Research Chronide: Adolescent Society," in Philip E. H ammond, Sociologists at
Work (New York: Basic Books, J964), p. ! 86, discusses "macro-structure." See also
Edward A. Shils, "The Calling of Sociology," in Talcott Parsons et al. (eds.),
Theories of Society (New York: Free Press, 1961), Vol. II, p. 1444, and Scott
Greer, "The Social Structure and Political Process of Suburbia," Americutt
Socfological Review, Vol. 25 (1960), pp. 514-526, esp. SIS.
32. Milton Friedman has most sharply voiced the case for methodological
individualism in economic theory. See his Ersays 011 Positive Economics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 3-46. See also Frank H. Knight, Ethics of
Compeliliott (New York: Harper & Row, 1936).

CHAPTER 4

The Lan9ua9es

ef Societal Ana!J'sis:

Substantive Assumptions

WAT

CONCEPTIONS underl;e th• various theories
concerning the properties and dynamics of society? How must these conceptions be modified before a theory of macro-action can be advanced?
These are the questions this chapter attempts to answer. A theory that is
quite satisfactory for explaining micro-action may be inadequate to account
fo r macro-action, and one that explains micro-dynamics with one set of
assumptions (e.g., laws of symbolic relations) may use another set (e.g.,
mechanistic) for macro-dynamics. As a consequence, there is a need to
explore the conceptions with direct reference to the level of analysis with
which we are concerned-macro-anal~is. Because our subject matter is
societal and political processes rather than, let us say, economic ones,
macroscopic analysis here ipso.facto means societal and political analysis. In
this chapter, we first review three prevailing approaches or "languages, " 1 *

• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 83.
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each of which has been used to formulate a variety of theories about macro·
action ; we then outline the foundations of a fourth approach, the one we
favor.

Three Prevailing Languages
The three major languages (or meta-theories) of social science we will
consider are the atomistic, the collectivistic, and the voluntaristic. The macroatomistic approach views societal properties and processes as the consequences of mechanistic relations among a large number of micro-units. The
collectivistic viewpoint, in contrast, explains such societal states as the
consequences of quasi-organic relationships among the components of a
societal whole. Finally, the macro-volunta ristic approach tends to view
societal states as if they were the expressions of one macroscopic will or mind.
These three approaches are logically exhaustive in terms of the poss ible
combinations of macroscopic hierarchical relations : 2 The atomistic view
stresses attributes of units a nd inter-unit relations to the neglect of supraunit properties. The voluntaristic orientation focuses on a supra-unit and
tends to neglect unit properties and inter-u nit relations. The collectivistic
approach studies both units and supra-units. Thus, the first approach tends
to be highly jragmenral; the second 1110110/ithic; and the third, concerned with
the relations of the parts to a whole- which it views as largely given-may be
characterized as quasi-organic.
These three approaches differ according to whether or not and where they
see a capacity for an active orientation. The atomistic approach, in its pure
form, provides no such macro-capacity ; it sees only microscopic actors who
relate to each other in mechanistic ways. The collectivistic approach views
relations among the parts of the societal whole either as given, or as changing
only as a result of historica l, cultural, or environmental forces over which the
collectivity has no control. If the atomistic approach sees the locus of the
active orientation as being in micro-units, the collcctivistic approach does not
even grant the existence of such an orientation. While symbolic interpretation
plays an important role in explaining the bonds which tie the parts to the
collective whole, the study of their function and dynamics tends to assume
that these, too, are given or change because of forces uncontrolled by the
collective actors. In contrast, the voluntaristic approach gives excessive
attention to the active capacity. ln its pure form, it recognizes few permanent
limitations inherent in the actor and even fewer inherent in his social
environment.
Although the users of the various languages are not necessarily aware of
or motivated by them, the differences in approach have sign ificant ideological
implications. Both atomistic and collectivisitic approaches tend to have
conservative implications, for they do not view societal processes as open to
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deliberate guidance. They see no societal villains and no macro-heroes.
Voluotaristic theories, on the other hand, tend to point to one or more
macro-actors, such as a domestic elite or a fo reign power; the ideological
implications of this approach depend on the actor specified by the particular
theory.
We will now examine in more detail these three societal conceptions.
We suggest that a convergence of the collectivistic and voluntaristic
approaches provides the foundations for a more satisfactory theory of
societal action, and that the atomistic approach adds a model which is
applicable to a sub-set of societal properties and proce.<>Ses.
We treat all three of the conceptions, it should be stressed, as ideal types;
few theories and even fewer · empirical studies draw exclusively on one
language of societal analysis. Many theoretical works and empirical studies,
however, can be readily classified in terms or the language on whose concepts
a nd assum ptions they primarily draw, explicitly or implicitly. Many others
can be characterized in terms of their relative reliance on one of these three
languages. We cannot overemphasize that the purpose of the follow ing
discussion is not to review studies and their findings or to summarize scores
of theoretical works, but to illustrate three common languages of social
science and a fou rth which arises o ut of their convergence.

The Atomistic, Aggregate Approach
The atomistic approach, in its pure form, recognizes macro-states but
not macro-action or actors; it explains the state of the society, economy, or
polity in terms of the properties, relations, or actions of the micro-units,
rather than in terms of their supra-unit, macroscopic relations. There is no
systematic place for a societal actor; whenever he is arbitrarily introduced, he
affects the inter-unit state by acting like any one micro-unit in an aggregate
of such units. J
The full-competition model of economics is a well-known application of
an atomistic conception. The state of the national economy is explained in
terms of the actions or decisions of numerous persons, families, or firms.
To the degree that government appears in such an economic model at all, it
is viewed as another member unit which acts in the unguided market which is
itself an aggregation of myriad microsco pic decisions.
Many economic studies are based on assumptions quite different from
those of a full-competition model, but they still draw heavily on the basic
atomistic-aggregate concept. Examples of these are analyses of the ways in
which consumers, families, or farmers react to government-applied Keynesian
controls. These micro-units are seen as acting on the basis of their individual
qualities or j udgments or their inter-relations, but not on the basis of macroproperties or processes. Jn contrast, many studies of monopolies, price
leadership, labor relations, and the economics of development are much less
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affected by the atomistic approach and draw more upon other languages of
societal analysis discussed below.*
The balance-of-power theory of international relations also uses an
atomistic ianguage. 4 The state of international affairs is viewed as determined
by the actions of the various units (nation-statcs).t War, should it occur, is
the result of an "upset" in the balance, which, in turn, is explained by the
emergence of a new coalition between the units, by changes in the power of
some units, or by the appearance of new units in the particular historical
situation. l!fowever, no collectivistic supra-unit is assumed to have the
capacity to correct the balance. Even when a balancer is introduced, it is
seen as merely one more unit whose self-interest dictates weighing one side of
the scale to safeguard the balance, rather than as a supra-unit force. It is
somewhat like a rook moving to prevent a checkmate, with all the figures
knowing and observing the rules of the game but with no player to guide them.
When international organizations are introduced into this picture, they
are credited with some collective regulatory function, but this capacity is seen
as so limited that most of the variance of international conditions and
developments is still explained atomistically. Jn contrast, studies concerned
with the evolution ofregional communities which deal with powerful, institutionalized, non-rational bonds among nations (or at least among their
elites)- for instance, shared conservative values, aristocratic upbringing, and
• Even here atomistic perspe<:live.~ are far from unknown. "When economists build
models of growth, they typically do not give explicit independen t roles to the ability or
motivation to solve problems of public policy. For most existing economic theories,
public decision-mak ing lies entirely outside the realm of economic analysis- as when
certain bas ic decisions are relegated to the shadowy worlds of 'pre-conditions' to economic
growth- or public decisi on-making in appropriate quantity and quality is viewed as an
automatic by-product of economic processes which are impelled by the 'classic' outputs of
capital, labor, and natural resources, to which technical progress and education have lately
been added. Private decision-making has fared somewhat better since it has been dealt
with through the concept of entrepreneurship. But the entrepreneur of formal price theory
is conceived of as springing into action as ~oon as his calculations tell him that a profit can
be made. His ability to ca lculate and his motivation to achieve profits are never in doubt."
Albert 0. Hirschman, Juumeys Toward Prngress (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday Anchor
Books, 1965), p. 19.
There are strong atomistic elements in po~itivistic (or naturalistic) sociology. See
Stuart C . Dodd, Dimensions· of Society (New York: Macmillan, 1942); William R. Catton,
Jr., From A11imistic to Naturalistic Sociology (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), esp. pp,
257- 284. For a recent political science example, see James M. Buchanan, "An Individualistic Theory of Political Process," Varieties of Po/ftiral Theory, David Easton (ed.)
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1966), pp. 25- 37. On this approach see Paul
Meadows, "Organization Theory and the Atomist ic Models," in his "The Metaphors of
Order: Toward a Taxonomy of Organization Theory," in Llewellyn Gross (ed.), Sociological
Theory; lnq11iries anti Porotlif(ms (New York; Harper & Row, 1967), pp. 91- 95.
t Th is part icular applia11ion or the atomis tic approach differs from the others discussed
here in that the units themselves are macroscopic by definition. But the relations among
them are $tudicd in a fragmentaJ, me<:han!stic, inter-unit fa~hion.
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tastes among diplomats in the century of peace5 -shift the focus from
atomistic to collectivistic analysis. The same holds for studies of empires and
quasi-empires. 6
Capitalist economies and the relations among nation-states may be
relatively appropriate subjects for atomistic analysis, since the relevant data
may be explained to a greater extent by int.er-unit factors than the data
describing many other sub-societal, societal, and intersocietal relations.
Atomistic conceptions, however, have also been applied to such societal
processes as domestic politics and inter-unit unification, and in these cases
they seem much less appropriate.
An example of this is veto-group analysis of national politics, which
attempts to explain the macro-behavior of legislative output and executive
policies in terms of the relations among political groups, their qualities and
dynamics. Relatively little independent explanatory power is granted to
national institutions themselves, to national leadership, or to ruling classes.
A major outcome ascribed to the aggregate of the actions of the veto groups
is blockage, stalemating the polity. Whatever national action does occur
cannot, within the limits of this approach, be credited to (or blamed on) any
one group or coalition of groups, because all groups affect the national action,
like vectors feeding into a vector-d iagram. 1
Veto-group studies of domestic politics differ from interest-group studies
in that the latter see specific groups as promoting specific macroscopic actse.g., a specific law. Such a view may still be highly atomistic so long as little
weight is granted to macroscopic factors to accou nt for the general legislative
output (there are one or more "atoms" that largely account for each
legislative act).8 Less atomistic studies of domestic politics give a relatively
larger role to shared values, presidential leadership, the specific institutional
structure, and other societal factors.~ Non-atomistic studies of domestic
politics, to the degree that they deal with interest-groups at all, see these
groups as considerably affected by the cultural, societal, and economic
structures of the specific society under study. 10
Attempts to determine on the basis of transactional analysis the nature
and dynamics of bonds that tie units into communities- whether these be
nations, suburbs, or tribes- are other examples of the atomistic approach.
The transactions studied include telephone calls, letters, telegrams, trade, and
tourism. Macro-properties (e.g., the integratio n of communities) are perceived as the product of transactions among the units, not as the result of a
supra-unit action. In general, the more transactions that occur, the more the
units are viewed as related, and the more the supra-unit- the communityis seen as integrated. 11
It might be argued that there is no contradiction between explaining
macro-actiori by societal factors and as the outcome of myriad individual
decisions, since macro-processes set the context in which micro-decisions are
made. But atomistic models do not see the situation in this way; if they did,
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macro-variables would be included a nd the relative weight of societal factors
as compared to micro-choices considered. Typical atomistic studies describe
only the properties of the micro- or individual decision-makers and their
interrelations and focus their explanatory eye on micro- and individual
factors, deflecting it from macro-factors. (Of course, an occasional study that
uses atomistic language introduces a macro-variable, but it enters in a n ad hoc
fashion and not as an integral part of the atomistic theory.) Thus, atomistic
theories in their pure form cannot be said to adhere to either an active or a
passive conception on the macroscopic level because they do not recognize
this as a distinct level of analysis. They are, so to speak, pre-active.

The Collectivistic, System Approach
The collectivistic approach recognizes a macroscopic supra-unit which has
properties and dynamics of its own. The central assumption of this approach
is that the units under study hang together and are tied to each other with
powerful bonds. The resulting entity has a "structure," "pattern," or
"character," or provides a "gestalt" or a "context," the term used depending
upon the specific theory. In this sense, collectivistic language is the opposite
of the atomistic approach in which, "to put it more generally, we tend to
think of things not relations, of items but not context, of dualities rather than
a field." 12
It may appear that collectivistic language and system analysis are o ne and
the same. A system is defined as a relationship in which changes in one or
more component parts initiate changes in the other component parts, and
these changes, in turn, produce changes in the parts in which the original
changes occurred. D The structure is the specific form of the relationship
among the parts at a given point in time. Actually, the concept of system has
been used in two rather different ways in social science, a terminological
confusion that has caused much theoretical confusion. Many social scientists,
especially sociologists and anthropologists, use "system" as a supra-unit
concept; others, especially "general system" theorists, use it as an inter-unit
concept. 14 The definition of system as a feedback relationship covers both
usages. The concept is employed rather loosely to include almost all relationships-those in which there is a powerful integrating mechanism that
counters centrifugal forces (as in a community), those in which the units are
only interdependent (as in a pure market relationship), and those in which
the relationships are only situational (in that the environment has features that
bind the units in a feed back relationship). 15 Thus, relations as different as
those between lovers and those among unacquainted drivers have been
characterized as systems. 16
A survey of works in the intellectual tradition that brought about the use
of the system concept in social science suggests that implicit in the term is a
relationship which is much more collectivistic than the formal definition of
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a feedback relationship indicates. "System" in this tradition is used to
advance the proposition that the units under study are not merely related
but are related in a hierarchical, supra-unit fashion. The main point is that
a unit, a member of the system, does not respond directly to a stimulus input
from the enviconment but rather in accord with the system's level of integration and, above all, structure. Supra-unit honds are assumed to have a
distinct analytic status. The term "system," when used in this way, highlights
the quasi-organic nature of societal entities which do not merely adapt to
their environments or behave in accord with the stimulus-response model, but
react creatively on the basis of their " character."
The latter-day dilution of the term "system" so that it sometimes implies
a supra-unit and sometimes only atomistic relations results in the partisans
of both usages being critical of each other. Those who view a system as
having a supra-u nit quality tend to feel that other users are applying the term
loosely while inter-unit theorists criticize the unstated hierarchical assumptions of the supra-unit users.* Ideally, the best way to resolve the situation
would be to define "system" exclusively as a pattern of feedback relations,
either with or without a supra-unit centripetal mechanism. But the prevailing
usages seem too widely held to be open to correction in that way. Hence, we
shall use the terms "supra-unit" and ' 'inter-unit" to characterize the two
kinds of system relationships. ("System" will be used to denote feedback
relations when it docs not matter whether the pattern is hierarchical or
inter-unit.)
The collectivistic approach is in the supra-unit tradition of system
analysis: it explains macro-action by the fact that units hang together to
make up a macroscopic supra-unit, and by the particular structure of the
"whole" thus created. But while the collectivistic approach sees the social
unit as capable of reacting creatively to external stimuli, it does not
systematically recognize a capacity of the societal actor to change himself or
to restructure i11ternal relations on either the supra-unit or the member unit
level.
An analogy frequently drawn in collectivistic writings may help to
illustrate this point. Systems' pattern-maintenance is frequently compared to
the capacity of a body to maintain its temperature despite changes in the
environmental temperature. The internal thermostat functi ons within given
limits; if strained- let us say, by overl oading-the mechanism will break
and the actor will " die"-that is, the boundary between the actor and the
environment will d isappear. From then on, the temperature of the unit will
reOecl that of the environment. 1 7 Collectivistic theories do not assume, to
stay with our example, that the body can reset its thermostat or restructure its
anatomy so as to make changes in itself part of its active response to the
environment. Changes are assumed to take place in the actor (e.g., as the body
•For additional discussion, see Appendix of Chapter 5.
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ages, a society tends to bureaucratize and lose its ftexibility and legitimacy),
but the actor is considered unable to control these internal changes even
partially. The routinization of charisma- the turning of a sponta neous, active
social movement into a rigid bureaucracy-is not willed by its participants;
it is a process that occurs because of forces beyond their control, often even
against their wishes. 18 Ethnic relations. for example, have been viewed as
moving through a four-phase "natural history," from conflict through competition and cooperation to assimilation, whether the ethnic groups involved
desire such change or not. 1 9
The typical definitions of social system recognize no differences between
animal and human societies. The relevant difference between the two kinds of
societies is that for the former, division of labor, and hence, " roles" and
structure are largely given and transmitted from generation to generation
by a biological mechanism, whereas in human societies, they are t ransmitted
by social processes and are, therefore, open t o resetting by the members,
acting collectively. This essential d ifference in malleability is not adequately
ta ken into account by the collectivistic view.
Several sociologists have come to view personalities, small groups, and
societies as evolving genotypically, as "differentiating"-first bifurcating and
then redividing four ways. 2° This illustrates the "social forces" orientation
implicit in the collectivistic language : Processes unfold without any active
member control. No unit or supra-unit is assumed to have a capacity to stopor accelerate-differentiation . Social systems are viewed as biological ones in
which a rise in temperature, let us say, triggers a higher rate of counteracting perspiration, without there being any possibility of a deli berate decision
to use some alternative mechanism, to deliberately search fo r more effective
mechanisms when available ones are strained, or to anticipate future overloading and prepare adequate responses in advance.
Although biology is the source of this analogy, sociologists, using the
differentiation model, have tended to ignore biologists' concern with how
the differentiation process is guided. 21 Instead of an active capacity,
many collectivistic theories tend to assume, on the social as well as on the
biological level, a process of Darwinian selection that eliminates those units
which do not fulfill the fu nctional prerequisites. 22 That is, social units
that do not command the necessary mechanisms "die"; they fail to
maintain their boundaries. The units we encounter do, it is said, satisfy these
prerequisites.
Such a quasi-organic model may be suitable for studying primitive
societies, a lthough even many of these seem to have elements of an active
orientation, a capacity to learn collectively from experience and to introduce
some changes into their societal pattern. 23 Surely a language for theorizing
about societal action must take into account the fact that very few societies
disintegrate, and that most societies have the capacity to change themselves
to so.me degree. We need not assume that societies use a refined sociological
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theory as the basis of their action to suggest that they have some sociological
insight which has some validity and upon which they act to a degree. Further,
while some societal units score very low on these dimensions, this certainly
does not justify omitting these dimensions from a general theory of societies.
The concepts of manifest goals, societal guidance, transcendence, and the
active orientation, however, are not part of the collectivistic language.
Ongoing processes are central to it; parts "work" on each other, groups
"interrelate" or "interact," and, as if on their own, forces of deviancy are
said to "generate" forces of social control.

The Voluntaristic Approach
The voluntaristic approach focuses on a societal actor who, in principle, is
able to remold his world at will. Limitations on his freedom are recognized,
but these are viewed as abnormalities, restrictions of his true capacity, or
residues of earlier periods. Highly voluntaristic works were more common in
earlier times- in the days when Greek philo~ophers bdieved that to know
good would suffice to bring it about, in the Age of Enlightenment, and in the
heyday of utopian socialism. 24 While Marxism is far from a voluntaristic
theory, the optimism with which Chinese-and to a lesser degree, Sovietleaders approach the recasting of their societies suggests that they adhere
to a highly voluntaristic version of Marxism, even if they believe that the
changes they are attempting to implement are historically necessary.
Voluntaristic views of society still have considerable ideological and popular
appeal in the West, an appeal which is reflected in the widespread belief
that if the government (or the President) would only put its mind and
power to removing a particular evil, that evil would be banished.
Voluntarism was at the center of a major school of international relations
which believed that changes in international law, charters, and international
organizations could fundamentally alter international reality, an approach
which has not died out despite potent criticism. Voluntarism is also at the root
of a major school of public administration, the "formal-organization"
approach, the " balanced approach" to master planning in economics, as well
as cybernetics and game-theory.
Most voluntaristic theories are a-structural : Their actor is a man (a
great man), or a group of men who act like one man (the power elite), or Man
writ large-"American sensibilities were offended"-as though societies or
corporations were giant-sized individuals. zs This a-structural language makes
it easier to perceive the social body as monolithic and avoids the questions
of what mechanisms provide for action in unison, what binds the "atoms,"
and what allows restructuring of their relations and dynamics. 2 6
Similarly, the a-structural view does not take into account the fact that
societal units are composed of many sub-units and actors, and that the action
of any one of them-if it is to have macroscopic consequences-requires
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either winning the others' support or forcing their compliance. This sets sharp
limitations on any one actor's ability to act and on the ability of aH of them
to act together at the same time. Discerning few external or internal
constraints on action, the voluntarists' view is hyper-active. The constraints
it does recognize are introduced as ad hoc limitations on the applicability
of this perspective, which do not require its modification.
There are two major voluntaristic approaches: One views the societal
actor as if he were a non-rational being, and the other views him as if he
were rational. The non-rational voluntaristic approach perceives societal
units as acting like macro-persons-responding to drives, emotions, and
beliefs. 27 Since these are beyond the actor's control, this version has a
passive element. Its voluntarism lies in its explanation of societal behavior as
the response to one actor's drives and urges. Many psychoanalytic interpretations of national conduct, some psychological writings on societal action,
and earlier anthropological and sociological views of national character are
representative of this approach. 28
Rationalistic voluntarism is more activist: It assumes that the macro-actor
is not only free to compel his "body" to express his will, emotions, and urges
but is also able to modify his will in accord with information gained and by
sequential reasoning. 29 Man, it is conceded, does not always act rationally,
but this is due to limitations on his knowledge, on his capacity to analyze,
and on his decision-making model. Provided with better information,
computers, and models, Man would not only think but would also act more
rationally.* Value and power conflicts, it is held, can be solved through
arbitration, mediation, negotiation, or by "splitting the difference." 30
In short, no permanent or major limitations on the active orientation are
recognized; the world is seen not as an atom-filled container or a quasiorganic tissue but as the product of an omnipotent agent.
Varying degrees of rationalistic voluntarism can be found in administrative science and branches of political science. In studies of administration, it
is most evident in the scientific management approach 31 and in some schools
of decision-making.32 Although never as popular in political science as it
was in economics, rationalistic voluntarism was quite importa nt before World
War II, particularly in the field of international law and organization. 33
Hans Morgenthau, who has contributed significantly to the reduction
of voluntarism in political science, depicts its rationalistic version as
follows:
One [school] believes that a rational and moral political order, derived from
universally valid abstract principles, can be achieved here and now. It assumes
the essential goodness and infinite malleability of human nature, and blames
the failure of the social order to measure up to the rational standards on lack
• The word "better" is used inasmuch as many theories in this area prescribe how the
actor ought to behave; i.e., they hope to provide the model for his more rational behavior.
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of knowledge and un<lerstanding, obsolescent social institutions, or the
depravity of certain isolated individuals and groups. It trusts in education,
reform, and the sporadic use of force to remedy these defects. 34
The influence of rationalistic voluntarism has waned during the last
three decades, although it often survives in a diluted form in which more
extensive ad hoc limitations on rationality and the freedom to act are recognized. Recently, however, the rationalistic model has seen a measure of
revival. 35 In part, this is associated with attempts to use computers to explain
macro-behavior (although the association is historical rather than necessary),
to apply game theory and other rationalistic models to military strategy and
foreign policy, 36 and to study macro-social behavior with some of the less
structural cybernetic models. 37 Rationalism and hyperactivism enter here
with their stress on the role of communication. When communication links
have been laid out effectively and given valid information inputs, the actors
are expected to move toward their goals. This is a variant of a psychoanalytic belief in the power of increased and effective communication. H
Thus, despite much criticism, rationalistic conceptions have been revived in
the study of administration, are being tried out in political science, and are
being viewed with renewed interest in sociology. These are only in part
independent developments: they also reflect the penetration of models from
economics into fields where they seem less suitable.

A Language for Societal Action
We will now outline the language we prefer. In part it grows out of a
convergence of the collectivistic and the voluntaristic traditions, particularly
as applied to cybernetics. To these, the concepts of power analysis must be
added before we have a language rich enough to formulate a theory which
deals with the major societal variables. To refrain from having to state that
the approach we favor is one of collectivistic-voluntaristic-power analysis,
we refer to it as a language of societal action and to the theory advanced with
the terms of this language as a theory of societal guidance.

The Convergence of Collectivism and Voluntarism
The language of societal action advanced here renders the collectivistic
approach more active and the voluntaristic one less hyper-active. In
collectivistic language social units are assumed to be bound into supra-units
in such a way that no unit can move significantly without the movement of
the others. Furthermore, the supra-unit has a structure of its own which
limits the movement of all the units together. To correct this passive view,
we draw on the cybernetic voluntaristic approach for a conception of societal
units which have controlling overlayers that reach into the member-units
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(i.e., sub-units), affecting them and responding to them. Thus, to the
collectivistic assumption of the "stickiness" of societal units and ongoing
processes, we add the conception of mechanisms that are able to guide
macroscopic processes and changes.
While the language of societal action draws on voluntaristic concepts, it
rejects the hyper-active postulate of voluntarism. We view constraints on
societal action as neither tentative nor abnormal, but as an integral part of
our meta-theoretical perspective. These constraints arise in part from the
fact that each macro-action unit is composed of a multitude of micro-units
whose relations and actions affect macro-action; we also assume that, as a
rule, there is more than one societal actor-i.e., that there is more than one
macro-unit which is endowed with the capacity to act and, hence, also with
the capacity to limit actions of other units. In addition, the actors are usually
related in ways not subject to their control. In this sense, a collectivistic
element is added to voluntarism in constructing a language of societal
action.
The drama of societal activation lies in the struggle between the forces
which attempt to actualize the potential capacity to act and the pressures
toward passivity which, in themselves, can be analyzed largely in terms of a
collectivistic system approach.* Similarly, the effects of the actor on other
actors and their effects on him are subject to system analysis. What the
collectivistic action-theories neglect, however, are the sources and bases of
guided effort. These theories do not ask systematically which actors, using
what means and pursuing what goals, can change the structure of the system
and its boundaries. Collectivistic theories do not systematically differentiate
between units which have poor capacities for knowledge-analysis and those
which have sophisticated capacities, between those with a high degree of
commitment and those with a low one, between passive units and active
ones.
The language of societal action differs from the collectivistic one in that
it seeks to systematically explore the nature of the societal capacity to act,
what such a capacity specifically entails, under what conditions it evolves,
and what constraints it faces. While obviously not all societal units are active,
we do suggest that an effective theory of societal processes must include
concepts that allow for such a capacity; otherwise, passive and active units
cannot be differentiated and compared. The question of whether or not
societal units have an active capacity cannot even be phrased unless the
language of societal action includes these concepts.
• Modernization (i.e., the transition from pre-modern to modern societies), trans·
formation from modern to post-modern societies and from post-modem to active
societies, 39 and unification of political units that were previously more autonomous are
particularly suited for this convergence approach because the relationship between
controlling overlayers and societal processes is particularly conspicuous.
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While the language of societal action draws on voluntaristic concepts to
characterize some aspects of societal activeness, it differs from them in
assuming that societal control is both rational and non-rational, and that
societal control is not necessarily highly unified or coordinated and is more
internally differentiated than the analogy to a person implies. Actually, it
might be argued that the control mechanisms of societal units are not
sufficiently unified to justify referring to them as " actors" without introducing unwarranted voluntaristic assumptions. Whether or not the controls
of a specific societal unit are united enough to allow the member units to act
in unison is an empirical question. We suggest, however, that the executive
branches of the governments of most modern states were, and those of most
post-modern states are, sufficiently unified for them usefully to be regarded as
constituting one controlling over1ayer. The same holds for the judicial
branch, even though the unifying mechanism was and is often cultural rather
than organizational. Some legislatures qualify while others may not; national
organizations such as labor unions and armies obviously do. To state that a
societal unit has a controlling overlayer does not imply that the overlayer is
centralized or that the level of internal conflict is low; to act in unison does
not require a high degree of unity.
Another reason for the inclusion of a voluntaristic element in a language
of societal (macroscopic) action is that the range of societal options seems
much more extensive than the range of personal ones. A collectivity can learn
more rapidly than any person (e.g., by hiring experts),* it usually has a longer
life span, it often has more assets, and-especially when it commands an
organizational network- it can more readily change parts than a person can
restructure his personality, not to mention his body. Hence, a voluntaristic
element seems particularly useful in macroscopic analysis.
So far, we have seen that the language of societal action is " in-between"
the voluntaristic and collectivistic languages, for it emerges out of the convergence of both. But in its acceptance of the morphological (or structural)
view, the societal-action perspective is closer to the collectivistic than to the
voluntaristic approach. Societal action cannot be explained without indicating the various positions of the societal actors in a given field and outlining the relations among them-i.e., without outlining the structure.
Similarly, it must be recognized that leadership (or elites)-an element of all
controlling overlayers-GOnstitutes a differentiated structure, and that there
arc many layers of followers "packed" into collectivities and sub·
collectivities, which have their own structures. Thus, control mechanisms
themselves have structural bases, and their consequence~ are to be studied in
terms of their effects on the actors' positions and relations (i.e., in structural
terms). Of particular significance for the present approach is the structural
• A person can also retain an expert, but the expert does not become part of his in1trnal
system and structure.
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base of societal guidance. We hold that a societal unit may have one or more
sub-units (or overlayers) which enable the unit as a whole to use knowledge,
to be committed to one or more policies, and to guide its action toward its
realization.
The structural element of the language of societal action distinguishes this
approac11 from system analysis that is conducted in atomistic terms. Such
analysis applies a system perspective on one level and atomistic-aggregate,
unstructured analysis on all the others. Most input- output and exchange
theories qualify by determining, on the highest level of generalization, the
functional prerequisites of a system, and then pointing to aggregate exchanges
between elites and masses of individuals or among sub-systems, as meeting
these functional needs. 40 We seek to advance propositions as to which
social units and sub-units specialize in the service of the various functions
(though, of course, all units contribute to more than one functional need)
and about the relations among the units, which make up the societal
structure.
Finally, we must introduce the conception of power. We have already seen
that our conception of the active odentation draws on cybernetic components (e.g., the capacity to use knowledge and to calculate) which are
relatively rational and on a capacity to commit which has strong non-rational
aspects, especially those related to leadership characteristics and values.
To these components power is added, which is intrinsically neither rational
nor irrational. (A major part of the following discussion is devoted to each of
these three elements.)
Power as a relational and relative concept assumes that those actors
subject to control themselves have varying control capacities, though, by
definition, they are less effective than those in control of a particular supraunit(s). Active units are not assumed to command a superior control
mechanism or to be able to drown out other units and force their own way;
rather, the capacity to act is to be studied in the context of other units
which are in principle similarly endowed. Second, active units are not assumed
to be those that suppress their members by powerful controls, but those that
have more effective consensus-formation mechanisms, which- as we shall
see.:_are needed for effective and authentic activation of the members and of
the societal units. It is through consensus-formation that the collectivistic
"drag" on action is reduced and the capacity of supra-units to act is enhanced (above and beyond their controllirig capacities). Third, societal units
frequently face their own pasts as a barrier or cost; changes can be made,
but the energy spent in doing so is drawn from the amount available for
action directly related to tile actors' goals. Thus, we do not assume a capacity
for facile action, even where there is an effective guidance mechanism. lt
was to stress this assumption that we entitled our theory one of societal guidance; societal guidance differs from societal control in that it also includes
consensus-formation.
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An Illustration
The difference between earlier theories and our approach to the study of
action may be illustrated by the difference between the concepts of integration, a key concept of the collectivistic approach, and societal action,
central to our approach. Integration char acterizes the degree to which the
components of a system are bound together. A certain degree of integration
is a prerequisite for societal action, for if a unit's bonds are very weak, its
members will not be able to act in unison; i.e., the unit will cease to be a unit
and will become instead an aggregate of smaller units. But even a highly
integrated unit is not necessarily active. Without a controlling overlayer a
societal grouping may rise in a stratification structure or change its internal
make-up in response to external forces or to the power of other active
groupings, but as a unit it will be unable to assume an active stance.* And,
conversely, a very active social unit may be integrated only to a limited
degree. In fact, it could be argued that a low level of integration enhances a
unit's malleability, which, in turn, increases its activation potential.
Modernization, for instance, seems to proceed more easily in less than fully
integrated regions of a country, all other things being equal (though not in
highly disintegrated regions.)
Studies that approach political action from a voluntaristic viewpoint tend
to fall into the opposite trap of not taking into account sufficiently the degree
of integration. This is particularly true for studies of interest groups. ActuaJly,
these groups are sometimes highly integrated and sometimes aggregates, and
their political action differs considerably accordin_g to their degree of inte·
gration, a fact that is not duly recognized in many interest-group studies. 41
This leads to an underestimation of the latitude of an interest group's
leadership when the group's membership is poorly integrated, and an overestimation of this factor when it is highly integrated. The same limitation is
found in the studies of the relations between public opinion and decisionmak.ing elites which view the public as several aggregates, such as more-andless-educated or more-and-less-committed citizens, disregarding the fact that
public opinion is, to a considerable degree, generated in societal units in
which an educated and committed minority may lead the rest of the
members. 42 In short, the integration of units and their degree of activation
are related, but far from identical; a comprehensive theory of societal action
must include both and explore their effects on each other.

• Hannah Arendt's discussion of "the power generated when people gather together and
'act in concert'" typically confuses this critical distinction between social integration and
social action. The Human Condition (Chicago: University or Chicago Press, 1958), p. 220.

•
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The Place of Atomistic Sub-Sets
The macro-action approach draws largely on collectivistic and voluntaristic conceptions ; the atomistic approach is useful chiefly for the study of
an important sub-set of societal entities: inter-unit and/or intra-unit relations
when the supra-units which contain these units are weak. Examples of such
societal entities include free. enterprise markets, interstate relations under
relatively "ideal" balance-of-power conditions, "segmental" intertribal
relations, and societal entities whose fabrics are so weak that families (or
even individuals) interact as if no political organization or societal bonds
exist. 4 3 An atomistic model is also relevant where supra-units set sharp
limib on inter-unit relations but leave them relatively unguided within those
limits, as, for instance, some kinds of private enterprise in state-controlled
economies. These societal situations deserve attention because, aside from
being interesting in themselves as representing part of societal reality, they
highlight the nature of all other kinds of societal supra-units. What is needed,
though, and what atomistic theories do not provide is a theory able to deal
with the relations of both weak and powerful supra-units. 44
To put the same point differently, while some societal processes may be
atomistic, many important ones cannot be fruitfully analyzed or understood
without assuming a supra-unit with a controHing capacity. For instance, in
some societies economic processes are built into other societal relations and
require no specialized societal control. This seems to be the case for the exchange relations Malinowski described. 4 $ Modern .economies, however,
invariably have a segregated, macroscopic controlling overlayer. Integration
of racial groups in a society, to take another example, may be in part
atomistic, the result of myriad interactions between members of the various
groupings. But, again, it is common for post-modern societies to attempt to
influence the process, either by accelerating it (as in Israel) or by hindering it
(as in South Africa). Thus, inter-unit relations, even when they can be studied
in part by an atomistic theory, must also be approached with a language
which recognizes societal supra-units, both because these units account for
part of the variance and because they tend to set a context, however weak,
for the part for which they do not account. Finally, there is one process which,
for reasons which are explored below, cannot be conceived at all without a
language which contains supra-units and the components of an active
orientation, namely, the political process.
We outlined the ways in which the convergence of collectivistic and
voluntaristic assumptions provides for a language of societal action, and
indicated tlte place of atomistic assumptions within such a context. The same
convergence encompasses the prevailing traditions of contemporary political
science and sociology. We are unable to construct our work within the limits
of one discipline because societal action and guidance deals both. with political
and societal processes.
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Societal and Political Processes
Political processes, as we see it, have two societal functions: to combine
sub-units into a societal unit, to make out of parts a whole, and to guide
societal action toward the realization of societal values as expressed via the
political processes. Thus, the concept of political process provides an answer
to the question of how, empirically, a societal "will" is expressed. If these processes are distorted, we shall see, the expression of the members' needs will
also be distorted. The service of both functions assumes some awareness of
the societal whole and its parts, a measure of responsiveness to the members'
needs, and some command of power and its purposive exercise. In short, we
assume that for a societal entity to exist, political processes are required. We
further assume that political processes are the main control mechanism of
societal action. (They may be inadequate or distorting but their effect remains
the central one.) Hence, the study of the interplay between guidance
processes and ongoing ones, between activation and passivity, is an indispensable component of any theory that can hope to account for societal
action.
Because the prevailing sociological tradition is collectivistic and several
major schools of political science are relatively voluntaristic, the language of
societal action must draw on both these disciplines and bridge this interdisciplinary border. More specifically, the societal-action approach draws on
the sociological perspective in making societal units rather than individuals or
political units the core units of analysis, and in viewing both their internal
make-up and their relations as having the qualities of a system. But neither
the societal units nor the relations among them are assumed to be given or to
change only as the result of ongoing processes. (While some societal units do
have a highly "fixed" structure and accommodate to ongoing processes with
little self-control, a full socio-political theory-which has to encompass
modern society as well as primitive and historical ones and has to deat with
religious and social movements, political parties, complex organizations, and
states as well as with ethnic groupings and classes, and with the interaction between more active and more passive sub-units-must include, on the most
basic level, the concept of a unit capable of a measure of self-guidance, an
active societal unit.) Some societal units may have very little self-control,
others a great deal, and still others an intermediate amount. While there can
be a societal unit without a controlling overlayer, a theory ofsocietal processes
without one is markedly incomplete.
The language of societal action draws on political science for its greater
concern with the malleable and active aspects of societal units than is
common in prevailing sociological theories. Political science deals to a large
extent with states rather than societies, with administration rather than
informal organization, with parties rather than ethnic groupings or classes,
and with voting rather than interaction. 46 In recent years, however, political
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scientists have become increasingly concerned with the limitations societal
bonds impose on macro-action, 4 7 and some sociologists have become more
interested in guidance mechanisms. Thus, a line of analysis has been evolving
that bridges the traditional ·gap between these two disciplines. 48 The present
endeavor grows out of this convergence and explicates some of its
assumptions.
The need to augment sociological-collectivistic approaches arises out of
the recognition that macro-units are not only bound to each other or
"interacting," but also guide themselves vis-a-vis each other and their shared
relationships. The courses they take, while in part determined by other unit.S'
movements, are also affected by their accurate or inaccurate interpretation
of those movements, by their decisions about how to react, and by
collectively determined policies. That this is the case could not be better
known; what is less well known is that the prevailing sociological theories
do not provide the analytic tools to explain these aspects of macroscopic
data. Thus, concepts which sociological·collectivistic analyses tend not to
use play a key role in our language of societal action. First among these are
the concepts necessary to explore an active orientation : Information,
consciousness, decision-making, policy, and strategy.•

• The concepts listed are not treated in the leading theoretical books and textbooks of
sociology. Thus, for instance, an examination of the index of eight books of Parsons
published between 1937 and 1964, shows that consciousness appears only twice (in The
S tructure of Social Ac1/on, op. cil., referring to Durkheim's "collective-consciousness."}
Decision-making and information are treated in the study of oompleJ< organizations but not
in that of collectivities or societies. Policy and strategy are not explored. In Merton's revised
edition of Social Theory and Social Siructure, op. cit., consciousness appears in discussions
of Marx's concept of false consciousness. Decision-making, information, and strategy are
not treated. Charles P. Loomis' review of modern theories ( Modern Social Theories,
ind edition, Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1965) and his own theoretical work (Social Systems:
Essays on Thtir Persistence and Chalfge, Princeton : Van Nostrand, 1960) list one of these
concepts (decision-making); the others do not appear. Among textbooks, Leonard S. Broom
and Philip Selznick's Sucio/ogy, revised edition (New York: Harper & Row, 1963)
mentions one of these concepts once; Kingsley Davis' H11man Society (New York:
Macmillan, !9S3) not once (oonsciousness is listed in the personal but not the social sense)_;
none appears in Harry M. Johnson's Sociology (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,
1960) ; and none in one of the best readers in elementary sociology, that of Logan Wilson and
William L. Kolb (Sociological Analy.rls, New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1949).
"The persistence of evolutionary, biologistic, inslinctivist theories in French, British, and
American sociology (even in Sumner and Park) obstructed the formulation of a sociolo11ical theory in which knowledge and decision were important categories." Edward A.
Shils in Talcott Parsons et al., Theories of Society (New York: Free Press, 1961), Vol. 11,
p. 1434. These sociological works are not criticized for not covering elements they never
attempted to cover; rather, the areas they exclude serve to illustrale what the prevailing
sociological traditions considered outside their proper domain.
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A Dynamic Perspective
Societal Change and the Active Orientation
Collectivistic approaches, as we saw, tend to see societal constraints as
given, while societal-action analyses view the same constraints as in part the
results of past actions and, thus, in part, choices. 49 Understanding the latter
requires examination of the routes followed as well as of the alternatives
weighed but rejected, available but ignored.
The inclusion of the unchosen alternatives in societal guidance analysis has
three advantages. It depicts more accurately the extent of man's freedom. It
helps reveal the qualities of the guidance mechanisms, which is of explanatory
and predictive value since the more we know about the reasons alternatives
were misjudged, well chosen, or disregarded, the better we understand what
happened and what is likely to happen the next time choices are made.
Finally, viewing constraints as in part the results of past actions alerts analysts
to their dynamic quality and to the possibility of overcoming them. The
study of how they were erected suggests how they may be restructured. so
All this suggests that societal determinism, even if conceived only as a heuristic
device, has undesirable side-effects; it renders the theory and the theoretician
more passive than the facts warrant.
A theory of societal guidance seeks to make societal analyses not merely
more dynamic, a need which has often been recognized, but also more
active. These terms, it should be stressed, are not the same. As long as
change is viewed as the "natural" outgrowth qf ongoing processes such as
institutionalization, the phase movement, or differentiation, we have the
elements of a dynamic system analysis without a conception of an active
orientation. A theory of guidance as.ks how a given actor guides a process
and how he changes a unit's structure or boundaries. The main differences
are not between change and no-change, but between guided changes and
ongoing processes whether they involve change or not.*
Finally, the morphological perspectives which collectivistic and societalaction approaches adopt differ in this dimension. In the collectivistic
approach, structure characterizes the specific relationships among the
member units. The theory of societal guidance asks, in addition, how a given
structure was modelled, how it is maintained, how it can be altered, where
are the seats of power, who commands knowledge, and who has the capacity
to commit. In short, it seeks to discover who controls the societal processes
and under what conditions any and all of these features can be altered.
• The dislinction between guided and unguided is an analytic continuum. Each process
may be scored as more versus less guided and may have sub-processes that vary in the
degree to which they are guided.
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A Functional-Genetic Approach
The theory of societal guidance draws on both functional and genetic
conceptions in that it uses a concept of alternative contributions to a system
as well as a temporal perspective. s 1 (We use "genetic" rather than "historical"
because we reserve the term "history" for macroscopic, societal genetics.)*
The earlier functional approach of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown, which is
still occasionally confused with the latter-day Mertonian functional analysis
by some critics, si made several assumptions that gave functional analysis a
static and conservative flavor. But these assumptions are not inherent in the
approach. 53 There is no need to assume that every item of behavior has a
function, or that functional consequences are normatively preferable to
dysfunctional ones. 54 Giving full status to functional alternatives and
distinguishing them systematically from functional equivalents3' allows us to
see how new alternatives are introduced, how weight is shifted from one
a lternative to another, and how structure changes.
Over the last decade, the notion that social sciences may rely on two
theories, one of statics and one of dynamics, has gained a measure of
popularity. This notion draws on an analogy to physics, in which both beam
and wave theories of light are used simultaneously. But in both fields such a
bifocal approach is actually a measure of despair for the lack of a theory
which might unite all processes. We shall attempt in the remainder of this
chapter to suggest why such despair may be premature.
Most functional analysis, even in its later metamorphosis, is still
collectivistic, emphasizing the interdependence of the members of an existing
system. While it is a useful tool for the conceptualization of supra-units, it
adds little to the study of inter-unit relations when the system's bonds are
weaker and to the study of the conditions under which supra-units evolve
from inter-unit relations. Above all, while it can de.fine the conditions under
which a structure will be disbanded, it has no systematic answer to the
question of which new societal structure will appear instead.
One significant advance, still within the collectivistiC· tradition of
functionalism. is to be found in those theories which contain a limited
universe of possible structures and rules of transformation; this allows one
to suggest-when a spe<:ific structure disbands-which other patterns the
system may take, and which patterns are most likely to evolve. 56 However,
to link the functional analysis of systems with that of guided change, two
• In using genetic models it is important to distinguish between them as heuristic
devices and as hypotheses about real processes. Hobbes' explanation of the social contract
as involving a transition from a natural to a societal state is viewed as heuristic device by
generous critics and as an hypothesis by less friendly ones. The same may be said about the
treatments of Freud's cultural genetics and Mead's genesis of the personal self. Blau's
generic assumptions (in his Exc/iQnte aml Power, op. cit.) seem to be heuristic; ours are
propositional.
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capacities must be assumed: (a) The capacity of the overlayer of a unit to
design a future structure (the degree to which such a design specifies answers
which meet known functional prerequisites teJls a good deal about how
"realistic" the unit is), and (b) the capacity of the unit to transform its system
in line with the design.
By adding the concept of options to functional analysis, we add the notion
that some alternatives are more readily available than others. We note next
that as a rule no two options have the same societal costs and consequences.
These, in turn, are affected by earlier choices and by opportunities which were
neglected. These guidance concepts serve to link a genetic with a structuralfunctiooal approach, and a more historical with a more analytical one.*
This provides the conceptual formulation for our opening hypothesis, that
the active society is an option of the historical transition from the modern to
the post-modern era. It is an option in the sense that nothing in its design
violates any functional prerequisites, although its realization entails a choice
among several sets of functional alternatives and a fundamental societal change.
The course of action a societal unit follows is not viewed as leading
mechanically from one stage to another. On the contrary, at each stage an
actor under study is viewed as having had other options of which he was
aware, unaware, or partially aware; such "symbolic" factors as the degree of
his awareness and the quality of his decision-making do affect his history.
Every actor is assumed to have some options; the extent of these options
seems greater in later historical periods than in earlier ones. t While we hold
that this moderated voluntarism can be justified by empirical findings, it is
also essential to note that without such assumptions about the nature of the
relationship between societal actors and history, there is no objective base
for a critical, transcendental stand.
How the options which were not exercised and the intra-overlayer processes which aff~ted the choices are to be analyzed is far from self-evident.
• The idea of linking a general and abstract theory with a study of the particular and
concrete, of the historical, is age-old. John Stuart Mill explored this possibility in his
discussion of the concept of "axiomata media" in his A System of Logic (New York:
Harper & Bros., 1850), Vol. H, Book 6, Chapter 5, Section S, pp. 544-545. Karl Mannheim
revived this idea and specifically related it to modern social science in ttis Ma11 a11d Society 111
an Age qf Reconstruction (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1940), pp. 173-190. lt was
further explored ·by Adolf Lowe, Economics a11d Sociology (London: Allen & Unwin,
1935), and in a little known article by Talcott Parsons reviewing this effort, "Book Reviews,"
American Jqurnal of Socio/qgy, Vol. 43 (1937), pp. 477-481, as well as by C. Wright Mills,
The Sociological lmaginatfon, qp. ci1., pp. 149 ff. Most of these works focus on the
general virtues of relating the two perspectives; we further suggest the utility of tying the
genetic historical approach to a version of functional analysis and attempt later in this
volume to lay out some of the details of such an approach.
t Marx referred to a period of "necessity" to be followed by a period of "freedom,"
making the contrast too strong and the jump too sharp but pointing in a similar direction
to the one suggested here.

•
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History can be studied as a sequence of events, and the effects of earlier
events on later ones can be explored without viewing these events as in part
the outcome of controlling processes and societal choices. But such an
actorless history would underestimate societies' ability to transform
themselves, would omit an important segment of what did happen, and neglect
some of the most significant insights the past may provide for the future.
As far as functional models are concerned, one can use several system
referents arranged along a time dimension and ask what functions an item
in one system serves for the transformation toward, and for the maintenance
of, a later system. In particular, the comparison of synchronic and future
systems seems useful. S1
As far as guidance is concerned, the properties of the societal overlayers
are to be explored to advance propositions about the degree to which their
qualities affect the creation and eitploitation of new options.• This assumes a
cybernetic capacity on the societal level, societal power, and consensus~
formation. As we shall see in detail below, our difference from cybernetic
theory on this point is rather considerable. Cybernetics has often been
characterized as the study of controlling heavy energy-expending units
(those which do the "work") by low energy units (the controlling ones),
because it is assumed that direction relies on information and communication of cognitive signals58 which require only relay energy. We shall argue
below that these signals must either be backed by energy (i.e., power), or they
must begin not with downward controlling signals but with signals worked out
with those to be controlled, in an authentic consensus-forming process.
At the same time, cybernetics does not answer the question of what propels
basic changes, while the present approach points to the exercise of power or
authentic consensus-formation as the energizers of societal transformations.
While we are not concerned with this question here, it seems that the
study of personality and individual behavior may also benefit from greater
use of the conception of an active orientation. Widely held theories of social
control imply that actors conform or deviate, reward or punish automatically,
according to some internalized norms and psychological needs. But the
actors are in part conscious of their behavior and choose here not to respond
and t here to deliberately "overreact," here to punish and there to forgive.
Therefore, they can be fruitfully compared not just in terms of their values,
the degree to which they have internalized them, and the extent of their
assertiveness or submissiveness but also in terms of the degree to which they

•Here are two links to dialectic analysis: (a) the view of societies as exhausting more
versus less of their potential, and (b) the level of realization of the existing options may
well be lower at the end of a pe.riod than at its beginning, and, therefore, the process is
dialectic rather than unilinear if more than one period is taken into account. Pierre L.
van den Berghe, "Dialectic and Functionalism: Toward a Theoretical Synthesis," American
SocioloKical Review, Vol. 28 (1963). pp. 695-705.
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are conscious of what they are doing, to what theories of social control they
subscribe, and what strategies they adopt. 59
A collectivistic reductionist may argue that reactions to deviant acts,
such as forgiveness or punitiveness, are defined by norms and values which are
internalized and institutionalized just like those that de.fine which acts are
deviant and which are conforming. In part, this is a question for empirical
research; that i:::, are the norms and values that affect the intensity and modes
of commitment and sanctioning as socio-culturally imprinted as the sub·
stance of the norms and values on which these are predicated, or is there here
a greater number of individual and micro-unit options'? More important
for the present discussion is that, however they are determined, these norms
and values constitute a second-order set on top of the controlled one. The
first set defines what is a deviation, and the second defines various ways of
reacting to it. In any event, sanctioning is not automatic and the choices
made on the second (controlling) level are one significant factor in determining
the socio-cultural imprinting. For instance, if the choice made is frequently
to forego sanctioning, this may lead to a loosening of the standards, or to new
efforts to imprint them, or to some other action; but whatever it is, the
accumulation of choices has an effect on the socio-cultural imprinting and
not only the other way around. A theory of personality may also benefit from
assuming a degree of malleability and from using the concepts of cybernetic
overlayers working on underlayers of ongoing processes. combining a
guidance and a functional-genetic perspective.60
What is widely referred to as a social action theory is actually a collectiviistic theory. 61 As a theory which is universal in its structure, it recognizes an
actor who sets goals and chooses among means. (That the actor is free to
choose between compliance to and violation of norms is not systematically
taken into account, even on this level.) No parallel is found in the study of
small groups, collectivities, societies, or social units in general. ln exploring
these, a collectivistic model is followed. The stress on the role of ideas and
values makes the "universal" theory of action non-mechanistic but not a
theory of societal (macroscopic) action, not to mention guidance. Values
introduce the element of interpretation; i.e., units do not affect each other
directly but through filters of interpretation of each other's behavior. But
these interpretations themselves are viewed as related in a collectivistic
manner. 62 Science, religion, philosophy, and ideology are "sub-systems";
they are differentiated, they ..interact," and so on. But no actor or combination of actors guides these processes, even in part.
A theory that takes an active view of symbolic processes would include a
conception of the capacity of the actors to guide in part the direction in which
ideas develop and the ways in which sub-systems of symbols relate to each
other. Most important, it would take a much less "tight" view of the relations
among normative themes and between them and the societal structures. Most
normative systems most of the time can be used to legitimize two or more
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societal structures. Which of the alternative themes is chosen, which option is
exercised, depends in part on the societal actors. This is not to suggest that
the normative systems provide no constrictions or can be readily manipulated.
The range of options available is limited, some alternatives have less legitimating power than others, and some are more costly to establish than
others. 63 Symbolic systems are not to be viewed as monolithic or as quasiorganic webs but as sets of options. Typical collectivistic studies tend to
view man as preferring what he ought to prefer and choosing what he must
choose; when he deviates, the direction, scope, and substance of his deviation
are also conceived as predetermined. Voluntarism allowed for is thus illusory,
and options are not an integral part of the perspective. This is not a valid
view of individual actors and, above all, of combinations of them.
The forerunner of a societal guidance inter-disciplinary theory which
draws on a functional-genetic language may well be found in a major line of
development in organizational analysis. Here, the interaction between what is
referred to as formal and informal relations, control structure and participants, rational orientations and collectivities, has long been the focus of two
traditions whose convergence provides a language for theories of macroaction.64 Here is a typical statement, which stands for scores of others that
could be cited, from a recent work in the sociology of complex organizations:
... the leader is an agent of institutionalization, offering a guiding hand to a
process that would otherwise occur more haphazardly, more readily subject to
accidents of circumstances and history. This is not to say that the leader is
free to do as he wishes, to mold the organization according to his heart's desire,
restrained only by the quality of his imagination and the strength of his will. 65
The application of such a statement to societal actors is less automatic than
it may seem.66 The role of leadership in a society is, under most historical
situations, much more limited than that of leadership in many corporations.
The form may also be quite different, with control centers-such as the White
House staff or planning agencies-taking over large segments of the functions
fulfilled in organizations by leading personalities. In general, however, there
is much promise in the application of the sociology of organizations to the
study of society; it has combined the voluntaristic and collectivistic traditions
more systematically than have societal studies, and post-modern society is
becoming more and more like a very complex organization.
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1. For a methodological treatment, see Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Morris
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something about goal-oriented or problem-solving behavior, isolating some of its
distinctive auributes, stating the likely outcomes of determinate transformations."
Philip Selm ick, "The Social Theories of Talcott Parsons," Review Article,
American Sociological Review, Vol. 26 (1961), pp. 932- 935, quoted from page 934.
The book reviewed is The Social Tlteories of Talcott Parsons: A Critical Exami11atio11,
edited by Max Black (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1961). T he article
referred to is Edward C. D evereull, Jr., ••Parsons' Sociological Theory," ibid.,
pp.1~3.

63. We stress legitimation because of our interest in socio-political processes.
Similar questions might be raised with regard to other cultural elements, although
there, of course, cultural autonomy may be greater or smaUer.
64, Amitai Etzioni, Moder11 Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, 1964), pp. 32-49.
65. Philip Selznick, Leadership ;,, Admit1istration: A Sociological Interpretation,
op. cit., p. 27. For a systematic attempt to integrate the underlying conceptions of
Weber and LassweU, see Giulio Bolacchi, La Strullura Del Potere (Roma: Edizioni
Ricerche, 1964), esp. pp. 14-28.
66. For a discussion of the philosophical implications and an annotated
bibliography, see Lancelot Law Whyte, Essay on Atomism: From Democritus to
1960 (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1961). The relationship of
atomism to exchange analysis is most evident in Marcel Mauss, Essai Sur Le Don,
first published in 1925, trans. by I. Cunnison as Tlte Gift (New York: Free Press,
1954). The best known recent works in the exchange tradition in sociology are
those of George C. Homans, Social Behavior: Its Elementary Forms (New York:
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Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961), and Peter M. Blau, Exchange a1td Power;,, Social
Ufe, op. cit. On the relationship between fqnctionalism and exchange, see Eugene V.
Schneider and Sherman Krupp, "An lllustration of the Use of Analytical Theory in
Sociology: The Application of the Economic Theory of Choice to Non-economic
Variables," The American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 70 (1965), pp. 695-703.

CHAPTER 5

A Theory

ef Societal Guidance:
Basic Elements

LE

NORMATIVE, philo•ophkal, and motatheo'CticalaHump·
tions of a language of societal action have been explored in the preceding
chapters; now we turn to the basic elements of a specific theory of macro·
action, societal guidance. The statements advanced here attempt to answer
two key questions: Who are the carriers and regulators of societal action, and
what are the relations among them?
The social sciences developed with the search for a secular explanation of
societal order. 1 * Having rejected supranatural explanations and, with them,
the authority of the church and of absolute monarchy as the source of order,
the social sciences developed concurrently with the rise of the industrial
middle class and the nation-state and sought a new account of a new society.
Many socio-political theories take some form of social order as their
starting point and seek to examine the conditions under which that order
arose and the factors that undermine it or account for its transformation.
•Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 125.
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Studies of the transitions from a Gemeinschaft to a Gesellschaft and from a
conflict-ridden to a conflict-free society are well-known examples. For
general theoretical purposes, however, it seems useful to take as an analytic
starting point the state of social entropy,• in which no social bonds are
assumed and no social order is posited. Any social order is considered a
counter-entropic arrangement that requires explanation.
However, the major question for us is not only under what conditions
an order is established, but also under what conditions an order is advanced
which allows for more actualization of the social potential than other socia1
orders. The terms "social potential" and "actualization" may at first seem
reminiscent of unempirical and vague philosophical statements. We shall see,
however, that they have as much a place in a social science theory as such
terms as "system" and "structure~" And these terms are used here in much
the same sense as they are in one of the "harder" sciences, thermodynamics. 2

Three Kinds of Social Relationst
Social Entropy: A Null Hypothesis
For general theoretical purposes, it seems productive to start the analysis
of social order with a set of biological units which are assumed to have a
human potential but which remain, in actuality, animal-like-without training for symbolic communication and interpretation, for social life- unless
a set of social processes occurs. This assumption of social entropy highlights
our premise that activation of the social potential and, in this sense, the
establishment of social order are "unnatural" in that their introduction and
maintenance require continual effort.
Complete social entropy, however, is of little interest for macro-theory.
In the following discussion we therefore assume that the basic processes of
socialization and institutionalization as well as the generation of micro·
cohesion occur. Our discussion focuses on the conditions of societal as
distinct from social activation and order. Societal order requires not only
that biological units come to play roles and that these roles are institutionalized into micro-units, but also that micro-units relate to macro-units and that
• Entropy is used in the natural sciences to refer to the ultimate state of inert uniformity
of component elements, the absence of form and of differentiation. "Complete sociocultura I
conformity may be compared to a state of entropy which follows upon the leveling down of
differences in a closed system." Bidney, Theor11tlcal A11thropology, op. cit., p, 376. Our use is
analytic; for a genetic approach, see Frank liole, "Investigating the Origins of Mesopotamian Civilization," Science, Vol. 153 (1966), pp. 605-611.
t The term social rather than societal is used to indicate that the following statements
belong to the segment of theory which deals with universal variables and not just macro·
variables.
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the macro-units relate to each other. These relations can then be compared in
order to ascertain which kinds of relations actualize more of the societal
potential. Societal entropy occurs when the societal structure breaks down
and there occurs no societal actualization; each man or family must fend for
itself. 3

A Classification of Social Relations
There are three basic• analytic ways in which social atoms may be built
into social molecules: A relationship may be normative, utilitarian, or
coercive. A normative relationship entails shared values and norms; the
relating actors treat each other as goals, and their mutual commitments are
non-rational. Utilitarian relations entail a complementary interest; the actors
treat each other as means, and commitments are rational. Coercion entails the
use, or the threatened use, of means of violence by one actor against one or
more other actors. Actors treat each other as objects, and the commitment
may be either rational or non-rational. Concrete relations a re frequently a
mixture of the three kinds. However, one tends to dominate, as in the
relationship between a mother and a child, two traders, and a criminal and his
victim, or, to tum to macroscopic examples, between the leaders and the
followers of a social movement, between two nation-wide corporations, and
between an occupation force and the populace.
The three basic social bonds4 differ in the ways in which they relate the
member units of the systems they create. Cooperation is more likely to occur
within the first, contained conflict within the second, and uncontained conflict
within the third. While it is trne that some of the most bitter confticts are
fought over normative differences and in normative terms, the conflicts occur
not among those who share the particular normative bond but rather among
those who do not share the basic or specific values contested. On the other
hand, those who have complementary or competing utilitarian interests, as in
market relations, still share a utilitarian bond.
Similarly, it might be asked whether or not those subject to coercion are
always in open conflict with those who apply it. First, it should be stressed
that we are dealing with probabilities. We expect only that uncontained
conflict will be more frequent in coercive relations than in the other two
kinds. Secondly, most relations are mixed, and therefore many relationships
that at first seem coercive may actually contain significant utilitarian and
normative elcments-e.g., relationships between slaves and masters, both on
the dyadic interpersonal level and between two classes. Finally, when a
relationship is built relatively heavily on coercion, uncontajned conflict, while
•Basic because they belong to tho universal theory of action; they apply to the relationships among microscopic as well as macroscopic units and can be used to characterize
states of personalities.
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likely to occur, eventually may not be manifest immediately, since those
subject to coercion, while highly alienated and inclined to rebel, will often
suppress or repress their attitudes until an opportunity for rebellion arises and
means are available.s
Physical scientists have wondered how order is possible if the world is
moving toward entropy. According to one position, anti-entropy is possible
in principle, as increases in knowledge reduce random action. According to a
second position, anti-entropy is basically not possible; progress in one subworld necessarily entails the reduction of order (or increased entropy) in
one or more other sub-worlds. In the societal world this would mean that
gains in the integration of one sub-system are made at the cost of disintegration in others.
To extend this point, we suggest, in opposition to the integrationist model,
that each of the three basic relationships serves as a base of both integration
and cleavage, and that the very act of binding is also an act of setting a
boundary. Shared values and sentiments, it is true, lead to the formation of
cohesive groups, but unless the group is mankind as a whole, each membership also generates a non-membership and, thus, potential outgroups.
Whether a shared value provides order or disorder is largely a question of
perspective; for instance, the nationalism which helped the unification of the
German states also generated new cleavages in Europe and deepened old
ones. Similarly, complementary or competing interests form bonds, but they
often also lead to the formation of a counter-interest group of those who do
not share in the relationship. Finally, force may bind those who exercise it
as well as those which are subject to it ; but it also tends to specify one or
more groupings who are not parties to the coercive relationship. They may
range from spectators to allies of the o ppressor or the oppressed: whatever
their position, however, it is different from that of the parties directly involved.
Thus. force, too, separates as it relates.

Cohesive Units and Organizational Networks
To avoid the pitfalls of assuming integrated social units where there are
none, we start with the null hypothesis that all roles are unrelated, with no
normative, utilitarian, and coercive bonds. Against this background, social
units stand out as clusters of roles which are more related to each other than
would be expected on a random basis. When the relationship is loose (i.e.,
the difference from randomness is small), it seems best to avoid terms that
evoke highly integrated images such as "group" or ..community"; we use
"social units" as the generic term and "societal units" for macroscopic ones.
When the relationship is tighter, we refer to "cohesive units."
The most important cohesive societal units are collectivities and societies.
A collectivity is to a theory of societal guidance what a role is to a theory of
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action-Le., the basic unit of analysis. A society is a cohesive supra-unit whose
member units are collectivities. We turn now to explore out' basic units, their
composition and internal processes, and their relations to each other. The
criteria for selecting definitions and the substantive questions behind the
various propositions are-how is the active potential of a society realized?
How is a societal category transformed into a cohesive and organized political
unit? And, how do such units relate to each other to form, dissolve, or reform more encompassing societal entities 1

Definition of Collectivities
A collectivity is a macroscopic unit that has a potential capacity to act
by drawing on a set of macroscopic normative bonds which tie members of a
stratification category. Roughly, a collectivity is both a large small-group and
a class. Unlike the cohesion of a small-group, the cohesion of a collectivity
is not based on face-to-face contact. Unlike class position in the stratification
structure, the position ·o f a collectivity is not necessarily horizontal nor is its
prime base necessarily economic. Its position may be vertical (as when
collectivities are ecologically based), or diagonal (as is the case for many
ethnic groupings in the United States). Thus, a major common base may be
shared values and not just interests.
Normative bonds arc part of the definition of a collectivity because units
which lack those are unstable and cannot serve as the building stones of a
theory. As Durkheim pointed out, any contractual relationship requires a
precontractual underpinning; i.e., societal bonds that are only utilitarian (not
to mention only coercive) are inherently unstable. Units that <:ommand only
strong utilitarian bonds (e.g., a high level of financial transactions among the
members) may break up when, foUowing a change in the environment, culture,
or make-up of the actors, the relation no longer " pays." If some units that are
linked by a high level of transactions maintain a stable bond despite such
changes, this is not because the transactions bind them firmly, but because
the units are also tied by normative bonds.•
Collectivities need to be characterized morphologically- i.e., in terms of
their loci in a societal structure; otherwise they remain curiously unanchored
and tend to make a theory atomistic and aggregative. The specification of two
structural positions, we suggest, is most useful for a theory of societal
guidance: the place in the societal allocation of assets, or in the stratification
structure; and the place in the societal distribution of power, or in the political
organization. We turn now to provide such morphological anchoring for our
key cone<;pts. 6
• Whether these bonds grow out of the utilitarian transactions therns.clves, or preciede
them, or come from another source does not detract from the inherent instability of the
utilitarian element of the relationship.
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Collectivities and Their Stratification Base
It seems useful to view categories (or aggregates) of social units as
"untreated" matter, which, if properly processed, can yield varying degrees
of societal action, the macrosociological equivalent of kinetic energy. From
this viewpoint col!ectivities are " half-processed," midway between stratification categories and organized collectivities. That is, if the members of a
societal category (defined by their place in a societal structure and, hence,
their stratification position) are to act in unison, forming a collectivity
increases their potential capacity to do so. This, however, is only one step
toward having macroscopic consequences; additional processing is needed."'
Having similar, as distinct from shared, interests or values does not provide an
actualized capacity to act in unison. t Under most circumstances, with
charismatic situations (mass behavior) constituting the main exception, only
collectivities with organizational arms or organizations which have mobilized
a collectivity base are sufficiently activated to induce macroscopic effects. 7
Which stratification categories will actually form collectivities is difficult
to specify because a set of social units may be divided into a limitless number
of categories. By comparison, collectivities are much less numerous and
much more concrete; often actors are aware of them and react to them.t
This is not to suggest that any category may be transformed into a collectivity.
Each person aod micro-unit has a variety of statuses. Which of these will
serve as bases for collectivities depends in part on the nature of these statuses.
For instance, societal units whose members are concentrated ecologically are
expected to serve more readily as a base for formation of collectivities than
those which are not. Second, cohesion-formation is affected by the ways in
which similar statuses are used ; selective processes of collectivity-formation
occur which decrease the social distance in one direction at the cost of
increasing it in others.

,. Aggregates of units which are concentrated in an eC-Ological area or within the
boundaries of an organiT.ation (to which they do not belong and into which they are not
integrated) are somewhat less unprocessed than mere stratification categories because the
transition from such an aggregate to a collectivity is, we suggest, less costly in societal
terms than if the pro~ must start with a mere category.
t The difference between similar (or other " background" trait~) and shared values should
be stressed. Often, coUective bonds are expected to grow out of homogeneous backgrounds
without an expenditure of societal energy. Actually, these similarities are only potentials
for collective bonds (i.e., categoric..~) which need to be processed. For instam:e, members
must be made aware of their similarity before it becomes a shared characteristic.
t As the number of categories that are actually "processed" to form collectivities is
very small in comparison to the universe of categories, it is much easier methodologically
to move from collectivities to categories than vice versa. That is, it is much easier to de·
termine what stratification statuses the members of a colleclivity share than to predict
which of a given set of status categories will serve as a basis for forming a collectivity.
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Macroscopic Formation of Cohesion
Collectivities are often defined in such a way that it is impossible to
distinguish them from small groups. 8 Such a definition is achieved in part by
not granting the concept a structural stratification anchoring and in part by
not indicating the mechanisms for macroscopic cohesion-formation. As
there are several terms for micro-units whose members share normative
bonds (such as cohesive, primary, or face-to-face groups), and as there is no
term for cohesive macroscopic units, it seems advisable to reserve
"coHectivities" for this purpose.
To discover the ways in which the members of a macroscopic stratification
unit acquire the normative bonds which give macro-units at least some of the
solidarity of cohesive micro-units, we must take into account that a
collectivity is composed not of individuals but of sub-collectivities which, in
turn, contain cohesive micro-units not randomly aggregated; i.e., the
collectivity has an internal structure of its own. The cohesion of a collectivity
cannot be based on face-to-face interaction, infonnal communications, or
interpersonal contacts among the members. For micro-units to be bound
into sub-collectivities and collectivities, loyalties developed in cohesive
micro-units must be extended. Such extensions of loyalties depend upon the
following factors: (a) the leaders of the micro-units, of the sub-collectivities,
and of the.collectivity itself, (b) shared values and symbols, and (c) institutionalized intra-collectivity communication channels.*
Several characteristics of macroscopic cohesion-formation are of special
interest. First, the extension of loyalties is not based on a charismatic
relationship in the traditional sense of the term. Membership in collectivities
is not atomized, and there is no one "great" leader who directly interacts with
the followers; a collectivity is not a mass movement. On the contrary, there
are usually a number of leaders of varying stature and status, none of whom
is "great." Second, the interaction between these leaders and the member
units is institutionalized, as are the relat ions among the leaders themselves.
While the leadership network is hierarchical, it is not necessarily
monocentric. There is often more than one hierarchy in a collectivity and
two or more centers of leadership. Sucli a leadership pattern will still make for
one collectivity so long as these centers share the same basic values and there
is some form of coordination among them. Thus, for instance, American
Jewry has a variety of religious organizations but no one supreme center;
• While each sub-unit can be integrated into more than one unit and supra-unit, the
normative bonds of the sub-units seem frequently limited to cne or two collectivities or
supra-collectivities.' Normative bonds are usually arranged in a hierarchy, so that even
when they are numerous, they vary in intensity, with one or two having a clear priority.
For instance, working-<:lass organiu.tions may have a national and an international class
commicment, but usually the national is predominant.
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yet the extent of coordination and of shared basic values seems sufficient for
it to qualify as one collectivity.
While values and symbols play a significant role in cohesion-formation,
the leadership network, we suggest, is the primary mechanism for extending
loyalties from member-units to the supra-unit. This proposition draws on the
psychological theorem that values and symbols are abstractions to which
commitments are made through an interpersonal relationship between a
leader and his followers. Such commitments are likely to be made between
persons who are closely related, with one higher and one lower in status
(e.g., father and son, priest and parishioner, officer and soldiers) when
those higher in status have either personal or official leadership qualities or
both.
Not least among the factors determining the level of macro-cohesion
are the processes which affect the cohesive relationship among the leaders
themselves. Leadership-cohesion is achieved by interpersonal contacts among
the leaders, by training various leaders at the same institutions (e.g., Oxford
and Cambridge), by their relating to a smaller set of higher-ranking leaders
who in turn are in personal contact with each other, and by various kinds of
gatherings which provide occasions for interpersonal contact.
All this is not to suggest that contacts among the member-units of a
collectivity are exclusively limited to contacts among their leaders. There is
also some direct personal interaction among the members of different
micro-units and sub-collectivities (e.g., national conventions of religious
groups) and interaction through the collectivity's formal communication
media (e.g., the Negro press). 10
These various cohesion-formation mechanisms are needed not only
because the number of members is great, but also because most collectivities
- unlike cohesive micro-units-are ecologically dispersed. Collectivities are
almost never ecologically concentrated in modern or post-modern societies.*
Sub-collectivities tend to be ecologically concentrated (e.g., Harlem for
Negro-Americans) but less often and to a lesser degree than micro-units.
A sub-collectivity may crystallize around local core-institutions, such as
churches or clubs. Thus, although its members may be dispersed ecologically,
their social space will be concentrated by modem means of transportation
and communication which help to confine their normative interaction to
contact with each other.
Three clarifications should be added. first, a collectivity is often multifaceted (or broad in scope) in the sense that members who share one status
(e.g., ethnic) will tend also to share others (e.g., religious), though there will
always be numerous dimensions on which the members differ significantly.
• The main exception to this rule is collectivities whose stratification base is vertical;
i.e., those whose defining sta1us base is ecological. These are usually the least " modem"
scclor of the society under study.
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Secondly, even for those categories which a collectivity does mobilize, there is
almost invariably a significant unmobilized segment. As we are interested less
in stratification per se than in a theory of the relations between the stratification structure and societal and political action, we are exploring the
relationship between categories and collectivities chiefly with regard to their
consequences for such action. To keep the function of cohesion-formation
distinct from the organization of collectivities for purposes of societal or
political action, we refer to networks whose main function is to sustain the
normative bonds of the members of a collectivity as as.voci'atio11s. Fraternities
and social clubs are typical examples. We refer to the other kind of network
simply as organizations. While a concrete societal unit may serve both associational and organizational functions, one or the other is often dominant. For
example, Sigma Pi Phi, a Negro fraternity, is mainly associational, 1 1 while
CORE is primarily an instrument of societal and political action.
Much of the foregoing discussion also applies to combinations of
collectivities and io societies. A society can be viewed as a supra-collectivity
to the extent that it commands the same cohesion-formation mechanisms as
collectivities.1 2 We shall see later that a society is more than a macroscopic
cohesive supra-unit, however, both because it has integrative mechanisms
which generally are not avaflable to member collectivities, and because it
tends to be broader in scope. For present purposes, though, it suffices to treat
society as a supra-collectivity- that is, as another potential base of
macroscopic action.
Macroscopic cohesion-formation processes provide stratification units
with bonds among their members which enhance their potential capacity to
act in unison. But how, specifically, does one cohesive societal unit act in
relation to another, and under what conditions is such action macros'copic
in its consequences?

Interaction of (:ohesive Societal Units
Cohesive societal units interact in three main ways: (a) Members may
interact direc tly with one another, across unit boundaries. The interaction
may be among individuals, micro-units, or sob-collectivities (or collectivities,
if we are dealing with societies). lt is not merely inter-member interaction but
macroscopic interaction to the extent that the norms and sanctions which
regulate it are significantly affected by societal factors. 13
(b) Members of two societal units may react to symbols of one another
and to impersonal communications from or about each other without any
interpersonal interaction or communication. 14 This may be referred to as
symbolic interaction.
(c) Finally, cohesjve societaJ unjts may interact via the institutional or
organizational apparatus of the interacting units or of a supra-\Jnit, as when
the Jcaders of two racial groupings arr ange a joint prayer in whfoh both

•
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groupings participate. This may be referred to as representational
interaction. 1 5
Collectivities almost never interact the way football teams meet in the
field, with all members participating, and societies are even less likely to
interact frontally than collectivities. Practically all societal units are internally
differentiated in terms of their relations with other units. The same is true
with regard to active alteration of the relationship between a unit and its
sub-units; this responsibility, too, is unevenly distributed among the members.
Hence, internal differentiation affects all aspects of macro-interaction.
A central hypothesis of this study is that direct interaction among the
members of two or more macro-cohesive units is relatively infrequent, and that
which does occur tends to have few macroscopic conseque11ces. For example,

Negroes and whites interact directly much less frequently with each other
than with members of their own collectivity. And when they do interact
across collectivity boundaries, such interaction occurs largely in secondary
relationships which have relatively limited normative force and even less
macroscopic impact. While direct interactions provide a resource upon which
macroscopic processes draw (and which they affect), we suggest that direct
interactions are not the main explanation for must macro-dynamics.
Cross-unit symbolic interactions are frequent in modern and post-modern
societies, hut we expect that they, too, will tend to have limited consequences
for macro-processes. On the other hand, structural and organizational factors

in macro-interaction are expected to have a more significant elfe<:t on macroprocesses, under most circumstances, than the other kinds of factors, and
possibly greater effects than both of them combined.

Cohesive Units and Organizational Networks
To actualize its action potential, any macro-cohesive unit, however well
integrated, 16 requires additional "processing" by one or more organizations.
We turn first to explore this aspect of activation in collectivities and then in
societies.
COLLECTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATJONS

A collectivity has an energy potentia1 which, in itself, is unusable;
unless transformed into kinetic energy, it is free-floating and cannot be applied
to affect either external or internal states. Hence, it is at best "shorthand" to
say, for instance, that a class or ethnic grouping "demands" or "rises." The
referent is usually to one or more organizations (such as a political party or
labor union), their varying combinations, Qr a social movement. This is more
than a terminological quibble. The organizational network is often much
narrower in scope than the collectivity that is being processed, as measured
(a) in the number of statuses per person or social unit involved, (b) in terms
of the membership recruited, and (c) in the assets mobilized. (This holds for
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the transformation of static energy into kinetic energy in nature as well.)
An analysis of macroscopic interaction on the basis of potentials rather than
energy actually mobilized, is, therefore, misleading.
In short, from the viewpoint of a theory of societal guidance, a collectivity
without organization is passive. While an increase in its associational activities
may increase its cohesion and, thus, its action potential, such an increase by
itself does not enlarge the collectivity's actual societal impact. Analysis of
organizational processing is essential for determining how much of the
potential impact is actualized and what forces and processes account for the
magnitude of the proportion, two questions central to this study.
Conversely, can organizations act without a co11ectivity base 1 Should we
focus on organizations as the societal instruments "of getting things done?"
While all organizations constitute control networks, they vary in their need
for a cohesive base and in their capacity to mobilize consensus. 17 Several
scholars, especially of the Human Relations tradition, hold that there is a
universal theory of organizations and tend to imply that all organizations
need to mobilize the commitments of their members and to relate them to a
cohesive unit. In contrast, we suggest that organizations be classified as we
have classified social relations-as predominantly coercive, utilitarian, or
normative in the control of their participants. 18 These kinds of organizations
are expected to differ in their need for a cohesive base. When the means of
control are predominantly coercive, as in traditional prisons, effectively
functioning organizations do not have to gain the involvement of the inmates,
nor, usually, are they able to. When the organizations' means are normative,
as in most religious or educational organizations, they cannot function
effectively unless consensus is established and commitment mobilized. 19
Utilitarian organizations, such as factories, require less consensus-formation
and mobilization of commitments than normative organizations but more
than coercive ones.
While the mobilization of consensus does not necessarily depend on a
cohesive underlayer (consensus can be marshaled in an atomistic mass
situation, drawing on charismatic leadership), mobilization without this
underlayer is expected to be inherently unstable. Charismatic activation is
analogous to a short-circuit in mobilizing static energy: It generates very
high flows, but for a short time. As a rule, effective consensus-building
entails the organization's articulation with a cohesive societal unit (or subunit). Hence, we suggest, effective normative organizations frequently have a
collectivity base, effective utilitarian organizations have such a base less
frequently, and effective coercive organizations lack these bases completely
(though they often lead to the formation of a counter-collectivity, an inmate
community or a colonial society.)20 Jn short, while coUectivities as a rule do
not act macroscopically without organization, we suggest that some kinds of
organizations can-and others cannot-act without a cohesive base.
The phrase "cohesive base of an organization" covers a large variety of
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possible relations. Besides organizations without cohesive bases and cohesive
societal units without organizational "processing," the main possible combinations are the following:
(a) A cohesive unit may serve as a recruiting ground for one or more
organizations (a recruiting ground not just for members but also for funds
and loyalties). Such activation is invariably partial; there are frequently more
members in this kind of cohesive unit than there are members in "its"
organizations (e.g., members in labor unions vs. in the working class). What
makes such organizations "belong to" a collectivity or sub-collectivity is,
first of all, the absence of other organizations (having a macrn-action
function) that mobilize more of the unit's members and commitments.
Secondly, when a collectivity's interests and values are compared to
organizational policies, the policies of "representative" organizations are
expected to "fit" better than those of other organizations. 21
A COLLllCTIVITY Al"D [TS ORGANIZATIONS

Organizational Arms

Sub-Collectiviry

I

Sub-Collectivity

COLLECTIVITY

(h) A second possibility is that membership in an organization serves as
the basis for associational activities, and thus, a cohesive unit is built around
the organization. An army stationed overseas is a case in point. Herc, the
~\Jtonomy of the societal unit will tend to be comparatively small, while the
power of the organization as compared to that of other organizations
will tend to be great. (This, we shall see, has significant consequences
as organizations tend to be more control-oriented and provide for less
consensus-formation than collectivities.)
(c) Finally, some or1:anizations bridge or "cross-cut" a variety of cohesive
units, drawing on persons, micro-units, or sub-collectivities in several
collectivities but nol serving as a main channel of activation for any one
societal unit. The effectiveness of such organizations in mobilizing consensus
and in precipitating societal action has not been determined; we suggest,
tentatively, that these cross-cutting organizations are generally less effective
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than representative organizations or those which have a clear cohesive
base.
We are concerned with specifying some of the major elements of a theory
of societal guidance. lt is not our purpose in this chapter, therefore, to explore
the full range of relationships between cohesive units and organizations, but
only to stress that these relationships may vary considerably, that organizations per se provide mainly control networks and not consensus-formation
structures, and that cohesive units without organizations are, in general,
unable to engage in societal action.* The nature of the articulation of
cohesive units with organizations determines, to a large degree, whether or not
and for what purposes potential societal energy is mobilized, and to what
degree the societal unit is active.
SOCIETY AND STATES

Much of what has been said about the relationship between collectivities
and organizations may be applied to the relationship between societies and
states.t A society without a state is largely passive, and a state without a
societal base is a control network with only a limited capacity for the
mobilization of consensus. 2 2 Our null hypothesis for organizations and
collectivities was that they are not necessarily coextensive and that instances
of their coincidence need to be explained. Similarly, our null hypothesis
about societies and states is directly opposed to the nationalistic, ethnocentric
treatment of societies and states as coextensive; they often are not, and it is
when they are that an explanation is required.
The state may be defined as a supra·organization;23 other organizations
are units within its context. Like other organizations, the state has written bylaws, an explicit definition of who is and who is not a participant, and
specifications of various participant roles. There is a division of labour among
levels of government and between agencies, "hierarchization," lines of communication, authority, and decision-making. As in all organizations, the
state's pyramidal pattern does not preclude the possibility of the partial
autonomy of sub-units, though-in a fashion typical of other organizationss u b-unit autonomy tends to exist within limits set by the overriding unit. lt
is important to remember that a supra-unit relationship- the way in which
the state relates to member units-is hierarchical in the logical sense of the
•The formation of consensus requires the generation of non-rational commitments,
a task at which cohesive units are more effective than organizations. The combination of
cohesive units and organizations produces the most effective guidance system, drawing on
both control networks and consensus-building structures as well as utilitarian and normative
processes.
t Statements about the state tefer to modem and post-modem slates. They hold, but
to a lesser degree, for states of earlier societies. Among these, the statements are expected to
hold more for bureaucratic societies, such as ancient China, than for such feudal societies
as medieval Europe.
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term; the supra-unit sets a context which constrains members or provides a
base for them to build on. However, these relationships are often not
hierarchical in the bureaucratic sense of lhe term. For example, while the
relationship of federal agencies to the American state (the supra-unit) is
hierarchical in the bureaucratic sense, its relationship to labor unions is not.
The state is more a mechanism of "downward" political control than a
mechanism of "upward" societal consensus-formation.* A comparison of a
federal agency with a political party or an interest group highlights the
difference between organizations which primarily carry downward flows and
those which primarily carry upward ones. While the distinction between
upward and downward ftows is analytic-since most networks carry some of
each kind-most networks specialize in one of the two and may be
characterized accordingly. We shall usc t he term co11trol networks to refer
to those networks in societies or collectivities which are used primarily for
downward political flows , and consensus-formation processes or structures
for those specializing in upward ones.
Just as a society is not merely a supra-collectivity, so, too, a state is more
than a supra-organization. First, whereas organizations, almost without
exception, mobilize only a part of the membership of the collectivity they
"represent," state mobilization tends to be much more universal, as it creates
at least a minimal organizational role-that of "citizcn"-for most members
of the "relevant societal unit. Second, where-ds most organizations are in at
least limited competition with otners attempting to mobilize the same
collectivity, the state claims and maintains a comparatively effective monopoly
in some areas of societal activity and is intolerant of competition in several
others. Finally, the state relies on coercion for control purposes, whereas
most organizations do not unless they either are part of the state or have
gained from it the right to coerce.
The control capacity of the state is higher when it or other forces have
weakened various member cohesive units, and/or when the state elites and
staff have become a cohesive unit themselves (often by fusing with another
organization such as the dominant political party or the military).
it has often been argued that it is meaningless to ask about the relations
between society and state because one is a part of the other. 2 4 l n part, this is a
matter of definition ; as understood here, the society is a collectivity of
collectivities and the state is an organizational framework of society. Thus,
there is little difficulty in conceptualizing the relationship between the
two or, for that matter, between the whole (if one wishes to view the
society- state as such) and its parts (the state's relations to other societal
elements).
• ConsensuS-formation as well as mobilization is explored in detail in Chapters lS-18.
Suffice it to say here that the term refers to a wide range of "participation" or "upward"
relationships, and not only to activities explicitly or exclusively aimed at building consensus.
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Moreover, some rather important insights for a theory of societal guidance can be gained by viewing society and the state as two analytic concepts
applied to the same phenomena. This will become evident later when we
discuss inter-societal boundaries and tribalism. Suffice it to say here that often
in pre-modern periods (and, to a lesser but still important degree, in the
modern a nd post-modern world) societies and states are not coextensive,
either because they do not have the same membership, or because those who
control the state are not members of the society. This occurred in colonial
situations, where the organizational machinery of one society was controlled
by another; in situations in which the state encompassed two or more
societies-e.g., the Austro-Hungarian empire; and when one society was
found in two or more states, as in post-World War 11 Germany and, to a
lesser degree, in Korea and perhaps even in Vietnam. 25 In short, the relations
of states· and societies is analogous to those of organizations and
collectivities: A state may " represent" a society ; it may serve as a base
around which a society develops; or it may cut across several societies.
COHESION AND CONTROL

Collectivities and societies on the one hand and organizations and states
on the other are often treated as two distinct types of societal units. The first
pair of concepts evokes images of relatively passive units, while the second
pair implies units able to gain at least a measure of self-control. T he firs t pair
is said to have a structure, a term which connotes a stable if not a static
pattern; the second tends to be viewed as more malleable.
From the viewpoint of a theory of societal guidance, a societal unit may
have varying combinations of both cohesive relations and control networks.
An active unit has a greater amount of both elements. Cohesive units without
control networks lack the capacity for self-control and, hence, are passive.
Organizations or states without a cohesive base have at best a deficient
ability to build consensus. They can serve as coercive or utilitarian organizations but not as effective tools of societal and political action, which require a
strong normative element. A theory of societal guidance sees societal units as
an organized collectivity or society (if the cohesive element is strong); as an
organization or supra-organization with a cohesive underlayer (if the
organizational element is strong); or as various other mixes. Thus, we arc
dealing with a continuum of societal units that differ in their malleability,
control capacities, and ability to build consensus, rather than with two
distinct kinds of units.
Once we view societal units in this way, it becomes clear that the stronger
the control component, all other things being equal, the less "structured"
and more malleable the unit is likely to be.• The foundations of cohesive
•This relationship is Cllpected to hold so long as the increase in the control co mponent
does not reach a level at which the cohesive base is undermined.
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units are non-rational bonds, while those of control networks have a stronger
calculative element. Cohesive units define statuses, control networks-roles;
cohesive units tend to be broad in scope, control networks-narrow. All these
control factors make a unit more malleable, more "organizational," and, thus,
potentially more capable of self-control.
To put it differently, passive and active units have hierarchical relations,
normative patterns, and regulated behavior. In the more passive units these
appear respectively as structures, culture (or sub-culture), and institutionalized norms; in the more active units they take the forms of organizational
networks, codes, and rules. The first set of terms connotes given properties;
the second implies means and techniques of societal action that can be
changed relatively freely. It is important, though, to note that this is a
continuum, that each societal unit is partly given and partly malleable, and
above all, that each unit may become less structured and more organized, and
vice versa.

Consensus-Formation

+
+

active societal
units

Controlling
Overlayer

cohesive units

control
networks
(normative, utilitarlan, coercive")

categories
(and aggregates)

• Normative, utllltarlan, and coercive refer to the typical
meana of control and ar& ordered In this way because of differ·
ences In cons&nsus, as discussed above.

Societal units may be thus viewed in terms of a "two-dimensional activeness space." They may be characterized as commanding varying degrees of
controlling and consensus-forming capacities. Above all, it is important to
note that there is no necessary contradiction between cohesive units and
control networks; both are important for increasing the societal capacity to
act, and active units command both cohesive and control elements.

The Slanting Effect of Control Networks
The mobilization of cohesive units does not only free latent energy;
processing alters the nature of the action finally taken. Control networks do
not merely raise the level of activation but also alter the direction of
theunit's commitment. Their specific effect depends on factors such as the
internal patterning of the networks, the societal background of the
organizational or state staff and leadership (which are never randomly drawn
from the societal units which are activated), and their ideology. 26
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The societal guidance view differs both from those views which, in line
with collectivistic analysis, expect organizations largely to reflect the societal
and cultural "background," and from voluntarists who expect them to be
relatively free to act, disregarding their ties to their societal base. Similarly,
the state is seen as having relatively little autonomy when it acts primarily as
a referee among societal units or is under the control of a few of them and
serves as a tool against the others. But in all cases, including the ·latter, the
state never merely reflects societal consensus (or that of those who use it); it
always has a power and a perspective of its own. Like all organizational tools
it not only serves a master but also affects what he is able and intends to do.
In summary, we have been concerned with the foundations of societal
order and the units of macroscopic action. Our discussion points to two main
factors: the integration of units into collectivities and societie.~, and the linking
of units by control networks into organizations and states. The two modes are
not mutually exclusive; many units are related in both ways. The relations,
though, are not necessarily coextensive; a control supra-unit and an integrative one may form systems that differ in their boundaries. Similarly,
divisions inside the controlling overlayers and inside the controlled action
underlayers may not be coextensive; one control unit may direct processes in
two or more action units or sub-units (see below, discussion of external and
system elites), and one action unit may be controlled by two or more overlayer units. The resulting imbalances are a major line of explanation for the
decline of one order and the rise of another-Le., for change. Since imbalances and new balances are in part the result of guided efforts, societal
guidance is an indispensable concept for a theory of societal change.
Both integration and control may be normative, utilitarian, or coercive.
While any concrete relation may mix all six analytic combinations, we expect
that one combination will tend to prevail in any one relationship. This is not
to suggest that all are equally frequent; coercion, we expect, is more likely
to be used as a means of control than of integration, while normative bonds
seem to play a relatively more central role as a means of integration.
The same theoretical dimension. activation, expresses itself differently on
various analytic levels. The most basic distinction is between processed and
unprocessed energy (which applies to the realms of nature and social relations). The second is an analytic distinction between controlling overlayers
and action underlayers (which applies only to social action and the world
structured by it}. On the third level are societal (macroscopic) concepts which
include collectivities and organizations as units and societies and states as
supra-units; or, more analytically, cohesive relations and control networks
may be characterized by their respective hierarchical relations, as structures
or organizational patterns.
Two other pairs of concepts introduced below-assets and power, and
class and elite-tie the basic dimension to concepts of stratification and
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political processes. The complete structure is represented in the following table:
unprocessed free-floating
(latent, potential)
energy

processing capacity, yielding
committed (manifest, moblllzed)
energy

action underlayer

controlllng overlayer

collectivity

organization

society

state

cohesive relations

control networks

societal structure

organltatlonal pattern

assets

power

class

elite

We cannot over emphasize that while passive attributes appear on the left
hand side of the chart, those on the right hand side are not active attributes;
only when they are combined with the "passive" base is the active quality
generated. To what degree and under what conditions this occurs are what
the theory of societal guidance seeks to establish.
To advance a theory of societal guidance, the relationship between the
two aspects of the basic dimension of activeness needs to be conceptualized.
In part, this is achieved by the concepts defining the types of societal units
which draw on varying "mixes" of these elements. More analytically, we
draw on the distinction between consensus-formation and implementation
processes. Consensus-formation refers to a process whose base is in the
cohesive relations but which affects the control networks; implementation,
on the other hand, originates in the control networks and affects the cohesive
relations. Like the preceding distinction, this pair of concepts is also analytic,
since a concrete unit may serve both processes; most units, though, tend to
specialize in one or the other.
While all these concepts refer to bridges between the overlayers and the
underlayers of one and the same unit, integration refers to bonds that make of
units (not layers) a supra-unit. Control appears in both schemes, for it serves
to define the overlayer as against the underlayer of a unit and the links of one
or more units (or layers) to each other or to a supra-unit. We now turn from
the internal reJations of a unit to explore the bonds and links which relate
social units to each other, curbing or extending their capacity to act but never
leaving it unaffected.

Action Autarky and Control Autonomy:
Two System Relationships
The boundaries of social units and supra-units, the limits of whatever
order they supply and the bases for action they provide, have been difficult
for social scientists to delineate. One main source of difficulty is the attempt,
in line with the integrationist model, to define one boundary for eacl\ social
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system. The criteria used for such a definition include convention (i.e.,
agreement among the subjects about who belongs and who does not), legal
norms, and political considerations. 27
We assume that a social system may have more than one boundary, and
that the boundaries need not be coextensive. Systems appear in a theory of
societal guidance primarily in the relationship of the units that make up the
action underlayer (which is more or less integrated), and in the relationship
of the components of the controlling overlayer (which is more or less
centralized). The first concept of system represents the collectivistic elementthe second, the cybernetic one. In addition, we suggest, it is productive to
distinguish between normative, utilitarian, and coercive boundaries of both
the controlling overlayer and the action underlayer. A case study of almost
any historical society (from nineteenth century a.c. China to nineteenth
century A.O. Germany) or developing society (from Brazil to Nepal) will help
to illustrate the differences among these boundaries and the importance of
including the possibility of partial "cross-cutting" as a central concept of a
theory of societal guidance. Communities of those who share an ideology,
trade with each other, and enhance each other's security often are not
coextensive; and those who control any one of these, may have little power
over the others. If the relations among the units of action and control are to
be specified in greater detail, a conceptualization of varying, partially "cross·
cutting" bondages and linkages is required. To advance in this direction, a
distinction within controlling overlayers must first be recognized.

Control Centers and Implementation
Controlling overlayers tend to have two kinds of sub-units: control
centers (their "heads") and implementation mechanisms (their "bodies").
Control cemers are units which direct the controlling overlayers and processes by (a) processing incoming knowledge, (b) making major decisions,
especially among alternative policies and strategies, and (c) issuing signals to
the body of the controlling overlayer and to the collectivities. All these
activities entail the processing of symbols. Implementation mechanisms link
the control centers with the action units under control. Analytically, there are
two kinds of implementation processes-{a) those which generate power to
support the signals issued by the control centers, and (b) those which carry
communication signals from the centers to the collectivities, feedbacks from
the action units and the mechanisms themselves to the centers, and the input
of "raw" (unprocessed) knowledge. The implementation processes are
comparatively more mechanical than those which take place in the control
centers because while the use of objects is central for the application of power,
it is marginal for intra-center processes.
The upward (or feedback) communications carried by the implementation
mechanisms and those carried by consensus-formation processes and
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structures should be carefully distinguished, for if they are not, the analytic
distinction between controlling overlayers and guidance systems becomes
blurred. To illustrate the difference: Corporation headquarters usually consti·
tute a control center; upward reports by foremen on workers' morale are
implementation feedbacks; the representative functions of labor union
stewards are part of the consensus-formation processes. In a role or a rnicrounit, all these kinds of communications may occur jointly. In a small shop a
chat between the boss and his workers may encompass all three. However,
in macroscopic units the three functions tend to be served by segregated
processes and units. In the following discussion, these functions are discussed
analytically and synthetically. Part II of the book focuses on variables that
characterize the control centers of societal units, Part III centers on implementation mechanisms, while Part IV considers consensus-formation. Power
appears in the discussions of implementation (Chapters 13 and 14) and of
consensus-formation (Chapters 16-18).

Elites and Collectivities
An elite is a societal control center; it specializes in the cybernetic
functions of knowledge-processing and decision-making, and in issuing
controlling signals for societal units. The term ..elite" is preferred over
"leadership" because elite refers to a societal sub-unit and not to personal
qualities. The members of an elite may or may not have leadership qualities. 28
The ability of an elite to function may rest largely on the positions of the
members and the technologies and assets available to them, and not on their
personalities. There is no implicit assumption here that an elite is necessarily
"elitist." 29 Elitism is a dimension by which elites can be characterized, and is
not part of their definition. An elite may be highly representative, open, or
changeable.
Elites are not a stratification concept. 30 Although their members may be
drawn primarily from one class and may serve that class's interests, elites are
never a ruling class. "Ruling class" is a term which combines stratification
and control referents and, in this sense, is a political concept; it suggests that
there is a class which is closely associated with a state-controlling elite. As we
see it, classes (or, more generally, collectivities) and elites are never coextensive.
There are invariably segments of a collectivity which have no control functions, and, almost without exception, some members of the elites are drawn
from the other classes, at least those members who occupy lower organizational ranks. Class is a status concept; elite is a role concept. The members of a
class (as a collectivity) are by definition cohesive; those of an elite may be
cohesive but not as a matter of definition. It should also be noted that elites
may rise in any collectivity, not merely the "ruling" (or, upper) one, and
that the relations between elites and societal units may exhibit all the various
imbalances between control networks and cohesive units discussed above.
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Kinds of Elites
From the viewpoint of the analysis of controlling overlayers, the following
distinctions among elites seem productive:
(a) External versus intemal e/ites. 31 An external elite is not integrated into
the supra-unit, while an internal elite is a member of such a supra-unit. To
develop this conceptualization, it should be noted that there are two main
ways to introduce a supra-unit on top of a set of units: (1) to integrate the
units by drawing on various combinations of the three major kinds of bonds
discussed above; and (2) to link them by a control network using various
combinations of the three kinds of control means. Both types of supra-units
often coexist, but the integrated supra-unit and the control supra-unit need
not be coextensive. When the control system is not coextensive with the
integrated supra-unit, the elite(s) (as control centers are by definition) will be
partially or wholly external. When there is more than one control network
or more than one elite in a network controlling the same societal unit, some
elites may be internal and some external.
When an elite is external, the controlling overlayer and the consensusformation processes are separated. A central proposition of a theory of
societal guidance follows from these premises: When elites are external (or
when some are internal and some external), societal guidance is less effective
and the societal unit is less active than when all the elites are internal. The
process by which the control exercised by external elites is shifted to internal
ones is referred to as "internalization," and the opposite process is referred to
as "externalization."
(b) Internal elites may be either unit-elites or system-elites. Unit-elites
are control centers that are monopolized by one or a few member-units
(the term "monopolized" refers to the responsiveness of the elite to the
demands of the member units and not necessarily to the societal origin of the
members of the elite, the circles they frequent, the views they hold, etc.).
System-elites are responsive to most if not all of the member units. As no
elite is ever completely responsive to one unit or equally responsive to all of
them, the difference between unit and system elites is to be viewed as a relative
one. While internal elites may be unit- or system-elites, external elites are, as a
rule, unit-elites so far as the system they control is concerned. 32
(c) Elites may be characterized by the kind of activities they control as
either specific or general. And, if specific, the elites may be classified according
to the nature of the activity-economic, educational, religious, and so onthat they control. Unless otherwise specified, the term "elite" is used here to
refer to generalized control-Le., to the encompassing organizational or
political control center of a societal unit.
(d) Elite control may be highly specific or may merely define limits within
which the subjects' conduct may vary. We refer to these two kinds of control
as prescriptive and as contextuating, and to the dimension as the degree of
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specification (of control). There are close associations between this dimension
of control and democratic versus totalitarian elites, "indicative planning"
(or "programming") versus totalistic planning, and the levels of responsive·
ness achieved and alienation produced, all of which are explored below.

Autarky versus Autonomy
To complete our discussion of the ways in which societal units relate to
each other, the relationship of dependence versus independence needs to
be specified. The main point here is that units which appear imkpendentfrom
an integrative viewpoint may not be independent actors from a societal guidance
perspective. The degree of dependency of one unit on another has been
discussed in the social science literature in a variety of terminological garbs
ranging from subjugation to sovereignty. Two main dimensions of this
relationship, we suggest, must be kept distinct:· functional dependency and
subordination. 33
An autarkic societal unit is one whose activities meet all the basic
functional needs of the unit."' Autarky (i.e., functional self-sufficiency)
assumes that the societal unit is broad in scope, encompassing all three kinds
of relationships and acting as an integrated system in all of them. The
activeness of such an autarkic unit is quite a different question. This depends
on the autonomy of the unit and the extent to which its activities are seJfcontrolled. All the basic functional needs of a societal unit may be served;
yet, the society may be no more self-contro!Ied than the pampered son of
domineering parents. In short, the autarky and the autonomy of a societal
unit vary independently.
From a narrow functional viewpoint, it does not matter who controls an
activity so long as the various needs are fulfilled. Thus, for instance, a country
needs oil; the oil wells may be drilled by private indigenous corporations, by a
government company, or by a foreign-based corporation. Though the location
of control is likely to have secondary effects on the fulfilling of other functions
(e.g., encouragement of indigenous investment, costs of production, etc.) as
well a~ on the supply function itself; the questions of whether or not the oil
needs of the country are fulfilled and who controls the drilling are analytically
distinct. Interesting issues are raised by the effects of the two sets of factors on
each other-e.g., will foreign control lead to more oil production in the short
run (i.e., should a society trade some loss of autonomy for more autarky);
what effects will such a trade have on political autonomy, and so on. While
• The concept of autarky was used historically to refer to self-sufficient units, especially
self-sufficient eoonomies. It is often associated with the mercantilist approach. Though the
basic image it evolves is correct, we seek to divest the concept of the secondary connotation
which implies a self-controlled {nationalistic) economy, because i(l this sense, autarlcy and
autonomy become synonymous.
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there have been important differences in. the reactions of external elites.
Britain, France, and Belgium differ markedly in the gradualness of their
decolonization, in the degree to which control of other societies was a basis
of their internal order, and in their capacity not only to tolerate the pulling
away of the dependent societies but also to free themselves from their own
dependence on the fruits of external control. Britain is usually viewed as the
most successful on all these counts. In France the loss ofcolonies is associated,
first, with political instability, and, later, with the semi-authoritarian regime
of De Gaulle. ln Belgium this process was followed by an intensification of
internal conflict between the two main linguistic-cultural collectivities. It is of
interest to note that Brita in had previously- with the rise of the industrial
bourgeoisie and later the working class-been more successful than France
and Belgium in reallocating internal control. 36 Thus, there seems to be a
generic capacity for control readjustment that is higher in some societies
than in others.

Change and Transformation
Jnternalizatjon or externalization of control, increases in the balance and
extent of self-control of normative and utilitarian activities, unification of
two or more units through the formation of an integrative and/or a control
supra-unit-these are all processes that assume a capacity for societal change.
But the active capacity is more than the capacity to change, for changes may
occur merely in response to ongoing processes inside or outside the unit.
Hence, the importance of the distinction between societal units with a capacity
to transform themselves and units which are merely changeable.
When the controlling overlayers of societal units are very weak, the action
of the units, like ships in tow, can largely be explained by the action and
control of other units. Some other units have limited measures of self-control;
they are like ocean liners propelled by outboard motors. Then there arc units
which have more effective mechanisms of self-control; these are societal
units which are able to guide their own actions and, to a degree, deliberately
transform themselves, corning closer to their self-image and to a "creative"
response• to their environmental and internal challenges.
The concept of transformabil ity is central to this study. It implies a much
more active orientation than the system concept of homeostasis or even the
concept of ultra-stability in cybernetics. A social unit is homeostatic so Jong
as it is able to generate forces that allow it to maintain its boundaries and
pattern within a given limit of variability and in the face of environmental
•A "creative" response is both adaptive and in accoro with the unit's needs and
''character." Compare these statements to a stirnulating but organistic discussion of
"super-elasticity and regenerativesspan'' in Arthur Koestler, The Ac·t ofCrea/i{)n (New York:
Macmillan, 1964), pp. 450-452.
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challenges. It is ultra-stable if jt is able to change some of its mechanisms for
maintaining itself and its pattern when confronted with challenges that would
strain to the breaking point its homeostatic mechanisms as previously set.
A societal unit has trunsformability if it also is able to set-in response to
external challenges, in anticipation of them, as or a result of internal developments-a new self-image which includes a new kind and level of homeostasis
and ultra-stability, and is able to change its parts and their combinations as
well as its boundaries to create a new unit. This is not a higher-order ultrastability but an ability to design and move toward a new system even if the
old one has not become unstable. ft is an ability not only to generate adaptive
changes or to restore new stability to an old unit, but also to bring about a
new pattern, new parts, and, hence, a new society.
Adaptation to the environment may serve as the occasion for a trans·
forming change, particularly among more creative units (for instance, Japan's
industrialization following the Western challenge in the mid-nineteenth
century). However, the full measure of transformability is not realized until a
unit can transform its internal structure and its boundary-relations with other
units in response to its internal needs, searching for a more effective way of
meeting them under the given environmental conditions and seeking to move
toward a greater realization of the values to which it subscribed or of new
values to which it has become committed. Such self-triggered trans·
formability is a "higher" and less common level of activeness than
environmentally-triggered transformation. The more it is achieved, the more
societal actors may be considered their own masters.
Seen from a different perspective, it might be said that transformation
serves to correct or to avoid basic malformations, faulty integrations, and
fundamentally unresponsive structures. Transformation, therefore, frequently
requires dissolving a unit's old structure and building a new one, at leastconsiderable de-differentiation and then re-differentiation in accord with new
patterns. The more differentiated a structure has become, the greater the
need for regression if it is to be transformed. In the process, latent capacities
of the unit, which were hidden or suppressed by its old structure, often become
available for societal action. In this sense, the unit may be said to have been
rejuvenated.
In society, as in the personality, such regression (or de-differentiation) is
not without the danger "of not coming back," of preferring the less differentiated state. Hence, the period of the greatest societal malleability (the
period between two structures) also contains the greatest risks of rise in
societal entropy. For example, social movements, instead of leading to a New
Jerusalem, may drift into self-oriented and hedonistic behavior. But when
transformation is completed rather than trapped midway, societal creativity
will be unusually high.
We stated earlier that the functional analysis employed here differs from
traditional functional a nalyses in that it includes a genetic perspective. We
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now add that this genetic focus encompasses the transformation of systems
and not merely changes "in the system." When this perspective is appHed to
macroscopic units, our study becomes historical, for the question before us is
not only under what conditions passive units are transformed into more
active ones, but also the extent of societies' passivity at various time periods
and the degree to which they have become activated over time. The analysis
of a fully active society provides the design of a future-system ; the functional
prerequisites of such a society, and the morphological and historical conditions
under which it may be achieved, are explored below.
In the following chapters we study the specific components of controlling
overlayers and consensus-formation processes and explore the ways in which
differences in these components affect the extent to which a societal unit is
active. It is a central proposition of the theory of societal guidance that
diffe.rences in control and consensus account for a significant part of the
variance in societal activeness and in the transformability of various societal
units in general and toward an active society in particular.
Before we proceed, it should be stressed once more than the following
discussion advances propositions and is not concerned with the review or
presentation of data. 37 The following chapters are analytic, dealing with one
major independent variable at a time; hence, the propositions presented
should be read as if they were prefaced by "all other conditions being equal."
The claim that differences in the guidance (control and consensus)
mechanisms are important for explaining differences in societal activeness
does not imply that these mechanisms account for most of the variance. All
we suggest is that they account for a significant part of the variance, and,
hence, a theory that excludes them is seriously deficient. We also argue that
with the rise of modernity, and even more so as we move into the post·
modern period, guidance factors have become more significant.
Each component of societal guidance mechanism is studied in the
following chapter from the following viewpoints: (a) the controlling/unctions
it fulfills; (b) the processes it uses; (c) the structure of the units which specialize
in serving the particular function(s); (d) the relations between these units and
other units;• and (e) changes in all these over time, i.e. genetically.
An underlying assumption of all that follows is that without special
processes and units, without effort and investment, a unit cannot gain or
maintain an active orientation; entropy develops, and the societal unit
gradually becomes more passive, its course more determined by other, more
active units and non-social environments. To be passive is natural; it is
activeness that requires effort and explanation.
• 1be study of processes is more encompassing than tbe study of the units, because
processes link a much larger wiiverse of actions to tbe service of a function. Education, for
instance, is carried out not only in schools (units primarily devoted to education) but also
in factories (e.g., in foremen-workers relations).

•
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Appendix: Concrete versus Abstract Units and Systems
An important characteristic of systems analysis, its advocates claim, is that
it does not reify its constructs, does not succumb to the fallacy of misplaced
concreteness. 38 The system, they stress, is an abstraction. Jts units are analytic
conceptions; their attributes and, thus, their relations are variables. The
educational sub-system, for example, is not to be confused with the school
"system"; schools have economic, political, educational, stratificational, and
other elements, and other sub-systems have educational elements. The
educational sub-system is an abstraction of these educational elements which
have certain properties in common-for instance, the pattern-variables they
tend to emphasize.
Warnings against reification are stern. Failure to avoid this pitfall, we are
told, "is what lies at the basis of many deep-rooted errors, especially in social
science." 39 And it is said that "it is the essence of science, thus, to be systematic, and to be systematic requires it to be highly abstract and to see similar
properties in what are apparently diverse objects." 40 The wages of the sin of
reification committed in the first chapter of many books have confounded the
analysis in the third and fourth chapters.
When the abstract concept of system is used, it should be noted, the
components of the system canntll interact; they can only correlate. ln abstract
system language it makes no sense to state that an actor "responded" or
"reacted" to a rise in integration , interaction, or other such concepts, as these
are concepts of the observer and not descriptive of units in the observed world,
the world of action. Descriptions of action and of concrete factors that an
actor reacts to can be analyzed by the use of these variables; but the action
concepts and the observer's variables will never be coextensive unless the
observer commits the "sin" of reification. In terms of an abstract system's
variables, the concepts clcscriptive of action are synthesized composites.
There is no action in abstract systems, and abstract systems can record
action only indirectly, following analysis-i.e., abstraction and fragmentation
into constructs.
If the shift between concrete observations and abstract system variables
could be accomplished with assurance and economy, this way of relating
observations and abstract concepts would have much to recommend it.
Actually, abstract systems analysis is of so much potential value that it must
be retained even if such a transition is achieved only with considerable
difficulty, as is the case in most of the social sciences. Action-oriented research
requires a theoretical framework which draws on the abstract concepts of
systems analysis but, at the same time, is more closely related to observations,
concrete data, and the orientations of a concrete actor. (ln terms of the present
analysis, the distinction between control and consensus as two·system building processes should be viewed as analytic; the c0ncepts of the active
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orientation-knowledge, commitment, and power-which take into account
the actor's viewpoint, are more concrete.)
Abstraction is not simply to be omitted; even everyday language contains
numerous abstractions, and these affect concrete actors. The question,
therefore, is not one of a dichotomy but rather of degree and quality: how
ab.~tract and what kind of abstraction ? The concepts of the language of societhl
action include a sub-set that is relatively more concrete and synthesized than
those of abstract (analytic) system language and is more coextensive with the
concepts of the actor himself. 41 For example, the terms community, nation,
action, mobilization, policy, in addition to knowledge, commitment, and
power are used as explications of terms used by the actors. 42 Furthermore,
these relatively concrete terms are central to our analysis and are not merely
lower-level concepts which are to be analyzed by fragm entation. Their
varying combinations characterize societal units and their actions. 43
Science requires abstraction, but whether it is to be high- or low-level
a bstraction and whether concepts are to cut across or to be coextensive with
action terms are open questions which are best answered according to which
language yields the most fruitful theories. The theory of societal guidance
outlined in the following chapters is an attempt to add to highly abstract
systems analysis a related but more concrete set of concepts and theorems.
Should this endeavor be said to have a theoretical formulation more like that
of medicine (as an "applied" science) rather than physics (an analytic
discipline), we certainly would not consider this comparison invidious.
Some support for our position that more. concrete, synthesized under·
pinnings are needed for systems theories may be seen in the fact that the widest
usage of ..social system", is the reified one, despite abstract definitions
(and admonitions against such use). Scholarly works have been treating the
factory rather than production activities as a social system, 44 the school
rather than the educational system, 4 s and the mental hospital rather than
"pattern-maintenance, tension- management." 46 Moreover, social systems
have been regularly characterized as concrete phenomena. Two sociologists
point out, in a typical statement, that "a social system may be considered
as concrete, or a cooperative social structure, such as a football team, a Farm
Bureau local, a family, a church congregation, a school, or even a silofilling ring." 47 One distinguished social scientist explicitly raised the
possibility of deliberate reification.48
We use a relatively synthesized concept of social system, along with the
one referred to above as an analytic social system (i.e., relatively abstract).
A synthesized social system is defined similarly to an abstract systcmas a relationship in which changes, in one or more members initiate changes in
all the others, which, in turn, have feedback effects on the member in which
the changes were initiated. The only difference is that the members of
syntnesizeii social systems are not high-level abstractions but relatively
concrete units such as collectivities and societies: lt should be noted that
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neither the analytic nor the synthesized conception of social system refers to
only one instance of feedback between members; some degree of continuity
must exist in the feedback and, of course, in the membership of a system.
And "constituting a system" is treated as a proposition subject to empirical
test; any two units do not necessarily form a system. When the actors are less
related, when there is no feedback effect or only a sporadic and inconsequential one, we shall refer to the relationship as a "situation."
Societal units, we suggest. often "behave" as if they were linked in a system
fashion . We have a system, for instance, if a civil-rights movement activates
northern liberals who form one of the groups that affect federal action, which,
in turn, affects white southerners who affect the civil-rights movement,
including its relations with northern liberals. But unlike the analytic system,
which is composed of variables, this system is composed of collectivities,
organizations, movements, and government agencies. Furthermore, these
units act on each other, and their actions can be recorded and in part
explained in terms of the units, and not just in terms of changes in the rates
of abstract variables. Finally, the bonds that tie the units into concrete
systems are often observable; for example, the state-in the concrete sense
of courts, police, and federal agencies- is a primary system liok.
We, thus, use, to some extent, concepts similar to those which societal
actors \Jse, perceive, and to which they respond . Though this synthesizing
approach may have some disadvantages (which can be avoided, at least
partially, by maintaining an overlayer of more analytic concepts), it has two
obvious advantages: It makes theory more operational, which means that it is
easier to identify indicators for the concepts, thus making the theory more
verifiable; and it makes the transition from findings to policy more feasible.
In short, it makes the theory itself more active.
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I.

PART TWO

CYBERNETIC

FACTORS

INTRODUCTION
Our exploration of the factors which affect the capacity of a societal unit to
guide its actions begins with cybernetic factors-with properties of the steering
mechanisms, especially of the conlrol centers. The role of knowledge in societal
guidance is discussed (Chapters 6 to 10), followed by a study of societal decisionmaking (Chapters 11 and 12).
The sociology of knowledge has traditionally been part of the "universal"
sector of sociological theory.• Its key propositions apply to persons, small groups, or
classes, with little systematic differentiation or treatment of emergent properties of
macroscopic units. 1 t Our analysis focuses on these properties from the perspective
of a theory of societal guidance. No attempt is made to study societal knowledge
from other macroscopic viewpoints-for instance, from a purely colleclivistic one.
The societal guidance approach to knowledge deals with four main theoretical
dimensions: (a) the relation among the various symbols and sets of symbols that
constitute knowledge--i.e., intra-knowledge relations; (b) the relation between
knowledge as a symbolic system and the external world; (c) the intra-societal
organization of the relations between the production and the consumption of
knowledge; and (d) the effects of differences in the possession and organization of
knowledge on tbe relations between societal actors.
These four dimensions are derived from a cybernetic analogy: The knowledge
unit is a sub-unit of the controlling overlayer which regulates societal processes. The
four dimensions cover (a) the internal makeup of the knowledge sub-unit; (b) its
relations to the more encompassing unit (the control overlayer); and (c) the role of
knowledge in the relation of the control overlayer to the societal unit as a whole.
Finally, (d) the model covers the role of knowledge in the relation of the societal
unit to other societal units and to more encompass.ing societal supra-units,.
Each of these dimensions is illustrated below with a discussion of one or two
specific issues. No attempt is made to review all or even many of the issues involved
in these questions. Rather, our purpose is to use specific examples to illustrate the
•"True, we have a so-called sociology of knowledge. Yet, with very few exceptions,
the discipline thus misnamed has approached the problem of the social distribution of
knowledge merely from the angle of the ideological foundation of truth in ils dependence
upon social and, especially, economic conditions, or from that of the social implications
of education, or that of the social role of the man of knowledt;e."
Alfred Schutz, "The Well-Informed Citizen, an Essay on the Social Distribution of
Knowledge'', in his Collected Papers JI, Studies in Social Theory, Arvid Brodersen, editor.

(The Hague: Martlnus Nijhotf, 1964). p. 12l.
t Reference notes for this Introduction appear on page 134.
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theoretical dimensions. The first part of Chapter 6 attempts a functional definition
of knowledge and its characterization. The second part of Chapter 6 and Chapters
7, 8, and 9, each deal respectively with one of the four dimensions delineated above.
Knowledge' is one factor which significantly affects the action and reaction of
societal units; it frees them from responding blindly to their environment or reacting
"automatically" according to their characters. While all societal units have some
knowledge of each other and of themselves, there are great differences in the volume,
validity, and consistency of their collective knowledge, as well as in the degree to
which they use whatever knowledge they command in their colle<:tive action.

THB DJMl!NSIONS 01' A MACRO-SOCIOLOGY 01 KNOWLBOOB

a Intra-knowledge relations
h Knowledge and reality

c Relations between knowledge
producers and other controlling
units

d Knowledge's effect on societal
action and interaction

'------~-""-d Environment
(including

Societal

other actors)

Unit

From an analytic viewpoint, societal knowledge not only affects the societal
processes as a major component of the controlling overlayer but also is affected by
the patterns and flows of ongoing societal processes. That is, societal knowledge is
a major source of a society's capacity to organize itself but is itself affected by societal
constraints.
From a historical viewpoint, the societal foundations of knowledge are
changing: Post-modern societies and collectivities increasingly use knowledge to
shape their relations to each other and to guide their own transformations. Because
of this trend (however uneven it may be), the significance of knowledge as a variable
which partially explains differences in societal conduct is increasing. In particular,
the differences in the societal organization of the production and utilization of
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knowledge are of increasing importance in determining the realization of
macroscopic goals.
Finally, the unequal distribution of knowledge-resources among societal units
increasingly affects their relations to one another-whether these are suppressive,
exploitive, or cooperative. Processes long considered largely the domain of economic
and coercive factors are increasingly influenced by the allocation, withholding, and
management of knowledge.
NOTES
1. For studies reviewing the earlier field, see Jacques J. Maquet, The Sociology
of Knowledge (Boston: Beacon Press, 1951), and Werner Stark, The Sociology of
Knowledge (London: Routledge & Kcgan Paul, 1958). For an analytic review of the
major classical sociological perspectives, see Robert K. Merton's well-known essay,
"The Sociology of Knowledge" in his Social Theory and Soda/ Structure (New
York: Free Press, rev. ed., 1957), pp. 456-488. See also Karl Mannheim's Ideology
and Utopia, translated by Louis Wirth and Edward A. Shils (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1936). For a review and critique of the traditional concerns of
sociology of knowledge and a suggestion that it ought to be concerned with "the
social construction of reality," a process in which "everyone in society participates,"
see Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Cons/ruction of Reality:
A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966),
esp. pp. 11-14. See also Schutz, Der Sirmhafte Aufbau der Sozialen Well, op. cit.,
and Talcott Parsons, "An Approach to the Sociology of Knowledge," Transac1fot1s
of the Fourth Wurld Congress of SuciO/ogy (Louvain: International Sociological
Association), 1959, Vol. 4. Some studies have examined the production of knowledge in micro-structures (e.g., leadership of scientific work teams). Only recently
has the macroscopic organization of scienoe become a central topic of sociopolitical interest. See Don K. Price, The Scientific Estate (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1965). Bernard Barber and Walter Hirsch (eds.), The Sociology
of Science (New York: Free Press, 1962}. Other works are cited below.
2. For definition, seep. 137.

CHAPTER 6

Knowledge
as a Societal Factor

c

AN KNOWLEDGE be view«! as a societal resource?
What functions does it fulfill for societal actors'! To what extent are societal
actors able to gain a valid view of their environment and of themselves?
How do their various items of knowledge relate to each other? These are
the questions we attempt to explore in this chapter.

A Functional Analysis of Societal Knowledge
Knowledge as a Societal Property
Societal units produce knowledge and use it collectively. Knowledge does
not exist only in the minds of individuals; like other societal assets, knowledge is stored in collective facilities (from libraries to computer tapes), is
made available for collective action (as when an organization retains experts),
and is shifted from the service of one societal goal to the service of another
135
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e.g., by transferring a large contingent of laboratory employees from the
service of the United States Army to that of the National Aeronautics and
Space Agency (NASA). 1 *Though knowledge is an unusual asset in that it is a
set of symbols rather than objects, we suggest that it is nevertheless fruitful to
view it as an asset and to study the production, processing, and consumption
of knowledge as societal activities. In some senses, societal actors use knowledge in much the same way as persons: Their internal structures often bias
their views of the world and of their changing places in it, and they misunderstand each other and react in "unrealistic" ways. The quality of societal
knowledge is affected by its societal base- by the degree of political autonomy
of its producers, the level of public financing of knowledge-production, and
the institutionalization of lines of communication between the sources of new
knowledge and the centers of power.

Functions of Knowledge
Knowledge is a set of symbols that serves two societal functions. First, it
provides a relation to reality by containing information about the non-social
environment, other actors, and the actor himself. Second, knowledge, in
conjunction with religion and ideology, provides "meaning," an important
bond that ties actions and actors to one another 2 and affects societal commitments. Meaning is derived by interpreting facts cognitively and by evaluating
them in normative terms, a function we refer to as evaluative interpretation.t
All societal actors have a capacity for reality-testing: That is, they revise
their knowledge to some degree in accord with their experience. In this sense,
they a re not basically different from scientists who revise their theories on the
basis of data. Not only do societal actors revise their knowledge, but scientists
also do not readily discard a theory when faced with "stubborn" facts, nor
do they "adhere" to a theory only for "relevant" reasons. 3 There are two
main differences between societal actors and scientists: (a) The societal actors'
procedures for collecting and revising knowledge are comparatively loose and
informal. (b) Societal actors are relatively more concerned with the interpretive aspect of their knowledge, which tends to be incompatible with giving
primary consideration to reality-testing. While actors do differ significantly in
the degree to which they are able to face reality, in effect, no actor's knowledge
escapes considerable evaluative interpretation.
Because of their great concern with interpretation, societal actors
commonly perceive the symbolic realm differently from two major traditions
of philosophical and social scientific thought, positivism and pragmatism.
•Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 151.
t We use the term evaluative (normative) interpretation to distinguish this kind of
meaning from factual interpretation, conducted by logical or methodological procedures.
This distinction is an analytic one; both kinds of interpretation are often interwoven.
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Adherents of these traditions tend to differ entiate sharply between valuejudgments and factual statements. Factual statements are viewed as assisting
in reality-testing; value-judgments are seen either as signs of confusion and
ignorance and, therefore, non-productive, or as constituting a myth, religion,
or ideology which is useful but has no reality-testing value, and thus, to be
sharply distinguished from factual statements.
Apart from the question of whether or not this sharp separation of values
and facts is an adequate basis for social science, we suggest that the knowledge
used by societal actors commo11ly mixes information (factual statements) with
evaluative interpretation (itself a mixture of cognitive and normative statements). This is not to say that societal actors confuse pure normative systems,
such as religio n or ideology, with information; value-judgments are set aside.
Societal actors, especially modern ones, are aware that appeals to action
because " it is for your country" or "it is just" are not part of knowledge.• But
what most societal actors use as knowledge, we suggest, includes a mil(ture of
facts and common sense, science and folklore, empirical observations,
insights, and evaluations. t

• This statement can be empirically tested. One could, for instance, show a number of
statemenJs to samples of educated and uneducated citizens and ask them to separate those
dealing with facts from those dealing with " opinions." We exJ)e(t that at least the first group
would be able 10 sort out the .. pure" value-judgments from statements milling valuejudgments with information, although we would expect the latter to be classed together with
"pure" information (factual statements).
t The following example stands for many that could be cited:
"Public controversy has surrounded the proposal to construct a branch of the Cook
County Hospital on the South Side in or near the Negro area. Several questions of policy
are involved in the matter, but the ones which have caused one of the few public debates
of an isRue in the Negro community concern whether, or to what extent, building such a
branch would result in an all-Negro or 'Jim Crow' hospital and whether such a hospital is
desirable as a means of providing added medical facilities for Negro patients. Involved are
both an issue of fact (whether the hospital would be segregated, intentionally or unintcnlionally, as a result or the character of the neighborhood in which it would be located)
and an issue of ~alue (whether even an all-Negro hospital would be preferable 10 no hospital
at all in tbe area). In reality, however, the factions have aligned themselves in such a way
and the debate has proceeded in such a manner that the fact issue and the value issue have
been collapsed into the single question of whether to build or not to build. Those in favor
of the proposal wilt argue that the facts do not bear out the charge of 'Jim Crowism''the proposed site ... is not considered to be placed in a segregated area for the exclusive
use of one racial or minority group' ; or 'no responsible officials would try to develop a
new hospital to further segregation'; or 'establishing a branch hospital for the .•• more
adequate care of the indigent patient load, from the facts thus presented, does not represent
Jim Crowism.' At the same time, these proponents argue that whatever the facts, the
factual issue is secondary to the overriding consideration that 'there is a here-and-now need
for more hospital beds.... Integration may be the long-run goal, but in the short run we
need more facilities."' James Q. Wilson, Negru Politics {New York: Free Press, 1960), p. 189.
For a treatment of knowledge as combining factual and normative clements see Franco
Ferrarotti, Max Weber e ii Destino delta Ragione (Bari Editor: Laterza, 196S).
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The major reason for the mixing of factual statements with valuejudgments is that facts without normative interpretations are of limited
societal or political utility. From a macroscopic viewpoint, the fact that one
technology, for instance, is more efficient than another is of little interest if
the superior technology violates the religious values of a collectivity, the
national self-image of a society, or the political commitments of an elite.•
We expect, therefore, that societal decision-makers will view new technologies
in terms of both their efficiency and their normative merits. And the organization of societal knowledge is greatly affected by the needs and perspectives of
societal decision-making.
To the degree that both functions of knowledge can be served by the same
new ..bit" of knowledge, i.e.-if the item both increases the reality of the
actor's knowledge and supports his evaluative interpretations-there are
relatively few barriers to macroscopic learning. But when an increase in
validity is at the expense of a societal interpretation which, let us say,
protects a collectivity's share of the societal allocation of assets, a compromise
is often worked out between the service of the two needs. In the long run,
new information is not necessarily disregarded, but it may be temporarily
neglected, diluted, or distorted in favor of maintaining the prevailing
evaluative interpretations.
While actors differ in the degree to which they have valid knowledge, can
determine the extent to which their knowledge is valid, sacrifice facts for
interpretation or vice versa, and use information in guiding their actions,
even the most learned societal actor seldom has more than a fraction of the
relevant information he theoretically could use. Th'e study of knowledge and
action; therefore, is concerned with relative degrees of ignorance, confusion of
fact and half-fact, and dissociation of societal intellect from the societal
guidance of action.
These considerations, often neglected by the partisans of the new technology of knowledge, explain why the growing improvement in the societal
capacity to collect and analyze information has had a lesser effect on the
"reality" of societal action than would be expected from an analysis of the
new technology's capacity. 4 This phenomenon resembles the previously
found "artificial" restriction of output: Jt has been shown that production is
more in accord with the outputs set by the workers' norms than in accord
with their physiological capacities. The degree to which the knowledge
produced is valid and the extent to which that knowledge is utilized are only
partially determined by the technical capacity to collect and process valid
knowledge; they are also determined by the social definitions of how much
•Quantitative considerations should be taken into account here. Thus, if a new technology is clearly superior, and the norm it violates is weak and marginal, the technology
may well be adopted. But this docs not change the basic observation that the technology
must fir11t be evaluated from both viewpoints if a societal actor js to consider s\ICh adoption.

•
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information is desired, what questions are to be submitted to research, and
which findings are to be accerted, suppressed, or disregarded. This may be
called the "artificial" restriction of information.
Such restriction is a basic fact of societal life. While one can alter the
mixture-that is, increase the information component and change the specific
meaning given to a societal fact-the societal need for the evaluative interpretation of facts and not just for "pure" value-judgments seems to be universal.
Thus, as distinct from Marx, we submit that while the interpretation of any
actor-including the proletariat-may be replaced, all societal actors are
"interpreting." It is this interpretation which bridges knowledge and values,
as it bridges knowledge and interests.
This limitation of reality-testing, we suggest, is not pathological but
appears in "normal" societal units. They are "normal" in that even though
there are strong constraints on reality-testing, these constraints do not prevent the functioning of the units. Pathological units are those whose realitytesting is constricted to the point that they are able to accommodate to
changes in the environment only at a very high cost. While there are few
social-science studies of societal units that are pathological by this criterion,
several good descriptive reports are available. One concerns the manner in
which Senator Barry Goldwater and his staff directed the 1964 Republican
presidential campaign.~ They repeatedly violated most of the rules ofeffective
political conduct, and, despite continued feedback information from public
opinion polls and press reports to the effect that their unorthodox approach
was failing, they grew even more committed to it.*

The Low Validity of Societal Knowledge
To a greater extent than individuals, societal actors can function for long
periods of time with little empirically valid social knowledge.t There are four
reasons that the reality-testing of macroscopic actors is particularly limited:
I. The reality-testing of an individual is reinforced by the actors with
whom he interacts relatively closely. Macro-actors, as a rule, are less closely
related to each other. A person unable to distinguish green from red will
normally be corrected by others. It should be noted that such a person may
not be empirically wrong but may only be "out of line" socially.6 Pressure to
• It may be argued that Goldwater was ac1ing rationally and was responding to the
feedback information-in ac<:ord with a goal not of winning the election but of educating
the American people to the conservative creed. But he and his staff gave many indications
of believing lhat their strategy would win lhe election, and whatever their goals, from the
viewpoint of the Republican Party and its institutionalized goals, the strategy was deficient
in reality-testing.
t Empirically valid knowledge and knowledge thal is reality-tested are the same thing.
Empirical validatitm does not necessarily involve scienlific procedures; trial-and-error. for
instance, is a primitive but relevant method. Fo1 a discu~sion of validity, see below pp. 143-4.
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"realign," therefore, serves as a means of social rather than environmental
reality-testing. It is this social reality-testing that macro-actors tend to lack,
for a nation can be "color-blind" for many years and yet continue to insist
that other nations are in the wrong. 7 Since there is comparatively little
supranational interaction or joint action, there is relatively little agreement
about facts or pressure to reach such agreement.*
If one person mistakenly views another as hostile, there are corrective
mechanisms available, both "interwoven" ones, such as in the relations with
a trusted friend, and "segregated" ones, such as those provided by a psychotherapist. But on the ir.tra-societa! level· - among classes, tribes, or races in
the many poorly integrated societies-and particularly among nations, there
are few corrective mechanisms. There are friends hips among macro-actors;
Britain, for instance, since 1945 has often acted as a trusted reality-testing
friend for the United States. The ability of one actor to do this for another,
however, depends on the strength of the integrative bonds between them, but
these bonds are commonly weaker among macro-actors than among individuals or micro-units.
The closest approximation (on the macroscopic level) to psychotherapy
seems to be the experience of a crisis, one which actors with low reality·
testing capacities are likely to undergo, particularly if they act in a rapidly
changing environment. 8 Like a speeding motorist who suddenly senses that
his steering wheel is inoperative, to "experience a crisis" means that with
comparative suddenness the decision-making sub-units of a societal unit
realize that the unit's ability to adapt has been sharply curtailed. A crisis,
obviously, has a "therapeutic" effect only if it forces adaptations previously
avoided, including the revision of knowledge. On the other hand, macroactors, like individuals, may react to a crisis by " regressing," by adhering
more closely to the same course of action, ritualistically repeating their earlier
moves, often with increased rigidity. 9
2. Macro-actors have a greater capacity than other actors to alter their
environments, and hence, rather than adjusting their knowledge to social
reality, they can often change the reality to fit their preconceptions or
misconceptions. Nations, for example, may generate wars to confirm their
perceptions of hostile neighbors.
3. A third reason for expecting societal actors to be less "realistic" and
more interpretive in their uses of knowledge is that the relations between
elites and societal units have greater "slack" than those between the
cybernetic mechanisms and action-underlayers of persons or micro-units (to
the degree that they command such mechanisms at all). A national elite can
maintain an invalid image in the minds of the citizens, especially in situations
of comparatively little inter-elite competition, such as when there is a bi• MiCTo-actors fall between pet'l)Ons and macro-actors on this d imension, because they
are, on the average, more integrated than macro-itctors but less so than most persons.
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partisan or "consensus" foreign policy.• Such "schizophrenia" is much less
common in "normal" persons and small groups, because the control
mechanisms and the action underlayers are less segregated.
4. Finally, if knowledge is to be an attribute of a societal unit, it must be
shared by at least the main centers of guidance, often by the majority of the
active members, and occasionally by all the members. Sharing a sub-unit's
knowledge with the other relevant sub-units so that it becomes unit-knowledge is a major task for societal guidance, but much less so for persons and
small groups. The degree to which a societal unit's knowledge is shared among
t he elites and the various publics is a key criterion by which to measure
societal knowledge. 1 0 Although we e)(pect a greater sharing of knowledge
to be associated with a greater capacity to act, high knowledge sharing-even
among or within elites-is not common, and its absence does not pre\lent a unit
from acting in unison. The capacity to act is often preserved through the
sharing of knowledge regarding specific acts, even though there might be
little consensus on policy or values.
To put the matter succinctly, a confused societal actor, in whom different
images of the world and himself are in conflict, can still function quite
effectively. Hence, the term "societal" knowledge should not conjure up
simply images of science, information, or openmindedness- although these
are included-as it may be more likely to resemble thick, foggy, and multilayered filters through which societal actors relate to one another and to
themselves.

Societal Structure and Validity
The structure of a societal unit affects the degree to which its knowledge
is invalid and the direction in which it is slanted. While all societal units have
a need for evaluative interpretation, the specific direction of the slanting and
the degree to which knowledge is unrealistic depend considerably on the
particular values, structure, and organization of the societal unit under
study. The way in which these factors affect the manifest use of knowledge by
societal units is analogous to the way in which a person's subconcsious
inHuences his use of knowledge. Also, like psychotherapists, social scientists
or critics who attempt to unveil the underlying societal dynamics confront, at
least initially, resistance and rejection, because the exposure of latent factors
threatens those who benefit from the promotion of false images.
• Holding such a false image may seem "realistic" for the elite and "unrealistic" for the
societal unit, for if the elite allowed a more valid interpretation to gain hold, it might lose
its controlling position. But such a statement which confuses two frames of reference is
an error which undermines the essence of functional analysis. One needs to distinguish
between the needs of the societal unit and the needs of an elite. If the images that an elite
promotes are false, this reduces the reality-testing of the societal unit it leads, whatever the
consequ.ences of sucti a reduction for the elite itself.
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Moreover, various processes of selection, especially a differential recruitment to politics, seem to place some personality types in controlling positions
more than others. This appears to result in a correlation between power and
the possession of certain psychological characteristics. 1 1 Of special interest to
a theory of societal guidance are those analyses which seek to determine the
conditions under which elites have a greater personal capacity to absorb
valid knowledge, are psychologically freer to experiment, and are able to
communicate new knowledge to non-elites. The psychological composition
of the non-elites becomes proportionately more consequential as the mechanisms that make the controlling position nf the few dependent on their
responsiveness to the many become more powerful.
Finally, the ability of a societal unit to know is significantly affected by
the technology of knowledge, especially by the availability of computers.
Though this technology may be available to individuals or to micro-units, it is
much more often a property of macro-units. While such a technology and its
components are external to the personality of an individual and to the
structures of most micro-units, they can be highly integrated into macrosystems. Consequently, even if all individuals had the same capacity to
know, we would have to consider their places in the societal organization
of the production of knowledge and their consumption or "access" rights
before we could determine their relative knowledge and their ability to affect
societal action by the use of knowledge.
The answer to the question of how a collectivity learns is often given in
atomistic-individualistic terms--e.g., by the members enrolling in a training
course. This assumes that new knowledge enters a collectivity via the members' personalities. A collectivity, however, can learn more rapidly by importing experts or by buying a library. Similarly, while it is difficult for a person
to unlearn invalid knowledge, a collectivity can do so with relative easee.g., by changing the experts it consults or by reprogramming the computers.
That a societal unit has a relatively greater ability to accumulate knowledge
than a person and to use more of it simultaneously is evident. Societal units,
thus, possess more knowledge than is available to any one member (or even
to all members combined). Actually, a so-called "knowledgeable" person is
often someone with access to a societal source of information or to facilities
for collection and analysis of information that are not his own.
There may seem to be a contradiction between these statements and the
preceding discussion of the relatively less realistic societal, as compared to
personal, knowledge. But the contradiction is only apparent; societal actors,
we suggest, command much greater amounts of knowledge than persons (or
micro-units), but their knowledge is of "poorer" quality; that is, it tends to
be less realistic or, at least, more difficult to correct. It is the greater amount
which allows societal actors to a degree, to make up for the poorer quality
of their knowledge. We turn next to explore the relations among the items of
knowledge a societal actor commands and the processes which affect these
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relations. These are processes which significantly affect, within the limits of
societal knowledge, the quality of that knowledge.

Intra-Symbolic Relations: The Role of Synthesis
The relations among the symbols which constitute societal knowledge
significantly affect the contribution of the knowledge to the actor's realitytesting and evaluative interpretation. In this section we illustrate the study of
these internal relations of societal knowledge and their effect on societal
guidance by exploring two specific theoretical issues: (a) the level of synthesis,
and (b) the balance among the different components of societal knowledge.
As we shall see, if the actor's capacity to synthesize is small, or his knowledge
is imbalanced, he may command a good deal of information but know little
and have only a fragm_ented view of the world and of himself. Other dysfunctions occur, however, if synthesizing is excessive.

The Function of Synthesis
Both information and evaluation tend to be produced bit by bit. This is
obvious for information, which is usually produced in the form of discrete
facts. It is less obvious for evaluation, which is by definition a process of
assessing items by relating them to broader contexts of a cognitive, normative,
or esthetic nature. However, evaluation, too, is often highly fragmented.
Items are frequently evaluated in terms of a single dimension without the
construction of an index, or-its intellectual equivalent-an over-all evaluation of their worth. The dysfunction of such evaluation is that items assessed
as valuable may actually be so only if complementary items are also available.
The determination of the availability of necessary corollary items is in part a
question of the comprehensive collection of information. Evaluative synthesis,
however, depends on the interrelation and joint evaluation of those complementary facts available to an actor.
For knowledge to be usable, as a rule, bits must be organized into more
encompassing contexts. We shall refer to this process as synthesizing and to
the result as synthesis.* Synthesis is a matter of degree; no actor relates all his
fragments of knowledge well to all the others, but some have them more organ·ized than others.
To assess the level of knowledge-synthesis, the following three dimensions
should be taken into account: (a) The number of bits which are encompassed
•Synthesis and context are not synonyms; the former is a property of che latter. A
context is the frame of reference within which bits are related. Synthesis refers to the degree
to which the bits have been tied to the frame and the extent co which the whole context is
well-structured. The synthesis of a context may, thus, be high or low.
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in a particular knowledge context determines the size of the "job" the
synthesizing process is required to do. Generally, it is more difficult to relate
a large number of fragments than it is to d eal with a smaller number. When,
however, there are very few fragments-as in some archaeological investigations--it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to construct a composite picture.
(b) The number of the bits systematically related to one context oc another is
a measure of how much of the synthesizing "job" is being done. Since in all
knowledge-processing the integration of bits may be carried out in more than
one context at a time, we also need to assess (c) the degree to which the
contexts are reiated to each other to make up a knowledge system. In most
knowledge systems, we suggest, bits arc more integrated into sub-systems
than the sub-systems are integrated into systems; there are, however, significant differences in the degree of synthesis of sub-systems into systems. High
synthesis of knowledge is achieved only when bits are well integrated into
contexts and contexts into knowledge systems.
The boundaries between contexts are usually substantive; knowledge is
organized, for instance, into distinct contexts regarding nature and society.
Social scientists have attempted to divide knowledge analytically into purely
cognitive and purely evaluative contexts. As we suggested earlier, societal
actors do not as a rule thus divide their synthesizing processes. Actors'
syntheses typically mix cognitive and evaluative interpretation in each single
context and in their combination into knowledge systems·.
While analytic segre'g ation on one level-that of bits into contexts-does
not prevent the synthesis of contexts into knowledge systems that societal
actors can use, segregation on both levels reduces the applicability of knowledge to societal action. Modern societies and, to a greater extent, large
segments of scientific communities are among the actors who, we suggest,
approximate such two-level analytic segregation. No actor can be highly
active unless his knowledge-synthesis bridges this analytic gap which is a
legacy of the modern period.

Deficient versus Excessive Synthesis
The starting point of the theory of societal guidance for the study of
knowledge-synthesis is that bits are not integrated into contexts unless
investments are made and efforts are undertaken to achieve such integration.
That is, our null hypothesis is that no synthesis will occur. In practice, of
course, rudimentary synthesis is buUt into socialization and into language
itself; our concern is with macroscopic synthesis and its organization by
societal actors.
ln exploring the effects of the particular synthesizing capacities of a
societal actor, it is essential to hold them analytically separate from the number
of bits introduced. This is necessary since, like other processing capacities,
what is sufficient for one level of input may be inadequate for a significantly
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higher level and excessive for a much lower one. We will now examine
brie.fl.y the kinds of dysfunctions that occur when synthesizing capacities and
knowledge input are seriously imbalanced.
When the synthesizing capacity of an actor is low, the greater his input of
knowledge, the greater we expect his disorientation to be. The actor's view of
the world, of himself, and of processes and changes will be splintered-dear in
spots but vague in its totality. 12
When knowledge input is limited, ad hoc and informal synthesis may be
possible, provided for the societal unit by processes in a leader's mind or in a
committee meeting. But when the input is voluminous and the evaluation is
complicated, these mechanisms become flooded. 13 This is true not only of
persons but also of control centers, organizations (e.g., army headquarters)
and national governments (e.g., the White House). The problem of twentieth·
century historians and of contemporary social science is often not the lack
but rather the abundance of information. Moreover, deficient synthesis may
be the unwitting result of inadequate knowledge· processing, or it may even be
a deliberate strategy of elites who fear the picture a fuller synthesis might
produce.
Whatever the particular history of deficient synthesis, the dysfunctions
are the same. A common reaction to deficient synthesis is for the controlling
unit to bury itself in detail and to neglect the longitudinal and lateral reviews
of knowledge systems. 14 It is widely agreed, for instance, that the United
States Department of State has much more effective planning capacities for
dealing with single, isolated acts than for formulating over.all policy. 1 5
NASA spends much more money collecting information than analyzing it;
it has accumulated, for example, many pictures of cloud formations but has
put the information contained in these pictures to little use. 1 sa Similarly,
President Johnson was deeply involved in such details of the Vietnam War
as how high the bombers flew and the size of the bombs they used, but he was
criticized for not paying more attention to the wider political context. 16
There is reason to believe that this is a general pattern of the Anglo·Saxon
collective use of knowledge, 17 having deep historical and philosophical
roots. 18
When cognitive and evaluative syntheses are highly segregated, a societal
actor tends to act like a person whose affect has become dissociated from his
cognitive processes; i.e., he is unaware of the moral implications both of his
cognitive plans for action and· of the information he gains about the outcomes of his acts. The dissociation of military thinki1lg from political and
normative evaluations, is a well-known societal parallel. 19 Here, one may
refer to societal schizophrenia; the outcome is analogous though the mechan·
isms are different.
All this does not mean that the more that knowledge is synthesized, the
greater will be the effectiveness of an actor. Over·synthesis does occur and
has dysfunctions of its own. Scholasticism represents a low input of
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information and over-interpretation. Continental thinking, especially French
rationalism, exhibited similar qualities. 20 We expect that actors who use oversynthesized knowledge will suffer from poor reality-testing, not unlike that of
actors who do not synthesize sufficiently. Whether this leads to hyperactivism,
resignation, or other kinds of ineffectual guidance has yet to be explored.

The Pre 11alence of Ineffective Synthesis
While we do argue that a highly active societal unit needs a capacity for
synthesis that matches the other elements of the controlling overlayec,
especially the level of knowledge input, we do not suggest that a high capacity
for synthesis is common. Actually, only a few of the more organized postmodern units seem to command effective synthesizing units; many otherwise
weJl-organized societal units have only a limited synthesizing capacity.
One of the most deep-seated fallacies in social science is the rationalist
assumption of a high degree of consistency in the interpretations produced
by societal units. lntellectuals value internal consistency highly; a rational
person does not hold conflicting views simultaneously. Hence, when partially
incompatible information or ideas are found to be held by a public (or an
individual), the explanation is usually in terms of distorting psychological
processes or conflicting economic and social interests. Actually, this incompatibility is in part an artifact of overly abstract system analysis. When
the unit of study is arbitrarily imposed in such a way that it cuts across
meaningful societal boundaries, it is not surprising that the defined "public"
holds conflicting views; in fact, some views are held by one societal grouping
and some by another.
Second, even when a public is defined in terms of a meaningful societal
unit, one which has some integrative processes, incompatible information is
still likely to be held by various sub-units. We expect that many collectivities
(as well as individual members) routinely and "normally" hold bits of
information that are less than fully synthesized. Even highly systematic
ideological systems, which are more synthesized but to which few societal
units adhere, are not free from all such contradictions. Synthesis is, therefore,
to be treated as a continuous and not a dichotomous variable. Some actors
have more than others, few have much, and the main societal need is for a
level of synthesis that matches other knowledge-capacities.

A Structural Perspective
The internal makeup of the controlling overlayer affects the extent to
which a societal actor is able to synthesize.* Some controlling overlayers
provide only one level of control comprised of the immediate review and
•See Chapter 2, pp. Jl-32 on the internal structure of the overlayer.
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direction of supervised processes. Other overlayers, however, are split into
two (or more) sub-layers which relate to each other in a similar way that
controlling overlayers relate to controlled societal processes. Thus, there are
second-order review units which analyze the work of the first-order review
units, and so on. The relative investment in second-order review units and
processes as against first-order ones (e.g., in research and planning as against
direct supervision of processes) is a structural expression of the relative
weight given to synthesis. We saw that the United States Department of
State has been viewed as having a deficient capacity to synthesize. In line with
this proposition, we find a structural parallel: an investment in research and
development that is one of the smallest among agencies in the federal
government. z t
The deeper causes of "flooding"-i.e., high knowledge input coupled
with low synthesizing capacities-are not to be found in the strategy followed
by the sub-units but rather in the organizational structure itself. Flooding, we
suggest, is likely to occur when higher-ranking units, entnisted with control
functions, command fewer cybernetic resources than the lower-ranking units
under their "control." A discrepancy is, thus, generated between formal
authority and the capacity to regulate, at least as far as knowledge synthesis
is concerned. The White House Office of Science and Technology, for
example, has a much smaller staff and budget than the headquarters of the
agencies it supposedly oversees. 22 In social science research, it is much easier
to acquire funds for the collection of information than for its anaJysis. 23
Furthermore, much more information is collected by questionnaire surveys
than is ever analyzed, even superficially.24
Intra-organizational conditions that make for high knowledge input (in
terms of the number of bits) and low synthesis and, therefore, low knowledge
include the following: (a) When there is a considerable pressure to complete
a study or report in a short time, the collection of data, which is an early step,
is rarely curtailed as much as synthesis, which necessarily is undertaken closer
to the deadline. (b) A shortage of resources has similar effects because the
closer the project is to completion, the greater the budget pressures tend to
be. (c) Data collection seems to require less skill and to be more easily mechanized than the more complex operation of synthesis, so a shortage of
professional personnel encourages low synthesis. Skilled professional person·
net is especially necessary for the higher levels of synthesis as distinct from
half-processing such as classification and tabulation. (d) Political pressures
inside the organization, between the political head and the staff, and from the
outside, tend to mute conclusions, and hence, synthesizing. All these factors
are reported to have hindered such projects as the report of the Warren
Commission concerning the assassination of President Kennedy,2 5 the work
of the National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic
Progress, 26 and the McCone Commission report on the 1965 Watts riots in
Los Angeles. 27
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The effect of intra-knowledge relations on societal action was illustrated
by the discussion of the synthesis of bits and of contexts of knowledge. A
second illustration of this dimension and its societal significance is derived
from a brief examination of the relations among the main components of
knowledge.

Intra-Symbolic Relations:
The Suh-Systems of Societal Knowledge
Al! knowledge is a simplification-a reduced, schematic abstraction from
a richer, less ordered, more concrete reality. Knowledge is to the world what
a map is to the road: It reports some details to the neglect of many others,
and the signs must be understood before it is of any use at all. There is always
the possibility of another selection, which may better serve a particular
societal need, and many alternate choices might be made if other needs
(e.g., reality-testing) were paramount.
From this viewpoint, science is not basically different from other knowledge sub-systems. While it draws on statements thar are empirically
validated, their truth is not only relative and tentative, but they also do not
escape the reduction of reality entailed in selectivity. The societal importance
of the scientific approach to knowledge-formation-as opposed to other
approaches-is dependent on the rank given to reality-testing in the scale of
societal values. Even a very high ranking, however, does not alter the position
of science as one approach to reality among many-highly favored in the
modern period, and, for reasons we shall discuss shortly, of Jess value for an
active society.
While all approaches toward reality are basically relativistic and segmental, it is useful to compare their respective merits. A common fallacy in
such comparisons is to view the basis of selection of one particular approach
as the criterion for evaluation of all others. Thus, if we use as our criterion
the empirical validity of isolated bits, some models of empirical research will
score high, since this is their special quality; if we take the extent of emotional
content, some forms of poetry score high. Therefore, it seems more productive
to use criteria derived from the functional needs to be served rather than from
the discirlines serving them, and to use a combination of criteria for assessment which will cover all the basic societal needs for knowledge rather than
subordinate assessment to any one need.
The following criteria are suggested for comparing the extent to which the
societal knowledge of various actors services their needs for reality-testing
and evaluative interpretation. We do not attempt to explore the many ramifications of selection criteria; we seek mainly to illustrate the multi-criterion
approach. Drawing on the preceding discussion, we suggest that societal
knowledge can be fruitfully compared according to the extent to which (a) it
is empirically valid (bit by bit); (b) the various contexts are synthesized;
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(c) reality-testing and evaluation are/used in the same contexts or segregated,
and, if segregated into separate contexts, whether these contexts are linked or
unrelated; and (d) whether or not it is encompassit1g in terms of coverage of
the subjects-areas, in which the unit is acting.
We expect that in primitive knowledge, reality-testing and evaluation are
highly fused; in modern knowledge, they are relatively segregated and
unrelated; and in active knowledge, they are less segregated and much more
related. Post-modern knowledge, from this point of view, falls between
the modern and the active; it seems somewhat more synthesized and its
contexts are somewhat more related than modern knowledge28 but much less
so than an active society would require.
There is a universal tendency in the production of knowledge to trade
empirical validity for coverage and vice versa. Although this choice is not
always necessary-some bodies of knowledge may be both more empirically
valid and more encompassing than others-there are great difficulties in
attempting to increase knowledge simultaneously on any two dimensions.
Since different skills are often required for each dimension, the tendency is
to specialize in the advancement of one to the neglect of the others. Such
specialization may be functional, as in other forms of the division of labor,
but only under the same conditions, i.e., so long as one specialization does
not undermine the others, and the " products" of the various specialized
units are related. Except for some attention to inter-unit articulation, entire
organizations may specialize in one pursuit with little concern for the others.
Societal knowledge needs can still be served, however, as long as there are
some units that concern themselves with synthesis. A dysfunctional situation
is expected where the ideologies that legitimate the work of the various
specialized units undermine the rationale for the work of other specialized
units or the synthesizing units. In this sense, the empiricist viewpoint, which
stresses "hard" facts and downgrades other intellectual efforts, and the
humanistic stance, which associates empirical research with escape from
evaluative responsibili.ties, are both dysfunctional. The consequences of these
ideologies are relatively minor when they serve only to boost the efforts of
their respective knowledge-processing units. They become serious, however,
to the extent that by affecting the allocation of resources, manpower, societal
attention, and, above all, the general cultural ethos, public knowledge, and
political decision-making. Then they undermine the service of the other
knowledge functions and the synthesis of the various special ized efforts.
The need for knowledge to be encompassing is often particularly challenged; in fact, a narrow focus is often considered a n essential prerequisite
for the effective production of knowledge. While bits may certainly need to
be highly specific, knowledge, as we see it, rests in the contexts. And as the
contexts and knowledge systems become more encompassing, the more easily
will the societal needs for knowledge be fulfilled. Moreover, because it covers
more societal needs (which are both determined and expressed by societal
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values), a more encompassing context or sub-system of knowledge is
necessarily more value-relevant. This is not to question the functional need
of science for freedom from societal pressures or the normative right of
scientists to pursue the values institutionalized in their collectivity which
promote the search for empiricaJ validity and cognitive interpretation. It
must be noted, however, that the societal values and those of scientific
collectivities are only partially compatible. In the scientific collectivity's scale
of values, coverage tends to rank tow; on the other hand, societal units,
while served by the enhanced reality-testing which their scientific sub-units
provide, do have a need for coverage. This is evident both in the dialogue
between society and the scientific collectivities (which occasionally becomes a
conflict) over what is a proper balance and in the society's turning to producers of knowledge other than scientists. This is the societal reason that
poets writing abo·u t nature, psychoanalysts writing about society, and
literary critics writing about international relations have knowledge functions.
Their c.o ncepts are more encompassing, closer to the world of action, and
more evaluative than those of science. The poet who teJescopes an earth·
quake or the bombing of Hiroshima into a few rhymes provides a less
analytic and less accurate but a more intimate and expressive view than a
researcher approaching the same phenomenon. 29 Because it tends to ignore
frequency distributions and comparative dimensions, the psychoanalytic
image of society is often low in terms of empirical validity. It does provide,
however, a more inclusive and affective communication of, let us say, the
feelin gs of a Negro-America n in a Chicago slum or a Jew in a German
concentration camp. 30 And these perspectives are a part of societal knowledge
just as much as the more empirical components.
The knowledge required by an active societal unit is more encompassing
and synthesized than that required by passive participants. The more
maUeable a societal unit, the greater will be its need for an over-all design to
guide its efforts toward its environment and toward itself. So long as the
actions of a societal unit are limited, so long as it is more determined than
determining, the results of a disproportionate stress on empirical validity are
relatively less consequential. The sub-units will still hold together because of
ongoing processes or external pressures; the future will not be anticipated in
any encompassing way, but even if it were, there would be little the unit
could do. Moreover, the danger of generating critical imbalances by utilizing
spotty knowledge to guide uneven efforts is relatively small. Of course, a
relatively passive unit could realize more of its goals if the elements of its
knowledge were more balanced, but when the other components of the active
orientation are lacking, unbalanced knowledge is Jess detrimental than it is
to a more active unit. We expect that a systematic comparison of the use of
knowledge in traditional (undeveloped) societies with that of transitional
(developing) societies would illustrate this point.
Finally, in comparison with modern and post-modern societies, an active
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society is more concerned with the expressive aspects of societal life and its
holistic pattern. These in turn are more effectively expressed by the
"telescoping" elements of societal knowledge than they are by the more
empirical elements. Consequently, an active society must invest relatively
more effort in satisfying the demands of coverage than those of other aspects
of .knowledge.
The study of macro-action seeks to contribute to the societal knowledge
an active society will require, although as a scientific discipline, even when it
is more fully developed, it will still be unable to serve as the only tool of such
knowledge. Nevertheless, because it is relatively more encompassing (by
including macroscopic emergent properties), relatively more interpretative
(by including historical perspectives), and more value-relevant than the
empiricist approaches to social science, we expect macro-analysis to be an
effective tool of the societal knowledge of an active society.
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contextuating education. See Jean Piaget, The Language and Tltought of rite Cir/Id
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C HAPTER 7

Societal Knowledge
and Collective Reality-Testin9

T E KNOWLEDGE societal units command significantly affects
their collective action, but societal units are internally differentiatedwhat one sub-unit may know, another often does not. In particular, the knowledge available to expert and control units is likely not to be available to other
members. As the support of the membership affects the societal capacity to
act and to guide, the disposal of obsolescent knowledge of the membership
(especially of the relatively active members) and the sharing of new knowledge within it significantly affect the activeness of societal units. We now seek
to outline the conditions under which societal actors can improve their
collective reality-testing and the degree to which they can transform these
very conditions. To illustrate th.is dimension of the societal guidance of
knowledge, we focus on one issue: The determinants of the costs of revisi ng
societal knowledge.
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Symbols and the Outside World: An Example
The Costs Tend to be High
Societal knowledge has economic, psychological, and political costs.• The
"transportation" of knowledge inside one person is rarely studied; it is
common to assume that it is instantaneous and costless. This is clearly not
the case for societal actors. Knowledge gained by one part of the macro-unit
is not readily available to other parts without special investments and efforts.
Elites, we suggest, often learn more rapidly than non-eljtes (though there are
important differences within both of these categories). They are therefore
confronted with the dilemma of either acting without sharing newly acquired
knowledge with non-elites(and ofaccepting the risk ofa "backlash" if and when
the discrepancy between their modified policy and public knowledge becomes
visible), or of educating the non-elites, which requires expenditures, delays in
action, and political risks because the non-elites, alerted by the educational
campaign, may marshall an effort to block the proposed change in policy.
A theory of the societal guidance of knowledge seeks to combine a study
of the costs of " transportation" with a study of the costs of overcoming
resistance to change. Many societal images are institutionalized, and,
consequently, their modification requires investments similar to those
required for other institutional changes. In this context, the power of political
elites and the mass media is often greatly overestimated. How much of an
investment an elite must make to change a given societal image varies greatly
with differences in (a) the substance of the image (e.g., domestic vs.
foreign); (b) the societal conditions (e.g., a well-integrated vs. an anarchic
system); (c) the size of the active publics; and (d) the degree to which the elite
monopolizes the means of communication. In general, however, except forrare
and brief charismatic situations, even when other conditions are quite "favorable" to change, significant alterations in the images of non-elites are costly.
Nations do not readily "change their minds" nor classes their orientations.
The relative emphasis on "transportation" costs as compared to the costs
of change is a good indicator of the meta-theoretical position of a particular
work or theory. Voluntaristic theories tend to stress transportation costs, on
the rationalistic assumption that once valid information reaches the members
of a society, the change will be relatively "automatic." Thus, for instance,
it was believed that informing the public of the hazards of smoking would
lead to a significant reduction in smoking. On the other hand, most contemporary sociologists tend to assume resistance to change and neglect the
costs of "transportation." A contemporary sociologist, unfamilar with the
field of birth control, would tend to assume that the main reason for not
• All references to costs, unless otherwise specified, are from the viewpoint of the acting
societaJ unit, i.e., resources used and no longer available for its act ion.
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adopting contraceptive devices is motivational or cultural and would pay
little attention to the inadequacy of the information. 1 * Our attempt to give
similar weights to both kinds of costs is based on our combination of
voluntaristic and collectivistic assumptions discussed above.

The Internal Structure of Societal Knowledge
In guiding societal action and in adjusting the related knowledge, elites
face costs from two sources. Some of these costs originate in the non-symbolic
realm and range from printing books to main taining microwave relay stations.
The nature of these costs is quite evident. This is less true, however, of the
costs which are generated by the internal coherence of societal knowledge and
its structure as a symbolic system. In exploring these costs, theories which
take into account the fact that symbolic systems have a tendency toward
internal consistency and thus, a collcctivistic aspect, seem more useful than
those which treat the symbolic realm as an aggregation of symbolic items. 2
Among those analyses which do take consistency into account are studies
which, stressing inter-item relations, examine the effects of change in one
item on changes in others but do not apply a supra-unit conception. 3 In
contrast, we suggest, it is fruitful to view societal knowledge as having a
hierarchical structure which provides a contexuating orientation for bits (or
items) of kno wledge. The bits are more concrete, specific, and cognitive than
the contexts. A fact is a bit; a theory is a context. An attitude is a bit; a
world view is a context. This internal composition seems to hold constant for
systems of knowledge which vary significantly in their degree of validity.
This is not to suggest that all societal knowledge is thus organized; there are
unstructured areas and aggregates of bits in-between organized fields. The
following discussion deals with organized societal knowledge which, we
suggest, is commonly held by members of the relatively active publics4 and
elites of modern and post-modern societies-in their views of themselves and
of the other main actors.
Several writers on public opinion have recently emphasized the nonideological orientation of the public. 5 These views of public opinion do not
necessarily·conflict with our own, as they differentiate between the active and
passive publics and show that the active members of society-even if they
include only 7 to 16 per cent of the voters-have a systematic view of both
domestic and foreign affairs. t Also these studies, reacting to earlier ai;sumptions about an informed electorate (which includes the passive majority),
• Reference notes for this chapter are on page 168.
t We focus in the following djscussion on knowledge citizens have with regard to
political matters, because this sector or citizens' knowledge has been most systematically
studied and is mos1 rekvanr to societal action. It seems that the same findings would apply
to other sectors but this is a largely unexplored area.
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may be underestimating the role of public opinion by setting up rather strict
criteria for what is "ideological." A person who holds to a vague general
position, e.g., a liberal one, which he is unable to articulate with much
clarity, may nevertheless be quite "ideological." It might be useful to reserve
the term ideological positions for relatively explicit and systematic positions.
But we must then recognize that many of those who are not ideological by
this definition, the same studies show, do have a cognitive and an evaluative
position, e.g., are liberal or conservative on domestic issues, though their
position is a vague one. We discuss below the political consequences of these
positions, but first a little more should be said about their internal makeup.
We expect that under most circumstances the relationship between the bits
of knowledge and the context will be loose; that is, bits can be changed at
relatively low cost as long as the new ones fit the existing context. For
example, many Americans in the late 1940s and through most of the 1950s
believed that the Soviet Union was a militarily aggressive and expansionist
force (a contextuating orientation). Several bits of knowledge, such as the
subjugation of Czechoslovakia in 1948 and the suppression of the Hungarian
rebellion in 1956, were part of the "evidence" on which the overriding idea
rested, although, in its rejection of totalitarianism, the context clearly had a
normative foundation. Other people held the same contextuating orientation
but supported it by other bits, such as Soviet intervention in Poland and East
Germany in 1953 and Premier Khrushchev's 1959 "We shall bury you" speech
at the United Nations.
Contextuating orientation refers to the supra-unit relations among the
bits; we use the active form-"contextuating"-to stress the fact that these
relations are, in part, open to guided change.
A typical contextuating orientati.on does not depend on any specific bit or
group of bits. Some bits can be removed with little effect on the orientation,
while others may be added but have only a declining marginal effect on an
established orientation. If all bits are removed-let us say, because they are
shown to be invalid-and no new ones are supplied, the orientation may still
be maintained on normative grounds alone. But, we expect, this would strain
the contextuating orientation and leave it potentially open to rapid and Jowcost transformation. 6 (The relationships between facts and theories have a
similar pattern, except that here the procedures for relating bits to the
context, for introducing new bits, and for removing old bits are more formal,
explicit, and public.)
Once again, a thermodynamic analogy seems appropriate. We expect the
transformation of a contextuating orientation to resemble the transformation
of solid matter into a liquid. First, investment of energy yields manifest
results--the temperature of the body which is being heated rises; but, after a
while, a point is reached at which an additional investment of energy yields no
increase in temperature, and the body seems to "resist" the transformation.
Much continued "heating" (or activation) is necessary before a threshold of
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transformation is reached, after which the body becomes a liquid and the
temperature again rises relatively rapidly.
This analogy is used to suggest that societal knowledge will tend to
change not atomistically but under the impact of contextuating orientations.
The following propositions, if verified, would support our view of the
contextual organization of knowledge: (a) It is more costly to change a
contextuating orientation than to replace a bit that fits an orientation with
another that doe.s not, and the latter, in turn, is more costly than replacing a
bit that fits with another which also fits.7 (b) Bits can be removed at relatively
low cost as long as the context is not challenged, but such removal has few
action consequences because support for a course of action tends to be based
on the context and not on the bits. (c) When the contextuating orientation is
strained by the continual removal of bits, the cost of removing additional bits
is expected to rise. If efforts to change are still continued, the cost will continue
to rise sharply until a tipping point is reached beyond which the old contextuating orientation will collapse. And it will then be relatively inexpensive
to reorganize the particular field.*
It is relatively inexpensive for an elite to introduce a new contextuating
orientation in areas in which none has been established. Up to the midI 950s, outer space was such an unimprinted field. When it first received wide
public attention with the orbiting of a Soviet satellite in October, 1957, most
Americans had few established notions about space. 8 Thus, it was comparatively easy for Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy to establish a
context for it into which later bits could be fit. 9
What holds for providing a contextuating orientation for a previously
unstructured field is true as well for additional specification of a previously
vague field, though we suggesi it is somewhat more costly to provide an
orientation here because even the vague context means that there are some
limitations, some resistances, and therefore, some costs. Since the advent of
the post-modern age, various federal and private welfare agencies in the
United States have quite deliberately structured an image of the aged as
"senior citizens." At the beginning of that period, only a vague image of
"old people" existed. Social scientists and welfare agencies argued that
aging people, whose number had grown because of improved health
services, had a poorly structured role. When the aged retired, many became
alienated and engaged in deviant personal and political behavior. 10 Some
even died younger, on the average, than the aged who were employed.
Through processes which need not be discussed here, American welfare
• In one Kestolt experiment, a subject wears "goggles fitted with invened lenses and
initially sees the entire world upside down. At the start his perceptual apparatus functions
as it had been trained to function in the absence of goggles, and the result is extreme
disorientation, an acute personal crisis. But after the subject has begun to learn to deal with
his new world, his entire ~isuol field flips our, usually after an intervening period in which
vision is simply confused." Kuhn, The S1ruc1ure of Scientific R£~olu1ions, op. cit., p. 111.
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agencies, in conjunction with commercial interests and social scientists, set
out to create a more articulate image of old age as another stage in the
process of "growth." It became viewed as a time for leisure and a socially
active life. 11 The relatively low cost of this venture is apparent if we compare it, for instance, to efforts to change the societal image of the Jew. 12
It is much less costly to construct a new context or to "specify" one than to
transform an institutionalized context.

The Kennedy Experiment: An Illustration
The costs of altering an institutionalized context are illustrated by the
introduction ofa foreign policy of detellte in 1963-1964. We have chosen this
particular example because there are few studies of changes of societal
contexts 13 and because we are familiar witli this case from our own work. 14
On June 10, 1963, President Kennedy announced the initiation of a major
change in the foreign policy of the United States; he called it "a strategy for
peace." Whether he was trying to exacerbate already tense relations between
China and Russia, was interested simply in solidifying the policy of peaceful
coexistence, or was spurred by various combinations of these and other
motives, is open to question. Nonetheless, Kennedy, it seems to us, was
aiming at a exteJ.lsive detente: This entailed a considerable change in the "Cold
War" context to which much of the nation had been committed since the late
1940s.
The President pointed out in hjs speech initiating the new policy that
"constructive changes" had taken place in the Soviet Union, which "might
bring within reach solutions which now seem beyond us." Stressing that the
Cold War should not be viewed as immutable, he added that "our problems
are man-made ... and can be solved by man." United States policies,
Kennedy declared, must be constructed so "that it becomes ln the Communists' interests to agree to a genuine peace," a statement which implied
that American policies were not yet so designed, and, more importantly, that
the Western nations could live in peace with the Communist countries. He
also asked the American people to "re-examine" their attitudes toward the
USSR and the Cold War-that is, to be willing to alter their images of others
and of themselves. In short, he was questioning the core of the Cold War
context.
In the three months following this speech, Kennedy suggested that the
United States and Russia explore the stars together. Moreover, the United
States sold $65 million worth of wheat to the USSR, the two nations initiated
a partial nuclear test ban treaty, and several other "coexistence" measures
were agreed upon or discussed. Whatever the international significance of
these measures, they created a new mood in the United States as expressed
in the newspapers and public opinion polls. The change was achieved, in part,
through a great public debate on the basic assumptions of a detente policy, a

•
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debate that centered around two issues: ratification of the test ban treaty and
initiation of the wheat agreement. For more than two months, these issues
occupied much of the time and space devoted to foreign policy in the mass
media and in Congress.
By late October, 1963, President Kennedy retarded his attempt to change
the image of the USSR and of American-Soviet relations. Fewer detente
measures were initiated; Soviet initiatives were turned down; and negotiations
over measures already under consideration (especially an air travel and a
consular treaty) were drawn out. Reasons for the slowdown are open to
conflicting interpretations. Kennedy seems to have reaHzed, to put it in our
terminology, how strongly the old context was institutionalized and how costly
it would be to change. At first, he tried to retain the support of the old context
as he began to institute the new one, but when such straddling became
difficult, he withdrew, at least temporarily.
Kennedy began to recognize the cost of change before October, 1963. The
test ban treaty had to be ratified by the Senate, and various pressure groups
actively agitated against it. Kennedy seemed increasingly concerned with the
political cost of his dete11te policy. His re-election might have depended
largely upon his ability to appeal to voters who were conservative in matters
of foreign policy; liberaJs were already on his side or were at least likely to
prefer him over prospective Republican candidates. WeU aware of President
Wilson's blunder, Kennedy did not wish to sign a treaty which the Senate
might not ratify.
Before he would sign it and until it was ratified, Kennedy had to invest
much time and effort if the necessary support for the test ban treaty were
to be obtained. His efforts included sending numerous experts to testify
before Congress and an appeal for support from prominent citizens' committ.ees and clergymen. He personally coordinated the testimonies of administration representatives before Congress. But Kennedy seemed to sense
that presenting the treaty as an item in a new context, as part of the
"strategy for peace," entailed considerable political risk He therefore related
the test ban to the old context as well, arguing that the treaty, in effect, was a
bit that fitted into the Cold War conteKt.* Similarly, the American- Soviet
wheat agreement was first introduced as a tension-reducing step but was
thereafter increasingly presented as a Cold War measure which would point
out Russian agricultural deficiencies.
If approval for the test ban treaty and wheat agreement were to be gained,
this mixture of contexts was ' probably the most expedient way to proceed.
• His experts pointed out that the United States had tested twice as many weapons as
the Russians, and hence, a "freeze" was to America's advantage. Moreover, the United
States was interested mainly in the miniaturization of warheads, a process which coukl be
undertaken through the underground testing not forbidden by the treaty. Altogether, it
was argued, the treaty would give the United States a unilateral military advantage.
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In terms of changing the earlier context, however, this straddling of old and
new was ineffectual. In retrospect, it seems that Kennedy initially underestimated both the costs of changing the public's image and the political
risks involved. Another major cost involved a strain on the relationships
between the Unites States and some of its allies.
The Kennedy experiment illustrates our conception of the costs of changing societal knowledge and the factors anchoring institutionalized contexts.
These include : (a) psychological forces (i.e., challenging a context generates
strains in those who believe in it because of the in s~u rity caused by the
transition) ; (b) economic vested interests (some industries, unions, and
armed services that objected actively to the detente stood to lose because of
it); and (c) political forces-attempting to shift to a new context in a pluralistic
society allows the opposition to identify itself with the old context and to
charge the supporter of the new context with inconsistent and unjustifiable if
not treasonable tendencies. This is not to suggest that a contextual transformation was not possible, in this situation; our purpose is rather to highlight what
its costs would have been and to illustrate a fallacy of the voluntaristic
approach to societal knowledge.

Toward a Societal Guidance Perspective of Knowledge
The State of the Field
Additional research is needed about societal contexts and the conditions
under which they may be transformed. At the present time, there is a la rge
body of literature on public opinion and attitude change, but it offers little
systematic analysis of the costs of the adjustment of societal knowledge.
How does most of this literature differ from the research required by the
theory presented here? First, most of the data deal with individua l attitudes,
accounting for their changes in terms of intra-personality or micro-unit
processes.* This may be viewed as the atomistic approach to the study of
societal knowledge. A second approach, more often pursued by historians,
•The large and rapidly growing literature on attitudes and inter-altitude relations,
tensions, and changes deals almost exclusively with psychological mechanisms. The strains
inherent in holding a bit that does not suit a context have been explored but are viewed as
internal to their personalities o r to small groups. Few studies examine situations in which
some sub-units of a collectivity hold bits which do not fit, while other sub-units reinforce
the context. Cases In which the leadership holds one and the members the other, are similarly rarely anal yzed. For a review of the relevant psychological literature, see Roger
Brown, Social Psyrhology (New York : Free Press, 1965), esp. pp. S49-609; Herbert I.
Abelson, Per.ruaslnn: How Opiniu11s aud Afliluiles Are Changed (New York: Springer
P ublishing Co., 1959) ; Theodore M. Newcomb, S<Jcial Psyrho/ogy (New York: Dryden
Press, 1950). See also works cited below Chapter 7, footnote. 5. Sec esp. Campbell. et al.,
Tiie American Voter, op. cit., p. 521.
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is a collectivist-holistic study of the "mood" or "mind" of a period, in
which changes are explained chiefly in terms of ongoing processes. J 5 Finally,
voluntaristic studies have focused on the role of mass persuasion or propaganda in changing individual attitudes (toward such things as buying an
investment bond or surrendering during a war) 16 but rarely on their role in
changing entire contexts.

Elites, Publics, and Knowledge-Adjustment
Societal guidance studies of revisions of contextuating orientations may be
analytically divided into (a) studies which deal primarily with downward
adjustments, such as the Kennedy experiment, and (b) studies which focus on
upward adjustment, in which a change in the direction of the societal action
follows rather than precedes changes in the relevant p.ublics or collectivities. 17
Upward changes (explored below when we deal with the processes of
consensus-formation), 18 allow the controlling mechanisms to alter the
societal course with little cost to the guiding elites. On the other hand, such
upward flows may encourage or even force changes which the elites do not
prefer, thus imposing some costs of their own.
A question often raised substantively finds an analytic base here: To what
degree do elites and to what degree do "the people" set the societal images
which affect the ways in which societal actors view others and themselves?
At one time, a relatively nai've democratic theory was held in which political
elites were seen as representatives of public views. The reaction against
this theory emphasized that (a) the elites affect the perspectives of the publics
and therefore the " instructions'' the publics give the elites, or (b) that most
of the public has only vague knowledge of what elites do and make their
political choices on other bases. This may be an over-reaction, however,
and a third, synthesizing view is needed, one which recognizes a more active
role for the elites than the first approach and a more active role for the publics
than the second. The third approach, to which we adhere, does not
mechanically combine the populist and elitist views but suggests, in essence,
that the elites are relatively free to set the societal course so long as such
changes either entail only bit change.f in the societal knowledge of the publics
(especially the relatively active ones) or relate to areas in which public knowledge
was previously unorganized. When, however, elites initiate changes that fall
outside the houndaries <?l in.Hitutiona/ized context.r (especially in democratic
pluralistic societies), the "backlash" Is likely to be powerful, and consequently,
elites, if they wish to remain in control, must either change the contexts or
av'Oid contextuaf-i.e., fundamental- changes. 19 Many of the same respondents, who-survey studies show-do not know much about their
Congressman, his position or voting record, will both know and react when
he "steps out of line" to a degree as voting against the defense budget, for
the 1964 civil rights bill (if he is a Southerner), and so on. If he does stay
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within- admittedly vague-limits, most voters seem to care little what specific
positions he takes.
Here, the problem of democracy in the post-modern age of mass information a bout a large variety of societal actions finds a pragmatic solution; The
citizen, even the active one, cannot hope to command au the -relevant
information. He, in effect, grants the elites a considerable measure of freedom to act (in most areas), and becomes relatively more active only when
these acts fall outside his contextual limits. The implied imperative-that an
elite is not to change fundamentally a line of societal action without first informing and winning the consent of the publics-is a realistic prerequisite
because it correctly recognizes the political importance of the publics, as well
as their limitations. The imperative is also realistic in that although it is
impossible to inform even the active publics about all changes, it seems
feasible to inform them about contextual ones.
By allowing the experts and the elites the freedom of specification within
the contexts set by means of consensus-building processes, such a combination of monopolization of bit-knowledge with a broad sharing of contextuating
knowledge provides a pragmatic base for a democratic process. On the other
hand, this very arrangement turns into a political block to transformation
when the elites approach with a paralyzing fear any change of direction
which requires a change of context and consequently, public education. If,
in addition, the intellectuals' capacity to initiate contextual transformation is
seriously inhibited, the polity is likely to be democratic only in the sense of
representing obsolescent status quos. The notion that contexts are changed
only with difficulty does suggest that they cannot be readily manipulated,
but it does not imply that they need not-at turning points- be confronted.
To return to our basic concern, it may be argued that a public's orientations have been largely determined by the earlier actions of one or more elites,
and as a result, that the limitations encountered by elites are largely of their
own making. First, however, such ongoing societal processes as education and
informal communication also contribute to these limitations. Second,
although the previous actions of elites have an effect on the publics, so also
do the previous upward efforts of the publics have an effect on elites. The
genetic and the functional perspectives should not be confused; The fact that
an elite helped to shape an orientation historically does not mean that it is
free to remold it at a later point. Third, fundamental changes in lines of action
-which, we suggested, entail at least some mobilization of the support of the
active publics-require greater efforts in pluralistic societies than in more
monolithic ones, but they are needed in both kinds of societies. (The basic
reasons for the higher costs of mobilization in democratic societies are that
(I) the level of communication "noise" is louder and so a campaign must be
"pitched higher" to be noticed at all, and (2) attempted changes of context
tend to mobilize counter elites to champion and thus reinforce the old
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context. The reasons that more monolithic regimes still require the
mobilization of consensus are explored below.)
The distinction between active and passive publics seems particularly
useful here, in that changing the contextuating orientations held by the
more active pubJij;S is likely to impose significantly higher costs on the
elites than changing those of the more passive publics. While an elite does
incur costs when its comes into conflict with the orientations of passive
publics, these costs are likely to be lower, less visible, and less immediate than
the costs imposed by a conflict with the active publics. If a policy violates the
context of an active public, the latter is likely to protest, shift its votes, reduce
its campaign contributions, and otherwise exert political counter-pressures.
While these pressures will be most immediately experienced by the relevant
elite, mechanisms (embedded in the political institutions) for dealing with
such pressure are available. The "protest" of passive publics-which arises
when their less well-bounded and less well-organized but nevertheless effective
contexts are violated-takes the form of reduced productivity, less conscientious tax-paying, immigration, or other similar societal costs. These affect the
elites less directly than a loss of political support but are also more difficult
to handle, for they are less visible and not channeled into political
institutions.
Finally, much has been made out of the fact that most voters' decisions
are more affected by party loyalties and candidate personalities than by the
issues at hand or the candidates' record. But it should be noted that the
parties, even American ones, do provide a cognitive and normative context.*
When a party violates the voters' contexts, many do shift and vote for the
other's party candidate, as the 1964 elections showed, when many Republicans
voted for Johnson against Goldwater. More importantly, while the passive
publics have little direct knowledge of issues and candidates' record, we
suggest that they do rely on members of the active publics for leadership,
who are in turn better informed and more ideological.
Future studies are needed to explore systematically the following factors
which affect the costs of changing an institutionalized context: (a) the
amount of effort invested in the context's initial introduction; (b) the latent
•The following is a conclusion of a study of party leaders and followers: "Although
it has received wide currency, especially among Europeans, the belief that the two American
parties are identical in principle and doctrine has little foundation in fact. Examination
of the opinions of Democratic an<l Republican leaders shows them to be distinct corn·
munilies of co· believers who diverge sharpiy on many important issues.... Republican and
Democratic leaders stand furthest apart on the issues that grow out of their group
identification and .~upport-out of the managerial, proprietary, and high-status connection
of the one, and the labor, minority, low-status, and intellectual connections of the other."
Herbert McCJosky, Paul J. Hoffmann, and Rosemary O'Hara, "Issue Conflict and Consensus
Among Party Leaders and Followers," American Poli1ical &ience Review, Vol. 54 (1960),
pp. 406-427, quoted from pp. 425".:.J26.
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interests it serves; (c) the degree to which it has become "unrealistjc"; (d)
the kinds of reinforcing mechanisms that have been built around it (e.g.,
mass media support); and (e) the length of time it has been reinforced. The
Cold War orientation, for instance, was initially established with considerable effort to replace the earlier 1945 conception of collective security
under the United Nations, rapid American disarmament, and a partial
return to isolationism. It took much more than an article by George Kennan
on containment and a major speech to Congress by President Truman
for the Cold War orientation to provide the context of the new American
world view. 20 in addition tp such international events as the establishment
of Communist governments in Eastern Europe and Soviet intervention in
Turkey, Iran, Greece, and especially in Prague, a considerable American
governmental effort was required to "seU" the containment policy to the
American people in 1946-1947. 21 Since that time, it has not only been reinforced but has become a cliche on the basis of which newspaper editorials,
news stories, and radio and television programs are written and interpreted.
Many politicians build their campaigns around it, and it is ritually evoked in
July 4th speeches, commencement exercises, and so on. For a decade and a
half, only a very small and ineffectual minority rejected this context;
politicians who challenged it were usually voted out of office or not elected,
and intellectuals who questioned it were often considered disloyal or misguided. Thus, it is not surprising that President Kennedy could not change this
context in three months. 22

Changing a Contextuating Orientation
The conditions under which a context is or is not amenable to change
include factors beyond the control of any and all elites. It has been suggested,
for instance, that the typical personalities of the members of a collectivity
affect the degree of ridigity with which it adheres to contextuating orientations. Rigid adherence may affect costly change and sudden "tipping,"
whereas more flexible adherence may encourage a less costly and more
gradual transformation. 23
While the personalities of the members of the various collectivities are
largely "given" from a societal guidance viewpoint, there is an element of
choice in the strategy adopted by the elite. The choice appears in the following development: An elite introduces a new policy; in an effort to legitimate
it, the elite shares with the public a number of new bits of information (e.g.,
data illustrating the plight of the poor in the United States). Since the costs
and risks of an outright confrontation with the old context (e.g., antiwelfare state) are high, the new bits are introduced as fitting the old context
(in this case, as minor corrections to a free enterprise economy) in the hope
that they will accumulate and win acceptance before they are "roofed" with
a new context. Many members of the non-elite accept the new bits as
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consonant with the old context and are not aware of their new generalized
meaning; they receive a sudden jolt, however, when either the leading elite
or an opposing elite calls attention to the new contextuating meaning of the
recently-introduced bits. At this point, public resentment of the concealment
often appears, 24 and, thus, when it is felt that the old context has been
challenged, the strategy of the bit-by-bit introduction of a change is
unsuccessful.
The alternative strategy is to confront the contextuating orientation
directly before many new bits are introduced. This strategy requires considerable investment and is especially likely to backfire if the elites underestimate
the costs and/or stop midway in their campaign, because the stereotypes are
then challenged but not destroyed. On the other hand, if the stereotypes are
overcome, the need to move step-by-step, bit-by-bit is also overcome, and the
introduction of a new orientation and related policy changes can be rapid and
fundamental.
Affecting these dynamics is the fact that the contextuating orientation
often focuses around a contextuating key symbol. While this holds for many
individual orientations, especially among less-educated individuals or
groups, it seems to be even more characteristic of societal knowledge, for
here consensus is of the essence, and consensus on many items and asswnptions is difficult to obtain. Contexts are thus built around a few highly
abstract notions and a symbol, such as Pearl Harbor (sneak attack). Munich
(appeasement), or Little Rock (the domestic use of federal force). New bits
are readily absorbed if they can be tied to one of these contextuating
symbols. For example, it was argued that the test ban treaty would be
another Munich which exposed the country to a new Pearl Harbor, and that
new civil rights legislation would bring about another Little Rock.
These contextuating symbols have special potency because they arise
from shared collective experiences which intensely influence the societal
unit's members and which are reinforced by the mass media, commemora·
tions, political speeches, and repeated allusions. Contextuating symbols,
once institutionalized, are a powerful force for supporting the knowledge
status quo, for there are usually few experiences of similar potency on the side
of societal change. (On the other hand, when a new experience does support
change, as Pearl Harbor supported Roosevelt in his efforts to gain American
support for the United States' entry into World War II, deep-seated contexts,
such as isolationism, give way more readily.) 25
When no experience on the order of a Pearl Harbor or a Little Rock
exists, the struggle to alter a contextuating orientation occasionally brings
about efforts to create events which will achieve the same effect; these have
been referred to.as "pseudo-events. " 26 The civil rights movement in 1963 and
1964, for instance, effectively used such pseudo-events as sit-ins and pray-ins
to make the Negro plight more visible. Although this has yet to be explored,
it seems to be true that symbols which telescope collective experiences are
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more commonly negative than positive, perhaps because they develop from
crises. Another hypothesis in need of exploration is that it seems less difficult
to alter collective images in favor of greater inter-group hostility (war,
racial conflict) than to induce inter-group cooperation (e.g., the Atlantic
Alliance, racial reconciliation).
In short, societal knowledge is much more than a set of images in
people's minds. 27 It has social, economic, and political foundations, and both
societal learning and unlearning involve a process of institutional change
which-like ether societal processes-is in part ongoing and in part guided.
Much has been written about the relationships between the policies which
elites introduce, their contextuating orientations, and the orientatiOns of
various publics. Our purpose here was not to review the existing literature or
to outline future research. We sought rather to illustrate a formal dimension
and a substantive-theoretical issue. The formal dimension is the conditions
under which the revision of societal knowledge is possible; the substantive
issue is the costs of changing the level of collective reality-testing, e.g., in
the development of United States foreign policy. Since a societal unit is not a
monolith, the internal distribution of knowledge within it-in particular,
among the elites and the various publics-is expected to have significant
consequences for the quality and changeabili~y of societal knowledge. On
the one hand, the elites are like drivers who keep their eyes on the road and
change their direction as they see its turns; on the other hand, the passengers
have their own views of the road and of the driving. While their influence on
any one tum is often minimal, they may replace the drivers when the driving
falls out of the context of their expectations. The drivers, in anticipation of
such a possibility, do alter their driving and work to change the contexts
which govern the passengers' perspectives. This is achieved in part by
altering the preferences of the passengers and in part by altering the information they gain and their evaluation of that information. We, therefore,
sought to explore some of the effects of the elites' actions on the societal
knowledge of the members, the ramifications of changes in the members'
knowledge on the elites' capacity to guide, and the costs incurred by a
"change of course."
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CHAPTER 8

Knowled9e and Power

As

IS WELL KNOWN, kings do not make philosophen and
philosophers do not make kings. Or, as a modern-day sociologist would put
it, the functional prerequisites of power and of knowledge are incompatible.
8eginning with the structural differentiation of the two, we ask- how does
the relationship between the centers of societal control and the societal units
which specialize in the production of kn ow ledge affect societal activeness?
The answer, we shall see, is affected by the organization of the production of
knowledge itself, by the structure of access to power, and by the provision
for fundamental overview. The main actors involved seem to be political
elites, intellectuals, experts, and the various publics. Their mutual relations
must be taken into account in any study of knowledge and power.

The Interaction Between Knowledge and Control
An analysis of the relationships between units that specialize in the
production and processing of knowledge and units that head the controlling
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overlayers of societies may benefit from the combination of cybernetic
analysis with the study of power hierarchies which has been developed in the
analysis of complex organizations. 1 * It has been suggested that (a) the authority of knowledge and the authority of control are best kept structurally
segregated and (b) the specific nature of the relations between the two kinds
of authority significantly affects the efficacy of complex organizations. 2
Here we explore the relations between knowledge and control on the societal
level. While these are examined in structural-organizational terms, the
normative implications of varying arrangements are evident.

Segregation of the Two Knowledge Functions
According to a widely held organizational viewpoint, the quality of
societal knowledge is considerably affected by the degree to which the
societal services devoted to reality-testing and evaluative~interpretation are
segregated, and by the ways in which the units that specialize in serving these
functions are linked. 3 Primitive actors-including not only preliterate tribes,
but also collectivities in post-modern societies which have poor knowledgefacilities-are said to keep the services of the two functions meshed. The
elders, be they tribal chiefs or leaders of old-fashioned labor unions, 4 are
the source of collective information about what the world is like, how it
functions, and how it should be colle<:tively interpreted.
A high degree of segregation, it is suggested, makes for greater division of
labor, thus allowing for greater specialization. The segregation of staff from
line and of collectors and assessors of intelligence from policy makers has
been advocated for complex organizations. 5 On the societal level, modernization has been said to require the segregation of academic and professional
("expert") elites from their political counterparts.6
In this structural segregation-along functional rather than collectivity
lines-the knowledge elites, as the centers of societal reality-testing, are
viewed as dealing primarily with information, while political decision-makers
(with the help of ideological elites) are more concerned with societal inter·
pretations. It is often suggested in this context that the immunity of professionals and the academic community from political and economic
sanctions is a prerequisite for their unconstrained testing of reality; this
defers the responsibility for dealing with societal needs, values, and power
to the political elites. 7 Finally, it is proposed that societal units are more
effective if, as autonomous as the knowledge elites may be, the political
elites have a clearly superior rank, since they are in charge of the encompassing societal action. 11
This widely held model has two limitations. First, it stresses the problem of
segregation but underemphasizes the means by which information and
•Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 190.
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evaluative interpretation are to be related (other than by granting superiority
to one kind of elite over another). 9 Second, it is too abstract to provide a
productive model for describing the effects of inter-elite relations on the
societal use of knowledge, as it is primarily a prescriptive scheme which
defines the way things ought to be. It expresses the value of freeing scientists
from a concern with the societal implications of their findings and legitimates
the decision-making elites' claim that they ought to maintain superior rank.
This model also suggests that the reduction of conflicts between the knowledge and power elites can occur through this sharp segregation of the sides
which rarely view the world within the same contextuating orientations.
The actual pattern of relations between key sources of new information,
new interpretations, and decision-making is itself a major subject on which
only a few illustrative observations can be made here. First, while the
segregation model may prescribe the societal conditions most favorable to
basic research, most of the information used by post-modern societies is
"applied" and only indirectly based on basic research. Jf federal obligations
for research are taken as a rough indicator, the United States committed
$1,689.9 millions in 1965 to basic research and $12,909.7 millions to applied
research and development. 10 Most of the applied information is gathered
and used by engineers, x·ray technicians, social workers, and so on, whose
norms and needs difier greatly from those of the basic researchers. A considerable degree of contextuating control seems to inflict surprisingly little
damage on their work. Applied research has been carried out quite effectively
even in totalitarian societies. 11 Political supervision of and intervention in
such work, even in Stalin's day, may be Jess stringent than was once believed
but are much greater than the amounts which the segregation model assumes
that research can tolerate. 12
Second, there is also significantly less segregation on the opposite score:
As the custodians of reality-testing, the producers of information participate
much more actively in recasting political orientations than the segregation
model suggests. 13 New information is introduced into the political process
through numerous mechanisms other than the ubiquitous, non-directive,
classified, expert's report left on the decision-maker's desk.
Experts are able to support almost any side in most political contests with
testimony before executive or legislative committees, sometimes by drawing
on different sets of facts, but much more commonly by giving different
cognitive and evaluative interpretations to available facts. Conflicting
interpretations about the danger of fallout from thermonuclear bombs, the
probabilities of surviving a nuclear attack, and the effects of medicare are
among the better-known examples. 14 The Armed Services support advisory
corporations, whose studies support and sometimes even extend the basic
contextual positions of the Services, even though they may differ about
details. 15 Industries maintain public relations divisions to magnify and interpret "their" experts' findings on cancer and tobacco, vitamins and growth,
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drugs and pregnancy. 16 The effectiveness of experts, somewhat like that of
attorneys, is determined not only by the amount of their evidence but also
by the skill with which they present it, the resources they command, and the
acuteness of their political perceptions. 17 Therefore, it is not that one
group of experts presents the facts and the other perpetrates falsehoods,
but rather that matters often involve questions which, even if an impartial
and expertly trained judge were available, cannot be readily decided on the
basis of information alone. 18
It might be argued that while the predictions and advice of experts
generally cannot be evaluated when they are first given, those experts who are
proved correct gradually acquire more status and following, while those who
are shown to be wrong are rejected. Although such societal "editing" of
experts has not been systematically studied, we suggest that even post hoc
selection is more limited in extent and efficacy than is often assumed.
Occasionally, a clear test of a highly specific problem is possible, and some
experts are shown to be correct while others are discredited-e.g., Admiral
Rickover's arguments in favor of the feasibility of building nuclear-powered
submarines. Knowledge concerning societal actors and their properties,
however, tends to be far less verifiable and more time-consuming in its
testing. Therefore, a "wrong" approach often outlives the experts who advocated it. The dilferences between "right" and "wrong" approaches are not
clearly defined but are usually a matter of being less or more effective. The
tests of the relative effectiveness of such matters as foreign aid, civil rights
legislation, or police codes are, as a rule, difficult to establish, ambiguous,
and open to different expert interpretations. 19 Because of the high costs of
allowing "their" experts to be discredited, political elites tend not only to
defend them partisanly but even attempt to prevent their evaluations. 20
The politicalization of the "editing" of experts who have access to power also
works in reverse: Effective experts go unheard while less knowledgeable ones
receive an audience because of such outright political factors as the change of
an administration or the majority in a legislature. We do not argue that
uninformed men usually serve as counselors while experts are ignored. We
simply submit that the selection of the experts whose advice is introduced into
the societal decision-making processes is a complex, partly evaluative and
partly political process. Structurally, the processes of societal reality-testing
and evaluation are interwoven rather than segregated, just as information and
interpretation as symbolic systems are mixed in the societal mind.

Pluralistic Input
What, then, leads to a more effective societal organization of knowledge
input? One frequently given answer posits pluralism both in production and
in input. It is suggested, all other things being equal, that as one knowledge·
elite (or school of thought)_ increasingly monopolizes either the production of
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knowledge in a particular field or the access to a decision-making elite, the
actor's reality-testing will tend to become less effective. In organizational
terms, this means that the less restricted the participation in the contest
among knowledge producers which have political access, the more effective
will be the knowledge supply; and the Jess politically-based the decisions
regarding the outcomes of the knowledge contest, the more effective will be
the societal course followed. Jt cannot be stressed enough, however, that this
is a matter of degree; given the concern with societal needs other than
reality-testing, considerable politicalization of the knowledge supply and of
decision-making is to be expt:cted even among comparatively effective
actors.
It is also necessary to recognize that the pluralism of the production of
knowledge rests on more than the institutionalization of the proper values.
It is not only affected by "background" conditions, such as Calvinism or free
enterprise economics, but it is also affected by the societal organization,
especially by the distribution of relevant resources. For instance, the proposal
to establish a cabinet-level United States Department of Science has not
received wide approval because it would too greatly concentrate the sources
of support for the production of knowledge. 21 A scientist who is refused
support from one agency should always have another source of support to
which he can turn, although, of course, the mere existence of two or more
sources of support does not suffice if one school of thought controls the
allocation of resources by all the sources. Thus, not only does a degree of
pluralism in regard to sources of support, training, and affiliation seem a
prerequisite for the relatively effective use of knowledge, but also a measure
of conflict among the various sources of support seems necessary.
Furthermore, the position which favors pluralistic input is held not only
for the societal organization of knowledge-production; it is advanced for the
intra-governmental production of knowledge as well. One of the arguments
for intelligence collection by the three Armed Forces, the CIA, and the
State Department is that combining these services into one intelligence
agency would undermine the pluralistic production of this form of knowledge. (We, of course, do not imply that the number of agencies must be large
or that some additional coordination of their efforts would be detrimental to
the quality of the knowledge produced.)
The significance of the distributive patterns of knowledge-producing
resources should not be underestimated. While a great mind might generate a
great idea under most conditions, there seems to be a positive associationespecially in the applied fields-between investment (not only of funds but
also of the number and quality of personnel and organizational talents and
efforts} and the level and quality of knowledge output. This is not to suggest
that by merely increasing investment in, let us say, cancer research, the problem would be solved more quickly. Some areas of research are already
"fl.ooded," while in others some basic questions must be answered before
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much additional progress can be anticipated. But while there is no one-to-one
correlation between investment and results, in many cases the amount of
investment does make a significant difference. 22
Second, pluralism cannot be maintained when one area is given all the
resources it needs while the others starve. The knowledge contest then
becomes like a court fight between a battery of corporation lawyers and a
young man from the Legal Aid Society. That is, if the case is an open-andshut one, the latter man may win, but under most circumstances-when
experience, the capacity to gather evidence, and the power of the presentation
matter-he is more likely to lose because of his lower capacity either to
amass the necessary facts or to make them visible and accessible to the
judge and jury-i.e., to the decision-makers.
More active units, we suggest, have a more egalitarian pattern of investment in the various areas as well as of access to control centers of the various
knowledge-producing units than is prescribed by the prevailing goalpriorities and societal power-relations. This serves as a guarantee that
alternatives which have no immediate appeal and little power but may have
merit will not be drowned out and also allows for anticipation. Thus, the
access to decision-making centers of societies is so organized that deprived
collectivities are heard long before they command sufficient power to force
attention. Such societies also organize their knowledge input so that they
are aware of gathering clouds on the international horizon long before the
storm is blowing down their gates. Those actors who are unable to study,
understand, and deal with systems whose patterns differ from their own
priorities and power structures are precisely those who are untransformable,
while those actors whose knowledge production is relatively detached from
their existing societal structures are those one would expect to be most able
to anticipate, recast, survive, and grow.
The pluralistic organization of knowledge production and of its input
into the societal decision-making process is expected to be more effective
than monopolization not only for societal reality-testing but also for
evaluative interpretation. Focusing on one substantive issue-the structuralorganizational base of societal criticism-we now turn to explore the
organization of knowledge from this second functional viewpoint.

Communities-of-Assumptions

..

Societal actors, as we have seen, tend to view the world and themselves
with contextuating eyes. While "lack of enclosure" is an institutionalized
value for the knowledge collectivities themselves (academic communities,
learned societies), consensus has an instrumental value for the poJitical
elites, aside from the degree of validity of the knowledge. A major task of
any political elite is to construct a whole from societal parts; dissensus is costly
and hinders the elite's ability to fulfill this function. And while consensus is
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not necessarily favorable to an elite in power, dissensus rarely is, for frag·
mentation of the political base and conflict within it tend to weaken the
elite's capacity to guide.
When a societal unit faces a crisis which threatens some of its main
values or its survival, pressure to cling to interpretations which had
previously gained elite and/or majority support often increases, even though
such a crisis may highlight the unreality of these interpretations. That is, we
expect that societal actors, like persons, will often become increasingly
ritualistic rather than innovative under pressure. This will express itself in
the repetition of acts that have already failed and in ar. obsessive rejection
of criticism. 23
The elites of most modernized societal units are influential in determining
whether or not a particular situation is a crisis, e.g., how dangerous are city
riots or the gold outflow. And, one major reason for identifying crises is the
elites' concern with their own positions. There is, therefore, pressure to limit
new interpretations to those which fit the prevailing context not just during a
crisis imposed on the system from outside but also in the course of pseudocrises generated by an elite and by its interpretation of the situation.
The contextuating pressure of the control centers is direded above all
toward knowledge and communication units which are able to provide and
spread conflicting interpretations. It is not that political elites do not desire
more valid and encompassing knowledge; some leaders, such as Roosevelt,
are reported to have encouraged conflict among their staffs to increase the
quality of the knowledge with which they were provided. 24 But whenever
such conflicts reach a level which challenges the basic interpretive assumptions of an elite or of the societal unit, there tends to be resistance to basic
innovations which may transform the prevailing context. This pressure for
preserving the basic consensus is even further accentuated because the criteria
for distinguishing the valid from the invalid are more vague on the contextual
level than when bits are considered. Such vagueness increases the desire for a
"community of assumptions" within which interpretations are confined.
A community-of-assumptions may be defined as the set of assumptions
shared by the members of a societal unit which sets a context for its view of
the world and itself. 25 A community-of-assumptions differs from a context in
that a context is a symbolic system while a community-of-assumptions is a
combined societal and symbolic one; that is, a community-of-assumptions is
a context internalized and institutionalized by a societal unit. A context may
be held by only a few leaders or by a small sub-unit of the members, but a
community-of-assumptions exists only if it is shared at least by the elites and
the active members of a societal unit. There are often several conte:>..ts in the
symbolic world o( any societal unit but only one or two communities-ofassumptions.
A community-of-assumptions may be limited by subject. Such com·
munities may define the context for viewing only the external world or the
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internal world as wen. However, we expect them to contextuate the orienta·
tion toward outsiders more than toward members, whether it be the orientation
of the United States toward pther nations (as compared to the United
States' orientation toward sub-societies), or the orientation of one ethnic
group toward others-e.g., Negroes toward whites as compared to Negro
sub-groupings. Intimacy makes enclosure difficult. While this makes the
transformation of internal (and self) images easier than the transformation of
images of outsiders, it also means that internal (and self) images are more
vague and Jess agreed upon. This is one factor that hampers self-oriented
action as compared to action oriented toward others.
Some sociaJ scientists have suggested that a community-of-assumptions
is a prerequisite for an effectively integrated elite or a cohesive societal unit;
others have pointed out that those in control of the United States Armed
Services, for instance, have no shared "mentality," and, hence, elites do not
require a community-of-assumptions. 26 We suggest that the answer may lie
in between these two positions. While not all elites also constitute
communities-of-assumptions, even about external images, and while
different bits may be held by members of an elite or by elites and their
publics, they may nonetheless share a community-of-assumptions. Thus,
the three Armed Services may have conflicting estimates of a potential
enemy's capacities, and some generals may be Democrats while others are
Republicans, but the fact that most share the Cold War perspective is
sufficient for them to be able to work effectively in unison. And those elites
which do not share a community-of-assumptions may exist but are less
effective controlling agents.
Communities-of-assumptions are usually held without awareness• of their
hypothetical nature. Many actors assume that the world really is the way their
internalized and institutionalized images depict it; they do not see their
images as a set of assumptions shared by their community but of undetermined validity.t The presence of some diversity of interpretation(s)
within the community-of-assumptions itself further obscures the community's existence, since concepts, views, and facts which appear subject to
dissent conceal that dissent is tolerated only within the limits of fundamentally
• •• ... what is most surprising to a new arrival in Saigon is Lhe general unawareness, almost
inoocence, of how what 'we' are doing could look to an outsider." Mary McCarthy,
"Report from Vietnam: I. The Home Program," The New York Review of Books, Vol. 8
(April 20, 1967), pp. 5-11, Quoted from p. 5.
t The mechanisms which enforce a community-of-assumptions are not different from
other aspects of societal control. Discussing the ways in which scientists are kept from
exploring topics "too far off," despite a formal ideology of unrestricted freedom to explore,
a Scie11ce reporter stated: "It appears that a major influence in keeping an investigator from
being carried too far off the track of relevant research is, as Baker put it, 'the cultural
influence of the community.' Getting the glazed-eye treatment from colleagues i~ an effective
way of keeping researchers from going too far afield." John Walsh, "Bell Labs: A System
Approach to Innovation is the Main Thing," Science, July 22, 1966, p. 395.
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the same interpretations. It is difficult to determine the extent to which such
communities act as blindfolds of which the elites as well as the active publics
are unaware. However, it is likely that the elites who generated these communities-of-assumptions are themselves caught up in them to some extent;
and, in addition, the elites often seem bound into a community-ofassumptions which substantively differs from that of their subjects but is
similar in its constricting effect. Not the least of these communities is the
elites' contextuating view of what their subjects believe and will tolerate and
what courses of action they view as out-of-context and, therefore, as
unacceptable.
A community-of-assumptions is not necessarily a dysfunctional phenomenon. Given the high number of possible basic positions and sub-positions,
decision-making elites would obviously be overloaded and paralyzed if they
had to examine the full range of policy alternatives each time they acted.
The same holds for the publics; It is very difficult to work out a consensus
about assumptions among the various Armed Services, governmental
agencies, Congress, and publics on any given line of policy. And when such a
consensus is finally reached, undoing it is an expensive process. Actually, the
costs are usually so high that it "pays" a societal unit to lose some of its
reality-adjusting capacity and to maintain a set of assumptions that do not
"fit" well rather than to change them frequently. Only when the communityof-assumptions prevents learning long after the reality has changed
significantly is a point reached at which the community's costs in terms of a
loss of reality-testing outweigh its gains in terms of reduction of conflict and
reinforcement of solidarity and "meaning."
It may seem that the more active societal units are those which more
successfully determine the stage at which the costs of maintaining the
community-of-assumptions outweigh the gains. This capacity, however,
assumes (a) that the actor is aware of the existence of the community-ofassumptions, (b) a highly refined analytic ability to determine the relative
costs and gains, and (c) the availability of an alternative set of assumptions to
replace the old ones when their costs become unacceptable.
Actually, societal actors per se rarely calculate in this manner. Societal
units that are effective from this viewpoint seem to be those whose organization
of knowledge includes an institutionalized provision for r11vision of the
community-of-assumptions. Such organization requires one or more structural
positions whose functions are (a) to remain outside the community-ofassumptions in order to be able to analyze and evaluate information on the
basis of different sets Qf assumptions, and (b) to exert pressure on elites and/or
publics to change the communities-of-assumptions, especially as their relations
to reality become more distant. The point is that the process by which new
orientations enter and become established is a political one. Ideas per se have
no societal power, and new ideas, especially contextuating ideas that may
serve as the basis of a community-of-assumptions, do not enter into a societal
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system because the elites or active publics suddenly feel that new conte:ctuating
orientations are needed or are more valid or meaningful than the established
ones. The process tends rather to be one of a societal conflict between the
elites in power and the knowledge-producing elites that promote alternative
assumptions (often in coalition with competing political elites). As a result,
the sub-units charged with maintaining alternative orientations and "opening"
communities-of-assumptions have a mobilization function as well as a
symbolic-interpretative one. While we shall see that a considerable amount
of such mobilization is carried out by other sub· units, the critics themselves
must give their criticism enough of a societal push to get it olf the ground
before even favorable winds can carry it.
In short, it is unlikely that societal actors will act effectively without
communities-of-assumptions, for, while such communities delay reality·
testing, they contribute to consensus building, and thus, to action in unison.
Therefore rather than seeking the conditions u ndcr which there will be no such
communities, a task which seems utopian as well as unconducive to an active
orientation, we explore, instead, the conditions under which communities-of·
assumptions arc kept relatively "flexible" and transformable. The answer is
given in morphological rather than genetic terms ; that is, it seems to lie in the
availability of a particular kind of knowledge-producing sub-unit-one that
is outside the community-of-assumptions, able to exert pressure on the
societal unit (or its elites), and is a permanent feature of the societal organiza.
tion of knowledge.

The Societal Need for Fundamental Criticism
Fundamental criticism is the function of those sub-units whose task is to
overview the communities-of-assumptions and challenge them when they
become detached from reality. Since such criticism challenges not bitswhich could be changed within the existing community-of-assumptions-but
the context, we refer to it as fundamental criticism ("radical" criticism would
itlso be an appropriate term). The function of bit-criticism differs from that of
fµndamental criticism: When the disparity between reality and a community·
of-assumptions is· not great, bit-criticism enhances reality-testing within the
limits of a community-of-assumptions and, thus, strengthens the community
in the sense that the "same" context is shown capable of adaptation. When
the community's detachment from reality is considerable, however, bit·
criticism is dysfunctional because it tends to conceal the disparity and to
delay overdue transformation.
Two main structural conditions seem necessary for the provision of
fundamental criticism: (a) the critical sub-units must operate even when
there is no need or opportunity for the transformation of a community-of·
a~sumptions. Effective societal guidance systems, like other effective systems,
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require a measure of redundancy, that is, some duplication is required if the
relevant function is to be fulfilled. The reason for "redundancy" in this
particu,lar case is that the system most in need of fundamental criticism is
also likely to be most resistant to it and least inclined to make the structural
arrangements necessary for the cultivation of such criticism. To the degree
that these arrangements are available, they seem to have been institutional·
ized before a loss-of-reality crisis occurred. Secondly, the availability of
alternative fundamental interpretations (i.e., potential communities-of.
assumptions) when the prevailing one is broken or weakened requires their
preparation before the event, which, in turn, necessitates prolonged efforts to
synthesize large bodies of knowledge and mobilize initial support.
(b) A value of tolerance for such criticism must be included as part of
the established community-of-assumptions-a tolerance for basically divergent viewpoints and institutions outside of the community. Scientific
metatheories do, to a degree, maintain such assumptions. They are rarely
maintained in political systems, however, although liberal and socialdemocratic ideologies do have some such notions.
The function of fundamental criticism differs according to the state of the
societal unit and of its community-of-assumptions. Units that are well
integrated by other criteria are also likely to have communities-of-assumptions promoted by and supporting the elites in power. In this kind of unit, the
promotion of an alternative set of assumptions takes the form of criticism. In
less integrated units, fundamental criticism is often part of the competition
over which assumptions should serve as the community-of-assumptions. In
the process of nation-building, this is often closely related to the struggle
over national identity. Criticism here serves to guard against premature
enclosure and the quick acceptance of older assumptions as a basis for the
new community. Thus, both when there is an established community-ofassumptions and when one is just being evolved, fundamental societal
criticism has a central function.

lnteJlectuals, Experts, and Political Elites
Post-Modern Criticism: A Morphological Perspective
The critical function requires one or more sub-units relatively immune
from societal pressure which allow for and even reward the questioning of a
supra-unit's basic assumptions. Such immunity may be the accidental outgrowth of other arrangements; for instance, the granting of relative autonomy
and access to the centers of power to units engaged in long-run planning or
research and development (R & D), tends to provide the sociological
conditions under which fundamental criticism may be institutionalized. In
the courts of kings in earlier periods, some religious functionaries and jesters
had such an institutionalized role. 2 7

•
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Whlch societal sub-units are likely to fulfill the critical function in the postmodern period? The answer varies with the kind of society. In pluralistic
societies, the fourth estate, the free press, was viewed as the depository of the
function of fundamental criticism, but there is little empirical research on the
degree to which it fulfills this function. 28 We know, however, that the greater
part of the space in most newspapers in post-modern pluralistic societies is
devoted to advertising. Much of the remaining space is used for what may
be classified as tension-reduction purposes, inch1ding personal feature
stories, crime and sex "news," etc. By providing escapist outlets for the
tensions generated by the societal structure and by providing individualistic
interpretations of them, thls kind of journalism reduces the receptivity to
fundamental criticism and the pressure for transformation. Only part of the
remaining newspaper space is devoted to political and societal information,
and only a fraction of this deals with interpretation and fundamentaJ
criticism. Furthermore, the norms upheld by most professional newspapermen
seem to discourage a view of societal criticism as their proper function;
"straight news" is encouraged instead.
The situation is different for a very small number of newspapers, the socalled elite newspapers29 such as The New York Times, but even here the
basic priorities with regard to space are as specified above. The major
difference is that elite newspapers devote more space to information and less
to tension-reduction; "crusading" is, nevertheless, rare and discouraged,
and there is little fundamental criticism. LoyaJty to the establishment curbs
not so much the facts printed as the interpretation given to them. 30 The
critical function is much more highly represented in such periodicals as
The New Republic and The Natio11, but their circulation is small even among
the active publics and elites. 31 And many of the critical articles that are
published in these journals arc not written by professional journalists but by
intellectuals whose structural base is not the press.
A second structural foundation for the critical function is national
legislatures. While they undoubtedly have such a function, many have
argued that it has been declining since the advent of the post-modern period. 32
Parliaments seem to exercise their critical function to a greater extent for
domestic matters than for external ones in a period in which the importance
of foreign affairs has greatly increased. The facilities of parliaments have
grown little, while the societal and political activities-that is, the scope of
what needs to be surveyed- have considerably increased. 33 While the units
which need to be reviewed critically-governmental agencies and corporations, armed services, and school systems- havedevelopedsizeableorgansfor
the collection, synthesis, and promotion of knowledge, legislatures have only
very small knowledge-collecting--011d-processi11g units and depend largely on
knowledge provided and interpreted for them by either executive or partisan
interests. 34 Attempts at encompassing overviews are few and ineffectual. 35
Proposals to reform the fragmented budgeta.ry processes of the 1Jnited
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States national government, for example, have been generalJy unsuccessful.
The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 created a joint committee on the
budget which was to report to each house a legislative budget which would
include an estimate of all Federal receipts and expenditures for the coming
fiscal year. In actual operation, however, the plan was generally viewed as
unworkable. 36 We suggest that unless legislatures are provided witlt greatly
increased staffs and with large.scale and autonomous capacities to collect
and proces.v knowledge, their already low critical capacity will continue lo
diminish.
While it is difficult to test statements about the relative roles of institutions in fulfilling a societal function, we suggest that in the post-modern,
pluralistic societies the unattached intellectuals play a more important critical
role than the press, the legislature, and probably both combined. By
"unattached" intellectuals we mean those who have no institutional commitment to any elite; they are to be found in such societal enclaves as the
bohemian quarters, autonomous policy-research centers, and the universities.
Intellectuals, as opposed to experts, have two attributes: They are concerned
with contextual matters, while experts are more bit-oriented, and they deal
more with evaluative interpretations, while experts are more concerned with
reality-testing and cognitive interpretation. Clearly, not everyone who works
with symbols or his intellect is an intellectual; those who are not may be
referred to as intellect-workers. 31 Intellectuals maintain a wholistic evaluative
stance, and those who are unattached are more likely than others to maintain
a critical one. 38
Much of the criticism carried by the press or brought before the national
legislatures originates in the autonomous centers which house these
intellectuals. An important study would be to identify the main critical ideas
of the last decades and to trace their origins and paths into the political system. University committees and individual scholars, for example, have dealt
with the fundamental aspects of United States foreign policy; Michael
Harrington has often been credited with calling elite and public attention to
the realities of poverty in the United States.39 The United States educational
system was roundly criticized by a Harvard President and by a free-lance
bohemian. 40 The university played the key role in introducing the notions of a
rich economy and an impoverished public sector (the original conception of
the Affluent Society), 41 of the American inability to guide the foreign world,41
and of redefining the mentally ill and criminals as sick people. 43 Each of
these deserves study in terms of the methods by which established assumptions
were challenged, the extent to which the change was overdue, and other
forces in favor of the transformation of the orientation.
The relative contributions of the three main loci of unattached intellectuals
- bohemia, the unaffiliated policy-research center, and the university-have
not been determined and may be changing. The structural- organizational
conditions of each are of some interest.
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The university provides, on the one hand, the necessary socio-political
conditions fo r generating fundamental criticism; the tenure faculty has the
necessary basic autonomy from undue economic and politica l pressures, at
least in the leading universities. The rise of the government as a main source
of funds, however, has generated numerous intra-university pressures against
such criticism. Rather than direct pressures on the content of the intellectual's
work or life, these pressures are often s ubtle, involving differences in the
possibilities of obtaining a summer salary, secretarial and research
assistance, or travel grants. 44
University faculty members tend to have both the training and the
tools, from libraries to computers, required for the production and interpretation of new knowledge. In pre-modern periods, it was easier to fulfill the
critical function in less institutionalized settings, as fewer tools were
necessary; cotfe.e ho uses, patrons' homes, and small magazines served it
well. 45 While these have not disappea red, fundamental criticism in postmodern societies may require training and facilities that are more available
at universities than on the Left Bank, in Greenwich Village, in Munich's
Schwabing, or in their sociological equivalents in other countries. 46 1t also
seems that post-modern societies find criticism more acceptable when it
appears in the guise of science or information. There appears to be little
place in post-modern society for the charismatic, purely normative, true
prophet. 47
Criticism emanating from bohemia or from unaffiliated policy-research
centers is often more broad-scoped and radical than much of the criticism
emanating from the universities. On the average, however, it is less "professional" in both appearance and substance. 4 s
The products of these centers may, however, complement more empirical
work by adding a stronger evaluative component and by appealing to
segments of the active publics, even when such criticisms are less attuned to
the elites. There seems also to be a tense but productive relationship between
these centers and the universities, in that the centers act as the critics of the
university in general and reinforce its critical function in particular. 49 In
this sense, the unaffiliated critical centers serve as a third-order reviewfog unit,
with the universities as second-order and the government as first-order ones.
A common fallacy is the suggestion that the critics are ineffective because
there is no consensus among them about what is faulty or what needs to
be done to correct it. Further, it has been argued that consensus, when it does
occur, is often based on a co mmunity-of-assumptions of the intellectuals
which is no more tested and often no more testable than that of the political
elites. so We suggest, on the contrary, first, that intellectuals' communities-ofassumptions are relatively mo re open to innovative interpretation and
empirical testing than political ones or those of the public, because of the
institutionalization of the value of truth and because the pressure of extrinsic
interests and norms is relatively less. (There is, however, one factor which
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works in the opposite direction: Political elites are held accountable, in the
long run, for the consequences of their positions, while this is much less true
for the unaffiliated intellectuals.)
Secondly, consensus among intellectuals is not a prerequisite for the
effective discharge of their critical function, which requires that the es·
tablished communities-of-assumptions be challenged and that alternative
ones be provided. It is not the function of the intellectuals to provide consensus, an agreed-upon line of action; that is the functi on of the political
process. The intellectuals' role is to pry open the walls in which society tends
to box itself and suggest various directions which the freed prisoner may take;
which ones are preferred is to be decided by the community as a whole. To
demand consensus from the intellectuals is to assume that the questions
involved can be selected empirically and rationally while actually they are,
in part, normative issues, and to assume that they can be settled by an elite
while actually they must be worked out in societal consensus-building.
The intellectuals enrich the debate, both on the elite and the public level, and
often are needed to keep it alive, but this can be fully achieved, even better
achieved, without consensus among the intellectuals.

The Societal Input of Criticism
The active orientation is most effectively sustained if societal decisionmaking, inevitably a political process, is s ubject to fundamental criticism
and to empirical reality-testing. The degree to which the services of the
political, critical, and empirical functions are articulated is considerably
affected by the relations among three kinds of societal elites-political,
intellectual, and expert. The service of any one function is not limited to any
one kind of elite; political elites are somewhat concerned with empirical
considerations, experts deal with fundamental criticisms to some extent, and
intellectuals take empirical matters into account. Still, there is a tendency
toward specialization, with each function being fulfilled largely by one of the
three kinds of elites.
It seems productive to view the relations among the three elites as a
three~filter screen through which new contextuating orientations are projected to guide societal efforts. The intellectual filter is the most open one;
ideas are approved with comparative ease, especially if they are not in open
conflict with a major body of known facts. Intellectual screening is more
evaluative than empirical and more concerned with value-relevancy and
"coverage" than with reality-testing. The expert filter is considerably less
open and admits mainly ideas that withstand some kind of empirical test. 51
The political filter is the most narrow for it allows only one or two alternatives
to pass through it- those which the elite will seek to implement.
The analytic schema whereby the three filters can be distinguished serves
as only the first step in a morphological study of the input of fundamental
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cntic1sm into societal decision making. This is the case because societal
actors vary sign1ficantly in the degree to which (a) the filters are structurally
segregated and their respective functional needs served; (b) the units which
provide the major structural anchorages for the three filters are protected
from interpenetration ; and (c) a balance is kept among the three.

1nte11eetua.1 Views
Experts'
Considerations
Societal

Decision·
Moking

Publics

Limited structural segregation of the three filters is most evident in premodern societies in which the political elites attempted to carry out all three
functions (though some delegation of the critical and expert functions to
members of the courts' lay and clerical staff did occur). 52 In modern and
post-modern societies, a lack of resources or other facilities so that the units
in service of a given filter cannot function adequately poses greater difficulties
than an insufficient segregation of the filters. Thus, as suggested above, the
critical function cannot be carried out effectively if the unaffiliated intellectuals are not granted economic security, immunity from political and
societal pressures, and access to the two other kinds of elites. Underdeveloped
nations are often more deficient with respect to the second filter than with
regard to the first or the third; ideas, thus, travel readily from the intellectual
to the political elites without sufficient expert screening and, hence, empirical
testing.
Even when the three kinds of units are segregated and resources are provided for them, some mixing of functions and interpenetration are to be
expected. Thus, seeking to participate in or affect the societal evaluative
trends, political elites penetrate into the 1ntellectual realm; unaffiliated
intellectuals become "co-opted" by or actually share in the margins of power;
and experts get involved in intellectual criticism and anticipation of political
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considerations, pre-empting both roles and, to a degree, neglecting their
own. 53 In comparison to earlier societies, which suffered from considerable
political penetration into t he expert realm, pluralistic post-modern societies
often suffer from a lack of sufficient political guidance for experts (especially
in the relations between civilia n political elites and military experts}. The
active society requires the reassertion of the primacy of political guidance
over the experts' view of the world.
The three filters' funnel significantly affects knowledge not only of society
but also of other societal actors. The same basic structure and processes
appear also on the sub-societal level, such as between the University and the
state capital in Madison, Wisconsin; East Lansing, Michigan; and Austin,
Texas; the body of a church ; a labor movement, and so on. In all these
situations, we suggest, a division of labor among the three kinds of elites is
functional, and some conflict among them is inevitable and also functional.
The critic, like the true prophet, cannot expect to be the court's favorite; the
expert cannot have the intellectual's prerogatives; and the policy-maker
cannot hope to please both.
The critical function is not hindered by inter-elite tensions and conflicts;
instead such confl ict may prevent the elites from losing their distinctive
identities and the members from excessive interaction across elite boundaries
rather than with members of their own elite. Tension and conflict become
dysfunctional only when they rise to a level at which access is blocked and the
conditions for work and for autonomy are undermined.

The Roles of the Publics
The interaction among the three kinds of elites does not take place in a
societal vacuum ; elites affect and are affected by the publics, especially the
active ones. First, the deliberations of the political elites are inevitably
affected by the publics' views of reality and their subsequent evaluations,
and therefore by the degree to which the new expert findings and intellectual
orientations (evaluations) are accepted. 54 Second, because the publics
affect the structural relations among the three kinds of elites, the degrees to
which there are tolerance for intellectuals, respect for experts, and support
for the elites in power have a contextuating impact on both the actions and
relations of the three kinds of elites.
Basically, there are two channels from the loci of societal criticism to the
loci of political power. One is contact between intellectuals and political
elites, either direct or mediated by ex.perts 55 • Second, there is the more indirect route of appeals to the publics and to the political opposition-Le.,
attempts to tra nsform the communities-of-assumptions of the publics and to
mobilize political support in O{der to force a change in the assumptions of the
political elites.
The more institutionalized politics are, the more the first channel would
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be expected to be open, although we expect to find strong barriers en route in
even the most effectively institutionalized political system because the political
filter must be much more narrow than the intellectual one. Societies can be
compared according to their relative reliance on the two channels; as a
smaller amount of criticism travels through one channel, a greater burden is
placed on the other. For instance, the United States may be seen as having
moved toward a greater opening of the direct channel if the last generations
of the modern age are compared with the first post-modern generation,
though different national administrations can be ranked differently on this
account. 56 But at the same time, the two channels should not be viewed as
mutually exclusive alternatives ; progres.s in one is often related to progress in
the other. The public paid more attention to Michael Harrington's book
about poverty in the United States after it became known that President
Kennedy had read it with interest. 57
The foregoing discussio n of the interaction between the elites and the
membership of societal units (both in this and in the preceding chapter)
focused upon publics rather than collectivities and political o rganizations.
The publics referred to here are often the members of one or more collectivities and their political organizations. "Active public," then, refers to the
active members of a collectivity, and " passive public" refers to the other
members. Active and passive publics are often bound together in one
collectivity and/or political organization, with the more active members
leading the more passive ones. The a nalysis of knowledge processes, though,
can proceed, as we attempt here, without specifying at each step the morphological bases of each public and of the relations among them, because the
knowledge held by the members, we suggest, is relatively more independent
of structural position and o rganizational activation than their values and
especially their interests. Therefore we have deferred analysis of the relations
among elites, collectivities, and political organizations until the concepts of
commitment and power are introduced.
Our purpose here is not to construct a full macro~sociology of knowledge
but to illustrate the directions in which it may evolve if a societal guidance
perspective is maintained. The three kinds of filters and the relations among
the units that specialize in their services and between these units and the
publics seem to be the most essential components to be considered. Two
conclusions seem to emerge from this preliminary exploration: (a) The oftenrepeated emphasis on the need for pluralism in the production of societal
knowledge points to only one (though major) functional prerequisite for an
active society. The systematic provision for the three filters- intellectual,
expert, and political-and for their a rticulation with each other and with the
publics is essential. (b) A society that is free to test its ideas and to try out
fundamentally new ones cannot be restricted to approaching the world and
itself merely through the narrow political filter of the elites in power; such a
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society must provide for fundamental criticism and be open to it. Such a selfcriticaJ society- active in its use of societaJ knowJedge-cannot be brought
about unless the post-modern society is transformed by a fuller exercise of the
critical function.
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CHAPTER 9

Societal Knowledge:
Its Distribution and Reallocation

Tus

FAR, the knowl<dge of each acto' o' group of ado"
has been treated independently, and the intra-unit organization of knowledge
has been explored. We now deal with the role of societal knowledge in
affecting the relations among societal units. The major assumption on which
the following discussion rests is that knowledge, both as a product and in
terms of the facilities for its production, can be fruitfull y viewed as a societal
asset. and that the distribution of this asset among collectivities and societies
significantly affects their position in this stratification structure and their
political interaction. The macroscopic significance of knowledge-distribution,
as we shall see, is an important factor in terms of which the modern and the
post-modern periods differ.
Generally, when units interact, the most knowledgeable unit- all other
things equal-will be the most effective. We say "generally" because an actor
might overinvest in the production of knowledge, neglecting other
functional needs and, thus, undermine hjs goals, the advancement of which
197
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depends on balancing the service of the various needs. i., Thus, there is an
equivalent on the macro-level of the inactive scholar-ancient Athens, toward the end of the Golden Age, for instance-but such "refl.ective" societal
units are not common. Underinvestment in the production of knowledge,
especially in those aspects of knowledge more directly geared to realitytesting, is much more prevalent.

The Symbolization of Society: A Historical Trend
Growth of the Symbolic Sector
Historically, we suggest, there has been a secular trend in which symbols
have become increasingly significant, while the relative importance of objects
has declined.t This trend began in the modern period but seems to have
accelerated since the advent of the post-modern era. Here we deal mainly with
the sector of the symbolic realm in which the trend is most visible-societal
knowledge. The increased symbolization of society ts of twofold interest:
Symbolic elements, as suggested above, are more malleable than objects, and
therefore, the greater the role of symbolic elements in a society, the more
readily, at least potentially, that society may be recast; and the controlling
processes (as well as those processes which are controlled) are, as we have
seen, more symbolic than uncontrolled societal processes. Consequently, an
increased symbolization of societal processes in principle increases the
societal capacity to actualize the potential inherent in the increased
malleability of society.
Indication!! of the growth in the role of symbolic elements can be seen in
the main sectors of post-modern societies. Beginning with the economic
sector, the United States by 1958 became the first society in which more than
half of the labor force was involved in the tertiary, service sector of the
economy while less than half was employed in mining, agriculture, and
manufacturing. 2 Services differ from primary and secondary productive
activities in that they deal more with symbols and less with objects. The
economies of other societies, as they progress further into the post-modern
age, seem to be following a similar pattern.
• The reference notes for this chapte,r appear on page 214.
t On symbolic elements in society, see Albert Salomon, "Symbols and Images in the
Constitution of Society," and Alfred Schutz, "Symbol, Reality and Society," in Lyman
Bryson, Louis Finkelstein, Hudson Hoagland, R. M. Maciver, eds., Symholw and Society
(New York: Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion in Their Relation to the
Democratic Way of Life, 1955, Distributed by Harper & Brothers, New York), pp. 103-133,
and 135-203.
A proposition similar to ours was advanced by Daniel Bell, "Notes on the Postindustrial Society <n.'' The Public Jlllere.rt No. 6 (Winter, 1967), pp. 27- 28.
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Among the service industries, one may distinguish a sub-sectorincreasingly referred to as the knowledge industry-which includes research
and development, education, and communications. 3 One author has estimated
that total expenditure for knowledge in the United States in 1958 was almost
29 per cent of the GNP, 4 and the continued growth of the knowledge industry,
absolute and relative, was widely expected.
This growth in the role of symbolic elements is not limited to the economic
sector. The proportion of the total military expenditure spent on research
and development has sharply risen since the advent of the post-modern
period. It has been suggested that beginning with the early 1960s, the strategic
arms race between the superpowers is to be measured less in quantitative
terms, such as the numbers of missiles and nuclear weapons, and more in
qualitative terms, such as the speed at which a country is able to shift from
obsolescent models to newer ones (e.g., from fluid to soliJ propellant missiles).
These qualitative developments are largely dependent on research and
development. 5 The growing importance of research for health is well known.
It is illustrated by the fact that since the beginning of the post-modern
period, the number of research MDs has grown much more rapidly than the
number of MDs engaged in medical treatment. The total expenditure of the
United States on research and development has risen from $1.5 billion in
1945 to an estimated $17.3 billion in 1963. 6 The total expenditure on knowledge, both in absolute figures and as a percentage of GNP, has grown
similarly 7 • While the increase is not expected to continue at the same rate, one
characteristic which distinguishes post-modern from modern societies is a
large, permanent-and probably growing-sector devoted to the production
of knowledge.
Between 1960 and 1965, the United States government spent considerably
more on research and development than on three other "permanent" sectors
combined-subsidies to farmers, support to veterans of all previous wars, and
foreign aid. Parallel statistics on the Soviet Union are not readily available,
but trends in the USSR also indicate the increasing importance of research
and development. 8 And even though their rate of increase is lower, other
industrialized nations have moved in the same direction as they are entering
the post-modern periO<I.

Education as a Base of Stratification
A second reason that society is becoming more symbolic is that the
foundations of stratification are becoming more symbolic and therefore more
malleable as the importance of education as a stratification base increases
while that of economic factors declines. While education does have an
"objective" base, and while there are growing similarities between a
university with large government contracts and an R & D corporation,
education is still much more symbolic than even post-modern economic
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activities. This holds both for the differences in the products of the two
kinds of societal activities and for their processes of production. The product
of educational activities is a change in the state of the mind and character of
those educated. Since the process through which this change is produced is
based chiefly on interactions between the educators and those gaining an
education, facilities and material are relatively unimportant.
The role of education is becoming even more important with the transition
from the modern to the post-modern period. Formal higher education
geared to specific industrial, technical, or professional needs (as distinct from
"diffuse" religious or humanistic education)9 is a typical feature of modern
societies and is a component of modernization in developing countries. With
the transition to the post-modern society, new and added emphasis is given
to specialized education in terms of the proportion of the population that
acq uires a professional or graduate education, 10 the length of the median
stay in educational institutions, 11 and the underemployment of less educated
groups along with the overemployment of more educated ones. 12
The increase in the portion of the population which has received higher
education and the extension of the years of education are accompanied by
changes both in the role of education in the stratification structure of society
and in the relations between the economic and educational basis of status:
As societies move deeper into the post-modern period, there seems to be a
slow but definite shift from education as a reflection of economic relationships
to education as a determinant of such relationships. 13 In modem pluralistic
societies, the societal status of a person seems to have been more determined
by the income and wealth of his parents and by his ethnic and racial origins
than is the case in the post-modern period. 14 While educational achievements,
even in the post-modern period, are still significantly affected by ascribed
societal status, 1 s the trend seems to be toward a relative freeing of education
from such "background" factors. This has been attained, to a very limited
degree, through societal guidance toward a less inegalitarian allocation of
educational resources among units, be they nations, parts of nations, or
neighborhoods in cities. 16 A more significant gain in this regard was effected
by proceeding the other way around-by moving members from lower status
groups to better educational institutions via special recruitment mechanisms,
fellowships, and assistance in "catching up."
As the pattern of access to education has changed, the stratification effect
of education has also increased: Although higher education is not becoming
the only m~jor basis of mobility (with the non-college educated constituting
the lower class, the college educated the middle class, and holders of higher
degrees the upper classes 17), education still seems to be of increasing significance in determining economic status. 18 Also, the normative weight and
prestige value of education have increased. Thus, education's role as a general
basis of status, of stratification, has grown. And, in that sense, societal
structure has become more symbolic and more malleable. (Statements about
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trends presented in this section ought to be viewed as propositions, like other
statements included in this volume. We add this note here because the data
seems particularly conflicting and cannot be discussed here.)

Knowledge as a Propellant of Tramformation
The increasing role of knowledge as a transforming force 1ias been
recognized in studies of the development of new nations and of the economic
growth of older ones. Economists formerly stressed the accumulation of
capital or the development of specific industries as a "take-off" base for
economic development. More recently, however, several leading economists
have emphasized the significance of investment in "human" capital, in
cd ucation and training. 19
Similarly, there is a growing recog nition of the role of investment in
research and development in providing for the continued economic growth of
developed nations. In the modern period, many economists, especially of the
left, expected capitalism to die of overcapacity. They argued that the ability
to produce would outgrow demand, and subsequent unemployment and
further decline in demand would lead to the collapse of the economy. When
capitalism did not collapse, increasing stress was placed on the role of
innovation, of finding new products to create new demands. 2 For a while,
it was held that " prosperity depends on inve3tment, investment on technology,
and technology on science. Ergo, prosperity depends on science. " 21 More
recently, it became evident that special conditions must be met for the
knowledge industry to have the expected transforming power. Between 1958
and 1963, for example, Brita in increased its expenditures on research and
development by almost 60 per cent, but its economy grew at a much slower
pace. This points to the fact that a mere increase in the size of the knowledge
industry does not proportionally spur the economy. In the United States,
federal expenditures on research and development grew from $3.1 billion in
1953 to $10.4 billion in 1962, but the economic growth rate was smaller than
in the preceding ten years when the R & 0 investments were below $3
billion. 22
Recent inquiries have devoted increased attention to the analysis of the
conditions under which knowledge has a greater or smaller propellant force.
This question has both substantive and analytic aspects. Substantively, the
knowledge industry in pluralistic societies is more nationally guided than
most other industries. In the United States, for instance, almost two-thirds
of all R & D expenditures are fina nced by the federal government, and the
government itself purchases most of the products. 23 That is, the government
not only finances the activity, leaving the actual control to other authorities
(as is largely the case with medical and educational activities), but also
specifies the products ordered and checks the output.
The implications of this extensive national control of the knowledge

°
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industry for the societal effects of new knowledge are not clear. Some argue
that it retards the innovative capacity of the knowledge industry and, thus,
curtails its transforming effect. Others, noting that the main alternative to a
nationally guided knowledge industry is private enterprise, argue that private
knowledge-production would have even less transforming force. A third
possibility is the public but non-governmental ownership and organization of
the knowledge industry, as in "private" universities. While this may remove
many of the constraints on the innovative orientation of knowledge production, there is little assurance that the knowledge thus produced will be encompassing and societally relevant. tn short, the modes of the societal
control of knowledge production-and not just the size of the sector-greatly
affect the extent of the transforming effect of new knowledge and its role as a
societal factor.
Analytically, the relationships between the differential distribution of
investment in various knowledge sectors (governmental, other public,
private) and the differential propelling force of various kinds of new knowledge are of major interest because they focus attention on the fact that
societies differ greatly not only in the degrees to which their collectivities are
integrated but also in the degrees to which their various functional sectors are
Jinked. "Functional sector" refers to all the activities of a societal unit that
are chiefly devoted to the service of one societal function, e.g., education.
("Institutions" refers to the normative principles applied in the societal
regulation of such activities.) We shall refer to these links between functional
sectors as cross-sectoral links. The weaker the links between any two sectors,
the less likely is a change in one of them to cause a change in the other
(referred to as secondary-priming, because the change is not originated in
this other sector). Cross-sectoral links are a major factor in studies of development (to what degree can a modern occupational sector develop with a
traditional or transitional socialization and procreation sector?), of political
unification (can two or more societies merge their economies without merging
their polities?), and of societal knowledge (which knowledge-sectors' expansions "spill over" to a greater extent into economic growth?).
One explanation for .the relatively small secondary-priming effect of the
United States and the British knowledge-industries is their heavy concentration on military and space R & D. 24 Of the more than $14.8 hillion spent
by the Federal government in the United States in fiscal year 1965 for research
and deveJopment, more than 89 per cent was spent on space and defense. The
suggestion that military and space research is particularly unproductive from
this viewpoint-as compared to medical, social, and civilian research-calls
attention to several generic inter-sectoral barriers: (a) For knowledge to
have a large secondary-priming effect, relatively free communication between
the knowledge sector and the other societal sectors is necessary; studies of
military and space research suggest that secrecy may be a major inter-sector
barrier. 25 (b) New knowledge seems to flow more readily among sectors that
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are similar in their functional requirements. Military and space research is
reported to produce esoteric products and techniques--especially in its
attempts to anticipate "hostile" environments-and this sets this research
apart from the needs of most of the civilian economy, 26 which deals with
"friendly" environments. For instance, products made for outer space or war
conditions are overhardened a nd unnecessarily precise for the living room or
swimming pool. (c) The question of property rights to new knowledge
generates a set of new problems, from the question of copyright to the right
to a finding made in military research that has civilian applications. The low
capacity for legal innovation- e.g., formulating, gaining the legislation, and
enforcing a new copyright law-has also been a barrier. 27
Much more leverage is exercised, we suggest, by research and development
sectors which are linked to a greater degree to the rest of society, such as
.medical, consumer, and social research. Western European societies, whose
research and development expenditures in the 50s and early 60s were largely
civilian, had a higher economic growth rate than the United States, whose
investment in military and space R & Din the same period was 82 per cent of
the total R & D budget. 28 Thus, it seems that if investments in knowledge are
to propel a national economy and to generate related societal changes, for
the societal role of knowledge to increase, investments must occur in those
knowledge sectors most closely linked to the other societal sectors. It is,
thus, not merely a question of more versus less investment in knowledge,
but into which knowledge sectors new investments are channeled.

Symbolization and Inter-Actor Penetration
An unanticipated consequence of the growth of symbolization in postmodern societies is the macroscopic effect of differences in the technology of
penetration (e.g., surveilla nce electronics) on interaction a mong societal
units, a factor which had only marginal importance in earlier periods.
Penetration refers to the capacity of one actor to learn the internal processes
of another by linking one of his review overlays to the other actor's control
processes. Guided societal units were often concerned with d iscovering the
actual goals, policie.c;, and internal relations of other societal units, 29 but in
earlier periods such penetration was li mited both in capacity and subject
matter. 30
The fact that the new technology of penetration has been the subject of
popular treatments should not hinder serious analysis of its socio-political
conscq uences for the post-modern period. 31 The significance of the new
technology derives only in part from the fact that its instrumcnb can he
miniaturized and concealed or that their operative range and power has
been greatly increased; another important factor is the change in societal processes. As the activities of a social unit become more symbolic and guided,
penetration becomes moi:c consequential. Thus, if the production plans of a
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factory which produces capital goods are discovered by a competitor who
does not have the means of producing such goods, the plans themselves will
not provide them. On the other hand, when the assets are largely symbolic, as
in the post-modern drug industry where new research findings constitute
the major value of a new product, their communication to a competitor may
provide the opportunity for a major gain. 32 Similarly, if two producers, let us
say, of tooth paste, turn out practically identical products whose differential
value is based on image-differentiation, one company may make a major gain
in obtaining the advertising plans of the other33 by building its advertising on
its competitor's plans. On the international level, the decoding of secret
messages sent by a government to its diplomatic representatives in other
countries is more consequential the more the world-wide guidance of forei gn
policy comes from the national capital.34
The exploration of the societal effects of the new technologies of penetration (and the related communications-knowledge technology) illustrates
one unanticipated consequence of the increase in the symbolization of
society-the increased potentia l not only for societal malleability but also for
societal manipulability; other factors which increase the symbolization of
society have the same basic effect. 3 5 The full effect of these factors, however,
cannot be understood until we take into account that they do not affect all
the actors involved to the same degree. The differential distribution of
knowledge, its societal effects, and the capacity of societies to guide the
distribution of this resource among their members are, consequently, our
next subjects.

Distribution, Redistribution and Guidance
Skewed Distribution
We have already sugge:ited that the amount and quality of societal
knowledge significantly affect societal action ; that the role of societal knowledge has grown historically; and that the large-scale use of knowledge
requires investment of assets, development of new forms of societal
organization (such as research organizations), and institutional patterns
(such as freedom for fundamental criticism and contact between political
and " knowledge" elites). We suggest, therefore, that (a) th~se assets and
techniques for the production, processing, and application of knowledge are
unevenly distributed among societies and collectivities: and that (b) th<!
inequality in the distribution of knowledge is greater than that of many other
assets, especially utilitarian ones. 36 The more significant knowledge becomes
in affecting interaction, the grearer will be the effect of this inequality. The
developed countries annually invest more in their knowledge industry than
developing nations invest in all their means of production combined. 37
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There is a significant emigration of highly trained men from "have-not" to
"have" countries. 38 Moreover, inventions made in "have-not" countries are
rapidly bought by "have" countries, but the opposite fl.ow seems much
smaller. As a consequence of all these factors, (c) inequality in knowledge
grows continually.
Similar inequalities exist within societies. For instance, the most affluent
states in the United States have almost twice times the income per capita of
the poorest states, and many states have no high-quality institutions of higher
learning, and their generally inadequate secondary schools make their use of
the universities of other states problematic. Fifty per cent of R & D expenditures were concentrated in three states (California, New York, and
Massachusetts). 39 Similar inequalities are common within other societies.

Some Illustrations
Since we have just discussed the effects of the new technology of penetration, let us consider the effects of its uneven distribution among societal
actors. Similar illustrations could be provided for other knowledgeind ustries. 40 As long as manufacturers of drugs, toothpaste, or arms regularly
inter-penetrate each other, the effects of such inter-penetration are likely to
"cancel out" and some arrangement to limit inter-penetration may be
developed. But when the advantage is unbalanced, the new penetration
technology becomes a major source of power. It allows one actor to "read"
the signals of the controlling overlayer of another without reciprocal
capacities on the part of the other actor. Furniture salesmen, thus, gain a
unilateral advantage by "reading" the intentions of their customers with
listening devices in their showrooms; 41 corporations benefit from installing
hidden microphones in places where their employees gather; authoritarian
and totalitarian governments use the new technology of penetration to render
indigenous opposition even more ineffective; and industrialized nations
magnify their capacities to sway underdeveloped ones. 42
In the early and mid-1960s, the Soviet Union and the United States
based strategic defense increasingly on their missile technologies. The missiles
with larger yields and longer ranges were land-based (as.distinct from those
carried by submarines which had comparatively smaller yields and shorter
ranges). The United States protected its land-based missile force largely by
"hardening" their emplacements; the USSR tried to conceal the placements.
This meant that prevention of communication-penetration was much more
important for the USSR's national security than for that of the United
States. One may wish to reverse the statement to read that the USSR based
its security on concealment because it was, or thought it was, more able to
prevent communication-penetration, and the statement still holds true.
Gaining knowledge about other actors is only in part a question of
"illegitimate" activities. Open sources are probably the most effective way of
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penetration. But in practice the two correlate; societal units which arc more
able to penetrate others illicitly tend also to be those which have a significantly greater capacity to obtain and process open information, from
observation-satellites to sociological surveys.
Social science plays a role in both overt and covert inter-unit penetration,
especially when the political attitudes of members of societal units other than
the acting one are involved. The United States regularly surveys the attitudes
of citizens of other countries toward its policy, which helps in its negotiations with these nations, in its information policy toward them, and in
formulating its alliance policies. 43 Jn earlier generations, the ruling classes
surveyed the attitudes of the p oor. 44 Some s uch information gathering
exi:stcd in ancient China, Egypt, and Greece. But these efforts were sporadic,
almost completely qualitative, usually unreliable, and of limited sociopolitical importance. The systematic and regular usc of relatively rc:liable
social science techniques for such purposes significantly alters their scope and
effect. The availability of these techniques for penetration purposes is
stratified (among nations-in favor of the developed ones; among classes- in
favor of the more affluent and more innovative ones; and among political
units- in favor of those in office). 4 5 And, again, their macroscopic effects
rest in their unequal distribution. 46

ls Knowledge a Scarce Commodity?
One characteristic of knowledge somewhat mitigates the effect of its
particularly skewed distribution: Unlike other products, the output of the
knowledge sector is to some extent not subject to the laws of scarcity and of
supply and demand. Knowledge is a pattern of symbols, and symbols can be
transmitted without being lost. The teacher possesses no less knowledge after
he has taught; nor does a book hold less information after it has been read.
The American people are no less healthy if the findings of American medical
research are made available to other countries. However, this characteristic
of knowledge has fewer mitigating effects than might at first be expected.
(a) There is some loss involved in the sharing of knowledge. The teacher
who trains others is reducing, at least in some circumstances, the market for
his skills. (b) Knowledge has carriers in the material world which are subject
to the laws of scarcity-i.e., a book used by one student cannot be used at the
same time by others. Moreover, both books and teachers have amortization
rates.
While in some sectors of the knowledge industry, especially teaching and
"arm chair" research, the role of material resources is relatively small, most
societal investment is in applied research and development where the object
components are relatively significant. Thus, the findings of American medical
research may be made available to other nations, but often their application
requires expensive medical technology and trained personnel. Engineers,
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unlike books, cannot be cheaply transported and reproduced. Hence,
ultimately knowledge resources must be taken from some in order to be
given to others, or-if the resources arc new-some have to give up their
claims to them if the less endowed are to gain.
The same holds for the distribution of resources among the goals of one
societal actor. At any one time, knowledge resources are unevenly available
for various societal goals. In the fiscal year 1965, the United States invested
more than 55 per cent of the federal R & D budget (which accounted for
about two-third·s of the national R & D expenditures) in military R & D
and more than 34 per cent in space R & D {half of which was indirectly
military). The rest, less than I l per cent, was devoted to medical, social,
international, and all other civilian research. 47 In part, this distribution
reflected the strong emphasis 011 military goals; it roughly paralleled the
percentage of the non-R & D federal budget that was spent on the military,
although it was disproportionate on space (4.3 per cent of the non-R & D
budget vs. 34 per cent of R & 0). Aside from deliberate priorities, however,
the distribution reflected other factors, such as the quality of the political
leadership of various federal agencies and congressional committees, the
public appeal of the respective activities of these agencies. and the relevance
of these activities to international versus domestic values. NASA, for
instance, led by a publicity-minded, politically astute elite and supported by
two Congressional committees, related its lunar project to the cold war and
gained much more support than the timid, domestic-minded, basic research
of the National Science Foundation. 48 That is, the allocation of knowledge-.
investments among various national usages did not parallel national needs
and purposes because of the impact of "irrelevant" considerations; there
were not enough disposable* resources for all goals. And thus, here too, if
some goals were to be more fully served, others would have to yield some of
the R & D resources they previously commanded.

Societal Guidance of the Knowledge-Sector
To what degree docs a societal unit, even a post-modern one, command
the capacity for the internal reassignment of knowledge resources? Does the
distribution of knowledge resources respond largely to other processcse.g., the outcome of inter-agency rivalries-or can it be made to respond to
national goals and needs ?49 A major need for the societal guidance of

* "Disposable" resources refer to the resources available tor distribution to the unit
under sludy. II is often argued Ihat an affluent society can afford to satisfy both iis military
and civilian needs. But affluence here characterizes the total societal assets an<l not
lhose available to the political overlayer. While the amount of <lispo~able income may be
increased, there arc sharp limits to 1he degree to which this can be done, and at each point
in time, whatever the amount of resources available, the pattern of their allocation
constitutes an analytically independ1:nt question.
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knowledge arises not from the incompatibility between societal priorities
and the distribution of knowledge resources, but from the anti-social applications of some of these resources. This cybernetic issue is illustrated by the
marketing of insufficiently tested drugs, so which suggested the need for some
governmental regulation of the knowledge-industries. At the beginning of
the post-modern period, there were almost no such regulations. Since then,
they have evolved primarily in the highly industrialized societies but are still
absent or ineffectual in most others. And even in the United States, the
United Kingdom, and Western Germany, such regulations seem to lag far
behind the societal needs. 51
At the advent of the post-modern period, the conception of the national
guidance of the production and use of knowledge was alien to the Western
tradition. It was still believed that scientists are best left free to pursue what·
ever paths they wish. 52 While this was rarely explicitly stated, it was widely
assumed that the society has to adjust to the societal implications Qf new
knowledge.
This was part of the very ideology that supported the rise of industrial
society. The Industrial Revolution was an encompassing societal change
carried out largely by the accommodation of old institutions to newly
invented machines and means of transportation, and by the evolution of new
societal institutions, such as work segregated from family and the modern
metropolis, geared to industrial needs. The changes entailed are widely
viewed as desirable on balance because the resulting increase in utilitarian
assets provided for greater realization of many values. While numerous
social critics suggested that society would have done better without both the
"benefits" and "costs" of industrialization, or that many of the benefits
could have been achieved at a much lower societal cost, these criticisms
had little effect on the evolution of industrial society. At least those in power
accepted societal adjustment to rather than guidance of technological
change. 53 (The fact that many of the gains were evident late in the transition,
while the costs were apparent earlier, is a further indication of the at least
implicit acceptance of the change.)
It is essential to observe, from our viewpoint, that no society has had
any real choice in the matter. When the steam engine was invented in Britain,
iteither the government nor any other societal agency reviewed the conse·
quences of its spread before mass production began. Actually, few could
foresee the scope of mechanization, and Britain was neither aware of the
consequences of mechanization nor in command of the instruments
necessary to guide its development. Since the 1760s, British society largely
has been accommodating to a technological revolution, a process that has
not yet been completed. Societal guidance mechanisms of the United States,
Germany, and other "late comers" do not seem to have greatly benefited
from the British experience; they were too weak to be able to collect, analyze,
absorb, and utilize this knowledge.
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It may be said that while the society made no such decision, a prevailing
sub-sodety did. But while the new industrial class probably on balance
favored the transition, most of the members of the rural and aristocratic
classes did not; the latter, however, did not have the capacities to block the
transformation. Moreover, there is no evidence that the industrial class was
aware of the societal world it was creating and the effects it would have on
others and on the lives of its own members. After all, they were not exempted
from the rising rates of suicide, crime, alcoholism, and mental disturbance.
Possibly, if the members of the industrial class had met in a town hall in
1800 and been informed of all the desirable and undesirable outcomes of
their efforts, they may still have opted for industrialization. However, no
such meeting-or its socio-political equivalent-took place, and given the
societal guidance capacities in 1800, the collective decision that would have
been made probably could not have prevented industrialization. It perhaps
was even more difficult for "late comers"; while they could see the effects of
industrialization on other societies, they also faced the pressure of the new
power that industrialization gave to these other societies.
Societal guidance capacities have increased since the Industrial Revolu·
tion which marked the advent of the modern age, but the major tech·
nological invention that led to the initiation of the post-modern period was
still accommodated to rather than guided by societies; they barely estimated
rather than systematically attempted to anticipate and affect the resultant
societal changes. The American and British governments set out to develop
atomic and thermonuclear weapons with only rather limited ideas of their
international and societal implications 54 and without public knowledge or
consent.
At present, scientists in various laboratories explore chemical means of
controlling behavior; psychological research is being conducted that could
lead to effective subliminal advertising; and drugs are being developed that
will enable parents to choose the sex of their children. 55 The societal forces
that will promote the introduction of these new technologies when they
become available are already present. They include the military (e.g., use of
chemical means of warfare), 56 private industry (e.g., subliminal advertising),
and the universities, who tend to favor uninhibited and public research on
almost everything (e.g., sex research). Thus, conceptions of national interest,
financial profit, and truth all play a role. There is, however, no societal
agency that systematically attempts to explore the implications of new tech·
nologies. While social critics occasionally discuss these implications (largely
after the technology itself is available), they do not command the necessary
resources and professional staff for comprehensive study and testing.
Furthermore, their access to and capacity to communicate with the decision·
makers are limited. Agencies in charge of overseeing segments of the
knowledge-industry-the American Food and Drug Administration, for
instance-are politically weak, understaffed, and underfinanced and have
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narrow jurisdiction. Other agencies are controlled by the very forces which
promote the use of the new technologies, and they are critical only about
details. Thus, for example, the RAND Corporation, financed chiefly by the
United States Air Force, was critical of some weapons systems58 but is most
unlikely to promote an inquiry into the validity of the basic community-ofassumptions of the Air Force itself: Potent and varied military technologies
provide the mainstay of national security.
In short, we suggest that post-modern societies still have a basically
passive, accommodating view of the relations between technology and
society. This issue becomes more macroscopic as (a) more research is
conducted, (b) its yields are more rapidly injected into the society, and (c)
more research is oriented not toward realizing such consensual goals as
health but toward class or nationalistic goals.
The adjustments that societies make to new technologies are themselves
often a .kind of societal cost; it is, however, spread among several subsocicties, and the total cost to any one sub-society may well not reach a
"crisis" level. If all the costs of industrialization had been imposed on the
workers, they might have rebelled or their productivity might have fallen so
low as to make the system unworkable. But typically, other classes are also
affected. Whatever the severity and distribution of the dislocations caused by
industrialization, the basic question remains: Can society continually
accommodate to whatever new technologies are thrust upon it by a growing
knowledge industry and its commercial and political allies? In normative
terms, does the value of unlimited freedom for researchers outweigh the
possible consequences for billions of people, generation after generation?
In morphological terms, can research be contextually guided without being
stifled?
It may be argued that the sub-societies, which favor uninhibited research
and promote the societal introduction of the findings-such as the managerial
classes, the drug industry, or the armed services-have a higher anticipatory
capacity than the rest of the society (including the government). It may be
further argued that the issue is not a lack of societal investment in anticipa·
tion and control of the technological developments but rather a societal lack
of will and power vis-a-vis these sub-societies. Our proposition is that while a
lack of power over these sub-societies partially accounts for a society's
inability to guide its technology, part of the deficiency is due to a lack of
societal investment in the attempt to ascertain the consequences of new
knowledge. from this viewpoint, the various partisans of technology are not
much more effective than the representatives of society as a whole.
Second, because of the pluralistic nature of societal decision-making, the
capacity of these sub-societies to control technological developments is even
smaller than their ability to anticipate the societal consequences implicit in
the new technologies. If, for instance, one industry decides to forego
subliminal advertising, others may not follow suit; only a central societal
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guidance system could prevent the spread of such advertising.* Thus, our
exploration of the guidance of knowledge returns us to the question of the
societal capacity for such guidance.
rt may be argued that it is irrelevant to focus on the production of knowledge because the uses to which society puts new knowledge are not
determined by the nature of the knowledge but depend on the structure and
organization of the society itself. For example, if and when subliminal advertising is available routinely and inexpensively, it will be used differently
in Communist China than in the United States. While this is a valid
observation, it does not follow that the nature of the new input is inconsequential. Actually, one of the surprising features of this problem is that
societies which vary on many dimensions similarly "succumb" to basically
the same technologies, such as unsafe cars, the mass production of cigarettes,
or the mass use of water-polluting detergents. He who contends that these
technologies are promoted chiefly by a power elite and its societal allies (e.g.,
automobile manufacturers) will have to recognize that the similar t~h
nologies (e.g., unsafe cars) have similar a-social effects in social-democratic
and Communist nations. Of course, vested interests do have an effect, and
occasionally the same basic distortion (e.g., neglect of safety) is caused by
different factors. We seek to stress, however, that the capacity for the societal
guidance of the use of knowledge is one central factor, and it is low in
societies that differ significantly in their socio-political and ·economic
structures.
Post-modern pluralistic societies seem to exhibit a historical tendency
toward a slow increase in the societal guidance of knowledge. A much larger
increase, however, is needed if a society is to be active in this area. A central
element for the additional growth of the societal guidance of knowledge is
more legitimation of such guidance. We may be able to learn about the
conditions under which it will arise from the history of economic laissez
faire as a conception of the societal organization of the production of goods
and services. The decline in the legitimacy of economic laissez faire policies
preceded the decline of laissez faire in the organization of the production of
knowledge, just as the mass production of goods and its subsequent dislocations preceded the mass production of knowledge and its dislocations. By
now, economic control is widely legitimated, for it is recognized that there is
only little actual laissez faire production of goods, many societal values
require some guidance of the economy, and prescriptive state control of the
economy is only one, and probably not the most effective, form of societal
guidance.
While all these statements apply to the production of knowledge as well,
the ideology of laissez faire still has much potency with regard to this industry,
not only among liberals but also among the Left. Few are aware of the fact
• This issue is explored later in the chapters dealing with decision-making.
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that in post-modern pluralistic societies, the production of knowledge is
already more nationally guided than the rest of the economy. Secondly,
federal control is either direct (so-called "in-house" research) or involves a
high degree of specification of the product, and only rarely is there the
"finance without strings" prescribed by the ideological model.
One major reason, as we suggested above, that such a comparatively high
degree of national guidance has few "stifling" effects on the production of
knowledge is that most of the knowledge production is applied research or
development which can be contextually guided with few dysfunctions. The
consumer industry has many closely-supervised researchers working on
specific problems. While engineers and technicians are not so closely controlled or controllable as unskilled labor, neither are they usually as free "to
follow any lead" as, it is said, the scientist is in his laboratory. Moreover, in
most pluralistic societies, a national guidance mechanism began to develop in
the second decade of the post-modern period. Congressional committees
that specialize in "science," the office of Science and Technology in the
White House, and the Ministry for Science in Britain are part of this kind of
mechanism. 59 National academies and professional and disciplinary associations also provide some societal control.
In short, the problem is not only a lack of guidance per se but also
deficient legitimation of the societal guidance of knowledge; a paucity of
means and resources; the over-pluralistic, under-centralized nature of guidance systems; and the lack of an anticipatory and therefore preventive
guidance system-at present most such mechanisms defer review until after
the technology has been introduced, thus making "recall" much more costly,
if not impossible, and engendering accommodation rather than creative
adaptation.*
While totalitarian polities may well have experienced a control of the
knowledge industry that was too extensive and too prescriptive for the full
development of this industry-especially as far as basic research is concerned-even they do not seem to have amassed the means by which the
reallocation of knowledge resources may be accomplished. For example, the
concentration of educational facilities in the major cities of the Soviet Union
is not in accord with the societal goals, but attempts to redistribute them are at
best partially successful. 60 Thus, overcontrol of some areas (e.g, basic research, especially in genetics) may be combined with a deficient control
capacity in others.
Active societal guidance of the knowledge industry requires a differential
rather than a total increase in existing guidance mechanisms: It should be
relatively extensive when dealing with applied research-and, especially, with
development-and minimal in basic research. Thus, scientists can be free to
• On various arguments for and against this proposition, sec the later chapter dealing
with societal decision-making.
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study genetics (and there might be no way to curb them without curbing
science altogether). But when it comes to an application of these basic
insights---e.g., the development of a drug which allows parents to determine
the sex of their future child-much more thorough societal examination of
the consequences, policy formation, and regulation, through a combination
of public supervision and professional self-discipline, seem possible without
undermining the bases of the production of knowledge. Tl111s, the guidance of
knowledge in an active society may well focus on tire use of knowledge rather
than on its production.

A Genetic and a Synchronic Aspect
Although several of these societal guidance problems are generic and are
discussed below in the section on decision-making, the societaJ guidance of
knowledge has some unique features that are reviewed here. First, knowledge
production has a much longer lead time than most other goods and services.
Therefore the systematic programming involved in the creation of new
facilities and in the training of new professional manpower is more important
than is the case for most other assets. New funds can be quickly generated by
a legislature by raising the level of taxation or nationaJ debt or by ordering
the printing of money, and resources and unskilled maopower can be drafted
by administrative decree. But no national power can immediately create
large numbers of highly skilled and trained personnel. Some ability to
accommodate does exist in the short run because there is usually some
"slack" in most systems. Increased salaries can bring some housewives back
to teaching; highly trained personnel can be more "economically" used;
and some professionals can be recruited from abroad. But when large
numbers are involved, more manpower implies more training, and more
training means more facilities and more recruitment into the particular
disciplines involved. These adaptations have a lead-time of from five to
twenty-five years. 61 The adaptation time is relatively short if only undergraduates have to be "re-channeled," longer if the number of undergraduates
itself has to be increased, and very long indeed if the input into the total
educational apparatus has to be enlarged (in terms of those who do not
" drop out" of its lower rungs) and improved (in terms of the psychological
preparation of recruits). It is here that the collective base and the cybernetic
guidance of the mobilization of resources for societal guidance are most
highly articulated.
Second, there is a relationship between length of lead-time (and, hence,
the need for programming) and breadth of system analysis. If the shortage
appears only in one or a few areas of specialization, lateral accommodations
in the same system are likely to substitute for lo11gitudi11al adjustment (over
time). For instance, instead of simply getting more people to study, incentives
may be offered to encourage shifts to the specific fields in which there are
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shortages. On t he other hand, if system analysis indicates that t he "slack" is
being exhausted, longitudinal programmin g will beco me more ne~essary.
Without syste m ana lysis, attempts a re likely t o be made first for latera l adj ustment, hefore experience (rather th~ll anticipatory analysis) shows th a t
such accommodat ion is not a dequate. M o re over, syste m analysis suggests tha t
the redist ribution of pro fessional man power is m o re difficult to ac hieve than
tha t of m ost o ther a ssets. Unskilled labor can be com para tively easily transferred fro m mission to mission and fro m region to regio n, but hig hly tra ined
ma npo wer can be reconverted only within limits and shifted only with high
econ omic and psychological costs and mainly in times o f national cr isis.
T he tendency t oward the overemployment of p rofessionals and the undere mployment of u nskilled manpower in post-mode rn societies fur ther magnifies t he o rganizatio na l problem s of societal knowledge. The refore, societal
guida nce of the knowledge ind ustry even more th a n guidance in gener al
requires considerable longitud inal and lat eral program ming. A nd programming, probably more than any other cyberne tic capacity, requires societal
a wareness or consciousness, the element of the societal guidance capacities of
act ive u nit:> which we next explore.
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wealth, which ensured to their members a distinctive education. The elites of a
technological society, however, are based on education and wealth .... "See their
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"Introduction" to Halsey, Floud, and Anderson. Education, Econumy, and Society,
op. cit., pp. 1-12, quoted from p. 6. We expect the same trend to continue in postmodern society and not just for members of the elite. See also Bernard Barber,
Social Stratification (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1957), pp. 390-402.
(See also footnote 18.)
14. For a description of the situation toward the end of the modern period, see
Elbridge Sibley, "Some Demographic Clues to Stratification," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 28 (1942), pp. 322-330. On the situation in the post-modern period,
see Seymour M. Lipset and Reinhard Bendix, Social Mobility 1'n an Industrial
Soci'ery (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960), p. IOI. For the argument
and data that socio-economic background still has a greater effect on academic
achievement than the quality of the schools t}lemselves, see James S. Coleman,
Ernest Q. Campbel\ et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1966).
15. Patricia Cayo Sexton, Natalie Rogoff, and Harry S. Ashmore, The Negro
and the Scliools (Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1954). Dael
Wolfle, America's R esources of Specialized Talent (New York : Harper & Row,
J954). See also A. Girard, "Selection for Secondary Education in France," in
A. H. Halsey et al., Education, Economy, and Society, op. cit. , pp. 183-194,
esp. p. 187. St. Clair Drake, "The Social and Economic Status of the Negro in the
United States," in Talcott Parsons and Kenneth B. Clark, The Negro American
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), pp. 11-46 and U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
repor t, Public Schools, Negro and White (Washington, Government Printing Office,
1962).
16. A high proportion of federal and foundations support are still provided
to a few established centers, e.g., Massachusetts Institute of Techno logy, California
Institute of Technology, Chicago University, Johns Hopkins University, Harvard,
Yale, Princeton. University of California, Harvard, University of Michigan,
Sta.nford, University of Wisconsin, Chicago University and Columbia University
all received more than S l .500,000 for social research in federal domestic programs
in fiscal year 1965. All other universities received substantially less. A staff study of
The Federal Use of Social Research in Federal Domestic Programs (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 65.
17. For a review of several studies, see Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner,
Human Behavior: An Inventory of Scie11tiftc Findings (New York: Harcou rt, Brace &
World, 1964), pp. 437-440, and Gabriel Kolko, Wea/1h and Power in America:
An Analysis of Social Class and /ncoml! Distrib111ion (New York: Praeger, 1962),
pp. 11 3-117. See also Michael Young, The Rise of Meritocra(y, 1870-2033: Tlie
New Eli1e of Our Social Revo{ution (New York: Random House, 1958). Ch. IV, V,
and VII.
18. On the increasing significance of education in determining economic
status, see Patricia Cayo Sexton, Education (111d Income: Inequalities of Oppor11111i1y
in Our Public Schools (New York: Viking Press, Compass Books Edition, 1961),
pp. 13-15. Some data to this effect have been represented, for businessmen-by
Mabel Newcomer, The Big Business Exerntil'e (New York : Columbia University
Press, 1955). More generally, Paul G. Glick and Herman P. Miller, "Educational
Level and Potential Income," Amerimn Sociological Review, Vol. 21 (1956), pp. 307312; Ernest Havemann and Patricia S. West, They Wen/ to College (New York:
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Harcourt, Brace & World, 1952). Newcomer has more in time depth, less in sample
breadth than other studies. For a study and reference to other works, see Martin
Trow, 'Tue Second Transformation of American Secondary Education,"
lnternatfo110l Journal of Comparative Sociology, Vol. 11 (1961), pp. 144- 166. For
Britain, see T. H. Marshall, "Social Selection in the Welfare State," in Halsey,
Floud, and Anderson, Education, Econvmy and Society, op. cit., pp. 148- 163. See
also A Report of the Ce11tral Advisory Council for Educatio11 (London: H.M.S.O.,
1959).
19. "Education and Economic Growth," Sixtieth Yearbook of tlie National
Society for the Study of Education, 1961 ; Gary S. Becker, Frederick Harbison, and
Charles H. Myers, Education, Manpower, and Economic Growth (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1964). Among those who stressed the importance of education as
opposed to material factors in developing nations is Eugene Staley, The Future of
Underdeveloped Countries (New York: Harper & Row, 1954), pp. 232- 234. See
also Everett E. Hagen, On the Theory of Social Change: How Economic Growth Begins (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey Press, 1962), pp. 36--49. He also noted that most
theories dealing with economic barriers to growth "assume that the central problem
in growth is capital formation, and ... that sufficient technological creativity to carry
forward economic growth is present in all societies." Cf. Machlup, Production and
Distribution of Knowledge, op. cit., pp. SS ff.
20. Joseph A. Schumpeter, Sccia/i.~m. Capitalism and Democracy, 2nd ed.
(New York: Harper & Row, 1947), pp. 132 ff. Recently this argument has been
advanced by John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Ind11strial Stale (Boston : Houghton
Mifflin 1967).
21. London Economist, October S, 1963.
22. Data on the amount of federal expenditures on research, development,
and R & D plant in fiscal years 1953 and 1962 is taken from National Science
Foundation, Federal Funds for Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activities,
Fiscal Years 1965, 1966, and 1967, op. cil.,p. 4, Table 2. One economist, using output
per man-hour as an indicator of economic growth, has written "Since the l 920'swhen it first emerged as a significant element in the American economy- the rise in
expenditures for R & D (absolutely, and as a proportion of the total) has been quite
phenomenal .... After 1953, while expenditures for R & D skyrocket, the rate of
increase in output per man-hour slumps. In any case, no positive correlation
whatsoever is evidenced between the national rate of economic growth and the
national level of R & D expenditures." See Robert A. Solo, "Gearing Military
R & D to Economic Growth," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 40 (Nov.-Dec.,
1962), pp. 49-60, quoted from p, 50.
23. Of the estimated total of funds used in fiscal year 1963 for research and
development, 65 per cent came from the federal government. See Review of Data on
Science Resources, op. cit., p. 8, Table 4.
24. For the amount of expenditures on military and space R & D in the United
States in fiscal year 1963, see Note 47, see also Note 28.
25. See Edward A. Shils, The Torment of Secrecy: The Background and Consequences of American Security Policies (New York : The Free Press, 1956). H alf of the
research reports processed by the Department of Defense are classified and, with
few exceptions, not available to civilian industry. Committee on Government
Operations, Availability of Information From Federal Departments and Agencies
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(Scientific Information and National Defense), (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1958), esp. p. 31 .
26. Jerome B. Wiesner, science adviser to President Kennedy, stated: "There is
not nearly as direct an application of an Atla$ Booster to the civilian economy as
there was uf the B-52 to the 707 (airplane). All through the military and space
developments you see this divergence. There are going to be such very important
general developments as better materials, better understanding of computers ...
but in the future there will not be nearly the same direct impact of military and
space research on the civilian economy." (Unpublished communication).
The segregation of the military R & D also works the other way around: there
is little in civilian research of central use to military innovation. A large scale project
which traces the sources of 20 imP<Jrtant military innovation.<> found 86 per cent
came from research directly funded by the Department of Defense; 9 per centby defense-oriented industry, and only 3 per cent by commercially oriented industry.
Sec Chalmers W. Sherwin and Raymond S. lsenson, "Project Hindsight," Science,
Vol. 156 (June 23, 1967). p. 1575.
27. On proposed reforms of the patent system, see the "Report of the President's Commission on the Patent System" (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1966). For a discussion of the report, see Bryce Nelson, "U.S.
Patent System: Commission Recommends Reforms to President," Science, Vol. 154
(1966), pp. 1629-1630, 1632.
28. On the differences in growth rates see Bruce M. Russett et al., Wor{d
Handbook of Political and Social /ndicaturs (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1964), p. 155. As far as the composition of R &: D is concerned, for instance,
in 1961- 1962, of total government R & D funds, while the United States spent
71.4 per cent on defense and the United Kingdom, 63.8 per cent, France spent only
55.4 per cent of its R & D funds for the same purpose. (Figures for France are for
1961.) See Christopher Freeman et al., Science, Economic Growth, and Gover11ment
Policy (Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1963),
pp. 91 and 92, Tables 14B, 14C, and 140. See also footnote 47. Other factors
affected this difference in growth rate as well. There seems to be no research which
cuuld prove that the difference is significantly affected by variations in the
composition of the knowledge industry. Moreover, in 1966 and 1967 there was an
increasing complaint in Western Europe that the United States, because of its
greater investment in R & D could achieve an advantage even when the proportion
inve.-;ted in civilian R & D was smaller than in Europe.
29. For recent accounts of spying, see Oleg Pcnkovskiy, The Penkovskiy
Papers, translated by Peter Deriabin (Garden City, N.Y.; Doubleday, 1965), and
Gordon Lonsdale's memoirs, Spy: Twenty Years in Soviet Secret Service (New
York: Hawthorn, 1965).
30. See Paul W. Blackstock, The Strategy of Subversion: Manipulating 1/ie
Politics of other Nations (Chicago; Quadrangle, 1964), p. 321 and pussim. Richard
W. Rowan points out that no major act of World War 1 wa~ significantly affected
by espionage. "Espionage," EncycloperJiu of Social Science, Vol. V (1937), p. 594.
This, we expect, does not hold for the post-modem period. See the accounts cited
in footnote 29 for "macroscopic" effects of spying.
J \ . For a discus.sion of the extent of wiretapping and eavesdropping and
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proposal!> for controls, see Edward V. Long, The Intruders: The /11vasfo11 of Privacy
by Government and l11dustry (New York; Praeger, 1967).
32. The same holds for fashion designs, a multi-billion dollar industry. See
Robert A. Dallas, ..The Fashion Pirates: Their Booty is the Treasure of Design,"
The New York Times, January 25, 1966.
33. On the effects on a sales <:ampaign of Proctor and Gamble and on industrial
spying in general, see Lawrence Stessin, " 'I Spy' Becomes .Big Busincs~." New York
Times Magazine, Nov. 28, 1965, pp. 105- 108. In the case of Time-0-Matic, (WO
employees were brought to suit. One argued that he took nothing but "a mental
pict ure." The company argued that this allowed those who retained him ..lo
compete with Time-0-Matic on equal terms by sparing them the necessity of
spending time and money in acquiring the knowledge." Ibid.
34. On the use of listening devices in diplomatic circles, James Reston reports
that " ... the F.B.l. has been bugging the telephones of foreign embassies, not
merely to gather military information thal could be vital during a major crisis, but
to get diplomatic information that might be useful in some awkward diplomatic
situation." See "Washington: The Kennedy-Hoover Controversy," Tire NC'w Yurk
Times, December 11 , J966. On a specific case of eavesdropping, see ''Offo:ials
Say F.B.I. Has Bugged Dominican Embassy Since SO's," The New York Times,
December 3, 1966.
During the second Sinai Campaign in June, 1967, Israeli forces listened to
eKchanges between Nasser, UAR President, and Jordan's King Hussein. The New
York Times, June 9, 1967, p. 17. It seems that these leaders did not have the same
access to communications among the Israeli leaders. At the same time, a U.S.
"communication" ship was hit when it neared the combat zone. It was implied that
the ship was "eavesdropping." Ibid., p. 19.
35. See Chapter 21 for additional discussion.
36. For developing nations, see Frederick Harbison and Charles A. Myers,
Education, Manpower, and Economic Growth (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964),
p. 45. The figures by Harbison and Myers do not show the full measure of the gap
in terms of quality of personnel, the use of profc~sional employees for nonprofessional purposes (e.g., several of the few trained Tanzanians hold elective
offices), and that Africaµization further increases the gap. (Technical assistance
from abroad does seem not to make up foe the loss.)
37. Machlup reports that total expenditures for knowledge in the United Slates
in 1958 were $136,436 million. The Production and Distribution ... , op. cil., p. 300.
In 1960, the GNP of, for example, Ecuador, was only $759 million; of Pakis!an,
$7,489 million; and of Ethiopia, S812 million. William M. Sprecher, WQrld-Wide
Defeme Expenditures a11d Selected Economic Data, 1964 (Washington, D.C.:
United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, January, 1966), p. 19.
38. For a discussion of the "human capital loss" suffered by couJllries whose
students fail to return from study abroad, see Paul Rittcrband, "Toward an
Assessment of the Costs and Benefits of Study Abroad," l11ternatio11a/ Education
and Cultural Exchange (U.S. Advisory Commission on International Educational
and CUJtural Affairs, Fall, 1966), pp. 26-35. See also James A. Perkins, "Foreign
Aid and the Brain Drain," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 44 (1966), pp. 608-619.
Senator Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota has stated that " ... 12,077 Asian
students admitted for 'temporary' study purposes adjusted their status to pcnnanent
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United States resident in the 1962-66 period-about 28 per cent of the total."
Regardi ng Asian professionals, he says, "The 5,93 1 who came here in fis\;a\ year
1966-the first year under the new immigration act- more than doubled the average
of about 2,700 for the previous four years." Senator Mondale cites the brain drain
in medicine 8$ a "national disgrace." He writes that "more than 8,000----over
20 per cent-of the total of all the residents and interns now serving in American
hospitals are graduates of medical schools in underdeveloped countries, countries
with death and disease rates far exceeding our own. Most eventually return home.
An estimated twenty-five per cent stay here." Senator Mondale asserts that "there
is no doubt in my mind that the brain drain threatens the progress of a number of
poor nations. If we arc serious in saying that future world power and stability
depend on this development, we are going to have to give the brain drain the same
attention that we give to other major problems which keep the world's poor locked
in poverty." The New York Times, May 28, 1967. For the view that the brain drain
is less \;onscquential, see Some Facts and Figures 011 the Migration nf Talent and
Skffls (Washing1on, D.C.: Council on International Educational and Cultural
Affairs, 1967).
39. In 1965, the three states with the highest per capita dollar income were :
Connecticut, S3,390; Alaska, S3,37S; and Delaware. S3,335. The three states with
the lowest per capita dollar income were: Mississippi, Sl,566; Arkansas, Sl ,781;
and South Carolina, Sl ,838. Data taken from U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical
Abstract of the United S tates: 1966 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing,
Office. 1966), p. 330, Table 464. Data on states' receipt of federal funds for R & D
from U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the U11i1ed States: 1966 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 546, Table 779.
40. See preceding discussion of investment in civilian vs. military R & D, and
higher United States investments as compared to European ones.
41. " Snooping Comes of Age," The Monetary Times, Vol. 134 (Feb., 1966),
pp. 26-28. See also Austin Smith, "Business Espionage," Fortune, Vol. LIU (May,
1956), p. 118.
42. See Note 34, Supra.
43. See, for example, the report of the USIA survey which gauged reaction of
the West European press to Multilateral Nuclear Force. Schlesinger, A Thousand
Days, op. cit., p. 874. For additional discussion, see Sorensen, Kennedy, op. cit.,
pp. 360 and 6S4.
44. See Nathan Glazer, "The Rise of Social Research in Europe," in Daniel
Lerner (ed.), The Human Meaning of the Social Sciences (New York: Meridian
Books, 1959), pp. 43-69.
45. This holds not just for international or national politics. Mayor W. Harry
Lister of Rockville Centre, Long Island, was reported to have acknowledged that
village employees had hidden a microphone next to a telephone used by a critic of
the mayor's administration. The New York Time~·. December 1, 196S.
46. This was illustrated in the 1966 British election, which Wilson called when the
Labor Party enjoyed a "safe" though perhaps very temporary lead over the
Conservatives in public opinion surveys.
47. Jn fiscal year 1965, federal expenditures on research, development, and
R & D plant totaled $14,874.7 million. Of this amount, $6,727.6 million went
to the Department of Defense and $1,520.0 million to the Atomic Energy Com-
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mission. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration received SS,092.9
million. The total received by all other federal agencies combined was $1,534.2
million. Data taken from National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research,
Development, and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Years 1965, 1966. and 1967,
op. cit., Appendix C, Table C·SO, p. 152.
48. While NASA was able in 1963 to gain S2S million "extra" for its spaceoriented fellowship program, NSF was not able to get an additional S9.6 million
for its program to strengthen institutions that execute its basic research program.
For an additional discussion see Amitai Etzioni, The Moon-Doggle: Domestic and
International lmp/icatio11s of the Space Race (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1964), pp. 58 ff. NASA, aware of the efficacy of public relations techniques, has
tried to convince taxpayers that the spending of billions of dollars on the space
program is beneficial to civilian needs. Norman 0. Miller, Jr., reports in the
September 12, 1962 issue of The Wall Street Journal that NASA has used a New
York public relations agency report on the immediate "civilian dividends from
space research."
49. On how these are set, see below, discussion of societal decision-making.
50. Richard Harris, Tlte Real Voice (New York: Macmillan Company, 1964),
passim. See also footnote St.
St. Inadequacy of government regulation of the drug industry was illustrated
by the premature marketing of thalidomide. In West Germany, Britain, Canada,
Australia, and other countries, thousands of infants were born with deformities
because their mothers had taken insufficiently tested thalidomide pills early in
pregnancy. With regard to the United States, it was stated: "That thalidomide
was not cleared for sale here was more luck than anything else. If it had been
developed here instead of in Germany, it probably would have been cleared;
pre·marketing safety tests considered adequate before the thalidomide incident
probably would not have revealed the drug's dangers." See "Toward Safer Drugs,"
Consumer Reports, Vol. 27 (1962), pp. 509-511, quoted from p. 509.
52. Viscount Hailsham, Q.M., the first British Minister for Science, pays homage
to this ideal before he advocates the planning of science. See his Science and Politics
(London: Faber & Faber, 1963), pp. 12-13. See also p. 78.
53. Societal guidance of a scientific activity, in the applied realm, is well illustrated by the Salk vaccine. In 1934 the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
was formed with the self-consciously predetermined goal of solving a specific
problem. Twenty years, millions of dollars, and hundreds of research-years laler it
was solved. For details of the guidance involved, see Richard Carter, Breakthrough:
The Saga of Jonas Salk (New York: Trident Press, 1966).
54. Warner R. Schilling, "The H·Bomb Decision: How to Decide Without
Actually Choosing," Political Science Quarterly, Vol. LXXVI, 1961, pp. 24-46.
For several case studies of technologies "forcing" themselves on societal units, see
Elting E. Morison, Men, Machines, and Modem Times (Cambridge, Mass.: MJT
Press, 1966).
SS. Manuel J. Gordon, "Control of Sex," Scientific American, Vol. 199 (November, 1958), pp. 87 ff. Hermann Joseph Muller, "Human Evolution by Voluntary
Choice of Germ Plasm," Science, Vol. 134 (September 8, 1961), pp. 643-649.
56. See Frank J. Granzeier, "Toxic Weapons," Industrial Research, Vol. 7
(August, 1965), pp. 69-72, 74; Elinor Langer, "Chemical and Biological Warfare
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(T): The Research Program," Science, Vol. 155 (1967), pp. 174-176, 178-179; and,

by the same author, "Chemical and Biological Warfare: The Weapons and the
Policies," Science, Vol. 155 (1967), pp. 299-303. See also Hanson 'Baldwin, "The
Pentagon States the Case for C.B. io Viet Nam," The New York Times,
September 25, 1966.
51. Total Food and Drug Administration expenditures in fiscal year 1965, for
example, were 140,649,000. Compare this amount with the U,092,900,000 spent
by NASA on research, development, and R & D plant in the same year. On FDA
expenditures see The Budget of the United States Government for the fiscal Year
Ending June JO, 1967 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966). See
also footnote 48.
58. Bruce L. R. Smith, The RAND Corporation (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard
University Press, 1966), pp. 195-240. See also Nick A. Komon s, Science and the
Air Force: A History of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (Arlington, Va.:
Office of Aerospace Research, 1966).
59. On the increased probing of the House of Commons in science affairs in the
United .Kingdom, see The New York Times, May 14, 1967. " The activist era in
French science policy is usually dated from the beginning of the De Gaulle regime
in 1958." See John Walsh, "Some New Targets Defined for French Science Policy,"
Scie,,ce, Vol. 1S6 (1967), pp. 626-{;30, quoted from p. 627.
60. Nicholas De Witt, Education and Professionul Employment In the U.S.S. R.,
prepared for the National Science Foundation by the Office of Scientific Personnel,
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council (Washington, D.C.:
National Science Foundation, 1961), pp. 352- 360, esp. Table lV-57 on p. 352 and
Table IV-60 on p. 359.
61. Hailsham suggest~ that it is thirty years. See Science and Politics, op. cit.,

p.20.

CHAPTER 10

Societal Consciousness and
Societal Action

IN

...

THIS ohapte<, we wm first dbeu" the <eason• we oon,;d.,
consciousness an empirical concept and one which can be used productively
not only for studies of personalities but also in theories of macro-action.
The following questions a re then asked: Under what conditions does societal
consciousness develop ? What are the dynamic relations among its components? And, how does societal consciousness affect societal action'!
Our central proposition is that an actor who is conscious of his societal
environment and of himself and his internal controls will be more active
than an actor with otherwise similar characteristics who is not conscious.
Consciousness, though, we shall see, can be a liability; it may accentuate the
instrumental orientation of one actor toward another, thus undermining their
expressive bonds, and it may drain energies that would otherwise sustain
more activeness.
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Consciousness Defined and Delineated
Before we explore the macro-aspects of consciousness, a brief digression
is appropriate to discuss the position and foundations of this concept in
universal theory.

Individual Consciousness: An Empirical Concept
To be conscious is to be aware, to pay attention. Here, we are primarily
interested in the generalized capacity to be aware rather than in isolated
instances of awareness. (Consciousness and awareness are used here as
synonyms.) lndividuals encounter awareness in themselves as an inrujtive
experience; this is no longer considered as inadmissible evidence. 1 * With
the exception of a few positivistic, empiricist branches of psychology,
concepts such as.awareness are becoming more widely used. 2
The concept of awareness can be given as much of an empirical referent
as other standard concepts which are not directly observable, such as
"values" or "charisma." To illustrate the empirical standing of this controversial concept, we list several attributes which we expect to be positively
associated with consciousness. In other words, we expect that when a person
is aware, he will behave differently from when he is not,t a difference that
wiH be indicated by his acting more slowly and less rhythmically, making
more errors, and being more able to change the pattern of his act. This is a
proposition that can be tested in a routine activity-for instance, typing.
Making a typist conscious of the positions of her fingers on the key board. we
expect, will tend to retard the rate of speed at which she types, increase her
errors, and make her typing less rhythmical, but it will also make it easier to
teach the typist a new pattern. 3 A similar proposition has been advanced for
a societal unit:
The 'federal grant' universally has been emerging over the past twenty years, but
until recently it has developed more by force of circumstances than by conscious
design. The universities most affected have been making largely piecemeal
adjustments to the new phenomena without any great effort at an overall view of
what has been happening to them. Perhaps this was just as well-the
transition probably was smoother. ...4
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 244.
t A linguistic philosopher suggests to us that the question "do you know that ..." is
the same as "are you aware that .. .," but a record of the usages of the two questions
would show a systematic difference. In the first case, one asks about the facts another person
commands, while in the second case, one is concerned with how much attention ls given to
them. Compare, for instance, "Do you know that women are paid half as much as men for
the san1e work?" to "Are you aware that women are paid half as much as men for the
same work?" The second question means, "what do you make of this?"; "what kind of
notice did you take of it?" rather than, "do you know th is fact?" While verbal conventions
ne00 not be followed in formal analysis, this distinction seems worth elll)licating.
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While this proposition about the empirical correlates of awareness may
prove to be incorrect, we expect that others can be constructed and validated;
we do not agree that " 'aware of' is something which cannot be defined or
analyzed."5 We will hold as a working proposition that awareness is a useful
concept which can be empirically differentiated from non-awareness.
Awareness is a relational concept; it is always "of" something. It is best
viewed as a beam of light which is cast on some objects and gives them a
distinct status. 6 On the one hand, it can be deliberately shifted from some
objects to others. On the other hand, it shies away from some objects and
lingers on others; that is, it has a dynamic of its own.
The extent of an individual's awareness is always much more limited than
the extent of his knowledge. One is never simultaneously aware of more than
a fraction of the objects which tests would show one knows. Finally, still in
accord with the light analogy, something is added to a person's knowledge of
objects when he is aware of them as well. For instance, an actor is expected
to be able to observe changes in o bjects he is aware of more quickly than
changes in those he is not.
Consciousness may be characterized according to the objects of which the
actor under study is aware with some degree of regularity (that is, those objects which come to his attention more frequently and/or for longer periods
of time than others). Which classificat ion of objects is used depends largely
on the analytic questions under consideration. Consciousness of other actors,
of self, and of guidance processes are our central concerns. Moreover, we
are interested in the longitudinal a nd lateral scope of an actor's consciousness-that is, how deep and encompassing is his awareness.

Societal Consciousness
The concept of societal consciousness refers to the generalized capacity
of a societal actor to be aware and not to an individual actor's awareness of
societal processes. In part, societa l consciousness js an aggregation of the
members' consciousness, especially the active members; in part, it involves
the institutionalization of awareness on the collective level-for instance,
by the organization of sub-units charged with "paying attention" to an external set of "targets" (such as adding a country desk to one of the State
Department's regional divisions) or to an internal set (e.g., collecting societal
statistics on the ethnic composition of labor unions). British White Papers,
for example, a re a vehicle for creating and directing societal attention, and a
similar function is served by Congressional hearings in the United States, as
different in structure as the two mechanisms are.
While societal consciousness is analogous to a projector which highlights
some targets while it neglects others, the total amount of the objects thus
illuminated can be increased. By drawing simultaneously on the awareness of
several men, a societal unit can be aware of more objects and relations than
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any individual, but, like an individual, no societal actor is ever fully aware of
all the longitudinal and lateral links he knows about, not to mention those
which exist.
A societal unit's distribution of awareness is reflected in its leaders' and
members' distribution of awareness (e.g., do the leaders and members of a
societal unit pay as much attention to domestic poverty as to China? To
internal as to external affairs?). This distribution is also reflected in the
structure of various societal organs (what proportion of the staff of the State
Department is assigned to study Africa today as compared to 1945 ?).
Though increases in consciousness tend to be associated empirically with
the search for more information, this is not a necessary correlatioii. To say
that the United States in 1960 was more conscious of the Negro's plight than
it was in 1950 does not imply more knowledge of the Negroes or more
information about their problems. It may merely mean that the average
citizen, the mass media, and the decision-making bodies paid more attention to the Negro problem for a longer time span and devoted more of their
analytic capacities to it tha n they did ten years earlier.
Consciousness is not a prerequisite of action; individuals and societal
units often act without awareness of their actions, of themselves, or of others.
Consciousness is, however, a prerequisite of an active unit, one which is selfreviewing and self-correcting in order to realize more fully its values. In
cybernetic terms, consciousness may be viewed as an attribute of a sub-layer.
of the controlling overlayer. 1 Among active units, we suggest, this overlayer
is divided into two sub-layers; one sub-layer supervises and corrects the
other one which, in turn, guides societal action "directly." Consciousness
may be seen as an attribute of the "higher" sub-layer, one which determines
the focus of the whole overlayer.

Consciousness, Context, and Synthesis
To be conscious of an object entails seeing it in a context, being aware of
its place in a larger frame of reference. Consciousness may therefore be
viewed not only as generalized awareness but also as a capacity to evoke a
broader context. From this viewpoint, rules are aids to consciousness; they
serve as reminders to evoke such contexts when predetermined benchmarks
appear. A trivial example will suffice: T he warning light built into many cars
which flashes when the oil pressure falls too low or the generator mal·
functions serves to alert the driver to check a set of processes to which he
does not routinely pay attention. Thus, the warning light broadens his
consciousness. In organized social systems, the "warning light" often signals
the need to call in an expert or a supervisor, i.e., to bring in contextuating
factors which are institutionalized in a higher authority of either knowledge
or command.
To make a societal unit more conscious is to make it more aware of the
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societal context of isolated matters (or bits)-for example, the relationships
between poverty and instances of racial discrimination or between the
domestic socio-political structure and a particular foreign policy. Such an
increase in the awareness of the interconnections among societal details
should not be confused with the struggles among alternative contextuating
orientations which we discussed above. The latter involve the question of
which contextuating interpretation is to prevail, and therefore they assume an
awareness of the contexts, a proper horizon of attention. To sustain
consciousness, on the other hand, is an attempt to counter a tendency not to
see things in any context. This tendency is in part due to a universal human
predisposition towards entropy of consciousness; that is, to be conscious
requires continual investment, while a loss of awareness requires no expenditure.
Consciousness is often kept at a low level by external elites who seek to
limit the political action of an underprivileged collectivity. This may be
accomplished, for example, by limiting the level of education, constricting
contextuating information and interpretations, and promoting a world view
that stresses the importance of bits over contexts. On the other hand, raising
the level of consciousness entails promoting education (especially a social
education and not merely an instrumental one), providing cognitive and
evaluative contexts, and countering empiricism as an ideology.
The difference between synthesis and consciousness should be noted.
Synthesis is an intellectual activity in that it is a process of finding places for
bits in a context or building new contexts. Consciousness entails an awareness of the relationships of the bits to one or more contexts. Synthesis is
completed once a relationship has been established; this requires such
activities as data processing, analysis, and interpretation. But such a relationship may be forgotten or known only to the sub-unit which established
it. In contrast, it requires processes such as information retrieval and communication for a societal unit to be conscious of a relationship. While a
given synthesis may be relatively complete (though new bits may need to be
related or relationships restructured), consciousness requires continual
effort to counter erosion and to share the collective awareness with new
members.

Societal Consciousness and Its Antecedents
The concept of societal consciousness is used here without its traditional
metaphysical assumptions ; no "group mind" is assumed to be hovering
above the unit's members forcing their attention to this or that set of objects
to any greater extent than the concept of shared values assumes a "group
heart." 8
It has been suggested that we use a more neutral and more technicaJ term
than "societal consciousness" because the term has many established and
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potentially misleading connotations, especially those associated with
Durkheim's "coUective consciousness" and Marx's "class consciousness."
{Similar objections have been raised regarding our use of "normative" and
"transcendenta!.") 1t seems necessary, therefore, to indicate briefly our position on terminology.
There are basically two procedures for the introduction of new terms:
They are either invented or taken from a language and explicated for analytic
usage. "Primary groups" is an example of the first and "consciousness" of
the second procedure. (Most of the various usages of "consciousness"
recorded by Webster are close to our definition of the term.) Both procedures
are used in the natural sciences, and neither has logical superiority. The first
kind of term may be difficult to remember and limits communication with
those not familiar with a specific discipline or theory; the second may evoke
the connotations of everyday speech, thereby eroding the explication. For
the most part, we prefer the risks of explication over those of further extending the technical vocabulary, primarily because this vocabulary has been so
extended that adding many more "invented" terms may limit communication to a dwindling few, and because the everyday connotations of the
terms used here, while quite vague and imprecise from our viewpoint, are not
basically wrong. This point holds also for the established connotations which
the terms used here (including consciousness) derive from the history of the
social sciences. While Durkheim's metaphysical and sociologistic assumptions
about consciousness are wholly unnecessary for our purposes, his use of the
term helps to remind us that collectivities have properties of their own and
that consciousness is one of them. 9
Our concept of consciousness is quite close to that of Marx, 10 although
what he refers to as class consciousness is conceived by us as societal selfconsciousness which a class or some other societal unit may possess. Moreover, while Marx limits his concept to socio-political consciousness, we see it
as generalized awareness that may focus on other categories of objects,
relations, or processes. Above all, Marx's use of this concept, as of others, is
ideological. He views the consciousness of one class as "scientific" and that
of another as false. To us, societal units differ in their degree of societal or
self-consciousness, but no one unit has a priori a more valid consciousness
than another, not even the intellectuals. u Finally, it should be noted that
Marx as well as Mannheim often dealt with self-knowledge rather than selfconsciousness. By our use of the term, knowledge can be invalid; consciousness
can be Limited, misdirected, or unfocused but not false. Societal consciousness
is an expression of the level, extent, and "topics" of attention rather than
information. 12 If "consciousness" is used in the traditional sense, it becomes
indistinguishable from societal knowledge, and we have two terms for one
concept and no term for the other. At the same time, consciousness and
knowledge are obviously closely related ; one is concerned with the focusing
of the other.
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In a Functional-Genetic Perspective
Making a societal unit more conscious of its societal environment, its
structure, its identity, and its dynamics is part of the process of transforming
a passive unit into an active one. Consciousness is an essential prerequisite for
the active orientation: Although actors can act with limited or even no
consciousness, we expect in this case that they will tend to realize fewer of
!heir goals. On the other hand, an increase in consciousness alone implies
mainly an increase in symbolic activity, and hence, if other elements such
as commitment and power are lacking, the societal unit may not be more
active. The Jewish community in Medieval Europe is an example of a
collectivity that was highly self-conscious but weak and fairly passive.' 3
From the viewpoint of an actor in whom the three components of the active
orientation are balanced, it is possible to .speak of an over-conscious actor,
one whose investment in awareness outweighs his investments in the other
components. Consciousness requires effort and imposes costs; it uses part
of the actor's energies. It also reduces his spontaneity and tends to weaken his
bonds to other actors by introducing a filter between them. It enables him
to be more instrumental in his orientation toward others if he has been
already so inclined. To the degree that the bonds he has formed with other
actors are a source of support, this further reduces his capacity to act; to the
degree that- these bonds retard his activation, their weakening obviously increases his capacity to act. In either case, an increase in consciousness is
expected to involve an expenditure of energy; however, the secondary effects,
such as the potential increases in autonomy and in innovative behavior, may
more than compensate for the loss.
Processes that build societal consciousness, as we shall see, include those
which increase the consciousness of the members and those which change the
"global attributes" 14 of the societal unit. For instance, the aggregate
aspects of the consciousness of a societal unit are increased when the
members' awareness of their differences vis-a-vis members of other societal
units is increased and when the dilferences in levels of awareness among the
members of the unit are decreased. The global aspects of consciousness are
enhanced by increasing the amount of collective symbolic expression (and
thus the unit's visibility) and by collective action. We will now explore briefly
each of these mechanisms.

Decrease in Dffferential Awareness: Changing the Members
If the large numbers of attitudes and interests which the members of any
societal unit hold at any point in time are compared, it is seen that the
members differ in the attention they pay to various matters. An index could
be built of the degree of their generalized awareness of any given set of
"targets," including that of their own societal unit. The more varied the
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"targets" of awareness of the various members of a given societal unit and/or
the lower their average awareness of any societal target, the lower the level of
societal consciousness of the particular unit. Thus, the level of consciousness
can be raised by increasing the awareness of those "targets" of which many
members have a relatively low level of awareness and by making their
"targets" more congruent. This can be achieved by de-emphasizing some
"targets" and stressing others. If, for instance, members of the working class
have varying religious and ethnic affiliations, working-class consciousness
will tend to rise if shared economic interests are given attention while
religious and ethnic concerns are "played down." This process may be referred to as a decline in differential awareness.
This reduction of differential awareness can be achieved at a relatively
low societal cost under one condition: If the differentiation were largely the
result of "pluralistic ignorance" (that is, the members were not aware that
they actually held similar views and attitudes). 15 When the members are made
aware of their similar views, these become shared; consequently, a societal
hond is added, and the awareness of the boundaries between members and
non-members grows. Such a process is likely to be relatively inexpensive
because it entails no change of perspectives but merely adds the dimension
of awareness; the social networks of the actors are unlikely to resist such a
process because the members do hold similar perspectives. On the other
hand, changing the perspectives of those members whose consciousness
does not fit the societal unit's pattern tends to be slow and costly.
A major way to huild societal consciousness in either situation is to
reduce interaction, especially of the expressive variety, with non-members
and increase contact with mcmbers. 16 This reduction makes the boundaries
of the collectivity more visible, reduces the input of "alien" information and
serves to reduce the "pluralistic ignorance" of the members while magnifying
such ignorance between members and non-members, all of which enhances
the self-consciousness of a societal unit.
The members of a societal unit may come to share awareness of practically
anything, from cruelty to animals in Chicago slaughterhouses to the conditions in the German concentration camps. Of special interest for our
purposes is the range of matters of which the members of a societal unit are
aware-their conceptual horizon, especially their societal map. The modal
map of the members of some societal units is limited mainly to their village;
for others, it encompasses the national state; and for stilt others, it is worldwide. n Many studies report, quite atomistically, that the members of this or
that unit do not have a given pjece of information about the larger mape.g., the name of the capital, the government of another state. 18 This is often
somewhat misleading, as the question is rather one of context, because even
persons whose horizon is world-wide do not have all the relevant information,
and because specific bits can be readily provided if there is a context for them.
What is important for the active orientation is whether or not the members'
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generalized awareness includes an awareness of a particular context (e.g., a
national system). When such a context is absent, this seems to prevent the
integration of information about items which belong in this context into the
the conceptual map of the actors. 19 Further lines of investigation lead to
studies of background factors which affect the range of the conceptual
horizon (where the level of education seems to play a significant role), 20
of the processes of communication which may extend it, and of the consequences of extended horizons and societal maps. Of particular interest for
our purposes is the finding that there is a close association between the unit
(local, national) of which a person is aware and the unit in which he is
politically active. 21

Changing Global Attributes: Symbolizing a Societal Unit
The development or construction of core institutions, limited primarily
to the members of a cohesive societal unit, serves to symbolize the unit and
to make it more visible to itself and to others, express its identity, and increase interaction among its members to the exclusion of non-members. A
major way in which consciousness can be "concretized" is to associate it with
a place and a related set of activities. 22 The significant role played by places
of worship in the formation and maintenance of the self-consciousness of
religious and ethnic collectivities and sub-collectivities is not limited to their
socialization function in the sense of introducing new members to the subculture's values and habits, nor to their social control capacjty in the sense of
reinforcing commitments to shared norms; these institutions also make the
societal unit more visible and thus serve as anchoring points for selfconsciousness. The national unity of several of the newly independent states,
it has been said, is evident mainly when their cricket or football team plays
against another country's team.

Societal Consciousness and Societal Action: Mutual
Reinforcement Effect
One major way in which an increase in societal consciousness can be
initiated. is for a societal unit to act collectively. This statement is a reversal
of the widely-held proposition that consciousness precedes collective action. 2 3
Once the process is initiated, there is a mutual-reinforcing effect with some
collective action generating some consciousness, thus allowing for more
collective action, which in turn makes for more self-consciousness, and so on,
until the process is blocked by some external factor.
Sharing in a project, relating to a specific set of goals, and participating
in a social movement are effective ways of enhancing collective selfconsciousness. People are expected to be much more conscious of their
membership in collectivities which have organizational arms than in those
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which do not. Often, working-class individuals seem to join labor unions and
labor parties not because they have working-class consciousness, but they seem
to develop working-class consciousness because they have joined labor
unions and parties.
Among the collective actions which, it has been suggested, are conducive
to the development of a high level of self-consciousness are confrontations,
discussed first, and "inti.mate rejections," discussed subsequently. Confrontations (for example, with the community's police force) are more
productive in this regard than peaceful negotiations (or bargaining), even
when the latter yield major concessions for the collectivity involved. One
reason for this difference in effect is that confrontations are much more likely
to involve the membership as well as the elites. Confrontations are also more
likely to prevent other collectivities or external elites from "co-opting" the
elites of a collectivity. And they tend to provide intensive shared experiences
which enhance the formation and maintenance of negative counter-symbols
around which societal consciousness is often built, 24 such as the Boston Tea
Party and the Haymarket riot.
In addition, confrontations tend to increase the number and activity of
the "activation-agents" of the collectivity-that is, elements in a unit which,
once activated themselves, are able to activate other segments of the unit.
Elites and leadership 2 s are typically such agents. Societal units, as we have
seen, differ in the degree to which they have internal elites and active publics
and in terms of the proportion of the members of the societal unit that is
thus mobilized. It is expected that the score of a collectivity on this variable
is positively associated with the collectivity's level of societal and selfconsciousness. Modern and post-modern societies, we suggest, tend to
provide for the upward mobility of members of lower-ranking collectivities
who show leadership skills or to "co-opt" them. In either case, the lower
collectivities are deprived of their internal leadership and thus lose a major
source of their societal consciousness. Retaining the leadership and preventing its co-optation, we suggest, are two prerequisites for a high level of selfconsciousness of a collectivity or a society.
Other conditions under which the consciousness of a collectivity increases
to a point at which it will confront others (and begin the consciousnessbuilding process discussed above) have been reviewed. 26 It is widely agreed
that oppression and deprivation do not in themselves suffice; on the contrary, they are probably associated with a low level of self-consciousness.
Self-consciousness, it has been suggested, increases when a relative improvement occurs and is then discontinued, or when a stratification imbalance is
created by an increase in some kinds of collective assets without a parallel
rise in others. 27 These two propositions do not necessarily contradict each
other, in that both a discontinued but balanced increase in assets of all
kinds and an unbalanced but continual increase could raise the level of self·
consciousness. The latter situation seems to be more common because the
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reallocations of the various kinds of assets are often not synchronized. Lack
of synchronization occurs, for instance, when the growth of participation in
politics and an increase in utilitarian assets do not occur simultaneously.
Examples may be found in the changing relations between the aristocracy
and the rising bourgeoisie or between the bourgeoisie and the rising workingclass, 28 as well as between world powers and newly independent states. 29
In all these cases, changes in the degree of participation in politics do not seem
to have been synchronized with commensurate reallocations of wealth.
"Intimate rejection" is the second dimension of the analysis of the
consciousness-building effects of collective action. Collectivities which are
upwardly mobile often had been rejected by other collectivities for long
periods with little resultant gain in self-consciousness. How, then, can a
comparatively sudden increase in conscfousness be ex.plained? One possible
answer is that changes in the stratification structure have brought about a
status imbalance which did not exist previously, and such an imbalance is
activating. (The induction of Negroes into the Armed Forces during World
War II is often cited as such a development. 30)
While this may well be a relevant factor, another factor should be taken
into account. In several instances, societal changes have increased the social
contact between the underprivileged and the privileged collectivities, often
within an atypical, relatively egalitarian sub-unit such as the university or
other cultural groupings. Jewish students and intellectuals came to know
non-Jews more intimately with the emancipation in the nineteenth century
in Western Europe, Negroes came to know whites on a more equal footing in
World War II, and students from African societies met British students in
British universities. When rejection is encountered in the context of intimate
contact, after some measure of equality has been experienced, it is expected
to have much greater alienating effects on those who are rejected because the
host is now more of a "significallf other" (even if the rejection is actually more
limited than before). Thus, at the base of many counter-rejections is the hope
of full acceptance, and collective leadership has often grown from the failure
of individualistic "passing." Theodore Herzl, the leader of the Zionist
movement, tried first to "assimilate" and was quite well accepted as a reporter in
non-Jewish circles. During the Dreyfus trial, 31 he felt rejected, whjch led to his
return to his collectivity in which he acquired a key role in building collective
consciousness. Africans who studied in Britain and France tried to deal with
intimate rejection by collectivizing their experiences, which resulted in a
higher level of consciousness of membership in their native collectivities, a
consciousness which they carried with them upon return to their countries. 32

Relating Global and Aggregate Factors
Collectivities, we suggested, act and interact primarily in a representa·
tional manner; therefore some participants and some sub-units have greater
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effects on collective action than others. The same holds for societal consciousness; its structure, too, is "representational." While it is sometimes assumed
that an increase in societal consciousness is really an increase in the consciousness of all or most of the members of a societal unit, this is rarely the case.
As a rule, such a.n increase entails the growth of consciousness among the
various elites of a collectivity, in particular political and intellectual elites,
and some, though often much more limited, increase in the consciousness of
the active publics. Often, there seems to be only a small increase in the
consciousness of the rest of the collectivity.
It is only under relatively rare conditions, especially when inter·
collectivity relations are hostile and one or more of the collectivities is considering (or engaged in) extensive conflict, that we expect the degree to which
consciousness is shared by the rank-and-file to be a critical variable. Under
many other conditions, such as non-hostile, cooperative relations among
the elites and between them and their followers, the level of consciousness of
the elites seems more important for societal action than the level of consciousness of the non-elites. This is not what is sometimes referred to as an "elitist"
position, since we not only hold that there are conditions under which the
consciousness of non-elites is essential for effective action but we also suggest
that the elites must gain and maintain the support of the non-elites; i.e., the
"delegation" of societal consciousness must be approved and rcapproved if
it is not to hinder the development of the active orientation. 33

Societal Consciousness and the Active Orientation
What is the role of differences in the extent and level of societal consciousness ih. determining the degree to which a unit is active? To explore this
question, we first examine variations in the extent to which an actor is
conscious. We then discuss the relationship of consciousness to the actor's
values and identity, and, finally, we explore the consequences of consciousness for transformability. That is, we ask first about the relationships among
the internal components of consciousness, then about its external relationship to the actor's values (which indicate the direction of his commitment),
and, .finally, we relate consciousness to the highest level of activeness-the
capacity for self-transformation.

The Extent of Consciousness and the Active Orientation
Consciousness, as we have seen, may encom pass the environment, the acting
self, and the controlling overlayers. We suggest that these three components
tend to a rrange themselves in a Guttman scale, in that consciousness
of the environment is likely to be present when there is self-consciousness, but when there is consciousness of the environment, self-consciousness
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is not necessarily also present; and that both of these kinds of consciousness
are likely to be present when there is consciousness of control processes,
but their presence is not necessarily accompanied by this third kind of
consciousness.
This "order" may be ex.plained by a genetic-historical proposition which
suggests that societies become malleable and aware in that "order," with the
various sciences serving as major tools for expanding not only knowledge but
also consciousness of whole fields. Natural science evolved first, social
science later, and the systematic study of societal guidance is only gradually
advancing in the contemporary, post-modern age. What we expect to hold for
the sciences, seems also to be the case for the distribution of the attention of
societal knowledge-units among the three components. It seems that most
modern societies spend more time and assets on paying attention to "nature"
and to other actors than on studying themselves (e.g., compare intelligence
work about other nations to the study of one's own country), and least on
the study of their guidance mechanisms.* In post-modern societies, there
seems to be a trend toward a relative increase of investment in the second and,
to a lesser extent, the third sector.
The expansion of the subjects to which attention is paid is expected to be
associated with a separation of co11sciousness of self from that of a larger
entity. Children are reported to be aware of the mother or of a child-mother
unity before they are aware of a distinct identity of their own. 34 For classes,
ethnic groups, and nations, the proposition would read that consciousness
of their "mother" society precedes self-consciousness. 3 s The American
colonies, for instance, seem to have seen themselves first as part of "mother"
Britain and to have gained self-consciousness only gradually. 3 ° Contemporary Canadian Jewry has been characterized as unaware of its differences
from the Jews of the United States and as viewing the Canadian situation in
terms of the United States (e.g., objecting to state support of religious
schools). 37
While there are many different kinds of societal self-awareness, the study
of societal guidance is especially concerned with political consciousness, an
awareness of the power relations and political organization of society-of
where the political levers are, what the distribution of power is, and the ways
and means by which change is possible. We expect, for instance, that collectivities which are equally poor in assets but differ in their polil ical consciousness win differ in their capacity for societal action. For example, the income of
students is on the average not much higher than that of people on relief, but
"The objective need for investment in the sectors seems not to be equal. Thus, there
may well be no "place" to spend as much on the consciousness of controls as on that of
nature. We are concerned here;: with comparing relative distribution patterns and their
effocts. We dQ uot wish to imply that a I: J: I ratio is expec1e<l or preferable. Still, the ratio
for post-modern societies may well indicate less investment in the second an<l third sectors
than an active society may require.
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their political consciousness (as well as their political knowledge and skills)
is often much greater. This is especially true in developing nations 38 where
the students' income is lower than that of students in modern societies. Their
much higher level of consciousness is one reason for their much greater
activeness. In seeking to determine the action potential of a collectivity, it is,
therefore, useful to distinguish its command of utilitarian assets (and its
power potential based on these assets) from its level of political consciousness.
Obviously, if a societal unit is high on both dimensions, it is more effective
than one which is low on both, but to some degree the two substitute for
each other. For instance, efforts to organize the poor, to increase their
self-confidence, and to build some collective political awareness are
expected to increase the action capacity of the poor be.fore they gain new
resources. 39
The inclusion of the extent of the awareness of control processes and of
the capacity to restructure them encompasses a rather new "target" of societal
consciousness. For instance, the United States Congress paid very little
attention to the national guidance of scientific and technological activities
until the late 1950s but has become much more aware of this problem and
somewhat more active in dealing with it since then. 40
The more encompassing the consciousness of an actor, the more active he
can be, because consciousness that is more encompassing increases the actor's
options and frees him to act more in accord with his values and less in
terms of environmental pressures and structural constraints. An actor who is
aware of the malleability of his environment but not of the malleability of
his own internal make-up foregoes a major set of options and limits his
creativity. Similarly, an actor that is aware of the transformability of his
environment and his "body" but not that of his guidance mechanisms
excludes a whole range of options.
The concept of consciousness relates knowledge to action in that it
differentiates more active from less active knowledge. A central consideration
here is that while an actor's knowledge may be extensive, much of it is stored
and only part of it is recalled through various scanning devices (from assistant
librarians to computers) for the purpose of guiding his action. The knowledge
an actor can use in his conscious deliberations at any one time is, as a rule,
much more limited. However, the knowledge which an actor does use can
be extended; the staff of an organization or a decision-making body can be
trained (or organized) to enlarge the span of its attention, and more knowledge can be telescoped so that the actor can take into account more of the
knowledge he has. That is, more knowledge can be activated.
The attention of modern, pluralistic societies, we suggest, was focused
more on non-social, environmental problems that on inter· and intra-societal
conccrps and, among the latter, more on the societal environment than on
self-examination. Jn the post-modern period there seems to be a relative
increase in the attention given to the international system and some
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rise in the investment in and use of domestic societal knowledge."'
An active society will have to pay still greater attention to societal seJfexamination.
Similarly, for each collectivity and society, we can ask about the matters
with which it is mainly concerned at a given time. We can suggest that the
Republican Party pays more attention to the radical left than to the radical
right, or that India, in the first decade of its independence, was concerned
more with industrialization than with the modernization of agriculture, and
we can test these statements empirically.
Societal actors can focus their attention on more than one area at a time, 41
drawing on such organizational devices as the division of labor among
staff and the institutionalized shifting of attention of the highest-ranking
dedsion-makers. 42 We suggest, however, that there is a limit to the number of
topics which can receive high priority, in the sense of full examination by the
top elites or detailed analysis by their staffs. While it is possible to expand
the size of the staffs and the eJites, studies of supervision have shown that the
ability to extend the range of effective supervision of those lower in rank by
those higher in rank is quite limited. 43 And while the supervision-and
therefore societal attention-span can be increased by imposing supervisors
on supervisors, the political consequences of an error at the lower levels are
considerable, and hence top decision-111akers tend to seek (and to have an
objective need) to inform themselves of the details to some degree .. Thus, we
can propose that collectivities can be greatly aware of only a few topics at a
time. 44

Consciousness, Identity> and the Active Orientation
The identity of an actor is his position in a normative-cognitive pattern;
it is to the evaluative structure what status is to stratification. Self-identity is
the place an actor sees himself as occupying in this pattern. It is tantamount
to the specification of his values and of his knowledge of himself, answering
" Three technical points should be added. (I) A comparison of stat iscics on investments
in the three kinds of knowledge as an indicator of the attention devoted to them has to
take into account the fact that some kinds of knowledge arc more expensive per bit than
others; for instance, on the average social science knowledge is less expensive than that of
the natural sciences, and therefore changes in the respective investments do not fully
reflect the change in awareness. It is probably best to compare relative growth within each
field. (2) International knowledge does not include studies of armaments to the extent that
these are studied in the natural sciences-for instance, studies of thermonuclear weapons.
These are environmental. On the other hand, the study of deterrence as a political threat
system or of bargaining is international knowledge. (3) The natural scii:nces might be used
for domestic transformation (e.g., birth control}, while some social science knowledge can
be used for control of non-social environments (e.g., studies of thi: work flow in the primary
sector). Roughly, though, the relative investments in the two disciplines renect relative
interests in the two environments, natural and social.
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the question: Who am I? Actors differ significantly not only in the substance
of their views of themselves (let us say, as "chosen" to be preferred, or as
"picked" to be exploited) but also in the tlegree to which they have a clearly
focused self-identity.
Self-consciousness increases the possibilities of a clear self-identity.
The higher the level of self-awareness of an actor, the more likely he is to
clarify his identity and focus it; the more he is aware of his boundaries, of
his place vis-a-vis others, the more delineated we expect his self-identity to
be.4s
While the two concepts of self-consciousness and self-identity are closely
related, they vary independently and affect each other. Self-identity seems to
increase the more that positive values come to be associated with a collectivity (e.g., the Negro-Americans since the advent of the post-modern
period), or to decline when more and more members of a collectivity come to
view it in a negative light and attempt to reduce its visibility {e.g., assimilating
groups). While we expect such trends to affect the self-consciousness of an
actor and the consciousness others have of him, the relationship is obviously
not one-to-one. For instance, a great efi"ort to assimilate, to lose, or to
conceal collective identity, may well be associated with a high degree of
self-consciousness.
The clearer and more focused the self-identity of an actor, and/or the
more self-conscious he is, the more active he may be. The self-identity of
the actor is related to the values to which he is committed and to the goals he
pursues. Within broad limits, we expect that the more specific this identity is,
the more guidance for action it will provide. Similarly, self·COJ\sciousness will
tend to make an actor take his basic commitments into account to a greater
extent in his decision-making. To the degree that self-consciousness reveals a
vague self-identity (while self-conscious attempts to focus and clarify the
actor's identity, other factors may keep it blurred), self-consciousness cannot
add as much to a sense of internal direction as it can when it is courled with a
clear self-fdentity. The more self-aware a faceless actor becomes, the more
aware he grows of his lack of identity, and, hence, of autonomous direction.

Societal Consciousness and Detachment
We have already suggested that there is no necessary relationship between
the levels of consciousness and activeness. This seems to be the case for two
main reasons. First, the degree of activeness is affected by other factors which
may hinder the growth of the active orientation at the same time that a r'.se
in consciousness increases the potential for activeness. Second, even when no
such factors are operative, an increase in consciousness may not lead to more
activeness but rather encourage a more reflective, passive orientation. This
may result from increasing the distance between the actor and his world or
from making the actor more aware of the limitations of his capacities and of
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the constraining power of others. An increase in consciousness is therefore
expected to generate activation only when either the other elements of the
active orientation are also increasing or they were initially at higher levels,
and consciousness was the lagging element. When consciousness is at a high
level but commitment is low, we expect the societal equivalent of "I do not
give a damn," sometimes found in what have been referred to as decadent
societies (e.g., Rome in the third century or France in the pre-Revolution
era).
When consciousness is at a high level but knowledge is low, the main
effect of consciousness may be to heighten the actor's sense of being unable
to cope with his problems. For instance, the United States 1966 Senate
hearings about the ways and means of curbing the illicit use of LSD, which
indicated an increase in the societal attention devoted to the problem, also
revealed considerable uncertainty about how effectively to deal with the
m.atter. 46 The hearings were concluded without any specific recommendations for legislation or provisions for any other effective course of action.
When consciousness is at a high level but power is low, we expect a sense of
frustration and helplessness, common among social movements which seek
radical transformations in societies that can at best be gradually transformed.
Thus, the levels of consciousness and of activeness may not be the same.
Actors whose self-consciousness has risen are also expected to be less
well-integrated into their societal systems or communities. We expect more
self-conscious actors to be more instrumental and more manipulative in their
orientations toward other actors. The way in which this effect is evaluated
depends on the initial relations between the actors in the system and on the
frame of reference applied. If the members of the system previously constituted a community, and the frame of reference favors the community, the
rise in the members• self-consciousness plays a negative, deunifying role. If
the relationship among the members had been an exploitive one, and if one
favors equality, an increase in the members' self-consciousness will play a
positive role by increasing the likelihood of a transformation.
One pitfall to be avoided is the confusion of a slow reaction with a
passive orientation. Even when consciousness is well-synchronized with the
other elements necessary for a highly active orientation, we expect that actors
with greater consciousness will be more "reflective," will spend more time
and resources on considering alternatives, than less conscious actors.

Consciousness, Innovation. and Transformation
The reactions of the more conscious actors are expected to be more
"creative" because these actors are more reflective and take more factors into
account-Le., are aware of more conditions and options. For the same
reasons, we expect that more conscious actors will engage less in trial-and-error
behavior when confronting a new problem and will attempt to a greater
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degree to design a solution; we therefore expect them to be both more
transformable and more utopian.
There are two main links between the level of societal consciousness and the
societal capacity for innovation and transformation. One concerns the building of new structures and systems; the other involves the "unlocking" of old
ones. In terms of the first link, we stressed above that societal actors are, in
principle, capable of transcending themselves which requires an ability to
design new patterns and to direct efforts toward their realization. This
capacity is in turn affected by consciousness of the environment, of self, and
of the capacities to design and to transform. The less conscious an actor is and
the more he is immersed in a broader societal unit or environment, the lower
we expect his designing and transforming capacities to be.
While consciousness of the environment and of self is relevant, consciousness of the capacities to design and to transform is here the most significant
factor, for if actors subscribe to views which conceal such options (a common
featu re of conservative ideologies47 ), they lack a necessary prerequisite for
transformation.
The contribution which societal consciousness makes toward innovation
and transformation can be provided by a relatively small sub-unit. It is, for
instance, not necessary for all or even for most of a society's members to be
aware of the internal make-up of their society in order for the intellectual or
political elites to design a policy that takes such structural facts into account.
On the other hand, the second contribution of societal consciousnessassistance in "unlocking"-requires a much more broadly based effort.
The widely held psychoanalytic proposition that increased consciousness
enhances the ability to overcome inhibitions which block a "healthier"
course of action finds here a macro-sociological analogy. Most societal units
have some form of institutional, stratification, and power structures.* To
change these (which transformation involves by definition) almost inevitably
entails a power struggle between those who favor the existing structures and
boundaries and those who favor new ones. We expect increased consciousness
of the existing societal morphology by the members to be associated with a
more effective unlocking of rigid patterns and easier transformation because:
(a) increased societal consciousness entails, as we have seen, increased
individual consciousness and this, it has been suggested, is associated with
increased personal willingness to accept change; (b) elites that are more
• Social scientists have stressed over recent years that many underdeveloped countries
do not have such an integrated society, and as a result many of the models constructed on
the basis of the Western experience do not apply: There are no structures to transform . .But
it should be stressed that these statements refer to the national societies. Tribal, rural, or
other local units are often rather well-integrated and structured. While their societal
combination is often loose and does not make for a society sufficiently stTUctured to be
transformable, the units themselves can be transformed internally, and they may be changed
to make more of a supra-unit, more of a society.
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conscious of the societal patterns are more able to innovate and design
alternate ones; 4 8 and (c) the societal patterns are themselves in part symbolic
and therefore may be partly changed "directly" under the impact of increased consciousness (that is, without commensurate changes in the allocative structures of coercion or of utilitarian assets). We expect, for instance,
that the prestige awarded to local units as compared to national ones will be
reduced "directly" as the consciousness of a national society develops.
There also seems to be a societal analogy to the psychological proposition
that new matters are first reviewed consciously and then routinized and
delegated to non-conscious levels and again examined consciously only
when deliberate and fundamental changes are attempted.* For instance,
there were public debates, several Presidential messages, and Congressional
deliberations, when American soldiers were first committed to be stationed
in Europe in World War 11 and remained there in the first post-war years. 49
For the following two decades, such an American commitment, once inconceivable in time of peace, was out of the focus of societal attention and was
routinely carried out until it again came under relatively more intensive
review and attention in the 1966 and 1967 attempts to reorganize NATO.
How and to what degree does the focusing of societal attention on a
heretofore latent structure- bringing it into the open, so to speak- allow for
its transformation? We have already seen that there are systematic differences
in the societal knowledge of the elites and the active and passive publics.
There are related differences in the extent of their consciousness and in their
attention span (the length Qf time of focus on the same topic). We suggest
that while consciousness in general is mercurial in that its focus is quick to
shift and hard to center on any target for a long time, there are systematic
differences in this regard among the various societal members. The active
publics' societal attention is highly mercurial, while that of elites and interest
groups is relatively more stable. (The passive publics are relatively unaware of
what is occurring at the societal level.) A typical cycle is for public attention
to become focused on an issue but to shift quickly to some other issue unless
organized.
Although the focusing of public attention aJters the societal power
constellations, its long-run effects depend on the degree to which the latent
structure can be affected in the period in which it is at the center of public
attention. If we take, for instance, the period between 1964 and 1967 in the
United States, bringing into focus the role of the automobile industry in
keeping cars unsafe (this was brought to attention by the industry's harassment of its main critic) 50 sufficed in 1966 to bring about legislation imposing
some automobile safety standards. While the degree to which these will be
actually imposed, diluted, or strengthened by further legislation depends, in
• This relates to a proposition advanced in Chapter 8, that individuals as well as
societal unils are more aware of bils of knowledge than or their contexts.
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part, on the degree to which the problem of automobile safety is given public
attention in the following years, a program was initiated. In the same period,
the public attention devoted to proposed legislation for limiting the sale of
guns, which reached an unusually high level following President Kennedy's
assassination, shifted away before a law was passed. There are many reasons
for the difference between these two issues, but the facts that the gun lobby
has a more p..)pular base than the automobile one51 and that its activities
were not opened to public scrutiny to the same degree as those of the automobile lobby were especially relevant. Clearly, a focusing of public attention
does not change latent structures. Only a few such structures disintegrate
after one exposure (usually only in part), some change only after repeated
exposures, and some are altered only slightly. Finally, even in fairly responsive societies, bit reforms are much more likely to be "carried" than
fundamental changes.
What the publics do focus on, for how long, and how often, are questions
whose answers are affected by the political leaders, the intellectuals, legislative
committees, "white papers," hearings, major trials, and the mass media, as
well as by the activities of interest groups. More weight than is often granted
is to be attributed to public associations, to organizations which make continued focusing of public attention on one or more targets their major concern.
SANE (Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy), for instance, devoted itself
chiefly to mobilizing public support for a ban on testing nuclear weapons
fof several years; similarly, the Foundation for Infantile Paralysis kept public
concern for the elimination of polio at a relatively high level for nearly two
decades.
The concept of re-committing links the two activities of "unlocking" an
old structure and of setting a new pattern and course. On the personality
level, individuals seem to vary significantly in the rapidity with which they
can "re-focus," i.e., turn their attention from one subject to another. Societal
units vary on the same dimension : For instance, totalitarian societies, it has
often been suggested, have a higher capacity to re-commit than pluralistic
ones. One of the considerations raised when the United States decided to
engage in a major space program in competition with the Soviet Union was
that the Soviet Union could halt its part of the race to the moon fairly
suddenly, while the United States, once it initiated a massive space program
and interest groups and government agencies "jelled" around it, would find it
much more difficult to re-focus its effort elsewhere. The United States, it was
said, might find itself racing alone to the moon. In part because of such
difficulties of re-committing, pluralistic societies seem frequently to continue
obsolescent programs and to add new programs to existing ones rather than
to eliminate old ones.
The relevant question for a theory of societal guidance is whether or not increased societal consciousness increases the capacity to re-commit. More
generally, does increased awareness of the environmental and internal dy-
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namics, especially of the "stiffness" of pluralistic societies' structures and
controlling overlayers increase these societies' transformability? Or are the
forces that make for a low degree of transformability, especially bureaucratization and institutionalization of the vested interests, greater than those
generated by the organized focusing of the attention of critical publics, with or
without the support of other transforming forces? 52 When the conserving
forces concede, are their concessions only temporary and "token," or can
public consciousness be focused for a sufficiently long period of time or
refocused often enough to significantly increase recommitments? As the
answer to these questions seems to be "sometimes yes," the next questions
are: how frequently, to what net effect, and under what societal conditions?
It has been suggested, drawing on biological analogies, that the conditions under which the capacities for transformability are high are determined in part by the degree to which the environment is changing. 53
Rapidly changing environments provide opportunities to exercise and, thus,
to develop these capacities, while stable environments encourage their
degeneration. And when a stable environment does suddenly change, as in the
instances in which white civilization penetrated into the stable worlds of
preliterate tribes, there is a built-in incapacity to adapt because the static
environment encourages the development of rigid structures and a lack of
consciousness. Jn contrast, it is said, changing environments favor flexible
orientations, including institutionalized reviewing and organization for recommitting, processes in which societal consciousness plays a key role.
The validity of this proposition is far from determined. While Japan's
reaction to a sudden confrontation with the West was much more flexible
than this proposition would lead one to expect, that of China was much
more in accord with it. 54 Possibly, the difference lies in the fact that even
though Japan had little experience in fundamental transformation, it was
significantly more nationally organized than China; i.e., it did have a central,
society-wide controlling overlayer including a measure of national consciousness and therefore a latent capacity for transformation. 55 The existence of a
national control capacity and consciousness explains in part the earlier
transformation of Britain from a pre-industrial to an industrial society as
compared to France. The Soviet Revolution may be viewed as providing the
industrialization of Russia with the needed national consciousness and
controls.
The preceding discussion suggests the value of viewing some societai
actors as having a latent guidance capacity, while others have little or none.
Faced with a crisis, the first kind of actor would react creatively, activating
his latent capacities, while the other would react routinely, which, under the
circumstances, would mean rigidly.* Consciousness plays a key role in this
'" Of course, this latent capacity rnust he assessed by indicators other thar. ihe response
to a crisis.
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situation both in reviewing various new societal designs and in exploring
new identities which the actor is "trying out." It followed then that postmodern societies, whose malleability and guidance capacity are higher than
that of modern societies, would benefit more from a rising level of consciousness and suffer more from its lack, because the more options available, the
greater the possibility that the reviewing processes will ignore some viable
ones.
In sum, societal consciousness may help societal units to become more the
masters of their actions and to realize more of their own values and goalsi.e., to become more active. As consciousness, however, also reduces
spontaneity and increases instrumentality, an increase of consciousness
without a parallel increase in the other components of the active orientation
may "dry up" the commitment of an actor and weaken rather than strengthen
his activeness.
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CHAPTER 11

The Specification

ef Societal Commitments:

Rationalist and lncrementalist
Approaches

A

CTI VE UNITS a<e mo" cfft<tive ;n reaHzing thcir goals and
values than passive ones. Two major determinants of this difference in
effectiveness are the level and intensity of the commitments of such units and
the processes through which they are specified- in particular, the quality of
societal consensus-building and decision-making. These two processes most
directly determine the substance of the societal goals and values and the ways
in which the actor will specifically attempt to implement them. Consensusbuilding is discussed below (Chapters 17 and 18); here, we deal with societal
decision-making (Chapters 11 and 12).
Although both processes a re concerned with the setting of commitments
and with their specification, consensus-building deals relatively more with
setting the context of that to which the actor is committed, while societal
decision-making is more concerned with the specification of the context, of
the efforts to realize the actor's values and implement his goals. 1 • It is, thus,
•
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notes for this chapter appear on page 273.
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m ainly 1hrough the decision-making processes that vague and abstract societal
commitments, whose directions are indicated by the values and goals to which
the actor subscribes, are translated into specific commitments to one or more
specific courses of ac fion. As in the process the initial commitments may be
either lost or reinforced, weakened or fulfilled, distorted or clarified, this
continual specification-which is largely what decision-making entails-is of
central interest to the theory of an active orientation. A vague, normative
commitment-however intense- will not make a unit active; ways and means
for translating the commitment into myriad regulating signals expressive of
the basic commitment must be found if the societa I unit is to be active.
From a morphological viewpoint, decision-making appears at the point
of articulation of the cybernetic centers with the implementation processes
(both are part of the controlling overlayer). Decision-making itself is a social
process that deals in symbols; it is, however, just one step removed from
implementation, the communication of controlling signals to the units and
the application of power. Thus, the inputs into a decision (which, in this
sense, "precede" implementation) include: the knowledge of the actor, used
to chart altern ative routes and to explore their expected consequences; the
actor's consciousnes.1· of himself and of others, of the genetic and synchronic
bonds and links which affect the degree to which he actively uses his knowledge in making decisions; and the actor's general commitment, the normative
context of his decisions, the vague and general values and goals to be specified
in the decision-making process. Implementation "follows" the decision making process in that here decisions arc communicated and power is applied
to enforce them.
However, the distinction between the input and the output aspects, as
is implied by the sequential notion of "before" and "after," is strictly
analytic because pa.H decisions affect present knowledge, consciousness, and
normative commitments, and present acts of implementation affect future
decisions. But for heuristic purposes, it seems productive to maintain an
image of the factors that go into a single decision and those that follow it
as if their relations did constitute a closed circle.
THE PLACE OF DECISION·MAKING IN 'i'liP. PKOCllSS OF CONTROL

Knowledge

,.......

Consciousness
Values and Goals
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Dedsion-making, thus viewed, is a synthesizing process of the controlling
centers in which knowledge and commitment are fused and related to
considerations of implementation. It is also the point at which the element
of choice (and, in that sense, of freedom) i$ most explicit; decision-making
is the most deliberate and voluntaristic aspect of societal conduct. It is the
attribute that most clearly distinguishes controlled from ongoing processes.
Actors affect ongoing processes, too, through their actions or reactions, but
it is only through the controlling overlayers and, ultimately, the decisionmaking units that they can deliberately project themselves into the ongoing
processes and attempt to modify them in accord with what is preconceived
and preferred by the actors.
This is the reason that the question of the rationality of societal action
arises most dearly in the study of decision-making: To what degree can societal
actors decide their course of action, and to what degree are they compelled
to follow a course not chosen by them? We turn to this question after a brief
discussion of a few definitional issues and the state of the art of studying
decisions. We explore the extent to which a societal actor is able to make
decisions that are effective in terms of his commitments. Our argument
folfows three dialectically related steps. First, we deal with intrinsic criticisms
of the concept of rational decision-making-that is, with considerations that
need to be taken into account in revising the concept if it is to be retained as
central to societal analysis. We next review extrinsic criticisms, the major
efforts to replace the concept with another-chiefly, incrementalism. Finally,
we outline a third approach to societal decision-making which is less
rationalistic in its assumptions than the first but more so than the second.
Mixed-scanning (discussed in the next chapter) combines elements of both
earlier approaches.

Decision-Making: A Delineation
Decision as a Conscious Act
By decision we mean a conscious choice between two or more alternatives.
Not all choices are conscious, but those that are not are not decisions. A
non-conscious choice made at one point in time might reflect a decision made
at an earlier point; for instance, a labor union may authorize an employer to
deduct $10 per month from each worker's salary for the Red Cross. A year
later, the union leader may have forgotten the deduction; while he is still
choosing to give to the Red Cross, he is no longer deciding to do so. The
decision was made at the time of the initial conscious arrangement. In addition
to non-conscious choices which were once conscious, there are other choices
which were never decided upon; e.g., they were accepted "on authority"
without any conscious examination. lf the element of consciousness is
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removed from the defi.nition of the concept of decision and all choices are
seen as decisions, a new term is needed for conscious choices which, we
suggest, differ empirically from non-conscious ones. We expect, for example,
that under most circumstances, conscious choices are relatively more rational
in terms of the selection of appropriate means toward an end. As a consequence, we prefer to view decision-making as a conscious act, as implied in
the common usage of the term.
The difference between conscious and non-conscious choices is important
not only because non-conscious choices are made, but because even when an
actor is conscious of some choices in 1:1 particular situation, there are some
others in the same situation of which he is not aware but which are visible to
trained observers. For most societal actors, we suggest, the range of options is
significantly greater thatz the number of alternatives of which they are aware.
The decision-making strategies actors follow differ in the degree to which
they ignore as against recognize options which are available from the point
of view of an observer.
Policy-making is a form of decision-making in which whole sets of
decisions are considered and the contexts for decisions concerning bits are
reviewed. It is not that contexts are never considered when a single, especiallyimportant decision is made, but their critical examination is likely to be more
extensive in the determination of policy. Policy-making is, hence, best viewed
as more generalized and, in this sense, more abstract decision-making. rn
the following discussion, decision-making refers to both decision- and
policy-making unless policy-making is explicitly mentioned for separate
discussion.

The State of the Art
While many volumes have been written about decision-making, most of
them do not deal with its societal form. To review these various studies
would require a volume larger than the present one. 3 Here, we shall only
mention the ways in which these studies differ from those needed for the
analysis of societal guidance.
I. Guidance analysis has a theoretical foundation; i.e., it builds on a
body of interrelated statements about reality that can be verified. The major
purpose of many studies of decision-making, on the other hand, is normative
- to present prescriptions. 4
2. A theory of societal guidance inevitably deals with macro-actors,
while the overwhelming majority of decision-making studies are concerned
with individuals (voters, consumers, and so on). 5 Moreover, some of the
relatively few studies that are concerned with macro-actors treat them as if
they fo\low.ed the same procedures as individual decision-makers. 6 Jn
contrast, it seems to us that macro-decision-makers differ from individual
ones on the following dimensions: They are internally more differentiated,
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they can make use of larger amounts of knowledge and more sophisticated
decision-making technology, and their process of decision-making is more
institutionalized and organized. 7
3. Of the few studies of decision-making that are macroscopic, several
are deliberately descriptive. 8 They provide essential building-stones for a
theory of macroscopic decision-making, but they themselves attempt no such
analysis. The works of s<!veral political scientists approach a macroscopic
theory of decision-making. 9 These works are pre-theoretical only in that
they use paradigms-that is, a check-list of variables-without specifying, on
the model level, the hypothetical scores of the variables and the relations
among them. A typical study lists the conditions under which a decision was
initiated, the actors that participated, the "setting for decisions," the "stages
of decision-making," and the "organizational context in which the decision
is set." 10 This is of value, as the same list is used for several studies and, thus,
makes for uniformity in the collection of data. On the other hand, the study
does not (nor does it pretend to) provide a theoretical framework.
Many studies of decisions deal with "atomized" actors, one at a time. A
theory of societal guidance is concerned with actors who make decisions in
situations in which there are other, partially related actors-that is, actors
who also make decisions and who affect each other in the process. Societal
decision-making must, hence, be studied as a multi-actor process.
4. Most decision-making studies are "universal" and non-structural.
For instance, Simon's important distinction between optimizing and
"satisiicing," discussed below, is presented in abstraction, independent of any
particular socio-political system. 11 It applies as much to a consumer in a
supermarket as to the President of the United States. We seek to integrate
such conceptions of decision-making with a theory of societal guidance;
hence, macro-factors-for instance, the question of which societal forces
encourage optimizing as against satisficing-are of primary interest. For this
purpose, universal theories must be specified in a societal context and related
to societal structures and organizations.
This is not to suggest that there are no macroscopic, morphological, and
logico-empirical studies. The works of Banfield, Hirschman, Lindblom,
Paige, Schilling, and Wildavsky closely approximate what is needed; 12 our
major difference with these works is not with their level of analysis or
methodology but is substantive, as the following discussion of incrementalism
will attempt to specify.
Just as for our purposes decision-making ill to be studied in a societal
context, so studies of societal units that do not include decision-making are
incomplete. The decision-making units are an integral part of the cybernetic
centers of the controlling overlayers of societal actors ; thus, theories of
society which exclude them depict societies and collectivities as passive units
which "interact" or "integrate" but have no control of themselves or of their
interrelations. Control implies a capacity to select among alternatives,
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among the courses of action a unit seeks to follow-in short, a capacity to
make decisions.

Rationality and Control
Instrumental Rationality and Its limitations
Instrumental rationality is an open selection of means to serve a goal.
Despite repeated, valid, and effectively presented criticisms of the notioll of
instrumental rationality, it still plays a central role in the social sciences in
general as well as in popular conceptions of decision-making. In much of the
work on administrative analysis and practice, t 3 the prevailing image still
seems to be that of an actor who becomes aware of a problem, carefully
weighs alternative means to its solution, and chooses among them according
to his estimates of their respective merits in terms of the state of affairs he
prefers. Subjective instrumental rationality is said to prevail if the decisionmaker is willing to consider alternatives other than the one he was first
inclined to choose if these are shown to be superior. Objective instrumental
rationality is defined as the scientifically determined best course. The more
rational an actor, the more similar his choice will be to that made by
scientifically trained observers. Thus, the relationship of subjective to
objective rationality is like the relationship of the choices made to the
options available.
The persistent use of the concept of instrumental rationality to the
negtect of a more encompassing and balanced notion can be seen in the
numerous works in which the associations of psychological attributes and
sociological structures with behavior which is reported to be instrumentally
rational (e.g., entrepreneurial conduct) are explored. The effects of these
attributes and structures on the primacy of goals, on other goals of the same
actors, and on the shared goals of these and other actors as well as on needs
not expressed in terms of goals are not examined. These are often explored
in a different category of studies (e.g., studies of interpersonal relations at
work or of the alienating effects of organizational life), but, with that dubious
capacity of scientists not to allow information in one "box" to disturb that
in another, the implications of these other studies for instrumental rationality
are frequently not taken into ac.-count when the psychological and sociological prerequisites of rationality are explored. Thus, we have, simultaneously, studies which explore the conditions under which instrumental
rationality can be promoted (and quite explicitly advocate the establishment
of these conditions) and studies which specify the severe dysfunctions of
instrumental rationality. This deserves some elaboration.
Psychologically, an actor who is wholly instrumentally rational must, in
theory, suppress in his decision-making all " irrelevant" considerations. These
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considerations intrude because the actor is subject to various pressures to
choose alternatives not because they best suit his goal but because he is
emotionally affected (e.g., by fear) or related to the object of his decision
(e.g., by kinship). Succumbing to such "irrelevant" intrusions is non-rational,
by definition, so far as the instrumentalist position is concerned. While no
one is completely immune to non-rationality, it is argued, the more
alternatives an actor explores laterally and longitudinally before he is
"distracted," the more rational is his decision. To be rational, it is proposed,
the actor must be free from "particularistic" and "affective" commitments to
the objects of his deliberations. 14 Detachment and rationality are, thus,
viewed as intimately associated.
Arguments to the effect that attributes such as neutrality, a highly
calculative orientation, and "coolness" are necessary for the effective
administrator, entrepreneur, or researcher use this conception of rationality. 15
These qualities are seen as necessary for maintaining deiachment. The
attached, "affective," or "warm" personality is viewed as the opposite type,
both in terms of psychological attributes and· the capacity for rational
decision-making. While it is no longer common to characterize ethnic
groups, races, or nations as more or less capable ofrational behavior, and it is
common to emphasize that there are persons of all personality types in every
societal unit, it is often argued that societal units differ in the frequency with
which one psychological profile or another is found . 1 6 And while various
terms are used--such as the Protestant Ethic, achievement motivation.
entrepreneurship-it is often held, for instance, that Anglo-Saxons are more
"detached" than Latins, and, hence, that economic development and effective
administration are more common in the United States than in Latin America,
more prevalent in Northern Europe than in Southern Italy, Greece, Spain,
and so on. 17 The rational society is then viewed as the society that produces a
relatively high proportion of detached men, and its family and educational
systems are studied to establish the ways in which this is achieved. 18
The limitations of this concept of rationality have often been recognized.
David Riesman explicitly introduced the notion that the inner-directed
man (his instrumental-rational type) is not ipso facto the more effective
man. 19 Similarly, work in the Human Relations tradition contrasted the
work-oriented, excessively instrumental, rigid supervisor, with the more
flexible, worker-oriented one. 20 And Parsons and Bales use an instrumentalexpressive dichotomy. 21
Others put less emphasis on the genesis and psychological prerequisites
and stress instead the morphology or phenomenology of rational society:
Which societal structures encourage instrumental rationality? The answer is
the highly differentiated structures. 22 Each societal unit has a variety of
needs. Society must not only produce or introduce means to meet these needs
but must also arrange for the allocation of means among member-units,
educate members to their social duties, and "manage" tensions in and among
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members. 23 ln simple societal units such as primitive tribes or traditional
historical societies, the servicing of all these varying societal needs is fused
together, and, hence, the internal "logic" of any one of them is not well
developed. Moreover, such societal units are non-rational from the viewpoint of the servicing of any one need. Modern structures are said to provide
a segregated unit for each sector of societal activities-economic, administrative, knowledge-producing and processing-relatively free from the
pressures of such non-rational considerations as kinship ties, class, or caste. 2 4
The more differentiated a unit, it is argued, the more instrumental rationality
is evident in the servicing of a particular societal need; this holds not only for
production but also for public administration, research, and other societal
needs. Similarly, it is argued that modern pluralistic polities a re more rational
than totalitarian ones in which units are differentiated but are not sufficiently
protected from the penet1 ation of "irrelevant" factors (e.g., tile Party). 25
1t is important to note that this conception of rationality underlies much of
the contemporary writing in public administration, 26 Western studies of
development, 27 and arguments about the merits of democratic polities and
pluralistic societies. 28
The validity of the conception that the more a society is differentiated
the more it is rational is tested by determining whether or not the "dependent
variable" is limited to instrumental rationality or takes into account the
need for a more encompassing rationality as well. Does this approach
encompass an analysis of the relations among the servioes of the various
societal goals and needs, among the differentiated units? Are the decisionmaking criteria tied to unit-analysis or explored with a recognition of the
need to relate the units to a more encompassing societal entity ? Marx's
basic sociological conception (though this varied from work to work and
in Capital itself) was caught in this dichotomy. He contrasted a society of
conflict and alienation with one of harmony and human integrity as if the
classless society had no instrumental needs and no problems relating these
to its expressi"e ones, while the conflict-ridden society was without expressive
foundations. He, thus, avoided the crucial test of rationality by dividing the
instrumental and expressive needs between two types of societies which he
projected onto two historical periods, needs which must be related in one
and the same society and period before the concept of rationality can be
encompassing and serve as a satisfactory guide to effective decision-making.
Only a few studies deal systematically with both differentiation and the
articulation of the differentiated sectors. Riggs compared two highly
differentiated structures, one with high coordination which he called "fused"
and one with low coordination which he called "diffracted." 29 Riesman adds
to his study of the inner-directed and other-directed the conception of an
autonomous man. Etzioni studied interstitial structures and higher-level
decision-making structures that are neither instrumental nor expressive but
attempt to relate these two o rientations. 30
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A main function of the controlling overlayer of societal units is to mold
sub-units into more encompassing entities with reference to the normative
commitments of the units and the supra-units. This entails developing
decision-making criteria in accord with a set of values; that is, the processes
of control do not attempt to mold units into supra-units haphazardly but
favor, from among the possible combinations, those more in accord with the
normative commitments of the decision-makers and the various memberunits. The relationship of the control processes to any one unit is like the
relationship of comprehensive to instrumental rationality. The controlling
overlayer need not be centralist or very powerful, but if there are no
mechanisms for making decisions with regard to the allocation of means
and for coordinating efforts among actors whose goals differ, or among
units that specialize in serving different societal needs, there is no provision
for comprehensive rationality. Typically, theories of society that deal with
differentiation but not with the articulation of the units do not include
concepts of a controlling overlayer or political organization.
Critical views on and amendments to the conception of instrumental
rationality have been developed along three major lines which are quite
well known and need only brief review here. They suggest that it is necessary
to curb the open choice of means in order to sustain the actor's commitment
to his goals; to take into account considerations other than service to the
goal; and, above all, to note that the actor is committed to more than one
goal at a time and, hence, that his decision-making must be based on comprehensive rationality. We will now briefly discuss each of these three
amendments.

Sustaining CommUment
Rationality is not a linear process in which the greater the detachment
of the actor, the more rational is his decision·making. While some detachment may lead to greater rationali.ty, further detachment may blur and
eventually erase the goal for which the chain of calculation and means was
composed. In psychological terms, the commitment to any given goal is
emotionaI and, in that sense, non-rational; the greater the detachment
(i.e., the more emotions are suppressed), the greater seems to be the danger
that commitment to goals will be suppressed as well. A historical perspective
is provided by Weber who pointed out that while initially the detached
orientation was a means to a religious goal (the success of work in God's
vineyard, austere living, and saving were signs of salvation), the religious
value became lost while self-denial was maintained as a chain of means
without a goal. Weber considered this the irrationality of rationality, 31 a
situation which can be observed in administrative structures in which means
have come to be " ritualized"-e.g., a bureaucrat imposes a rule (the means)
even though suspension of that rule would better serve the goal in that
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particular instance. The same phenomenon can be observed in those
organizations which, though formed to serve a particular goal, continue to
exist Jong after that goal has been realized, or the organization's elaboration
and protection take priority over service to the goal. 33 In short, it cannot be
held that the more an actor is instrumentally rational, the more rational is
his decision-making. This is the case only to the extent that provisions are
made to protect the goal toward which the decision-making is oriented,
which, we suggest, as a rule entails imposing .fome limitations on the open
selection of means-that is, on instrumental rationality.
Occasional "premature" gratifications and "irrational" asides must be
permitted, even from a narrow mono-goal viewpoint. While instrumental
rationality prescribes the deferment of gratification, maintaining goal commitments requires diverting some assets to provide rewards, even if these
assets could have yielded more rewards at a later point had gratification been
further deferred. The same holds for the introduction or tolerance of some
other "non-rational" criteria for the selection of means-some bribery,
political "kickbacks,'' and nepotism, or the diversion of a highway to avoid
a shrine.
Morphologically, this requires a sub-layer in the controlling overlayer
above the sub-layer which oversees the rational selection of means-a sub·
layer which suspends (or otherwise limits) instrumental considerations before
they erode the normative commitments of the societal actor. These limitations
to instrumental rationality also, we suggest, reinforce the basic normative
commitments. Thus, the presence of grades may distort the educational
'Process, but they enforce the motivation to be educated; the imperfect
enforcement of the law keeps the members of overmanaged societies from
rebelling and blocking progress altogether.
Rationality-still viewed here in terms of the selection of means to
realize one goal-is, thus, not the maximization of instrumental rationality
but a proper balance between the selection of means according to their
instrumental merits and sustaining the goal commitment. We say proper
"balance" because once instrumentality has begun to be limited to maintajn
goal primacy, such limitations may go so far as to undermine instrumental
rationality unnecessarily. Hence, both goal primacy a nd the curtailment of
"irrelevant" criteria for the selection of means must be established in order
to enhance rationality. There have to be both holidays and arrangements for
their termination. 34

"Secondary" Considerations
While the dangers of a loss of commitment have often been emphasized,
the opposite dangers of overcommitment to a goal (or, the utopian
approach) are recognized less often. Actually, as well as protecting the goal,
which, so to speak, stands at the end of the means chain, a rational actor
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must also concern himself with protecting the "sides" of the decisionmaking process. When coal for a locomotive is scarce, there is some inclination to use planks from the sides of the train's cars to build up steam-that is,
to undermine secondar y unit-needs in order to maximize activities directly
related to the goal. All societal units have a variety of needs; attempts to
maximize the realization of the unit's goal tend to erode the servicing of other
needs. The more instrumentally oriented a unit, the greater we expect will
be the pressure to commit assets and efforts to activities directly related to
the goal as against secondary activities-e.g., a greater emphasis on output
than on the maintenance of tools, more stress on short rather than on longrun results, more emphasis on measureable versus Jess measureable outputs,
more attention to quantity and less to quality. All these tendencies are
distortions of instrumental rationality, since they violate its own logic.
They occur not only in production but in all societal activities- in religion
and in education, for example, when attendance, fund- ra ising, and building,
being more measureable, are given more attention than the depth of the
commitment achieved. National societies in periods ofcrisis.tend to emphasize
military rather than political considerations, even though the military ones
are instrumental to the political goals.
The tendency to subordinate the societal unit's needs more and more to
the service of a goal results in undermining the unit's capacity fo r goalrealization in the longer run. lf there were clear measures of how much
should be reserved for the maintenance of a factory or of the ways in which
church attendance is related to salvation, the non-rationality of lhe distortion of overcommitment to a goal would be more visible. In fact, though,
this is not the case, and when the pressure to realize the goal increases, one
major accommodation- frequently made in the name of instrumental
rationality-is to increase the allocation of assets and attention to the primary
goal activities. Hence, maintaining rationality requires protecting the
secondary needs against such encroachment.
One such protection mechanism is the establishment of a control-unit
that specializes in looking after "secondary" considerations. In the corporate
realm, units which specialize in quality-control, planning, or labor relations
will, hopefully, have such a "protective" effect. On the national level, new
agencies or ministries are often established to fortify a neglected activity. Such
units are expected to be effective only if they arc given some power and, especially, access to the centers of control so that they can affect decision-making.
But such a balancing of primary and secondary considerations in the
activity of a unit or in the service of a goal still provides only a defective
criterion to assess the effectiveness of societal decision-making. Actually,
activity so fortified- in which a proper balance between commitment and
instrumental rationality is maintained and secondary needs are taken into
account- is especially likely to encourage the neglect of other goals of the
same unit and similar goals of other units. Enhanced rationality in realizing
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any one goal of one actor invariably poses the potential threat of this goal's
domination over other goals and other actors.

Comprehensive RationaUty
Societal actors arc committed to more than one goal at each point in time,
and, in most situations, there is more than one actor. These two statements
hold for other kinds of actors as well- that is, for microscopic social units
and individuals; the mono-goal actors created in experimental laboratories
or assumed in model-building by all too many students of decision-making
alone are excluded. Those model-builders who do recognize a multitude of
goals freq uently postulate one superior value (or "utility") which provides a
criterion fo r establishing the relative weights of the various goals ; this allows
for a repetition, on the inter-goal level, of the kind of relative merit
examination that instrumental rationality implies is conducted among the
means to one goal. Jn effect, this entails a selection of means and means-tomeans, in a two-step process. Actually, this is rarely possible. Societal actors
pursue several goals and values simultaneously, and there is neither a superior
nor a common criteria. A typical list for the United States includes
freedom, security, democracy, subjective equality, rationality, progress, and
"appropriate inclusion." 3 5 Attempts at hierarchization of such lists seem
doomed to failure, as there are no criteria that suggest the relative weights of
the various values.
Since it is not possible to draw on an over-all value (or on an ordered
set of values) to relate and assign priorities to the goals, an optimization
calculus has been suggested as a means for relating a multitude of goals to
each other. It is argued approximately as follows: The service of each goal
has a declining marginal utility. Thus, while additional aUention to the needs
of a goal would advance it further, the relative amount of additional achievement would tend to decline. At this point, more can be achieved in terms of
the total set of goals of the particular actor by diverting some means to
other goals. The underlying assumptions are that (I) there is a scarcity of
means; (2) as a rule, means assigned to one goal are not available for the
service of other goals 311 ; and (3) to some degree, maximizing the instrumental-rationality of one goal will tend to undermine the service of others.
A decision-maker who is comprehensively rational, it is suggested, is
one whose decision-making approximates one version or another of such a
calculus-i.e., an actor who takes not just one goal and the requirements of
its servicing into account in his selection of a course of action but also
considers the relations among the servicings of the various goals pursued.
Non-rationality, here, involves not only undermining this or that goalcommitment by excessive means considerations, but also granting the servicing of one goal (or :set of goals) more weight than is required for the optimization of the combined services of all of them.
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ln short, since the means assigned to one goal are, as a rule, not available
to others, and the servicing of some goals conflicts with that of others, and,
above all, because of the declining marginal utility of serving any one goal
of the multiple goals to which an actor is committed, rationality is not to be
conceived as maximizing the service of one goal but as the greatest combined
servicing of all of the goals. Narrow, mono-goal rationality is instrumental,
even when it takes into account the need to sustain commitments and
"secondary" considerations, as it deals only with the articulation of means to
a single goal. Working toward the greatest combined service to a set of goals
is an attempt to evolve comprehensive rationality. 3 7 Instrumental rationality
deals with the relations among means; comprehensive rationality is con·
cerned with the relations among goals and their respective instrumental
rationalities. What is rational from a comprehensive viewpoint is often nonrationaJ from an instrumental viewpoint, though non-rationality appears
also on the comprehensive level via the introduction of elements which prevent
complete optimization.36 To be fully comprehensive from the viewpoint of a
societal actor, rationality must not merely combine considerations of several
goals; it must also include a concern with the articulation of the instrumental
and expressive needs of the societal unit in terms of its goals and values.
The differences between the secondary considerat(ons of instrumental
rationality and the calculus of comprehensive rationality need briefly to be
indicated. The two conceptions overlap to the extent that instrumental
rationality includes a concern for other goals that impinge as secondary
considerations on the primary concern. Thus, for instance, the military,
which is responsible for national security, may take into account the need for
economy in its choice of weapons systems. A balanced budget, however, is not
one of the military's goals. Hence, com1iderations which are secondary from
the viewpoint of a member unit and are not the primary concern or goal of
any other member unit will tend to be neglected unless they arc taken into
account on the comprehensive decision-making level.
Second, the status of a need as a secondary consideration of instrumental rationality and its status as a goal in the comprehensive matrix are
quite different. In the firs t case, it has clearly a "means" status. For instance,
a corporation may make some concessions in terms of the pace of prod uction
to maintain the workers' morale because it views such concessions as ultimately conducive to higher production, but if maintaining high morale
requires undermining the opportunity for realizing the goal, then moraleso long as it is considered within the instrumentally rational context of
production-will be a llowed to decline. On the other hand, in principle, no
goal is to be disregarded in the comprehensive matrix. Hence, while the sec·
ondary considerations of instrumental rationality and comprehensive
rationality are related, they are not reducible; what is rational by one
criterion is often not rational by the other.
Jt should be noted that "rational" as used in common parlance often
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refers to the narrow definition of the concept, to instrumental rationality,
with limited concern for "secondary-considerations" and limited realization
of the dilemma posed by comprehensive rationality (i.e., that the world is
"inter-connected" and that advancing one goal may undermine others).
This is important not only because instrumental rationality is the prevailing
concept among the laity and, hence, among the subjects of social science
research, but also because those disciplines which see the world in analytic
slices rather than through the synthesizing eyes of systems meta theories often
rely on this popular conception of rationality. And when they take a more
comprehensive view, it tends to be segmental, as when economists take into
account the relations and tensions between various economic values such as
the stability of prices and economic growth but disregard other values which
are directly affected by economic processes-for instance, political stability.
It is not that every study can explore its subject with full comprehensive
rationality, but there should be some evidence of an awareness of the
limitations of the conclusions drawn from instrumental or segmental
perspectives.
It might be said that these limitations are implicitly recognized even when
not explicitly stated. But (a) it is often not clear whether it is being claimed
that there are no effects on other values or whether these effects are
deliberately left unexplored in a particular study, and (b) quite a few studies,
especially those that lead to policy conclusions, would obviously reach
different conclusions if they were more aware of their instrumental or
segmental perspectives. 39

A Societal, Comparative Perspective
From the viewpoint of comprehensive rationality, traditional societies
give undue weight to expressive considerations to the neglect of instrumental
ones. Early industrial societies suffer from the reverse imbalance=--they stress
economic, administrative, and tedmological considerations to the dariment
of expressive ones. "Mature" capitalist societies and, especially, those
societies under social democratic rule attempt to correct the industrial
imbalance by introducing the welfare state, an expressive element. Left
totalitarian party-states, in their attempts to develop more effective tools for
correction than other industrial societies, seem to have done more damage to
some values than they have advanced others, though their imbalance falls
outside the traditional instrumental-expressive axis. It seems to be one of an
imbalance between the control overlayer and the body of society, with both
expressive and instrumental activities suffering from excessive attempts to
control. We do not attempt to argue, in the limits ofa paragraph, the relative
merits of the various societal structures or decision-making approaches; we
only wish to indicate the positions of these often mentioned societal types
with regard to the conception of comprehensive rationality.
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There is a close relationshjp between comprehensive rationality and the
controlling overlayers, which may provide the necessary balancing. (Balancing does not imply giving equal weight to all goals and considerations but
rather weights which conform to the actors' preferences.) Jt is here that the
limitations of the traditional dichotomy between expressive and instrumental
needs and activities become evident. While traditional societies stress
expressive needs, the active verb is misleading; they rarely, if ever, review
themselves from this viewpoint and have neither the idea that they can
change their expressive- instrumental ratio nor the societal tools to do so.
It would be, for instance, preposterous to suggest that eighteenth-century
England decided to industrialize in order to enhance its deficient instru·
mentality. On the other hand, post-modern societies have a considerably
higher level of self-consciousness and a much greater societal decisionmaking capacity as well as some tools for societal transformation. In comparing the levels of comprehensive rationality of various societal actors, then,
it is necessary to take into account differences in their control capacities;
otherwise, poor decisions (and, in this sense, non-rationality) might be
attributed to passive actors, although only more active units have the option
of making better decisions. To put it differently, to be rational (to make
rational decisions and implement them), especially in the comprehensive
sense, requires a high capacity for societal self-control. Passive societies,
therefore, are not comprehensively rational by definition.
Finally, wbat is comprehensively rational for one sub-society may be
non-rational (or instrumentally rational) from the viewpoint of the society as
a whole. Statements about comprehensive rationality, hence, must always
specify the actor to whose multiple goals they refer. The relationship to system
analysis is evident: Optimization must take into account the effects pursuing
one of the goals an actor has on the realization of his other goals, and
his comprehensive rationality is increased if the sub-unit and unit criteria
for decision-making are harmonized. The difference of perspective is that
system analysis, in the socio-political tradition, tends to assume that the
links between the units and the system are given or changing on-their-own;
decision-making analysis views them as subject to guided change. Jn either
case, comprehensive rationality must be viewed dynamically; what was
comprehensive a generation ago is likely to be no longer so.

Impossibility of Rationality
Thus far, we have discussed criticisms of and amendments to the concept
of rationality as a guide for societal decision-making which have been
intrinsic to the concept. We turn now to an extrinsic criticism-that the
model is not applicable because decision-makers neither do nor can meet its
requirements. While this criticism applies to bo.th kinds of rationality, it
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focuses upon comprehensive rationaJity on the grounds that the instrumental
conception is inadequate even intrinsically.
Four questions are asked: What does rational decision-making require?
What capacities are available to societal decision-makers? To what degree
can these capacities be extended by the new knowledge-technology? rs the
gap between the capacities and the requirements small enough to allow the
use of the rationalistic model as a satisfactory simplification?

The Requirel'(lents
The requirements of rational decision-making have often been discussed:40 (a) information about alternative courses of action and their
consequences; (b) calculation of the alternative outcomes in terms of their
meaning for the various values, and for various combinations of means; 41
(c) a set of agreed-upon values on the basis of which to select goals and to
judge the consequences of alternative courses of action~ and (d) an exhuustfre
survey of all relevant alternatives, since an unstudied alternative may be the
optimal one. (The optimal alternative may not be a "good" one but only the
best among a set of "bad" ones, and, hence, seemingly unappealing. [ts
relative merits may be established only if it is systematically compared to
other alternatives.)

The Capacities
In most discussions of the actual capac1t1es of decision-makers, the
capacities of individual decision-makers are explored. It has been argued that,
ultimatdy, all decisions are made by individuals. 42 We hold that decisions
are also made by societal units-e.g., by Congress. For reasons discussed
above, it is not correct to say, in terms of the language of societal analysis
used here, that such units are aggregates of individuals. Nor are the
decisions made by the occupants of the various roles (e.g., by Congressmen)
acting autonomously or through an aggregation of such decisions (e.g., a
majority vote) but rather via societal processes which are affected by the
properties of the societal unit in which the decisions are made. If the members of any such unit were isolated from each other, they would reach
decisions quite different in nature from those in which they share as members
of a decision-making body. The decision-makers affect each other, and, in
turn, this effect is in part determined by their positions in the structure of the
societal unit which is deciding (i.e., has decision-making sub-units). Hence,
societal decision-making is affected by the morphology of the societal unit.
In addition, capacities-from computers to a staff-which are usually
unavailable to individuals are available for societal decision-making. While
some members are likely to tend toward more innovative decisions than the
societal decision-making units, the effectiveness of most decisions is de-

•
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termined by the capacity to collect and process information and to make
computations; on this account, as we argued earlier, most societal actors are
more effective than most individuals.
Being more effective, however, is certainly not synonymous with being
very effective. In fact, our central proposition is that societal decision-makers
do not have the basic capacities for making rational decisions. 43 Societal
decision-making centers frequently do not have an agreed-upon set of values
and goals; there may be dissensus within the decision-ma.king centers themselves or in a higher-ranking unit that instructs the decision-makers, and/or
the values and goals may be too vague to provide the necessary criteria.
Values often become more specific only as decisions are implemented, as the
actual consequences of a decision become visible. Moreover, member-units
continually change their perspectives because of changes in their internal
composition or in the environment. Values are not given but are fluid and
affected by the decisions made as well as affecting them. The assumption that
values and facts, means and ends, can be neatly (or even less neatly)
separated by decision-makers seems to be invalid. 44
Most societal decision-makers most of the time have only a part of the
information they would need in order to examine all the relevant consequences of the various alternative courses. As a rule, they do not even know
what information would be necessary and, hence, they do not know how
much of this information they hold or its validity. Nor do they have the
assets or time to collect more than an additional fraction of the needed
information.
The necessary calculations cannot be carried out b~ause, first, this capacity
assumes that the two earlier prerequisites have been met-that criteria for
evaluation (or weighing of utilities) have been provided, and that information
about the consequences has been made available. Second, this assumes that
there is a limited universe of relevant consequences that can be exhaustively
surveyed; actually, the universe includes future consequences and these are
"open." 45 That there is no adequate theory to account for cause and effect is
well known.

Knowledge-Technology
While knowledge-technology, especially computers, is of some help in
meeting some of these requirements, it does not allow for more than a narrowing of the gap between the requirements of the rationalistic model and the
actors' capacities, even for the best-equipped actors. Knowledge-technology
is most useful for the processing of information, especially from a "raw" to a
semi-processed state; it also helps in the collection of information. It does
make computation considerably less difficult, though even the most advanced
computers either available or planned would find it difficult to carry out some
of the computations required by the rationalistic model. 46 The machines
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are least useful in providing consensus or normative criteria where these are
lacking. While the question of the range of the capacities of knowledgetechnology, especially in its future development, has been a subject of considerable controversy, even the more optimistic assessors do not expect that
the machines will be able to fulfill the needs of the model. And Simon has
argued that even if they could meet these needs, the cost would be so high
that human decision-makers would have to be used for most decisions. 47
Jn other words, comprehensive rationality would be either impossible or
impractical.
The pattern of expectations initiated by the new advances in knowledgetcchnology is of some inter.est. Initially, the growth in knowledge-technology,
especially the expectation that computers would be able to solve problems,
led to the conclusions that decision-making would become more rationalized
and that executive functions would be greatly curtailed, and the search for a
science of politics-in the sense of making decisions on the basis of scientific
criteria-was resurrected. 48 The underlying assumption of these projections
followed what may be referred to as a straight-line fallacy. Such a fallacy
was evident in earlier generations when declines in the power and functions of
religion and in the size and functions of the family Jed to the expectation that
these societal phenomena would continue to decline and, eventually, even
disappear. Actually, what may be called "imperialistic" institutions released
some of their "colonies" only to retain their "metropolitan" functions in both
cases. Religion in modern societies left the attempt to provide an empirical
characterization of the world to science, but science has rarely even attempted
to penetrate into the metropolitan function of religion, the evaluation of the
other-worldly. 4 Q Similarly, the family relinquished the functions of advanced
education to the school and labor to a newly differentiated occupational
sectors, but, instead of disintegrating, it has maintained without serious
challenge its metropolitan functions of the initial "placement" and
socialization of children. so
Now, similarly, expanded knowledge allows political elites to delegate
some areas of decision-making to experts with the result that value and power
decisions have "moved up" in the decision-making chain but have not been
replaced. This retreat of political elites from some areas of decision-making
is not without significance; it has increased the realm of "technical" competence and, ttius, reduced the scope of normative and political conflict, but
these trends should not be overly extrapolated. Modernization substitutes
judgments on the basis of knowledge for "purer" political judgments mainly
at the earlier (or lower) levels of the decision-making process; the higher
levels are and, we expect, will remain greatly determined by normative and
political factors.
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A Tolerable Simplification?
A common defense of the rationalistic model is that it does not assume
that decision-makers actually are rational but that it serves as a simplified
model against which actual conduct can be measured. Rationalistic
approaches, it is said, take into account that actors have "imperfect
information." Were the rational actor to have complete information, he
would be able to forecast the consequences of implementing various alternatives; decision-making models would then show him how to compute the
utilities and choose among them or among various combinations of them.
For actors who have " incomplete" information, the rationalistic models still
apply, it is said, but they have to be used cautiously since they entail some
degree of inaccuracy. 51 However, a model which more closely approximates
reality is needed; otherwise, bridging the gap between observations and the
model wiH remain highly uneconomical if not impossible. 52 One solution
advocated is the other extreme--a concept of a non-rational man who is
driven by urges, imprisoned by sentiments, constrained by values, manipulated by leaders; a man who occasionally may exercise some limited
rationa.lity but, for the most part, is not rational. 53 This seems to us to go
too far in the opposite direction.
Using both models either simultaneously or alternately does not provide a
solution, because the most central questions to be answered concern the
articulation of the two elements, the rational and the non-rational. Our
central concern is guidance, a process in which rational and non-rational
elements are fused in va·rying degrees and ways. The concepts of rational
and non-rational criteria for decision-making are highly abstract; societal
analysis might more productively devote attention to processes in which
these criteria are related and to the varying combinations that result. This
fusing of the two kinds of considerations does not mean simply throwing
them both into a vat and waiting at the spout for the mixture to fiow. What
is needed is a theory that will provide specific propositions about the processes and their outcomes.
The main utility of the concept of fractional information, which we
prefer to '' i11c0mplete" information, is that while it does not assume that the
actor has almost all the information he needs to be rational, it does recognize
that the actor has some informati on. Were we to assume that he has almost
no information, we would be using normative models that prescribe rational
decision-making fo r "blind" situations--e.g., randomizing and equalizing
one's bets. 54 If we a re correct in suggesting that most actors most of the
time have some valid information, such a random approach (as well as other
purely prescriptive, a-empirical viewpoints) would encourage actors to
perform less effectively than if they systematically took into account the
information that is available to them.
What has been said about information holds also for the actor's capacity
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to calculate the utilities of the various courses of action and the results of
various combinations of investments and efforts. The actor who is in
command of relatwely plentiful information is often "fl.ooded"; i.e., he is
unable to process this information. We would expect him to act confused in
a manner not un1ike that of an actor who has too little information. And
even if he could digest all the available information, there are inherent
limitations on his capacity to assign quantitative scores and weights to his
values and to make the necessary computations. Knowledge-technology can
markedly improve the initial processing of information and computations,
once the relative weights of values are established and quantified, but it is
much less useful for the higher levels of synthesis and for establishing criteria
for computation. In short, the actor's capacity for calculation is also, at best,
fractional. There are important differences in the size of this fraction, and we
have seen above the_importance of these differences in affecting relationships
among actors. But the: major societal decisions of even the best-equipped and
most-informed societal actor cannot be understood-even "approximately"
-within the framework of a rationalistic model:

Incrementalism- An Alternative Model
The Incrementalists
Gunnar Myrdal, John Dewey, and even David Hume have been credited
with advancing the form\Jlation of a model for decision-making that is Jess
demanding than the rationalistic one. Among contemporary social scientists,
Richard Snyder, Glenn D. Paige, Martin Meyerson, and Edward C. Banfield
have disregarded the rationalistic assumption. 55 Karl Popper provided
philosophical support for an alternative approach which is often referred to
as the art of " muddling-through" or "incrementalism." He argued for
piecemeal reforms rather than radical transformations, for attempting to
avoid "evil" instead of actively seeking to introduce "good." Popper associates an active search for positive values with totalitarian societies and
utopian efforts which, he argues, require a rationalistic model 56 and "may
easily lead to an intolerable increase in human suffering." 5 7
Scholars who recognize the rationalistic model's limitations have
suggested several correctives or partial alternatives. Simon observes that most
decision-makers do not even try to optimize but settle for "satisficing"
solutions, those which provide a relatively satisfactory realization of their
values. 58 Only if the realization of a value is frustrated is a search initiated
for an alternative solution, but there is no attempt to find the maximum
service of the value or the optimal com bination of services which would
require rationalistic analysis. Thus, a decision-maker can test a number of
alternatives, either hypothetically or actually, and reject them one after the
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other until he finds one that "will do." This procedure is far less exacting than
the rationalistic one.
Hirschman, in his studies of decision-making in developing nations,
discusses and, indeed, advocates an "unbalanced" approach which is much
less demanding than the rationalistic, "balanced" model in terms of the
requirements it imposes on decision-making. 59 He points out that development requires both motivation and understanding, qualities which are not
necessarily found simultaneously.60 In the West, understanding often pre·
ceded motivation; in con tern porary developing nations, motivation often
precedes understanding. Hence, in the latter case, a decision-making strategy
that has low knowledge requirements is needed, while the balanced model
argues for welt-coordinated progrc~ that occurs in several areas at the same
time. 61 This, Hirschman argues, overstrains the developing nations' decisionmaking capacities (and, we would add, the communication and power
components of their controlling overlayers). The unbalanced approach
envisages developing one sector even if other sectors arc not "ready."
Secondly, it expects that progress in one sector will "induce" development in
related sectors, whereas the balanced approach would call for synchronized
efforts. 62 Reactive ("induced") development must suffice until the higher,
less common, more-difficult-to-achieve capacity for active ("autonomous")
coordination grows. Thus, for example, while the balanced approach favors
"spreading" investments among numerous industries, the unbalanced one is
less reluctant to concentrate them in a few projects.* Further details of
Hirschman's argument need not concern us here. For our purposes, his
concept illustrates an effort to provide a guidance for decision-making which
imposes almost none of the rationalistic requirements and allows actors
who have extremely inadequate controlling overlayers to improve their
decision-making as they seek to advance development. 63
Among sociologists, the phenomenon of inter-institutional lag, especially
in situations in which instrumental institutions "Jag behind" expressive
ones, is, in effect, an argument for synchronized progress. 64 It should be
noted, however, that accepting unbalanced development still allows the
recognition of the value of a balanced society and of future balancing.
• Hirschman do~ not favor simply goi1ig ahead with any project and hoping that the
rest of the economy will fall into place; this would be a fatalistic, haphazard approach
similar to the strategies advocated for situations in which there i$ no information. He offers
some criteria for the selection of initiation points: (a) "Directly productive activities" are
to be preferred over "social overhead capital" because the former provide an opportunity
for a wide variety of solutions while the latter creates shortages which require specific
solutions. Ibid., p. 88. (b) Scmiproccssed products are more effective for development than
either raw materials or fully processed products because they generate pressure for
development both "backward" (to produce raw material~) and "forward" (to complete the
semi-processed materials). And (c) "high linkage·· projects are preferable- that is, those
which have many spill-over effects in directions other than the productfon proce$S.
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A state of balance can be achieved through unbalanced progress in one area
and the subsequent "catching up" of the others, with the control mechanisms
acting as a balancer and assisting those sectors left behind. Such a temporary
lag may be preferred to synchronized progress, since the correction of such
lags requires much less knowledge, a lower decision-making capacity, and a
smaller power of control than balanced progress which may be so exacting
that it is impossible. (That is, estimates of the costs of temporary imbalances
may be weighed against the estimates of the "payoffs" of development.)
On the other hand, it must be recognized that a correction is rarely complete
and that the value of the unbalanced approach is greatly affected by the speed
and scope of the corrections attained.

The lncrementalist Strategy
The fullest and most recent presentation of the "muddling-through"
approach is found in the work of Charles E. Lindblom. "Disjointed
incrementalism" is a decision-making strategy which Lindblom and others
view as commonly followed; moreover, it is the strategy they seem to
prescribe.65 Using this strategy, decision-makers do not attempt a comprehensive survey and evaluation. They do not investigate all alternative policies
but only those which differ incrementally (i.e., to a limited degree) from the
existing policies. In addition, only a relatively small number of means
is considered. This greatly reduces the scope and, therefore, the cost of the
necessary information and computations. The incrementalist, Lindblom says,
prefers the sin of omission to the sin of confusion which is the outcome of
attempts to be rationalistic.•
Second, "one need not try to organize all pos.sible values into a coherent
scheme, but instead, can evaluate only what is relevant in actual policy
choices. " 66 Consensus is not a prerequisite and often develops only after the
decision has been made. Since values cannot be ranked and weighed to allow
for a comprehensive assessment of a policy's merits, and since trying to
reach an agreement on values among the actors is difficult at best and is
likely to delay if not prevent action, Lindblom argues that the measure of a
good decision is the decision-makers' agreement about it. In incrementalist
decision-making, rather than adjusting means to goals (as is called for by the
rationalistic model), "ends are chosen that are appropriate to available or
nearly available means." 61 Jf no consensus can be reached on even the
immediate steps, the decision-maker might ignore the problem of consensus
in groups other than his own. 68
Decision-makers, the incrementalists stress, do not focus their attention
•The incrementalist procedure, Lindblom recognizes, entails not only omitting the
exploration of fundamental altefnatives but also Incremental alternatives which fall outside
the "familiar path of policy-making," The lnJelligence of Democracy, op. cit., p. 175.
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on a clearly defined problem. There is no one decision, and problems are not
"solved"; rather, there is a "never-ending series of attacks" on the issues at
hand through successive or serial analyses and policy-making. 69 The incremental approach is deliberately exploratory. Rather than attempting to
foresee all of the consequences of various alternate routes, one route is tried,
and the unforeseen consequences are left to be discovered and treated by
subsequent increments. Even the criteria by which increments are evii.luated
are developed and adapted in the course of action.

Morphological Implications
Beyond containing a strategy and a philosophy of decision-making,
disjointed incrementalism also implies a structural model-it is presented as
the typical decision-making process of pluralistic societies. In these societies,
power is distributed among a large variety of actors such as interest groups,
parties, executives, and factions of the national legislature. There is no one
center of power but rather a continual give-and-take (or "mutual
adjustment") among numerous centers of power. Formally, the President
(with the "advice and consent" of Congress) serves as the major center of
power, but, in actuality-the incrementalists argue-he must gain the support
of the country, of interest groups, and of various agencies, and he has to
adjust to their demands just as they adjust to his. The varying centers of
power have varying interests and values, and one center can rarely impose
its interests and values on the others. Policies are the outcomes of a give-andtake among numerous partisans; this is another reason for the disjointed and
incremental nature of these policies. 70
Disjointed incrementalism has as much in common with the politics of
compromise and coalition as, historically, master planning has with centralist
societies and socialism and rapid social change has with revolutionary
politics.* The free-competition model strongly influences the incrementalist
view of political life. 71 There are no intrinsically good or bad commodities;
there are only those commodities which the consumers "vote" (with their
• "However much they may disagree over how policy should be made, however, almost
all agree on how it actually is made in the United Stales. Policy is the product of muddling
through: it is the result of incremental, ad hoc decisions, in which issues and values, ends
and means are hopelessly confused. As a result, it lacks coherence, consistency. and
rationality...•
"To what extent do they exist in the Soviet Un.ion? If incremental, ad hoc, short-range
policy-making also prevails there, this would be fairly conclusive evidence that it is a universal characteristic of complex d~ision-making structures. If it is much less prevalent in
the Soviet system, this would suggest that the ad hoc method is typical of a panicular type
of political culture. On the whole, it can probably be said that Soviet history offers more
examples of clear-cul selection, both domestically and in foreign policy...."
From Zbigniew Brzezinski and Samuel P. Huntington, Politico/ Power: USA/USSR
(New York: The Viking Press, 1964). See also p. 51, quoted from pp. 224 and 225.
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purchasing dollars) to buy. Similarly, Lindblom, who, like Hirschman,
approaches political analysis with the background of an economist,
questions the notion that policies can be guided in accord with normative
preferences; this would require an agreement on values and the capacity to
rank them. 72 Good policies are those that are accepted in the sense that
agreements on them can be reached. 7 3 The notion of mutual adjustment is
central to incremental politics, a notion presented as both a valid picture of
the American polity (and, by implication, of other democratic polities) and
the basis of the most effective approach to societal decision-making.
Most rationalistic decision-making models assume that the individual
and, by extension, other member-units (firms, interest groups) know what
their interests are and will pursue them. 7 4 There is little place for a societal
decision-maker, collective interests, shared values, and non-rational bondselements which tie members into a cohesive societal unit and encourage them
to support shared goals and societal decisions. In short, while incrementalists
oppose collective rationalism and reject many of the assumptions of
rationalistic decision-making in general (e.g., the capacity to know and to
calculate and, thus, to optimize), they have a central conceptual simi larity
to individualistic rationalism and utilitarianism: atomism. 75
Now, in our terms, decisions reached through the consent of partisans
without a regulatory center and institutions reflect the interests and goals of
the more powerful, as partisans almost invariably differ in their respective
power. That is, decisions reached in this way would overrepresent the strong
and under-represent the weak. (Actually, some sub-societies are likely to be
completely excluded from decision-making, because their power is too small
to affect the societal decisions reached through "partisan mutual accommodation.") ln fairness to the incrementalists, it should be noted that they
do not support such decision-making in a "raw" form. They point to several
factors which "soften" the picture. The capacity of minorities intensively
committed to their values to counter or even to supersede less-committed
majorities is one such factor. 76 Also, shared values and the processes of political legitimation (factors which are introduced ex machina) are recognized
as lending extra weight to some power-holders (public ones) over others
(private ones).
While these considerations greatly refine the incrementalist position,
they do not essentially change it. According to this approach, for decisionmaking to be democratic, it must occur through a process of partisan
accommodation. Decisions are to be made by the actors who pursue their
interests, and other actors whose interests have not been taken into account
are free to protest after the decision has been made and to attempt to effect
adjustments. The better decision-makers will take this into account to some
degree in their initial decisions, thus making for an anticipatory rather than
a post hoc accommodation. But this, we suggest, may well not include
representation of the values and interests of the poor, ethnic minorities,
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untouchables, and so forth, since it is not the amount of protest or discontent
which determines the adjustments made but rather the relative power of the
actors, which is precisely what these groupings lack when decisions are made
in the course of a political free-for-all. Other power groupings- those who are
not without power but with proportionally less power-are also affected,
a lthough less drastically. Urban citizens, for instance, are under-considered
in the United States rather than ignored. The incrementalists do not deny
this implication of their strategy for societal decision-making. A good
policy, it is stated, represents the existing differences of power; consent plus
inequality is preferable to dissent and equality.17 Any attempt to base the
evaluation of policies on values rather than consensus, is it pointed out,
returns to the rationalistic model and the problems of ranking and weighing
values, and to centralized decision-making-the institutional opposite of
pluralism-which, it is suggested, is undemocratic.
Finally, incrementalism tends to ignore not only the underprivileged
and politically-weak collectivities but also overdue societal innovations.
"Although Lindblom's thesis includes a number of reservations, these are
insufficient to alter its main impact as ideological reinforcement of the proinertia and anti-innovation forces," and "the basic strategy of incremental
change, as stated by Lindblom, is one of maximizing security in making
changes. All reliable knowledge being based on the past, the only way to
proceed without risk is by continuing in the same direction."78 And, as
another critic put it, according to this approach, "we do stagger through
history Like a drunk putting one disjointed incremental foot after another." 79
There would be little interest in the incremental approach if it were merely
the value-judgment of a few social scientists, however eminent they be. Its
importance lies in that jt is the only alternative to rationalistic decision.
making which has a significant intellectual following and it does provide a
characterization of the ways in which post-modern pluralistic societies,
especially the United States, make decisions. What the incrementalists do not
provide is a full representation of societal values and interests and a perspective that runs deeper than the next few increments. lncrementalism seems to
us neither a description of nor a prescription for active decision-making. In
the following chapter, we suggest a third approach that is less demanding
than the rationalistic one but more demanding than the incrementalist one,
one which is both feasible and comprehensive.

an

NOTES
1. For definitions and measurement see Clyde Kluckhohn et al., "Values and
Value-Orientations in the Theory of Action," in Talcott Parsons and Edward A.
Shils (eds.), Toward a General Theory of Action (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1952), p. 390. Philip E. Jacob and James J. Flink, with the
collaboration of Hedvah L. Shuchman, "Values and Their Function in DecisionMaking: Toward an Operational Definition for Use in Public Affairs Research,"
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Supplement to The American BehMioral Scientisl, Vol. V, No. 9 (supplement,
May 1962).
2. For one out or several such definitions see Kuhn, The Study of Society, op.
cit., p. 253. Once consciousness is omitted, the difference between the selection of a
rat and the decision ofa man disappears. On the relationship between consciousness
and decision-making see Martin Shubik, "Studies and Theories of Decision
Making," Admi11istrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 3 ( 1958), pp. 290-291; Bertram M.
Gross, The Ma11agi11g of Organizati<ms (New York: Free Press, 1964), p. 764.
3. Actually, several such reviews are avai lable. Paul Wasserman with Fred S.
Silander, Decision-Making: An Annotated Bibliography (Ithaca, New York: Cayuga
Press, 1958). See a supplement by the same authors and publisher for l 95S-1963
published in 1964. See alw Richard C. Snyder and James A. Robinson, Na1ionol
uml Jntemutionul Decision-Making (New York: The Institute for International
Order, n.d.), and William J. Gore and J. W. Dyson (eds.), The Making of Decisions
(New York: Free Press, 1964); Donald W. Taylor, " Decision Making and Problem
Solving," in James G. March (ed.), Handbook of Organizations (Chicago: Rand
McNally & Company, 1965), pp. 48- 86. See also the special issue on decisionmaking of the Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 3 (December 1958), especially
the article by Martin Shubik, "Studies a nd Theories of Decision Making," pp. 289306. For another bibliography see Dwaine Marvick (ed.), Political Decision-Makers
(New York: Free Press, 1961), pp. 334-343.
4. The suggestion that, if followed, the prescriptions would lead to desired
results, is itself rarely supponed by empirical evidence. On the normative and
uncmpirical nature of these works, see Raymond A. Bauer, ' ' Problem Solving in
Organizations: A Functional Point of View," in Merwin M. Hargrove, Ike H .
Harrison, Eugene L. Swearingen (eds.), Business Policy CC1ses (Homewood, 111. :
Richard D. Irwin, 1963), pp. 29-32. For a recent normative work, see Robert 0.
Schlaifcr, Prohohilily and Statistics for Business Decisions (New York: McGrawHill, l 958). For typical examples, see also Robert Duncan Lu~-e and Howard Raiffa,
Games tmd Decisions (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1957), esp. Ch. 14; Shubik, "Studies
and Theories of Decision Making," op. cit., pp. 289-306, especially p. 289.
5. See, for instance, the items listed by Paul Wasserman with Fred S. Silander,
Decisio11-Maki11g: A11 Annotated Bibliography, op. cit., esp. pp. 1-43.
6. This point was made by Kenneth N. Waltz, Man, the State, 011d War (New
York: Columbia University Press, 19S9), esp. pp. 224-238.
7. Barry E. Collins and Harold Guetzkow, A Social Psychology of Group
Proce.r.rfor Decision-Making (New York: Wiley, 1964), pp. 45-52. See also Peter M.
Blau and W. Richard Scott, Formal Organizations (San Francisco: Chandler,
1962). p. 121.
8. Warner R. Schilling, "The H-Bomb Decision: How to Decide Without
Actually C hoosing," Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 76 (1961), pp. 24-46. Edwin
A. Bock and Alan K. Campbell (eds.), Case Studies in American Go~er111nent:
The Inter-University Cuse Program (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962). A
brief discussion of the program is included. The emphasis is on the "clinical"
approach. See also Richard C. Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and Burton M. Sapin, Foreign
Puli<·y Decision-Making (New York: Free Press, 1962), p. 18. "The Snyder-BruckSapin conceptual framework is essentially an accounting system for taking note of
processing effects, situations, and inftuenccs that bear on decision-making actions."
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Charles A. McClelland, Theory and the International Sys/em (New York:
Macmillan, 1966), p. 108.
9. See, for instance, Richard C. Snyder and Glenn D. Paige, ··The United States
.Decision to Resist Aggression in Korea," Admini.rtrative Science Quarterly, Vol, 3
(1958), pp. 341-379. Allen S. Whiting, China Crosses the Yalu: The Decision to
Enter the Korean War (New York: Macmillan, 1960). Pora macroscopic aspect of
decision-making, see Martin Patchen, "Dei.:ision Theory in the Study of National
Action: Problems and a Proposa l," The Journal of Conflict Resulutio11, Vol. 9
(1965), pp. 164-176.
10. Richard C. Snyder and Edgar S. Furniss, Jr., American Foreign Policy
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1954), pp. 92-101.
11. Herbert A. Simon, "A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Vol. 69 (1955), pp. 99-118.
12. For references and discussion, see below, pp. 268-270. For one of the best
works in this category, see Warner R. Schilling, Paul Y. Hammond, Glenn H,
Snyder, Stralegy, Politics and Defe11se Budgets (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1962).
13. Speaking for men of practice, who are critical of technical terms and abstract
models, Roger W. Jones of the United Stales Bureau of the Budget provides a
description of how he believes " the public administrator makes decisions and
formulates policy." It is surprisingly dose to the rationalist model. See his "The
Model as a Decision-Maker's Dilemma," Puhlic Administration Review, Vol. 24
(I 964), pp. I 58-160. See also John W. Dyckman, "The Sdentific World of the City
Planners," American Behavioral Sciellfi~·t, Vol. 6 ( 1963), pp. 46-50. For another
view of rationality see Richard M. Cyert, Herbert A. Simon, and Donald B.
Trow, "Observation of a Business Decision," in Albert H, Rubinstein and
Chadwick J. Haberstroh, (eds,), Some Theorir:s o.f' Orga11izatio11 (Homewood, Ill.:
Dorsey Press, 1960), pp. 458-472.
14. See Harold Garfinkle, "The Rational Properties of Scientific and Common
Sense Activities," Behavioral Scimn~. Vol. 5 (1960), pp. 72- RJ.
15. Parsons defines "affective-neutrality" as the alternative in which an actor
"renounced in favor of instrumental or moral" interest a relatively immediate
gratification. The Sociul Sy.ftem, op. cit., p. 60. Affective-neutrality is viewed as
associated with division of labor and organization on pp. 158- 159. On personality
correlates of rationality, see Leo Srole el al., Mental Health in the M etropolis: The
Midtown Manha/Ian Study (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962). The concept of
rationality here is somewhat different from the other studies referred to but the
findings relate to the capacity to engage in an "open" means-end analysis.
l 6. David McClelland argues that there is a high association between the prevalence of the need for achievement in a population and its subsequent propensity to
undergo development. The Achieving Society (Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand,
1961), pp. 46--50.
17. On some of these countries, see David McClelland, T'1e Achieving Society,
op. cit., pp. 259-335. For some others, see Almond and Verba, Civic Culture, op.
cit., pp. 473-505; Robert A. Levine, with the assistance of Eugene Strangman
and Leonard Unterberger, Dreams and Deeds: Achievement Motivution in Nigeria
(ChicagO: University of Chicago Press, 1966); Bernard C. Rosen, ''The Achievement Syndrome and Economic Growth io Brazil," Social Force, Vol. 42 (1964),
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pp. 341-354. For an Asian study see Amar Kumar Singh, "Hindu Culture and
Economic Development in India," Conspect11s, No. 1 (1967), pp. 9- 32. For a study
outlining general patterns of national differences, see Mason Haire, Edwin E.
Ghiselli, and Lyman W. Porter, Maflagerial Thinking: An International Study
(New York: Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966).
18. McCleJ1and, The Acliie11ing Society, op. cit., studies the effect of the family
system on achievement, pp. 34~362, 373-376, and the effect of education on
achievement, pp. 413-417.
19. David Riesman, Nathan Glazer, and Reuel Denney, The Lonely Crowd
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950), pp. 275-349. The author expresses an
indebtedness for !his point to Erich Fromm. See Man for Himself (New York:
HoJt, Rinehart & Winston, 1957), p. 301. See also William J. Gore, AdminiJ"trative
Decision-Making: A Heuristic Model (New York: Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964),
pp. 8- 12.
20. See for instance Rensis Llkert, New Patterns of Managemmt (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1961), esp. pp, 13-19.
21. Parsons, The Social System, op. ell., pp. 79-88, 127, 334, 385, 401-403,
409-410. Parsons, Bales, and Shils, Working Papers, op. cit., pp. 31 ff.
22. For references to works dealing with differentiation, $ee footnote 20,
Chapter 4; footnote 30, Chapter 11.
23. Parsons, Bales, and Shils, Working Papers, op. cit., pp. 180 ff.
24. On this concept of rationality, see Dah rendorf, Cla~·s and Class Conflict in
Industrial Society, op. cit., p. 68.
25. See Joseph S. Berliner, Factory and Manager in the USSR (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1957), esp. pp. 231-300.
26. For a sophisticated recent review, see Gore, Administrative DecisionMakifl!f, op. cit., esp. pp. 12-18. See also John M. Pfiffner, " Administrative
Rationality," Public Administration Re11iew, Vol. 20 (1960), pp. 125-132.
27. See Packenham's discussion of rational- legal studies in his "Approaches to
the Study of PoliticaJ Development," op. <'it.
.
28. Robert A. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 124-151.
29. Fred W. Riggs, Administration in Developing Countries: The Theory of
Prismatic Society (Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, 1964), pp. 19 ff. The term
"fused" has been widely used by other authors to refer to undifferentiated systems.
30: This was the central theoretical concept of the author's doctoral dissertation,
"The Organizational Structure of Kibbutzim," .Berkeley; Universi~y of California
Press, 1958. The main findings are reported in "The Functional Differentiation of
Elites in the Kibbutz," American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 64 (1959), pp. 476-487,
and reprinted in the author's S1udies in Social Change (New York : H olt, Rinehart
&, Winston, 1966), pp. 4-29.
31. Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic a11d the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. by
Talcott Parsons (New York: Scribner, 1964), pp. 180-182.
32. Merton, "Social Structure and Anomic,'' Social Theory and Social Structure
(rev. ed.), op. cit., pp. 149- 153.
33. R obert Michels was one of the first to call attention to this tendency in his
Political Parties (New York: Free Press, 1958). David SHls reviews a number of
studies supporting and elaborating this proposition and adds one of his own:
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The Volunteers: Means and Ends in a National Organization (New York: .Pree Press,
1957), pp. 253-270. The difference in the distortion of ma.intaining the instrumental
orientation after the goal is realized and of investing in it instead of realizing the
goal is often ignored.
34. The Carnival at Rio de Janeiro threatens to spilJ over into the rest of the
year. The police, therefore, are expected not to tolerate mass street-dancing and
free roaming bands from the favel/as until the first of the year, after which such
activities "in preparation of the Carnival" are tolerated but suppressed again after
the third day of Carnival. This suppression has also a re.ligious sanctioning as it
marks Ash Wednesday and the initiation of solemn Lent.
35. Robert A. Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, Politics, Economics and Welfare
(New York: Harper Torch Books, 195'3), pp. 28-54. Other lists for the United States
are longer. Robin M. Williams, Jr., Americun Society (New York: Knopf, 1960),
pp. 415-470. Report of the President's Commission on National Goals, Goals for
Americans (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1960). pp. 3-23.
36. The fact that not all services of all goals are competitive--that some activities
serve two or more goals, and to some degree the services of two or more goals may
go hand in hand but then part company, as, for instance, teaching and research in
graduate ischools-further complicates the model but can be encompassed in it.
For a sociological discussion of goals that are partially complementary and partially
<:ontradictory~.g.. therapy, research, aod teaching in medical schools, see Etzioni,
Modern Organizations, op. cit., pp. 14-16.
37. There are numerous other concepts of rationality that cannot be reviewed
here. Our concept of instrumental rationality is similar to Karl Mannheim's,
"functional rationality," Man and Society, op. cit., p. 53. We avoid the term
"functional" because in the social sciences it has acquired the meaning of relating
to a system, which Mannheim's concept does not imply. Mannheim seems to have
been influenced by Weber's notion of " formal" rationality. (See On Law in Economy
a11d Society (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1954), pp. 63- 64, and
The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New York: Free Press, 1957),
pp. 185- 186. Weber discusses relations to more abstract norms and measurability
which are related but not essential to the notion of instrumental rationality.
Our concept o( comprehensive ra tionality approaches Mannheim's of "substantive rationality," op. cit., p. 53. He stresses the "insight into the inter-relations
of events in a given situation"; we emphasize the inclusiveness or synthesizing
nature of the perspective. Weber's concept of substantive rationality is more
concerned with the opposition of normative to empirical elements, op. cit., pp. 35,
185- 186, 207. Cf. Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber, op. cit., p. 331.
Another pair of concepts Weber used are relevant. Wertration/itiit refers to a
commitment to an " absolute value" and Zwekrationa/itlit to a "rational orientation
to a system of discrete individual ends." (The Theory of Social and Economic
Orga11fzation, Joe. cit., p. 115 and Parsons' introduction, pp. 14-17.) This comes
dose to the distinction between instrumental and comprehensive rationality,
though Weber does not fUlly recognize the role of optimization.
38. See Martin Meyerson, "Building the.Middle Range Bridge for Comprehensive
Planning," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Vol. 22 (1956), pp. 58-64.
39. For an illustrative case, see below discussion of British Guiana, p. 295. See
also p. 609, Note 11.
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40. Various versions of the ra tionalistic model are advanced by Jan Tlqbergen,
Economic Policy, Principles and Design (Amsterdam: North Holland, 1956),
pp. 11 ff.; Marshall Dimock, A Philosophy of AdminiYtration (New York: Harper &
Row, 1958), pp. 140 ff; Arthur Smithies, The Budgetary Process in the U.S. (New
York : McGraw-Hill, 1955), pp. 192 ff.
41. A requirement that does not appear in all the versions of the model, but
which is of special interest to the social scientist, is that a full-fledged interdisciplinary theory is needed to carry out the calculation~ discussed above. Without
such a theory, the effects of changes the decision-maker is considering could not be
understood and safely forecasted .
42. "Decisions are the product of collaborative efforts of individuals," Gore
and Dyson (eds.), The Making of Decisions, op. cit., p. I. Joseph Frankel, "Towards
a Decision-Making Model in Foreign Policy," Political Studies, Vol. 7 (1959),
pp. 1- 11 . See also Philip E. Jac:ob, "The Influence of Values in Political Integration," in Jacob and Toscano (eds.), The Integration of Polltical Communities,
op. cir., p. 211.
43. An experiment by Jerome S. Bruner, Jacqueline J. Goodnow, and George A.
Austin has shown that individual decision-makers cannot fulfill the requirements of
the model. See their A Study of Thinking (New York: Wiley, 1956), Chs. 4-5.
Braybrooke and Lindblom have argued ~ocietal decision-makers do not, cannot,
and should not try. Strategy of Decision, op. cit., pp. 48-50. See also pp. 111- 143.
See also Tlte lmelligence of Democracy, op. cit., pp, 137-139. Dahl, A Preface to
Democrati« Theory, op. cit., pp. 145- 146. The following discussion draws on these
works.
44. For reasons for this statement, sec above, Ch. 6, pp. 136-139.
45. Arrow pointed out that the rationalistic model requires "an impossible
amount of calculation. (This impossibility, I may add, is not merely a question of
the quality and quantity of calculating machines, though this consideration is by
no means negligible. It is ultimately a difficulty in our ability to describe the world
in a fixed fi nite linguistic structure.)" Review of Strategy of Decisiofl by Kenneth J.
Arrow in Political Science Qt1arterly, Vol. 79 (1964), p. SSS. See also Herbert A.
Simon, Mt>de/11 of Man (New York : Wiley, 1957), p. 198, and Aaron Wildavsky,
Politics of the Buagetary Process (Boston: Little, Brown, 1964), pp. 147- 152,
46. Hubert L. Dreyfus, "Alchemy and Artificial Tntelligence," paper presented
at the Rand Corporation in August, 1964. p. 65 and see also p. iii.
47. See Herbert A. Simon, The Shupe of Automation for Men and Management
(New York: Harper & Row, 1965), esp. pp. 31- 32.
48. See Olaptcr 6, footnote 4.
49. On this functional definition of religion, see Parsons, The Social System,
op. cit., pp. 163-167, 304.
50. William J. Goode, World Revofutio11 and Family Parterns (New York:
Free Press, 1963), pp, 10-26. For additional discussion, see below, pp. 436-437.
51. Simon, Administrative Behavior, rev. ed., op. cit., p. 77.
52. The same excess of exceptions, written off as "idiosyncrasies" afflicts the
competition model and those of game theory. See Thomas C. Schelling, The Strategy
of Coflf/ict (New York : Oxford University Press, 1963), ·pp. 162-172.
53. The "irrational" position is not limited to the psycho·analytical traditions.
On its place in the earlier writings of the "vitalist" tradition, see Ernst Cassirer,
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The Myth of tlte State (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1946), esp.
pp. 176-185. For existentialist writin~. see Barrett, Irrational Man, op. cit., esp.
pp. 269 ff. See also Henri Bergson, translated by Arthur MitcheU, Creative Evolution
(New York: Modern Library, 1944) as well as his Two Sources of Morality und
Religion, tr. by R. Ashley Audra and Cloudesley Brereton, with the assistance of
W. Horsfall Carter (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1954).
Recently there has been an increase in the interest in "post-rational" conceptions, which deny the superiority of rationality and see the rational civ!lization as
one form, "next" to others, but not a higher stage of development. Unlike earlier
anti-rationalistic positions, the frequent expressions are more intellectually
developed, relatively less emotive. (I am indebted for this point to Daniel Bell.)
See especially the recent work of Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind.(London:
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1966) and Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization,
tr. Richard Howard (New York: Pantheon Books, 1965). Norman 0. Brown's
position, although in the same line, is more emotive.
54. See, for instance, Herman Chernoff, "Rational Selection of Decision
Functions," Econometrica, Vol. 22 (1954), pp. 422-443.
SS. Strategy for Decision, op. cit., pp. 18-19, 250. See also Andrew Gunder
Frank, "Goal Ambiguity and Conflicting Standards: An Approach to the Study of
Organizations," Human Organization, Vol. 17 (1959), pp. 8-13. Donald T. Campbell
provides an incrementalist model of knowledge processes in his "Blind Varia·tion
and Selective Retention in Creative Thought as in Other Knowledge Processes,:·
Psychological ReYiew, Vol. 67 (1960), pp. 380-400.
Empirical studies of incremen!alism were conducted by Aaron Wildavsky, The
Politics of the Budgetary Process, op. cit.; Richard F. Fenno Jr., The Power of the
Purse (Boston: Little Brown, 1966); Otto Davis, M.A. H. Dempster, and Aaron
Wildavsky, "On the Process of Budgeting: An Empirical Study on Congressional
Appropriations," in Gordon Tullock (ed.), Papers on Non-Market D eci.rion-Making
{Charlottesville, Va.: Thomas Jefferson Center for Political Economy, University of
Virginia, 1966), pp. 63- 132.
56. Kad R. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, Vol. I (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1963), p. 157. See also Michael Oakeshott, Rationolism
in Pofitlcs (New York: Basic Books, 1962).
57. Popper, Open Society, op. dt., p. 158.
58. Herbert A. Simon, "A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Vol. 69 (1955), pp. 99-118.
59. Albert 0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Developmem (New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1958).
60. Ibid., p. 19. The theme is much more advanced lo Albert 0. Hirschman's
later book, Journeys Toward Progress (New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1963),
esp. pp. 309-313. See also his "The Principle of ihe Hiding Hand," The Public
Jn1erest, No. 6 (Winter, 1967), pp. 10-23.
6.1. Hirschman refers to the following as representations of the balanced
approach: P. N. Rosenstein-Roda.n, " Problems of IndustriaJization of Eastern and
South-Eastern Europe," Economic Journal, Vol. 53 (1943), p. 205; R.agnarNurkse,
Problems of Capital Formation in Ulllkrde~eloped Countries (New York: Oxford
University Press, 19S3), Ch. 1; Tibor Scitovsky, "Two Concepts of External
Economics," Journal qfPoliti'ca/ Economy, Vol. 62 (19S4), pp. 143-152 ; William A.
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Lewis, The Theory of Economic Growth (Homewood. Ill.: R. D. Irwin,
1955), pp. 274-283. See also Ragnar Nurkse, "Some International Aspects
of the Problem o r Economic Development," American Ecoflomic Review (Papers
and Proceedings), Vol. 42 (1952), pp. 57 1-583 and Jan Tinbergeo, The Design of
Devefopment ~Bahimore: Johns Hopkins Press. 1958). Several studies of balanced
and unbalanced approaches to development are reviewed in an outstanding essay by
Warren F. Ilchman, "Rising Expectations and the Revolution in Development
Administration," Public Administration Review, Vol. 2S (1965), pp. 314-328.
62. The Strategy of Economic Development, up. cit., pp. 17 ff.
63. Actually, Hirschman argues that the West was also developed in an
"unbalanced" way and by means of inducements; nor does he think that contemporary developments in the West are necessarily well-synchronized.
64. William F. Ogburn, Social Change (New York : Viking Press, 1928), esp.
pp. 200-2 12. For a critique of this conception, see Horace Miner, "The Folk.Urban Continuum," The American Sociologiml Review, Vol. 17 (1952), pp. 529537.
65. Charles E. Lindblom, "The Science of 'Muddling Through,' " Public
Administration Review, Vol. 19 (1959), pp. 79-99; Robert A. Dahl and Charles E.
Lindblom, Politia, Eco11omics and Welfare (New York: Harper & Row, 1953);
Strntegy of Decision, op. cit., co-authored with Braybrooke; Lindblom, The
ln1e/lige11ce of Democracy, op. cil., is the most recent and advanced statement of the
position.
Lindblom does not manifestly advocate a strategy which he calls somewhat
disaffectionately "disjointed incrementalism." Three reviewers of Strategy of
Decision point to this ambiguity. Morton A. Kaplan notes: "It is not clear througho ut the book if the authors are more concerned with whether disjointed incrementalism is a description of how people do choose or a prescription as to how
reasonably lo choose," The Annals of the A mericun Academy of Political ufld Social
Sc:irmce, Vol. 352 (1964), p. I 89. "Whether the strategy is a description of a 'social
process' or an alternative ideal of rationality is not clear," Victor A. Thompson,
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 70 ( 1964), p. 132. Lewis A. Froman Jr. concludes; "As Lindblom, the empirical theorist, and Braybrooke, the philosopher,
try to suggest, it [the strategy] is really both," America11 Politit·ul Science Review,
Vol. 58 (1964), p. 116.
66. Lindblom, The Intelligence of Demuaacy, op. cit., p. 145. Another incrementalist describes this as the tendency of decision-makers to concentrate on certain
"focus-elements." See G. L. S. Shackle, Decision, Order, and Time in Human
Affairs (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1961), esp. p. 122.
67. Albert 0. Hirschman and Charles E. Lindblom, "Economic Development,
Research and Development, Policy Making; Some Converging Views," Behavioral
Scie11ces, Vol. 7 (1962), pp. 211-222, quoted from p. 215. Martin Shapiro speaks of
the accommodation of ends to means in "Stability and Change in Judicial DecisionMaking: lncrementalism or Stare Decisis7" Law in Transition Quarterly, Vol. 2
(1965), pp. 134-157.
68. Hirschman and Lindblom, op. cil., p. 216.
69. For three examples of problems which were not solved but were repeatedly
"attacked" over a period of time and thus treated, see David M. Potter, People of
Plenty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 122.
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70. Aaron Wildavsky and Arthur Hammond, "Comprehensive versus Jncremental Budgeting in the Department of Agriculture," Administratlve Science
Quarterly, Vol. IO (1965), pp. 321-346, esp. p. 323; and Lindblom, The /11tclligence
of Democracy, op. cit., p. 28.
71. On the virtues of the market mechanism, see Charles E. Lindblom,
"Economics and the Adminis tration of National Planning," P~hlic Admfnistralion
Review, Vol. 25 (1965), pp. 274--283. On mutual adjustment among JJOvernment
agencies see Robert Jones Shafer, Mexico: Mutual Adjustment Planning (Syracuse,
N .Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1966), esp. pp. 3, 127.
72. "The Science of ' Muddling Through,'" op. cit., pp. 83-84; Lindblom, The
Intelligence of Democracy, passim. See also Albert D. Biderman's discussion of
"Obstacles to Consensual Evaluation" in his "Social Indicators and Goals," in
Raymond A. Bauer (ed.), Socit1l Indicators (Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press,
1966), pp. 79--86.
73. As free market systems are purported to do, incrcmentalism ." leaves an opening for the creative impulses of individuals; 'fluid themes invite, as settled rules
do not, exploratory responses.' To this end, the social conflict of interests and
desires acts as a vital prod in sharpening and deepening the quality of social
argumentation; it is not the judgment of the impartial observer, using maximum
information in accordance with a well-defined value system, but the conflict of
partial, self-interested, and therefore highly motivated contestants from which the
best social decisions will come." Arrow, review of Intelligence of Democ.racy,
op. cir., p. 586.
74. "Self-interest is an element embodied in most rational models," Gore and
Dyson, The Making of Decisions, op. cit., p. 4. See also Paul Diesing, "Socioeconomic Decisions," Ethics, Vol. 69 (1958), pp. 1- 18. Olson, Jr., T/ie Logic of
Co/Jeclive Action, op. cit., uses as premises that "man i~ rational" and pursues his
"self-interest."
15. See Braybrooke's part of Strategy of Decision, op. cit., Chs. 7-10.
76. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory, op. cit., pp. 103 ff.
77. See The lt11el/ige11ce uf Democracy, op. cit., Ch. 16, esp. p. 260 and Ch. IS,
esp. pp. 239, 242. Lindblom is introducing various qualifications to the above
statement, but these do not change his stand and need not concern us here.
Economists frequently derive societal utilities from aggregates of personal preferences. F or a good example see Kenneth Arrow, Social Choice and Individual
Values (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1951).
78. Yehezkel Dror, "Muddling Through-'Science' or Inertia?" Public
Administratt'on Review, Vol. 24 (1964), pp. 155, 154 respectively.
79. Kenneth Boulding in a review of A Strategy of Decision, American SocialogicaJ ReYiew, Vol. 29 (1964), p. 931.

CHAPTER 12

Mixed-Scannin9:
An Active Approach to Decision-Makin9

w

deo~ion-makiog

NOW .,p10" a thfrd appmaoh to
one we consider more activating than either of the two strategies discussed
above although it draws on elements of both of them. The first part of the
chapter introduces this third approach and explores its foundations; the
second part deals with the effects of other guidance factors on societal
decision-making, especially on the kind of decision-making needed for active
societies.

The Mixed-Scanning Strategy
Neither Rationalism nor Incrementalism
What is needed for active decision-making is a strategy that is less exacting
than the rationalistic one but not as constricting in its perspective as the
incremental approach, not as utopian as rationalism but not as conservative
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as incrementalism, not so unrealistic a model that it cannot be followed but
not one that legitimates myopic, self-oriented, non-innovative decisionmaking. The strategy of mixed-scanning, which we outline in the following
pages, assumes that the criticisms of the rationalistic model are valid. WhiJe
casters of well-balanced dice or tic-tac-toe players may be able to use a
rationalistic model, an individual buying an everyday item in a local grocery
store cannot, nor can a voter, not to mention an actor who makes decisions
with macroscopic consequences. 1 * Referring to a rationalistic model,
Charles Hitch states,
The sort of simple explicit model which operation researchers are so proficient
in using can certainly reflect most of the significant factors influencing traffic
control on the George Washington Bridge, but the proportion of the relevant
reality which we can represent by any such [rationalisric-AE] model or models
in studying, say, a major foreign-policy decision, appears to be almost trivial.'

Rationalistic models do not provide an effective descriptive, normative, or
analytic model for the conduct of macro-actors. Incrementalism, we suggest,
is descriptive of a sub-set of decisions but not of the more effective decisions.
lo fact, if an empirical study were conducted, we would expect it to show that
actors in a large variety of fields, when confronted with the impossibility of
following a rationalistic model, use not an incrementalist but a mixedscanning strategy. And more effective actors rely more on such a strategy
than those who are less effective, as judged by the actual goals of the
decision-makers.

Mixed-Scanning Defined
Actors whose decision-making is based on a mixed-scanning strategy
differentiate contextuating (or fundamental) decisions from bit (or item)
decisions. Contextuating decisions are made through an exploration of the
main alternatives seen by the actor in view of his conception of his goals,
but-unlike what comprehensive rationality would indicate-details and
specifications are omitted so that overviews are feasible. Bit-decisions are
made "incrementally" but within the contexts set by ftmdamental decisions
(and reviews). Thus, each of the two elements in the mixed-scanning strategy
helps to neutralize the peculiar shortcoming of the other: Bit-incrementalism
overcomes the unrealistic aspects of comprehensive rationalism (by limiting
it to contexuating decisions), and contextuating rationalism helps to right
the conservative bias of incrernentalism. Together, they make for a third
approach which is more realistic and more transforming than each of its
elements. We shall first examine the strategy in general and then its structural
foundations. Initially, we illustrate the strategy by discussing situations which
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 305.
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are limited in their societal importance but which allow us to outline the
basic features of the strategy. We return shortly to macro-sociology.•

Mixed-Scanning Illustrated
Infantrymen taking positions in a new field in hostile territory scan it for
hidden enemy troops. They are trained to scan a field. A rationalistic strategy
is likely to be avoided because it would entail examining the whole field
bit-by-bit, exhaustively, which would be dangerous and fatiguing and is
likely not to be completed. Incrementalists would examine places in which
enemy troops have been known to hide and some others near them or similar
to them. Unlike the whole field, these places can be prodded by fire. Soldiers
who are tired of marching and combat will sometimes follow this procedure.
But armies known for their effectiveness train their soldiers in a different
procedure. A major consideration in this regard is that accuracy of aim
declines with distance. The infantrymen are taught first to scan the whole
field in a rough, non-discriminating way for some obvious sign of danger
(a movement, an unnatural shadow, and so on). If none is visible, they proceed
with a bit-by-bit examination from the left to the right, beginning with the
sub-fields closest to them and moving outward to more distant ones. The
assumption is that scanning is going to become more superficial the longer it
is carried out, which is made to coincide with the scanning of the more remote,
less dangerous sub-fields. 3
To take quite a different example, we find that weather satellites hold two
cameras, one which takes broad-angle pictures covering large segments of
the sky at one time in little detail and one which takes pictures of much
smaller segments of the sky in much greater detail. Rather than covering all
the sky in detail, bit-by-bit, thereby flooding the analyst with information
that is likely to exhaust and frustrate him or make him non-discriminating,
the dual scanning devke is used first to take undetailed but encompassing
pictures of the sky and then to scan for signs of trouble (e.g., cloud formations which might indicate a hurricane) which the second camera explores in
detail. 4 It is more effective than merely examining the "familiar" hurricane
cloud areas and a few others next to them, because even a rough scanning of
the whole sky might show some obvious danger signs in other, unexpected
areas. The same seems to hold for cameras on intelligence flights such as those
of the U-2 and its latter-day versions and for reconnaissance satellites.
The relative investments active decision-making requires in the two
kinds of scanning as well as in scanning in general depend on the cost of
• In terms of the languages or societal analysis, incrementalism is atomistic and
rationalism is. voluntarlstic (with instrumental rationalism solely voluntaristic and comprehensive rationalism containing collectivistic elements); no decision-making capacity is
assumed in " pure" collectivistic language.
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missing one hurricane, enemy, and so forth, and on the cost of additional
scanning and the amount of time it takes. For instance, the scanning of Cuba
was sharply increased after too little re<:onnaissance left the United States
unaware of the positioning of Soviet missiles until they were almost fully
erected. 5 Still, complete scanning was not possible.
Chess players are of interest for tbe study of decision-making strategy
because the possibilities of combinations are much greater than those of
infantrymen or cameras, and there is a clear measure of effectiveness in terms
of the players' goals. A chess player cannot study all strategics at each move.
Better players, we suggest, quickly review several strategies and then explore
a sub-set of them in greater detail and an even smaller sub-set in still more
detail. They reject all strategics of the first sub-set but one on the basis of
some obvious disadvantages which make them undeserving of detailed
examination. Were they able to examine all strategies in detail, they might
discover that an alternative that had been rejected in this first round would
have been the optimal one. But they cannot optimize. Still, we expect them
to do better with this sequential combination of different kinds of scanning,
going from vague but encompassing to detailed but exclusive examination,
than players who only "increment" on the strategy with which they began or
which have used successfully in the past.
Once the better player chooses a strategy, he will increment but only
for a while. Sporadically, he will return to "higher" (or strategic) level
of scanning, either because he sees outright signs of danger several moves
ahead or because he wishes to explore whether or not the ever-changing
situation allows for a still better strategy. The player who "increments" until
trouble is only one or two moves ahead and engages in no strategic scanning
even if there are no obvious dangers will, ·we expect, not do as well. Also, the
better player attempts initially to establish a position in which ~everal
strategies can readily be adopted and often does not attempt to implement
any one strategy immediately, because he is aware that such a procedure
would reduce his capacity for strategic choices before the situation is relatively
"developed"-i.e., specific. 6
There is no reason that scanning has to be limited to two levels, one high
in coverage and low in detail aod the other high in detail and low in coverage;
there can be more levels with varying degrees of detail and coverage, though
it seems most effective to include one all-encompassing level (so that no
major option will be left uncovered) and one level which is highly detailed
(so that the option chosen can be explored as fully as feasible).
The decision to allocate the investments of assets and time among the
levels is part of the strategy. The actual amount of assets and time spent
depends on the total amount available and on testing various inter-level
combinations. The amount spent also changes over time. At set intervals (or
sporadically), an increase in the investment in encompassing (high-coverage)
scanning is neede<l to survey the field for far-remove<l but " obvious" dangers,
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to re-ascertain fundamental assumptions, and to search for better lines of
approach.* An increase in such investment is also effective when the environment radically changes or when the earlier increments lead to a crisis. 7
Scanning (and, for that matter, almost all decision-making) combines the
collection, processing, and evaluation of information with the process of
making choices. As the actor "scans," he "takes in" information and explores
alternative steps. Moreover, what information to collect, the extent to which
to process it, etc., are also choices that need to be made in the decision-making
process. While for some analytic purpose, knowledge-scanning and the
making of choices are to be kept separate, in the following discussion-unless
otherwise indicated-we explore them jointly.

Mixed-Scanning Specified
We now present the mixed-scanning strategy as an imaginary set of
instructions written for an unimaginative decision: maker. 8 For heuristic
purposes, we assume that at one point in time, the actor has no firm strategic
commitments and faces a crisis that suggests that earlier policy lines ought
to be reviewed fundamentally. United States foreigo policy in the years after
1945, in which the containment strategy and the Truman doctrine emerged,
would be a good example. 9
Put into a program-like language, the strategy roughly reads:
a. On strategic occasions (for definition see d below} (i) list all relevant
alternatives that come to mind, that the staff raises, and that advisers advocate
(including alternatives not usually considered feasible). t
(ii} Examine briefly the alternatives under (i) (for definition of "briefly"
see d below), and reject those that reveal a "crippling objection." These
include: (a) utilitarian objections to alternatives which require means that
are not available, (b) normative objections to alternatives which violate the
basic values of the decision-makers, t and (c) political objections to alternatives

• More encompassing scanning may be undertaken either at set inlervals (e.g., annual
review occasions) or when there is a special reason lo do so (e.g.• a new difficulty is encountered). The first method is more "demanding" but also more activating. However,
both assume a capacity for non-incremental reviews.
t This is a redundant rule because all "relevant alternatives" include ones which may
not be feasible. It is not needed for a c<>mputer but for human decision-maken;. lts purpose
is to counteract somewhat Che tendency to form and maintain communities-of-assumptions.
Such an "instruction" in itself will, of course, not suffice, and a structural arrangement is
needed to provide power in support of inclusiveness. This is discussed on pp. 182-190
above.
i The instruction reads "basic values" because we assume that a decision-maker has
some normative integrity which should be encouraged, but that most deci~ion-makers will
deviate from a secondary value if other considerations support a strategy they favor, and
the model will not dissuade them.

•
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which violate the basic values or interestS of other actors whose support
seems essential for making the decision and/or implementing it.
(iii) For all alternatives not rejected under (ii), repeat (ii) in greater
though not in full detail (for definition of scale seed).
(iv) For those alternatives remaining after (iii), repeat (ii) in still fuller
detail (see d). Continue until only one alternative is left, or randomize the
choice among those remaining (and ask the staff in the future to collect
enough information to differentiate among all the alternatives to be reviewed).
b. Before implementation• (i) when possible, fragment the implementation
into several sequential steps (an administrative rule).
(ii) When possible, divide the commitment to implement into several
serial steps (a political rule).
(iii) When possible, divide the commitment of assets into several serial
steps and maintain a strategic reserve (a utilitarian rule).
(iv) Arrange implementation in such a way that, if possible, costly and
less reversible decisions will appear later in the process than those which are
more reversible and Jess costly.
(v) Provide a time schedule for the additional collection and processing
of information so that information will become available at the key turning
points of the subsequent decisions, but assume "unanticipated" delays in the
availability of these inputs. t Return to more encompassing scanning when
such information becomes available and before such turning points.
c. Review while implementing. (i) Scan on a semi-encompassing level after
the first sub-set of increments is implemented. If they " work," continue to
scan on a semi-encompassing level after longer intervals and in full, over-all
review, still less frequently.
(ii) Scan more encompassingly whenever a series of increments, although
each one seems a step in the right direction, results in deeper difficulties.
(iii) Be sure to scan at set intervals in full, over-all review even if everything seems all right, because: (a) a major danger that was not visible during
earlier scanning but becomes observable now that it is closer might loom a
few steps (or increments) ahead; (b) a better strategy might now be possible
although it was ruled out in earlier rounds (see if one or more of the crippling
objections was removed, but also look for new alternatives not previously
examined); and (c) the goal may have been realized and, therefore, need
no further incrementation. If this occurs, ask for new goal(s), and consider
terminating the project.
•These rules are necessary, non-incremental preparations if later "incrementing" is to
be possible.

t Rules (i) to (v) have been widely used in planning projects in which research and
development play an important role. Reversibility declines (i.e., turning points arc passed)
with the transition (a) from research to the: full-scale development of prototypes and (b)
from prototypes to line: production. (c) There arc: more such points, the more development
is lateral rather than longitudinal. On the other hand, lateral development saves time.
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d. Formulate a rule for the allocation of a.rsets and time among the various
levels of scanning. The rule is to assign "slices" of the available pie to (i)
"normal" routines (when incrementing ..works");* (ii) semi-encompassing
reviews; (iii) over-all reviews; (iv) initial reviews when a whole new problem
or strategy is considered; (v) a time "trigger," at set intervals, to initiate
more encompassing reviews without waiting for a crisis to develop ; and (vi)
an occasional review of the allocation rule in the over-all review, and the
establishment of the patterns of allocation in the initial strategic review.
Writing out all these instructions might make mixed-scanning seem
unwieldy and complicated; actually, its main features are si.mple. It combines
various levels of scanni ng, some more encompassing but less detailed and
others less encompassing but more detailed. It also provides a set of criteria
for situations in which a particular level of scanning is to be emphasized, with
encompassing scanning (both lateral and longitudinal) appearing not only in
a crisis situation but also at set intervals even when incrementing seems to
lead toward the solution of the problem at hand. The annual Congressional
debate over the budget, the President's State of the Uniori message, and
meetings of the Council qf Economic Advisers have some elements of such a
strategy in United States' decision-making.

The R elations Between Fundamental and Incremental
Decisions
The incrementalists do not deny the existence of fundamental decisions
such as a declaration of war; they argue, however, that incremental decisions
are much more common. 10 While incremental decisions do greatly outnumber fundamental one~, we suggest that the latter's significance for
societal guidance is not commensurate with their number, and that it is a
mistake to relegate non-incremental decisions to the category of exceptions.
It is the fundamental decisions which set the contexts for the numerous, bit
decisions. This observation can be elevated to the level of a proposition: We
expect most fundamental decisions to be followed by incremental ones that
tend toward the same general direction. Also, fundamental decisions are
often " prepared for" by bit decisions. While this makes the fundamental
ones-when finally made-less "fundamental," the fact that decisionssuch as the declaration of war- are somewhat Jess drastic shifts in policy
than is often maintained does not mean that they are not basically fundamental. The bit decisions which follow them cannot be understood without
them, and the preceding bit decisions are often wasted unless they lead to
fundamental decisions.

• lf no objective measure is available, this is to be determi ned subjectively by the
decision-makers.
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Whether or not a series of incremental decisions is, by itself, less effective
than a fund amen ta! decision is an open question,• but the question is much less
important than it appears if we take into account the relationship between
fundamental and incremental decisions. The incrementalists say that the
actor chooses between these two kinds of decision-making. We suggest that
(a) most incremental decisions specify or anticipate fundamental decisions,
and (h) the cumulative value of the incremental decisions is greatly affected by
the underlying fundamental declsimis.
Thus, it is not enough to show, as Richard Fenno did, that Congress
makes primarily marginal changes in the federal budget (a comparison of one
year's budget for a federal agency with that of the preceding year showed,
on many occasions, only a JO per cent or lower difference), 1 1 or that the defense budget does not change very much in terms of its percentage of the
federal budget, or that the federal budget remains the same in terms of its
percentage of the Cross National Product. 12 These bit changes are often
indicative of trends which were initiated at critical turning points at which
fundamental, contextuating decisions were made. The United States defense
budget increased at the beginning of the Korean War in 1950 from 5.0per cent
of the GNP to 10.3 per cent in 1951. The fact that it stayed at about this level
{between 9.0 and 11.3 per cent of the GNP) after the war (1954- 1960) did
reflect incremental decisions, but these were made within the contextual
decision of engaging in the Korean War. 1 3 Fenno's own figu res show almost
as many changes of above 20 per cent as below this level (21 I out of 444
budget changes, within one year, were 20 per cent or larger). Seven budget
changes represented an increase of 100 per cent or more, and 24 budgets
increased 50 per cent or more. 14 Once Congress set up a national space agency
in 1958 and consented to support President Kennedy's space goals, it made
"incremental," additional commitments for several years. But, first, a
fundamental decision had been made. Actually, Congress, in 1958, drawing
on previous experience and on an understanding o( the dynamics of incre·
mental processes, could not but have been aware that once a fundamental
commitment is made, it is difficult to reverse. And while the initial space
budget was relatively small, the acts of establishing a space agency and
subscribing to the space goals were, in effect, supporting additional budget
increments in future years. Of course, Congress and other societal decision·
making bodies do make cumulative bit decisions without understanding the
fundamental ones which underlie them, but, often, what appears to be a
series of bit decisions is, in effect, the extension of a fundamental decision.
lncrementalists argue that incremental decisions tend to be small steps
in the "right" direction, or, if and when it becomes evident that they are not,
•Of course, one incremental decision should not be compared to a fundamental one,
as only a series of incremental decisions constitutes an attempt to treat the $ame problem
that is dealt with by a fundamental dccisjon.
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the course can be altered. But if the decision-maker evaluates his incremental,
bit decisions at all, which he must do if he is to decide whether or not they
are "remedial," his judgment will be greatly affected by the evaluative contexts in which he views them. Here, again, we have to go outside the incrementalist model to ascertain the ways in which these criteria of evaluation
are determined, which, we suggest, is very similar to the making of
fundamental decisions.
Thus, while actors make both kinds of decisions, the number and role of
fundamental decisions are greater than incrementalists hold, and when the
fundamental decisions are absent, bit decision-making will amount to
drifting, to action without direction. An active approach to societal decisionmaking requires two sets of mechanisms: (a) a high-order, fundamental
policy-making process which sets basic directions, and (b) an incremental
process which prepares for fundamental decisions and revises them after
they have been reached. When rapid changes in the environment, in the
societal unit, and in the step-structure nature of the problem, or prolonged
mistaken treatment, lead to increasing difficulties, the higher order, fundamental review process must become operative.

Evaluating Decision-Making Strategies
The incrementalists argue that fundamental decisions tend to be poor
decisions. Examples given are the Soviet decision to rapidly collectivize
agriculture and French officers in Algeria deciding in 1961 to chaJlenge the
civil government's authority. It is asked, rhetorically, if it is possible to think
of a single fundamental decision that was not poor? Remaining with these
examples, the succeeding Soviet decision to decelerate collectivization and
De Gaulle's decision to terminate the war in Algeria may be characterized
as "good" fundamental decisions, as judged by the goals of the decisionmaker at the time the decision was made, while it was carried out, and as it
was implemented.•
The incrementalists further argue that without a comprehensive model
for evaluation, "good" decisions cannot be defined, and that such a model
cannot be generated. In contrast, we expect that the decisions actors make will
be "better" (in terms of their goals), the more the actors adhere to a mixedscanning strategy in their decision-making. While we recognize the serious
difficulties in the evaluation of decision-making strategies, because factors
other than these strategies affect both the decisions and their implementation
*This qualification must be added because there always may be later unanticipated
consequences which may upset the balance and tip it against the original decision. But since
these may have further consequences that may restore the balance in favor of the act, a
cut-off point is a pragmatic need of evaluation. It also is suggested that the more important
consequences will tend to be visible in the time period specified above.
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and, hence, make comparisons of strategies difficult, we see no reason for
this being a more difficult evaluation problem than most others. 15 Finally,
while it is difficult to rank and weigh the values or goals of an actor, it is not
so insurmountable a problem as the incrementalists argue. We can ask
decision-makers to rank their values, at least in an ordinal scale, or we can
derive a weight from examination of their actual decisions and accompanying
discussions.
Many societal projects, unlike actors or units, have one primary goal
such as reducing population growt h, economically desalting sea-water,
reducing price inflation, or increasing economic growth. Although there may
be other goals which are also served, they are secondary from the viewpoint
of the project (though not necessarily from the viewpoint of some or even
all of the participants). We thus may deal with the degree to which the
primary goal was realized and use this as the central evaluative measure of a
"good" policy, while noting the policy's effects on secondary goals. Thus, we
can state that the introduction of birth control pills provides for more
contraception (a primary goal) but less opportunity for nursing training (a
secondary goal) than the diaphragm. When we compare projects in these
terms, we, in effect, weigh the primary goal as several times as important as
all the secondary goals combined. 16 When there are two or even three primary
goals (e.g., teaching, therapy, and research in a university hospital), we can
still compare projects in terms of the extent to which they realize each primary
goal, and we can state, for example, that project Xis "good" for research but
not for teaching while project Y is "good" for teaching but not particularly
"good" for research, and so on, without having to deal with the additional
difficulties of combining the measures of effectiveness into one numerical
index. 1 7 While this relatively primitive method of evaluation is not without
its own problems or limitations, it more closely reflects what successful
decision-makers actually do than the incrementalist description and seems to
us to provide a more active basis for societal decision-making.
Not all ou1comes have the same saliency for an actor, a fact which
makes encompassing decision-making less difficult to assess than the incrementalists argue. Most actors, for instance, seem to rank survival above most
other values. They also tend to rank the prevention of major losses of assets
as more desirable than gains of the same or even higher magnitude. (Actors
who command very few assets, however, are often an e~ception and tend to
accept courses of action which entail much greater risks than richer actors.)
Many other propositions may be generated about the distributions of goals
(or "utilities") and the ways in which they are related to decision-making
strategies. 1 8 It suffices to say here that such relationships among values (or
goals) seem to be highly relevant to theories of guidance but are rarely
explored in macroscopic and sociological perspectives.
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A Morphological Comparative Approach
The more we recognize that the bases of decisions neither are nor can be
an ordered set of values and a full examination of reality, the more likely we
are to take into account that decisions are made through interactions among
actors which are affected by the structures in which they take place. For
instance, the choice of less versus more encompassing scanning is not merely
an intellectual issue, a matter of strategic reflection, but is influenced by the
relationships between higher and lower organizational ranks. If the higherranking decision-makers do not favor encompassing scanning, specific
dysfunctions are expected, in particular excessive stress on instrumental considerations. Similarly, the conflicts between experts, especially of the analytic
type, and high-ranking decision-makers reflect the conflicts among various
levels of scanning. This conflict may be functional so long as the distribution
of power between the two units assures the ultimate primacy of encompassing
scanning. However, when external pressures lead to the placement of ex.perts
in a decision-making center, the consequenoes are often highly dysfunctional
from the viewpoint of the units involved. An extreme e·xample of this was
when, in response to British and lriternationa\ Monetary Fund pressures, the
advice of a tax. expert, who was concerned with little other than tax revision,
was forced upon the government of British Guiana in 1962 and led to mass
riots and general strikes. 19
The structural profile used here differs considerably from the one often
advanced in writings on administration according to which higher-ranking
men make general decisions while lower-ranking ones work out specifications
within the framework of these general decisions. 20 According to this view, the
decisions made by men of various ranks differ only in their degree of specification, and there is a clear hierarchization. In our model, the decisions of
those lower in rank differ substantively from those of higher rank in that the
lower-ranking decision-maker (a) tends to have a more instrumental
orientation; (b) tends to promote one goal (at least relatively) while the J1igher
and, especially, the highest decision-making ranks are concerned with balancing several g-0als; and (c) tends more toward the incremental approach.
A measure of the extent to which a societal unit is active vis-ii-vis its own
structure is the extent to which the elites and active publics view the decision.
making organization itself as subject to review and alteration. Relatively
passive decision-makers are often unaware of the effects of the internal
structures of the decision-making centers on the decisions made. More
active actors might be aware of these effects, but their perceptions of the
difficulties of changing the structures might constrain them to omit such
revision from the range of alternatives considered. FinaUy, highly active,
transforming actors include "constitutional" reforms in their range of
options. This is fairly common in organizations but less common in states.
Of course, we do not mean "constitutions" literally; these are rewritten with

,
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facility in some passive societies in which such rewriting does not involve
changes in the decision-making organizations; actually, it may even serve
to deflect attention from the fact that the organizations remain basically
unchanged. Constitutional reforms, as understood here, e ntail changes in the
institutional arrangements and procedures for making societal decisions.
For instance, changes in the structure of representation are significant,
to the degree that major decision~ are made in and not outside of this
structure.
The specific morphological approach taken here is a functional onenot one which assumes that all functions are always fulfilled, but one which
suggests that if a decision-maker deviates markedly from the model, he will
encounter specific dysfunctions whose nature can be derived from the
elements of the mixed-scanning strategy he ignored . Scanning which is not
sufficiently encompassing (which is the essence of the incrementalist approach)
will tend to lead to relatively short-run, non-innovative, often costly
decision-making. Such an approach may quite closely approximate what
comprehensive rationality would dictate if the situation were stable and the
actor's decisions (or policy) were initially effective, but it would be highly
inappropriate if either the situation or the means available are rapidly
changing-that is, if what were seen as crippling objections have disappeared
rapidly, or new ones have risen quickly, or the policy that is being
"incremented" was unrealistic when initiated.
In other words, there is no one effective strategy of decision-making in
the abstract, apart from the societal context in which it is introduced and from
the control capacities of the actors introducing it. The most effective
strategy is the one that is most well-suited to the specific situation and to the
actors' capacities. Rationalistic strategy is highly rigid; it provides the same
basic prescriptions for all situations and all actors. The incrementalist
strategy also claims general applicability, though it recognizes one minor
sub-set of situations to which it does not apply-"large" decisions. 21
Mixed-scanning, too, claims universal applicability; its flexibility is achieved
through changes in the relative investments in scanning in general (versus
conduct not covered) and among the various levels of scanning. Thus, it
calls for more encompassing scanning, the more transformable the environment and the actor.
Another major consideration here is the other capacities of the actor.
An actor who is weak in the other elements of control-such as the capacity
to mobilize power to implement or to communicate-may do better to rely
on less encompassing scanning; even if remote outcomes are anticipated, he ·
will be able to do little about them. On the other hand, there may be situations
in which encompassing scanning may substitute for deficiencies in other
control elements. Generally, we suggest, the greater a unit's control
capacities, the more encompassing scanning it can undertake, and the more
the unit undertakes such scanning, the more effective its decision-making.
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This points to an interesting paradox: Developing nations, with much lower
control capacities than modern nations, tend more to favor planning when
they may well have to make do with a relatively high degree of incrementalism,
while modern pluralistic societies-which are much more able to scan and,
at least in some dimensions to control-plan Jess.*
Two factors highlight the differences in this regard among modern
societies. While all modern societies have a higher capacity to scan because
of their greater knowledge capacities, and while they all have some control
advantages over non-modern societies, if only because they command better
transportation and communication facilities, they differ sharply in their
capacity to build consensus. Democracies must accept a relatively high
degree of incrementalism (though not as high as that of developing nations)
because of their greater need to gain support for new decisions from many
and conflicting sub-societies, a need which reduces their capacity to follow a
long-run plan. It is less difficult to reach a consensus, in non-crisis situations,
on increments similar to existing policies than to gain support for a new
policy. The role of crises, however, and their use in achieving major overdue
reforms should not be excluded from the study of democracies. Crises are
sufficiently important and frequent to merit systematic consideration.
Specifically, we suggest, in relatively less passive democracies, crises serve to
build consensus for major changes of direction which are overdue (e.g., the
governmental guidance of economic stability, the welfare state, desegregation).
Totalitarian societies, which are more centralist and rely more on other
kinds of power, which makes them less dependent on consensus, can under·
take more planning, but they tend to overshoot their marks. Democracies
tend first to build a consensus and then to proceed, often accomplishing less
than was necessary later than was necessary. Their perennial problem is overdue change. Totalitarian societies, lacking the capacity to build consensus or
even to assess the vari.ous resistances, usually try for too much too early and
are forced to adjust their actions after the initiation of a plan because they
only then discover its shortcomings and the lack of consensus. The revised
policy is often less ambitious and involves more "consensus" than the
original one. While totalitarian gross misplanning is a waste of human and
capital resources, some initial overplanning and subsequent down-scaling is
as much a decision-making strategy as disjointed incrementalism, and it is
probably the strategy to which totalitarian societies, whose consensus-building machinery is ineffective, are best suited.
An active society will differ from earlier societies in its higher capacity for
scanning (as a result of the development of knowledge-units), its higher
• The paradox is even more accentuated when modern pluralistic societies demand master
plans or, at least, encompassing planning from underdeveloped nations as a condition for
receiving foreign aid, while the donors themselves do not practice such planning.
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capacity for consensus-building (because of mechanisms explored bclow),
and, hence, its higher capacity for planning and guidance. It, thus, would be
less incremental in its decision-making than modern democracies but not as
rationalistic as totalitarian societies attempt to be.

The Correlates of Decision-Making
We have outlined three alternative approaches to decision-making which
relate to each other dialectically in that the incrementalist approach is anti·
thetical to the rationalistic one, and mixed-scanning attempts a synthesis.
Muc.h remains to be said about the factors which affect the degree to which
an actor can develop a decision-making strategy. Without attempting to
treat all these factors here, we briefly illustrate those which link the study of
decision-making directly to the study of some of the other factors we explore.
They include: (i) the concept of slack, which ties the study of decision-making
to that of asset analysis (which is examined in Chapters 13 and 14); (ii) the
concept of lead-time, which links decision-making analysis with the concept
of control (as introdueed in Chapter 3); (iii) the extent of the differences in
perspective between the elites and the societal unit (introduced in Chapter 5),
which affects the quality of societal decision-ma.king; (iv) decision-making
strategies as part of societal knowledge (discussed in Chapters 6 to 9); and
(v) the role of power in decision-making, which serves as a transition to the
next two chapters.

Slack
Several studies of decision-making point to the existence of a "slack,"
some assets and energies that are not committed to any specific use but are
available. The concept appears in studies of development as one ad hoc
reason that the lagging sectors of an ec~nomy or a society are able to
respond to pressures placed on them by an unbalanced plan. 2 2 If there were
no slack upon which to draw, these lagging sectors could not accommodate
without external support. The concept is also used in studies of the decisionmaking of corporations, in which it is defined as those assets and energies
that the management is free to recommit as distinct from those which are so
committed that they are unavailable under normal conditions. 23
It is important not to confuse subjective with objective slack. If a decision·
maker believes that he has at his disposal a certain amount of assets only to
find that he cannot utilize them without generating severe strains in the
sectors he deprives, his decision-making will be faulty. We, consequently,
need to know whether or not there is an objective slack- i.e., by an observer's
standards-and to what degree the actor is aware qf this slack and is able to
distinguish committed from uncommitted assets. Within broad limits, the
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larger the objective slack, the more potentially active an actor. The
actuaJization of this potential is significantly affected by the actor's awareness
of its existence, location, and scope and by his capacity to mobilize his slack.
While the existence of a slack has many advantages, often discussed under
the rubric of "strategic reserves," it tends to bias actors toward incremental
decision-making because it conceals the contextual limits. For instance, it
might be argued that a country in which the citizens are members of extended
families and hold traditional values cannot be industrialized; there will not
be the needed mobile labor force, and hiring labor and assigning jobs will be
carried out on the basis of economically irrelevant considerations. But, it
might be said, such countries often have efficient airlines. It might be concluded, therefore, that it is possible to proceed incrementally and introduce
more modem industries, one by one. Actually, however, the successful
airline may merely point up some slack in the system, atypical families in this
case. The airline might be run by foreigners, by a minority, or by the few
"modernized" families in the country. 24 Therefore, if an industrialist decides
to establish other modern facilities, his plants will fail if the airline has exhausted the slack. This is more likely to happen, the less the actor is able to
assess correctly the scope and kinds of slack in the system. More generally,
sJack tends to hide the lateral relationships because it allows one part of
the system to be changed without adapting the others, leading the actor to
neglect the treatment of the other parts only to be confronted with the reactivated system when the slack is exhausted. An incrementalist, we suggest, is
more likely to neglect encompassing analysis and to ignore the initial signs
of the exhaustion of the slack than is the mixed-scanner.

Lead-Time
The less encompassing the perspective of an actor, in terms of the links
he takes into account, the less free to act he perceives himself. Some decisions
have a genetic nature; that is, early ones create the conditions for later ones.
The longer the series of decisions thus related, the longer the "lead time," the
more important the anticipatory capacity of an actor for his active orientation.
At each decision-making round, there are not only options among which the
actor chooses but also conditions which-at this point-are, in effect,
immutable. These, though, are in part the results of previous decisions, and,
if their conditioning effect at this point had been taken into account earlier,
they could have been partly shaped in accord with the actors' goals. Hence,
the longer the lead-time, which is a dimension of the situation, the greater the
need for the actor to scan in depth and to anticipate. For example, the
management of monetary aspects of the economy, especially the attempt to
anticipate the fluctuations of the business cycle and to act before depression
or inflation has occurred, has been widely credited with reducing the mountains of inflation and filling in the valleys of depression in order to make the
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fiuctuations much less extreme. In contrast, the less anticipatory approach,
which characterized pre·Keynesian management, was to increment remedially only after the crisis had occurred; this entailed a costlier guidance
system.
When the structure of the situation is such that options are related
genetically in long sequences but decision·making is incremental, crisis·
, management is likely to result. That is, when the inadequacy of a policy finally
becomes obvious, large efforts are made to overcome the barriers which have
been allowed to accumulate. 25 As the major longitudinal and lateral links
have not been recognized, "fixing" one spot with large investments will often
accentuate the strain on other parts of the system. 26
All this does not imply that a rationalistic plan must be developed ahead
of time and that all major future needs are to be anticipated, at point one in
time. The deliberate maintenance of a slack, for example, is a way of taking
into account the need for later accommodations, without necessitating
specific knowledge of what they will be. Thus, slack and depth scanning are
functional substitutes. (A further gain in the active orientation is to be
expected when both are available.) At the same time, decisions vary in their
lead·time; those concerning professional manpower, for instance, have a
much longer Iead·time than those regarding taxation. 21 An anticipatory
capacity enhances activation only if it is applied to decisions and activities
which are genetically related and ifthere is a parallel power to act; otherwise,
the added capacity is not particularly useful.

Societal Units and Elites: The Decision-Makers' Values
Just as survival seems to be paramount in the hierarchy of values of most
societal units, most decision.makers seem to assign a very high priority to
their continued "survival" as decision-makers-i.e., to maintaining their
elite position. lt is not that most elites would deliberately violate basic societal
values to stay in office (although history is not without such occurrences);
the choices they make do not, as a rule, entail such extreme challenges.
The values which are sacrificed for "political" considerations are often
less centra~ such as loyalty to friends, candor, and fiscal integrity. 28 More·
over, decision·makers often argue that their continued stay in office is essential
for the propagation of the basic values, some of which the elite "must", tern·
porarily it is said, disregard. While occasionally there is a one·to·one rela·
tionship between the position of one elite and the realization of societal
values, these statements are much more often ideological rationalizations
which attempt to conceal a conflict of interests, values, and viewpoints be·
tween an elite and its societal base.
Elites, even relatively responsive ones, seem routinely to reveal a double
standard in their decision-making, taking into account both societal and
elite needs. Unresponsive elites, found primarily in societies and sub·
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societies whose publics are relatively passive or have been inauthentically
mobilized, are not those who have two sets of standards but, rather, those
who take into account chiefly their own needs to the neglect of societal needs.
The double-standard system entails screening out those alternatives which
suit elite needs but not societal needs (e.g., the large-scale corruption of
politicians), and those alternatives which serve the societal needs but undermine those of the elite (e.g., the introduction of necessary but "unpopular"
programs such as an increase in taxation on the eve of an election). It is the
elites who ad.here chiefly to their own set of considerations that are known as
the anti-social ones.
Jn stable societies, the double-standard perspective favors, under most
conditions, an incremental strategy because it does not require the elites to
undertake fundamental measures which are often politically dangerous
(thus serving the elites' needs), while at the same time it seems to serve the
societal needs.
Mixed-scanning, though, is a more effective strategy even from the view·
point of a bifocal elite, because when incremental decisions are made in
situations in which fundamental decisions are called for, the elite as well as
the societal unit suffers. Actually, the elite's loss is often larger because the
societal unit may accommodate by changing the elite, but the elite which is
removed from office is often "fundamentally" powerless, at least for a
period of time. President Truman, for instance, treated the cessation of the
Korean War in a typically incremental fashion; General E-isenhower
promised to terminate it at once, which was one reason for his election. The
consequences of Truman's policy for his political career, friends, and
advisers were non-incremental. Eight years later, President Eisenhower was
charged with incrementing on the domestic front; Senator John F. Kennedy
promised to get the country "moving again." Thus, in two instances, incremental administrations were replaced and the society initiated a basic change.
Other examples include the 111ia government in Argentina, l963- 1966,
which was charged with incrementation before it was replaced; elite incrementation played a role in the replacement of Chamberlain by Churchill
and in De Gaulle's replacement of the Fourth Rep ublic. Effective decisionmakers, thus, would seem to need a " rule" in their strategy: When necessary,
stop incrementing and turn to more encompassing scanning and policies.
(Of course, an elite cannot initiate a fundamental change just because it
sees the need for one, but the elite's own decision-making strategy should not
prevent it from seeing the need and attempting to act "fundamentally" when
this seems in order.)
It has been argued that a well.functioning society moves back-and-forth
between periods of accelerated change and consolidation (consolidation, in
the terms used here, means incrementing within the context of fundamental
themes that were established in the period of accelerated change). This entails. either the same decision-makers' fluctuating between two "mixes" of
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decision-making strategies, one Jess and the other more incremental, or a
change of the elites in control.
Unless specifically encouraged to do so by his "strategy," a typical
decision-maker will tend to exclude the possibility of his own resignation
from the alternatives he considers; this possibility is ruled out by most elites'
communities-of-assumption."' Actually, as De Gaulle has shown-when his
ability for effective leadership was blocked in 1946 and he was losing the
prestige he had acquired as a result of his war-time leadership-resigning
might be not only the most normatively but also the most politically practicable alternative. It is an alternative which Clark Kerr did not use when he
was caught between the California right and the student left, a situation
which cost him much of his national stature. (He was mentioned much more
often as a candidate for national office before the Berkeley crisis of 1964
than after it.) Resignation is a costly fundamental alternative that an incremental decision-maker tends not even to consider, but those who do consider it at major review occasions and occasionally are willing to take it are
more able, we suggest, to advance fundamentally different policies when they
are societally needed.t

The Societal Role of Theory
Decision-making is more open to influence by treatises about decisionmaking than most other societal processes are open to influence by any
symboli_c-intellectual i11put. Hence, the effect of theories on the actors must
be taken into account not only on the normative grounds that any intellectual
who affects the subject he is studying must consider, but also because otherwise, the analysis of the system is not complete; the theory-makers are part
of the process of decision-making. 29
While there seems to be little empirical dala, Dror argued that the incrementalist theory enforces inertia and agitates against innovation. 30 Boulding
pointed out that ''whereas the theoretii;ians have hitherto tried to make them
[the decision-makers] ashamed of their failures to be 'synoptic,' the present
authors turn the tables and try to make the theorists ashamed of not having
noticed that the practical men were right all the time. " 31 lncrementalism
legitimates remaining on the familiar path, a lack of encompassing scanning,
• It woul!f be difficult to test this statement because decision-makers ocx::asionally
threaten to resign but do not really consider doing so, or offer lo resign but u!lder conditions
in which they expect their resignations not to be accepted. There is also a tendency to talk,
usually in a light vein, about resigning: "I am sick and tired of ii all." To test the
proposition, a way would have to be found lo distinguish an actual consideration of this
alternative from a for-public-<:onsumplion one.
t Thomas B. Reed, the speaker of the House between 1889- 1891 and 1895-1899, was a
very effective leader. He is reported to have resigned in opposition to the Spanish-American
War'aod United States i~perialistic policies.
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and adjusting goal~ to means-thus reinforcing the tendencies most decisionmakers already have. This tendency to support the status quo and perceive it
as needing, at most, amelioration is reflected in the incrementalists' use of
basically the same set of statements to describe decision-making and to
prescribe the strategy a decision-maker ought to follow. Thus, the incrementalists do not share in the critical function.
The incrementalists' counter-arguments are quite effective as far as they
go. Implying that there are only two alternatives, incrementalist or
rationalistic, they suggest that a decision-maker is in greater difficulty if he
trie"s to be rationalistic because rationalistic conduct leads to frustration,
paralysis, and, eventually, a rejection of the model. The mode1 is too far
removed from reality to have even a corrective effect.
While there is so far little evidence to test the following proposition, we
expect that the mixed-scanning strategy is close enough to reality to be
applicable but remote enough from it to provide a critical standard against
which to measure differences among actors and changes in the decisionmaking of any one actor. The strategy of mixed-scanning generates
demands for some scanning of the unfamiliar and for occasional reviews
of alternatives excluded by the prevailing community-of-assumptions and
refuses to sanction the adjustment of the ends to the means. The strategy
also recognizes the function of leadership, of a decision-maker who is not
merely a passive referee of existing pressures 32 but who mobilizes latent
support for considerations that arise from his encompassing scanning.
There is a major tension in societal units between their normative commitments and the everyday pressures toward normative entropy; the
decision-makers are in the center of this interplay, whatever strategy they
follow. They may take no stand which, in effect, places them on the side of
entropy. They may take a highly normative stand which, under many
circumstances, will lead to their ceasing to be decision-makers. Or they may
attempt to redress the balance in the direction of the societal unit's normative
commitments, supporting and being supported by other anti-entropic
forces. Active decision-makers seek such a balance; they never quite achieve
it, but they have a net effect in favor of realization of the societal values.

The Role of Power
POWER AND KNOWUlDGE IN DECISION-MAKING

Societal decision-making is never a process in which means are allotted
according to a systematic plan or policy; rather, it is a process in which a
significant role is played by the relative power of the supporters of various
societal goals and by the power of the decision-making elites and their
goals. 33. Thus, the industrial management of a corporation-presumably
more "rational" and less "political" than most elites-decides the relative
weights of reinvestments, dividends, and wage increases not only on the
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basis of how many assets the respective goals of industrial growth, capital
investment, and labor mobilization deserve in accord with some abstract
economic model, but also on the basis of how much pressure the governmental
tax agencies exert on those who do not reinvest, how many large stockholders there are among the actual managers of the company, how well the
workers are organized, etc. The same holds for the societal decision-makers,
especially for the elites who guide the states, the political organizations of
societies.
The role of power in societal decision-making can be empirically
demonstrated when a change occurs in the relative power of the memberunits; this tends to affect the decisions made by the system-elites.* Societal
decision-making is, therefore, not merely a thought-process that balances
goals and means but also a political process that balances various power
vectors. 34 Each goal-and-means constellation has, in addition to its other
relative merits, a different po/ilic:al weight.
The relative autonomy and power of the elites and the values to which
they adhere also affect the societal decisions. Some elites are little more than
"brokers" who register the relative power of the member-units and are
instrumental in helping them to work out a joint policy. 35 Others have more
power than aH the member-units combined, although the members cannot,
as a rule, be completely ignored. Many elites fall somewhere between these
two extremes in terms of their power to affect societal decisions.
Second, decision-making centers, in the ways in which they are organized
and function, often express value-commitments. In other words, certain
alternatives are ruled out not because they are less rational or have less
power "backing" than those which are chosen but because the decisionmaking centers consider them "unthinkable" or are so structured as to make
them "unthinkable." While the relative power of the elites is indicated by the
degree to which they can realize their preferences (as compared to following
those of other units), their values are indicated by the content of their
preferences. Decision-makers are rarely, if ever, completely neutral.
The struggles among agencies or services over their shares of the federal
budget, among the various divisions of a corporation over the corporate
"pie," and among the humanities, the social science, and the natural science
faculties in a university are all parts of decision-making processes. rn these
processes, the various member-units use both arguments and power in terms
of the next-level unit goals, whether they be the welfare of the nation, the
corporation, or the university.
A member-unit which advances an alternative that is considered
questionable in normative or knowledge terms will have to use much more of
its power to gain the decision-makers' support than a unit which advances a
• We mention system-elites because a change of the memhers' power will affect memb~r
elitcs by definition. For a discussion of the two kinds of elites, see pp. 114-115.
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policy that is legitimate in terms of the system's values and goals and correct
(or at least plausible) on the basis ofav1tilable knowledge. On the other hand,
it is quite clear that when a policy is illegitimate and when there are relatively
valid arguments against it, elites will often implement the policy if enough
power is exerted in its support. In short, values, knowledge, and power
jnteract in the making of societal decisions and, to a degree, can be substituted
for each other.
The relations between experts or knowledge-producing units and decisionmaking centers have a similar dynamic, although some interesting differences are to be noted. First of all, the knowledge unit's affiliation must
be taken into account. Knowledge units themselves generally have little
power and depend for aJlies on other participants in the political process.
The allies may be one or more of the member-units that find the k nowledge of
political value to themselves. A decision-making center may use knowledge
to reduce the counter-pressures exerted by member-units by sh.owing them
that experts believe their claims to be ill-founded. Any member-unit may
have a knowledge-production sub-unit which may bias findings to suit the
unit's needs or interpret the data in a way supportive of the unit. (For
instance, public opinion polls are conducted not just "objectively" but also
by candidates who wish to show that they have a reasonable chance of
being elected.)* Decisions are, therefore, affected by the relative scope and
skill of the use of knowledge units; the degree to which the decision-making
centers command experts of their own to verify th.e arguments of memberunits (e.g., Congress depends largely upon experts provided by the executive),
and the degree to which the subject of the decision is given to reality-testing,
affect the decision's relative "responsiveness" to knowledge, power, and
normative commitments. Unaffiliated experts and intellectuals, as we have
seen, become involved in the situation either through this "direct" political
process or by gaining a following among one or more active publics.
It might be argued that power becomes important to decision-making in
the form of an information input, and, hence, that the power 'analysis is
reducible to an analysis of the knowledge processes. 36 The decision-makers
take into account not only that unit Xfavors this course of action while unit Y
favors another but also the units' power. Thus, changes in the relative power
of a unit are registered as changes in the information input and, thus, are
taken into account via the knowledge processes.
The influence of power on decision-making, however, is much more
direct and intimate; its effects via channels other than the input of knowledge

• Exte rnal conditions, circumstances, o r events account for conflict only insofar as the
choices or decisions of the conflicting parties are influenced by observation or knowledge of
these facts. The loci of the study of such conflict are, therefore, the psychological,
sociological, political, and legal processes by which choice:; or decisions arc made-that is,
the minds of the decision-makers.
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are sufficiently important for us to consider it, in addition to knowledge and
normative commitment, as a third major determinant of decisions. 37
There are two reasons for our position. First, knowledge about the
relative power of the members of a system is at least as fractional as knowledge in general and probably more so. Hence, the decision-maker is likely to
misjudge the power distribution if he assesses it on the basis of knowledge
alone. But the power of a unit is not less because a decision-maker underestimated it, and the exercise of that power will affect the decision despite
the fact that it has been underestimated. And while knowledge, even when it is
accurate, can be ignored, power cannot. A decision-maker may choosebecause of normative commitments, psychological rigidity, or intra-unit
politics-to ignore facts, but-by definition-he cannot ignore power. An
elected govemment can ignore information about art imminent coup but not
the tanks crushing the gates of the Presidential palace. A President might
ignore the information that Congress will not pass a bill he favors, but this
will not alter the fact that when the vote comes, the bill will not be approved;
the decision will be shaped directly by power. 38
DECISION, POWER, AND IMPLEMENTATION

Decision-making falls between policy-formation and implementation.
While decisions theoretically can be made without devoting any attention to
the question of whether or not the actor has or can marshal the power
needed to implement them, the effectiveness of a decision will depend as
much on its power-backing as on the validity of the knowledge and the
decision-making strategy which were used. Again, it may be said that power
appears here as one other item of knowledge-namely, whether or not the
actor correctly judged the power available for the support of this or that
course of action. While this is true, power "appears" again in guises other
than as items of knowledge. An actor may underestimate the power he can
marshal-and, as we assume that decisions are made with only fractional
information, such misjudgment is not to be viewed as accidental but as a
central feature of the process-but he still commands that power and he
may apply it once implementation is initiated.
If the decision-making and implementation processes could be neatly
separated, decision-making might be conceived as a passive, reflective,
powerless process and implementation as the application of power. The two
processes, however, are closely interwoven, with decisions affecting implementations and initial implementations affecting later stages of decisionmaking which, in turn, affect later implementations. Decision-making is hence
not to be viewed as a passive process-as exploring alternatives and choosing
from among them. There is a continual give-and-take between decisionmaking and implementation. If decision-making were a "one-shot" affair,
this give-and-take would be less manifest; but, in fact, decisions are processes
and early decisions are often only vague directional signals, initial proddings,
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or trial runs for later specifications and revisions. (Among other things, the
actor is testing his power to gain his course before choosing which alternative
he favors!)
Nor should the differences between the power which affects decisions and
that which affects implementations be exaggerated. Early decisions shape the
power which affects later decisions, and the more the initial decision took the
relevant power into account, the more effective implementation is going to
be. Thus, the pre-decision and post-decision environments are basically the
same environment into which the controlling overlayers project themselves.
Finally, it should be ' noted that unless we add power analysis to that of
decision-making, we do not know how decisions are related to the control of
action. Let us take two actors who pursue the same decision-making
strategy; one may be passive, reflective, and ineffectual, while the other is
active, assertive, and effectual. The difference may be that one has Jess power
than the other. Control is not just a process of information-collection,
calculation, and the expression of commitments, but also a process of the
mobilization and use of assets. Hence, all other things being equal, the more
assets an actor has, the more effective will be his decisions. In addition, the
nature of his decisions will change in terms of how relatively significant
additional knowledge is, how careful he must be in making his initial decisions
(which are those most likely to need revision or correction), · how much
"waste" he can afford, etc.

In Conclusion: Decision-Making and the Active
Orientation
lt might at first be expected that the more rationalistic an actor's decisionmaking, especially if his rationality is comprehensive, the more active he will
be. The rationalistic strategy calls for adjusting means to a set of goals to
bring about goal-realization, and its comprehensiveness would seem to
assure that one goal will not be advanced to the neglect of the others or of the
secondary needs of the actor. What, in theory, could be more active than
that? The reason we expect more active actors not to adhere to more
rationalistic decision-making strategies is that these strategies are not rational
at all ; as the incrementalists correctly stressed, the rationalistic approach does
not provide a guidance mechanism for relating means to goals and realizing
values. Moreover, rationalistic decision-making hinders effective action
because, as we have seen, the prerequisites of the model cannot be met in the
real world. A decision-maker who attempts to follow the model (as distinct
from one who uses the model to legitimate the different procedures he actually
follows) will either weaken his own commitments, as his resources and
energies are spent trying to apply a model that he cannot satisfy, or will
overact and initiate policies that he will assume are rational, only to discover
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that the policies do not withstand reality-testing and that he knows and
controls less than he assumed. In both cases, the actor is expected to be
frustrated and relatively inactive.
lncrementalism, we suggest, has effects that are surprisingly similar to
those of rationalistic decision-making, though according to many viewpoints,
it takes the opposite tack. For reasons discussed above, incrementalism
encourages relative inactivity by its central tenet that the next decisionmaking situation will be like the last one, and by its assumption that the actor
is unable to set a goal of any remoteness and generality and pursue it with any
measure of effectiveness. An incrementalist actor responds and adjusts; he
does not even try to transcend and transform.
Mixed-scanning allows for greater reaJization of goals than either the
rationalistic or the incremental approach, and its requirements can be met.
The combination of bit-incrementation with contextual decision-making
provides both a short-run probing and a long-run criterion for evaluation,
both a realization of the inability to take into account all alternatives and a
"trigger" mechanism to recall broader considerations when necessary.
Above all, it allows for linking the transcendental setting of goals to attempts
to transform an existing societal unit, without which activation cannot reach
its full measure.
When actors faced with the same situations and possessing the same
societal assets and control capacities apply different decision-making
strategies, we expect significantly different degrees of effectiveness; i.e., this
variable is more powerful than more collectivistic theories imply. 39 While we
suggest that most actors would do better by using mixed-scanning in most
situations, there are differences in the degree of loss entailed in following
other strategies and in the kind of mix of bit and contextual scanning which is
most fruitful. In general, the less malleable the environment or the actor and
the fewer the available resources, the less damage incrementalism will cause
(and the less encompassing scanning is needed if a mixed-scanning strategy is
followed). The more malleable the situation and the actor and the more
resources available, the more dysfunctional is incrementalism and the more
encompassing scanning is called for in the decision-making mix. The
rationalistic approach, on the other hand, seems inappropriate in both
circumstances, as in neither case can its requirements be even approximated.
That both incremental and rationalistic strategies are frequently pursued is true,
but this is also one reason that most societal actors are not highly active.
NOTES

1. While economists have used rationalistic models in g1vmg macroscopic
advice, it is not clear to what degree their advice is really derived from such a
model, and it seems that the decision to follow, reject, or mix the advice with other
considerations is not based on such models, and less. rationalistic models are often
used. Paul A. Samuelson, "What Economists Know," in Daniel Lerner (ed.),
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The Human Meaning of the Social Scie11ces, op. cit., pp. 183-213. It should be noted
that there are many assertions about the role of economic models in policy-making
but much fewer empirical studies of their effects.
2. Quoted in Lindblom, P11blic Administration Review, Vol. 19, op. cit., p. 80.
Lindblom adds that the "claim that operations research is for low-level problems is
widely accepted."
3. This procedure is used by the Israeli Army. Personal observation.
4. Personal communication with Professor Lloyd Motz, Professor of Astronomy
at Columbia University. A similar camera system is employed in the Lunar Orbiter
spacecraft. A "wide-angle" lens is used to produce overlapping pictures of large
areas of the moon's surface. At the same time, a telephoto lens is used to reproduce
small-scale surface features. This procedure is designed to yield the maximum of
topographic information-general terrain and specific details-about possible
lunar landing sites. See Press Release on Lunar Orbiter 3, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (January 31, 1967), p. 22.
5. Elie Abel, The Missile Crisis (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1966), pp. 17-32,
esp. p. 26.
6. For indirectly related works see A. D. deGroot, Thought and Choice in Chess
(The Hague: Mouton & Co., 1965), pp. 271-274; Ernest Jones, "The Problem
of Paul Morphy: A Contribution to the Psycho-analysis of Chess," International
Journal of Psycho-analysis, No. 12 (1931), pp. 1-23.
7. This is by no means obvious or self~vident. Hirschman and Lindblom argue,
that such scanning would make an actor ideologically rigid and would reduce his
effectiveness. "Economic Development, Research and Development, Policy
Making: Some Converging Views," op. cit., p. 218.
8. I am indebted to Nelson W. Polsby for the suggestion to present the strategy
in the form of a linear program and for some of the specific "instructions."
9. For our view of the context of this period, see Amitai Etzioni, The Hard Way
to Peace: A New Strategy (New York: Collier, 1962), Ch. 1; for evaluation of the
results, Winning Without War (Garden City: Doubleday, 1964), pp. ix-xiii, 1-27,
and passim.
10. Braybrooke and Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision, op. cit., pp. 62-65. The
concern here is largely with the United States. Hirschman extends this position to
developing nations. Journeys Toward Progress, op. cit.
11. Richard F. Fenno, Jr., The Power of the Purse (Boston: Little Brown, 1966),
pp. 266 ff. See also Otto A. Davis, M.A. H. Dempster and Aaron Wildavsky, "A
Theory of the Budgetary Process," The American Political Science Review, Vol. 60
(1966), esp. pp. 530-531; Wildavsky and Hammond, "Comprehensive versus
Incremental Budgeting in the Department of Agriculture,'~ op. cit.
12. Nelson W. Polsby, Co"grcss a"d the Presidency (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 86.
13. Ibid., p. 86. While this decision itself had some .. preparatory" bits and posthoc specifying ones, a fundamental decision was made in 1950. For a discussion of a
contextuating decision by the United States Supreme Court on desegregation which
was then ..spelled out" in a long series of incremental decisions, see Shapiro,
"Stability and Change in Judicial Decision-Making," op. cit., esp. pp. 145-146.
A decision-maker may make a fundamental decision when he intends to make
an incremental one, for instance, if he wishes to keep his decision "minimal" and
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leave as many option~ open as possible. See Schilling's discussion of how President
Truman's dedsion to "determine the technical feasibility ofa thermonuclear weapon"
led to Hiroshima. Schilling, "The H-Bomb Decision: How to Decide Without
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CHAPTER 13

Power as a Societal Force

w . L E IN the reality of Societal aotion cybornetic faotors
and implementing factors are mixed, it is useful to treat the two kinds of
factors separately for analytic purposes. If we imagine two actors who a re
committed to the same goals, whose cybernetic capacities are identical, and
who operate in the same environment, the major difference in the degree to
which their goals will be realized will be explained by their capacity to
implement their decisions, which will be greatly affected by their relative
power. In this chapter, we first briefly explore the question: Can power be
defined as an operational concept? How important is power in the regulation
of societal processes- is it a universal component of all societal organizations
or found only in deficient ones? We then ask: What is the relationship
between the distributive structure of society and the societal role of power?
What is the relation of stratilication to political processes? Jn the closing
section of this chapter, we discuss the relationship between power and the
other main implementing factor, communication. We ask: To what degree
can communication substitute for power in an active society'!
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The Societal Scope of Power
Power Defined
The realization of most societal goals, even in situations in which the
actor's commitment and knowledge are considerable, requires the application
of power. That is, under most circumstances, societal goals and decisions•not
supported by at least some degree of some kind of power will not be implemented. Hence, powerless actors are passive actors. The assumption which
underlies these statements is that the realization of a societal goal requires
introducing a change into societal relations, either in the societal environment
or among the mcm ber units, and, as a rule, attempts to introduce changes (as
distinct from changes that occur "anyhow," which do not constitute the
realization of a goal), encounter some resistance. Unless this resistance is
reduced, a course of action set will not be a course of action followed .
Power is a capacity to overcome part or all of the resistance, to introduce
changes in the face of opposition (this includes sustaining a course of action
or preser.ving a status quo that would otherwise have been discontinued or
altered). 1111
Power is always relational and relative. 2 An actor by himself is not
powerful or weak; he may be powerful in relation to some actors in regard to
some matters and weak in relatio n to other actors on other matters. Here, we
are interested chiefly in the macroscopic consequences of the application of
power; hence, we are concerned with societal power and not with the power
of individuals or small groups, although several o'f the following statements
and propositions apply to these units as well.

Power as an Operational Concept
There has been considerable controversy about the definition of power for
' centuries. 3 WithouL attempting to review this controversy .here or to deal
with its many issues, let us briefly indicate our position on the question of
whether or not the methodological difficulties involved in the use of the
concept can be surmounted. The main methodological objection to the use of
the concept of power is that power can be assessed only post hoc; we know
that x has power only after he overcomes the resistance of y, and whether or
not he can do so-it is said-is unknown until after he has done it. 4 Such
post /roe analysis has no predictive value. To avoid this difficulty, let us use
"power" not for a single exercise of it on a single issue over a single subject
at one point in time, but rather to refer to a generaljzed capacity of an actor,
in his relations with others, to reduce resistance to the course of action he
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on paie 342.
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prefers in a given field (i.e., in the "presence" of other actors) about a set of
matters over a period of time. 5 This capacity can be anticipated with a certain
degree of probability; on the basis of past instances of the exercise of power,
the outcomes of future applications of power can be predicted.6 Even before
an instance of the exercise of power has occurred, we can make probabiJistic
statements about the expected outcome. These are based on our estimates of
the relative assets and the uses made of them by the actors in a given fiefd,
which can be studied before power is applied.
AU of this is possible once the distinction between assets and power is
recognized. Assets are possessions of an actor which may be converted into
power but are not necessarily so used; hence, there is a systematic difference
between the assets of an actor, which may be viewed as a power base or
potential, and his actual capacity to reduce the resistance of others, which is
the power actually generated. ("Potential" refers to the latent energy
" locked-into" the societal "material"; "actual" capacity refers to the energizing itself.*) If assets and power are viewed as analytically identical, it is
impossible to use the one to formulate predictions about the other.
There are three reasons that the concept of power as a generalized
capacity that draws on an asset base but is not identical with it, is particularly
useful. First, analysis becomes more realistic. When, for a particular line of
action, an affi.uent actor does not mobilize more than a small fraction of his
assets and thus loses to a poorer but more mobilized actor, this, in itself,
often leads to a greater mobilization of the aftluen t actor and, in the long-run,
to his "victory." Atomistic power analysis, focusing on each instance of the
exercise of power, would not be able to account systematically for the
interplay between the loss of single campaigns and the winning of the whole
drive. 7 Collectivistic power analysis, focusing on differences in assets, may
expect the affluent actor to prevail initially. 8 Neither approach would alert
the observer to the fact that in situations in which there are only a few rounds
and the outcome is irreversible, the poor but highly mobilized actor who
generated more power in the critical instance will tend to prevail. This applies,
for instance, to movements of revolution or national independence (in systems
which are poorly integrated) and to the passing of key legislation (in systems
which are better integrated).
The second reason that the concept of power as a generalized capacity
is particularly useful concerns the cross-sectoral application of power. Much
has been said about the sectoral nature of power- that it cannot be deduced
that an actor powerful in one area of societal activity will be powerful in
other areas; again, the concept has been declared too fragmented to be
fruitful. While we agree that power in one sector (e.g., in economic matters)
does not necessarily imply power in others (e.g., in religion), there is nonetheless some halo effect; that is, the very capacity to have one's way in one
• For discussion of the energy model, see pp. 35-36.
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area generates a degree of superordination in another area. 9 An example
used to illustrate the sectoral nature of power actually illustrates its intersectoral, generalized character as well. The United States, it is said, has a
very large amount of economic assets anp military power in comparison to
small countries, but in terms of votes in the General Assembly of the United
Nations, all this power is to no avail, since the United States has only one
vote like the smallest, poorest, and militarily weakest country.* Actually, the
fact that the United States has economic power over ~he Central American
republics, for instance, greatly influences the votes of these republics in the
General Assembly. Obviously, when one of them introduces a resolution
that is incompatible with a major tenet of United States policy, that republic
has a much more difficult task in making the United States vote in accord
with it than the other way around. This is the case because power relations
outside the General Assembly and in sectors of international relations which
ostensibly are quite unrelated to it, such as the marketing of primary products, greatly influence relations within the General Assembly. This, we
suggest, is in part be<:ause power in one sector tends to invoke some power in
other sectors (alth"ough, as a rule, not commensurate) and in part because
power in one sector can be "cashed" in another sector, in the sense that
votes in the United Nations can be "traded" for, let us say, an increase in
t.he sugar quota. Thus, an actor whose generalized power is greater will
enjoy an advantage ovei: the less powerful actor even in sectors where there is
formal equality. The concept of generalized power calls our attention to these
power projections.
A third reason that this concept seems useful is that it explains submission
even when there is no actual exercise of power. This is because the subje<:ts'
considerations-like the application of power-are probabilistic; a small
nation or a group of workers refrains from resisting not because it is certain
that it will be punished (or, not rewarded) if it were to block the power
wielders' course, but because the probability of being treated punitively is
higher than it is willing to accept. On the other hand, if the controlling agents
cannot exercise sanctions at least occasionally, their power will erode and
resistance will rise, as subjective probabilities are adjusted. For all these
reasons, in the following discussion "power" means a generalized capacity
to reduce resistance.
Like energy, power is directly observable only when used. The power of a
unit can be predicted by studying its assets, its total structure, and its past
performances in this regard. But like the world of physical energy, there is
no gain-for-nothing, for power has a cost; assets used to generate it are no
longer available to the particular actor. If the asset base is not replenished,
the probability of compliance will decline.
• Leland
125.

M. Goodrich, The United Nations (New York: T. Y. Crowell, 1959), pp. 124-
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Our concept of power is not tautological. While no power was exercised
unless resistance was reduced, resistance may be reduced in other waysfor instance, by authentic consensus-formation. Secondly, while two
actors may apply the same amount of power, we shall see in the next chapter
that differences in the kinds of.power used affect the conditions under which
resistance is reduced, which, in turn, affects the active quality of the societal
unit. All of this is not to suggest that the concept of power presents no
difficulties, but that its merits for socio-political analysis outweigh its
shortcomings. 10

Is Power Universal?
The concept of power has provoked many debates concerning the sociopolitical stance it implies. As the concept is used here, the notion of resistance
is central. The socio-political world implied is one composed of a plurality
of societal actors, many of whom are committed to realizing one or more
goals. Scarcity, we assume, prevails in th.e sense that the total amount of
assets available is smaller than that needed to realize all of the goals of all of
the actors. (Overcapacity or "affluence" might exist in this or that instrumental realm but is never universai. 11) Nor are all or even most of the goals
of the actors shared or complementary. Hence, while the realization of some
goals does not distract from the realization of some others and may even
advance them, there is a significant degree of incompatibility among goals
(in that the realization of some goals limits the realization of some others) and
among means (in that the use of most means for most goals makes these
means unavailable for the advancement of any other goal).
From the facts that there is a plurality of actors and of goals and a
scarcity of instruments, it follows that societal actors will tend to "resist"
each other in the sense of hampering each other's actions. This is not to
imply, as has been suggested, that conflict is the prevailing mode of societal
relations. Actors often do share some goals and work out a set of priorities
among some other goals and a pattern of allocation of scarce instruments.
But even if such cooperation and mutual understanding were eventually to
encompass the full range of societal action (a situation hard to imagine), the
specific pattern of priorities and allocation would still reflect the relative
power of the various actors. The agreements reached between an adolescent
and his parents, a new nation and a superpower, the poor and City Hall are
almost invariably a-symmetrical, as indicated both by the respective
implementations of divisive (as distinct from complementary and shared)
goals and by the respective shares of the scarce instruments and rewards
obtained. (On the rare occasions that symmetrical arrangements are reached,
they do not reflect a power vacuum but arise from the equally rare power
situation in which the various actors command almost equaJ amounts of
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power.*) In cooperative relations, power appears in the ability to eliminate all
arrangements which differ from those finally reached. It is true that some
concessions are made because of non-rational commitments to shared
values- for instance, national pride. Also, in part, the arrangements reached
refiect the sides' estimates of the outcome of a more explicit use of power.
But while the outcomes of negotiations or arbitration rarely reflect only the
sides' actual relative power, they usually are significantly affected by it- if
not in each round, as the rounds accumulate.
Another reason that power and cooperation are fundamentally related
is that patterns of cooperation are not worked out on an ad hoc basis or
completely voluntarily among the actors concerned; cooperation is often
imposed by third parties or is institutionalized and enforced as the result of
previous arrangements among the actors. For instance, the degree of
cooperation among the republics in Central America in part reflects the
power the United States has over them; the degree of cooperation between
management and labor is affected by the power the national government has
over them as well as by enforceable agreements between them. Power and
cooperation are, thus, not a mutually exclusive pair of concepts; cooperation
often has a power base, and power is exercised through cooperation.
The tendency to associate power with conflict rather than with cooperation
is part of a more general tendency to view power negatively. Hence, it
should be emphasized that at least in macroscopic social structures, the
realization of many values depends on a "proper" power constellation rather
than on the elimination of the role of power. 12 Thus, for instance, democratic
processes presuppose a plurality of power centers, each strong enough to
compete with the others but not so strong as to be able to undermine the
societal framework in which the democratic competition takes place. And in
societies in which the· law prescribes civil and human rights for its members,
the effective safeguard of these rights only in part rests with societal education and in the identification of various members with these values; they need
also to be supported by at least a latent capacity for any group of citizens
whose rights are denied to exert sufficient power to activate the societal
mechanisms necessary to restore their rights. The same holds for " free
enterprise" and "free" markets ; they may eidst between units similar in
economic power but not between oil companies and gasoline stations or
between automobile manufacturers and automobile dealers. lJ To put it
differently, the power relations among the member-units of a society and
between that society and other societies are a major determinant of the
degree to which that societal structure will be consonant or in conflict with
the values to which the members "individually" and as a collective unit are
• The only situation in which all the actors have exactly the same amount of power over
each other is when none has any. Complete equality, a "limit" situation, is, hence, the only
societal situation which is powerless.
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committed. In short, effective universalism is not to be expected without an
appropriate power distribution.
While power and conflict are not Siamese twins, they are intimately connected and frequently appear together. One reason that conflict is a common mode of societal relations rests in the poor societal knowledge most
actors have of their potential power as compared to that of other relevant
actors. The sources of societal. power are many and varied and include
such intangible elements as the capa.city of a societal unit to mobilize the
loyalties of the membership and the efficacy of ·its organization and elites.
Therefore, · it is usually difficult for even a detached observer to assess
accurately the power of various actors, and when the assessor is himself an
actor in the field, the reasons for misjudgment multiply. If the relative
power of various societal uni~s were completely measurable, and if there were
a supreme judge who could adjust the patterns of priorities of shared projects
and the allocation of assets not committed to shared projects-to the changing power assessments- societal conflict would be greatly reduced; a basic
function of societal conflict is to substitute for the Jack of such measurements
and judges. 14 Societal conflict is, therefore, an inherent element of macroscopic processes. It is a major (although by no means the only) expression of
power-of the discrepancy between the capacity of an actor to produce
change and the readiness of other actors in the field to agree, between the
actual distribution of societal power and that which the prevailing stratification structure and political organization of society assume. 15
Power relations seem to be an inevitable feature of societal structure. It
seems that there will always be a plurality of actors, each with a will of his
own that is not completely complementary to, or shared, by all other actors,
even if they all are members of one community. While the intensity of power
-the extent to which societal relations are regulated by it-might well
decline as the scope of shared values and authentic consensus broadens, so
long as there is a scarcity of assets and societal actors have a degree of
autonomy, some actors will meet with some resistance from some other
actors and will use part of their assets to reduce it in order to further their
own goals. 16 Although active societies may be less power-oriented than
modern ones, they will not be without the application of power between
members and by the controlling overlayer over the underlayer.
To make power a central element of societal analysis is not to assume that
other elements--especially goals and values, knowledge and commitment-are less important. On the contrary, we view societal power as a form of the
mobilization of societal energy in the serYice of societal goals. Political elites
might seek power for power's sake or, perhaps more accurately, rank the gaining of the instruments of power higher than any other particular goal they
seek 1 ' ; but the societal consequences of power lie in the realization of societal
goals, whether they be changes in the relations of the societal unit to its environment or the transformation of the societal self. To say that power is a
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universal feature of society is not to imply that power is omnipotent. A major
limitation to power is the values to which actors are committed; actors
restrain the use of power under certain circumstances because elites as well as
followers believe they ought not to use whatever power they command in
every situation.
Second, the power of any societal actor, however great, is limited by that
of others. Writings in the "power-elite" tradition tend to overestimate the
degree to which the power of business or the "military-industrial complex" is
autonomous and unchecked . 18 The narrow range of the power of American
Presidents is well known ,1 9 and the limitations on the power of even totalitarian leaders and parties are well documented. 20 Power can be exercised
only because-and to tne extent that- the power potentials are unevenly
distributed among the actors.

Between Power and Coercion
To generate power is not necessarily to rely on force or to be coercive. 21
That there are other sources and means of power-for instance, economic
assets- is too obvious to need comment. It is sometimes argued that all other
kinds of power "ultimately" rely on force because it is used when economic
or moral sanctions fail. 2 2 While there are cases in which this is true, there are
others in which force is not applied even though economic or moral sanctions
were not heeded as, for example, in numerous business and interpersonal
transactions and relations. Second, even when there is force "in the background," the other sanctions clearly play an autonomous role, for instance,
in the likelihood that force will need to be applied.
What is less evident is that although power, by definition, assumes a
capacity to reduce resistance, it is not necessarily coercive in the sense of
eliminating all or most alternatives to the course imposed on the actors who
are subjected to the exercise of power. Of course, power may be coercive ;
more often, however, power takes effect indirectly by altering the situation.
Rather than preventing those subjected to power from following a course of
action, it makes the course less attractive (and, by implication, the other
alternatives more attractive). Here, the actors still can- if they are willing to
pay the higher costs- pursue their original courses. Since few if any acts are
without costs (even when these are outweighed by gains), the more common
effect of the injection of power into a situation is to alter the costs rather than
to destroy the capacity to choose. That is, there is frequently a voluntary
element in submission: the unwillingness to pay the cost of not submitting.
Complete coercion occurs when the subjects are, in eff~ct, deprived of the
opportunity to choose-e.g., when a parent carries a child away from his
toys, o r when United States forces physically prevented Cuban exile
organizations from raiding Castro's Cuba in 1963 by arresting the leaders
and impounding the boats. It has been argued that even in the most coercive
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situation, the actors have a choice; they can choose to die rather than submit.
It is a fact, though, that coercive controls are typically used to foreclose this
option, too-to force the subjects to live in jail. The same may be said of
collectivities under extreme totalitarian conditions.
There are situations which approximate this extreme case in which, in
effect, alternatives are eliminated and the available choices are very skewede.g., there are only two alternatives and the penalty of choosing one of them
is very high. Therefore, it seems useful to treat the concepts of coercion and
non-coercion not as a dichotomy but as points on a continuum. Accordingly,
coercion is used to refer to compliance relations in which there is little or no
effective choice. Non-coercive compliance includes utilitarian and normative
relations. By this definition, some but by no means all or even most power is
coercive, initially or "ultimately."
Another reflection of the liberal tendency to evaluate power negatively,
apparent in the inclination to make aJI power seem coercive, is the focusing
upon the illicit uses of power. 23 Actually, power might advance any societal
goal, from conserving a status quo to altering it. The notion that evil is
imposed by power while goodness flies on its own wings assumes an optimistic
view of human nature and societal institutions that has little evidence to
support it The application of power is a principal way of getting things done.
Its ethical standing depends in part on the kinds of things that get done
and on the ways in which goals are set and attained; these factors, in turn,
depend much more on the distribution of power (what proportion of the
members of a unit to which power is applied shares in setting the goals?) and
on the amounts and kinds of power used (e.g., the degree of coercion) than on
the very fact that power was exercised. Hence, most societal actors must choose
not between getting things done voluntarily or through the exercise ofpower, or
between exercising power or not gefting things do11e, but rather among the
varying degrees and kinds of power to apply. A societal unit is more active
the lower the intensity of the application of power, the more societal action
is based on authentic consensus, and the less alienating the kinds of power
used .

The Stratification Bases of Power
Theories of societal action can be characterized according to the degree
to which they use a class or an elite approach. We refer to the first as a
stratification approach to emphasize that societal units or sub-units which
have similar status in terms of the allocation of assets may be regional or
ethnic groupings as well as classes. We refer to the second as a political
organizational approach to stress that there is not only a "head" unit or
leadership involved but also such structures as cybernetic centers, organizational hierarchies, and communication networks as, for instance, those
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provided by modern political parties. Here, we draw on both the stratification
and the political approaches and attempt to outline an ·analytic approach
that combines them. In t,he following discussion, assets represent the distributive, stratification aspect and power the processua.I, political aspect.
Assets represent latent energy ; power refers to what is made out of the assets
in the energizing of societal action. The two are closely linked both because
the stratification structure sets limits, however broad, on the political organization and on societal action, and because the political organization and
societal action have significant "feedback" effects on the structure of societal
stratification.

Assets, Power, and Activation
An exploration of the complicated relations between the assets an actor
commands and the power he wields is central for an understanding of the
active orientation, because the capacity to act is greatly aff.ected by the
possessions of an actor and by what he does with these possessions. The
common·sense view (and that of some political scientists) tends to estimate
the power of an actor by an inventory of his assets. Nations with a large
territory, a large population, high production of steel, oil, ship tonnage, or
railroad miles are viewed as strong nations. 24 Or, among sub-societies, the
rich are viewed as powerful and the poor as weak.
Actually, the amount of assets an actor has determines only the collectivistic context of his power, his power potential or base-that is, the amount of
assets on which he can draw to support his action. The proportion of these
assets he actually uses to generate power is a different, more organizational,
more voluntaristic aspect of societal relations. Each actor constantly chooses,
although often not consciously, how many of the assets he controls should
be consumed (used to satisfy immediate needs), preserved for later consumption, invested to increase his assets, and converted into societal power.*
Assets are, thus, a relatively "stable" (or structural) aspect of societal
relations, while power is more dynamic (or processual).
The relation of power to assets is analogous to the relation of energy to
material. The conversion of assets into power is not an abrupt "jump" but
rather a process of transformation. Various steps may be taken to activate the
assets and bring them closer to a power-yielding state without actually
releasing the energy. Such activation occurs, for instance, when a collectivity
• It is essential not to change the time perspective when making assessments of the
allocative pattern of a societal unit •. as, for instance, consuming resources now may make
the actor more powerful later (e.g., by enhancing the morale of the troops), or converting
some assets into power now may increase the actor's ability to consume later. But an asset
(or part of one) that is used for one purpose cannot be used at one and the same time for
another. Assets remain potentially universal instruments so long as they are not used;
when used, they become particularized:

•
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or society is preparing for a conflict-whether it be a war, a strike, or a period
of demonstrations. These preparations are modern analogies to the primi·
tives' war dances. Again, as in thermodynamics or electronics, while societal
assets or power potentials may be accumulated and stored or activated in
anticipation of future use, there are some costs or "losses" involved since
some of the potential energy is "dissipated" and increasingly so as time
passes. Thus, arms or means of production grow obsolescent, and morale
and leadership not actively engaged tend gradually to erode.•

Conversion Ratios and Patterns
The power of an actor is determined by an interplay between his controlling overlayer and his assets. On the one hand, his controlling overlayer
greatly determines the degree to which he consumes his assets, accumulates
assets, commits his assets to a specific course of action, and so forth. On the
other hand, whatever the nature of the controlling overlayer, an actor's
power is also affected by the asset base upon which he can draw. Obviously,
if the base is narrow, the utmost curtailment of consumption and the highest
commitment of assets to the generation of power may provide less power than
a much smaller effort on the part of a more affluent actor; optimal control
can substitute for affluence only to a degree. In addition, there is a declining
marginal utility for both factors in the sense that once control is fairly
effective, a small gain in assets will have a considerable effect while additional
control improvements will have comparatively little effect. At the same time,
additional resources will afford little gain to the fumbling affluent actor, while
a relatively small improvement in his guidance mechanism may increase his
action capacity considerably.
While both factors are operative, it seems that in the short-run, the capacity
to improve control fa higher than the capacity to increase assets. In crisis
situations, for instance, many actors unveil "hidden" power; that is, they
overcome resistance which previously they were believed unable to overcome,
not because the societal unit suddenly possesses new assets but because the
control of the assets is shifted from sub-societal to societal usages and from
•There is a difference here between the world of objects and societal processes, and it is
here that a voluntarisLic element is particularly evident: The continued accumulation of
energy tends to generate high tension and a pressure to act. However, to respond to such a
pressure is frequently not rational from any viewpoint other than the instrumental considerntions (If power storage. Hence, the controlling overlayers of an active unit require
special provisions to deal with such pressures. This is achieved by the institutional and
organizational segregation of the societal decision-making units from the organizational
units in charge of societal power storage (especially of the coercive kind) and by a
consciousness, preferably on the part of both elites and publics, of the need to contain
these pressures. Otherwise., they become a major source of distortion of societal guidance
mechanisms by mistriggering and pre1riggering them and being get1erally hyperactive.
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societal consumption to the generation of societal power. To the degree that
such crises simply occur (i.e., are a result of processes in the environment or
in the system), they are of limited interest for societal guidance. But many
crises are produced by control centers or elites, frequently as part of their
efforts to alter the allocation of assets in their societal units or to increase the
proportion of assets converted into power.
Jn the long-run, the asset base itself, stratification, changes greatly and is
to be conceived not merely as providing a qase for generating societal power
but also as refl.ecting the use to which such power has been put, for one of the
major purposes toward which power can be applied is to gain possession of
new assets. In comparing societal units from this viewpoint, differences in the
conversion ratios and patterns are to be taken systematically into account.
The conversion ratio specifies the proportion of ail actor's assets which are
used to generate power as compared to his total assets. The conversion
pattern is the distribution of those assets earmarked to power usage among
various kinds of utilization. A conversion pattern, for instance, may be
narrow or broad in scope, encompass mainly external or also internal areas,
and so on.
What are the historical trends with regard t.o the conversion ratios and
patterns of societies? It at first seems that an increasingly higher ratio of
assets is devoted to societal usages. But detailed statistical analysis is needed
to establish whether, as the amount of assets possessed by the members of
society has grown rapidly (as crudely indicated by the growth of the GNP),
there has been a proportional increase in the amount of assets assigned to
societal usages (roughly represented by the public expenditures of both
governmental and non-governmental agencies), or whether the increase in the
absolute expenditure (which has obviously occurred in the post-modern as
compared to the late modern period) has been accompanied by a decline in
th is ratio. 2 5
Regarding the conversion pattern, the extent of the discussions about the
welfare state or welfare capitalism would lead to the expectation of an
historical trend toward an increasingly internally-focused pattern. But the
semi-war state which has existed in many societies since the advent of the
post-modern period suggests that, if we take the post-war years as our base,
defense expenditures have risen even more than domestic ones. 26
The only trend which seems to be in accord with the common sense
expectation is the breadth of societal control: More sectors of societal
activity are guided collectively in the post-modern than in the modern period,
though the main pattern had been established in the last modern century
(1845-1945).
Bringing about an active society will require the assignment of a greater
amount and ratio of societal assets to societal usages, since the realization of
goals served collectively seems to lag behind the realization of those served
directly by sub-units or by their unguided interaction. Similarly, more effort
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will be needed for internal than for external areas. Contemporary .societies
which are more active in other respects also have a more internally-oriented
pattern. The scope of the sectors encompassed by collective guidance would
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be expected to vary least because it is already quite broad. 27 The societal
guidance of technology has been only initiated; the societal guidance of other
areas-such as the reallocation of wealth and the restructuring of statusrelations-has already begun, but it has not been sufficientJy "energized,"
as judged by the actors' own goals. The most neglected area seems to be
the development of societal guidance mechanisms, especiaJly within the
higher echelons of society-wide decision-making units, knowledge-units, and
units devoted to the critical function.
In the conversion of assets into power, much of the potential energy is
aJmost invariably lost, as when energy converted into light is wasted on
generating heat. The higher the quality of a conversion process, the more
societal energy is released. This is a question of the extent to which the
conversion is well organized and politically responsive. For instance, the
same amount of taxation will yield varying degrees of financing of societal
action depending on the mode of taxation that is used. (Taxes vary signifi·
cantly in terms of their administrative and psychological costs. Compare, for
instance, sales taxes to income taxes and both kinds of taxes as collected in
the United States to·tax farming in ancient bureaucracies.) Other differences
in mobilization and in cost result from the relative reliance on central as
against local government agencies and on government as opposed to public
authorities, such as the BBC or the Port of New York Authority. The higher
the over-all quality of an actor's conversion processes, the more power he
can derive from the same amount of assets-that is, the more societal
action can be energized without an increase in the asset base and without
additional commitment or mobilization of the actor's assets.
The dimensions of conversion-ratio, pattern, and quality-used in
combination characterize a major aspect of the morphology of society. The
term "societal character" is appropriate when the dimensions of conversion
are largely set and are treated by the society as basically given. "Social
character" is a collectivistic concept, used mainly by anthropologists and
sociologists. 2 8 Another related term, used by political scientists, is "national
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style." For instance, to say that a society or culture is "aggressive" often
implies that the conversion ratio is high, its pattern is externally focused, its
quality is poor, and, above all, it is unchangeable. Modem, post-modern to
a greater extent, and, above all, active societies view the conversion of assets
into societal power as changeable in accord with societal policy. It is considered possible to increase the ratio (or modify it upward and downward);
to shift the investments (though mobilization for external usages still seems
much easier than for internal ones, which limits the capacity to shift societal
energy from exerting power over other factors toward self-transformation);
and to find and implement more effective conversion methods (e.g., ways of
selecting men for public office).
For relatively active societal units, the term "strategy" is appropriate,
since these units deliberately decide the amount of the assets to be converted
and in what way. 30 Strategy for economic mobilization is a case in point.
While even these actors are not free to set their conversion ratios and processes as they wish (they, too, are subject to internal and environmental
pressures), they are relatively aware of their capacity to reset the conversion
ratio and pattern and, thus, are relatively voluntaristic and active.
It should be noted that while conversion is part of the societal guidance
mechanism, it is affected by the values and the distribution of assets in the
body of the societal unit or underlayer. However, these values and assetsi_ in
turn, are affected by the conversion processes. Thus, at each point in time,
conversion, the societal asset structure, and the system of values should be
taken as three independent variables and their relations to each other should
be studied over time.

Power, Deviation, and Transformation
Societal structures, it is sometimes disregarded, are not composed only of
internalized expectations, role-constellations, and institutionalized symbols
and values. 31 All societies exhibit patterns of the distribution of assets. 32
While the patterns vary in dilferent societies, they are always a-symmetrical
in that some collectivities have a larger share of the assets than others. 33
While these assets include some symbolic ones (such as prestige) and while
the patterns have symbolic aspects (e.g., some are viewed as more legitimate
than others), relative acx:es& to assets has a "mechanical," objective base.
Actors who command more assets, especially of the economic and coercive
kinds, have more options to consume, save, invest, or generate power than
other actors, irrespective of whether or not the actors are aware of the fact,
legitimate it, or approve of it. Moreover, while the symbolic aspects of societal
processes do affect the distributive patterns of assets, these, in turn, affect the
symbolic aspects. The differences in prestige of such titles as lord or king
when they commanded many utilitarian and coercive assets as opposed to
their contemporary status illustrate this observation.
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The neglect of the non-symbolic aspects of the societal structure and
organization of power is particularly visible in much of the work on deviant
behavior and its role as a source of societal transformation. In this section,
we digress briefly to explore deviance from this viewpoint. Incomplete or
distorted socialization, the successful internalization of deviant norms or of
two or more sets of conflicting norms, or insufficient symbolic rewards by
various mechanisms of social control have often been emphasized as the
sources of deviant behavior.* While all of these factors, which rely considerably on symbolic processes, are significant, it is often not systematically
taken into account that actors in many roles and situations, in order to
conform, require, in addition to the motivation to do so and knowledge of
the "proper" paths to follow, the appropriate means. If the societal distribution of assets fails to provide these means (or the bases from which they can
be mobilized) to one or another societal grouping, this failure alone will tend
to produce large-scale deviance, 34 both because the lack of available means is
frustrating to those successfully socialized to the conforming norms and
because the roles simply cannot be fulfilled without the means. When
Pharaoh wanted the Jews in ancient Egypt to "deviate" so that he would have
a pretext for punishing them, he demanded that they produce more bricks
even though he provided them with less straw. 35
In addition to the lack of assets needed to conform, a lack of assets allo·
cated to control plays a major role in determining the scope of societal
deviance and its macroscopic consequences. Once a deviant enclave has been
founded, its future development and the chances that it will become a major
societaJ force, 36 a transforming alternative, or perhaps even the basis of a new
societal conformity, depend not only on the numbers of unsuccessfully
socialized people or on the extent to which the society's "educational"
efforts are encompassing and intensive but also on the distribution of the
means between the societal units mobilized in support of the prevailing
patterns and those which are deviating. Revolutions occur not so much
because the deviant asset base in itself has been greatly extended but because
the asset base of the supporters of the conforming patterns is collapsing.
The weakness of the governments of Russia in 1917, China in 1949, and
France in 1789 was a "final" cause of the transformations of these societies.
The same seems to hold for less dramatic changes from one societal structure
to another-e.g., the British transformation from an aristocratic to a
bourgeois conformity.
The relations between the stratification structure and political organiza·
tion of a society and the extent and intensity of deviation are twofold. On the
one hand, the macroscopic outcome of the struggle between conforming and
•Most of the theories and studies reviewed in the encompassing essay by Albert K.
Cohen fall in this category. See his Deviance and Co11trol (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. :
Prentice-Hall, 1966).
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deviating forces depends on the asset bases of these forces and the quality of
their power-generating mechanisms. In 1917, the Tsarist government's asset
base, weakened by the war and economic anarchy, rapidly declined in its
capacity to mobilize power, while the Bolshevik movement was much better
able to mobilize its asset base and to focus its efforts. On the other hand,
changes in relations between the conformers and the deviators register in
changes in assets and power bases. One main result of the rise of a new
societal alternative is a redefinition of the societal structure. A societal
structure is, thus, to be viewed not as a given pattern of a system, but as a
temporary form reflecting the past actions of conforming and deviating
member-units and internal and external elites, and as a base line for future
interaction among these actors within the environmental limits. 37 Societal
structures are expected to be continually restructured or transformed; it is an
exception rather than the rule when the relations among the units, supraunits, and elites are so balanced as to cause a forward and backward
"swinging" of a pattern as if it were the focal point of a stable equilibrium.
This concept of structure assumes that the extent and intensity ofdeviance will
be greater, the less the patterns of the distributive structure and the political
organization parallel the patterns prescribed by the symbolic-normatiYe
system. Moreover, even when this parallelism is maximal, a built-in strain is
to be expected; differences between the.symbolic-normative and asset facets
of society are never completely resolved because the symbolic-normative
systems tend to be relatively more integrated than the asset bases. This is the
case because societal assets must provide for a multitude of partially
incompatible functions, and because non-symbolic elements are more
scarce than symbols. Additional societal strains are generated by differences
in the distributive patterns of the various kinds of assets which create
stratification imbalances.
Several concepts which are used later derive from this discussion and
should be mentioned here. Lower and higher collectivities refer to their
respective shares in the existing societal patterns of allocation. Higher
collectivities have vested interests in existing structures, lower-in their
change, whether or not their political action shows awareness of this.
Unbalanced collectivities are high in some assets and low in others; the nature
of their vested interests, as we shall see, depends on the specific nature of the
imbalance.
Societal strains are collective experiences in that they are shared by large
categories of members. The categories provide an objective base on which
various associational and organizational processes operate to collectivize
and mobilize shared experiences into political action attempting to change the
societal structure, to reduce the strains for one collectivity or another, or to
improve the "fit" between the symbolic-normative and asset-power aspects
of the society. Hence, pressures toward change are built into the societal
structure, and they are expected to be greater, the more complex the societal
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division of labor and the more widely distributed the associational, organizational, and mobilizing capacities among the members become.
It is, therefore, a "limit" situation when the society is integrated to such a
degree that there is one dominant pattern of conformity in terms of which
deviation can be simply defined. Aside from situations in which there is no
prevailing pattern, there are many other situations in which, even though there
is a prevailing pattern, other patterns have the status of what we refer to as
secondary alternatives. Members who hold these secondary alternatives
are tolerated and defined as conforming but are not considered in the "main
stream." These patterns stand next to semi-deviant and .full deviant ones.*
The relative status of the various patterns conti1rnally changes; while there are
a few "jumps" from full deviance to central conformity, sm'aller changesfrom full to semi-deviance or from a secondary to a primary alternative-are
more common. The accumul~tion of smaller changes may lead to the transformation from a full deviance to a central conformity pattern. At each point
in time, however, rather than a conforming pattern and deviations from it,
there are a variety of alternatives struggling over their relative status, with
the outcome of the struggle being greatly affected by the relative power
mobilized by the various alternatives.
It is necessary here to distinguish political from other deviant behavior.
One of the major insights of social science was that common sociological
and psychological attributes underlie such seemingly different deviant
behaviors as alcoholism, extremist political activity, crime, and psychosomatic illness. But to label all these behaviors "deviant" conceals the fact
that some deviant behaviors are much more iikely to provide societal
alternatives than others because they are able to evolve an alternative societal
design and mobilize power to promote it. Non-political deviants tend
to be "microscopic"; they exhibit personal, interpersonal, or, at most, subcollectivity deviant behavior. Their deviations also tend to be narrow in
scope; while deviating on some aspects, they may well conform on many
others. 3 8 Above all, they usually do not promote an alternative design of
society. Even when they are innovative,39 their innovations tend to be
limited to a freedom to choose among more sexual alternatives or to use
drugs as a new escapist means. Political deviants are, first of all, usually of
the innovative type, and their innovations tend to be broad in scope and
macroscopic at least in intent and design, if not in consequence. They may
provide the base of a new society (or the restoration of a fundamentally
different "old" one), which cannot be said about the other types of
deviants.
• This distinction is closely related to the difference between functional alternatives and
functional equivalents. The above observations suggest that functional alternatives tend
not to be functional equivalents, and one issue around which the difference can be
expressed is the relative degree of deviation (or conformity) involved.
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The degree to which the new designs are implemented is, again, to a large
extent a question of the relative power of the deviant and conforming forces,
with the outcome of the struggle often being a partial legitimation of the deviant alternative or a partial transformation of the prevailing conformity, and
not ne<:essarily complete suppression or full transformation. Changing the
secondary alternatives, weakening the main one, and so on, are equally
plausible and possibly much more common. While it is true that in some
exceptional cases, non-political deviants will also form a macroscopic
organization and collectivity-e.g., some sectarian religious movements or a
nationally-organized crime syndicate which draws on an ethnic sub-collectivity-they still tend either to be narrow in scope seeking to neutralize or
alter only a few aspects of societal control, rather than to engage in power
mobilization and political action to change society at large (that is, become
political innovators). Thus, the Mormons in their polygamist period were
religious devia11ts; the New Left are macroscopic, political innovators. The
Mafia is a deviant criminal organization; the Students for Democratic Society
are macroscopic, political innovators. While for some purposes it may be
useful to treat them all as deviants, for the student of societal change and
guidance it is not.
The level of deviance and the societal pressure toward transformation are
affected, we saw, by the relation between the symbolic-normative and assetpower facets of society. But, as the distributive patterns of assets and those of
political organization are themselves not necessarily parallel, the degree to
which they are articulated also affects the scope, frequency, and direction of
deviance in general and political deviance in particular. The degree to which
the stratification and political patterns of a societal unit are articulated is
affected by several factors which we encountered before but which ought
to be mentioned here; basically, they characterize the societal unit under
study in terms of the degree to which the societal overlayers and underlayers
are coextensive.
Political and stratificafa;)n patterns are expected to be more articulated:
(a) the more the activity of the unit as a unit-as distinct from an aggregation
of sub-units-is controlled by members rather than by external elites;
(b) the more such internal control is dispersed among the members and the
less it is concentrated in one or a few member units (this defines the distribution of power as elitist versus egalitarian); and (c) the more control is
distributed among the members of a system as against concentrated in the
system's elites.
In the realm of power, members of units differ in the various kinds of
power they can employ. For most societies and collectivities, the resulting
profiles of the distributions of the three kinds of power are expected to be
more similar to than different from each other, regardless of whether the
profiles themselves are elitist or egalitarian. 40 However, we can always
expect some discrepancy.
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The next question concerns the relations among different power elites
(which head the various power organizations). One of the common forms
these relations take is for one kind of power elite to dominate and determine,
in detail or at least in a highly specified context, the position, function, and
direction of the others' efforts; this is the totalitarian pattern, with the Party
or the Army constituting the dominant power elite and organization. In
relatively pure pluralistic systems, which are approximated by some international systems, the relationship between the various kinds of power
elites is more open, with no clear domination on the part of any elite and with a
political elite acting as a broker among the various unit-elites. In less pure
pluralistic syste:ms, the political elite has a directive (though usually only
broadly contextuating) as well as a mediating function. Other combinations,
of course, are possible. Whatever they are and, more generally, whatever the
various power profiles, the ways in which they are related to each other and
to the societal underlayer and the way in which they change affect the
capacity of the societal unit to marshal its energy for the promotion of its
goals. That is, the internal power structure is a significant determinant of
the external and internal uses of societal power, and the dimensions of this
structure, briefly reviewed here, must be included in any theory of societal
guidance and macro-sociology.

Exchange, Power, and Structure
The concept of power does not play so central a role in collectivisitic
theories as it does in a theory of societal guidance. 41 One reason for this is
that in the collectivistic perspective, system bonds are viewed as semiorganic, and, hence, there is no analytic place for a unit with a capacity
to fundamentally restructure the system; as the scope of permissible societal
action is limited, so is that of power. Collectivistic theories do not, so to
speak, "need" the concept as much as a theory of societal guidance. Moreover, collectivists tend to view the system bonds as primarily based on shared
values, institutionalized symbols, collective sentiments, or converging
interests emanating from the division of labor; power is rarely viewed as a
basis of integration. The same theories tend to explore the distributive
patterns of assets from the viewpoint of their contributions to the existing
system and the prevailing structure and not as a potential base for the
mobilization of power for transformation; they tend not to view the existing
political ·organization as one-temporary-expression of a larger set of
options the asset base could carry. And the role of power in limiting the bonds
of a system or in transforming them to become more encompassing is not
explored. 42
More recentJy, the system role of power was recognized by various
theoreticians, especially in their attempts to integrate exchange analysis
with syste~ theories. 43 For instance, it has been suggested that system bonds
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arise when sub-systems trade "legitimation of authority" for "moral
responsibility for collec1ive need" o.n the part of political elites. 44 The
relationship is based on an exchange in that if one of the sides should not
"deliver," the chain of reciprocity would be broken, and the relatioi1ship
would be undermined. In further extending this approach, much may be
gained by relating the exchange-i.n-a-system analysis to the study of stratification and political organization-Le., to a morphological analysis.
Exchange, as we see it, is not random; it occurs within a structure, and the
give-and-take are neatly balanced only in formal, technical terms and not in
substantive or socio-political ones. Each societal unit has a power profile;
that is, some of the members have greater effects on the course of the collective action than others. While this power profile is continually revised, at
each point in time it affects not only the distribution of assets but also the
rates of exchange--i.e., how many units of output must a collectivity or a
society expend for each unit of input it obtains. 45 These rates tend to be more
favorable for a more affluent and powerful unit. The rich in the United States,
for example, can obtain credit at a much lower cost than the poor; women
get paid less for the same work than men; the people of poor nations have to
work more hours to obtain a unit of international exchange than those of
rich ones-i.e., they have to work longer for the same inputs.
In short, exchange among equals is a "limit" situation; the terms of
almost all exchanges are affected by the uneven power relations among the
participants. To study the relationships among actors as if exchange were
symmetrical (or balanced) is to conduct a faulty analysis and to be unaware
of the normative implications of the extent to which power is used in
exchange for unilateral advantage. The value of exchange analysis will
be realized only if it is integrated into asset-,power and morphological
analysis.

Power and Communication
Power and communication are found in all societal relations: among
member-units, between them and the supra-unit, and between the controlling
overlayers and the action underlayers. Our prime concern is with the latter
relationship; here, power and communication are the two main implementing
factors which "transmit" the signals of the controlling centers to the performing units and carry their "feedbacks." Organizational networks and consensus-formation structures are, above all, institutionalized power and
communication pathways. As these statements are certainly not universally
accepted, we turn now to a brief discussion of the arguments raised by
voluntarist and collectivist theoreticians in favor of a conception of societal
guidance based on communication without the backing of power. 46
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Control Without Power?
There have been serious and repeated attempts in social and political
science to do without the concept of power. It is not that the concept of power
does not appear in the descriptive or ad hoc explanatory statements of those
who attempt to avoid it, but that the concept is either explicitly excluded or
simply omitted from the theoretical models used. For the most part, communication is stressed instead. The position is effectively telescoped in the
following statement by Karl W. Deutsch, one of the most outstanding
political scientists of this century. "Essentially, control involves the transmission of messages, and the understanding of control processes is a branch of
communication engineering, not of power engineering." 47 Government is,
accordingly, viewed as a communication network or a web of nerves.
The network carries signals from various centers of control to the performing
units and back from them to the control centers. Networks differ in the
clarity of their signals, the degree of "noise" on the line, and the extent of the
overloading of switchboards-all factors that affect the communication of
the signals. But once appropriate signals reach the appropriate receiver and
are clearly understood, they are expected to bring about the appropriate
action, not by their power but by the change they produce in the actor's
pattern of information. It is analogous to inserting the right key into the
right keyhole; what is essential is not how much power is used to turn the
key but that the appropriate key is inserted. The amount of resultant change
is not relative to the power of the signal, which is often very weak, "much as
the force of a gun shot need not be proportionate to the amount of pressure
needed to set off the trigger." 48 Typically, communication and cybernetic
systems are viewed as small energy redistributions which guide the work of
large energy systems.49
In contrast, power analysis assumes that in order to act, power frequently
has to be expended (to reduce resistance), and that the degree of action is
greatly affected by the degree of the power mobilized and committed: Small
expenditures of power can initiate only a little action unless resistance is
low (which is rare when the scope of action is significant) or has already
been overcome (which means that power analysis has to be applied to the
previous situations). The analogy of the gun is cogent; while it is true that
the power of the trigger is minute, this does not explain the power of the
bullet to overcome the resistance of gravity and the friction of the air. The
trigger is just a communication of a signal-"fire now!" The thrust of the
bullet, however, is determined by the power that has been previously stored
in the gun powder, which the trigger only releases."' If a government orders
•A relatively minuscule amount of power is involved, typically, even here-the power
which set into motion the process. of transforming the gunpowder into gas But in
comparison to the energy released, it is negligible.
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its troops into a particular region, a communication analyst explains what
happens when the signal does not reach the commander, when he does not
understand it, or when he is receiving conflicting signals. But his action is not
wholly shaped by the signal, although this may seem to be the case if the act is
studied with a short time-perspective. It is in part determined by the com~
mander's "assets" (e.g., the number of troops he commands) and by his
ability to convert them into power (e.g., the extent to which the troops are
loyal to him). Without his troops, the commander's ability to respond to the
signal would be no greater than the ability of a bullet to fly if there were no
gunpowder in its shell. And central to the commander's response to the
signal is his conception of the power that will be applied to him by the
signalling center if he fails to comply.
Of course, communication does affect action, and the various factors
determining the flow of communication must be studied if the dynamics of
societal action are to be understood. It is also a valuable insight that the
amount of energy used in transmitting communication is low in proportion
to its results (although the investment in establishing and maintaining
communication channels as well as in producing the message-i.e., knowledge-is to be included and increases the costs). But such communication
analysis must be combined with power analysis and cannot replace it. To
understand the different behaviors of various actors, we need to know the
powers they command and the effectiveness of their communication networks. The controlling overlayer consists not only of signals but commands
some power of its own; thus, if unit x does not respond to a signal, the
controlling overlayer can make it act in accord with the signal not only by
sending a clearer signal along a line with less "noise," but by dispatching
another unit to force (or threaten) the recalcitrant unit x. (The unit sent
might be a performing unit like the recalcitrant one or be attached to the
center itself.)
This holds not only for the military but for other societal units and
organizations as weJI. For instance, when the American aluminum and
copper industries did not respond in 1965 to President Johnson's "signals"
to refrain from raising their prices, he ordered the selling of aluminum and
copper from the government stockpiles. Had the government not possessed
such stockpiles or had they been substantially smaller, the power relations
between the administration and the industries would have been quite
different. In any case, it was not a matter of the industries' reading of the
President's signal; what was not clear to them at first was how much power
he was willing to use to make them follow his communication.
Controlling actors continually have to make two kinds of decisions: what
communicative signals to issue and what power to use to support them. As,
we suggest, the assets from which power is generated are much more scarce
than the symbols which are the main base of communication, controlling
overlayers typically issue many more communication signals than they can
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support by the use of power. Many of these signals do not require such
support because they demand no action but, [et us say, "emit" information.
Furthermore, to the degree that an authentic consensus has been formed,
communication will suffice. But if the signals are to control, they must be
backed by a power potential. Actors can issue communication on power
"credit," hoping not to have to cash it in, or "bluff"-communicate as if
they had power when they do not. so But these are basically extrapolations
and projections of the real power base; without it, the effect of controlling
signals will decline and cannot be relied upon. Both bases of control have
costs: Communication costs are incurred in getting the message from one
unit to another; power incurs costs in making the recipient follow the
message. The basic reason that students of communication have noted that
the "transportation" of small energy can control the performance of high
energy-consuming units is, we suggest, that the higher control costs under
most circumstances are power costs, which they do not study.
To some degree, power and communication can be substituted for each
other: If the message is less clear but more enforced or less enforced but
more clear, similar results may be obtained. But such substitutions are limited
in scope; when faced with resistance, the clearest communication will be
useless unless it is backed with sufficient power, and a large application of
power will yield little action if the control centers receive vague or conflicting information about what the performing units are doing and how the
environment is changing. This may be illustrated by the relationship between
military power and military intelligence, since in this context the relations
between the two factors are particularly observable. If the "goal" is to rout
an enemy from a sizeable jungle, extensive bombing will be of little use if no
knowledge about the location of the enemy can be communicated to the
pilots of the bombers. Similarly, full information and communication are to
no avail if, because of weather conditions, the bombers cannot operatei.e., both factors are needed for control. Within these limits, the more knowledge that is communicated, the fewer bombs that are necessary; and the less
that is known, the more bombs that are needed for the same results.
Above all, increasing both control elements offers the actors more options
and, thus, the potential for more creative responses, for a more active
orientation. To illustrate: In a mid-western city, civil rights groups used to
counter urban renewal drives which entailed destroying slums before adequate
alternative housing was provided by lying in front of the bulldozers when
they approached. This involved civil disobedience which is a "costly" operation. Over the years, the civil rights groups organized an "early warning"
intelligence system to discover ahead of time which sites were designated by
the city for urban renewal. This allowed the groups to protest in the press and
to the legislature, to mobilize public support, to demonstrate, and still-if
necessary-to block the bulldozers.
The same analytic issue appears in a context which is less macroscopic
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but of much interest to the theory of societal guidance-in the debate over
the validity of the Human Relations approach to the study of industrial
relations. The Human Relations approach has a variety of representatives
and a development of its own, but all of its original advocates almost
completely ignored power analysis. s 1 The emphasis was typically on leadership style: Leadership that was more understanding, communicative, and
sensitive to the subjects' needs was believed to be more effective in attaining
high productivity, compliance, and morale. The underlying assumption was
that the workers had identifiable psychological needs, such as those for
affection and direction, which could no longer be satisfied outside of the
corporations because of the disintegration of the societal fabric inherent in
the industrial revolution. 52 If the industrial elites were to respond to these
psychological needs by providing positive and authoritative leadership and
communications, they could command the workers' efforts and loyalties.
Such satisfaction of the workers' psychological needs, it was at least
implied, could obviate increases in wages and unionization and the ensuing
power struggle. Critics of the Human Relations School saw a degree of
power struggle, conflict, and tension between workers and management as
inevitable and not necessarily dysfunctional; differences in styles of leader·
ship and communication were viewed as having compara~ively little effect. 53
Actually, it seems that when workers belong to unions which effectively
express their sentiments and interests and when they are well paid, communication between workers and management plays a relatively important
role; when the conflict between workers and management is latent and
uninstitutionalized, either because unions have not been allowed or because
they have been rendered ineffective, and when workers are underpaid, the
effect of communication differences is small. Thus, again, power and
communication analyses complement each other rather than one making the
other superfluous.
Above and beyond the specific Human Relations writings, in general an
emphasis on leadership tends to be associated with an emphasis on the
manipulation of symbols and communication, while discussions of elites
tend to be more oriented toward an analysis of power which includes nonsymbolic ways of overcoming resistance as well as symbolic manipulations.
While there is no one-to-one association between the use of these terms and
an analytic position, the term used often provides an early indication of the
author's position. (The use of "class" is similar to "elite" in this context,
except that economic power is stressed more than military or political
power.)
When two theoretical conceptions conflict, it is occasionally suggested
that two parallel theories be developed and used alternately or that they be
merged later. This has been suggested for the beam versus wave theories of
light and for the integration versus conflict theories of social systems. But
this procedure would be particularly harmful to macro-sociology if separate
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communication and power theories continue to be evolved, since several key
issues require drawing on both conceptions and systematically articulating
them. For example, controlling overlayers seem to differ significantly
according to the degree to which power and communication networks are
parallel and mutually supportive or their resp~tive centers are segregated
and in conflict. When the two networks are fairly well articulated, which of
the two has priority affects the functioning of the controlling overlayer. The
stronger the communication element in a control mix, the more the controlling overlayer approximates a pluralistic system in which actors
synchronize their activities mainly voluntarily; where the power element is
stronger, the controlling overlayer approximates a central administrative
system in which synchronization tends to be higher but also less voluntary.•
There are many additional ramifications for societal guidance of the various
combinations of communication and power networks; our purpose here
is not to ennumerate them but to highlight the need to explore these two
major elements of guidance in one theoretical framework.

The Poker Face of Power
Once the fact that communication is only one component of control is
accepted, the next question becomes the ways in which communication and
power relate to and affect each other. We have already seen that the power
actors wield is determined not only by the amounts and kinds of assets they
command but also by the proportion of assets they convert into power and
the effectiveness with which they convert and use them. A main factor here is
the communication capacities and skills of the actors; this is so because the
uses to which assets can be put (their power potential) are difficult to assess
which, in turn, causes a permanent gap between the symbolic and objective
facets of power and allows the actor the opportunity to magnify the impact of
his power by skillful communications.
Actors use their power potential combined with various placings of
messages in much the same way that poker players use their cards and their
gestures; the effective player gains more from his cards than his hand actually
"allows," and the poor player often loses even when he has a superior
hand. Gestures, symbolic acts, play a central role in magnifying or deflating
the impact of a hand. This does not mean that the gestures· players make are
unrelated to the "objective base"; he who regularly bluffs with poor cards
will sooner or later lose his shirt. Thus, some degree of credibility in the
relations between communication and power has to be maintained or the
*The "mix" defines the communication capacities and power available to the controlling
center. lf more power were available to the member units than 10 1he control center, the
opposite would hold unless consensus-formation structures substituted for lhe lack of
central control. We return to this point below.
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gestures become powerless. The maintenance of credibility itself, though, is
in part affected by the players' communication strategies and not on)y by
their assets. To explore this point further, in the balance of this section we
concentrate on the poker face of power-Le., on what actors are able to do
with their assets, holding constant the amounts they control and the proportion of those they convert into power.
The macroscopic parallels of the poker players' gestures are threats and
promises by societal actors, indications of intentions to withdraw or to grant
support. 54 While these are related to the actual capacity to do so, the relationship is loose and the system of threats and promises has a set of norms,
dynamics, and independent effects of its own. ln the realm of economics,
such a relationship exists between money and goods and services; in the realm
of force-between threats to force (and promises to defend) and actual
forcing; and in the realm of prestige-between the generalized status of a
person and specific status-symbols.* In each of the three realms, there is no
one-to-one relationship between symbols and assets. Governments often
increase the money in circulation without a parallel increase in goods and
services. They may threaten more without increasing their military forces.
Thus, societal actors can promise and threaten more than they could afford
to do if all the commitments had to be met at the same time and full cashing
of the face value of the "notes" was demanded.
Second, while a degree of "bluffing" is a common strategy, the power of
actors is affected by their reputation, which, in turn, is affected by how often
they have been "called" and not "come through." In a monetary system, the
value of the monetary unit declines as the number of units vis-a-vis the
available goods and services is increased (inflation), and as the government
reduces its rate of exchange for foreign currency (devaluation). Governments which devaluate often or allow prices to rise freely and rapidly lose the
confidence of the users of the currency and, hence, the currency's action
effect. In terms of prestige, the more symbols that are issued (e.g., titles of
nobility), the less significant their consequences for action in terms of the
respect they command and the smaller the efforts people are subsequently
willing to make in order to gain them. Jn political relations, a labor union
which promises to raise a given amount of campaign funds or to mobilize
• Pre~tige itself, unlike economic assets and force, is a standing in the minds of people
and, in this sense, is symbolic. Bui, as it is a general standing in the minds of many people
(a sub-society or society), it needs s~ific signs (status symbols) to communicate the
standing of a person or collectivity. As in other relationships between symbols and assets,
the relationship between these specific signs of prestige and prestige itself is loose in that
some signs can be awarded or produced without having the prestige base, though if this is
widely done, there is an "inflation" of the sign and it gradually loses its value. That is, status
symbols need to be ..cashable" in order to maintain their credibility. For a brilliant analysis
of the prestige base. see Erving Goffman, ..Symbols of Class Status," British Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 2 (1951), pp. 294-304.
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volunteers and voters but realizes only part of these promises will find it more
difficult the next time to gain the legislation it favors or to block that which it
opposes.
Third, in each of these cases, a change in the circulation of the symbols
has some independent allocative effect of its own. The inftationary printing of
money reduces the buying power of the government as well as of everyone
else, but, meanwhile, it shifts some assets from non-government to government hands. Similarly, the diluting of prestige symbols is only gradually
noticed, and, meanwhile, the symbols continue to buy support, favor, funds,
or whatever else for which they are traded. The labor union which later will
not be able fully to cash its political promissory notes may by then have won
a major piece of legislation. And a declaration of support from the spokesmen
of n collectivities may evoke a declaration of support from a wavering n+ I,
a declaration it might find difficult to reverse even if the other collectivities
do not maintain theirs; even more likely, its declaration and others like it
will either make "cashing" unnecessary or will transform the empty promises
of the initial declarations into actual commitments.
Fourth, factors other than "cashing" determine the credibility of threats
and promises. One is the conduct of other actors, as credibility is a relative
virtue. For instance, the low credibility of a labor union might still be more
reliable than the promises of most of the other actors and, hence, the union
will continue to be effective. Another factor is the prevailing norms of the
system. Domestic politics in Britain, for instance, seem to exhibit a much
lower tolerance of a lack of political solvency than, let us say, politics in
Greece. And in power plays, as in economic credit, the larger the total
amount of assets of an actor, the easier it is for his temporary lapses to go
unpunished and to be forgiven.
All of this is possible because neither promises nor threats nor what, in
effect, is "delivered" can be measured with any degree of precision. Hence,
actors' reputations for power credibility and solvency are, in themselves,
open to manipulation. But ultimately, especially in showdowns, credibility
has to be maintained or power is lost.
Several theoreticians addressing themselves to the similarities between
economic and political dynamics did not take fully into account the
importance of maintaining credibility and the difference between the symbolic
face and objective base of power. Power is characterized as a "generalized
symbolic medium" 55 which is to the polity what money is to the economy.
And "it became increasingly clear that money was essentially a 'symbolic'
phenomenon and hence that its analysis required a frame of reference
closer to that of linguistics than of technology." 56 Elsewhere, Parsons has
argued that "language is perhaps the prototype.... Thus, a sign, 'Beware
the dog,' may induce caution without the passer-by's actually seeing or hearing a dog." 5 7 While this is a valid observation, it seems incomplete without
noting the relationship between such signs and real, barking and biting, dogs.
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If there were no dogs behind the signs, the signs would soon lose their effect.
The same holds for power : The relationship of threats or promises to the
assets available for power purposes is like the relationship of money to the
assets available for exchange; that is, while not every threat is "called"
and while not every threat that is called must be "cashed," the action effect of
threats is greatly affected by the frequency with which they are "cashed."
Those that are not cashed at all have the same power as money that does not
buy goods and services.*
A subsidiary point o ught to be raised here. Occasional actual escalation
of the degree to which threats are realized, whatever their initial intention,
is not accidental but is inherent in the power-threat system; the more often
that threats are not cashed, the lower the credibility tends to be, and the
higher the gains that may be made by an occasional actualization. Thus,
every use of a threat means that the pressure to actualize is mounting, as the
stock of credibility is depleted. 58 Consequently, effective systems are not those
that never actualize threats but those that have to actualize them less often
than others. Contrast this with the view (advanced by Neustadt in his study
of the Presidency and the federal use of force) 59 that any use of force is a
sign of the failure of the system. As we see it, if Eisenhower had not sent
federal troops to Little Rock, the federal government's capacity to achieve
compliance with the Supreme Court's 1954 desegregation ruling and the 1964
Civil Rights Bill would have been seriously curtailed. In situations in which
the actual use of force is to be avoided at any cost, it is necessary not to
mount the first steps of the escalator. (This is, in essence, the position of those
who favor complete disarmament.) Earlier balance-of-power systems typically
allowed for an occasional war to restore the system by punishing but not
annihilating actors that violated the rules of the game. That is, an occasional
actualization of threats was part of the system. Most societal and intcrsocietal systems can still tolerate such an occasional "cashing in" of threats;
but for a rising sub-set of international systems this use of the symbolic
aspect of power entail great risks and, in this sense, is intolerable.
There are, thus, three different kinds of costs involved in the application
of power: of the assets "consumed" as power is generated; of the power
itself as it is spent; and of symbolic gestures which, the more often they are
used, tends to bring closer the point of actual expenditure. The last may be
viewed as a kind of credit established by the previous actual exercise of power.
When gestures are made, the "credit" needs to be replenished or their effect is
lost; thus, each gesture has a cost.
• In other places in the two presentations, Parsons himself draws on these basic notions,
but in l.lis definition of power as analogous to money, he seems to disregard the functions of
the asset base. This can be explained by his attempt to view power as influence and by his
stress on the symbolic aspects of power- legitimation, loyallies, and moral responsibilities
- over the mechanical elements of power which rest to a greater extent upon the asset base.
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An awareness of these costs further supports the point stated. abovethat language is a questionable analogy for power, in that teachfag more
people a language and, in this sense, extending the symbols to others usually
does not reduce their effect or value and often even extends them. On the
other hand, symbols that have an asset base cannot be multiplied without
some dilution of their power. Parsons stressed that power is not a zero-sum
property, for in giving to one you need not take from others-the power of
all can be increased. 60 While this is a valid observation, the problems of
allocation are s till relevant because the distribution of power at any point in
time is an important factor in determining which actors will gain a disproportionate share of the new assets as these become available and, thus,
increase their power potentia1. In short, the patterns of distribution and of the
dynamics of redistribution must be considered together; we are not dealing
with the allocation of a finite set of assets but rather with the reallocation of a
changing total.
We have suggested that the concept of power can be defined without its
being tauto logical, a hindsight, or untestable. Societal power is viewed here
as the generalized capacity of a societal unit to overcome the resistance of
other unit-;, sub-units, or -supra-units. It seems useful to view societal power
as the energy derived from assets. The amount of power a societal unit
generates is determined by its asset base, by the proportion of that base
which is being converted into power (as compared to those assets "kept"
or otherwise used), and by the quality of the conversion processes. The power
a unit commands can be "stretched" by various communications, but
communications not backed by power do not provide societal control.
Power is an inevitable component of societal control, guidance, and activeness. At the same time, the exercise of power has a societal cost, a distorting
effect which curtails activation. Power may assure that "things get done"
but often may not insure that the resulting world will be responsive to those
who live in it, including the power w1elders! The varying combinations of the
energizing and distorting as pects of societal power and their macroocopic
consequences are the subjects of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 14

Power, Alienation,
and Societal Goals

WAT

IS the plaoe of powec in an "tive society? Can a
society use power to bring about its transformation a nd the realization of its
values without undermining the bases of authentic commitment, participation, and legitimation'! This dilemma is highlighted by the following
comparison: If another actor uses power against ego, violating values central
to ego, and the power he uses is physical coercion-the exercise of power and
the active q uality seem diametrically opposed. On the other hand, if ego
uses po wer to advance one of his central values in the face of reluctant but
not opposing others, and the power he uses is based on appeals to valueslet us say, in an educational campaign to convince white southerners to extend
civil rights to Negro-Americans-the use of power seems to advance the
active quality. It is not only that the ethical status of power varies with
different goals, if the perspective of the subject is substituted for that of a
power wielder, and when wrong is imposed rather than corrected, but also
that the kind of power that is used makes a difference. While all kinds of
power in any context have distorting effects on those subject to it and on those
350
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who wield it, when the commitment to a goat is high and the distortions
introduced by the particular kind of power used are comparatively tow, most
actors most of the time prefer this combination to neglecting their normative
goal-commitments and not resorting to power at all.
The problem of societal guidance is, hence, not whether to use power but
which uses of power minimize its distorting effects. The actors have already
made the basic ethical choice-they use power, and even if every social
scientist were to subscribe to a theory without a conception of power, this
would not alter the basic disposition of societal actors to exercise power.
The contributions social science may make in this area are to reduce the
scope and intensity of the use of power and to moderate and mitigate its
distorting effects by determining which usages, under what conditions, are less
distorting than others, rather than to seek vainly for a design of a societal
system free from power relationships in which societal action will have the
support of a freely formed, authentic consensus of all concerned.* To limit
societal action to that which is fully acceptable to all involved is utopian
because the very existence of societies implies a division of labor, a differential
distribution of assets and commitments, and, hence, power relations.
Moreover, even if society were as integrated as one monolithic actor who has
one set of needs and one will, he would still subject himself to some constrai11ts, to some institutions. He stil1 would seek to control himself, to
enforce the clloices made in more normative situations- in other ~ituations
he is less so inclined. Thus, the societal use of laws entails not only the control
of deviancy but also the enforcement of the morality of the members so that
they will not have to rely upon the strength of their voluntary commitments
at all times. Traffic and social security legislation are familiar examples, but
the same point applies to the constitutional and legal frameworks of
responsive societies.t
To explore the relative merits of varying kinds of power, we, for the most
part, compare them with each other; only in passing are we concerned with
powerless relations, those among actors who have authentically reached a
consensus regarding the goals which are to be pursued, the means to be
applied, and the pace to be followed. While action based on such authentic
consensus rarely appears in a pure form, it is useful as a standard against
which various kinds of power relations can be assessed: The closer the
relations among actors approach this ideal type, the more limited and the
Jess distorting the application of power.
Distorting effects register (a) in the commitments of those subjected to
the exercise of power, who involuntarily participate in the realization of a
goal and, thus, are not authentically active; (b) in power wielders who are
not authentically related to tbose they control, because to apply power is to
• Authenticity is defined and its operational indicators discussed in Chapter 21.
t Responsiveness is defined and responsive societies are explored in Chaple< 18.
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treat others as objects or means and not as goals; and (c) in the societal
structures in which the power wielders and subjects share-that is, the
application of power affects relations other than the ones in which it
occurred. For instance, it prevents the development of an authentic community and sharing of goals between the power wielders and the subjects.
Our effort here is largely analytic. We deal with the basic kinds of power
relations in the abstract, dissociated from the concrete societal contexts in
which they are found primarily in various mixed combinations. In the
following discussion, we first examine the elements from which alternative
modes of societal organization are developed. We then ask: Under what
conditions may the societal reliance on authentic consensus and on the less
alienating modes of power be increased; i.e., societal control may be not
only more intensive and encompassing but also may have fewer distorting
effects, a combination which effective societal guidance and activeness
require.

Power ahd Alienation m a Comparative Perspective
The Dilemma of Power
To use power, to overcome resistance, entails the generation of some
resistance. The dilemma of power is how to increase the capacity to act without generating counter-currents so that the very movement forward will not
reduce the capacity to move on this and future occasions. As this dilemma
can never be fully resolved, the realistic question becomes one of which kind
of power produces relatively weak counter-currents 7 The resistance generated
by the use of power talces many forms and has many expressions. The term
which most inclusively describes the various kinds of resistance is
"alienation." It increases when power is exercised, adding to alienation
which has other sources.
The term "alienation" serves to emphasize that the issue is not only one
of the overt hostility of those subject to power, for their reactions may also
express themselves in the victimization of others, neurosis, alcoholism, and
so on. Secondly, the term reminds us that varying applications and kinds of
power create different kinds of subject-and-power-wielder relationships and
affect the totality of social* organization. Thus, if one kind of social
organization relies to a greater extent on force to advance its goals than
another, this will affect not only the psychic states of those subjected to the
exercise of power but also the pattern of the relevant social structure and
most social relations within it. For instance, the application of power is
expected to increase the distance between the members of the social unit and
•"Social" rather than "societal" because the point applies to micro- as weH as macrounits.
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the fruits of their labor, render their social world less meaningful, and make
the social structure less responsive. Thus, alienation has both subjective and
objective facets- the psychic states of the subjects ;:tnd power-wielders and
the patterns of th_e societal unit.*
The exercise of power can be observed without manifest signs of alienation. However, we still would hold that some new resistance is an inevitable
outcome of the use of power, even though the focus of the alienation thus
generated might be deflected from the sources of power. Actually, when
alienation is very high, especially in situations in which the power applied is
brute force and there is little hope of neutralizing it, the subjects are quite
likely to deflect their psychic responses. Inmates in concentration camps, for
instance, seem more often to have attacked each other than their guards. 1 t
To demonstrate the validity of our proposition, we would have to demonstrate either that the brutal exercise of power is the cause of the victimization
orientation which the subjects exhibit toward each other and/ or that a significant weakening of the power-wielders will lead to the focusing of alienation
on them; i.e., alien;ition is latent and becomes manifest when circumstances
allow. In less extreme and more common power relations, we expect that at
least part of the alienation will tend to be directed manifestly toward the
wielders of the power.
While all actors face the dilemma of power, the need to minimize its selfcontradictory consequences (or costs) is particularly evident on the macroscopic level. On the personal level, the application of the more alienating forms
of power may satisfy sadism, vanity, or exhibitionism- i.e., fulfill a "need." The
same phenomenon may occur on the microscopic level in which personalities
play a relatively large role. But on the macroscopic level, this seems less
common; while some leaders may harbor such tendencies, the control of
macro-units is usually mediated through other personalities, organizational
arrangements, and structural constraints, each of which tends to dissociate
power to a great ex.tent from personality traits and to rationalize it in the
sense of making it relatively more goal-oriented. (The less a societal structure
is responsive to the personality of one leader, the less the macro-:unit is like a
micro-actor from this viewpoint.) Finally, most macro-actors seem to be
consciously concerned with applying the kinds of power that will gain the
desired results while generating little new resistance. Therefore, this is the key
problem in the societal application of power: On the one hand, there is often
the fear of alienating, which slants the societal unit toward inaction; on the
other hand, there is often the unnecessary use of power or use of the "wrong"
kinds of power, which generates unnecessary alienation. The level of activeness attained depends on the balance which is achieved between these
tendencies.
" For additional discussion of the concept of alienation see Chapter 20.
t Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 381.
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Alternative Modes of Social Orga1:1ization
We now review briefiy the major sociological responses to the question
of the bases of social organization, in order to place our endeavor in relation
to these responses. Past efforts pointed chiefly to two bases of social
organization. According to the first, men are related to each other through
emotional and moral bonds which form nat4ral social groupings subject to
natural leadership. These traditional social units, it is widely agreed, were
being undermined by the impact of industrialization, and the second principle of social organization was increasing in importance. According to this
principle, actors are related by shared interests and the interdependence
emanating from the division of labor, specialization, and exchange. Since this
mode of social organization is based on self-interest, no need for leadership
was recognized. In short, man was not predatory to man either because he
believed in a value that supported social organization (including the value of
the other) or because it was profitable to be sociable and organized.
Despite the fact that this opposition between the normative and the
utilitarian bases of social organization appears in many guises, a common
element is found in almost all of its expressions: An analytic preference for
normative bonds over utilitarian ones. Weber viewed traditional authority as
inherently more stable than the rationalist, bureaucratic type. Durkheim
s'l.lggested that every contract has a pre-contractual foundation; that is, the
containment of the centrifugal forces which utilitarian relations generate
depends on their normative underpinnings. 2 Weber made the same point in his
study of stock exchanges.3 De Tocqueville, Maine, Tonnies, Redfield, Mayo,
Schmalenbach and numerous others saw the transition from a normativelybased social organization to a more utilitarian one as a decline in social
organization if not an outright disintegration of the social fabric.
Even Marx, who in many ways is outside this tradition, shared in this
basic perspective in that he saw history as a series of conflicts of interest to
which man was subject from the time he was expelled from the harmonious,
normative garden of the primitive commune until his eventual return to the
conHictless, normative life of the classless society. Marx's disapproval of.the
utilitarian principle is evident in that he saw in it a foundation for the
organization of a transforming conflict but not a basis of a stable society;
it was not to be a basis of the classless one. Actually, the main difference
between his and other socio-political theories on this point is that while
Marx separated the two modes of societal relations into di~erent periods and
assumed a sharp transition from one to the other, most of the other theorists
viewed modern society as a mixture of the two modes with only gradual
changes in the mix.
For the Parsonian theory of action, the foundation of social organization
is still the internalization and institutionalization of normative symbols
which bind the actors into social groupings. 4 Utilitarian interests might
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support the normative order, but they cannot be relied upon because at
any point, actors who seek to maximize short-run interests at the cost of
long-run ones or actors whose long-run interests differ might undermine
the social order. Stability, continuity, and order rest on normative foundations.
If the normative principle took precedence almost unanimously in Western
social philosophy over the utilitarian one as a basis of social organization,
coercive relations were widely t reated as chiefly destructive. As early as
Plato, force was relegated to the relations of a polity to non-members, to
barbarians and foreigners, and to the anarchy of interstate relations. The
internal life of the polis, in which order reigned, was to be based on education
and persuasion.
Hobbes' social philosophy is often represented as one in which violence
plays a key role; this is true, but it is not as a foundation of social organization. It is the escape from the anarchy of violent life which Hobbes views as
so desirable that it takes prio rity over all other values and leads man to bind
himself into the protection of an absolute state. But the order of this state js
based on a contract, or an understanding of the value of the institutions, and
on a political formula- i.e., on legitimacy. In short, it is a part utilitarian,
part normative order.
In Marxist theory, force has a more ambiguous status but, in balance, a
destructive one. So far as the state is concerned, force is used for subjugation,
an instrument of the propertied classes which contains the seeds of its own
destruction : It is not an order but a preparation for and an element of
warfare. Insofar as force is used by the proletariat, "violence is the midwife
of history," the birth cry of the new society but not part of it. It destroys the
old regime, the world of conflict, in a violent showdown, but- as the state
withers away-force has no p1ace in the new world, the truly ordered
one. 5
A small group of Italian writers, among which Mosca and Pareto are the
best known, saw in the use of force an organizing principle similar in status
to the normative and utilitarian principles found in other theories (as well as
in their own). Mosca saw in the protective function a foundation of a social
order (though, again, the relations between the knights and the peasants were
of mutual interests, an exchange of protection for services and goods, with
the force aimed toward outsiders). Pareto's circulating elites used force not
ORiy for unseating an elite whose removal was overdue but also as a source of
the power of the ..lions" who rigidly enforced their rule. 6 He came close to
recognizing force as a permanent foundation of social organization.
The main lines of sociological thought, however, continued either not to
treat force at all or to view it as largely destructive, generating a need for
social organization rather than as a source of such organization. 7 Authority,
Weber stressed, is the legitimate use of power, and force is one source of
power. But it is the legitimacy that makes for the order; naked power leads
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to disorder. In Parsons' writings, force without legitimacy has a destructive
status similar to that of sex without love.8 It is a sign of anomie, of un·
socialized or desocialized behavior, of the animal in man emerging from
under the social super-structure. lt is a threat to the social fabric and needs to
be channeled into legitimate outlets: Just as sex is channeled into love, so
force is channeled into authority. fn political science, one of the most widely
held propositions is that governments that rely on force are not firmly
esta blished (or "stabilized"). "You can do everything with bayonets but sit
on them."
We suggest that the three organizational principles-the normative, the
utilitarian, a~d the coerciv~re equal in theoretical status. 9 There are no
a priori or empirical grounds on which to hold that one o f these serves
as a more general principle of social organization than the others. The
relative distortive effects of the three principles of social organization
cannot be examined without relating the kind of power used to the goals
served.
In the following discussion, our treatment of power is analytic: We ask
about the effects of changes in the kind of power used if all other factors
remained unchanged. * The actor who is deciding which of the alternative
kinds of power to use is faced with a problem which is analogous to the
analytic model ; he might attempt to affect other elements of the situation
outside the power matrix, but he will be likely also to consider the differential
consequences of forcing his way, of ensuring pay-offs to those who might
otherwise hinder his action, of trying to convince others of the justice and
wisdom of his course, or various combinat ions thereof.
We first classify the kinds of power, and we then examine their relationship to other abstract factors (or variables). We first relate the kind of
power used to the level of alienation generated, then relate these two factors
to the kinds of goals advanced, and then relate these three factors to various
features of the social organization, such as the social distance (and the
distribution of the access to power) among the member status-groups. When
these factors are considered altogether, toward the end of the chapter,
ideal types of societal organization emerge. We find that the kind of power
used tends to be associated with different kinds of societal organization.
Where force prevails, a terror regime is likely to prevail, with its concomitant factors-fear, hate, and a sharp differentiation between those in
power and those subject to it. Where exchange is the prevailing mode of
gaining one's way, where each person is a means to the other and the
• Analytic in two senses: (1) concrete power might be a combination of two or more
kinds of power as seen from the viewpoint of the analytic classification. (Which kinds are
combined and which kind prevails in the combination, if any, can be empirically determined.) (2) Variables used for classification belong to an analytic scheme-in this case, a
theory of compliance.
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accounting and calculative orientations dominate, market relations prevail.
Finally, where appeals to values, consensus, education, and debate are
prevalent, members are more committed to each other and to the shared
societal goals.
Even these three principles of organization are highly "ideal-typical'' {or,
analytic) in that any actual societal control mixes, to varying degrees, these
types. In later chapters, these are treated more synthetically, in relationship
to actual societal structures such as modern democracies and totalitarian
states. This approach allows for considerable economy. By using three ideal
types and varying degrees of approximation to and mixing of them, we can
characterize by the use of a few concepts the large variety of regimes which we
encounter and their continual changes. It also serves to stress that societies
are not simply totalitarian or democratic but use varying "mixes" of power,
and that each regime may and frequently does change its mix.
Finally, it should be emphasized that while we begin our exploration of
the relationships among the various factors by comparing the effects of the
use of various kinds of power, we do not wish to suggest that power is the
determining factor and that the level of alienation and the kinds of societal
goals to which the actors are committed are determined by it. As we see it,
these three factors interact and tend toward "typical" constellations; none
of them has a clear primacy.

A Classification of Power
The conversion of assets into power generates a variety of sanctions,
rewards, and instruments to penalize those who resist, to reward those who
assist, to remove those who block, and to provide facilities for those who
implement a collectively-set course of action. These sanctions, rewards, and
instruments differ in their substance: They are either physical, material, or
symbolic. 10 This makes for a threefold classification of assets and power:
Power is either coercive (e.g., military forces), utilitarian (e.g., economic
sanctions), or persuasive (e.g., propaganda). The classification is exhaustive.
Each concrete application of the use of power is either one of the three or is
composed of their various combinations. 11 The classification covers both
"real" and "ideal" elements, mechanical and symbolic elements, and
elements representing the three sociological orientations reviewed above.
Threats and promises are classified in terms of their asset base, though they
are all symbolic and, in this sense, similar to persuasive power. Thus, a
thi:eat to bomb is coercive, a promise to provide foreign aid is utilitarian, and
a threat to excommunicate is persuasive. lo general, threats and promises are
"milder" in their effects than the actual exercise of the same kind and
amount of power.12
Utilitarian assets include economic possessions, technical and administrative capabilities, manpower, etc. Utilitarian power is generated when these
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assets are applied or exchanged in such a fashion as to allow the unit which
possesses them to bring other units to support its line of action.*
Coercive assets are the weapons, installations, and manpower which the
military, the police, or similar agencies use. There is a thin line between
utilitarian and coercive assets; civilians may be inducted into the military
and factories might be converted to military use. But so long as such a
conversion has not occurred, these means will not be viewed as coercive
assets. Coercive power (or force) results when one unit uses coercive assets to
impose its preferred course of action on others. Note that coercion refers here
to the employment of violent means and not to pressure in a more generic
sense. Or, to put it differently, coercive power refers to the use of force and
not to other means of enforcement.
Persuasive powert is exercised through the manipulation of symbols,
such as appeals to the values and sentiments of the citizens, in order to
mobilize support and to penalize those who deviate (e.g., by excommunicating them). Unlike utilitarian and coercive power, two concepts which are
frequently applied, the concept of persuasive power is not widely used and
raises several analytic problems which need to be discussed briefly, especially
since the relations between assets and power are less evident in regard to
persuasion than with respect to the other two categories.
The normative bonds of societal units, the bases of persuasive power, are
often perceived as either resting on personal attitude~ and interpersonal
relations or as having no structural and organizational base at all. Actually,
the capacity to persuade is not randomly distributed in social systems. For
instance, in societies in which the church is a main source of persuasive
power, the power-holders themselves constitute a hierarchy with a variety of
goals, in the pursuit of which the hierarchy brings its power to bear. And the
secular authorities which have the church's blessing possess access to a
source of power that other secular authorities do not. In the Spanish civil war,
for example, Franco was granted such support and the Republicans were
undermined. Similarly, in democratic societies, access to the mass media is a
source of persuasive power that is more available to political incumbents
than to the opposition; in totalitarian societies, this source of persuasive
power is largely monopolized by the establishment. Jn short, persuasive
power is structured and organized, allocated and applied, in much the same
ways as other kinds of power.
The capacity to persuade is a power; like other kinds of power, it enables
those who have it to reduce the resistance to the course of action they preferthat is, initially the actors subjected to persuasive power were not supportive
• Utilitarian power is preferred over "economic power" because administrative and
1cchnical assels as well as economic ones are included.
t We used "normative" or "idenlative" power in. previous publications. Our reason
for this change of cerminology will become eviden.I in the following pages.
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of the action advanced by the power-wielder, but they suspended their
preferences in the face of the power. Had they been fully convinced that the
course of action to be followed was in accord with their preferences but that
they did not have sufficient information to be aware of this or had their
preferences been altered without residue rather than suspended, information
would have been given or influence would have been exercised but no
application of power would have oe<:urred. The indication that power has
been exercised is the remaining latent resistance of the actors who suspended
their preferences. Persuasive power differs from information and influence in
much the same way that suppression differs from specification (or re.specification) and full substitution.
The socialization of a people, the values to which they sub.scribe and the
intensity with which they hold them, largely determines the scope and limits
of persuasive "assets." At each point in time, we suggest, the values to which
actors are committed cannot quickly be changed because these commitments
are the result of slow processes.* These commitments are assets to those who
can appeal to the values and to a power potential not available to those who
seek to promote a course of action outside the context of the possible courses
of action which these values approve. While commitment to a new value can
be developed and then used to support a line of action, this is a much more
costly process than appealing to a value that has already been internalized.
Hence, the existing distrihution of values almost invariably provides an
advantage for some lines of action-and of persuasion-over others. The
amount of these assets can be measured either in terms of the costs and
efforts that were necessary to create and reinforce the relevant commitments
(or those which would be required to alter them) or in terms of the scope and
amount of action that can be generated by drawing upon them.
The greater the potential appeal of these values and symbols, the larger
will be the amount of the persuasive assets of the unit under examination.
Persuasive assets are transformed into persuasive power when a member
unit or a system-elite succeeds in demonstrating that a particular course of
action which it seeks other units or all member-units to follow is consistent
with or an expression of those values and symbols to which the other units
are committed.

Power, l11f/,uence, and Authority
Influence and power are often used synonymously. We suggest, however,
that it is useful to keep these two terms separate in order to express a significant conceptual distinction. An application of puwer changes the actor's
situation and/or his conception of his situation-but not his preferences.
Resistance is overcome not because the actor subjected to the use of power
. • For references to relevant studies and discussion, see below, Chapter 21, pp. 624ff.
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changes his ..will" but because resistance has been made more expensive,
prohibitive, or impossible. The exercise of influence entails an authentic
change in the actor's preferences; given the same situation, he would not
choose the same course of action he favored before influence was exercised. 1 3
While from the power-wielders' viewpoint, the difference between the two
might be relatively small (the exercise of influence also consumes assets
though it produces fewer or no counter-currents), from the subjects' viewpoint, it is more significant in that influence involves not suspension or
suppression of their preferences but a respecification of their commitments.
Of the three kinds of power, persuasive power is the most similar to
influence, since both are symbolic and draw on values and sentiments. The
difference between them rest in the depth of their effects; persuasion suppresses the actor's preferences without changing them; it, hence, resembles
influence on the surface, but there is really an exercise of power beneath. The
difference between persuasion and influence is analogous to the difference
between propaganda and education. 14 When persuasive power is very
effective and influence is superficial, the two are very similar, but, in general,
it is not difficult to distinguish one from the other. Persuasive power works
more quickly and is less costly in assets than influence,• but is more alienating
and less commitment-inducing and has an impact that is more superficial
and temporary.
Many individuals and collectivities do npt have a fully developed "will"
or position in regard to many issues. When they consent to a course of
action, is this influence or persuasion? Assisting them to specify their
positions-by helping them to articulate what they earlier only diffusely
sensed they wanted-is an exercise of influence and not of power, so long as
the subjects view the course of action finally followed as consonant with their
needs, interests, and values. When this is the case, no resistance is overcome.
When, on the other hand, people are "talked into" a course of action and have
an unarticulated uneasiness about having been pressured or cheated,
persuasive power has been exercised, resistance is being overcome, and
alienation is being generated. The fact that the borderline between a weak
exercise of influence and the competent exercise of persuasive power is
blurred does not mean that the two categories are indistinguishable.
Both concepts are related to the concepts of authority and legitimation.
Authority is defined as legitimate power-that is, power that is used in accord
with the subject's values and under conditions he views as proper. But even
power that is completely legitimate may still support a course of action that is
not desired by the subject and is therefore alienating. This is because the
course of action, legitimate or not, is still not an expression of the subject's
preferences.' 5 Army officers who take their men into battle have the right
,. When we seek to deal with influence and persuasive power together, we refer to
normative control.
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to do so, a right which the subjects may acknowledge, but this does not
necessarily make combat a course of action preferred by the subjects.
Illegitimate power is doubly alienating, because the action is both undesirable and violates the sense of right and wrong. But if an authorized
individual orders the same act, this still would not make the act desirable.
Paying tax.es to a rejected government, such as a colonial one, after the
peoples' consciousness has been aroused by a national independence movement as compared to paying taxes to one's own government when identification with it is high illustrates the difference. Legitimation and satisfaction
are not to be confused. 16 On the other hand, when influence is exercised, the
act does become desirable even if the inftueoce were illegitimate (although,
as a rule, a full measure of influence would require that it be legitimate in
terms of the subject's values). 17

Kinds of Power and Levels of Alienation
Actors applying power have a degree of choice among the various kfods
of power which differ in their alienating effects. We suggest that the application of persuasive power tends to be the least alienating (e.g., when the
United States succeeds in persuading a country that not trading with Cuba is
in line with values the particular country and the United States share). The
application of force is the most alienating (when, for example, American
military forces assume control of a foreign country). The exercise of utilitarian
power, such as reducing the sugar quota or foreign aid, is less alienating than
the use of force but more alienating than persuasive po.wer.
Since societies are highly complex social systems which rely in various
areas on all three kinds of power in intricate combinations, it is useful
to consider the relations between the kinds of power and the corresponding
levels of alienation and the social organizations associated with them first
in a context less intricate (but far from trivial) than that of a total societythat is, in complex organizations. The instruments which the elites of complex
organizations use to control the lower participants (e.g., students in schools,
workers in factories, inmates in prisons) differ greatly in terms of their
power composition. 18 Elites which rely heavily on force to control their
lower participants tend to have highly alienated lower participants; prisons
are the archetype of the resulting mode of social organization. Elites which
rely heavily on persuasive power and other normative controls* tend to have
the least alienated or even committed lower participants; progressive schools
are the archetype of this mode of organization. Elites which rely heavily on
utilitarian power tend to have lower participants who are "in the middle"less alienated than those subject to force but more alienated than those
• We examine these points in more detail in A Comparative Analysis ... , op. cit.,
pp. 14-16.
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subject to normative control; factories are the archetype of this kind of
organization. While organizations tend to mix two or three kinds of power,
most "specialize" in their reliance on one kind. There is some empirical
evidence to support the proposition that the varying mixes of the three kinds
of power used are associated with varying degrees of alienation, as the preceding discussion implied. 19 For instance, when the elites of an organization
rely on a mix of power that is less coercive and more utilitarian than that
which is found in prisons-e.g., in company towns-the alienation of those
subject to control is lower and the social structure is less "distorted" by the
uses of power than in prisons.*
Attempts to apply these and other findings on compliance structures in
complex organizations to the exploration of the foundations of societal
control and organization have often proceeded by treating kinds of complex
organizations as direct analogies to types of societies. Societies have been
loosely characterized as prisons (for instance, totalitarian ones), as factories
and market places (in particular, capitalist societies), or as giant
bureaucracies. Comparisons to normative organizations are used when
utopian societies are depicted.
The analogies are not without value. Some general and some specific
points learned about compliance relations on one level can be transferred to
the other and found to be valid. Thus, for instance, if the elites of one society
rely on coercion to a greater extent than the elites of another society, or
more so than the elites of the same society in an earlier period, or more to
control one sub-society than others, this is expected to generate more subjective and objective alienation in the relevant societal units; we expect other
specific propositions to hold as well. Jn prisons, it was found that the guards,
themselves unable to control coercively the large numbers of inmates, grant a
small number of inmates privileged positions and, thus, gain their cooperation in imposing a particular regime on the rest. 20 Jn South Africa, the white
police are reported to be lenient, even encouraging, toward African gangs who
victimize and keep in a state of terror and suppression African neighborhoods. 21 In concentration camps, a few Jewish "councilmen" played a role
in preventing the uprising of the Jews. 22 Similar analogies have been drawn
concerning the relations between the workers and the management in industry
and among the classes in the industrial society, and for other kinds of
organizations and societies as well.
The direct analogy of one organizational type to one societal structure,
however, is limited in the sense that societies are more complex and varied if
for no other reason than ~hat they contain organizations of all the three main
types. Hence, there is a need to draw on organizational analogies other than
a direct, isomorphic one; societal controlling overlayers differ in their relative
•The dimensions which may be used to characterize social structures from this viewpoint
are discussed below.
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reliance on coercive, utilitarian, and nonnative organizations, which, in turn,
is expected to affect the societal level of alienation in accord with what we
know about relations in these organizations.
Jn this context, it is fruitful to view alienation as a continuum ranging from
high to low and not to assume a sharp dichotomy between alienating and
non-alienating societal structures. Some modes of control are more oppressive
than those of the most capitalistic industry-Le., control by force; on the
other hand, there may be a considerable degree of alienation even when there
are few market relations and the role of the state is minimal, as when a
societal order relies on persuasion. A guidance mechanism which is not
alienating can be theoretically depicted; it is one in which action will be
limited to that which is approved in a process of authentic consensusformation in which nothing closer to power than influence is used to promote
consensus among actors who differ in their needs, viewpoints, interests, and
values. This, however, is likely to be a very passive society. In such a society,
the lack of societal action and realization of societal goals may be more
alienating than more intensive societal controls.
Alienation, it is here assumed, is generated by all users of power and
not only by economic ones. Coercive power is not merely an instrument to
protect property relations but a general base of power which appears more
extensively in societies in which the principal means of production have been
nationalized by the state than in market economies. Similarly, persuasion has
alienating effects. In the sociological literature, much has been written about
the directly alienating effect of work relations and the indirectly alienating
effects of the societal structures based on such a work world-about the
alienating impact of bureaucratic societies. Much less attention has been
devoted to force and terror as modes of societal organization and the
resulting distortions. Of course, the role of force in totalitarian societies is
widely discussed, but there has been much less analysis of its scope in other
societies. 23 Some scant data and personal observation lead us to suggest that
in developing and undeveloped nations, the fear of the use of force by the
police, a gang, or the local power elite constitutes a major mode of societal
control. It is easy to imagine that when hundreds of thousands of men are
killed in a country in a relatively short period of time, as they were in
Colombia between 1948-1962 24 and in Indonesia in 1966, 25 millions of others
live in great fear, and this greatly affects their relations to each other and to
the power-wielders. The role of force in "undeveloped" sectors of postmodern societies has been given even less attention. Whenever the subject is
raised-Spanish Harlem, 26 Negroes in Mississippi, working-class neighborhoods, the Mafia in New York 27-the roles of the fea:r of force and t11e actual
use of force stand out as major components of societal control. Consequently, the question of the conditions under which force is curbed and
milder forms of power are used is a central rather than a marginal subject for
a theory of societal guidance.
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We refer to compliance structures as the typical patterns of relations
between power-wielders and their subjects; these are affected to a considerable extent by the kinds of power used and the orientations of the
subjects. The main compliance structures are based on force and high alienation (coercive compliance), remuneration and comparatively lower alienation
(utilitarian compliance), and normative control and commitment or low
alienation (normative compliance).
Before we proceed with our main argument, it seems worth noting that,
insofar as the largely qualitative and secondary data we have used allow the
drawing of a conclusion, the data suggest that the same associations between
the kinds of power used and the levels of alienation generated seem to hold
for relations within societal units (e.g., among ranks within complex
organizations), among parts of the societies (e.g., upper and lower classes),
and among societies. 28 For instance, to the degree that the United Kingdom
succeeded in persuading the West Indian elites that a federation was an
expression of their values, its pressure to federate the islands was least
alienating; to the. degree that Britain used the allocation of development
funds to promote support for the federation, resistance was intensified. No
force was used in the case of the West Indies, but it was used elsewherefor example, in attempts to keep the federation of Nyasaland and Northern
and Southern Rhodesia intact and, for a short while, in attempts to keep
Syria as a part of the United Arab Republic. Jn both instances, force was
found to be highly alienating.

Congruent and Non-Congruent Types of Compliance
Structures
The association between the kinds of power employed and the amount of
alienation generated can be explained in part by self-enforcing processes
built into the relationship: When force is used, those subject to it tend to
become highly alienated (with the exception of extreme force, as discussed
above), and those who are highly alienated can hardly be controlled except
by the use of force. Or, those who are highly committed can readily he
guided by normative means, and th.e reliance on normative guidance tends to
build up commitment (or, at worst, to generate comparatively mild alienation). Of the nine possible combinations of the three kinds of power and the
three levels of subject involvement (high alienation, high commitment,
middle to low in both), only three types of compliance structure seem to be
congruent: force and high alienation, normative control and commitment (or
low alienation), and utilitarian power and middle to low alienation. We expect
that the other six combinations are inherently unstable in that when they do
occur, pressure is generated to move toward one of the three congruent
combinations. When corporal punishment is introduced into a school
system which has committed students, because, let us say, a new generation of
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teachers is not sure that it can maintain discipline in any other way, the
system's compliance structure will soon shift from a coercive-committed
combination to a coercive-alienated one. When a change of personnel in a
prison system brings about an attempt to move from a custodial to a thera·
peutic orientation and, t~us, to rely on normative controls rather than on
force, this initially makes for a normative-alienated non-congruent compliance structure. But either the inmates will alter their orientations, leading
to a congruent normative-committed pattern (as in some rehabilitation
centers), or the staff will tend toward more coercive forms of control, thus
restoring the coercive-alienated balance. This seems to hold on the societal
level as well, with reference to the relative reliance on police forces, full
employment and welfare policies, and normative leadership or opportunities
for authentic participation-and the level of citizens' alienation. (There are,
of course, significant differences in the ways in which various groups of
participants in organizations and citizens are controlled and in the expected
levels of their alienation.)
Non-congruent types occur because the orientations of those subjected to
power and the kinds of power that elites employ are only partly determined
by each other. The subjects' orientations toward the power-wielding elites
are partly determined by the socialization, association, and mobilization of
the subjects themselves. These factors might, for instance, keep a prison's
inmates highly alienated even if the prison increases its reliance on
normative guidance.
Similarly, the power which the elites of a societal unit employ is determined in part by such factors as the unit's market position which affects
the elites' ability to rely on utilitarian power, the elites' soc~etal license to use
force, ~nd their normative standing (e.g., endorsement by the church) which
affects the elites' ability to appeal to the values of the subjects. In other words,
supra- and inter-unit system factors affect botn sides of the intra-unit compliance relationship: The orientation of those subject to power toward those
who wield it, and the ability of the elites who wield power to exercise the
various kinds of power.
The interplay between collectivistic system factors and the controlling
overlayer is evident here. On the one hand, both power and the subjects'
orientations, as we have seen, are affected by various system relationships
(e.g., the members' affiliations with collectivities other than the one under
study or the collectivity's position in the society's stratification structure).
On the other hand, each societal unit has a degree of freedom-for instance,
in terms of the ways in which it internally allocates whatever assets it com·
mands. Does the unit, for example, allocate a high proportion of its
utilitarian assets to the higher ranks and rely on coercion for the control of
the lower ranks, or does it allocate its utilitarian assets more evenly among
the ranks? Similarly, although the subjects' orientations to the elites in power
are in part determined by factors external to the relationship (which, let us
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assume, make their predisposition a hostile one), they still are in part
affected by the kinds of power used in the relationship· itself. This is not to
suggest that the power composition of the controlling overlaycrs is not
affected by system factors-e.g., by what the overlayers of other units are
drawing upon and by what is culturally acceptable-but to suggest that the
system, in turn, is also affected by the controlling overlayers of the various
member-units in that their actions help to stabilize or transform it. Hence, at
each point in time, it is best to view separately the compliance (power and
alienation) relationship and other relationships in the same system, and to
study their reciprocal effects over a period of time.
Non-congruent types of compliance structures may persist despite
internal strains .for two major reasons:(() system constraints (e.g., the lower
the GNP level of a society, the more difficult it is for the society to rely on
utilitarian rewards), and (2) limitations of the controlling overlayer-for
instance, in its knowledge of the system (e.g., those higher in rank often have
erroneous conceptions of the values, interests, and outlooks of those lower in
rank). The proposition that these are non-congruent types can be tested, in
that we expect the compliance structur-es to move in a congruent direction
when the system constraints "untighten" or when a controlling overlayer's
effectiveness is increased.

Neutralization, Mixing, and Dual Structures
So far, we have analytically explored the patterns of compliance; we have
illustrated them by pointing to those concrete units which approximate the
compliance ideal-types, for in these units, one pattern of compl~ance is
unusually predominant (e.g., coercion in prison systems). It should be noted,
however, that even in those units in which one pattern is predominant, other
patterns are operative (e.g., in prison systems, some inmates cooperate with
the guards in exchange for goods and scrvices). 29 Second, several important
units combine patterns of compliance much more evenly. We refer to these
as dual-compliance structures.
lt might at first seem that the ability of an elite to draw simultaneously
on two or even three kinds of power would simply increase its capacity to
control its subjects. If the subjects can be influenced and paid and forced,
would the power-wielders not establish maximum control'! The problem
here is that each kind of power tends to slant compliance in its own direction
which is partially incompatible with that of the others, and that, hence, the
various kinds of power tend to have neutralization effects on each other.
In particular, force and influence seem to be incompatible if relied upon :,,
the sam11 control relation; the combining of other means of control, we
suggest, will also generate neutralizing effects. To illustrate, a study of mass
persuasion showed that when utilitarian and normative appeals were combined to urge that the purchase of federal bonds during World War 11 was
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both a good investment and a patriotic act, this combination was less effective
than when the campaign stressed normative themes alone. 30
However, the controlling overlayers of several societal units do mix
various kinds of power without giving clear priority to one kind. In part, this
is because they arc unaware of the neutralization effect, and, thus, some of
their power is lost. Jn part, the neutralization effect is minimized by segregating the application of different kinds of power, in the sense that initial
attempts rely on one kind of power (usually one of the less alienating kinds),
and only when they fail is the other, more alienating kind of power exercised.
Thus, during a war, the population is first exhorted to increase its productive
efforts before more coercive measures are introduced. And those who violate
laws for the first time are more likely to be reprimanded or to have their
sentences suspended (normative controls) or to be fined, and only repeated
offenders are likely to be jailed (including those who did not pay their fines
or heed the conditions of their suspended sentences). In addition, societal
units shift controls from predominantly one pattern to another; e.g., peacetime armies change their compliance patterns as they go to war, and labor
unions shift as they move from nonstrike to strike periods. Thus, various
divisions-through time, between ranks, between groups of participants of
the same rank-allow a dual compliance structure to be maintained with
more effectiveness than when the patterns are "mixed" in the same control
relation.
At the lower alienation end of the compliance continuum, utilitarian and
normative controls seem to be "dissonant" when mixed, which is one reason
that educators object to parents paying their children for doing their homework. Similarly, in societies, voluntary and paid services are segregated:
When workers are asked to work for a cause and are given low pay, this
tends to be ineffective except for limited, usually crisis, situations. (This
proposition could be studied in situations in which labor unions were urged
to hold down wages in time of war, to prevent inflation, or to help a labor
government.)
Moving further toward commitment, we expect a strain between pure
normative control and social power. Social power rests in the interpersonal
ties which bind the members of a unit to each other, in terms of symbolic
sanctions against leaving the unit (or secession) and against violating its
norms (or changing its structure). Thus, social power rests in horizontal,
associational relations and, as such, is not available for downward,
hierarchical control. Normative control, on the other hand, tends to be
hierarchical, to work down a rank structure, however informal it is. While
social power is not hierarchical, it can be mobilized for downward control
purposes, as, for instance, when leaders (who elicit normative commitments)
appeal to their sub-collectivities or collectivities rather than directly to the
subjects. Thus, the President, like a teacher appealing to a class not to support
disorderly students, may ask the nation not to support the inflationary
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wage demands of labor unions. In this way, normative controls are linked to
horizontal networks and make the power built into these networks available
for control purposes. (This is approximated by the colonial method of
indirect rule using the tribes and tribal chiefs, as opposed to the more direct
control of the subjects.) 31
While social power supports normative control under the circumstances
just depicted, it tends to neutralize normative control when those circumstances are not present, despite its similarity to normative control in that they
are bot:h symbolic and relatively committing. This occurs macroscopically
when a collectivity or a sub-collectivity is mobilized against societal leadership (or elites). Actually, this often entails a conflict between two normative
elites of which one mobilizes the social power of the unit. A purer form of
this normative versus social power conflict appears when those who seek to
mobilize an unmobilized unit (or its unmobilized segments) are confronted
not by a counter-elite but with apathy institutionalized in social bonds and
reinforced by expressive associational activities.
The strain between normative and social power has been observed in
religious movements, in which, in recent decades, increased emphasis has
been placed on associational-social activities to induce people who otherwise
would not ~o so to participate in normative activities. These social activities
have grown in scope and have, thus, created a serious conflict over the
amount of time which is to be devoted to religious {normative) activities as
opposed to recreational (social) ones. 32 Similarly, nuns are warned not to
become too friendly toward each other lest their prime commitment to the
service of God be diluted. 33 And members of radical movements are expected
to maintain their primary normative commitments to the movements rather
than to other members. 34 In addition to conflicts concerning time and
the primacy of commitments, strains arise from those normative activities
which, like producing activities, have an instrumental aspect (though the
instrumental aspects of activities tend more often to be collectivistic than
individualistic). When the instrumental aspect is stressed, man is viewed as a
utensil; this is as true of totalitarian social movements as it is of the idealtypical capitalistic corporations. It is only in egalitarian social relationships
that alienation is reduced to its lowest level and man is treated as a goal unto
himself. In these relationships, however, the capacity for directed collective
action, for the realization of goals, is low.

The Correlates of Compliance
Many socio-political factors tend to co-vary with changes in the prevailing
compliance pattern. It is not our purpose to review all or even the most
important of these factors but rather to highlight the significance of compliance patterns for the understanding of the complex relationships among
societal factors and their dynamics. For instance, the internal divisions of
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societal units and the relationships among them (both in the stratification
structure and in the level of system-integration) are greatly affected by the
prevailing compliance pattern. Where coercion is the rule, a caste system with
sharp and rigid divisions between those in power and those subject to it
tends to evolve. The divisions are sharp because there tends to be very marked
social distance between the associational networks of those who are in
control and those who are not (though there are always some power differences among those in control and among those who are not in control but
command some power by virtue of their contact with those in control or their
influence over the powerless caste). The divisions arc rigid because there are
little upward or downward mobility between the castes and few opportunities
for gradual change in the stratification structure or polity. Such caste relations are approximated in the relations between inmates and guards in
prisons, occupation forces and native populations, and racially divided
societies. 3 5
Where normative controls prevail, stratification is likely to be ftatthat is, there are few ranks, ranking is informal, mobility is common, and
associational gradations are mild and continuous. The "ideal type'' is
approximated to varying degrees in therapeutic mental hospitals, in progressive schools (in the original Kibbutzim), and, above all, in social and
political movements. Utilitarian compliance tends to be associated with a
"middle" score on most of these dimensions-sub-units arc less sharply
segregated than they are in coercive units but more so than in normative
ones; mobility is of an intermediary range, etc. Many established corporations in contemporary Western societies approximate this ideal-type.
Societal units that differ in the ways and means by which they maintain
discipline also differ in their leadership patterns. In relatively pure coercive
units, the ruling caste in its control of the subjugated caste cannot rely on
leadership, for the subjugated caste tends to follow its own leaders. lnmate
communities and "harsh" colonial situations, as in Algeria during the
war between the French and the National Liberation Front, are cases in
point. (This societal pattern is not to be confused with the pattern of control
which draws on a combination of coercion and persuasion; in the latter case,
the caste in power is more likely to provide some leadership to the subjugated
caste. Also, early colonial situations, in which the subjugated caste does not
act as a collectivity, should be kept separate.) In units that use relatively
exclusive normative compliance, much of the leadership comes from the
higher ranks, not only because it is accepted by the lower ranks but also
because there are relatively few barriers to the promotion of informal
leaders from lower to higher ranks. Social movements are a case in point.
Units in which compliance is largely based on an exchange of remunerative
rewards by the elites for the work of the subjects show little leadership on
either level; they either never had an internal expressive life, or, so to speak, it
ran "dry." To the degree that these units maintain associational-social bonds
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among the members, leadership emerges, but compliance also tends to move
from the highly utilitarian pattern toward the normative (or normativesocial) direction.
Other features of societal units are related to their respective compliance
patterns, including the shapes of the intra-unit communication networks, the
degree to which there is consensus among the various sub-units, and the
degree to which the unit encompasses the life of the members ("scope" and
"pervasiveness"). These and other related factors need not be discussed here;
our purpose was only to illustrate the importance of differences in compliance patterns for societal structure. 36 The main point is evident: The more
alienating usages of power tend to split the societal units, increase the
distances among the divisions, increase the instrumental or manipulative
orientation, and lessen the opportunity for authentic leadership and
participation-in short, decrease the possibility of an active society.

Societal Goals and Compliance Patterns
Goals, Power, and Alienation
Assuming that our basic proposition is valid-that normative controls
incur the least costs (in terms of the alienation and resistance generated),
and influence is even less costly than persuasive power-the question arises:
What prevents societal units from limiting their projects to those on which
there is a consensus or to those which can be guided by normative controls?
If existing societies, distorted in various ways, are unable (or perhaps not
committed) to do so, could an active society be thus designed and guided?
The study of complex organizations casts some light on both the limits
and the possibilities of moving toward more normative and less coercive
societal control. The limits are inherent in the variety of goals served, since
the goals differ in the services which their realization requires-that is, in
their ability to rely on the three major kinds of power. Cultural (or symbolic)
goals, it seems, are, in general, most readily implemented by normative
controls. That is, if the goal is education, socialization, rehabilitation, the
reinforcement of normative commitments, or tension release (as in entertainment), little other power is needed and the alienation generated is comparatively low. When other kinds of power are employed to advance cultural
goals, alienation is increased and effectiveness is reduced. Paying subjects to
be socialized tends to generate a calculative orientation which undermines
identification with the agents of socialization, an identification which is a
prerequisite for the effective implementation of cultural goals.* Force
•This statement should be viewed as a proposition that needs to be supporled; we shall
assume that it is valid for the sake of our analysis.
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undermines even further the conditions under which socialization succeeds;
this is one of the principal reasons that rehabilitation efforts in custodiaJ
prison systems tend to be unsuccessful, or, when they are successful, they
follow or are accompanied by a reduction of the prisons' use of force. This
also partially accounts for the fact that totalitarian regimes, with an abundance of force at their command, invest a good deal in persuasive controls.
Production goals, including not only the manufacture of goods but also
the provision of services, white collar work, and monetary activities, are
served more effectively by utilitarian power as compared to both coercive and
normative controls. Production is a "rational" activity in th.at it requires a
systematic division of labor and responsibilities, a considerable amount of
comparatively precise coordination, and a relatively detailed and close
control (schools, churches, and prisons, it is widely agreed, can be run much
more loosely than a bank or an assembly line and can still function quite
effectively, probably even more effectively than if they were more "orderly").
Therefore, production requires sanctions and rewards that can be readily
measured and allocated in relatively close association to performance, and
utilitarian assets can be precisely applied as compared to prestige, force, or
other sources of rewards and sanctions. Coercion will not suffice because
most kinds of work require some degree of initiative, responsibility, and
commitment on the part of even the lower participants. Only work which is
routine and easily supervised, such as carrying loads or rowing in the galleys,
can be controlled effectively by a reliance on coercion. Studies of forced labor
camps and of societies similarly organized show that if any other kind of work
is to be accomplished, either coercion is reduced or effectiveness is low. 37
Symbolic rewards anJ sanctions arc quite adequate for limited, intermittent work, especially when the effort is dramatic and the relation of the
project to societal goals and values is highly observable; thus, fire and ftood
control brigades can rely quite effectively on normative controls so long as
the demands for service are infrequent and only insofar as the effort itself is
concerned, as distinct from the less rewarding requirements of long alerts.
The more routine, continual, and instrumental a project, the less it is able to
rely on symbolic rewards and the greater the need for utilitarian ones.
Nursing was a voluntary, highly normative mission when it was limited and
sporadic, as in its early, Florence Nightingale days; when it became a
profession, the utilitarian element in its control was greatly increased. 38
A comparison of peacetime armies with combat troops further highlights
this point: Utilitarian power is much more necessary and normative control
is much less effective in the routine situation.
Order goals involve the control of deviants by segregating them from the
body of society, by punishing as well as segregating them, or by eliminating
them. For all of these goals, the task involved is one of protecting the society
as a system and the particular societal mold that the elites in power favor.
Organizations that implement the order aims of a society tend to see the
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maintenance of control as their major task since the confinement of deviants,
as a rule, is involuntary and punitive. Thus, it is not accidental that most
prison systems are not very effective agents of resocialization, for the re·
socialization goal is secondary and partially incompatible with the primary
goal of keeping the inmates confined. This makes reliance on controls other
than coercive ones highly ineffective in terms of these organizations' primary
societal goal.
The kind of power used and the nature of the compliance maintained are
closely associated with the kinds of societal goals pursued as well as with the
degree to which these goals are shared by~lites and subjects. If the purpose
of those in power is to educate and if those subject to control wish to be
educated, normative control can be quite effective. If the purpose of those in
power is to rtmder ineffective those subject to power, as the subjects seek to
escape, rebel, or subvert the power-wielders, violence is to be expected from
both sides. If production is the goal of those in power and if those subject to
power seek to exchange their labor for income, utilitarian power will serve.
This relationship also holds for more subtle differences between powerwielders' and subject-populations' goals, in terms of the kinds of power used,
the alienation incurred, and the extent to which the goals are implemented.
Thus, if the administration of a prison is less concerned with suppressing all
deviance and more concerned with output, less force will be employed and
less alienation incurred than when the prevention of escapes is the only goal
and whatever the inmates produce is considered a bonus.
The same can be said for the relationship between governments and the
population at large. Compare, for instance, three periods of Soviet control:
The NEP (New Economic Policy) period, in which output was relatively
emphasized; the Stalinist purges, in which the suppression of deviation was
stressed; and the Khrushchev liberalization years, in which the mobilization of
consensus increased in importance. In regard to Communist China, Skinner
shows that the means of control of the peasantry by the political elites
changed as a modification of goals occurred; the response of the countryside
changed as well (and in the direction that would be expected from the
preceding analysis}. 39 For instance,
In each case the campaign began at a time when the prevailing compliance
structure was essentially utilitarian and was inaugurated by an increase in
normative appeals. While the goals of the campaign might appear to be of
somewhat less import than the issues at stake in war time, the efforts of the elite
could hardly have been more energetic had they been leading the peasants into
battle against foreign invaders. Seemingly no limils were placed on the
massiveness of the injection of normalive power. At the beginning of the
campaign an intense effort at resocialization sought to bring peasant norms
doser to the socialist content of those employed in normative appeals.''0
Later, Skinner shows, the power used again became less normative, the
peasants exhibited greater alienation, and goals were adjusted accordingly.
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In exploring the relationships among power, alienation, and ·goals, it
must be taken into account that: (I) We are dealing with relative weights;
that is, no society or government ever gives up completely the use of any of
the three instruments of power. Rather the differences and trends are in the
mode of compliance and the related societal organization which are relatively
emphasized. (2) In the same society or collectivity, the mode of compliance
varies from one sub-unit to another; for instance, the "purging" of one
collectivity (i.e., increased coercion and alienation) might be accompanied by
"liberalization" for another, although there seems to be some pressure to
follow unit-wide patterns (a) to change the controls of various sub-units in
the same general direction, and (b) to treat higher strata less coercively than
lower ones (note, for example, stratified law enforcement in the Western
societies, in which offenders from higher classes are more likely to be controlled with a reprimand or a suspended sentence or are committed into the
custody of the family, while offenders from lower classes are more likely to
be incarcerated).

A Comparative Perspective on Compliance

...

The final answer to the question of how much counter-current a particular
mode of societal organization generates rests in the goals pursued, because
these differ in their intrinsic requirements in terms of the kinds of power their
effective service demands. And in turn, these kinds of power differ in terms of
the relative amounts of aJienation they generate. The significance of the
relative emphasis a society places on order, production, or cultural goals is
further magnified in that such differences in commitment affect not only the
compliance relationship between the elites and the non-elites, but a~so the
whole societal structure and organization, from the degree to which
collectivities are segregated from each other to the level of conflict among
them.
Our position differs from those who see the main source of alienation in
the economic or political structure (expecting capitalist societies to be and
socialist ones not to be aJienating), as well as from those who view
"modernization" as generating alienation because of the rise of large-scale
societal organizations or bureaucratization. We do recognize that the shape
of the distributive patterns and the level of political responsiveness of a
society are affected by the ownership of the means of production and by the
size and complexity of the societal organization, and, these factors, in turn,
affect the level of alienation and the power relations. We suggest, however,
that although societies do differ considerably in the general levels of alienation which they generate, there are also significant differences within each
society with respect to the goals which the particular societal sector serves
and the control mix employed in that particular sector. And since all societies
devote portions of their activities to cultural, production, and order goals, all
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societies-whatever their stratification structure and political organizationare expected to have respectively a relatively less alienating and a relatively
more alienating sector. T hus, inmates of American and Soviet prison systems
a re expected to be more subjectively and objectively alienated fro m their
respective societies than children in the more successful school systems in
these societies, despite the important differences between the stratification
structures, polities, and cultures of the two countries. Similarly, we expect
factory workers in both societies to be less alienated than inmates and more
alienated than students in successful schools.
To shift to another comparative dimension, we expect some important
similarities in the reactions of factory workers to their role in the organization
of production in developed, developing, and undeveloped societies, despite
large differences in the size and complexities of their societies 4 J as well as in
their stratification and political structures and cultures. The same would
hold for inmates of the respective prison systems and for members of normatively controlled organizations-let us say, non-violent ideological political
parties. To put it differently, against the backdrop of d(ffering societal structures, there are sectoral similarities due to similarities in the goals served, irl
their intrinsic needs, and in the "typical" means of control used. Actually,
there is repeated suprise expressed in some social science literature about the
similar ways in which organizations that are similar in their societal goals
are managed, since the societies in which they are located differ considerably
in their cultural, societal, and political life- e.g., similarities in factories in
Poland, India, West Germany, the United States, and Britain. 42 The theoretical framework presented here may help to account for this similarity.
Secondly, the cross-societal differences themselves are due, in part, to
differences in the relative emphases given to goals and means of control and
in the scopes of the respective sectors rather than to differences in overall
societal structures. Thus, if society X is less alienating than society Y, this
is in part because society X produces less and is more supportive of associational- social activities (which are classified here as "cultural") as well as
because of differences in the ownership of the means of production or in
societal complexity. Thus, for instance, if inmates of Norwegian prisons are
less alienated than inmates of American ones, this is not because Norway's
means of production are more nationalized or Norway is a less complex or
modernized society, but because there is a relatively greater emphasis
placed on rehabilitation and on normative means of control in Norwegian
prisons than in American prisons. 43 The fact that those prisons in the United
States in which the compliance mix. is similar to that in Norwegian prisons
seem to have less alienated inmates supports this statement.44
Societal structures are relevant in that they affect the degrees to which
the various goals are emphasized and the various means of control are
favored. For instance, modernization tends to entail an increased emphasis
on production and a greater reliance on utilitarian controls; market
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economies are more tolerant of utilitarian controls than centrally regulated
economies. But there are Umits, all too often ignored, to the degree to which
(a) the services to the same basic goal can be differently controlled in terms of
the kind of power employed; and (b) societies can reduce their emphasis on
order and production goals and increase their emphasis on cultural ones,
which is the primary way of reducing alienation resulting from the means of
control. (The secondary way of reducing such aJienation is to use less
alienating means of control within each category-e.g., to control prison
systems with as little coercion as possible.) The active society, hence, will be
neither without power- nor without alienation. Their scope will depend on the
extension and acceleration of the various historical trends we briefly review
in the next section.

In a Historical Perspective: Post~Modern Trends and
Options
To begin with the secondary considerations, modernization a nd to an even
greater extent the beginning of the post-modern period seem to be associated
with an increased understandjng of the differential effects of various means of
control and with an increased reliance on the Jess alienating means within the
limits of the constraints set by the goal requirements and the societal context.
For instance, industrial management in the late-modern period, while still
basically alienating in its reliance on utilitarian control, was less coercive
and less aJienating than industrial management in the early-modern period;
occasionally, normative control, which was always operative to a very
limited extent, was even somewhat increased in amount. 4 $ Prison management has become relatively less coercive and school management more
!'JOrmative without changes in their basic societal goals. 46 In our exploration
of the new options which post-modern historical trends seem to offer, we can
only provide some highly tentative speculations; our purpose is to illustrate a
line of analysis rather than to attempt to predict the future.
PRODUCTION AN D UTILITARIAN COMPUANC£

As industrialized societies move more into the post-modern world, the
technological a nd organizational prerequisites of work seem to be changing.
To the degree that, on the average, they make work less routine and needing
more skill, initiative, and responsibility, and as more routine work and even
supervision are conducted by machines through the process of what is referred to as cybernation, 47 the more the objective need for utilitarian control
will decline, and the option of a relatively more normative guidance of work
will be available. Not all of the effects of cybernation reduce routine labor;
for instance, cybernation produces temporadly an increased need for card
punchers. 48 It has also increased centralization, at least io some instances, and
decreased the responsiveness of the work process to the participants. 49
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Moreover, cybernation may cause some chronic unemployment among
lower skilled groups. Some even argue that the net effect of cybernation will
be to make work more alienating. 50 But, in general, we agree with those who
expect that the long-run and net effects of cybernation will tend to make work,
on the average, less routine and thus more open to relatively Jess alienating
gllidance, 51 especially as the composition of work changes with a declining
blue collar as compared to a white collar segment and a declining white
collar as compared to professional segment. Each of these shifts (which have
been quite well documented and are expected to continue) suggests that more
work will be conducted within the less alienating organizationa l forms and
compliance relationships. Another trend which leads to a reduction of the
role of production in society and, with this, to a decrease in the reliance on
utilitarian compliance is the increase in productivity. While a once widelyexpected decline in the length of the working day of men has occurred only
to a limited degree in post-modern societies, the working day of the average
post-modern woman has been shortened (alth.ough this has been negated, to
a degree, by the increased employment of woman), making her more
available for non-work goals. The rise in the average age of first employment,
the increase in education (a cultural goal), and the growth in the number of
old people who are not working are other indicators of the decreased reliance
on utilitarian compliance. Before these trends of changes in compliance can
significantly alter the society's compliance structure and reduce alienation,
the legitimacy of non-work and the value of cultural activities must continue
to be more widely and deeply recognized.•
In assessing this compliance trend, the si mplistic model which implies
that all workers have the same basic need for autonomous, self-directive,
creative work ought not to be used. Actually, there are significant differences
in workers' "tastes," with some workers preferring work that is routine and
psychologically non-demanding. 52 Also, some workers are reported to prefer
directive to non-directive supervision. ~., (This, though, might be due to the
fact that the workers are so self-estranged they cannot, unless so educated,
fully "accept" meaningful and participatory work.) This would suggest that
to reduce alienation, the distribution of the demands for various kinds of
work needs to approximate more closely the distribution of workers'
preferences (though the conditions need to be provided under which the
workers can discover their authentic preferences). Work in the post-modern
society could be more alienating than in the modern one, despite the fact that
an increasing segment of the work may well be highly autonomous and
creative. This could occur if this increased segment were to become larger
than the segment of the labor force that is able, willing, or prepared to undertake such work. The matter is further complicated in that workers' capacities
and preferences themselves are changing aod changeable. The extent to which
• See below for a discussio11 of "societal usefulness."
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normative guidance can be relied upon is, therefore, partly affected by the
extent of the societal effort to make work and the work-force's capacities
and preferences more congruent. This seems to require an approach to the
organization of production (and other work) which aims not toward the
maximization of profits but toward a decrease in alienation without significantly reducing (or perhaps even increasing) productivity. This, in turn,
seems to require an intensification of the societal guidance of the organization
of work.•
There are other sources of alienation which can be reduced as utilitarian
controls decline and normative ones increase (which the changing nature of
work allows), but there is no assurance that this reduction of alienation will
occur. For instance, the control of post-modern work could be, on the
average, less bureaucratic and more self-guided. This can already be observed in the growing R & D units in comparison to most other production
units, or in professional work in organizations as compared to blue and white
collar work; this kind of control allows for more communication across the
ranks and for greater participation of the workers in decision-ma king. 54
But all of these correlates of compliance do not change automatically with
changes in the objective possibilities. Corporate and societal management
will have to support the necessary organizational and institutional reforms,
and the political organizations of the employees must provide political support
for the transformation. So far, most labor unions-a major potential source
of such mobilization-have shown little understanding of the post-modern
world, as indicated by their almost exclusive focus (even in the most affluent
societies) on utilitarian rather than normative matters; expectedly, their
appeal is declfoing, especially among those segments of the labor force which
are increasingly in a mixed utilitarian- normative control structure. 55 The
perspectives of the few labor unions and labor parties which have sustained a
broader political concern tend to be similarly obsolescent in that they seek a
solution to alienation either by substituting the bureaucracy of the state for
that of the corporations or by promoting more national welfare legislation,
both of which are chiefly utilitarian alternatives.
ORDER AND FORCE

The most significant factor in determining the intensity with which
force is used in the post-modern period is the state of inter- rather than intrasocietal relations. Modern societies have tended to suppress the use of mass
violence among their members and have externalized it, raising the " we"
feeling and community organization to the national level and projecting the
negative "they" on other national societies. In the modern period, the extent
• We outline below the reasons that such an intensification of control may well require
only a small increase in quantity and more of an increase in sophistication and in the scope
of guidance.
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of international integration increased much less than that of intra-national
bonds. The scope and frequency of the mass violence applied to societal
non-members increased sharply with the rise of national, modern societies,
and this trend has continued in the post-modern period. The reduction of this
violence, we suggest, requires the evolution of integrative bonds a mong
societies just as they were previously evolved among what are now integral
parts of the same society (e.g., between the German states)."' Such containment of the inter-nation violence is obviously a central problem of tho postmodern age, especially for industrialized societies. Societies currently in the
process of industrialization and of the development of a national comm unity
often have yet to curb internal mass violence and are expected to do so only
to the degree that their levels of utilitarian assets and normative integration
rise.
Regarding the intra-societal management of violence in developed postmodern imcieties, we expect a continuation of the transformation of the
control of deviants from custodial (coercive) toward more therapeutic
{normative) patterns, a trend which began in the modern period. Post-modern
societies will probably treat more kinds of deviants as members whose
socialization has not been sufficiently advanced or has been distorted or who
have not been given the opportunity to conform and, therefore, are to be
socialized rather than segregated and punished.t Other deviations are likely
to be redefined so as to be included in what the society regards as tolerable
behavior-behavior which it does not advocate or reward but which it does
not see a need to control and suppress (i.e., as "secondary alternativcs'').t
T olerances of some forms of drug addiction and homosexuality as practiced
by consenting adults seem typical cases in point, with the Scandinavian
countries and Britain leading other post-modern societies. These trends could
greatly reduce the scope of the use of coercion for societal order goals. To
mention an often cited statistic: About half of the crimes in New York City
are committed by drug addicts who are forced to obtain their drugs illegally
and at high prices. If and when drugs become available under the supervision
of medical and public authorities (as is the case in Britain), much of this
crime may disappear. 56 The transformation has already begun with regard
to mental patients and inmates ; it is much more advanced on the ideological
• This proposition has been contested both theoretically and by the use of evidence. We
discuss the r~asons we support it, p. 5641f.
t Murray Schumach, "On the Third Sex," quotes the District Attorney's office of New
York County as stating: "The tendency in recent years here has been to be less severe in
dealing with homosexuals," The New York Times, May 7, 1967. The New York Times of
May 21, 1967, reports on a similar change of attitude toward prostitution in New York
("Leary Changes the Rules").
t Milton Greenblatt, R. H. York, and Esther L. Brown with R. W. Hyde, Frum Custodial
to Therapt 11tic Pa1it'nl Care in Mental Hospitals (New York: Ru ssell Sage Foundation,
1955).
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than on the action level, a gap which is expected to shrink. 37 Some societies
in the pre-industrial and pre-national phase were more advanced in this regard than some so-called developed societies (e.g., the treatment of some
mental patients in late 18th century France and Britain was more therapeutically sound than in many modern societies), while developing societies
a re moving in a direction similar to that taken by the industrial nation-states:
from more to less custodial care.58
The levels of intra-societal deviance and alienation are related in still
another way. One major source of deviance is believed to he the alienating or
inauthentic nature of society; the more responsive and active society becomes,
the more deviance is expected to decline. Thus, for instance, certain kinds
of deviant behavior occur primarily among the poor and underprivileged;
the more society treats these societal sources of anti-social behavior, the
smaller will be the need for coercion and the less will be the added alienation
generated by it.
In addition to using force to deal with deviants or other societies,
societies use force to suppress political innovation, and political innovators
employ it to attempt to transform or actually to transform societies. We deal
with this subject in the next chapters ; it suffices to say here that the use of
force is associated with such factors as the timing and pace of change. All
other things being equal, the less overdue and the more rapid the transformation of a societal structure, the less need there is for order-enforcing
organization; the more premature or slow a transformation, the greater the
need for such organization ."
As we have said, in principle, the three kinds of power have the same
theoretical status; none is viewed as more "basic" than the others. Force,
however, in more integrated a nd responsive societal structures, is used
primarily when the two other kinds of power (and various combinations
thereof) fail. For example, when the unrest of the lower collectivities increases,
to the extent that they are considered part of the society and that its structure
is generally responsive, there will be an increase in utilitarian and normative
efforts rather than continued, increased mass oppression. The history of
labor movements in modern pluralistic societies is a well-known case in
point. Recent race riots in Am<'rican cities is another. And when force is
employed--e.g., when the United States used force to prevent the secession
of the South, or when the USSR halted Hungary's attempt to withdraw from
the Communist camp-its use is terminated after a short period of time, and
economic reconstruction and ideological efforts are expected to carry the
load again. In this sense, force is a residual power, a retreat line, for effective
controlling overlayers, and its activation indicates the temporary lack of

...

• The extent ta which a change is overdue or premature is measured in terms of the
relationship between the time the demand for the specific change gained support and when
it was implemented.
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the other kinds of power. On the other hand, when no significant utilitarian
and normative societal efforts follow the use of force, this suggests that the
societal cybernetic and implementing capacities are deficient, and the
probability of a breakdown in the prevailing societal pattern (if there is one)
is high.
GBNERAL COMPLIANCE TRBNDS

The historical, "secular" trends seem to be toward less coercion and
toward more utilitarian and especially more normative compliance, with an
increase in the utilitarian controls of "have-not" countries to the degree
that they develop economically and a relative increase in the options for
normative guidance in developed societies as they enter t~e post-modern
period."0 The more active a society-the greater the number of citizens whom
it involves and is responsive to- the more it is expected to rely on normative
guidance, for the lower level of resulting alienation makes it more effective,
and normative guidance, in turn, further reduces the level of alienation.
Many of these broad statements can be questioned and, especially, can
be made more specific. For instance, rather than discussing delinquents and
mental patients together (both kinds of deviants are expected, on the
average, to be treated less coercively in post-modern than in modern
societies), one couJd state that this trend is and, for a whiJe, will continue to
be further advanced for mental patients than for delinquents. Similarly,
different categories of developing nations could be treated separately. Our
purpose here, however, is neither to detail and specify these trends and
projections nor to present data in support of the statements made, but (a)
to highlight the relationships among the kinds of power employed, the levels
of alienation produced, and the goals served, and (b) to suggest that the
relationships among these societal elements seem to be changing in the
general direction of providing new options for a less alienating society.
These options will be actualized if international mass violence is contained,
if the organizational context of work is made more compatible with the
options of-new production and control techniques, and so forth, as discussed
above.
On the other hand, if the new technologies are abused rather than used,
international violence will reach unprecedented levels,* societal policing will
*In a statement before the House Armed Services Committee in 1965, Secretary of
Defense McNamara stated th111 if the United States spent an additional 25 billion dollars
in the next five years on fallout shelters and antimissile defenses, and if the attacker waited
an hour after launching his initial nuclear attack on our military targets before striking the
cities (in McNamara's words, "an unli kely contingency") "only" 41 million Americans
would be killed. If the attack on the cities came at the same time as the attack on military
targets, 78 millions, or every third American would die; withou1 1he addi1ional expenditure
of 25 billion dollars, 71 out of every 100 Americans would die. The New York
Times, February 19, 1965, p. 10.
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replace welfare and education, and instead of a deeper restructuring and
authentication, the new means of work and guidance will be the tools of subjugation and alienation. Which outcome will occur depends to a significant
degree on the scope of social mobilization, responsiveness, communitybuilding, and the reduction of inauthenticity-factors to which we turn

next.
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CHAPTER 15

Societal Mobilization
and Societal Chan9e

IN
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OUR •ttempt to expJ•;n why •ome •ociotol •cto«
more of their goals than others-even though these others command similar
knowledge and assets and act in basically the same environments-the higher
commitment of the actors who realize more of their goals seems to be a
major fact.or. Most societal units most of the time commit only a small
fraction of their assets, constituents, and attention to the pursuit of their
collective goals. The size of this fraction is a measure of their societal commitment. Under what conditions this commitment is high instead of low and
increases instead of declines are the basic questions for the study of societal
mobilization . The same statement, put into terms of societal control, reads:
the degree to which a particular controlling overlayer is able to implement
the designs its cybernetic centers outline is significantly affected by the
amount of energy it is able to mobilize.*

* This, of course, may be the overlayer of a social movement rather than of an establish·
ment and the intellectual and political elites rather than a computer ce::nter.
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Mobilization is the process by which energy that is latent from the
viewpoint of the acting unit is made available for collective action. A more
mobilized unit can get more done collectively either by increasing the number
of goals it realizes or by increasing the intensity with which it pursues those
goals it is already realizing. The concept of societal commitment was briefly
encountered in our discussion of the relations of assets to power, especiaJly
when we dealt with conversion ratios and patterns. Here, we examine, in
much more detail, the question : How are societal guidance and societal
change " energized ?" And, rather than treating the level of commitment as
given, we view it as a dynamic quality and explore the conditions under
which it is altered and the effects of changes in it on societal change.
It is essential in this discussion to maintain the differences among subunits, units, and supra-units, because mobilization of one entity often entails
the de-mobilization of some otbers. The first and second sections of this
chapter deal with the basic concept of mobilization as it applies to all three
kinds of entities. The third and fourth sections are concerned with the
mobilization of a unit, be it a collectivity or a society, and with the implications of this process for its sub-units. The fifth and sixth sections deal with the
relation of the mobilization of one unit to that of others-inter-unit mobilizations-and with supra-unit mobilization. In short, after a "universal" introduction, we deal first with mobilization as an internal process and then with
its "external!', interactional and system, aspects.

The Concept and Its Measurements
M obilization Defined
We refer to Ute process by which a unit gains significantly in the control of
assets it previously did not control as mobilization.• By definition, it entails a
decline in the assets controlled by sub-units, the supra-unit of which the
unit is a member, or external units, unless the assets whose control the unit
gained are newly-produced ones. (New assets may also be studied in the same
framework: Who would have gained control of them had no mobilization
occurred ? That is, mobilization may entail the loss of potential control for
some actors and a gain of potential control for the mobilizing one.) A mere
increase in the assets of members, of sub-units, or even of the unit itself
* The term "mobilizalion" has recently been used by a variety of writers in a number of
different way~ which are not wholly consistent with each other. The term bas also been used
more to develop other concepts, such as modernization, mobility, and integration, than in its
own risht. Also, the concept has been frequently used to refer both to lhe process of
mobilization and to the degree to which a unit is mobilize<l. We suggest that the above
definition is analytically independent or other concepts and limiled to mobilization as a
process. It is compared to other definitions below.
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does not mean that mobilization has occurred, though it increases the
mobilization potential. The change in the capacity to control and to use
assets is what is significant.
Depending on the kinds of assets involved, mobilization is coercive (as
when feudal lords turn their armies over to the control of the king), utilitarian
(as when a state raises the level of taxation), or normative (as when loyalties
to the nation are increased, while those to local communities decline).•
While the mobilization of a unit tends to increase the power of its controlling overlayer, mobilization itself is affected by this overlayer and is often
initiated and directed by it. When mobilization occurs, the controlling
overlayer, as a rule, invests part of the assets it already controls in an effort
to increase its power.
Mobilization, thus, has a cost. Even when it is normative support or
consensus that is mobilized, mobilization still is a "downward" processfrom a controlling overlayer to the controlled member units. The relations of
the mobilization of consensus to consensus-formation, an upward process,
are explored below. The main point is that when the direction of mobilization
(the unit(s) which gain in control), its scope (the sectors encompassed), and
its intensity (the extent of the change within each sector) do not coincide
with what is legitimate for and supported by the evolving consensus,
mobilization generates alienation in the same ways as other exercises of
power. That is, the cost of mobilization depends upon the kind and intensity
of the power used to accomplish it.
The minor and non-accumulative fluctuations in the level of control
which, in effect, are continually occurring are excluded from the concept to
restrict the concept of mobilization to the study of relatively encompassing
or intensive changes in the control structure (i.e., in the pattern of the
distribution of control among units, sub-units and supra-units). Thus,
mobilization is, by definition, both a process of change (in the control
structure) and a changing process (of societal structures and, as we shall see,
of boundaries).

Mobilization as a Process of Change
To state that mobilization is a process of change is to place the concept in
the analytic classification of societal processes; the latter are characterized in
terms of which of two broad categories of functions they for the most part
serve. Processes of maintenance support an existing system and/or its
structure. (This may include some changes "within the system.") The underlying assumption is that all societal systems tend toward entropy-i.e.,
toward atomization and anarchy-unless continual investments are made in
• This classification is not concerned with the means used to bring about the particular
mobilization, but with what has been mobilized.
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maintaining their levels of integration and organization. Processes of change
entail a more-or-less permanent modification of the boundaries of the system
or its structure-its patterns of integration and organization. While maintenance processes are continually operative, processes of change are more
sporadic and probably vary more in their intensity-. Any concrete societal
process may serve either function or varying degrees of both functions;
e.g., the production of new means of control might merely replenish used
means, alter the allocative pattern, or accomplish varying degrees of both of
these. That mobilization is a process of change rather than of maintenance is
evident in that if it were continued ad infinitum, it would exhau~t itself;
either all the assets would come under unit control and no further increase in
asset control would be possible, or, in the C'ase of unit demobilization, the
control of all the assets would be assumed by or delegated to other units,
sub-units, or supra-units.
We shall refer to the level of unit-mobilization when we seek to refer to
the degree to which a unit is mobilized- i.e., the fraction of the assets that
are controlled by the unit as compared to those controlled by its sub-units or
supra-uoit; the process of change, of altering this control ratio, is referred to
as mobilization.*
Some social scientists have used "mobilization" to refer to a sub-set of
maintenance processes-in particular, to the continual socialization and social
control processes which maintain a particular societal or political structure. 't
Tney cite as examples of these processes the efforts of ideological political
parties to maintain the commitment of their members and followers and the
attempts of totalitarian states to sustain legitimation of their political
organization. H seems to us more useful to reserve the term for changes in the
controlling overlayers or guidance mechanisms.
The concept of mobilization was first used to refer to the shifting of the
control of resources from private-civilian to public-military purposes. 2
More recently, it has been applied to a society's (or collectivity's) deliberate
increase in the control of a variety of assets, such as new nations' mobilization
of economic resources for development or a civil rights movement's mobilization of the attention of previously less attentive and inattentive citizens. The
characteristic which these processes share with military mobilization is that
they all entail an increase in the assets the unit under study controls collectively, which increases the unit's ability to act in unison within the limits
explored below.

• The level of mobilization and the conversion ratio are identical concepts with different
perspectives. The level of mobilization calls attention to the processes which created the
particular conversion ratio we find. The conversion ratio is a static and comparative
concept.
t Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 422.
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The Measurement of Mobilization
The measurement of mobilization requires specification of: (a) the unit
whose mobilization is being measured; (b) the time period under study;
(c) the ratio of assets under unit control as against those controlled by subunits, supra-units, or external units at the beginning as compared to the end
of the period; and (d) the kinds of assets studied. The assets that are included
depend on the kind of mobilization-utilitarian, normative, coercive, or
general societal mobilization which en com passes all three kinds. 3
It is relatively easy to measure utilitarian mobilization. For instance, one
aspect which can be measured quite readily is changes in the control of manpower-e.g., the ratio of people employed by the mobilizing unit as against
the sub-units. A relative increase in the ratio of those employed by a federal
government as against state and local governments is a measure of the
centralization of the system and the power of unit-controls as compared to
sub-unit ones." The same holds for the percentage of the GNP taxed by all
levels of government and the distribution of these funds among them. 4
Coercivt' mobilization, reflected in changes in the control of troops, arms.
and so on, is also relatively easy to measure. On the other hand, it is more
difficult to develop reliable measurements of normative mobilization, e.g.,
changes of loyalties. Changes of attitudes expressed in sequential public
opinion polls provide one indicator. Changes in the frequency of the use of
various symbols in the press have been used to study historical changes of
loyalties. s
An interesting measure of the relative and changing level of mobilization
of a collectivity into a polity is the extent of its "bloc" voting-i.e., the degree
to which its members vote as one unit, "suppressing" other dimensions of
potential political mobilization. This is a potentially deceptive indicator
because factors other than the level of mobilization affect the extent of bloc·
voting-for instance, changes in the amount of education and alienation of
the membership over time. But a comparison of the extent of bloc voting in
different collectivities-for instance, ethnic ones-seems to provide quite
meaningful measures of mobilization, and other factors may be controlled to
enable genetic comparisons. 6
The mobilization potential of a unit is probably the most difficult aspect
to measure. Not all the assets the sub-units control at one point in time are
available (even potentially) for unit-mobilization at later points; some
assets are, in effect, "unmobilizable" under most conditions and for almost

• This is only a partial measure, as the changing relationships between the unit and the
sub-unih must also be taken into account. If the ratio of employees of the federal government over those of local and state governments were to decline but the control of the subunits by the unit's controlling overlayer were to increase, there may have occurred no net
loss in the power of the unit.
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any goal. The mobilization potential of a unit is, hence, best defined as that
portion of the assets which can, in effect, be mobilized under given conditions
for a given goal.

The Main Theoretical Considerations
Mobilization as a Societal Energizer
The concept of mobilization answers the analytic question: What is the
source of the energy for societal action? As the libido is "mobilized" by the
various mechanisms of the personality to energize its actions and the work
of these mechanisms, so are the assets of member sub-units, unused from
the unit's viewpoint, made available-through the processes of mobilization-to "energize" (or cover the "costs") of the actions and controls of the
unit.
Maximum unit-mobilization, however, does not assure maximum
realization of the goals of the mobilizing unit because some of these goals
tend best to be served by activities of the sub-units; hence, these sub-units
must retain some of the assets and manpower. To some degree, these statements about the relations between unit and sub-unit actions (or performances)
also hold for the controlling processes: The activities in the service of some
unit-goals are controlled by suh-units' overlayers. But, we suggest, if a unit's
goals are to be realized to a high degree, the ratio of unit-controls over subunits' controls needs to be higher than the ratio of unit-activities over subunits' activities, because unit-goals are realized to a greater extent if some of
the sub-units' activities are controlled by the unit rather than by the subunits. The realization of unit-goals is expected to be greater if, in addition,
the relations among the sub-units are in part regulated by the unit and not
determined only by the existing bonds among the sub-units, their relative
power, their unregulated interaction, or other "ongoing" processes. Thus, the
high realization of unit-goals requires that unit-mobilization provide assets
for both unit-activities and for unit-controls, but especially for the latter.

To Mobilize ls to. Collectivize
The transformation that mobilization entails is collectivization-not
necessarily of ownership but of effective control. The assets themselves may
remain in their original locations and need not necessarily be directly trans·
ferred to or used by a controlling elite or organization. ft is, rather, the unit's
capacity to control the use of the assets-including those held by the subunits-that is increased. For example, to the degree that corporations can be
instructed to follow government-set "guidelines," a gain in the national
level of mobilization is achieved. Or, more indirectly, by issuing large sums of

•
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money (i.e., by gene~ating an inflation), a state can gain control of the assets
of some member-collectivities (e.g., those collectivities whose assets are in
the form of savings and whose incomes are fairly "fixed") without orders
being issued to or even requests being made of the collectivities.
Whatever the form of mobilization, whether it be direct or indirect, the
process entails a shift of control and/or a shift of the usage of assets, except
when the newly-available assets come from external sources. Since the ratio
of the assets used by a societal unit over the assets used by the sub-units increases, mobilization makes the societal unit in toto less private, more public,
and, hence, more politically intensive.*

Mobilization ls a Control Concept
Mobilization, like decision-making, social planning, and other related
concepts, implies a collective actor who is capable of controlling societal
processes, at least to some degree, and is not merely subject to them. Thus,
mobilization is viewed as a drive which is, at least in part, deliberately
initiated, directed, and terminated, and not as a by-product or an outgrowth
of the "interaction" among macro-units or as a compilation of the decisions
of myriad micro-units. This is not to imply that mobilization has no
unanticipated consequences or that the actor's controlling overlayer is in full
or even in considerable command of the fluctuations of the process; however,
there is the assumption of a voluntary element, represented by one or more
sub-units-such as a government, an organizational leadership, or a regional
council-which are steering the process. That is, the societal change involved
is, in part, intended.

Mobilization as a Changing Force
The theory of societal guidance differs most from other theories in con·
temporary social science in that it sees the mobilization drives of collectivities
and societies as a major source of their own transformations and of the
transformations of their relations to other societal units. As a societal unit
mobilizes, we shall see in some detail below, it tends to change its own
structure and boundaries and the structure of the supra-unit of which it is a
member. For instance, the drive of West European societies to overcome the
disintegrative and depleting effects of World War II entailed both internal
transformation (iri favor of those collectivities represented by "center"
parties) and the initiation of a trans-national community. De-Stalinization,
a process of de-mobilization, not only altered the internal structures of East
European communist societies but also de-unified the bloc. and made it less
"The level of political intensity refers to the ratio of societal activities which are
politically controlled as compared to those which are not.
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like an empire and somewhat more like a commonwealth. 7 To stress the
importance of mobilization as a transforming force is not to underplay the
roles of new ideas, of changes in the means of production, or of forces in the
societal environment as sources of societal change. 8 But these are, to varying
degrees, extra-societal (especially for any given society as distinct from
societies in general). The most central intra-societal source of change, as we
see it, is the successful drive on the part of one or more collectivities or of the
society at large to mobilize new internal or external sources of energy. Most
other intra-societal changes in this direction tend to establish the conditions
which provide the prerequisites for increases in the unit's activities. Mobilization is the process by which potentials are brought closer to actualization;
the raw material is processed to provide the societal energy to fuel the pursuit
of societal goals, and energy locked in other entities is made available.
Marx argued that history is propelled by inter-class struggle;9 we hold
that the acting units are often collectivities whose primary base is not shared
economic interests but shared values and statuses, especially ethnic ones,
and that the relationships among collectivities are various mixes of conflict
and cooperation and not only "struggles." Even more importantly, the
struggle that is most significant for the explanation ofsocietal change, ofhistory,
is one which is internal to each collectivity (and society). This is the struggle
to mobilize under the given conditions and for the purpose of cha11!(inK them;
it occurs between the mobilizers and the unmobilized in one and the same
collectivity (or society). Were all the members of a collectivity (or a society) to
mobilize all of their assets and themselves in support of a line of collective
action, it would be as if all the latent energy locked in a pound of material
were released and transformed into power; it would propel the collectivity
into the highest levels of activeness and alter the societal map.
Of course, mobilization drives are themselves affected by external conditions. Lower collectivities find it more difficult to mobilize than collectivities
which rank higher in the societal structure. And environmental conditions
affect the mobilization process-for instance, the United States' penetration·
of Japan in J853 triggered the internal mobilization of the society under state
guidance. 10 But these external conditions, it should be emphasized, do not
determine the level of mobilization; rather, they provide new options that
may or may not be exercised. Western powers penetrated into Japan and
China at about the same time, for example, but Japan mobilized to a much
greater extent than China. 1· 1 Although every mobilization drive (or lack
thereof) can in part be explained by factors outside and beyond the control of
the societal unit under study, the drives are also greatly affected by the internal
makeup of the collectivity or the society and by changes within ii; among
these factors, the initial level of mobilization ranks high in importance.
And while this level of mobilization might be partly determined by environmental forces that operated earlier to shape the "character," to set the
conversion ratio and pattern of the societal unit, the effects of these earlier
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forces and the degree to which the societal unit submits to them are signifi·
cantly affected by the unit's collective decisions and efforts. And, to a degree,
the unit participated and participates in shaping the environment that, in
tum, "shapes" its internal makeup; it is not merely passively subject to that
environment.
In the next two sections, we explore the common levels of mobilization
and the ways in which they can be altered to make for more mobilized and
more active societal units. A further step must be taken, however, for the
mobilization of one unit may be neutralized by that of others or blocked by
the supra-unit. The last two sections, therefore, explore the relations among
unit, inter-unit, and supra-unit mobilization. It suffices to say here, by way of
introduction, that the mobilization of units (e.g., collectivities) does significantly change the supra-unit (e.g., societies), though the scope and quality of
this change depend on the specific inter-unit and inter-level relationships.
Before the discussion can be advanced, two points related to the differences between the internal (unit: sub-unit) and the external (inter-unit and
unit: supra-unit) aspects of the process must be noted. First, the mobilization
of a unit-as a process of change-may be solely internal (limited to the
mobilization of sub-unit assets to unit controls), or it may also be external,
drawing on the assets of other units or supra-units. Second, while mobilization may be aimed at a variety of goals, viewed as a changing process the
most relevant distinctions are between changing structure and changing
boundaries and between changing the structure or boundaries of the mobilizing unit (self-change), of other units, or of the relations of the actors to each
other. We shall see that there are systematic differences from this viewpoint.
the most significant of which is that mobilization for self-change is
politically much more costly than mobilization for changing others. Compare,
for example, the mobilization for social welfare goals to the mobilization for
war. But it is precisely such mobilization for self-change which is the most
necessary for activating a society, and, hence, it provides the focus for the
following discussion.

The Levels of Internal Mobilization: A Comparative
Dimension
Typically, the Level of Mobilization is Low
The levels of mobilization of pluralistic-modern societies and of most
member-collectivities tend to be low. Most of the assets are controlled by
individuals and micro-social units (such as families, friendship and peer
groups) and not by society at large, society-wide organizations (such as
armies and churches), or collectivities and their organizational arms. The
average level of·mobilization seems to have increased only slightly since the
adyent of the post-modern period.
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These statements about the typical levels of mobilization are a major
way in which social science perceptions of society differ from those of
common sense; the latter often (a) see the level of societal mobilization as
high, and (b) tend to view a low level of mobilization as a sign of weakness
if not of degeneration. The expression of the notion that societal mobilization is at a high level is found most clearly in conservative views of the welfare
state. But even liberals (in the American sense of the term), who tend to favor
a somewhat higher level of societal mobilization, tend to believe that the
existing level--e.g., about 15 to 20 per cent taxation of the GNP-is fairly
high and that additional mobilization has to be limited in scope and
cautious in pace lest the economic, social, or political foundations of pluralistic societies be endangered. In a typical statement, the National Board of
Americans for Democratic Action, the only nation-wide liberal political
organization in the United States, called, in December of 1966, for a $5 to
$10 billion increase in federal spending on poverty, urban affairs, unemployment, and all other social welfare programs combined. 12 (The 1965 GNP
was $676.3 billion, and the 1965 Federal expenditures were $96.5 billion.)l 3
The tendency to associate a low level of mobilization with weakness or
degeneration is well illustrated by the prevailing view of public opinion and
information. It is frequently assumed that the public ought to be well
informed on public matters (i.e., its attention ought to be highly mobilized),
and public opinion surveys which show that between a quarter and a half of
the population lacks basic political information (e.g., 28 per cent of American
adults did not know in 1965 that there was a communist government in
China) 14 are viewed with alarm and a sense of loss and decline. Actually, so
many polls have shown that the extent to which the public is informed about
many public matters is limited, that this is to be viewed as "typical." In
June, 1952, two months before he was nominated as the Democratic Presidential candidate, Adlai Stevenson was unknown to 66 per cent of the
American public; 67 per cent of the adult Americans in 1955 could not
identify Karl Marx. While only 45 per cent did not know the number of
United States senators from their states, only 19 per cent could name the
three branches of the Federal government, few more than a third knew the
names of their Congressmen, and less than half knew which party controlled
Congress. 1 s
We favor treating a given percentage of correct answers as a "typical"
base for information concerning most matters in which a public of a given
country in a given historical period-particularly, developed societies in the
post-modern period-is not personally and directly involved. {Different
"bases" may be used for various sectors--e.g., 35-50 per cent as "normal"
for J'Ublic health matters as compared to 10-25 per cent for foreign affairs.)
An informe:ltion level that is higher than the base would be characterized as
"high" and an information level below it as "low." Forty-five per cent correct
answers, then, would seem unusually high for most matters and would need
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to be explained. Twenty-five per cent correct answers on many kinds of
questions would not seem at all a sign of social decay.
Again, it is seen as a weakness that many American labor unions cannot
"deliver" more than approximately a third of their members' votes for the
presidential candidate they endorse. 17 We suggest that a highly mobilized
union is rare, and that it is more fruitful to compare actual levels of mobilization to each other than to compare them to the abstract notion of a fully
mobilized union. Thus, American labor unions which can "deliver" a third of
their members' votes might well have a higher capacity for mobilizing their
members than most other voluntary associations.*
On most matters in most modern pluralistic societies (and, for the most
part, in post-modern ones) most of the time, more assets are spent by the
individual, his family, and his peer units than by any larger unit. 18 The
percentage of the GNP that is taxed is a rough indicator of this ratio. In the
United States, toward the end of the modern period ( 1938), it was 13 per cent.
In the post-modern period, it was only slightly higher-about 19 per cent
(in 1962). The ratios were about the same in "social democratic" countries,
such as in the Scandinavian ones: Jn Sweden they were 14 per cent in 1938 and
18 per cent in 1962 (in Denmark, respectively, 13 per cent and 21 per cent).
In short, most assets most of t11e time are not mobilized for collective usages,
and, while this is a sign of passivity, it is by itself not a sign of social
disintegration or entropy.

Crisis Mobilization and the "Permanent Revolution"
This section discusses the "surprising" increase in the capacity for societal
action when the level of mobilization is sharply increased, which occurs in
crisis situations. Thus, when natural disasters occur, many communities
show a capacity to rapidly construct large networks of public assistance.
Typically, they use the mechanism of the redistribution of resource control,
particularly in utilizing time which the citizens usually spend in private
pursuits for public service. 19 Jn the pre-mobilization days of the mid-1950s,
the civil rights movement in Chicago, a city of 750,000 Negroes, could not
raise $10,000 for the Urban League. NAACP meetings were attended by less
than fifty people, and usually no more than three or four of the three hundred
Negro lawyers were willing to volunteer to work for the legal defense of
• The e,xtent to which an organization mobilizes has to be explored in "typical" years,
and the vote that would in any case be cast in favor of the candidate because of socioeconomic, ethnic, and other such "background" factors, must be discounted. Or the rates of
mobilization when an organization supported and opposed candidates of the same pany
may be oompared-ideally, the same candidate in different elections, "deducting" the
differences in his general appeal to a collectivity of the kind the organization he is
mobilizing.
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victims of racial persecution. Jn the crisis period of 1966-1967, much larger
amounts of money and manpower were available. 21 Social movements are
relatively highly mobilized collectivities, war induces relatively highly
mobilized societies,22 but both are atypical, crisis mobilizations.
It should be emphasized that while crisis-mobilization is considerable in
comparison to the "normal" mobilization level of the average collectivity in
a pluralistic society or to the mobilization of these kinds of societies themselves, the level of mobilization tends not to be high in an absolute sense. 23
Thus, even if mobilization in a crisis triples the amount of societal energy,
no more than a third of the potentia! assets, manpower, and attention of the
members may actually be mobilized. Quite often, the fraction is smaller.
From 1960 to 1965, the American civil rights movement was greatly aided by
a student movement in the North, but actually not more than 5,000 students
out of more than 5,000,000--less than one in one thousand-were involved.
Although the estimates of the number of students involved in the New Left-·
which gained increasing attention in the same period and affected university
structure and organization--4 per cent, was considered high. 24
Uprisings of "the people" or "the masses" to bring about changes in
regimes have, as a rule, involved fewer than 5 per cent of the population,
usually mainly residents of the capital and a few other cities (e.g., Cairo,
1952; La Paz, 1952). To the degree that other indicators of the extents of
such mobilizations are available, such as the budgets of revolutionary or
independence movements, their expenditures seem quite low in comparison
to the average annual expenditures of the populations involved. The three
major full-time armed units of the Israeli independence movement, the
Pa/mach, lrgun, and Stern groups, together had not more than 10,000 men,
even at the height of the anti-British drive, in a community of 600,000. The
Viet Cong was estimated, in 1964, to have had a hard core of about 35,000
people who carried the major part of the Vietnam war before North Vietnam
units intervened. 25 (The population of South Vietnam was about fourteen
million at the time.) The French Revolution was launched by as many as
80,000 persons (the second invasion oft he Tuilleries; the march on Versailles};
only about 800 or 900 stormed the Bastille. 26
The image of the popular uprising as involving "the" peasants, workers,
Negroes, or colonial people is almost invariably inaccurate. The mass
membership of the collectivities involved is usually only marginally active;
while the level of mobilization of this mass might double and triple during a
crisis, the mobilization is generally limited to some economic support and
sympathy for the movement. Thus, the societal assets mobilized-those that
energize such transformations as revolutions, de-colonization, and wars of
independence-are often only a small fraction of those potentially available.
That is, major societal changes are propelled by small changes in the absolute level of mobilization because they constitute sharp increases in the
relative level of energy available. Thus, without approaching a level even
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approximating full mobilization, there seems to be considerable leeway for
a higher level of societal action.
The main questions for the transformation toward an active society are
whether or not societies can mobilize themselves and their member collectivities to high, crisis-like if not higher, levels in non-crisis situations, and whether
or not they can generate power for internal, self-transformations instead
of exerting their wills on other societies. Further, can this level and kind of
mobilization be attained without generating so many counter-currents and
so much alienation that the consensual base of society and values related to
it will be undermined as the realization of the values expressed in the goals
advanced is enhanced? In short, is a "permanent revolution," a continual
and authentic social-movement society, possible?
From this viewpoint, post-modern societies are further from the level of
mobilization required by active societies than modern societies were from
post-modern ones prior to the introduction of income taxes, social security
systems, and large-scale governmental staff.<>. All of these post-modern
measures entail a level of mobilization that would have seemed inconceivably
high to most of the members of earlier generations. The active society requires the same (or a higher) level of mobilization for self-transformation that
post-modern pluralistic societies can maintain for external purposes. But an
active society must be more authentically consensual, so that a high level of
mobilization will not produce a society that is as distorted as those which
are war oriented or geared to the maximization of production.
Finally, mobilization in an active society will have to be broad in scope as
well as at a high level, i.e., it should not be focused around a few societal
projects. In conversion terms, while non-active, pluralistic societies tend to
mobilize partly by increasing their conversion ratios, they also focus their
conversion patterns, i.e., they take energy away from other goals and shift
it toward the prevailing one. The neglect of societal welfare in times of
war is a typical example. (This mobilization procedure is typical to instrumental rationality.) An active society will require a comprehensively higher
realization of all its major goals, and this cannot be achieved by focusing the
conversion pattern but rather by greatly increasing the general amount of
assets available and the over-all conversion ratio. In this way, societal energy
can be increased rather than increasing that available to one societal goal at
the cost of others, especially at the cost of self-transformation.* The additional
tools that would be necessary for a permanently significantly higher level
of mobilization will be explored below. 27
Activists in social movements decry the low levels of mobilization of their
movements and the apathy of groups of their followers. Bakunin at the end
• The budget of self-oriented programs may rise somewhat in war years, but the neglect
will express itself in the decline of that budget in terms of its proportion of the GNP, and
the total governmental budget, and, above all, that devoted t0> the particular societal need.
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of his life was disillusioned by the apathy of the masses, and Lassalle railed at
"the damned wantlessness of the poor." 211 To a degree, these disillusionments are in themselves a means of mobilization rather than attempts at
sociological analysis. When they are accepted as valid sociological perspectives, however, it should be stressed that apathy and a low level of mobilization are as universal features of 1:ollectivities and societies as are the internal
struggles between the mobilizers and the unmobilized. These characteristics
are less visible in charismatic movements, crises or confrontations, and are
more visible in other, more common situations, but they are present in both.
They are more evident in some social movements than in others (e.g., more
in moderate movements than in militant ones, more in "open" churches than
in selective sects, and more in movements in their decline than in those at
their apex), but the basic features are universal. Hence, the focus of social
analysis ought to be the relative and changing differences in mobilization
levels rather than the search for the utopia of a full, egalitarian, leaderless,
consensual mobilization.

Structural Differentiations
At any given point in time, the collectivities of a society can be compared
(as can the societies which compose a trans-societal system) in terms of both
their relative assets and their relative levels of mohilization. Such a comparison leads to the concept of a mobilization-structure which, it is wellestablished, is highly inegalitarian. Evidence in support of thjs statement is
available although mainly in atomistic, .individualistic terms. Milbrath,
summarizing a large number of studies about pluralistic societies, especially
the United States, at the onset of the post-modern period, stated that only
about 4 or 5 per cent of the American adult population is active politically
(holds office, solicits funds for a political purpose, contributes time to a
campaign, and so forth). "About 10 per cent make monetary contributions,
about 13 per cent contact public officials, and about 15 per cent display a
button or sticker. Around 25 to 30 per cent try to proselyte others to vote a
certain way, and from 40 to 70 per cent perceive political messages and
vote in any given election. " 29 "About one-third of the American adult population can be characterized as politically apathetic or passive; in most cases,
they are unaware, literally, of the political part of the world around them." 30
For macro-sociological analysis, it is essential to take into account that
the passive, semi-active, and active members of a .society are very unevenly
distributed among the member collectivities and among the sub-collectivities
which constitute a collectivity. Studies for practically all pluralistic societies
show that collectivities whose members are more affluent, prestigious, and
educated also have a higher ratio of active and semi-active members and
seem to be more active collectively. 31 Data for differences among subcollectivities within collectivities, such as upper-working class versus working
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class in toto or urban workers versus workers in toto, are somewhat less
abundant but almost equally unanimous.
As the mobilization of a societal unit encompasses not only its economic
resources but also its membership-both as manpower and in terms of their
psychological assets (e.g., loyalties, attention). we can say that the extent
to which a collectivity or society marshals itself, or commits itself, is at
stake. This capacity is in part determined by the unit's position in the societal
stratification structure. Units which are low in assets tend to be less in command of themselves than those which have more assets, because the power of
the higher units is used not only to counteract the power of the lower units
but also to constrain their levels of mobilization and, hence, their capacity
to generate additional power as well. That is, there is a degree of parallelism
between the mobilization and the stratification structures. This parallelism
seems to exist because (I) societal units higher in stratification position (i.e.,
access to assets) tend to be more mobilized, since being high in this structure
seems to facilitate m«?bilization and (2) because those less mobilized tend to
be kept low in the stratification structure.
There is a tendency to view the stratification position as a cause and the
Jevel of mobilization (or capacity to mobilize) as resulting from it. 32 In
contrast, we wish to stress the interaction effect of the two factors. This effect
is particularly evident when new collectivity or society-wide movements rise.
These often entail the mobilization of heretofore less mobilized or unmobilized collectivities or societies, which are often relatively low in the
stratification structure. As there then are both mobilized and unmobilized
units which are low in the structure, being low in stratification in itself explains
only in part the level of mobilization. Further, the level of mobilization can be
increased before a significant change in stratification position occurs.
Mobilization is more likely to be initiated if one or more of the following
conditions is met: (a) if a stratification imbalance has been created due to an
increase in one kind of assets but not in other kinds-e.g., an increase in
utilitarian but not in normative assets (nouveau riche); (b) if a decrease in
one or more kinds of assets has occurred, whether it is balanced or not
(downward mobility); and (c) when external elites-either from a more
mobilized collectivity of the same society (e.g., the middle-class leaders of
early labor movements) or from a different society (Cubans in Bolivia)-help to launch the process. 3 J We turn now from the exploration of the level
of mobilization and the structural conditions related to it to the study of the
prctcess itself.

Mobilization as an Intra-Unit Process
In what ways does an internal mobilization process start, evolve, and
mature? An important factor in answering this question is the unit's level of
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mobilization at the point at which a new mobilization drive is initiated. For
highly mobilized units, "ceiling effects" are to be expected and retard the
extent of additional tnobilization. Most units most of the time, though, are
only slightly affected by this factor, because their levels of mobilization are
far from high. So far as these units are concerned, the main difference is
between those which are mobilized in part and those which are largely
unmobilized. The drive to increase the mobilization of the first kind of unit
is of little analytic interest, as previous mobilizations tend to provide the
instruments, procedures, and experience upon which to build later drives.
A new set of decrees or taxes or an increase in the draft quota are cases in
point. Of much more interest is the mobilization of collectivities or societies
which are largely unmobilized.
A part of the study of &"tlch units concerns the pre-disposing conditions
which usually change in favor of mobilization in the period preceding its
initiation. The average levels of income and education tend to rise in the
preceding decades (though not necessarily in the very last years before a
mobilization drive is launched; actually, interruptions of such trends often
trigger mobilization). It is these predisposing factors which are usually
stressed in the collectivistic approach. We seek to emphasize that while such
changes in the pre-conditions do enhance the possibility that a mobilization
drive will be launched, they do not determine whether or not it will be
initiated; they are auxiliary but not sufficient conditions.
A factor which often does spark the drive is the presence of an external
elite (or elites); intellectuals, students, clergy, and foreign elites are especially
likely catalytic agents. But, again, the spark must ignite an internal force
before the process takes off. What can be said about this internal process?
Here, we stress the role of personal and collective projects as providing the
internal stimulus, followed by a slow cha.in-reaction from one sub-collectivity
to additional and more encompassing ones, guided by internal leadership
and organizations.
The following discussion of these factors draws on an accumulation or
"value-added" model. 34 That is, we first discuss the factor which initiates a
large number of processes. Only a sub-set takes-off from every such initiation.
For those processes which do take-off, we ask: What is added? Of all Y
processes that both were initiated and have taken-off, only a sub-set expands
to encompass a relatively large sub-section of the unmobilized assets of a
societal unit. We then ask: What is added at this round to those processes?
As a full model must also explore the causes of the failures;' 5 the processes
which did not take-off or expand, we turn to those following our discussion
of the factors involved in successful mobilizations. (Sec "limits of mobilization" and Part V.)
The factors which make for a successful mobilization drive are treated
as if they relate to each other both in a Guttman-scale manner-in that if the
latter factors are present, the earlier ones are expected to be present too,
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and in an ever-narrowing cone-shaped sequence of filters-in that there are
more processes which pass through the first filter than through the second, and
more that pass through the second than through the third.

Projects and Mobilization Take-off
The take-off stage of an internal mobilization is often marked by increasing numbers of collective projects. A project is a concerted effort which entails
the focusing of energy and a comparatively intensive and guided activity
oriented toward specific tasks. A village may make its project the building of
a school or the provision of illiterates with basic literacy skills within a year.
But to maintain a school system or to educate is not a project; it is a set of
activities. In principle, a project may be personal, microscopic, or macroscopic; it may use energy which was already mobilized or serve as a mobilization effort. Here, we are interested in projects which typically indicate the
take-off stage of the mobilization of a heretofore largely unmobilized societal
unit.
Projects tend to entail mobilization (at least in terms of a focusing of the
conversion pattern) because they involve a higher expenditure of energy
than the ongoing activities. The Montgomery bus boycott and the Boston
Tea Party were typical projects. Hence, the double interest in projects: As a
form of mobilization and as preparing a unit for further mobilization.
While projects have a cost, they are primarily a means of tapping new,
heretofore latent, assets; their importance lies in that they, like other
catalytic agents, may release much more energy than they themselves can
use or command. This is more than a mere analogy. There are two reasons
that a project may act as a societal catalyst. First, the "walls" which kept the
members and elites of a low collectivity from mobilizing may be "psychological," and the projects-which test them-show that they are "unreal"
and thus dispel them, releasing the blocked energy. For example, the members
of the elites of a low collectivity may hesitate to challenge the elites of a higher
one because of the severe deprivations they experienced in the past when they
engaged in such a challenge. If a project shows that these past experiences
are no longer predictive of the future or were misinterpreted, considerable
mobilization may follow. Or, the constraints may be "real" but their power
may be overestimated; a project may suffice to remove them. Sometimes, the
walls of Jericho do tumble at the sound of a trumpet. Finally, in those cases
in which the constraints do prove too powerful and unyielding, projects
may build collective consciousness of these constraints and, thus, launchalthough, in themselves, not provide for-a macroscopic effort to overcome
them. Of course, not all projects succeed in any of these terms; structural
factors do set limits. Our discussion seeks to explain that which occurs when
projects do have a mobilizing effect.
Historians of social movements or of societal mobilizations often begin
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their stories in an earlier time in which the ideas that later served a particular
mobilization drive or project were formed or the first cells that later formed
the nucleus of a movement were organized; they start the story of the movements at their initiation rather than at their take-off stage. 36 But there are
many more ideas in the social. air in any one period and. many more cells
are formed than mobilization drives launched which have a societal consequence. However, the launching of a project, especially an accumulative and
expanding sequence of projects, often indicates that the stage has been
reached at which ideas and small elites begin to gain a social base on which
more encompassing mobilization drives may be built. 37 Although encompassing mobilization is still far from inevitable, after such projects, it is more
likely to occur.
The projects which lead to mobilization take-offs are often more readily
identifiable in the history of collectivities than of societies; the former, being
less institutionalized, have to rely more on the formation of new organizations. But major mobilization drives of societies-that is, drives that trans·
form the levels of mobilization-are often marked by a mobilizing event
(or set of events), whether it be the Pearl Harbor attack on the United States
in 194 [ for the American war effort or the Communist coup in Czechoslovakia
in 1948 for the mobilization of several West European societies into the
subsequent NATO effort. 38 While at first it might seem that projects are
planned by social movements whereas mobilizing events "occur" in societies,
the difference is one of degree rather than dichotomous. Thus, the civil
rights movement was, at most, only partially aware, at the initiation of the
Montgomery bus boycott, of the take-off nature of this project, and the
United States government over-dramatized the expansionist tendencies of
the Soviet Union in 1948 to enhance American mobilization.
Projects entail an internal change in the mobilizing units because they
generate new personal and collective commitments. There is growing evidence that the most effective way to commit a person is for him to act, to
participate, in a "sample" of the intended line of action. Under conditions
which are far from specified, that which is at first a minor commitment may
gradually expand in scope and intensity (from signing a petition to carrying
a sign; from boycotting a shop to participation in a sit-in). 39 Other personal
changes than an increase in emotional commitment are involved: Consciousness of the political map and news grows; some resources are shifted
from personal to collective use; the pattern of the consumption of time
is altered-e.g., from the pool room and the neighborhood bar to
participation in a social movement. lt is our impression that not only do very
few of the student activists who participate in political projects take part in
panty raids, goldfish swallowing, and telephone booth stuffing, but also that
in the months and years in which political projects are more common, the
incidence of a-political, expressive, tension-releasing activities is lower than
when political projects are less common.
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This would suggest that some shifting from one kind of activity to another
occurs. This shifting seems not to mean that the leaders of tension-releasing
activities become the leaders of political projects, but that they do become
participants in these projects, which suffices, we suggest, to reduce the
frequency of the so-called "rowdy" activities. The same may hold for deviant
activities. 40
Closely related are the changes in interaction patterns; since not all
members are mobilized to the same degree at the same time, we expect that
the more mobilized members will tend toward higher interaction with other
more mobilized people and avoid interaction with less activated ones.

Chain Reaction
Although projects may be necessary for moving the mobilization process
of a previously unmobilized societal unit from the initiation to the take-off
stage, they are not expected to suffice, under most circumstances, to
mobilize broadly even a collectivity and certainly not a society. Many
mobilization processes have taken off for a short time, lost momentum, and
been extinguished after a period of heightened activities; mobilization then
returns toward the old level.
In those sub-sets of processes from which a more encompassing, macroscopic, and permanent mobilization results, the process follows the pattern
of a slow chain reaction. When a passive collectivity or society is activated
through a mobilization process, the process resembles the conversion (or
transformation) of a poorly combustible material rather than of a highly
volatile one. In other words, the process is relatively slow and there is almost
never the simultaneous activation of all or even of the majority of the subunits of any societal unit. Or, to put it differently, collectivities on the move
do not move frontally, with all or most of their members in roughly the same
position like an attacking platoon ; rather, the members differ in the extents
of their activation with some sub-units more activated than others. Mobilization, as we see it, is usually not a mass situation in which a charismatic
leader activates a large body of men (or a societal movement) more or less
simultaneously, like a match set to gasoline. Rather, the process is similar to
lighting heavy, damp, wooden logs. If the projects are the societal matches,
they will ignite the conversion process only in a few limited sub-units, and
only if some relatively more volatile (i.e., more given to activation) twigs are
available. That is, some elites or some relatively more educated or selfconscious or unbalanced sub-units are the first to be activated. Even when
these are highly mobilized-Le., yield a relatively high amount of energy for
the collective action- other sub-units of the same societal unit are merely
beginning to "warm up" and to be mobilized to a lower degree, while many
others are still largely passive. On those occasions in which the process of
conversion is continued, the ratio of the sub-units activated to those left
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relatively or completely passive slowly increases. Descriptive· accounts
of such processes are available even in the daily press. For instance, of the
approximately 2,000 colleges and universities in the United States, the student
bodies of only a few followed the 1964 Berkeley Free Speech Movement
with similar movements; another few engaged in smaller projects, a somewhat larger sub-set actively re-examined student-faculty and studeotadrnioistration relations without engaging in any projects, a still larger
sub-set devoted increased attention to the issue, and the remaining ones were
barely affected.
The sequences which this process of gradual and uneven mobilization
follows are as yet unspecified: Which elites and sub-collectivities are mobilized
earlier and which later? In which situations does the process advance rather
than exhaust itself? Under what conditions does a backlash ensue ? Jn short,
the details of societal chain reactions are yet to be explored.
Another main point for which the thermodynamic analogy holds is that
the activation of some sub-units has a similar-though usually, at least,
initially, a smaller-effect on a sub-set of the other sub-units; that is, activated
sub-units have a catalytic role. A full study of the relative efficacy of various
catalytic agents under various environmental cond itions for the mobilization
of different kinds of societal units should be as much a part of societal
analysis as it is of thermodynamics.
It follows from the above discussion that we expect mobilization to be
an elitist process. There is not one elite and a mass of followers but rather
several elites, semi-elites, and various sub-collectivities activated to varying
degrees, some of whom are more mobilized than others but not as mobilized
as the elites, as well as various groups of more passive sympathizers, onlookers, and occasional contributors.

The Mobilization Struggle
The capacity of a societal unit to act and its historical impact depend
considerably on the outcome of the internal struggle between the mobilizers
and the unmobilized members of a unit, a struggle which is evident in
practically all major mobilization processes. 41 The Cecil B. De Mille version
of history ha:s the slaves (or occupied nations, or colonized peoples) "rise.''
Actually, if and when such an uprising occurs, it usually follows many years
of mobilization efforts, during which an internal leadership is slowly built
up and expanded and the mobilizing sub-units gain in members and
sympathizers ; even at the end of such a process, the attention, loyalties, and
utilitarian assets of the members are unevenly tapped. Mobilization is, thus,
a process which slowly penetrates from one societal layer to another but
rarely encompasses all of them or progresses very rapidly precisely because
of this internal struggle.
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The struggle takes place because, in principle, some if not all of the subunits and their members are opposed to releasing assets at their command to
other goals and to the mobilizing unit, and even when goals are shared,
there are differences in the views of the means to be applied and the pace at
which mobilization is to proceed, and so on. While in part these differences
are resolved through various consensus-formation mechanisms, in part their
resolution almost invariably involves the exercise of power of one kind or
another by the mobilizers against those members who impede the expansion
of the process. 42
ln a period of crisis, the societal unit gains an additional action capacity,
as each sub-unit moves up several notches on the mobilization scale;
supporters of the action augment their contributions, volunteerc; work harder
and longer, the elites increase their efforts, and usually passive sub-units are
partially activated. But these factors reduce the extent of the internal
differentiation of the mobilization structure only to a limited degree, and
even in crises, the struggle between those who seek higl1er levels of mobilization and those who are relatively passive continues. Thus, for instance, even
at the height of a struggle for national independence, many sub-collectivities
wish to proceed more slowly and take fewer risks. The differentiation may
be in the other direction- with some sub-colJectivities seeking more activation than those in control of the collectivity-wide organizations-but the
differences remain in any case.

The Role of Organizations in the M ohilizations of
Collectivities
Internal mobilization can proceed under the control of external elites,
but the more external the control, the lower the level of mobilization reached,
the less encompassing the process in terms of the sub-collectivities and the
facets of their activities mobilized, and the higher the cost of mobilization.
These disadvantages occur because external elites tend to be less responsive
than internal elites. 43 Moreover, mobilization take-off is often associated
with the internalization of control-that is, the shifting of control from
external elites to internal ones. This holds for such mobilizations as the
European labor movement in which control shifted from middle-class
leaders to workers, colonial independence movements in which native elites
superseded foreign ones, the Zionist movement in which control shifted from
Jews in the Diaspora to Jews in Palestine, and many other processes.
Another relevant subject (which need not be studied here) is the change
from one kind of elite to another with t he mobilization take-off. Theoretically,
the same elite may control both a pre-mobilization and a post-mobilization
unit as well as the mobilization processes. Jn practice, however, few elites
seem to show sufficient flexibility in their steering capacities, communities-of~
assumptions, and personalities; a change of elites is commonly associated with
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the mobilization take-off. 44 Since in some cases this entails a radicalization
of the mobilization while in others it leads to its moderation, the causes,
patterns, and consequences of these changes of elites need yet to he explored.
Elites are often the heads of organizations, or, conversely, organizations
are the arms of elites. Organizations are a major tool of the process of
mobilization and a major instrument through which collectivities "fix" the
higher levels of control obtained in the process. Organizations-their elites,
staffs, power hierarchies, and communication networks-usually constitute
the most mobilized sub-unit of a collectivity (the main exceptions are mass
situations and social movements). Viewed dynamically, this means that the
act of organizing a previously unorganized collectivity or sub-collectivity
tends to entail an increase in its level of mobilization , even though
organizations rarely encompass more than a small fraction of the collectivities
t hey " represent. " 45 The launching of new political parties or new labor
unions are typical examples of such organizational mobilizations.
Rarely is the mobilization of a collectivity controlled by one organization,
even though a society is frequently mobilized by one state. On the collectivity
level, as a rule, the initial mobilization is carried out by two or more organiza·
tions. While this may seem redundant and wasteful, especially as these
organizations tend to be in conflict with each other, it should be noted that
these organizations tend to differ in their recruitment bases in terms of the
sub-units of the same collectivity on which they draw. Frequently, some
appeaJ more to lower sub-collectivities and some to higher ones in the same
broad stratification layer, in terms of the average education of the membership,
the members' psychological orientations (e.g., as established by the authoritarianism F-scale), etc. 46 There is much reason to believe that if there were only
one organization, the mobilization would be lower and less encompassing.
Relations between the various organizations which mobilize the same
collectivity, aim for the same basic transformation, and face the same
external opposition are frequently marked by strain and conflict as well as
by a low level of and a difficult coordination. This holds for labor movements (e.g., the struggle between Social Democrats and Communists), peace
movements (e.g., the conflict between religious and left pacifists), independence movements, and religious movements.
The considerable analytic similarities in the strains between the militant
and the moderate organizations (or sub-organizations) in these varying
movements and historical, societal, and cultural contexts are rarely observed
by the participants and often ignored by observers. The lack of coordination,
the energy consumed by conflicts "within the movement," and the charges of
passivity and timidity on the one hand and of irresponsibility and a lack of
appeal to a broad base on the other are freq ucntly presented as problems
idiosyncratic to particular movements. 4 7 From the viewpoint of sociological
analysis, such strains and conflicts among the organizational arms of any
mobilizing collectivity should be "routine" and expected. What is of interest

•
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and in need of study are the differences in the extent of this conflict. Secondly,
efforts to eliminate these strains and confticts are futile, and, at least to a
degree, from the viewpoint of the actors invo.Jved, these strains are
"functional. " On balance, they seem to enhance mobilization and to reduce
counter-mobilization. The squabbles between "left" (pro-Chi na) Communists
and "right" (pro-Soviet) Communist Parties in Kerala, India, did not prevent
both parties from increasing their share of the vote and from gaining jointly
a majority of the State Assembly, in 1967.*
The disparate organizations which activate any one collectivity also tend
to differ in the degrees of commitment they require- that is, in the levels of
mobilization they require the sub-units they mobilize to reach. Some
organizations are more demanding than others- for instance, a religious
order as compared to the Church, or a political movement as against a
political party. The divergent organizations provide legitimation for different
levels of mobilization, thus allowing individuals who seek higher levels of
commitment to be recruited without imposing the same standards on those
who are only wiJling to participate less intensively and whose support would
be Jost if every member who wanted to participate in the mobilization had
to do so at a high level of intensity.
Some members are interested primadly jn political action (labor parties,
NAACP), while others are concerned with economic action (most trade
unions, the Urban League); some members seek to join moderate
organizations and would not join a radical one and vice versa; still other
members belong to both radical and moderate organizations, some of which
are political while others are economic. As the commitments of the members
in each organization are frequently ideological, too great an extent of interorganizational coordination and cooperation would antagonize some of the
members of each of the organizations. 4 8 Under these conditions, two or
more organizations which are in some coollict with each other may mobilize
more members than one "united" organization or two well-coordinated
organizations. Furthermore, a measure of conflict among organizations tends
to enhance the members' loyalty and engagement. 4 9 lt does not follow,
however, that the greater the number of organizations, the higher the level of
mobilization; there is a sharpJy declining marginal utility once there are more
than two organizations. But two disparate organizations seem to mobilize a
collectivity more effectively than one, and three are probably more effective
than two, though in the latter case, the marginal gain is probably
considerably smaller.
The multi-organizational character of mobilizing collectivities also seems
functional for the limiting of counter-mobilization. Here, the key variables
seem to be the scope and intensity of the internecine conflict. The less total
• Joseph Lelyvcld, "Communism, Kerala Style," New York Times Magazine, (April 30,
1967), p. 30.
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the conflict, the fewer the losses entailed and the higher the gains which are
often attained. The following historical instance iliustrates this point; scores
of others could be provided. In the 1940s, the British, as the colonial power in
Palestine, faced two major underground organizations, one broadly based
and moderate (Hagana) and the other much more narrowly based and
militant (lrgun). T he two organizations were in conflict. They criticized
each other venomously; in some instances, the Hagana informed the British
police of activities of the lrgun, and the lrgun provoked the British in ways and
situations opposed to Hagana policy. It was widely believed by members of
both organizations that they would have been much more effecdve had there
been no such inter-organizational conflict, and various attempts were made
at reconciliation and unification. In retrospect, however, it seems that the
British were considerably hampered by these two facets of the Israeli independence movement. Liberal public opinion thro ughout the world and in
Britain itself supported the moderates (though the militant Irgun was not
without a following). When the /rgun engaged in an "extremist" act which
otherwise might have brought massive British retaliation, the lrgun members
hid in the community at large, which had basically moderate Hagana
sympathies. With few exceptions, British forces found it difficult and
politically unwise (because of external public opinion and the fear of encouraging the moderates to become more militant) to constitute harsher
police measures against the community at large. Thus, Jrgun and Hagana
could both function, with one increasing the costs and casualties of the
colonial regime, and the other-while, of course, also participating in the
anti-colonial strife-maintaining the all-important support of " third" parties
("world" public opinion) and deterring harsher counter-measures. (The
situation is somewhat analogous to a guerrilla movement's having a sanctuary
across the border). The harsher the opponent and the less reluctant he is to
treat the moderates that shield the militants as if they were militants themselves, the smaller the advantages of inter-organizational diversity and
conflict fo r the mobilization of a collectivity. However, even the Nazis in their
occupation of Europe, could not completely escape the negative (from their
viewpoint) effects of the division between local moderates and militants in
the occupied communities. so

The Limits of Mobilization
In short, the generally low level of mobili:z.ation, its slow and uneven (or
elitist) nature, and the functional aspects of inter-organizational diversity,
strain, and conflict seem to be three uni versa I features of the mobilization of
social movements.
Mobilization itself has a cost; that is, some energy is expended in increasing the level of mobilization to bring about the entailed changes in the
structure of the unit. Moreover, under most conditions, mobilization has a
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rising marginal cost. We expect that the transfer of each additional segment of
sub-unit assets to unit control costs significantly more than the transfer of the
preceding segment. And, a societal unit's ability to mobilize is limited by the
fact that, after mobilization reaches a given level (to be determined
empirically), any additional increase will cost more than the gains in assets
that may be achieved and, hence, will curtail rather than increase the unit's
action capacity. This is the so to speak absolute limit of mobilization;
beyond this level, it become self-contradictory. Many barriers are encountered, though, weU before the absolute limit is approached.
Mobilization barriers affect many societal situations. For instance, they
limit the amount of taxes a government can levy by entailing rising administrative costs and, more importantly, rising citizehs' resistance. Similarly, the
extent of the psychological mobilization of members of totalitarian regimes
is limited by the fatigue, boredom, and resistance generated by excessive
attempts to indoctrinate. The fruitfuln ess of the concept of mobilization
barriers is illustrated in that when it is projected onto processes not previously
explored io these terms, it alerts us to analytically parallel phenomena. For
instance, there seems to be a barrier to the mobilization of political support in
election campaigns. As new and "floating" votes are or seem to be exhausted,
the mobiljzation of additional voters entails an appeal to members of the
opposition by a campaigning party, which, in turn, often leads to the dilution
of the party's program and image. 1f this is continued, a point is reached at
which more voters of the mobilizing party are lost than voters of the opposition are gained. Even before this point is reached, parties encounter the rising
"costs" of appealing to the voters of other parties.
While every societal unit encounters mobilization barriers, these barriers
differ among cultures 1rnd historical periods. In general, totalitarian societies
can mobilize more easily and can remain relatively more mobilized for a
longer period of time than pluralistic ones. Modern societies are more
mobilized than were most previous societies and developed nations are more
mobilized than developing ones. These differences can be roughly measured
by the percentage of the GNP the governments use, the percentage of the
manpower employed or drafted by the governments, and the intensity of the
identification with the nation or with national bodies (such as the Party)
as against the identification with sub-units (such as tribes, local leaders, and
regions). For these comparisons to be more accurate, differences in costs as
well as in the amount of energy mobilized must be taken into account. To
state that a barrier is different in two kinds of societies or in two periods in
the same society is to suggest that the levels of mobilization attained are
significantly different though the costs vary to the same degree.
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External Mobilization: Inter- and Supra-Unit Relations
We have explored the ways in wbich a societal unit, under a given set of
conditions, raises its level of mobilization. But the analysis of the degree to
which such internal mobilization leads to an increased capacity to act must
take into account the mobilizing unit's relations to other units in the same
situation and to the supra-units of which it is a member. While there are
common types of societal situations in which the relatively limited
mobilization of one societal unit resulted in a major transformation-many
instances of decolonization, for example- there is another category of
situation in which the opposite relationship prevails: A relatively high level of
mobilization of one societal unit yields little societal change. The question
becomes: Under what conditions does the mobilization of a unit lead
toward an increased capacity to change other units and itself?
We have stressed the macroscopic significance for societal action of
intense mobilization as compared to the significance of other, particularly
external, factors. This is most evident in an analytically pure situation in
which the actor and the system under study are the same- i.e., there are no
supra-unit constraints. The United States in the last generation of the
modern period approximated this analytic situation. Many societal actors,
though, are members of systems in which they are bound, to a much larger
degree, to other units and into supra-units. A study of the effects of the
mobilization of such units is incomplete without taking into account their
relations to other units and to the supra-units.
This is the case for two related reasons: (a) The mobilization of a unit
increases its power and, thus, by definition, changes the power of some other
units. To understand the new relations created by mobilization, it is necessary to understand the preceding relations. For example, the rising role of
the right and the center in France under De Gaulle's regime must be viewed
against the background of their pre-1958 relative weakness vis-a-vis the left.
(b) At the same time, the mobilization of a unit tends, by itself, to have effects
on the mobilization of other units and supra-units, and, thus, in order to
analyze the results of the efforts of any one unit, not only must the unit's
relations to other units be studied, but also the effects of the changes in the
internal state of one unit on the internal states of the others.

Inter-Unit Effects: Counter-Mobilization
First, the action effects of the mobilization drive of one unit depend considerably on the degree to which this drive triggers counteMnobilizations in
other ur:iits in the same system or situation, which seek to neutralize the new
power of the mobilizing unit or to block its intended self-changes. Of course,
other processes are simultaneously operative which affect both the relations
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among and the relative power of the various units. But there is no reason to
believe that these other factors-which are unrelated to the drive in question
- wi11 suddenly change in the direction of increasing the resistance to a line of
action only because unit Xis pursuing it more actively. However, this is the
case with mobilization; the mobilization of a unit frequently does trigger
the mobifization of opponents either of the unit or of the line of action that
the new mobilization is expected to energize. The United States and Russia,
in the period between 1947 and the mid-1960s, continually counter-mobilized
each other, which generated an upward-spiralling arms race. A California
poll reported that 92 per cent of the adult public had heard or read something about student_demonstrations at Berkeley ; while this was a very high
mobilization of attention, it was not quite the mobilization the students
favored, since most of the attention amounted to counter-mobi!ization74 per cent of those asked expressed disapproval of the demonstrations. 51
Increases in the action capacity of a unit arc determined by the net
amount of its mobilization- that is, by the results of its mobilization minus
the results of the counter-mobilization(s) it triggered. A universal strategic
problem of mobilizing units is finding modes of mobilization that will
trigger as little counter-mobilization as possible or at least less "static" than
the unit itself can gain in "dynamics." This is by no means always accomplished. For instance, the Soviet Union's production of new intercontinental missiles in the Jate 1950s was perceived by influential groups
in the United States as creating a "missile gap," which, in turn, helped to
bring about an American counter-mobilization much larger than the initial
Soviet effort. The student burning of draft cards in 1965 to draw the public's
attention to their objections to United States policy in Vietnam motivated
demonstrations in support of the policy and adamant rejection of the students'
critique of the war. In the following weeks, the percentage of Americans
supporting greater involvement in Vietnam significantly increased. Gallup
asked a national sample of Americans: "If a candidate for Congress in
your district advocated sending a great many more men to Vietnam, would
you be more inclined or less inclined to vote for him?" In September, 1965,
before the demonstrations, 33 per cent said they would be more incJined.
By mid-November, this had risen to 46 per cent. 52 Other answers to similar
questions showed the same basic response.
Counter-mobilization also encompasses organizational aspects; when
labor organized itself nationally, the manufacturers responded by forming
nation-wide manufacturers' associations. 53 Independence movements often
paralleled colonial administrations, and the boundaries of many new African
nations remain the arbitrary boundaries initially drawn by the colonial
powers. 54
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Inter-Unit Mobilization
There are almost always more than two actors in a system. Often, the
actors are not only, at least initially, advocates and proponents but include
"third parties," uncommitted units who are potential allies of the mobilizing
sides. As a rule, the outcome of the mobilization drive of any one unit cannot
be determined or explained unless the actions and reactions of these other
units are studied. In surprisingly many cases, the units least involved in a
conflict have the greatest amoiml of power over its outcome, because they
arc more powtirful than any of the actors directly involved (e.g., the United
States and the USSR in the conflicts between Israel and the Arab states and
between India and Pakistan); they exert a major make-weight effect (e.g..
the balancers in several traditional balance-of-power systems) ; or, while
weak, they consitute the main "floating" vote wnich the sides can nope to
gain (e.g., in many democratic national elections). Quite often, when we
explore the reasons that a particular mobilization drive was much more
successful than ~ers (in terms of the goals of the actor), the unit which
prevailed was not the actor who mobilized more of his own assets or kept his
opponent(s) least mobilized but was the one who mobilized the most help
from other units-i.e., in effect, made the greatest use of other units' assets
to energize a course of action he favored.
Israel's successful anti-colonial effort in 1948 cannot be understood
without taking into account tbe support of American Jewry ; India's independence must be studied in relation to the support of the British Labour
Party ; the initiation of a southern civil rights movement probably would
have been much weaker without the support of northern liberals; and a
study of the Puerto Rican "boot strap" development must include the role of
North American capital, New York City relief laws, and United States tax
concessions. Historical accounts, especially those written by members of the
acting units, tend to underplay the allies' role and to exaggerate that of the
actor. The significance of allies often rests in the fact that they command
many more assets than the mobilizing actors, and, hence, even a small
amount of mobilization on their part might suffice to tip the scale. 55 This is
especially dramatic when the ally is a sub-unit of the opponent of the acting
unit, as was the case, for instance, in Gandhi's independence movement.
Without the support of the Labour Party, his non-violent techniques would
have been much less effective.

Supra-Unit Mobilization
When the units are members of a supra-unit-for instance, when the actors
are collectivities and the supra-unit is a society, especially one that is organized
by a state- the side(s) which mobilizes the supra-unit is much more likely to
prevajl than those which do not, especially in the post-modern period. The

•
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state commands an increasingly larger amount of coercive, utilitarian, and
even normative assets and power, both legitimate and illegitimate, than most
other units. The significance of the changing support of the federal government in the civil rights movement in the South illustrates this point. It is true
that, in part, the direction the government took reflects that of the various
member units of the American society; as the civil rights movement lost societal support in 1966, its Federal support also declined. But, to a degree, the
state has an autonomous and mobilizing effect of its own, reflecting its
institutionalized values, its leadership, and its interest groups. And the very
large amount of power it has provides a focus for the struggle among the
member collectivities: Mobilizing its "alliance" becomes increasingly
important in these kinds of systems. In contrast, unit, ally, and countermobilization increase in relative significance when the supra-unit is weak,
as is illustrated by the 1966 tribal warfare in Nigeria.

Transforming the Supra-Unit Structure
So far, we have explored the process of mobilization from the viewpoint
of a mobilizing unit- its internal efforts, its mobilization of allies, the
counter-currents it generates, and the role a supra-unit may play. We now
take the viewpoint of a supra-unit whose member units are mobilizing to
change not so much themselves as the structure of the supra-unit of which
they are members. To avoid an excessively abstract discussion, we assume
for the balance of this section that the units are collectivities which are
organized in varying degrees, while the supra-unit is a society that is sufficiently integrated to constitute a viable entity. The mobilization of the other
kind of supra-units (i.e., those which are poorly integrated) is explored in the
next section.
The mobilization of one or more collectivities, it seems, must often
precede the introduction of significant changes either in their inter-relations
or in the society's structure. The reason seems to be that existing societal
structures have a stratification and a political, an ideological and a power
base. The actor who seeks to initiate change usually must support his action
with power that is greater than his share in the existing structure. Hence,
mobilization usually must precede transformation (or fundamental change).
Excluded from this generalization are (a) changes in factors which are
trivial from a societal viewpoint, such as in the fashions of the consumption
of cultural items (these changes are often large in quantity and in scope, which
gives them a macroscopic appearance without, in effect, having a societal
significance) ;56 (b) institutionalized changes (e.g., of the party in office,
following elections); and (c) mature changes, especially if they are overdue.
That is, the demand for the change has been built up-i.e., was mobilized
in earlier periods-and the factors which were retarding it have disappeared
or have been weakened. But, we suggest, transformations of societies are not
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of these kinds and are often "premature." Given the plurality of collectivities,
the diversity of interests and viewpoints among them, and, above all, the
tendency of those high in power to favor the existing structure (at least its
basic features)- transformation requires considerable mobilization among
those who favor it.
Attempts at transformations of societies do occur without sufficient unit or
inter-unit mobilization. Many collectivities are often poorly organized,
have poor societal knowledge, and are likely to misjudge the power needed to
bring about societal transformations. (This holds especially for lower
collectivities whose command of knowledge facilities is poor and whose
access to state facilities is slight, but who are most likely to be interested in
such transformations.) This leads to premature attempts at transformation,
to change without adequate mobilization. From this viewpoint, most
successful societal transformations can be seen as the final attempt at change,
following a series of futile or partially unsuccessful efforts in which the level
of mobilization was insufficient. Thus, 1905 mliy be viewed as a "trial run"
for 1917 in the history of the Russian Revolution, and l 776 as a "trial run"
for 1789 in the history of American federation. Often, the "trial runs" arc
less intensive and encompassing than the subsequent actions and serve both
to weaken the opponent and to increase the level of mobilization of the
transforming collectivities and their allies.
Still, it may be asked, will not the mobilization of one or even of a
coalition of collectivities be neutralized by others', with the society's placing
its extra weight on the side of those who seek to preserve the existing societal
structure? Three answers might be given: First, the collectivities which
constitute a society are in a "mixed" conflict-cooperation relationship, and
when some of the society's goals are served, this increases the "payoffs" to
all or most of the member units. The mobilization of a collectivity may,
hence, occur simultaneously with the mobilization of a society. This took
place in Britain io 1940, after Dunkirk.
Secondly, even when the relationship among the collectivities is one of
conflict, the increased mobilization of all of the collectivities transforms the
society in that it increases participation, reduces alienation, and builds up
commitment. A society whose members are more mobilized is more active,
even if this entails a reduction in the level of consensus and a rise in the
amount of conflict.• Democratization-the introduction of previously
excluded members into a democratically constituted polity or the development of such a polity-entails such a mobilization and seems to have the
expected effects though, of course, only for those collectivities which the
democratization encompasses and only to the degree that it is broad in scope
• We deal here with wel l-integra1ed ~ocieties. This point does not hold for supra-units
that are poorly integrated, bei;ause, here, the additional mobilization or the members may
destroy the system.
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and not only formal-political. For instance, though the mobilization of
Negro-Americans generated conflict, to the extent that the civil rights
movement increased its democratization, it did increase the activation of the
American society.
Moreover, even if the societal structure and polity do not become less
rigid and more democratic, there is, in every society; some leeway, some slack,
some options for even the lowest actors. If these are exercised in the direction
of mobilization, the objective situation is changed and the distribution of
power is altered. This, in turn, often allows an additional increase in the
assets of the lower collectivities and, hence, improvement in their mobilization potential. Moreover, often the first actors to mobilize are not the lower
collectivities but the unbalanced ones which then involve the lower ones in
the process, though usually not the lowest ones.
Finally, as the various collectivities that constitute a society are unevenly
mobilized at any point in time, changes in the levels of mobilization of the
various member collectivities invariably alter the relative mobilization
leveh of the collectivities and, hence, their respective power and the society's
structure. For instance, a greater mobilization of the lower collectivitiesoften the least mobilized ones, other things being equal-tends to make for a
more egalitarian society.
Thus, from the viewpoint of each collectivity, its mobilization efforts and
the external constraints upon them (which include the society's structure)
affect each other. Mobilization uses whatever options the structure allows for
changing it, and changing the structure can expand these options. Thus, the
mobilization of Negro-Americans in the early nineteen-sixties led to some
reallocation of utilitarian assets, increased political representation, and so on,
which, in turn, improved the conditions for the additional mobilization of
this collectivity.
Such mutual reinforcing processes frequently exhaust themselves before a
tipping point in favor of transformation is reached. 57 But after such a process, the members rema in more committed and active, and- to the degree
that the ohjective situation has changed to allow for more activation- the
collectivity is more in line with its socio-political context, and future
mobilizations will be less difficult. Of course not every actor can be mobilized
to do everything; the objective situation does set constraints, often narrow
ones, which hold in check even the most mobilized actors. The question is
one of relative emphasis. Our thesis is that (a) much can be gained by the
self-mobilizati on of an actor and by the mobilization of others' support for
the actor's goal or for joint and shared goals, and that (b) the actor's capacity
to be mobilized and to mobili1.e others is determined by external factors to a
lesser extent than is often assumed. Under conditions which have been in
part explored above and which in part need specification in future research,
projects trigger a chain reaction which leads a societal unit to exercise the
relatively more active options within the range available under the given
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structural constraints, which, in turn, loosens these constraints. This may
lead to societal transformation. And even when it does not, the stratification
structure and polity of a mobilized collectivity and of a society whose
collectivities have been mobilized are rarely the same as those of passive,
pre-mobilized ones.
The theory of societal guidance outlined here differs from the main
functionalist theories not only in its greater concern with transformation
as a process but also in its systematic concern with the sources of chan~
with societal energy, assets, and power. It does not suffice to specify the norms
which characterize a new societal pattern and to say, for instance, that
industrialization requires an "achievement" orientation (or a universalistic,
specific, or neutral one), even if the socialization and institutional patterns
necessary for such an orientation are spelled out We need to know the ways
in which the "achievement"-oriented (e.g., commercial) classes did or may
gain in power over the ascribed classes (e.g., the landed aristocracy) or
achieve their cooperation, changes which- assuming the initial weakness of
the new classes-require a study of the sources of their new power. This
leads, in part, to a study of changes in technology and in the societal
environment; it also leads to the study of changes in the internal makeup of
the achievement-oriented classes-above all, in their capacity for mobiJizing
themselves and others. The concept of mobilization, thus, ties asset and
power analysis to the study of the sources and patterns of societal change and
trnnsformation.

Supra-Unit Building
When there is no supra-unit or when it is weak, unit-mobilization drives
may be aimed not at triggering the power of the supra-unit on the side of the
unit or at transforming the supra-unit's structure, but at initiating or
strengthening the supra-unit; i.e., new energy will be invested to build up the
supra-unit bonds. Modernization and unification are two processes which
involve such mobilization. Our purpose here is not to explore these important
processes in their own right but to relate them briefly to the general process
of mobilization.

Mobilization and Modernization
The concept of mobilization is often encountered in discussions of
modernization, 58 in which it is widely associated with the transfer of the
control of assets from collectivities (tribes, rural communities) to societies
(often, national ones). The term is used to refer to the increased exposure to
national mass media (such exposure increases the receptivity of the members
of the society to the messages of a national government), to the shifting of
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the labor force from traditional to modern pursuits, to an increased level of
education, to a loss of traditional religious orientations, and to a rise in the
extent of secular political identification. 59
The relation of modernjzation to mobilization is obviously very close;
it seems, however, fruitful not to use mobilization as a synonym for modernization because we then liave two terms for one process and none for the
process referred to here as mobilization. Also, many of the aspects of
modernization do not involve mobilization-for instance, the processes
entailed in determining the usage." of the assets made available by mobiJiza.
tion. (To put it technically, while conversion ratios and patterns do affect
each other, they vary independently.) There are mobilization processes that
do not lead to modernization, as, for instance, when the assets built up are
used for war or to .finance territorial-political ambitions. Finally, some
forms of mobilization block rather than advance modernization; for instance,
the increased mobilization of traditional collectivities is ofter\ a major source
of the resistance to modernization.
One reason that the two concepts are occasionally treated as synonyms is
that the same concrete process may serve both mobilization and modernization. An increase in literacy, for example, may enhance the ability of a
society to draw its population into national service and simplify the introduction of modern administrative or production techniques. But analytically,
the two processes-an increase in the ratio of assets under an actor's control
and the use of assets for modernization-arc best kept separate.
Several authorities seem to assume that mobilization barriers are loweri.e., the capacity to mobilize at a given cost is higher- the more disintegrated
a traditional society. Dissolving traditional villages and weakening the
bonds of extended families are viewed as prerequisites for the mobilization
of a population into a modern societal framework . Deutsch, for instance,
first defines mobilization as modernization: "Social mobilization is a name
given to an overall process of change, which happens to substantial parts of
the population in countries which arc moving from traditional to modern
ways of life. " 60 He then sees mobilization as following an integrationdisintegration-reintegration sequence:" ... social mobilization can be defined,
therefore, as the process in which major clusters of old social, economic and
psychological commitments are eroded or broken and people become
available for new patterns of socialization and behavior." 6 L The hypothesis
that mobilization or modernization requires the disintegration of traditional
social units deserves to be tested, but it should not be part of the definitions
of the concepts. Moreover, it seems to us that the hypothesis is at most
partially valid--that is, true under some circumstances.
Some weakening of traditional ties and identifications probably enhances
the mobilization for modernization. A high level of integration consumes
many assets and members' energies and, thus, competes with the service of
other goals. Second , and more important, it makes transformation more
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difficult, as a high degree of cohesion is likely to obstruct the reconstruction
which modernization requires. But by no means is the ability to modernize
greater the more disintegrated and, hence, anomic the old structures have
become.62 First, highly disintegrated collectivities or sub-collectivities have
their own particular barriers to mobilization. Their membership is hard to
organize (e.g., farm hands, slum dwellers), Jacks social discipline, and tends
to be psychologically rigid and socially deviant, which makes the learning of
new behavior patterns difficult and social control costly. For national
projects, the mobilization barriers of such units may be as considerable, if
not higher, than those of traditional units. Second, traditional units can serve
as effective foundations of mobilization for modernization if they are transformed rather than disintegrated. 63 Associational processes are a base on which
to build mobilization; if they are deficient, mobilization-both in opposition
to and in favor of change-is more difficult than when they arc stronger.
An example might illustrate this point. Shortly after the state of Israel
was founded, there was a wave of mass immigration from a large number of
countries. The immigrants differed consider.ably in terms of their cultural
backgrounds, levels of education, languages, and other such variables. The
most effective way in which to integrate these immigrants rapidly into Israeli
society, it was believed by Israeli authorities, was to dissolve the traditional
groups and to "mix" the immigrants into such modern units as classrooms,
army platoons, and new settlements. Unable to communicate with each other
in their respective languages and to reinforce each other's immigrant culture,
they would have to speak Hebrew and absorb the Israeli culture. Disintegration of the old groups would open the way to new integration. Actually, this
approach seems to have generated a r.itualistic adherence on the part of the
immigrants to their old norms and groupings. It became increasingly evident
that effective acculturation required gaining the support of the existing
leadership of the immigrant groups and maintaining the groups or providing
them with new "Israeli" leadership, attempting to transform their cultures and
structures rather than attempting to "erode" or "disintegrate" them. 64
In some cases, modernization may entail demobilization rather than
mobilization, at least in the sense that fewer commitments to the collectivity
are demanded and more leeway is allowed for private initiative. The rise of
Western industrial societies, especially those which grew from absolutist
states, and the political liberalization of the economies of communist
totalitarian societies have such demobilization aspects. For currently
developing countries, various levels of mobilization and demobilization
might be combined, such as the mobilization of the extended families and
the demobilization of castes.
It is important to bear in mind that the concept of mobilization ought
always to refer to a particular unit or set of units, and that the mobilization of
one unit often constitutes the demobilization of another. For example, at each
point in time, an increase in the national control of utilitarian assets requires
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a decrease in the control of these assets by some other unit(s). It, therefore, is
essential to keep the reference unit fixed for any single study.
The relationship between the rise of modern society and mobilization
further illustrates this point: A society may show many of the symptoms
usually associated with the concept of "mass society," either because the
micro-social units are disintegrating or because their ties to the society at
large have been undermined. ln the first situation, if mobilization occurs, it is
much more likely to be totalitarian; in the second, it is much more likely to
be associated with a revival of some mode of democratic or authoritarian
institutions.

Mobilization and Political Unification
A basic feature of mobilization should be restated here because of its
particular significance for the study of unification-the bonding of units into
supra-units. This bonding requires a shift of control from the units to the
supra-unit. It also needs energy to support the effort and, often, power to
overcome the resistance to unification often encountered. Mobilization
entails a change of control and a re-channeling of energy. A poor unit may
contribute more energy to "fuel" supra-unit actions than an affluent unit ifa
larger fraction of the former's assets is mobilized. An increase in the possessions or output of the member units only potentially increases the supra-unit's
capacity to act, because the new assets may not be mobilized for the particular line of action in question or for any action by the supra-unit but rather
be used for the activities of units or sub-units. lt, therefore, is of interest to
note that historical processes of political unification were preceded not by a
general increase in the assets of the member units of the unifying systems but
by improvements in the administrative and communication capacities and
assets of one or, at most, a few member-units, which provided for the unification process. That is, these increases were not in just any unit but in those
units which led the process of unification and were willing to mobilize part
of their increased organizational capacities and new assets for unification.
Prussia served as such a unit in the unification of Germany and Piedmont in
the unification of Italy. 65
While both unification and mobilization entail a change in the control
of assets, the processes differ from each other in two ways: (a) Unification
entails many other changes as well-for instance, in the scope of the
associational bonds, the substance of the values, and so forth. That is,
unification has a mobilization aspect but it is a more inclusive concept.
(b) On the other hand, the mobilization included in a process of unification
is only one kind of mobilization-that in which the supra-unit control of unitassets increases. As we have seen, many other mobilization processes are
possible, including the unit mobilization of supra-unit assets. The two
concepts, thus, relate like two cross-cutting circles.
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Finally, unification may proceed without unit or supra-unit mobilization
when an external elite covers the costs. This, however, tends to have distorting
effects on the developing political structure of the rising suprn-unit. In the
West Indies, for instance, Britain provided funds and administrative skills to
assist in the federation of ten islands. This permitted the federation to be
initiated with a very limited degree of indigenous mobilization. But Britain
also provided for the disproportionately high representation of the smaller
islands in the federal institutions, which ultimately was one of the reasons for
the secession of the larger islands. 66 The price of a low level of mobilization
was not only a lack of support but also a political structure that did not fit or
adjust sufficiently to the indigenous societal reality and soon collapsed. For a
societal unit or supra-unit to be active, its political structure mui;t "fit" its
societal base, at least within broad limits. This concept of socio-political
"fit" or responsiveness is a subject of the next part of this volume. Thus, while
societal mobilization-like the other elements of societal control explored so
far-constitutes an essential element of activation, it does not suffice to
provide for an active society; consensus-formation must be added to transform societal control into societal guidance. This is the main difference, as
we shall see, between the applications of societal and physical energy.
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PART FOUR

SOCIETAL CONSENSUS
AND RESPONSIVENESS

ACTIVE-FOR WHAT?
"Active for what?" is a central question of this study. If this question were to be
answered in terms of the personal values of the various observers, the social sciences
would be divided into as many ideologies as there are sets of personal values. On
the other hand, the answer may evolve from the societal directive~ reached through
a process of authentic consensus-building among the actors under study. Such an
assumption allows the social scientist to maintain both a scientific stand and a
transcendental and critical viewpoint, as he seeks to explore the different degrees of
activeness of various societies and, above all, the reasons that a society is not more
responsive to the demands of its members. But are not the demands of various
members in conflict or incompatible? The answer to this question is that (a) to the
degree that a society is able to act in unison at all, it has some mechanisms for converting the aggregate demands of its members into collective directives, and it is its
responsiveness to these directives that can be assessed. (b) Societal values may be
realized in situations in which various members have conflicting, even incompatible,
demands so long as the society is responsive to the needs of the membership at
large and not merely to those of a minority.
Two central substantive questions for the study of societal guidance, therefore,
are (a) under what conditions do societies realize their values, and (b) in what ways
are these values determined? Most societies, most of the time, are unable to achieve
the goals they pursue or to solve the problems they seek to solve. The generally low
capacity to guide societal processes, especially societal change, can be traced
analytically to two major kinds of limitations-to deficiencies in control processes,
which have been the focus of much of the previous discussion, and to the lack of
consensus, especially an authentic one, to which we turn our attention now.
The concept of consensus, Marxists have argued, conceals the fact that conflict
is the basis of society. There is no general will which is expressed by the existing
societal pattern; rather, this pattern reflects the imposition of the will of the powerful on the weak, and consensus is one cf the tools used by the powerful to ease their
domination. While we concur that conflict is a basic fact of societal life, and that
societal consensus does often reflect the will of some members of society more
than others, many societal systems do evolve a shared pattern; conflict may continue to occur within and around this pattern, but it is a shared pattern nevertheless.
While there exists no general societal will that operates as a force above and beyond
the members, viable societies have mechanisms which produce, from the disparate
wills of their members, a shared will which-under conditions to be specifieddoes reflect, if to varying degrees, the will of all the members.
To explore the quality of the consensus of a particular kind of society we must
first specify the societal members-i.e., the actors who p<1rticipate in shaping the
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societal directives. Are they individuals whose preferences are aggregated by the
market and voting mechanisms to provide a societal consensus? Are they elites
which produce consensus among the masses as well as the policies which this
consensus endorses? Or is the society composed of a complex web of collective
bonds and organizational links which constitute both the "upward" means of
expression of the collectivities and the "downward" means of control of the societal
elites? In Chapter 16, we explore this morphological question. This discussion of
the composition of society provides a "static," structural backdrop for the study of
societal dynamics that is the' subject of Chapter 17. The interrelations between
consensus and power and the conditions under which consensus is relatively
responsive to the changing needs of the members of a sodety are explored in
Chapter 18.
We cannot over-emphasize that the following discussion provides neither a
theory of modern society and democratic and totalitarian politics, nor an analysis
of American, Soviet, Chinese, and Israeli societies. We are concerned with the
development of a theory of societal guidance and with the specification of its various
components and mechanisms. These are illustrated with examples taken from the
political and societal processes of various types of societies; while this theory may
aid in the analysis of various societies, such an analysis is not attempted here.
The fact that all the chapters of a book cannot be read simultaneously with
"later" arguments supporting "earlier" ones is more regrettable in this part of the
book than in others. Here, we deal with one component of consensus-building; in
contrast to the "mass society" theory, we stress that consensus-building does occur
in post-modern sot:ieties-its structural foundations have not been eroded. It is not
until Chapter 21, however, following the discussion of the boundaries of systems
(in Chapters 19 and 20). that we explore the other major element of consensus: As
we see it, although there is consensus-building in post-modern societies, a significant
part of it is inauthentic.* Our position is, thus, an intermediary one between those
who see the post-modern society pessimistically as a "mass" society aod those who
optimistically see it as a pluralistic society and recognize only one main modern
aberration, totalitarianism. (The reasons for our differences from the first position
are discussed in this part; we deal with the second position in the Epilogue.)

•The concept of inauthenticity is defined and discussed later, pp. 6161f.

CHAPTER 16

The Morphology ?J'Modern
and Post-Modern Societies

WAT ARE

the st•u<ture and o<gan;zation of modem and
post-modern societies?"' Do these societies provide the morphological
conditions which enable the building of consensus? To answer these questions, we first specify the members of a modern (or post-modern) society and
explore the ways in which these members relate to each other (in the first
section of this chapter); we then seek to delineate the differences in the
morphological bases of consensus-building between democratic and totalitarian politics (in the second section of this chapter).

•Here, we treat late-modern and post-modem societies together; they are not signifi.
cantly different in terms of the dimension discussed in this parl. Early-modern societies are
used as a base for comparison.
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Collectivities and Societies
Consensus in "Mass Societies"? 1*
One popular model of the morphology of modern and post-modern
society depicts a mass society in which the leaders who initiate a policy gain
its endorsement by relying on their charismatic appeal and on the mass
media which they control. The leaders are viewed as appealing directly to
the individual members of society who, in turn, respond directly to the
leaders. The model posits direct interaction between the leaders of the
state and the atomized masses; it, thus, assumes that the structures "in
between" have been eroded.
Looking at the individual and his government, one is tempted to see him as
lonely, powerless, and somewhat frightened by the immensity of the powers he
faces. This is in fact one of the most frequent descriptions of the average man in
modem political societies. In the theory of the "mass society" the individual is
described as reJated directly as individual to the state. He has no other social
resources to support him in this relationship and naturally feels ineffective and
anxious.1
The study of the morphology of the modern societies and of their political
organization is, therefore, irrelevant.
In contrast, we hold that while there is some direct interaction between
the national elites and the citizenry, a )tigh proportion of the socio-political
articulation in modern society occurs in other, less direct, relationships. Moreover, much of the direct interaction which does occur is greatly affected by
the membership of the citizens in a variety of collectivities, sub-collectivities,
and their respective organizations. The national elites devote most of their
time and energy to dealing with organized collectivities and their elites and
only a small part of their resources to direct appeals to "the people." And
the effect of these appeals on the individual citizens is largely determined not
by their specific nature or by the particular elites involved but by the multiple
membership of the citizens in micro- and macro-cohesive groupings and in the
organizations of these groupings. 3 (While the role of direct interaction seems
4
to increase in importance in situations of societal disorganization and crisis,
these situations are highly atypical and cannot be used to study typical
societal morphology.) In short, we hold that an understanding of the
composition and dynamics of the collective units and organizations is essential
for an understanding of the morphological bases of modern and post-modern
consensus-building.
While the process of modernization did entail some disintegration of the
cohesive collective units, we suggest that a much more important effect of
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 456.
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modernization is the transformation of the sub-collectivities', and collectivities•
structures, functions, and links to the society and state. While most members
of modern and post-modern societies seem to have reduced the scope and
intensity of their commitments to these collective (or "intermediary") units
and to the units' elites, those societal sub-units still constitute a major if not
primary basis of membership and action. Although the modern and postmodern state and society are superimposed upon and. to a degree, even
penetrate these collective units, they do not replace them. The finding that
many citizens are "nationalistic" does not weaken our proposition so long as
the sub-national units themselves support and identify with the r.ational unit;
there is no necessary conflict between the two levels of commitment. 5 When
these levels do come into conflict-as between ethnic and national loyaltiesthe potency of the sub-national units becomes evident in societies as different
from each other as Canada, the Soviet Union, Belgium, and Israel. We hold
that all modern and post-modern societies have such sub-units of one
variety or another; these are often ethnic and occasionally religious, regional,
or economic.* lo a sense, they constitute national overlayers, which vary in
their scope and degree of penetration, superimposed upon feudal, federal, or
tribalistic underlayers. 6
A society with viable collective units may still constitute a "mass society"
if the units have no autonomy-Le., if they are controlled by the supra-unit
elites. Hence, once it is established that societal units have not disintegrated,
we need to determine the direction of the fiow of consensus-is it upward,
an approval which the "grass roots" grant to the political elites if their actions
are satisfactory? Or is the fl.ow downward, manufactured by the political
elites? For the most part, we suggest, the process of consensus-building
constitutes a multi-level interplay between individual members and their
collectivities and between these collectivities and the various rolitical elites;
i.e., the process flows both upward and downward. 7 The societal elites'
capacity to produce consensus through manipulation (rather than through
responsiveness to the perspectives of the individual members and the
collectivities) decreases as the competiti9n among the elites increases and
becomes more public. While there are significant differences from this viewpoint among societies, some competition exists within all societies. as well as
some external penetration in which the elites of one society reduce the
capacity of the elites of another society to manipulate its membership (e.g.,
the British Broadcasting Corporation may constrain to some degree the Soviet
elites). The elites of each society are also constrained by the commitments
around which they or their predecessors have built societal consensus in the
past; as we have seen, it is difficult and costly to change contextuating
orientations, and unless contexts are changed, the new bits which can be
introduced are limited to those which fit existing contexts. 11 rinally, the
•Some evidence in supporl of this proposition is cited below.
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members of societies-the collectivities and sub-collectivities-have their
own organizations and elites, policies and power, including some capacity to
change the elites in charge of the society-wide organizations and the statei.e., the national political elites.
From the viewpoint of the national political elites, the collectivities act as
constraints; they must be taken into account and can be manipulated only
to a degree, and organized collectivities offer greater resistance to manipulation than unorganized ones. From the viewpoint of any collectivity and its
elites, the national political elites act as constraints in that they respond to
other collectivities as well and have perspectives of their own.* The study of
consensus-building is, therefore, largely a study of the details of the structured
interaction between collectivities (and coalitions of collectivities) and the
national political elites rather than a study of the responses of the masses to
national charismatic leaders.
The structure of consensus-building has been analyzed as an exchange
between society-wide elites and collectivities. For example, the elites grant
legitimacy to some policies and goals, and the collectivities, in turn, provide
political support (e.g., votes)."' On a highly analytic level, this model suffices;
for the purposes of a more concrete morphological analysis, we must add that
the consensus-building exchange between society-wide elites and collectivities
is itself not direct but mediated and affected by various organizational
structures. These include private and public interest groups, political parties,
voluntary associations, labor unions, and social movements.t
For similar reasons, the analysis of consensus-building can use only
indirectly the findings of public opinion studies which divide the public by
analytic rather than action categories. The analytic approach has greatly
improved public opinion studies by its recognition that the public is to be
treated not as one monolithic unit but as a set of sub-publics. For many
purposes, it has proven productive to characterize these sub-publics according to their individual members' attributes. 10 However, the consensusbuilding structure, especially for domestic policies, is composed not of
educated, semi-educated, and illiterate publics or attentive and inattentive
ones, but of societal units that cut across these categories-namely, collectivities and organizations. While the membership of these units does vary in
terms of education, attention, and activation, we suggest that in significant
societal matters, the heterogeneous membership of any unit acts more in
unison than in accord with the members of other units. Thus, for instance,
.. A similar relationship, as we shall see, exists between collectivities and the subcollectivities.
t Herc a difference is to be observed between the initiation of a policy or a line of action
and the mobilization of support for it. Initiation in Washington, for instance, is largely in
the hands of middl~·level officials. Support must be won more widely and on both higher
and lower levels. See, for example, Brzezinski and Huntington, Political Power: USA/
USSR, op. cit., p. 203.
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we expect that the passive members of the American Medical Association
(AMA) will tend to act in terms of the medicare issue more like the active
members of the AMA than like the passive members of, let us say, the
AFL-CI0. 11 A characteristic of organized collectivities is that active and
passive members are "packed" together and act together. The active members
to a degree mobilize the passive ones in a direction that is in accord with the
active members' perspectives. That is, the passive members would be even
more passive if they were not somewhat activated by the active members.
(fhere are some individuals who are not members of any collP.ctivity, but
they seem to be a minority, are usually not mobilizers, and are often difficult
to mobilize.) 12 We will now explore in some detail the proposition that the
main societal units have been transformed rather than have disintegrated and
specify the ways in which this fundamental change affects societal consensusbuilding..

Modernization of Collectivities
An important approach to societal analysis, as we have seen, has accepted
the proposition that the historical transition to modernity has entailed the
destruction of the collectivities, both as cohesive units and as bases of
autonomous political action. 13 The "mass society" proposition was stated
with reference to the basic societal unit, the family; to ecological subcollectivities such as the village community; to religious, ethnic, and racial
collectivities; to classes; and to voluntary associations. In short, the complete
societal matrix between the state and the individual was expected to disintegrate. This prognosis projected on-going processes in a straight line into the
future, expecting them to continue jn the same direction until they reached
their logical conclusions. However, this has not occurred. The family, the
community, and the intermediary bodies did decline in significance, but we
suggest, the process was not one of continued disintegration but of
"decolonizatfon" and transformation. In other words, the cohesive units•
shed some of their "colonies," but the "metropolitan" (or core) unit was
transformed rather than destroyed.t
As the metamorphoses of all these cohesive units were similar in nature,
it is of interest to specify briefly the ways in which modern cohesive units
emerged from traditional ones. In general, "decolonization" occurred
• This term is used to refer to collectivities and sub·collectivities as well as to cohesive
units which are microscopic, especially the family.
t This process is similar to the often-discussed differentiation process-only, as we see
it, the social units under study did not differentiate and continue to serve some of their
earlier functions in a more differentiated structure but "lost" some functions to other, new
units. The total sy.<tem may be differentiating (though, to a larger degree, it did not exist
at all in the past), but the units are not. Rather, they have decolonized.
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through the delegation of functions to new, specialized units. The family, for
example, lost most of its functions as an organizational unit of labor to the
corporations. More generally, traditional collectivities have to a great
extent surrendered their instrumental functions to rising organizational units
but have retained their expressive ones and, thus, have become speciaHzed
units themselves. This growing expressive specialization has been referred to,
in regard to the modern family, as the rise of companionship, 14 but it seems
also to have occurred in ecological units (compare the modern suburb to the
rural community), 15 in ethnic groups (which lost many of their instrumental
functions to the welfare state but have maintained some of their social and
normative importance),1 6 and in religious groups (often criticized for their
increased "social'' nature). 17
In the process of transformation, the internal structure of the "metro·
politan" units has changed to become Jess hierarchical and less authoritarian,
and membership has become less ascribed. These two trends seem to lead to a
greater responsiveness of these units to their members. This, in turn, is
functional for their new expressive specialization. Viewed in this light, the
higher divorce rate in the modernized family finds a parallel in the higher
tolerance for the turnover of membership in religious groups (through increased conversion), ethnic groups (through increased inter-marriage), and
ecological groups (through an extension of the "open door" policy). For
all of these units, a smaller stress on ascription is an accommodation both to
the increased vertical and horizontal (ecological) mobility which modernization requires and fosters and to the greater capacity for members to change
their affiliations to those with more compatible units. •
In addition to the adaptation of the traditional cohesive units, new
cohesive units have emerged whose main functions are expressive. Unlike
the old units which have acquired only elements of achievement, the new
ones tend to be highly achievement-oriented. These include some occupational and professional associations 18 and social clubs which are either
purely or primarily ex:pressive. 19 (Even political clubs may be highly expressive.)20
A major difference between traditional and modern collectivities lies in
their scope and pervasiveness. 21 Rather than being composed of a few
collectivities which contain most of the members of society and which
impose similar sets of norms, modern and post-modern societies are composed of numerous sub-collectivities whose memberships are only partially
overlapping. Thus, a typical person will be a member of several subcollectivities, no one of which can fully determine his membership in others
• This line of analysis ties functional to a genetic analysis, that of change, by the use of
future-system models. We seek to specify the functions of a structure in an old system, its
functi ons in the new system, and the structural alterations which the. functional changes
entailed.
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(which is what we refer to as narrow scope). The capacity of modern and
post-modern collectivities to set norms for their members, especially for
behavior in other than their own internal affairs (their pervasiveness) is
limited, and their normative guidance tends to be less "harmonized" than that
of the traditional collectivities. Hence, the relative influence of these
collectivities on their members-especially on their political behavior-is
comparatively limited, and this accounts for the inability of organizations that
are based on such collectivities to "deliver" more than a fraction of their
members' votes. Typical members of modern and post-modern societies,
therefore, do lead lives that are fragmented among several not fully
coordinated collectivities. While these multiple and partially incompatible
affiliations produce some conflicts, these affiliations also increase the
autonomy of the members. 2 2
The fact that these late and post-modern collectivities are less pervasive
and narrower in scope than the earlier ones does not imply that their members
are isolated atoms. There is no lack of membership in micro-cohesive units
(such as families, friendship groups, and peer work groups) 23 which, in turn,
are encompassed by sub-collectivities, collectivities, and societies. Furthermore, these units are involved in the political process. For instance, suburban
neighborhoods provide an expressive base for political clubs, friendship
groups-for political cells or cliques in political organizations, and the
family-for societal knowledge and consciousness, elements of normative
and political education. 24 We explore below the conditions under which
such activation of the cohesive units is meaningful and the extent to which
their societal and political links to the societal supra-units are effective. It
suffices to say here that, in general, the extent to which the political efficacy
and societal relevancy of the cohesive units are insufficient is primarily due
not to the transformations of these units but to deficiencies on the next levelespecially, the society-wide consensus-building mechanisms, the allocation of
assets, and the opportunities for political participation.

The Stratification Base of Collectivities
We have argued that the major member-units of modernized societies
are collectivities and organizations rather than masses of individuals. We now
explore the ways in which these collectivities and organizations are bound
into societies and states, which, in turn, will provide us with the morphological background for the analysis of the ways in which society-wide
consensus is built. The combination of societal sub-units into larger entities
is affected by the fact that each collectivity and its sub-units has a position
in a stratification structure-that is, in the societal distribution of assets.
The associational and symbolic bases of a collectivity may be many, varied,
and not parallel, but we still can rank each collectivity as compared to
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others in the same society in the same period.* Some collectivities are
"horizontal" (i.e., most of their members have a similar stratification position), some are vertical (which tends to be the case for regional units), and
some are diagonal (which often occurs in regard to semi-assimilated immigrant groupings, because mobility tends to spread the members among the
stratification layers). The position of some collectivities is unbalanced ; they
are high in terms of some allocations of societal assets and low in terms of
others. In each case, however, a collectivity's position relative to other such
units in a stratification structure can be established and compared to the
positions of other units or to its own position in earlier time periods.
Thus, while the possible stratification positions are much more varied
and complex than the class theory assumes, collectivities are meaningful
stratification units. Their members tend to have shared positions and, hence,
shared objective interests (e.g., to change or conserve the existing allocations),
similar vantage points (society looks different from the bottom of the scale
than it does from the top), and, usually, a shared consciousness as co!Jectivities superimpose a subjective superstructure of associational and
organizational processes on the shared stratification positions. t These
propositions may at first seem contrary to the considerable amount of
data which indicates both the existence of divergent perspectives among the
members of any one stratification unit and the multiple memberships of each
person. We present below the reasons that we hold that collectivities are a
significant (though, of course, not the exclusive) basis for determining a
person's societal perspectives, and, hence, act as a constraint on the extent
to which he can be manipulated by the supra-units of the state and the
society. lt suffices to say here that we are dealing with cohesive and o rganized
units ; they are more integrated and autonomous than mere stratification
categories and, therefore, also more homogeneous and better able to act in
unison.t Macro-analysis can avoid the errors of atomistic analysis by using
• The difficulties of such ranking have often been discussed and the methods reviewed.
For an overview, see Bernard Barber, Social S1ratifica1ion: A Comparative Al1fllysis of
Structure and Process (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1957), esp. pp. 176-185. See
also Louis Guttman, "A Revisi on of Chapin's Social Status Scale," American Sociological
Review, Vol. 7 {1942), pp. 362- 369.
t These arc the processes which acceniuare the similarities and minimize the differences
among the members of a collectivity. For additional discussion, see supra, Chapter 10,
pp. 231 -234.
i When the associational and organizational processes of a collectivity are externally
coni rolled, its consciousness may be misdirected and its authentic identity concealed, but,
neverrheless, rhe collectivity still tends to have a distinct character. The so-called false
consciousness of the working class is not identical to the self-consciousness of the middle
class even when the direction of consciousness of the working class is slanted toward
middle-class perspectives.'s There are, of course, diverse perspectives within each collectivity and even sub-collectivity, but-as has often been shown- to a lesser extent than exist
among them.
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the collectivities as meaningful societal units and exploring the consensusformation among them; collectivities are the starting point rather than the
individual members of society. Moreover, it should be noted that the relations
among the collectivities are not completely given; thus, more encompassing
units can be formed through society-wide consensus-building processes.
The collectivities are, by virtue of their positions in a stratification structure,
related to each other, and this structure limits both the need and the capacity
to build consensus. We now explore these more encompassing relations,
shifting our frame of reference from that of a collectivity (and its sub-units)
to that of a society (and its components).

Societies : Collectivities and Mass Sectors
Although all societies are combinations of collectivities and subcollectivities, they differ in the extent to which they have an unaffiliated
"mass" sector (even in a post-modern society, however, this sector contains
only a minority of the members). Societies also vary in the degree to which
their supra-organizations, particularly their states and society-wide economic
systems, dr aw on non-collective elements, but even in systems in which this
degree is relatively high, the \Jnits that a re being related-which exchange in
the market and which are being administered by the state- are to a great
extent collectivities and sub-collectivities and not individuals.• Societies also
differ in the degree to which their collective units are integrated into supraunits by shared values and symbols and interaction processes, and in terms
of the ways in which such integration is accomplished. However, again, the
units which compose these varying combinations are primarily collectivities.
Several primitive societies have been shown to be combinations of a few
sub-collectivities with minimal market and state supra-organizations.26
This was also true for feudal societies with the difference that the latter
tended to have a collectivity, such as the knights and barons, 27 which cut
across the local sub-collectivities. Ancient bureaucratic societies such as
China, Egypt, and Byzantium 28 as well as early nation-states imposed an
expanding state on the underlying collectivities and somewhat weakened
their power, thus providing a relatively centralized political shell for the
multi-center societal base. 29 From this viewpoint, the modern and postmodern societies are not a new kind of society but exhibit an extension of
this earlier trend. The "mass" ·sector has grown and the role of the state and
the market has increased; collectivities have become less strong, less

* The particular commodities that are bought, for instance, are partly determined by the
indi viduals' purchasing power and tastes, the kind of shops available, and the range of
choices, but all of these factors arc affected by the collectivities to which the individuals
belong--c.g., pawn shops are found in lower-class neighborhood~; high-quality clothing
stores are found In affluent suburbs.

•
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encompassing, less pervasive, and, as we shall see, less authentic. But the
pluralistic (or "feudal") underlayer remains.
Jn late modern and post-modern societies, there are, in addition to the
state, numerous organizations which either combine sub-collectivities into
collectivities (as in many ethnic and labor organizations) or serve as the core
of a "new," achievement-based collectivity (as do some professional and
occupational organizations). 30 Those organizations which are not of these
two kinds, but which cut into various collectivities, directly organizing
individuals-tend to have limited societal significance. Thus, stamp collectors
of all ethnic groupings and classes may unite within an organization, but
churches tend to draw on local sub-collectivities ; 31 radio hams typically
seem to be isolated individuals, but farm associations rest on local subcollectivities. 32 We suggest that the state and, more generally, the society-wide
political processes deal much more with organizations that represent subcol/ectivities and their c:omhinations than with organizations which have no
collective base.
The degree to which the state and organizations deal with individuals
directly rather than as members of collective units increases in limited
historical periods of sharp transition in which there often is a relative increase
in the "mass" element; even in these situations, however, o nly a fraction of a
society has the attributes of a mass. Actually; such periods often entail a
regression of the polity to a point of greater reliance on the member units
(such as local communities or tribes) and Jess reliance on the society at
large.
Only when the political overlayer collapses and society-wide associations
and organizations cease to function- a situation approximated by the
combination of national defeat with uncontrolled inflation or depression for
a sustained period (as in Germany in the early 1930s or in Russia in 19161917)- does the mass sector significantly increase. And even under these rare
and highly adverse conditions, most parts of the society continue to function
as sub-collectivities and collectivities. However, under these circumstances,
the mass sector may become sufficiently large to create the societal base for
a political transformation, and the collectivities' lack of effective societywide articulation with the national polity may lead to the formation of a new
society and, thus, also to structural transformation- unless, of course, the
old political organization quickly rights itseJf. ·
It should also be noted that these relatively "mass" situations of political
and societal anarchy tend to generate that which, on most dimensions, is
their opposite-social movements, in which mobilization and commitments
are great, cohesive bonds are intimate and authentic, and the level of political
macroscopic action is high. In turn, these movements, often lead to the
formation of a new polity and societal structure. Thus, society seems to
"abhor" the "mass" situation-to avoid it most of the time and leave it
rapidly when it arises.
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In a Comparative Perspective
The basic macroscopic building-stones are similar in all modern and postmodern societies. The ways in which they are combined into supra-units,
however, differ considerably and greatly affect the degrees to which collectivities and their organizations are viable and autonomous, authentic societywide consensus can be produced, and the society is able to transform it11elf.
Having focused in the first section of this chapter on the common features of
late modern and post-modern societies, we now explore the differences among
them. The comparison is deliberately schematic and focuses on the morphological dimensions (introduced in the preceding section) largely in terms of
ideal-types.

The Societal Context of Collectivities:
The Degree of Spec(fication
Societies and states differ in the degree to which they merely provide a
context for their member units as against the extent to which they also
speciilcally control their conduct. Contextuating control sets the limits
within which those who are subject to control are free to alter their conduct
and make their own decisions. 33 Prescriptive control is the opposite term;
here, the subjects' conduct is specifically directed. As controlling overlayers
differ in their degrees of prescription or contextuation, we use prescriptive
control to refer to a high degree of specification and contextuating control to
refer to a low degree of specification; we refer to a "medium degree of
specification" when a control mechanism falls between prescriptive and
contextuating controls.
Democratic societies and states fall on the contextuating side of this
continuum of the speciilcation; they provide, respectively, supra-collective
and supra-organization of control contexts for their member collectivities and
organizations. Democracies have often been characterized as pluralistic
societies, which is a valid observation in that they contain pluralities of
collective actors whose interactions greatly affe<:t their political processes.
However, the plurality of actors in a democratic society is not to be viewed as
interacting in an atomistic fashion, without a context. The various member
units are tied both by integrative bonds and organizational links into supraunits, though these supra-units tend not to be prescriptive. In fact, these
society-wide supra-units tend to exercise control which is less prescriptive
than the units' control of their sub-units. This can be seen in the fact that
rights to dissent and to conflict are more hjghly institutionalized in the
relations between democratic societies and their collectivity-members than
in the relations between these collectivities and their member sub-collectivities
and between the sub-collectivities and their individual members.
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To state that member-collectivities are not prescriptively controlled in
democratic societies is to state that they are autonomous within the limits of
the prevailing contexts. The extent to which and the purposes for which the
collectivities use their autonomy are explored below. It suffices to say here
that they do have a potential capacity to affect the society and the state rather
than merely being affected by them.
Totalitarian societies fall on the prescriptive side of the continuum. The
more prescriptive character of their control processes is evident both in the
more encompassing and more intensive relations between the state (and
the society) and the individual citizen and in the more specific control of
the collectivities and organizations by the society-wide political overlayer.
Still, the totalitarian societies are not mass societies; the Party-State does
not atomize but rather penetrates and controls, transforms and adapts,
the collectivities and their organizations.
There are significant differences in terms of this control dimension within
each type of society. The Soviet Union, for instance, tends toward more
prescriptive control than Poland; in the control of most societal sectors, the
United States is less contextuating than New Zealand. 34 There are also
differences within each society over time; e.g., Khrushchev's Russia was, in
general, less prescriptively controlled than Stalin's.
Despite these differences within each type of society, however, the
typology is useful as a first approximation. So far as the guidance of most
societal sectors is concerned, the less specifically controlled totalitarian
societies (e.g., Tito's Yugoslavia) are still more prescriptive than the more
specifically controlled democracies (e.g., De Gaulle's France). For reasons
discussed below, we expect the control of democracies to become much more
encompassing but not much more prescriptive, while we expect the control
of totalitarian societies to become less prescriptive without necessarily
reducing its scope.
Before we can discuss-for the limited purposes of the theory advanced
here-the differences among totalitarian societies (especially Hitler's
Germany, Mao's China, and the post-Stalin Soviet Union), another
dimension must be added to our analysis: Political penetration.

Political Penetration, Disintegration, and Transformation
One major way in which a mass society is said to be generated is through
the deliberate mobilization of the individual members by the state (or by
other society-wide political organizations). This kind of mobilization can be
accomplished either by the deliberate disintegration of the existing macroand micro-cohesive units to afford the state direct access to the individual
members, or by the state's control of the elites of the cohesive units from
above, thus controlling the individual members indirectly. The Chinese
attempts to dissolve the traditional families and villages and to replace them
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with communes illustrates the first approach to political penetration. Subsequent Chinese attempts to use the traditional villages and extended families
for mobilization is an example of the second approach. 35
While direct penetration does not always accompany highly prescriptive
control and indirect penetration is not always evident with less prescriptive
control, these factors do tend to correlate. Thus, to the degree that our
assumption of the necessity of restricting the penetration of cohesive units to
the indirect type for long-run societal policies is correct, this sets a limit to
the degree to which political control can be prescriptive-i.e., the units which
are viable from the viewpoint of the political overlayer are also, at !east to
some extent, autonomous.
In other words, we suggest that a society's political overlayer cannot
maintain an intensive, direct-penetration, control organization. Nazi
Germany made an extensive effort in this direction, especially during World
War 11, but its polity collapsed before the stability of the system was tested.
(The fact that direct-penetration was used primarily to mobilize the citizens
for war limits the applicability of the Germ.an experiment because crises,
temporary by definition, facilitate the use of intensive direct penetration.)*
The attempts of Mao's China at intensive direct penetration of the villages
and extended families were so costly economically that, despite the control
assumption of the regime that political considerations should take priority
over all others, the regime was forced to shift to an indirect penetration
organization. 36 The same seems to hold, though to a lesser degree, for the
organization of Chinese urban workers, even though their cohesive units were
less viable initially than those of the Chinese peasants. Moreover, the extent
to which China was able to maintain direct political penetration of the
cohesive units for a fairly extended period ohime might be in part explained
by the external pressures to which it was subject; this may have encouraged a
relatively longer and more intensive crisis-mobilization. (This factor seems
to have been relevant in the case of the Soviet Union as well.)
The Cultural Revolution in China has been viewed as an effort to
strengthen the direct relations between the leadership and the "masses," and
to reduce oligarchization and institutionalization-Le., to restore intensive
direct penetration. But even if this be the case, the very fact that a revolutionary restoration was needed shows that the societal processes were tending
toward the opposite, particularistic direction. While it may be saip that a
direct penetration organization can be maintained by sporadic Cultural
Revolutions, such a "fits and starts" organization is very costly, almost
impossible to stabilize, and itself denotes long periods of particularism that
arc "interrupted" by short periods of more intensive-though oot necessarily
very intensive-direct penetration. In short, the morphological conditions
•For the reasons for this statement, see Chapter 15, pp.
crisis·mobi!ization). Other reasons arc discussed below.
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for a "permanent revolution," for high activeness, seem to lie in a more
continual and more "indirect" organization than the Chinese rnodeL offers.
On the other hand, society-wide m6bilization may be greatly enhanced by
intensified indirect penetration, especiaJly if this helps to transform the
particularistic units in the direction of becoming more committed to the
societal goals, more modern, and more supra-unit oriented. (Communist
revolutions in underdeveloped countries, it has been suggested, often entail
a degree of modernization and nation-building as well as the introduction of
specific societal patterns.)
Hence, the alternatives are not between political mobilization (often
depicted as direct penetration, as the disintegration of the traditionaJ units
and the avoidance of new particularisms) or institutionalization, 37 but
between varying degrees of control and transformation of the cohesive unitsi.e., between varying modes of institutionalization. These may allow for more
indirect penetration and, thus, for increased mobilization.
Therefore, we view the contemporary Soviet Union rather than more
revolutionary or "radical" societies such as Stalin's Russia, Mao's China,
and Hitler's Germany as the typical totalitarian society, and it is this society
which we compare to the typical democratic society. Jn other words, if two
types of societies are to be compared, the comparison ought to be either of
their formative or their " mature" (and relatively stable) stages but not of the
formative stage of one type of society to the mature stage of another. Nazi
Germany never matured beyond the social-movement, crisis-mobilization
phase. Mao's China deliberately seeks to extend this phase, but we expect that
it, too, will move in the "mature" direction. (Unlike the USSR, China has
yet to weather a succession crisis, the test of the stability of totalitarian
polities.) It is the Soviet Union and several East European societies which
reveal the features of a mature totalitarian society-a society which can
sustain its societal organization over a tong period of time without funda·
mental transformation.
The question of whether or not more than one type of "mature"
totalitarian society could evolve is relevant here. Thus, it could be argued
that there are jmportant permanent differences between the Soviet Union and
Communist China. Especially relevant to these considerations are China's
greater reliance on normative controls and social power (involved in the
"mass line" use of study, discussion, and critique groups) and relatively
smaller reliance on coercion as compared to Stalin's Russia, and China's
lesser emphasis on utilitarian controls as compared to either Stalin's or postStalin Russia. China's interest in de-centralization seems to have longer and
stronger roots than the Soviet experience. If this particular control mix
continues to be applied in China, it may allow for relatively more direct
penetration in the long run. But these are variations within the basic limits of
the totalitarian type of society. Extensive atomization to serve direct
totaJitarian penetration, we hold, cannot be stabilized.
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Thus, as we see it, it is only the early, "immature" totalitarian society
that seeks to disintegrate the micro- and macro-cohesive units. While some
such tendencies still exist in the contemporary USSR, they are neither
effective nor pursued with much vigor. The family, for example-little
challenged initially is now both adapted to and highly legitimated by the
regime. 38 TraditionaJ villages and other ecological communities seem to have
been replaced only in part, and the new ecological units (especially collective
farms) which have been organized seem to be cohesive. 39 Ethnic groupings
(or "nationalities") were recognized from the beginning; the extent of their
legitimation has increased, and they have regained some of their original
functions. 40
While the old (though adapted) and new cohesive societal units seem viable
and controlled mainly through indirect penetration, the totalitarian aspect is
evident in the specificity with which they are controlled: These units are
organized largely through the use of downward control mechanisms; only to
a limited degree do these units serve as a basis for viable upward consensusformation mechanisms. Thus, totalitarianism is much more manifest on the
level of political control than in the structure of the societal underlayer. But
even on the political level, there is a degree of pluralism and of contextuating
control. There are nation-wide collectivities with values, symbols, interests
and leadership hierarchies of their own which participate in the political
processes. The military, the scientific establishment, and the industrial
administration all seem to have some such attributes within the context of
the Party-State. 41 Elites of organizations and of collectivities deal, to some
extent, directly with each other about joint policies. These imply a less than
complete separation of the polity from the society and some politization of
societal interaction. However, the framework within which the interaction
among the elites of cohesive units occurs is much more prescriptive, both
ideologically and structurally, than in a democracy. The Party- State, the
supra-orga-nization, rules out a large number of options and agitates for a
specific option in terms of which the participants (e.g., unions and management) are allowed to work out only minor variations. 42
ln summary, we have explored some differences among societies in terms
of the ways in which the society-wide political overlayers control and
penetrate the member units and, thus, provide the framework within which
the societies attempt to build consensus. ln discussing these differences, we
have focused on society-wide organizations- in particular, the state and the
totalitarian party on the one hand and on collectivities on the other hand.
We now introduce the additional element of the organizations which are
based on the collectivities and provide either an instrument for the autonomous action of co!Jectivities, or another method for controlling and
indirectly penetrating them. To explore this question, the relations of the
sub-collectivities to the collectivities must also be studied.
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Collectivities and Organizations
In the late modern and post-modern societies, sub-collectivities seem to be
bound into collectivities by associations, integrative communication networks, collectivity-leadership, and collectivity-based organizations; they
are also combined into action units through organizations that are not
coextensive with any collectivity. Some collectivities are mobilized by two
or more organizations, with only partial overlap of membership and leadership. Some organizations, even though they appeal to different collectivities,
have interlocking directorships. Th us, in one way or another and often in several
intricate combinations, sub-collectivities are built into larger societal units.
Attempts to explore further these societal bonds and links must take into
account that the organizations tend to be much narrower in scope than the
sub-collectivities which they mobilize. Actually, the organizations that are
not themselves core-organizations of collectivities tend to be "mono-sectoral"
(professional, religious, or social), wh ile sub-collectivities tend to be multisectoral and multi-faceted. Typical sub-collectivities are: Lower class, Italian,
and Catholic in South Boston;43 lower class, Puerto Rican, and Catholic in
East Harlem; 44 middle class, Reform Jewish, and third-generation American
on the upper east side of Manhattan. 45 (The ethnic character of sub-collect ivities has often been viewed as a special quality of American society in
which class lines are " blurred" or superseded by ethnic ones. In fact, many
societies evidence strong and powerful ethnic groupings which cut across other
potential bases of collectivity-building, while economic status seems only
infrequently to provide such a powerful base.)46
The mobilization of collectivities by organizations seems to occur to a
lesser ex.tent in democratic societies than in totalitarian ones; in turn, the role
of the collectivity-associations seems to be greater in democratic societies.
That is, collectivity-organizations tend to be significantly more autonomous
from societal a nd state control and the relations among organizations that
mobilize the same as well as different collectivities are less specifically
determined in democratic than in totalitarian societies.
The range of political alternatives and societal mobilization and action
cannot be derived from the number of organizations to which a citizen
belongs. The number and variety of political options that are available to
most of the citizens of a democracy are considerably smaller than the number
of organizations they join, and they join fewer organizations than has often
been suggested. Americans, for example, are widely believed to be greater
"joiners" than the citizens of other democracies, 47 though even in the
United States such affiliations are much Jess frequent than is often supposed.
Thus, while various travelers and commentators have referred to the forty
or fifty organiz.ations to which an average American belongs and historians
have talked about a "general mania" 48 of affiliation, data show that the
overwhelming majority of American citizens seem to belong to two or fewer
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organizations.49 The number is higher for tbe middle than for the lower
class, but even the majority of middle-class citizens do not belong to more
than four organizations, many of which are "specialized"-either educational, or religious, or political. 50 Some of these organizations are of little
societal consequence, while others have much greater societal significance but
largely in nonpolitical matters ; it, thus, seems correct to expect that most
citizens have no or only one political affiliation, and mo.~t of those who have
more than one tend to "harmonize" them. Only a minority are caught in
cross-pressures and remain caught.
The number of political alternatives of the citizens of totalitarian societies
is obviously smaller than that available in democracies, but it is not necessarily
as small as the number of organizations with which they are affiliated.
Informal and semi-formal factions (or sub-organizations) are tolerated and
provide a base for political action. 5 1 Moreover, a wider range of organizations
is fused with political functions in totalitarian societies than in democracies.
For instance, membership in the armed services seems to provide a base not
only for influencing foreign policy but also for participating in the domestic
political processes. More generally, the various nation-wide executive agencies
seem to provide political bases which constitute a "functional alternative"
(though not a functional·equivalent) to the multi-party system common in
Western European societies.
Jn studying the relations between sub-collectivities and "their" organizations, as we argued above, it is necessary to take into account that subcollectivities usually are multi-faceted, while their organizations differ greatly
in the number of facets they mobilize. While each sub-coUectivity is itself
ecologically concentrated, their combination into society-wide units builds on
one or more of their other facets (e.g., economic, ethnic, religious, or
prestige positions). The sub-collectivity is an expressive and not a geographic
or formal·administrative unit; 52 that is, it is a pattern of associational
activities, symbolization, and integration.* A sub-collectivity is rarely
coextensive with an ecological unit such as a county or a district. Frequently
its boundaries even cut across a city block, defining part of it as "in" and part
as "out." Middle-class sub-collectivities tend to be more dispersed and less
ecologically concentrated than lower-class ones; that is, families which belong
to a middle-class sub-collectivity often live among families of other subcollectivities, with automobiles and core-institutions sustaining the interaction among members of the middle-class group. Although the best known
examples for our proposition arc: derived from urban areas, the propositions
are expected to hold also for other communities, ~ 3 though the latter tend to
be more homogeneous. In short, a country may be viewed as a complicated
mosaic of sub-collectivities combined into larger entities.
• For a discussion of these mechanisms, see Chapters 5and10, supra, pp. 100-102, and
231- 234.
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In democratic societies, superimposed on these ecologically based subcollectivities are national associations, leadership, and organizations,
collective symbols, and specialized newspapers; 54 these mobilize the multifaceted sub-collectivities into nation-wide units-often in terms of one "facet"
at a time. The sub-unit that is mobilized, however, is often the same core
sub-collectivity. For example, upper east side New York Reform Jews form
a core sub-collectivity; it is partially mobilized by the civil rights movement,
various peace organizations, and the Americans for Democratic Action
(together with other sub-collectivities), but the same core sub-collectivity
"appears" in all these activities. Another Jewish sub-collectivity is the
Orthodox one; being of lower class, different ethnic origin, and different
ecological areas, it is much less favorably disposed to the above-mentioned
activities and is mobilized to a much lesser extent by them. Other examples
could readily be provided.
When two or more sub-collectivities act jointly, they provide a base for
organizations that can be characterized according to which of their facets is
being mobilized-religious, ethnic, economic, and so forth- but the core
sub-units remain the same. Thus, the Irish of South Boston march together
with the Irish from other parts of Boston on St. Patrick's Day, raise funds
for a Catholic charity along with the Italians, or join with Protestants in a
labor union for a strike, but these are often organizational actio11s of the same
sub-collectivity and, thus, draw on the same .vet of associatiMal bonds and
stratification bates. This is evident in that the "joining" in an activity tends to

occur not on an individual but on a sub-collectivity basis and, hence, will be
affected by that sub-unit's mechanism. 35 To put it differently, we expect that
in democracies, the action units often are sub-collectivities that are at least in
part under the guidance of their own elites, and not merely groupings of
individuals.
We cannot provide a detailed description of this process in totalitarian
societies, for much less is known about their local sub-collectivities and their
relations to each other and to organizations. It seems, though, that the subcollectivities in these societies are the units which are most similar to their
counterparts in democratic societies. In comparison, there seem to be fewer
opportunities in totalitarian societies for lateral, associational coJlectivitybuilding and organization on a national level. The society-wide organizations
that do exist are to a greater extent downward control mechanisms-from the
supra-unit to the members-than bases for autonomous and upward action,
though these organizations do seem to have some such capacities. Jf the
democratic organizational network js viewed as an arena whose boundaries
are set by the state and society which provide a structure within which the
member organizations interact, the totalitarian network is to be seen as an
organization whose member organizations, the sub-units, command some
measure of autonomy. In general, the totalitarian network is more malleable
than the democratic one ; it can be re-cast relatively more rapidly (e.g.,
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de-centralized). However, it is not responsive to the membership. As \j.n
democracies, each organization mobilizes one or a few of the facets of the
sub-collectivities, but all the organizations are prescriptively controlled by the
Party-State, and, thus, together with it, are in effect a multi-faceted
organization.
The differences between these two morphologies are often stated in the
Weberian terms of a charismatic as opposed to a bureaucratic (legal- rational)
authority. "The Chinese style emphasizes the quality and morality of political
leaders, rather than legal and institutionalized popular controls, as the
guarantee of good government. The democratic style exalts its legal and
institutional framework and aims at 'a government of laws and not of
men.' " "' While this characterization has validity, it must be taken into
account that (a) these are differences only in the political overlayers which are
superimposed on more similar "feudal" underlayers. ln both types of
societies, sub-collectivities exist and affect their governments to varying
degrees; or, in Weber's terms, there are traditional elements in both. (b) There
are charismatic elements in democratic societies, and not just at the top of the
organizational structure (e.g., Senator Joseph McCarthy) and China (or
any other complex society) cannot be governed entirely by charismatic leadership; it does have a body of Jaws, regulations, and rules. The conditions
under which national and local leaders can set themselves apart from these
laws, regulations, and rules need to be explored but-even ideal-typicallythey must be assumed to be operative.
Many aspects of this subject still require further study. lo particular,
organizations in the "pre-mature" totalitarian societies need to be compared
to more "mature" ones from this viewpoint, and the organizations of any
one totalitarian society need to be studied with a genetic perspective. Thus,
there may be a lesser degree of Party-State prescription of associational and
organizational activities in contemporary USSR than in Stalin's Russia, but
the process of the despecification of control may cease before it reaches the
level common in the West.
The morphology of an active society can be expected to resemble that of
post-modern societies in that its basic units will consist of sub-collectivities,
collectivities, and organizations. In terms of the dimensions on which
democratic and totalitarian societies differ, it is tempting to suggest that the
active society will fall somewhere "in between"; it seems more likely, however, that it will com~ine several features of both types and other features not
found in either to form a third type. For instance, the mobilization of
collectivities is expected to be higher than in both democracies and mature
totalitarian societies (probably, near the high level found in premature
totalitarian societies). The role of the state is expected to be more encompassing than in democracies but not as prescriptive or penetrative as in
• Townsend, Political Participarion in Com1111111/sf China, op. cit., p. 3.
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mature or premature totalitarian societies. There may even be a lesser
specification of control than is found in democracies and, hence, a greater
reliance on contextuation. The most important difference, however, will be
the extent of the active society's capacity to build authentic consensus, an
aspect which is subsequently explored and for which the preceding discussion
provides a morphological base.

A Methodological Note
When the multi-faceted sub-collectivities are studied one facet at a time
(e.g., in terms of their religious or their economic status), these highly potent
bases of societal action 56 appear to correlate relatively weakly with attitudes
and behavior. The fact that the correlations improve when cross tabulations
are made 57 supports our contention that the core bases of varying societal
activities are the multi-faceted sub-collectivities and their combinations.
Statistical categories, especially mono-faceted ones, cannot express these
sub-collectivities because the categories-Jews, middle class, and so oninclude many individuals who are not integrated into the 'particular subcollectivity (just as there are members of each sub-collectivity who are not
mobilized by its various organizations). Thus, it is the methodology that
is atomizing rather than there being an atomized societal reality.
A number of studies have shown that political behavior, especially voting,
is greatly affected by an individual's party identification, orientation toward
the issues, and candidate preference in this order of saliency. 58 However, it
may be argued that these individual attributes are themselves greatly affected
by associational processes and collectivity-based organizations. 59 The greater
similarity in the attributes of those individuals who are members of the same
sub-collectivity and who are mobilized by the same organization (as compared to those who are not) would tend to support this interpretation .60
While such similarity of perspectives is often explained only by similarity in
"background" statuses-e.g., in stratification terms-we seek to stress that
the same set of statuses can be mobilized by a variety of associations and
organizations; hence, the collectivization and politization of these personal
attributes must be studied as well as the psychological and stratification
aspects.
The concept of "cross pressures" has also had an atomizing effect on
societal analysis. 61 lndividuals are depicted as having allegiance to two
cohesive units- let us say, friends who are Democrats and a Republican
family. The explanation of such resulting conduct as withdrawal from
controversy or delay in taking a stance is atomistic-psychological. For
example, the individual is seen as experiencing conflicting loyalties which
lead him to curtail his involvement.
It should be noted, first, that even according to this line of analysis, the
majority of the persons studied are not subject to cross-pressures. 62 For
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reasons discussed above, the individual's various societal statuses and
affiliations usually promote a similarity in attitudes, beliefs, and opinions.•
That is, the various stratification positions of most individuals support the
same sub-collectivity and the same direction of political organization- e.g.,
they are Catholics and poor and Democrats. Those with "unbalanced"
statuses who are subject to cross-pressures seem to be in the minority, even
though they may be critical for tipping an election or for explaining the "do
not know" responses.
Second, many of the members of this atypical minority seem to belong
to atypical sub-col)ectivities rather than to be subject to cross-pressures. The
well-to-do Negroes and the Tory workers are often cited as typical examples
of persons caught in cross-pressures. But there is some evidence that these
two groupings are ecologically, associationally, and organizationally segregated from the collectivities that are said to pressure them-poor Negroes
and well-to-do whites, labor workers and the Tory middle class. 63 When a
person is exposed to cross-pressures, the experience is tension-producing and
painful; hence, he is to be expected to attempt w reduce his exposure to such
pressures by moving toward one of the sources of pressure and away from
the other(s), by changing his interaction patterns and their saliency. On the
group level, a parallel solution lies in the tendency of a sub-collectivity to
provide the predominant affiliation. And its orientation wiU affect to a great
extent the direction in which the cross-pressures are resolved. That members
of these groupings adhere to different norms may well be explained by the
fact that they "normally" conform to the standards of a different subco\Jecti vity. t Thus, manual workers who vote Republican or Conservative
and are less liberal on economic issues than workers who vote for the
Democratic or Labor parties but are more liberal than middle-class supporters
of their own party64 are a separate sub-collectivity that, in terms of its
stratification position, is "in between the other grouping~." 65 There are, of
•Werner S. Landecker, "Class Crystallization and Class Consciousness," American
Socio/ogir:al Review, Vol. 28 (1963), pp. 219-229. Irwin Goffman, "Status Consistency and
Preference for Change in Power Distribution," American Sociological ReYiew, Vol. 22
(1957), pp. 275-281. Lenski, Power and Privilttge, op. cit., p. 81 and passim.
t That such behavior as vacillation or uncerrainty can be conforming rather than

deviating has bocn noted in Goffman's study of embarrassment as a behavior that is socially
defined as conforming (and tension-releasing). For a gentleman who enters a bathroom and
finds a disrobed lady, it is proper and functional to acl embarrassed. Erving Goffman,
"Embarrassment and Social Organization," American Journal of Sociology, Vol. LXII
(19.56), pp. 264-271. Similarly, political vacillation might be a highly functional and socially
prescribed behavior for some sub-collectivilles, just as hyper-activism is for others.
Merton pointed to another functional solution in the following terms: "To the extent
that there is a prior consensus on the relative 'importance' of conflicting status-obligations,
lhis reduces the internal conflict of decision by those occupying these slatuses and eases the
accommodation on the part of those involved in their rnlc-sets." Social Theory and Social
Structure, rev. ed., up. dt., p. 382.
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course, individuals whose personal ties conftict, but we suggest that this is
much less common than has often been assumed and that much of the
behavior frequently explained by such personal disequilibrium can be
accounted for by macroscopic factors.
A concept closely related to that of cross-pressures is the "unbalanced
statuses" of persons or social units whose status in one stratification ranking is
significantly lower or higher than their status in other rankings. 66 Two widely
cited examples are the high prestige and low utilitarian positions of declining
aristocracies and the low prestige and high utilitarian positions of the rising
middle class. Although the members of these groupings have been shown
to be associated to a greater extent than members of more balanced groupings with radical (right or left) political behavior, this is still a low correlation.
A recent study found only a 4 per· cent difference between the extents of the
right-wing extremism of the "consistency" and the "inconsistency" groups. 67
And, whatever difference there may be might be explained by the fact that the
majority of the members of these unbalanced groupings are not engaged in
the same or similar political behavior; the nature of that behavior-for
instance, the mild conservatism or radical right views of small businessmenseems to be affected to a significant degree, by the alternative sub-collectivities
which members of these groupings join and the organizations that mobilize
them.
It should be noted that the political organizations that draw from these
"unbalanced" sub-collectivities are often reported to be more intensively
committed in their conduct than their positions in the stratification structure
would suggest (e.g., small business is more radical than big business). This is
in opposition to the proposition which suggests that cross-pressures (which
unbalanced statuses tend to generate on a personal or a collective level)
tend to cause apathy, withdrawal of commitment, and so on. On the other
hand, this finding is not surprising in terms of the macro-action approach
which argues that a stratification position provides only a potential that
cohesive units can collectivize and organizations can mobilize in different
ways, sometimes toward greater activism and sometimes toward norms
which prescribe low commitment. It is the reasonr, that some sub-collectivities
and organizations mobilize in one direction and some in others that need to
be explored. Again, the explanation seems to rest only in part on stratification
characteristics; the direction chosen might well depend to a significant
degree on such often ignored factors as the control structure (e.g., the backgrounds of the leadership) and the historical situation (that is, the societal
context and phase in which the grouping evolved). 68
The macro-action units, whether they be sub-collectivities permanently
combined into a collectivity and mobilized by collectivity-organizations (e.g.,
labor parties and unions for th~ British labor class), or combinations of subcollectivities mobilized for political action by cross-collectivity organizations
(e.g., the civil rights movement), are rarely if ever homogeneous in terms of
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stratification positions. Many of the core organizations of social movements, for instance, draw on "unbalanced" middle-class as well as on
lower-class sub-collectivities. When encountered in an individual case (e.g.,
Tory workers), this heterogeneity is viewed as an exception that requires
explanation. In contrast, we suggest that as a rule, sub-collectivities are
multi-faceted; they tend to be combined for action in terms of one facet and,
hence, the resulting action-unit tends to be dissimilar in terms of the other
facets. The exception that does need explanation is the situation in which the
membership of a political organization is homogeneous in terms of several
stratification dimensions. Homogeneity may register if a social scientist
uses gross categories (e.g., only three classes), but such categorization tends
to conceal the considerable heterogeneity that would appear if more subtle
categories were used. In short, we suggest that the core building stones for
the study of societal action and consensus-building in democracies are multifaceted, local sub-collectivities that are combined into collectivities and
mobilized by intra· and cross-collectivity organizations.
We have already noted the Jack of information on this subject for totalitarian societies. To the degree that relevant data are available, they seem to
repeat the "Western" methodological focus on atomistic analysis and on
psychological and stratification attributes to the neglect of associational and
control processes. We have argued above that the sub-collectivities in these
societies have not been disintegrated and that the degree to which they can
be penetrated-and, hence, their consensus produced rather than won-is
limited. Thus, all late-modern and post-modern societies must build
consensus, for their control mechanisms alone cannot be relied upon even
for elTective societal action and especially for societal activeness.

Appendix: Further Implications
The preceding argument has implications for the study of the societal
action of collectivities which cannot be explored here. An interesting question
concerns the different internal rearrangements and reallocations that result
as the same sub-collectivity is mobilized toward different lines of societal
action, and consequently, the different appearances of one and the same
societal unit as it acts on various fronts. A societal unit, we suggest, is not
weak or strong, integrated or fragmented, passive or active but is rather
active, integrated, and powerful for some lines of action and less so for
others. A general index may be constructed for a unit, but while it indicates a
base, the unit's action characteristics on any specific front cannot be derived
from it (or from its score on any one front).
Differences in action on various fronts, we suggest, are due in part to the
fact that the unit tends to have several sets of leaders, each of which
specializes in action on a particular front. These leadership sub-sets may be
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in open or latent contlict with each other (a strictly inter-unit relation);
all of them may be "lieutenants" of the same "boss" (supra-unit control
which may vary in its degree of specification); they may be in various mixes
of conflict, hieran::hization, and cooperation; or there may be no clear
pattern at all. 10
Similarly, there are different kinds of commitments within the membership. Women may be more mobilized by religious organizations, while
political mobilization might reach a higher level among men. 71 Similar
differences occur among age groups, generations, clans, cliques, and other
member groupings. 72 The sub-collectivity acts in unison on most fronts, but
differences in the ways in which leaders and members are activated and in the
degrees to which they are activated will lead to different levels and kinds of
societal action (for example, the size of the financial contributions to one
cause as compared to another and a greater number of volunteers for one
activity than for another).*
These factors are affected by the fact that no sub-collectivity is ever fully
or nearly fully mobilized; hence, different organizations can mobilize it
with different results. Thus, if two organizations were each to mobilize all
the members of a sub-collectivity, the results might still be quite different,
because one organization might have more appeal than the other, be more
expressive, have more effective leadership, and so on. But if each organization
mobilizes, let us say, only IO per cent of the member~ of a collectivity, there
may be no (or only very little) membership overlap. It is still the same entity
because the organizations draw on a membership which is tied together by a
set of integrative bonds and a structure and dynamics of its own.
If the "flexible" relationship between statistical categories, the multifaceted nature of collective units, and the mono-faceted quality of organiza·
tions are not taken into account, partial mobilization is likely to be
interpreted as weakness when actually it is either normal or even com·
paratively high. In addition, heterogeneity is likely to register in situations in
which there is really a typical multi-faceted and perhaps quite homogeneous
sub-collectivity. Above all, organizations that are actually varying forms of
mobilization of the same set of collective units are likely to be treated as
distinct action units. Thus, we have a picture that is more fragmented and
atomized than the socio-political reality. As we see it, modern societies are
highly intricate webs of collective units; these units are knit somewhat loosely
• The explanalory principles are different in terms of this approach; thus, if we see
sub-collectivily X donating more to the NAACP lhan to the church while Y is giving more
to the church than to the NAACP, we might conclude that this is due to differences in the
oriental ions of the sub-collectivities, when actually it is related to the different compositions
of the sub-collectivities (e.g., a higher percentage of women in Y). In other words, the
differences in the sub-collectivities can be most adequately explained by the fact that the
women in one sub·collectivityand the men in the other are more likely to determine to which
causes the larger contributions are made.
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together in democracies, more tightly in mature totalitarian societies, and
still more tightly in premature totalitarian societies, but collective units are
the bases of societal consensus-building and action in all of them.
NOTES

l. Por a critical discussion of various concepts of "mass" society, see Daniel
Bell, The End of Ideology (New York: Free Press, 1960), esp. pp. 22-24 and
William Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (New York: Free Press, 19S9),
pp. 21-38. For a typical popular treatment, see Michael Reagan, "America as a
'Mass Society;" Dissent, Vol. 3 (1956), pp. 346-356. Kenneth Keniston, The
Uncommitted: Alienated Youth in American Society (New York: Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1965). The autho'" refers to the "shattering of community" (p. 248). "We
live as members of organizations and not of a community" (p. 249).
Both totalitariian and democratic societies have been seen as "mass societies."
See Robert A. Nisbet's discussion of de T ocqueville, Durkheim, and others in bis
Tlte Sociological Tradition, op. cit. The mass society view is far from defunct.
Giovanni Sartori sees the "loss of community" as an essential feature and suggests
we update the etymology of democracy by referring to it as "masso-crazia."
Democratic Theory (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1962), p. 21. William
Kornhauser provides a full review of the political theory of "mass society" in his
Tire Politics of Mass Society, op. cit.
Key provides an unusually moderate version of the basic political proposition:
"The party organization remains, with workers in almost every precinct who
seek to build up person-to-person relationships with the electorate in their baili·
wicks; but the radio, the newspaper, and the mass meeting are more important
channels for the dissemination of appeals calculated to manipulate the attitudes of
the electorate.... Political power has been based on a stable network of the party
machine, around each member of which was clustered a little group loyal through
thick and thin. For this there seems to be in the process of substitution a power
structure broadly based on mass consent and support." V. 0. Key, Jr., Politics,
Parties, and Pressure Groups (New York: T. Y. Crowell, 1942), pp. 57~571.
2. Almond and Verba, Tire Civic Culture, op. cit., p. 146.
3. For overviews of numerous studies, BereJson and Steiner, Human Behavior,
op. cit., pp. 546-555, esp. p. SSO. See also Matilda White Riley and John W. Riley,
Jr., "A Sociological Approach to Communications Research," Public Opinio11
Quarterly, Vol. 15 (1951), pp. 445-460, and "Mass Communication and the Social
System," in Merton, Broom, and Cottrell (eds.), Sociology Today, up. cit., pp. 537578; Lazarsfe1d and Katz, Personal Influence, Qp. cit., pp. 329-330.
4. Even here there is some reason to hold that "mass" tendencies are less likely
than is often suggested. When natural disasters strike modern cities, people, rather
than engaging in mas~ behavior, seem to retreat to their families and friends. A summary report of disaster studies states: "(I) Mass panic is a phenomenon that occurs
rarely and only under certain circumstances; (2) Few actual cases of looting can be
discovered; (3) Stricken populations are not a 'dazed, helpless mass' ..." National
Research Council, quoted by Bere1son and Steiner, Human Behavior, op. cit., p. 625.
Moreover, "the first reaction ii$ typically concern for the safety of one's family and
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other intimates and then for the larger community.. , Ibid., p. 624. See also Lewis M.
Killian, "The Significance of Multiple-Group Membership in Disaster," American
Journal of Sociology, Vol. S7 (1952), pp. 309-314; The Effects of Strategic Bombing
on German Morale, The United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Morale Division
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1947).
5. For a study that provides a review of the literature and a theoretical model for
analysis of upward transfer of political loyalties, see Harold Guetzkow. Multiple
Loyalties (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1955), esp. pp. 39-43. An
instrument is discussed which allowed two researchers to distinguish empirically
between "patriots" and "multiplists" who have-in addition to a national commitment-also a commitment to a more encompassing community (though they do not
necessarily grant it superiority in case of conflict). The study referred to is by William
Buchanan and Hadley Cantril, How Nations See Each Other: A Study i11 Public
Opinion (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1953). See also p. 13 for an instrument
used by N. C. Morse and F. H. Allport, "The Causation of Anti-Semitism: An
Investigation of Seven Hypotheses," Journal of Psychology, Vol. 34 (1952), pp. 197233. There seem to be relatively few difficulties in exploring this dimension
empfrically.
6. In Communist China, in which probably the most extensive and lasting
attempt was made to secure party penetration, still the extended family and village
remain as powerful local units. See James R. Townsend, Political Participatiott itt
Communist China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), passim. For a
major study on the importance of local units in contemporary democracies, see
Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture, op. cit., pp. 79-100.
7. On "upward" and "downward" positions regarding consensus-building, see
Bernard Berelson, "Democratic Theory and Public Opinion," Public Opinion
Quarterly, Vol. 16 (1952), pp. 313-330; Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1922), esp. pp. 234-'249; Bernard C. Hennessy,
"Democracy and the Opinion-Policy Process," in his Public Opinion (Belmont,
Calif.: Wadsworth, 1965), pp. 104-129.
That government is dominated by mass opinion is the position of Walter Lippmann. See his Essays in the Public Philosophy (Boston: Little, Brown, 1955); C.
Wright Mills, especially in his The Power Elite (New York: Oxford University Press,
19S6) and The Causes of World War Ill (New York: Simon & Shuster, 1958), is
representative of the opposing position: The power elite largely determines the
opinions of the masses. David B. Truman reviews both positions and takes an intermediary, interaction," stand. See his "The American System in Crisis," Political
Science Quarterly, Vol. 74 (1959), pp. 481-497. See also excerpts of the works of
James Bryce, A. Lawrence Lowell, and John C. Calhoun in Katz et al., Public
Opinion and Propaganda, op. cit., pp. 3-23, and William C. Olson. "The Public
Ingredient in Statecraft," World Politics, Vol. 10 (1958), pp. 318-326.
8. See supra, pp. 157 ff.
9. Talcott Parsons, "'Voting' and the Equilibrium of the American Political
System," in Eugene Burdick and Arthur J. Brodbeck, American Voting Behavior
(New York: Free Press, 1959), pp. 80-120; Seymour M. Lipset, "Party Systems and
the Representation of Social Groups," European Journal of Sociology, Vol. I,
No. I (1960), pp. 3-4; Easton, A Framework of Political Attulysis, op. cit., pp. 108117.
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10. On this approach, see footnote 58 below.
11. This, of course, is a relative statement; not all the passive members of AMA

will act alike but more so with each other than with those of the AF~IO.
Stouffer's often-quoted study which is said to show that leaders of various associations are more liberal than members actually does not allow for such a comparison
because figures are not given by organization, and the leadership sample was not
drawn from the same population. Samuel A. Stouffer, Communism. Conformity and
Civil Liberties (New York: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 244-249. James W. Prothro
and C. M. Grigg, "Fundamenlal Principles of Democracy: Bases of Agreement
and Disagreement,'' Journal of Politics, Vol. 22 (Spring 1960), pp. 276-294,
showed acceptance of democratic procedure and values to be higher among
those who are politically aware and active. See also Herbert McClosky, "Consensus
and Ideology in American Politics," in Joseph R. Fiszman, The American Political
Arena (Boston: Little, Brown, 1966), 2nd edition, p. 46.
12. On the association between isolation and political sense of powerlessness, and
passivity, see Kornhauser et al., When Labor Votes: A Study of Auto Workers, op.
cit., p. 194. Kornhauser shows that individuals who feel socially alienated, indicated by a lack of confidence in other people and in the future, are likely to feel
personally impotent in political matters. While 60 per cent of those high on political
futility were also high on alienation, only 9 per cent of those high on alienation
were low on political futility, and only 12 per <.:ent of those high on political futility
were !Ow on alienation, p. 194. See also Melvin Seeman, "Alienation, Membership
and Political Knowledge: A Comparative Study," Public Opinion Quarterly,
Vol. 30 (1966), pp. 353-367.
13. For an effective overview of the societal and political assumptions of this
model, including a discussion of Park, Durkheim, Weber, and de Tocqueville, see
Reinhard Bendix, "Social Stratification and the Political Community," European
Journal of Sociology, Vol. I, No. 2 (l 960), pp. 3-32. See also references supra,
Ch. 16, footnote 1.
14. Ernest W. Burgess, "The Family in a Changing Society," American Journal
of Sociology, Vol. 53 (1948), pp. 417-422. On the viability of the modern family,
see Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns, op. cit., esp. pp. 27-86, and
Arnold M. Rose, The Power Struct11re: Political Process in American Society (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1967), pp. 202-203. See also Eugene Litwak,
"The Use of Extended Family Groups in the Achievement of Social Goals,"
Social PrQblems, Vol. 7 (1959-1960), p. 179; Marvin B. Sussman, "The Isolated
Nuclear Family: Fact or Fiction'?" Social Problems, Vol. 6 (1959), pp. 333-340.
See also Michael Young and Peter Willmolt, Family and Kinship in East London
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957).
15. See Morris Axelrod, "Urban Structure and Social Participation," American
Sociological Review, Vol. 21 (1956), pp. 13-18; Wendell Bell and Marion D. Boat,
"Urban Neighborhoods and Informal Social Relations," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 62 (1957), pp. 391-398; Joel Smith, William H. Form, and
Gregory P. Stone, "Local intimacy in a Middle--Sized City," Americmt Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 60 (1954), pp. 27~284; David Riesman et al., The Lonely Crowd:
A Study ofthe Changing American Character (New York: Doubleday, 1953), p. 331.
16. D. W. Brogan, Politics in America (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1960),
pp. 85-95.
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17. Will Herberg, Protestant, Catholic, Jew (New York: Doubleday, 1956),
pp.45-53, 256-272.
ts. Seymour M. Lipset, Martin A. Trow, and James S. Coleman, Union
Democracy (New York: Free Press, 1956), p. 69; Elizabeth Bott, Family and Social
Network (London: Tavistock, 1957), p. 86.
19. Sills, The Vclun1eers, cp. cit., pp. 233-2'52.
20. Samuel J. Eldersveld, Politicul Purties: A Behavioral Analysis (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1964), pp. 295-303, esp. p. 303; Seyom Brown, "Fun can be
Politics," The Reporter, Vol. 21(November12, 1959), pp. 27-28; Currin V. Shields,
"A Note on Party Organization: The DemoCTats in California," Western Political
Quarterly, Vol. 7 (1954), pp. 673-683; Francis Carney, The Rise of Democratic
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parative Analysis of Complex Organizations, op. cit., pp. 160 tf.
22. For elaboration of this point, see Amitai Etzioni and William R. Taber,
"Scope, Pervasiveness, and Tension Management in Complex Organizations,"
Social Research, Vol. 30 (1963), pp, 220-238.
23. Dubin's study of 1,200 industrial workers in the United States found that
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Workers' Worlds: A Study of the 'Central Life Interests' of Industrial Workers,"
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see Lipsct, Trow, and Coleman, Union Democracy, op. cit., pp. 72 ff.; Charles R.
Walker and Robert H. Guest, The Mun on the Assembly Line (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1952), pp. 66-80.
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CHAPTER 17

The Mechanisms

of Consensus

LE

CAPACITY of any one •ocietal unit to aot ;, dete<mined
only in part by its ability to control the other units or by the extent to which
it is controlled by them; this capacity is also affected by the degree to which
the goals the unit chooses to pursue and the means it employs are compatible
with those chosen and employed by the other units-i.e., the degree of
societal consensus.
The capacities of societies to control their members and to build consensus
among them tend to be low. While societies differ in their over-all guidance
capacities, the more productive analytic approach seems to lie not in ranking
them in terms of their relative capacities but rather in establishing the sources
of their respective deficiencjes. Low guidance scores of two societies may be
explained by quite different deficiencies.
To start with an elementary classification derived from the basic components of societal guidance, four types of societies suggest themselves:
(I) those low in both control and consensus-building, passive societies, a type
approximated by many underdeveloped nations; (2) those whose control
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capac1ttes are less deficient than their consensus-building mechanisms,
overmanaged societies, a type approximated by totalitarian states; (3) those
whose consensus-building is less deficient than their control capacities,
driftii1g societies, a type approximated by capitalistic democratic societies;
(4) and societies effective in both realms, active societies, a type which is a
"future system" or societal design.
In the first post-modern decade, the capacity to develop a backward
country was considered high, and master plans were formulated for many
underdeveloped nations. Most of these programs failed. 1 * More recently, it
has become widely recognized that the societal guidance of underdeveloped
societies is an extremely difficult task.
Democracies have endeavored to reallocate wealth, to alter the relations
among races, and to integrate nations into larger communities, but there
have been only minor changes in the allocation of weaJth, race relations may
have been improved but have not been transformed, and mountains of
international elforts have yielded only a few molehills of sµpranational
unification.
Revolutionary regimes have shown, on balance, no more effective a
capacity for societal guidance than the other types. Soviet efforts to abolish
the state, religion, and stratification have largely failed. 2 Following the
1952 revolution, the government of Bolivia decided to attempt radical
agrarian reform, but the Bolivian pattern of land distribution has yet to be
significantly altcrcd. 3 Mexico's 1910 left-oriented revolution spawned a
sizeable middle class rather than advancing the cause of the peasants. 4
Some societal actors, it may be argued, either project goals to which they
are not actually committed or are not in high agreement about the goals
they do pursue so ineffectually. But, it seems, even when there are fairly
high levels of consensus and commitment, the level of implementation is not
high. For example, the kibbutz movement was once the favorite of those who
desire guided societal change; now, its advocates are largely disillusioned,
not only because the kibbutz movement has not equalled their expectations
but also because it is turning from the goals it set for itself. 5 The actors'
initial goals are to be disregarded, it may be said, because these change as
realization is attempted. But the reasons that societal actors are so often
forced to abandon their initial goals and to choose new ones must be studied
further. Finally, in those instances in which societal actors do realize t11eir
goals, this is in part due to "unintended" consequences (i.e., to factors
beyond the actors' awareness), which, in turn, is another indicator of the
generally low capacity to guide.
The conditions under which the control component of guidance may
become more effective were discussed above; here, consensus-building is
explored in general and societal and rolitical consensus ·in particular. This
• Reference notes to this chapter appear on page 495.
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leads to the specification of the comparative dimensions of various kfods of
consensus-building structures. The chapter closes with a brief review of
societal attempts to articulate more closely societal control and consensus,
in order to improve societal guidance.

Consensus and Societal Action
Societal Structure and Consensus-Building
The level of societal activeness affects the extent to which consensusbuilding is required: The more a society "gets done," the more the differences
in the values, interests, and viewpoints of the members "need" to be resolved.
This "need" can be viewed in two ways: (a) if the extent of the differences
among the members is not reduced, the level of societal resistance will tend to
riser ultimately blocking action; and (b) if consensus-building is neglected,
the values that are based on consensus are undermined, even if other values
are realized by the increased societal activeness.
There is a close relationship between a society's structure and its capacity
to build consensus; the societal structure provides the background for
consensus-building. The fewer the societal bonds and links, the greater the
"load" consensus-building must carry (for the same level of activeness).
Second, differences in structure are related to the kinds of consensus-building
upon which the society can draw. For instance, when the specification of
societal control is high, the tendency seems to be toward a greater reliance
on downward mechanisms of consensus-mobilization, while upward mechanisms of consensus-formation are more prevalent when specification is low.
At the same time, the amount, quality, and substance of consensus affect
both the stability and the shape of the societal structure. Hence, the relationship between morphology {discussed in the preceding chapter) and
consensus-building (discussed here) resembles the relationship between a
static and a dynamic aspect of the same phenomenon.
So far as consensus is concerned, societal actors are to be viewed not as
"given" but as changeable. The capacity of two or more actors to realize their
values is significantly affected not only by the congruence of their commitments but also by their ability to establish the degree to which their goals are
complementary or shared and the extent to which their paths toward goalrealization are affected by the degree to which, in the process of such
interaction, the goals of the actors are re-specified in the direction of
reciprocal or shared projects. Often, the initial positions of various subcollectivities or collectivities (expressed through their various organizations)
are relatively vague and fluid, and- if consensus-building is effective>-they
become specified in a congruent direction. Or, when their positions have been
previously specified, they are altered in the process of consensus-building for
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such reasons as the actors• re·ali:zations that they cannot pursue their original
courses and that they prefer a change of course over a deadlock or being
"left out," or because expressive processes such as leadership (let us say, of
the system's elite) affect their preferences. This flexibility of societal actors
means that consensus-building is available in a much larger variety of
situations than would be the case if all the participants had fixed positions;
it is not merely a question of agreement or of splitting the difference, but also
of the generation of new shared goals, leadership, and other related factors.*
The capacity of two or more actors to build consensus is reflected in the
degree to which they can both determine their reciprocal and shared needs
and formulate new needs. The lower this capacity is-either because of
divergence of "background" factors or because of ineffective consensusbu.ilding mechanisms-the lower is their capacity for societal guidance.6

Consensus-A State and a Process
Consensus is a congruence in the perspectives of two or more actors. 7
Since consensus-building is often only in part a conscious, deliberate
process, the term "consensus" is preferred to "agreement." Similarities in
perspectives are often mistaken for consensus, and homogeneous groups are
expected to be in consensus. 8 But many actors whose goals are similar are in
dissensus and bitter conflict, as is illustrated by the famous statement of the
king of Austria about himself and the ruler of Spain: "We both want the
same thing; we both want Milan." While we expect that actors who are
committed to identical or similar values are more likely to reach an agreement about goals and means than those who have divergent-and, especially,
opposing-value commitments, it cannot be assumed that consensus about
goals, means, and priorities will automatically result from consensus about
values. Such consensus needs to be constructed, and unless there are effective
mechanisms to build consensus, it may remain only a potential.
Consensus is viewed by typical collectivistic theories as largely given (or
as changing under the impact of ongoing processes); voluntaristic theories

* Several thorough studies have shown that there is lilt le consensus among the American
electorate; that there is more consensus among the leaders of divergent parties than among
the members; that the concept of democracy is endorsed by the voters but not understood,
and so on. These studies claim to show that democracy is operative without the fulfillment
of the prerequisites which consensus-models have stipulated. 6 This oonclusion is valid to
the degree that the studies challenge those models which assume that most members of a
society must be in agreement most of the time on most issues. On the other hand, their
criticism does not apply to such models as the one used here which-for reasons discussed
above-assumes that some consensus among the relatively active members is needed.
Second, we apply a revised functional model. That is, we expect that if some of the required
consensus is lacking, democracy will function less effectively but will not necessarily
collapse. The studies neglt)Ct to relate the particular consensus deficiencies they unveil to
other deficiencies of the democracies they study.
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tend to view it as open to manipulation by charismatic leadership and/or the
mass media. From the viewpoint of a theory of societal guidance, consensus
is the result of a process in which existing perspectives and guided efforts
affect the outcome, which is a changing consensus. Many studies have
applied such an approach; here, it finds a theoretical base.
Dissensus is the entropic state of societal nature; consensus is not found
but must be produce<l.9 .. Normal," ongoing socialization processes prepare
the background for it but not the actual consensus that societal guidanc.e
requires. Once established, consensus does not act in accord with the laws of
inertia; if the efforts to sustain it decrease significantly, society moves toward
the entropic state of dissensus. * When dissensus is high, the capacity of the
societal units to act tends to be low. We use consensus-formation to refer to
the upward processes (from member-unit to controlling overlayer) which
increase the congruence in perspectives; consensus-mobilization refers to the
downward processes which increase the congruence; and consensus-building
encompasses both the upward and the downward processes.

The Level of Consensus Needed
Some social scientists stress the fact that consensus is not a prerequisite
of societal action. This seems a valid observation, but we would like to add
that some degree of consensus is a prerequisite of effective action. We, thus,
assume neither that consensus needs to be high nor that ineffectual action
cannot be carried out in the face of dissensus. We do assume that high
dissensus has a cost. Since we are interested in the conditions under which
goals are realized, we are concerned with the factors which reduce rather than
increase this cost.t At each point in time, the bonds among the member
collectivities in a society both reduce the options the collectivities will
consider and emphasize some preferred option, thereby providing a context
for consensus-building on specific policies.
There are shared values that make some options "unthinkable," others
legitimate, and still others desirable. A set of shared symbols provides an
additional basis for concurrence-one that might be stronger than that of
shared values, for the same symbol can be accepted by actors whose values
differ. Not all the societal bonds that provide a foundation for consensus
are normative; they are in part cognitive in that shared definitions of the world
affect the options of the various collectivities. Second, all societies, particularly modern ones, constantly allocate a variety of assets. When a
• High dissensus encompasses not merely ultimate purposes but also immediate goals
and means. This should be noted because high dis~ensus on ultimate goals may be coupled
with consensus on immediate goals, and this suffices for fairly effective societal action.
t This does not mean that the less costly option is always preferable either normatively
or pragmatically. We still need to know the nature and extent of these costs.
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particular allocative pattern is taken for granted, it constitutes another
foundation of consensus. Social security in the United States in the 1960s,
for instance, was widely accepted. Although its boundaries were contested,
the option of abolishing it was not a viable political alternative. The
importance of these allocations for consensus-building is often overlooked.
Like shared values, they expand the area of concurrence, they also provide
a "pay-off" which limits the extent of the dissent of various members of
society. The welfare state, for instance, developed from the recognition by the
more affluent collectivities that some reallocation of assets in favor of the
weaker members of society must be conceded if the consensus is to be
maintained. This consensus becomes an inauthentic one if the reallocations
are insignificant in absolute terms or in terms of the respective needs of the
members, and especially, if they prevent rather than lead to the needed societal
transformation.* On the other hand, if these reallocations do satisfy the
requirements, they may constitute a mechanism of change which improves
the bases of authentic consensus-building.
In addition to these normative and utilitarian bases of consensus, ongoing
processes of consensus-building are also required. The optimal relationships
between these bases and the ongoing processes, we suggest, are roughly as
follows: Ongoing processes use the consensual bases to narrow the range of
alternatives considered, as reference points for settlements of differences, and
to indicate preferred solutions. The specific consensus reached on "live"
issues tends to fall within the context set by these bases, thus adding to it and
reinforcing it. When this is not the case, ongoing consensus at first becomes
more difficult to achieve, then the bases are questioned, and finally, the
potential for transformation grows, which tends to entail a period of dissensus
on basic issues. Jn stable systems which have no capacity to transform, the
old consensual bases must collapse before new ones can be formed. On the
other hand, transformable systems fundamentally revise their consensus
during the course of their activities. An interesting mechanism by which this
revision is accomplished is the broadening of a system by the legitimation
of a new alternative and then a gradual shifting of the weight from earlier
alternatives to the new one until the center of gravity of the whole system is
altered.
In exploring the level of consensus of a given society and the ways in
which it is generated and maintained, several pitfalls are to be avoided. First,
the level of consensus differs from one societal sector to another. We deal here,
for instance, with societal consensus in regard to the role and scope of the
political overlayer. Consensus regarding other ·sectors of societal activity
affects the political consensus. but there is no one-to-one relationship
'"See Chapter 21 below on the transformation referred to. An example of this process
is the introduction of the Labour Party in Britain at the beginning of the twentieth century
and the shift from aristocratic-bourgeois to bourgeois-labor politics.
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among the sectors. In fact, there are several conditions under which dissensus
in non-political values may have relatively little effect on political consensus:
(a) lf the other values are defined as belonging explicitly to an area unrelated
to politics; (b) if the same political policy can be shown to advance divergent
or .even confiicting non-political values; and (c) when the actors who are
politically committed are less committed to non-political values, and those
who are more concerned with non-political values have few political
commitments to matters which do not affect their extra-political concerns.•
Second, the building of political consensus should not be confused with
the democratic mode of government. Political consensus may evolve among
those who have power, often including only a small fraction of the population. And the consensus reached reflects the relative power of those who do
share in it, without the extent of their power being determined only (and,
often, not even mainly) by the number of votes they can mobilize. Political
power also results from the capacity to make campaign contributions,
to gain the church's blessing, to gain the favor of external forces, and so on.
In all societies, there are significant differences in the political power of
different collectivities. The need to win their support to assure effective
societal action varies directly with their capacity to contribute to or undermine a specific line of action, other activities of the same societal unit, the
tenure of the elites in control positions, and the structure of control itself.
Democratic government is, therefore, one of a variety of modes of building
political consensus.
Third, although high dissensus must be avoided if concerted, effective
action is to occur, consensus is not needed for every single activity; most
actors have some consensus "slack" upon which they can draw. Nor is it
necessary to gain support before the action occurs. A new activity that
initially generates hostility or indifference but later wins the support of the
relevant actors commands a more effective over-all consensus than an activity
that is initially supported but increasingly opposed as it is implemented.
In short, consensus need not be present before an action, on all matters,
or among all actors, but some consensus, in the long run, is a prerequisite of
a high degree of realization of the actors' goals. There cannot be an active
society without a comparatively high capacity to build consensus, for otherwise the increased activeness would entail a highly imposing and, hence,
distorting controlling overlayer.

• It is almost impossible to understand the Israeli political consensus in the period
between 1948 and 1966 without taking into account the differences in the intensity of
commitment of the religious parties and Mapai. Most Israeli coalition governments were
based on a "trade": Mapai made concessions on religious mauers in exchange for an almost
completely free hand in matters of economics and foreign policy. For details, see Amitai
Etzioni, "Kulturkarnpf ou coalition, le cas d'lsrael," Revue Fram;aise de Scie11£·e Pt1/itique,
Vol. 8 (1958), pp. 311-331.
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Societal and Political Consensus
The Post-Modern State: The Focus of Societal Consensus
The major action agency of modern and, especially, of post-modern
societies is the state. The state is to society what organizations are to
collectivities; 10 i.e., it is the tool of societal mobilization and action. Societal
consensus-building in post-modern societies, therefore, is focused around the
use to be made of the state and the way it is to be molded and remolded. Of
course, societal consensus also affects other relations among members (e.g.,
relations among classes or ethnic collectivities), but the patterns of the state
must be changed before the majority of the changes in an inter-collectivity
consensus can affect the society's action. Some of the patterns which must
be changed are: the extent of political centralization (e.g., less states' rights),
the distribution of access to the state's control centers (e.g., more access for
Negroes), and the state's effect on societal processes (e.g., increased regulation of the economy). There are, of course, socio-political processes apart
from the state and societal action via other agencies- for instance, public
corporations such as the BBC and the Port of New York Authority. But the
post-modern state provides the context in which such action occurs. This
context includes legislation, enforcement agencies, and economic power.
Furthermore, it is via the state that consensus is most readily formulated,
since the mechanisms for consensus-buildjng, as we sha!J see, are most
explicitly structured around it, especially in institutionalized political
leadership, legislative bodies, political parties, and interest groups. 11
The state, as we have seen, can best be understood as society's organizational tool. Like other organizations, it tends to have a written charter,
explicit criteria for "membership," and specification of various member roles.
There is a division of labor among levels of government and between
agencies, hierarchization, lines of communication, authority, and decisionmaking. As a supra-organization, the state contains many organizations
either as its own sub-units or as members allowed to act within its context.
fhe state also resembles other organizations in that it has a procedure for
determining the highest-ranking elites, from elections to various forms of
appointment or succession. But even when all the members select these
elites in open elections, the state exhibits oligarchic tendencies similar to those
Michels observed in other organizations. While the change of the elites of
democratic states is much more institutionalized than, let us say, the change
of the elites of labor unions, this is not the case for other kinds of states,
and even democratic states tend to favor incumbents and to choose candidates who are similar in political and social background to those previously
elected. And, when an elite is elected which does not "mesh" with the
orientations institutionalized in the state machinery- a rare occurrence--
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there is a tendency to bring about a change in or of the elite rather than to
alter the state. 12
Finally, the post-modern state does exhibit some features which the
organizations of collectivities do not. While other organizations usually
mobilize only a fraction of their membership, the state creates at least a
minimal role for most members, that of "citizen." To attain such encompassing mobilization, at least some reliance on coercion is expected on the
theoretical grounds discussed above and is, of course, found in all states.
Another difference is that while most organizations are in at least limited
competition and conflict with some others which attempt to mobilize the
same collectivity, the post-modern state claims and maintains a comparatively effective monopoly in some areas of societal activity and is highly
intolerant of competition.

Society and State: Societal and Political Power
While the state is the organizational tool of society, it has a power of its
own; it does not merely execute the lines of action which the members
jointly or collectively favor but also itself affects their relations and consensus. Hence, no analysis of consensus-building is complete without some
discussion of the relations between the society and the state. The relative
autonomy of the state depends on its relations to its society. 13 The power of
the state is relatively great when it or other forces have weakened the various
member collectivities and the bonds among them,, and/or when the state elites
and their staffs (the officialdom) have acquired their own status as a collectivity (as in the Third Republic of France) or have been fused with a nonstate organization (such as the Party or the military) or collectivity (e.g.• the
gentry in traditional China). The state has relatively little autonomy when it
acts largely as a referee among the societal members or is under the control of
a few of them and serves as their tool against the others.
In all these variations (including the latter), the state never merely reflects
societal consensus or the preferences of those who use it; it always has an
orientation and a power of its own. Like all organizational tools, the state not
only serves a master but also affects that which he can and wishes to do. 14
For each collectivity-member, this means that its societal power {as reflected
in its power vis-a-vis other member collectivities) and its political power
(expressed in its share of the control of the state .and of other downward
political processes) are unlikely to be parallel. In the political processes,
societal power is converted into power to guide the state, but en route,
fortunes at least to a degree are altered; some members gain and some lose,
depending upon the side toward which the state casts its net power and whom
the slant of its mold favors. Differences among the political processes of
various types of societies lie in the degree and direction of the state's slant
and not in the presence or absence of this slant.
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The distribution of political power is reflected in the composition of the
representative structure, the leadership of executive branches, the constitutional and effective freedom of each collectivity to organize itself and to
gain political positions, and the slant of the values and administrative
patterns embodied in the state machinery and upheld by its staff. All of these
affect the ex.tent to which a given collectivity, under a given level of organization and mobilization (holding constant the other factors), can guide the
directions in which the society's controlling overlayer is turned. That is, all
of these are filter-like factors which magnify the societal power of some
colle<:tivities and reduce that of others. While these filters can be restructured
under the impact of changing distributions of societal power, they tend to be
rigid: Constitutions are difficult to amend; the administrative patterns of the
state are difficult to alter; it is difficult to resocialize the staff, and so on.
The relationship of societal power to consensus-formation is so dose
that the consensus reached reflects the distribution of societal power: A
major use of societal power is to affect that which is societally agreed upon.
Consensus, it should be repeated, is not merely a normative or cognitive
concurrence; it also involves the satisfaction of the interests of the participants. And the relative power of the participants affects all three elements:
the values they endorse, the facts they recognize, and the interests they seek to
realize.*
Once it is recognized that the morphologies of the state and the society are
not co-extensive even in situations in which this is true of their boundaries,
the extent of the discrepancy between political power and societal power and,
above all, the conditions under which societal changes are converted into
political ones must be determined. If these questions are not answered, the
conditions under which the activation of the members will register in changes
in the society's actions will remain unknown. Thus, we now explore the
various mechanisms for conversion and, hence, political consensus-building;
we seek to ascertain the relative efficacy of these mechanisms.

Alternative Consensus-Building Structures
Our exploration of the various patterns and processes of consensusbuilding involves questions of the extent to which consensus-building is
"specialized"; if so, the number of tiers among which it is divided; and the
degree to which the consensus-building structure relies .on lower as opposed
to higher tiers. All of these factors affect the amount and quality of the
consensus produced and, thus, the levels of both activation and alienation.

• For additional discussion of this point, see below, the discussion <>f equality and
responsiveness.
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Degree of Specialization
When consensus-building is i11terwoven, it is "carried" by processes
aimed primarily at fulfilling some other function. Holidays, national education, and welfare services tend to have "interwoven" consequences for
consensus. Thus, holidays tend to release tensions and reinforce shared
values; these have the consequence of enhancing consensus-building, though
their primary intended purpose is not to build consensus. In an interwoven
structure, consensus-building is largely a result of the ongoing interactions
among the societal units rather than produced in specialized structures. For
instance, consensus-formation in smaller and less complex preliterate tribes
seems to rely primarily on such interaction among the member-families. The
relatively little consensus-mobilization which occurs is often also interwoven
-for instance, in tribal religious rituals which precede hunting or warfare. 1 s
When consensus-building is segregated, it takes place in specialized
structures-in political units (e.g., parties and legislatures} which are distinct
from "regular" societal units. In these political units, societal differences are
converted into political differences before society-wide consensus is built.
Segregated consensus-formation seems more effective than the interwoven
kind, though for reasons discussed below segregated structures seem able to
produce only enough consensus to support a comparatively low level of
activeness. They are like a sophisticated machine that cannot be used for
heavy duty.
In segregated structures, political units which are not coextensive with
any collectivity serve to "semi-process" the divergent perspectives of the
large variety of collectivities; they act as intermediaries between the
perspectives of the collectivities (or sub-collectivities) and their combination~
and the perspectives of the society-state. 16 As these perspectives are transferred upward in the conversion process, they are altered; the tendency is
to bring them closer together and to reduce their number. As they are
transferred downward, the tendency is to relate the general societal perspectives to the specific ones of the member units. In this way, the polity's consensus is related to the perspectives of the member societal units through
intermediary units that are greater in number and divergence than the
polity, but are fewer and less divergent than the societal units.
To give a simple example, in the United States, coalitions of organizations, which in themselves are based on collectivities, enter the political
process with at least a score of contenders for presidential candidacy; in the
intermediary stage, this number is reduced usually to two agreed-upon party
candidates, one of whom becomes the president who is supported most of the
time by the majority of the people. 17 Whether this is the result of authentic
consensus~formation or of mass manipulation is a question to which we
turn below (Ch. 21). We should mention here that an upward flow is not
assumed; the parties may first pick their candidates and run them against
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others in primaries, or the President may give his support to one candidate
and help him win the election. The layers of the conversion process, though,
remain the same, whatever the order in which they are activated.
The more interwoven the consensus-building, the less societal and
political processes are differentiated from each other in that there is no or only
one "specialized" political unit, and the more interaction among collectivities and their respective organizations constitutes both the societal and
the political give-and-take. "Settlements" are reached through the guidance
of one collectivity or organization (often the Party-State or the military in
conjunction with a colle<:tivity) that penetrates the other units and limits the
options from which they choose.
Most of the consensus-formation processes of societies fall somewhere
between .these two ideal-types. Capitalistic democracies, as we shall see, are
closer to the segregated type, while mature totalitarian societies are more
similar to the interwoven one.

Partial Autonomy and Multi-Tier Structures
In a society in which the consensus-building is of the segregated type, the
political units (e.g., parties) are not instruments or arms either of the polity
or of the stratification units but are partially autonomous from both. Segregation is more effective if the political units cut across collectivities (e.g., if
parties are not the representatives of one collectivity, and if a collectivity is
not represented by one party). The political autonomy of collectivities is
measured by shifts in their political commitments. It is not that all business·
men who voted Republican suddenly vote for the Democrats, but so long as
the percentage of businessmen voting Democrat increases or decreases with
the degree to which they are satisfied with their political representation by the
Republicans, this mode of convergence is enhanced.
When there is a one-to-one association between a stratification unit and
a political unit, segregation is not operative. Many arguments, not mutually
exclusive, have been advanced to explain the necessity of the partial autonomy
of political units. One of these involves a theory of representation which
argues that negotiations are unproductive if the representatives are instructed in· detail rather than given "space" in which to be able to maneuver. 18
Others stress the importance of cross-cutting status-sets for the reduction of
the intensity of societal conflict, which, in turn, facilitates the development
of political consensus. 19 Some emphasize the importance of the "floating
vote" for rewarding the continuation of peaceful political competition and the
political units that are more responsive to a wide range of collectivities. 10
Others believe that the political units must be bound in part by the perspectives of the society rather than only by those of the collectivities, so that
societal needs (e.g., defense) will not be neglected in favor of particularistic
ones, and so that a base for determining the criteria for the allocation of
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assets among the collectivities will be provided. 21 All of these arguments
help to explain the ways in which the segregation model of consensusformation operates. We add a morphological explanation.

Division Among Tiers
All other things equal, rhe /urger the number and the greater the diversity
of the perspectives of a group of units, the more difficull it is to achieve a
consensus.* Under the same conditions of initial divergence, consensus is
formed more easily, we suggest, if a two or more tier structure is employed.
On the first and lowest tier, the participant units are combined into subgroups according to the relative affinity of their perspectives. Each of these
subgroups forms consensus among its members and sends a representative
to the next tier, which is composed only of representatives. Their number is
smaller than the number of the units on the lower level, and the diversity of
their perspectives is likely to be of a lesser degree, because they tend to
represent an "average" view of their constituency rather than an extreme one.
These representatives then may work out a consensus for the whole unit.
If the diversity is still too great, consensus is expected to increase if
another tier is added-one composed of representatives of the subgroups of
representatives-in which the "averaging" effect is expected to repeat itself.
The proposition as advanced so far applies to any social unit. We expect it to
hold for individuals in experimental groups in social science laboratories; it is
reported to be in accord with the experience of organizing "buzz" sections
in some human relations conferences and training courses. 22 Societal
structures, in their differentiation of collectivities from political units,
provide an institutionalized multi-tier structure. A lower level is composed of
the sub-collectivities; the higher ones are the political parties, the local
governments, and the national agencies. The lower levels, in general, are less
institutionalized than the higher ones (e.g., pre-primary deals in comparison
to primary votes, and the latter as opposed to votes in the Senate). The final
consensus is occasionally brought for ratification-which may be authentic or
merely formalistic-to the full membership (e.g., national elections). Usually,
only a few alternatives-those that have been processed through the structure
-are presented. (When the membership is presented with the full range of
alternatives, the consensus-formation processes have failed.)
If representatives at higher levels do not act within the context of the
consensus reached at lower levels-either by representing one of the units

•For many other considerations, the heterogeneity is the important variable rather
than the number of units involved; here, both are relevant, for it seems that if the ~am.e
degree of diversity is spread among a larger number of units, consensus-formation is more
difficult.
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to the partial or complete neglect of the others (e.g., a business representative looks after the interests of big businesses to the neglect of small
ones), or by frequently returning to their collectivities for renewed instructions*-the effectiveness of the process is reduced.
Multi-tier structures differ in the ways in which they distribute the consensus-building among the levels. Anglo-Sax.on countdes (the United States,
the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand) rely heavily on the
lower levels, usually leaving only two alternatives for the last round which
are often focused around change as opposed to consolidation on domestic
issues and militancy as opposed to moderation in foreign affairs. 23 When
some of the formal elements of a multi-tier structure are lacking such as in
Mexico or the Southern United States, various ace-0mmodations-such as a
semi-institutionalized struggle among the factions of a party-emerge and
act as partial functional alternatives. 24 Several European multi-party
systems and coalition governments, such as those of Italy, Holland, and
Austria, retain much more consensus-formation for the higher and more
fo(mal levels. 25
The "pure" versions of the two major kinds of multi-tier structures have
different weaknesses but lead to similar results. The consensus generated by
the top-heavy structure tends to be insufficient-as indicated, for instance,
by the relative inability to form coalition governments within these structures,
the instability of these governments once they are formed, and the relative
passivity of the national polities. These are all signs of insufficient semiprocessing on the lower levels and of not allowing sufficient leeway in which
to exercise choice and innovation on the higher ones. ln the bottom-heavy
structure, an alternative tends to be widely supported once it reaches the
highest levels, but too many alternatives never pass through the lower tiers,
as too much processing-and, hence, elimination-occurs within them. There
seems to be no optimal structure; both structures are workable, both allow
for the conversion of societal differences into political consensus, and both are
ineffective in their extreme forms.
Thus, a consensus-formation structure will be better able to convert the
diverse perspectives of the collectivities into an agreed-upon policy-or to
produce inter-collectivity arrangements which draw on, elaborate, reinforce,
and specify the existing context of consensus-the greater the extent to which
it fulfills the following prerequisites: (a) that it be partially segregated,
(b) that the political units be less numerous than the societal units, (c) that
they function as intermediaries, partially autonomous from both the societal
units and the supra-unit polity, (d) that there be a multi-tier structure whose
• That is, they "reopen" the consensus that was already reached, which is a procedure
that is favored by representatives who disagree with the consensus lhcy are expected to
represent but were unable, in an earlier round, to gain approval for a line of action they
favored.
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higher and lower tiers ·are balanced, (e) that the process of consensusformation encompasses all of the member collectivities, and (f) that a
considerable degree of equality exists.•
While no particular collectivity will usually gain its way as it initially
conceived it within such a structure, the perspectives of the various members
are more likely to be taken into account in determining societal action than
in other structures, and a more authentic alteration of the perspectives of the
members toward a shared perspective may occur. (Some alienation is still
likely to exist, as the alteration of the collectivities' perspectives is never
complete, and, hence, some aspects of the pohcy pursued will tend to be
supported but not preferred by one or more of the member collectivities.
Alienation, though, is expected to be lower than in any other structure.)
No society has ever fully evolved such a consensus-building structure, but
societies differ significantly in the extent to which they are able to meet its
prerequisites, especially the prerequisite of substantial equality. In the next
chapter, we explore the ways in which consensus-building is affected by the
differential distributions of assets and power and the consequences of this
effect for the study of the active society. Now, we discus~ the ways in which
the relationship of consensus-building to our second key variable, societal
control, affects the level and quality of societal guidance.

The Control-Consensus "Mix"
A Substitution Curve
The quality of societal guidance is greatly affected both by the quality of
its components-societal control and consensus-building-and by the relative
degree to which it relies on one component as opposed to the other. The
distinction between control and consensus-building is analytic; the same unit
or act may serve both functions, and both components include upward and
downward elements. Control draws on the upward flow of informationhavc the signals that 6ow from the members to the control centers been
received, understood, and followed? Have there been new developments that
require a change of signals? But the application of power and the specification of decisions are downward : Those of higher ranks control those of
lower ones. On the other hand, while consensus-building is in part a
downward flow ofinfluence from the leaders and the application of symbolssince the purpose of consensus-building is to win the support of the member
collectivities, their leadership and their membership-basically, consensusformation is an upward process. As we have seen, this is particularly true
because the coUectivities are viable societal units with some degree of political
•The reasons for this last prerequisite are discussed in the next chapter.
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autonomy, and they cannot be readily manipulated both because they have
become committed to particular lines of action as a result of consensusbuilding and because they have capacities and perspectives of their
own. 26
11 is comparatively easy to increase one of the two elements of guidance by
"trading" it for the other. More control and less consensus or more consensus
and less control are "easy" solutions, roughly approximated by mature
totalitarian and capitalistic democratic polities. Jn effect, totalitarian societies
are not only stronger in control than capitalistic democratic societies but are
also overprescriptive and deficient in their consensus-building capacities,
even though they have greater consensus-building capacities than the "idealtype" of the overmanaged society. Similarly, while capitalistic democratic
societies have increased to some extent their control capacities and, hence,
are more directed than an ideal-type drifting society, they can be quite
effectively characterized as high on consensus and low on control.•
It has been argued that the two main types of post-modern societies-of
which the United States and the Soviet Union are often considered typical
representatives-are moving closer to each other, though there has been much
controversy about the scope and the specific nature of this convergence. 27
Such convergence, so fa r as societal guidance is concerned, would suggest
a reduction of control and an increase in consensus-building for totalitarian
societies and an increase in control (even if this requires some reduction of
consensus) for democracies. First, it should be noted that the level of societal
action that a political organization can effectively handle depends on its
combination of the two components of societal guidance. While there is no
simple, straight-line substitution, by and large, increasing one element
reduces the other and produces little net gain in societal action. A gain is
achieved if the alteration in the "mix" increases the balance of the two
components rather than undermines it, a rule on which is based the law of
declining marginal utility. A balanced guidance mechanism can handle more
societal action in the long run t han one that is high on one component and
low on the other, even though the "sum" may be the same. But the most
effective combination is achieved not by improving the balance of the " mix"
but by increasing both components. To gain active societal guidance for a
democracy requires an increase in control or political intensity while maintaining as much of the relatively high consensus as possible and expanding
its bases by mobilizing the excluded collectivities into the political processes.
For a totalitarian society, an increase in active guidance requires a sub• While, in general, the scope of control is much greater in totalitarian than in
democratic societies, it docs not follow that every single issue controlled by democracies is
also controlled by totalitarian societies. Thus, an important :>eament of the societal
management problems of democracies concerns civil rights, a ~egment that is much smaller
in totalitarian societies.
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stantial increase in the capacity to form consensus; at the same time, the
control must be improved in quality so as to become much less prescriptive
rather than curtailed. In both types of societies, consensus must be made more
authentic by increasing the extent to which it is based on education as
opposed to persuasion. (Other mechanisms for the reduction of inauthenticity
are explored below.) The two main types of modern societies, therefore,
might .not be moving toward each other but rather toward a third meeting
point- toward an active society which is high (and not "middling") in both
control and consensus (i.e., in societal guidance).
Simmel noted that freedom is not the absence of societal guidance but
rather guidance that allows a man to be free. 28 Mannheim stressed that
freedom is to be planned. 29 Drawing on these ideas, we emphasized that it
is not more control that is needed but rather a qualitative change of control
toward a more encompassing but not prescriptive, more closely related to
consensus-building and less coercive and aJienating control. That this is
important not merely in the economic realm should be stressed; professional
ethics is a case in point. The subtle interplay between professional selfcontrol and governmental contextuating control serves not to introduce
prescriptive control but to apply pressure on the professions to increase their
self-control. The correct balance is difficult to specify and may be reached
only via the political processes. But it might be noted that the democracies,
especially the United States, tend to err in the opposite direction: They are
underplanned and undercontrolled and they often allow the narrow freedom
of a few to impose rigid constraints on the freedom of the many. The
freedom of advertisers, gun manufacturers, and pharmaceutical industries is
much more effectively protected than that of the public and the consumers.
"Natural" processes are unlikely to provide effective correctives; when new
power relations-under conditions of increased equality-permit, societal
planning for more freedom will have to be introduced if societal activeness
is to be increased.
The relations between the kind of guidance "mix" that predominates in
a society and its power "mix" (explored in Chs. 13 and 14) ought to be
indicated. (a) If control is increased without increasing consensus-building,
we expect a greater reliance on force. (This occurs to a greater extent, the
more prescriptive the added control.) (b) If consensus is increased without
increasing control, a relatively greater reliance on normative means is
possible. This occurs to a greater extent, the higher the existing level of
societal guidance, because well-balanced but low-level guidance is likely to
generate considerable alienation and to lead to the use of more coercive means
of control. (c) Utilitarian means of control are most likely to be relied upon
heavily in guidance systems that are intensive but narrow in scope-limited
mainly to production and administrative activities and exclusive of statusrelations, stratification, and education .
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A Genetic Perspective: The Time Sequence
The three ideal-types of societies which differ in their societal-guidance
"mix" also differ in the sequential relations between the two elements of
guidance. ln capitalistic democractic societies, there is a tendency to build
up consensus first and then to implement a policy. Some policies, especially
those which affect only bit changes, are carried out with little or only post-hoc
consensus-building. Others are initiated before consensus is greatly advanced.
But in comparison to mature totalitarian societies, consensus-building tends
to come "early" in the action-policy sequence. Policies that are not favored
by the more powerful societal members often are not implemented until an
internal crisis (e.g., widespread rioting) or an environmental one (e.g., war)
demonstrate the overdue need for them. This impetus may also be provided
by a rise in the power of new or previously weak collectivities. Keynesian
controls of the economy were introduced in the United States largely after
the great depression. 30 And contemporary desegregation began when the
Negroes were mobilized during World War 11. 31
The tendency in democracies is to delay actions that entail societal
changes and to proceed slowly when they are initiated; thus, changes often
Jag behind societal needs. In Britain, pressure groups are officially and
unofficially brought into the process of legislation and administration. This is
true for such groups as producer and consumer associations- from automobile manufacturers to the Cake and Biscuit Allian~welfare organizations, and labor unions. They all have the capacity to affect and, particularly,
to limit political action. 32
The interests are so faithfully represented and bring such pressure to bear
indicating how far each is prepared to move-which is usually little distance at
all-that the degree of movement is negligible. The reports of the committees
go up, they are again submitted to democratic scrutiny in public debate, lhe
debate is resubmitted to the committees for their comments, and by
the lime a decision is taken the problem under discussion has frequently
changed its character. To make large-scale <:hanges, for instance, in the field of
transportation or town planning, is exceptionally difficult. 33
The United States has been discussed in similar terms. 34
The resulting lag can be measured in that the same needs are often more
societaUy and economically costly° to serve at a later stage than would have
been the case had they been served earlier. This holds not only for such complex matters as slum clearance: and desegregation, but also for more trivial
matters such as changes in the direction of the fl.ow of traffic. Swedes used to
drive on the left side of the road, but with the increase in road transportation
to other countries-most of which require driving on the right side-the
desirability of changing the direction became quite obvious. When such a
change was advocated in 1945, it was expected to cost about 37 million
kroners. By the time it was introduced in 1967, the number of cars
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had increased enormously and the cost was estimated at 600 million. 35
Totalitarian societies tend to act first and to seek consensus later. There
are some campaigns to marshal public acceptance before a plan is launched,
and there is some consulting of the collectivities before a major decision is
made. But, by and large, the scope of the action that is planned and initiated
greatly exceeds the consensus that is marshaled before initiation. Most of the
efforts to marshal support are undertaken during the course of the implementation of a plan. This is necessary, in part, because the deficient
consensus-formation stcucture does not allow the highest-ranking eliteseven if and when they wish-to gain a realistic picture of the divergent
perspectives of the member collectivities, especially of those of the weaker
ones. Second, the elites, especially in those societies' hyper-active periods,
tend to overestimate their capacity to control and to mobilize consensus. The
result is often aiming too high at first, followed by the curtailment of goals
and the planning to bring them closer to those which the society will "take"
or which can in effect be imposed. The Soviet NEP and the Chinese curtailment of the "Great Leap" are among the best known examples of such
post-hoc down-scaling.
Initial "overshooting" may be said to be an effective procedure for
maximizing societal change; if the initial goals had been more "realistic,"
less change would have been achieved. While this may be a valid proposition
to a degree, there is obviously a limit beyond which aiming still higher
provides fewer results, more frustration, greater resistance, and higher
alienation. Much of totalitarian planning, we suggest, is of such a hyperactive nature.
It should be noted, however, that it is rather difficult to determine which
of the two strategies is less effective-first overshooting and then down-scali ng,
or first resisting change until it is overdue and then underchanging. This is,
in part, an academic question, since each society seems to have the guidance
mechanism it " deserves," in the sense that it seems as difficult for a totalitarian
government to gain high consensus before action as for a capitalistic democracy to act with a high degree of anticipation and acceleration. With
changes in the society and in the polity in the active direction, as discussed
above, the prerequisites of a more balanced approach to societal guidance
are likely to develop.

Mechanisms for the Articulation of Control and Consensus
Jn an effort to strengthen sodetal guidance, all modern societies have
experimented, often quite deliberately, with a variety of mechanisms whose
func tion is to improve the articulation of control and consensus without
undermining either element. The results of these experiments are far from
clear and the experimentation has not yet been completed. We now explore

•
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three mechanisms for the linking of the segregated control units with the
consensus-building units: (i) the combination of societal knowledge-production
and decision-making units with consensus-building units (which was used in
the new approaches to planning following the decline in the significance of
legislatures); (ii) the change of ownership to bring control and consensus
closer together; and (iii) the evolution of normative criteria which reduce the
distance between the two kinds of units." Each of the topics mentioned here
is the subject of a large body of literature; our concern is only with their role
as a mechanism for the closer articulation of the two components of societal
guidance.

Interwoven Planning
Much of the late-modern and early post-modern intellectual debate about
societal experimentation has been concerned with the discovery of mechanisms which would allow for more control and more consensus-building.
The search for such mechanisms becomes more critical as the societal
awareness of the need for guidance seems historically to grow, and as new
post-modern technologies seem to offer options for new kinds of planning.
Encompassing and intensive societal guidance requires both high communication capacities and advanced knowledge-technology. Earlier attempts at
macroscopic planning often failed not only because of the internally
imbalanced consensus and control elements or the low level of investment in
both components, but because the required facilities were not available. 36
Attempts to introduce a high level of societal guidance into underdeveloped
countries often led to prescriptive control because, among other reasons,
the subtle art of contextuating control requires technologies that were not
available in 1917 in Russia or in most underdeveloped nations in the modern
period. 37 The more developed nations, as they move deeper into the postmodern age, for the first time in history command the necessary means for
the broad-but not overly specific-<:ontextuating control that is more
conducive to consensus-formation than prescriptive control and, hence, can
achieve a higher total guidance level and greater societal activeness with a
much lower level of alienation.
• Only mechanisms with which democratic societies have experimented are discussed.
Even in these polities, there are numerous other mechanisms including: civilian review
boards to increase the respon.sivencss of the police to civil and human rights; various
ombudsmen to act as macroscopic complaint-and-suggestion boxes; decentralizationa multi-level approach in which federal and state authorities collaborate; expert commissions; the participation of the clients of government agencies-such as welfare
departments and the Office of Economic Opportunity-in the supervision of programs
catering to their needs; co-determination in industry; and consumer representation in
political bodies.
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Modern planning tended to be remote, utopian, or overmanagiilg. The
post-modern societies experiment with new organizations and societal
techniques of contexluating control so as to link control more closely to
consensus-formation. This is closely related to changes in the orgaoization of
societal decision-making.
The rationalistic planner, the prevailing species in earlier generations,
tried to produce a master design that optimized the values presented to him
by the political decision-makers. He formulated a plan which he then hoped
to submit to the decision-makers for approval and to the administrative
agencies for implementation. 38 Aside from the facts that political decisionmakers arc unable to provide the planners with a neat set of ranked values
and that even if such a scale were available, it would not allow optimization, 39 such segregated and "a-political" planning is likely to be an ineffectual
base for societal guidance. Its products are likely to he rejected, ignored, or
radically altered by the political decision-makers, and an attempt to implement plans produced in this way requires a large application of power and,
thus, generates considerable resistance and alienation, because such planning
is very remote from consensus-building as well as from control.
More "interwoven" approaches to planning can be ranked according to
their degree of integration into the processes of societal guidance: (a)
relatively more "political" planners attempt to learn about the perspectives
of the decision-makers and to take these perspectives into account in their
planning. These perspectives are not taken as "given," but attempts are made
not to require their change if at all possible.
{b) Still more "political" planners also explore the perspectives of those
who are likely to be affected by the plan. For example, in a study ofa plan to
stagger the working hours in downtown Manhattan to reduce the congestion
in the subways, a sample of workers as well as leaders of labor unions and
industry were asked if they would accept the plan if it were advanced. 40
This is a fairly rare occurrence. There are, of course, other ways in which to
estimate the responses to a plan, but such exploration is rarely considered the
duty of the planners as rigid separation of control, consensus-formation, and
planning tends to prevail.
{c) A much higher level of articulation of planning and societal guidance
is achieved when decision-making units and planning units are less segregated,
as, for instance, in the executive authority of the European Economic
Community, the French General Planning Commissariat, and the British
National Economic Development Council, 41 all of whi.ch are agencies of the
post-modern period.*
The plans produced by these West European interwoven planning units
"John and Anne-Marie Hackett explore in detail 1he ways in which the planning
commissions and various related bodies, while including representatives of int..:re~t groups,
are "c:ontcxtuated" by the civil servants who act as the chairmen, vice-chairmen, and
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are in part a result of a give-and-take between the planners and the elites of
the collectivities that will be affected by the plans. The British NEDC, for
instance, includes equal numbers of representatives of labor and business
and a "leavening of public and governmental representatives.''42 Next to the
executive body of the EEC, there is a Social and Economic Committee which
includes representatives of the major interest groups. It is too large to serve
as an effective consensus-formation body (having JOI members in 1960), but
its work is supplemented both by a good deal ofinfonnal contact between the
EEC experts and those attached to the national delegations to the temporary
capital of Europa, Brussels, and by the frequent visits of EEC planners to the
capitals of member countries where they consult with interest-group representatives about plans they are developing.
In the consultations between the planners and the collectivities' representatives, both the plan and the perspectives of the units are altered to allow
for more consensus and for less alienating and more effective control (thus
increasing the likelihood that the units will comply and will do so voluntarily).
Second, the plan almost never assumes a capacity for detailed forecasting or
prescriptive control; it aims only at keeping the guided processes within a
context.

The Means and Scope of Planning
Planning agencies-where they do exist-differ greatly in the assets
available to them for use in the political give-and-take, and the means which
planning commands affect significantly the "distance" between the planning
units and other guidance processes. Segregated planning requires no such
assets; the planners do not need them, since they are not empowered to
give-and-take. "Interwoven" planning units differ in the kinds of means
available to them, in accord with our general classification; e.g., some have
only normative power, appealing to the social and national responsibilities
of labor leaders, businessmen, and so on. The information the planners make
available also has a symbolic effect; for instance, when they report that there
is expected to be a shortage in area X and an overabundance in area Y
(based on their national surveys of producers and consumers), this tends to
lead some marginal producers to shift, which is a self-correcting mechanism. 43
(It should be noted that such information is usually not available in any
detail and scope unless it is provided by a national body.) 44
Other planning agencies command utilitarian assets as well as normative
ones; the former take the forms of low interest credits, tax concessions,
outright subsidies, priorities in export or import licences, and so on. 45 Finally
rapporteurs of most of these bodies as well as constitute a significant proportion of their
members. Economic Planning in France (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1961). pp. 397-400.
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(and this is rarely the case for agencies of contextuating planning), some
coercion is available in the forms of fines and outright government decrees
(e.g., the closing of obsolescent coal mines). 46 In general, though, the new
planning is voluntary and based on consensus. It is designed to operate on
the basis of "average" compliance rather than complete compliance (the
expectation of which tends to encourage systems to use coercion, which has a
high "delivery" capacity but also generates considerable resistance and
alienation).
So far, contextuating, interwoven planning has been largely in this sector,
its scope increased from the curbing of gross depressions and inflations to
include the avoidance of mass unemployment and the stimulation ofeconomic
growth. A transition toward an active society will require that planning encompass other sectors as well, including the guidance of professional services,
of education, and of changes in status relations (such as desegregation in the
United States and the absorption of immigrants in Australia). Democracies
differ markedly in the degree of activeness with which they approach these
non-economic sectors. The United States entered the post-modern period
with a highly passive approach; other democracies demonstrated varying
degrees of activation: Thus, for instance, education in Britain i.s partially
guided, while in the United States, its trends are viewed as "ongoing."47
The United States government gradually came to assess educational developments (though even this generated considerable resistance, precisely because
it was perceived as a step toward national guidance) but has almost no
control of this sector. 411 France moved quite deliberately in the direction of
more encompassing planning with the Fourth Plan insisting that its goal was
"a more complete view of man" rather than merely the planning of economic
processes, a "civilization of gadgets." 49 The Scandinavian and Israeli
planning of non-economic sectors is well-established, though there are few
systematic studies of its effectiveness. ~ 0 Other democracies have accepted
more planning in more areas than has the United States. 51 But even the
United States has been entering new sectors. In a country in which societal
planning was considered unacceptable only a few years earlier-and,
ideologically, is still widely questioned-the government began the control
of population by supporting birth control programs. 52

Declining Legislatures
The need for a greater articulation of planning (in which societal knowledge is used for macro-decisions), control, and consensus-building arises
not only from the difficulty of producing plans that are sufficiently realistic
to meet the administrative and political requirements of societal guidance in
segregated structures, but also because the agencies traditionally engaged in
consensus-building (and, to a lesser degree, in control) are weakening. The
decline in the power of the national legislatures of democracies-the modern,
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society-wide consensus-building units-as opposed to their executives has
been frequently noted. 53 We expect this trend to continue, and we see a
growing tendency for the task of consensus-building to be assumed by other
agents. The executive branches further reduce the power of the legislatures
by monopolizing much of the state-collected information and analysis, which
they present selectively to the legislatures. s4 First, the legislators have only very
small knowledge-producing units of their own and few funds for the purchase of information from independent sources.* And the knowledge they
obtain free-of-charge from non-executive sources is often highly partisan.
Second, within the executive itself, the role and power of experts as opposed
to those of the lay administrators seem to be increasing. The experts, hence,
ought to be "woven" more directly and effectively into the control and
consensus processes.
Another reason that legislatures are losing some of their capacity to
participate effectively in societal guidance is that the units which their
members represent are often regional while the action and planning units
are functional or national; in either case, they are trans-regional. Subcollectivities are usually ecological and, in that sense, sub-regional, but in the
society's political processes, the sub-collectivities are combined into regional
or national units. The regional combination is older and was found in relatively "pure" form in feudal societies. The representative structure of the
United States still has strong regional elements while that of Britain is less
regionally based. The Scandinavian representative structures are semiregional, 55 while the Israeli one is national. Thus, there is a close association
between the relative degree of activeness of a society and its national
structure of consensus-building. Where the regionality of a society is
considerable and is to be reduced, the tier of consensus-building below the
political parties must be trans-regional and the relevant sub-units must
be "functional"-for example, labor unions or intellectuals-and not
regional. Thus, legislatures have lost much of their consensus-building
capacity; unless repi;esentation is restructured, they are unlikely to be the
centers which will provide the increased consensus-formation and mobilizing capacity which activation requires.

Public Ownership and Management
In the last century of the modern period, there was much ideological
controversy about whether or not societal control would be more closely
linked to consensus-building if property were publicly rather than
privately owned and/or managed. Much societal experimentation along these
lines followed. Left-oriented totalitarian societies rejected private enterprise
•Philip Donham and Robert J. Fahey, Congress Needs Help (New York: Random
House, 1966).
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as non-consensual and adopted societal (in effect, state) control which they
perceived as consensual, while capitalist societies assumed the opposite
ideological stance. Both types of societies have moderated their positionsone toward the acceptance of an increased role for the profit motive, interest
rates ("capital charges"), and other market mechanisms, 56 and the other in
the direction of considerable societal (largely state) control. Jn both types of
societies, the ideological recognition of these changes is lagging behind their
structural counterparts. Each of these kinds of societies has been said to be
becoming more like the other kind, but they both seem to be moving toward
a third type-one in which no one mode of societal guidance prevails but
there are rather various combinations of ownership, management, and utility
(the right to benefit from the assets, to use them) in the economic sector as
well as in those of welfare, education, health, and other activities.
"Mixed" guidance societies have an important state-owned and statemanaged economic sector, public authorities, producer and consumer
cooperatives, private enterprises, regulatory agencies, and varying combinations of these elements-in particular, many combinations of state and
private enterprises. These include the state's provision of contextuating
control for privately managed and owned enterprises (many utilities), the
state's financing of part of the costs of privately managed enterprises (e.g.,
schools). complementary projects (such as state-built highways for privatelyproduced automobiles), and many other forms. 57
Often, such "mixing" is viewed as a transition toward a purer type, but
"mixing" is to be expected as a permanent feature of the post-modern
society. Hence, the central question is not one of whether or not there will be
more state control in the United States. or more private control in the Soviet
Union, but which combinations are likely to emerge, and what are the ways
in which their relative efficacy, quantity, and quality of output, suitability to
different societal sectors, and responsiveness to the members' needs can be
determined.
Producing cooperatives, for instance, tend to link control and consensus
more closely than most other modes of organization but are highly unresponsive to non-members and to general societal needs; they seem to provide, at best, a microscopic solution. Other arrangements that are quite
suitable for economic production, are not adequate for non-economic activities. For example, proprietary hospitals (owned by the doctors) tend to be
substantially lower in quality than publicly-owned ones. 58 Regulatory commissions-which set the contexts without owning, managing, or benefiting
from the supervised industries-proved quite effective in situations in which
two organized groupings, such as labor and business, countervail each other,
which is the case for the United States National Labor Relations Board.
But such commissions as the Civil Aeronautics Board and the Federal
Communication Commission are much less effective, as they deal with situations in which unorganized consumers face an organized industry-i.e., the
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airlines or the television networks.
In still other areas, some public
enterprises have affected the conduct of private ones. For instance, the
introduction of educational television in some American cities increased the
investment of private networks in public affairs programs. Finally, in
some sectors, the potential of state intervention led to increased "house
cleaning."
Little is known about the most conducive "mix" for an active society at
this stage of experimentation and study. In principle, we expect that a
guidance system which relies heavily on inter-unit adjustment-whether it be
of private enterprises or among cooperatives-will tend grossly to neglect
one or more societal values and needs, such as the rights of weaker collectivities and anticipatory societal management. On the other hand, prescriptive supra-unit control tends toward over-management. Hence, we expect the
societies that combine contextuating state control with the "delegation" of
bit control to a plurality of member organizations to be most ''active," so
long as the society's ultimate superiority is established administratively and
accepted normatively. This specific "mix" seems superior to a system that
has a mixed management but no clearly-established superiority of the society
if au the major values and not merely productivity are to be taken into
account.
To illustrate the numerous specific questions that have not been conclusively answered in this area and the reasons that we favor a "superior"
societal control, we now explore briefly a problem in "managing" unemployment. Economists debate two approaches to unemployment. One approach
advocates mainly a general increase in demand-stimulated by the government, if necessary-which will indirectly result in corporations hiring more
workers, training or retraining them, and so forth. The second approach,
known as the "structuralist" one, calls for the direct treatment of unemployment-e.g., by a government-financed retraining program. Many ttonomists
are "eclectic" in that they favor programs which have some elements of
both approaches. (This is especially the case for the structuralists because they
recognize that if unemployment is at a high level, structural programs cannot
significantly improve the situation.) But there are important differences of
emphasis among the various programs. United States "management" of
unemployment between 1961 and 1966, for instance, was largely of the nonstructuralist type. 60 This difference in programs illustrates varying assumptions about the intensity and specificity of state control. It is greater and
more prescriptive for the structuralist approach than for the aggregatedemand one. The more contextuating the state control, all other things
equal, the smaller the danger of over-management and alienation, and thus,
the aggregate·demand approach would seem advantageous. But not all
things are equal: Stimulation by general demand seems to require an
"over-heating'~ of the economy before unemployment is significantly reduced.
This stimulation tends to undermine exports and to retard economic growth,
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which, in turn, generates pressure to reduce the government stimulation.
Hence, if the structuralist approach can achieve the same reduction of
unemployment with less "over-heating" than the aggregate-demand treatment, the increased state control involved in the structuralist approach will
be more effective.
We specified elsewhere the reasons that we accept the proposition that
structuralist treatment is needed. 61 Briefly, the reasons point to sources of
rigidity within the economy and society that curb secondary-priming (the
activation of one sector by changes in another), which the non-structuralist
approach assumes. An increase in the general level of demand seems to
increase the trade among the more modernized sectors of the economy
(which often have initially high rates of employment) with relatively little
carry-over to the less modernized sectors.* Typically, the number and
percentage of the long-term unemployed increase in both slump and boom
periods. At midyear in 1953, this grouping in the United States numbered
58,000 or 3.7 per cent of all of those who were unemployed; in 1957, they
numbered 260,000 or 9.6 per cent; in 1960-411,000 (9.6 per cent); and in
1963-643,000 (15.8 per cent). Jn the national economy, there seem to be
relationships roughly similar to those which appear in international trade:
Increases in transactions tend to concentrate among the "have" countries
while the "have nots," weaker initially, continue to lag behind.
Second, leaving the ultimate decisions and actions in private hands may
as readily lead to more automation (as labor shortages rise) as to increased
investment in the retraining of employees. In addition to continuing un-·
employment, this generates increased featherbedding, wildcat strikes,
resistance to technological innovations, and political tensions due to the
concentration of unemployment and underemployment in some collectivities
-e.g., Negro-Americans. Hence, it seems that a more direct guidance of
societal efforts, which the structuralist approach advocates, is required. That
which has been illustrated here for the management of unemployment, we
suggest, holds also for the management of numerous other societal
problems. 62

"Societal Usefulness"
Values have an independent role in the transformation of societies. We
can productively compare various normative developments from the general
viewpoint of the transformation of post-modern into active societies, or,
specifically, we seek to establish the degree to which these developments
support the necessary societal guidance systems. Much attention has already

* A similar rigidity appear8 when common markets are formed. Unless special measures
are taken, the weaker areas continue to lag-e.g., South Italy following Italy's unification,
and the South in the United States following federation.
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been paid to the changing legitimation of welfare, the reallocation of wealth,
public ownership, and state control. The rise in the weight of "societal
usefulness" as a normative criterion is a related but more abstract and
encompassing development which has gained much less attention. A brief
discussion of this development serves to illustrate the normative changes
which-to the degree that they do occur-support the transformation to an
active society.
The transition from one societal system to another as a rule does not
take the form of the abolition of the old system and the establishment of a
new one. Typically, a new system gradually replaces the old one, and often
this replacement is carried out by first superimposing new elements on the
old ones, both of which co-exist for long periods in which some of the old
elements acquire new functions and become permanent features of the new
society.* The relatively increasing weight of "societal usefulness" as a basis
for consensus-building in post-modern democratic societies is a case in
point. This involves not only the addition of another shared value on which
to build consensus, but also a new criterion on which to base the conception
of the legitimate proportion of societal energy to be invested in public as
opposed to private pursuits.
The degree to which the values of a particular society have shifted in this
direction must be determined by empirical research. Here, we can mention
briefly the indicators that may be employed in this measurement. The most
direct indication is an increased acceptance of the idea that a member, in
making his decision, ought to take into account the extent of the usefulness of
the projected activity for the society at large (or, for "others"). This implies
that the pursuit of self (or unit) goals is not automatically societally useful.
In popular terms, it suggests that not all that is good for General Motors
is good for the United States, and that G.M. ought to be concerned with its
effects on the United States' welfare. 63
Since business activity is traditionally associated in the West with self as
contrasted to societal (public or governmental) services (such as teaching,
social .work, and civil service), the changing rankings of the various occupations involved is relevant. 64 An analysis of cultural heroes is similarly of
interest: To what degree have the intellectuals, scientists, and astronauts
replaced the entrepreneurs ?65
Finally, an increased interest in activities that deal with symbols (cultural
and political activities) as compared to those that are concerned with objects
(especially, materialistic acquisitions and consumption) is a corollary develop• For instance, the bureaucratic nation-state was superimposed on the early feudal
society, but the underlying feudal arrangement continued to function for hundreds of years
on the village and local levels and to some degree on the national one. And in the bureau·
cratic state, foreign policy was in part conducted by the aristocracy; the special skills of this
grouping found a new use in this area.
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ment to an focrease in the emphasis on societal usefulness.* Such a change
facilitates consensus-building because material scarcity is inevitable while
there is no such limit to the participation in cultural and political activities.
While an increase in the commitment to symbolic activities prolongs the
development of a specific consensus-as more actors seek to participatesuch consensus, when it is finally reached, is more mobilizing, for the same
reason. The sociological conditions under which such a change may occur
are likely to become more available in post-modern societies, following a
long-term increase in material affluence and the extension of liberal arts
education. (For both reasons, Western Europe and the Soviet Union may be
entering an age of conspicuous consumption at the same time that the
United States begins to outgrow it, but they may later follow suit.)
When the weight of societal usefulness as a normative criterion for action
increases, this allows for an increase in the symbolic gratifications of the
power elites and the privileged collectivities, thus making politically more
feasible a significant reallocation of economic resources in favor of the underprivileged collectivities (and "have-not" societies). It also aids in the legitimation of the shifting of assets from the private to the public sector, since there
is a growing consensus to the effect that consumption is less valuable than
the improvement of the public sectors and the resolution of major societal
problems.
The mechanisms of consensus, when they are operative and effective,
assure that those who command power will endorse the lines of societal
action followed, even if they have to adapt their perspectives because of other
actors who also command power, including the power invested in the societal
overlayer. The state mechanisms, as we have seen, vary in their relative
reliance on consensus as opposed to control, in their articulation of the two
elements, and in the total amount of societal guidance they are able to pro·
vide. The picture, though, is incomplete. Those who have little or no active
voice io the councils of consensus also affect societal action, if only by their
passive resistance or disaffection. And their needs command the same ethical
status as those of the more powerful members of society. The concepts of
responsiveness and equality serve to extend this particular line of analysis
so that it encompasses the societal positions and roles of those whom
consensus tends to exclude.

•The increased emphasis on service jobs such as the Peace Corps, VISTA, the Job
high status and societal
usefulness with non-business rol-:s.

Corps in the anti-poverty program, encourages the association

of
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methods.... " I. Robert Sinai, In Search ofthe Modern World (New York: The New
American Library, 1967). pp. 160-161. See also Pablo Gonzalez Casanova, La
Democracia en Mexico (Mexico: Edici6nes ERA S.A., 1965), pp. 69 tf.; and Frank
Brandenburg, The Making of Modern Mexico (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prenti~
Hall, 1964), on the revolution, see pp. 47-118, on the farmers, pp. 252 ff.
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American Politics," in Joseph R. Fiszman, The American Political Arena, 2nd ed.
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1966), pp. 39-70, and Herbert McClosky, Paul J. Hoffmann,
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(1962), pp. 639-661.
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Review, Vol. 32 (1967), pp. 32-46; Irving Louis Horowitz, Three Worlds of Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp. 367-369. For measurements
of chis concept, see Matilda W. Riley, John W. Riley, and Marcia L. Toby, "The
Measurement of Consensus," Social Forces, Vol. 31 (1952), pp. 97-106, and N. R.
Luttbeg and H. Zeigler, "Attitude Consensus and Conflict in An Interest Group:
an Assessment of Cohesion," American Political Science Review (1966), pp. 655666.
8. On the difference between "like" and "common" values, see Robert M.
Maciver and Charles H. Page, Society (New York: Holt, Rineliart & Winston,
l949), p. 440.
9. Hopkins, The Exercise of Influence in Small Groups, op. cit., p. 11.
10. See Ch. S above for elaboration.

11. For a definition of politics as focused around the state, see Max Weber,
"Politics as a Vocation," in Gerch and Mills, From Max Weber, op. cit., p. 78;
and Truman, The Govemmenta/ Process, op. cit., p. 263. These definitions concern
macro-politics; Dahl provides a more inclusive definition that also covers micropolitics. See his Modern Political Analysis, op. cit., pp. 1-7. Unless otherwise specified, we are concerned with macro-politics.
12. Seymour M. Lipset, Agrarian Socialism (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1950), esp. pp. 255-275. On the varying degrees of lack of neutrality of the
state (as an administrative body) in Russia, France, and Britain, see Eric H. Strauss,
The Ruling Servants (New York: Praeger, 1961).
Noel Annan argued that in Britain the "Civil Service tradition is indeed so
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administrative decisions." "This Unhappy Breed," The New Yerk Review of Books,
November 11, 1965, pp. 25-28, quoted from p. 27. Annan is discussing Samuel H.
Beer's book, British Politics in the Collectivist Age (New York: Knopf, 1965),
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14. Cf. Marx' view of the state. Marx saw it as the coercive tool of the ruling
class. And "political power, properly so called, is merely theo1ganized power of one
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class oppressing the other." The democratic state is merely the latest (though more
stable tool) and "the executive of the modem state is but a committee for managing
the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie." For discussion and references, see
Henry B. Mayo, Introduction to Marxist Theory (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1960), p. 157.
15. See, for example, Harry Holbert Turney-High, Primitive War: Its Practice
and Concepts (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1949), pp. 215220, and pp.233-234.
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later.
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(London: Penguin Books, 1965), pp. 69-73.
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see F. A. Hermens, The /Wpresentative Republic (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of
Notre Dame Press, 1958), esp. pp. 201 ff.
22. "Buzz" refers to the noise which results when numerous small discussion
groups take place simultaneously in a big hall. On the reports, see Halbert E.
Gulley, Discussion, Conference and Group Process {New York: Henry Holt & Co.,
1960), pp. 42, 309-310 and J. Donald Phillips, in "Reporl on Discussion 66," Adult
Education Journal, Vol. 7 (1948), pp. 181-182.
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higher levcJ in the consensus-formation process, such as the internal splits in the two
parties and different regional affiliations of the president and the vice president in
the United States. For details see Etzioni, "Consensus Formation in Heterogeneous
Systems," Studies in Social Change. op. cit., pp. 136-151.
24. On Mexico, see Gonzci..lez Casanova, Democracia en Mexico, op. cit. On
Southern United States, sec V. O. Key, Jr., So11thern Politics: In State and Notion
(New York: Knopf, 1950). A state by state a<.-count is provided io Part J. See also
Etzioni, Studie.~ in Social Change, op. cit., pp. 157-179.
25. Maurice Duverger, Political Parties: Their Organization and Activity in the
Modern State (London: Methuen, 1955). See index, by countries.
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Ch. 21 below.
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Age, Vol. 41 (Fall, 1962), pp. 343-352; and Brzezinski and Huntington, Political
Power: USA/USSR, op. cit., stress the differences. See also Amitai Etzioni, Winning
Witltot1t War (New York: Doubleday, 1964), pp. 1-26. Raymond Aron, Eighteen
Lectures on Industrial Society (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1967).
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28. Kurt H. Wolff, The Socio/()gy of Georg Simmel (New York: Free Press,
1950), p. 122.
29. Karl Mannheim, Freedom, Power, and Democratic Planning (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1950), pp. 29-31, 111-112. This point is illustrated by

Berle who states: " ... To restore the conditions thought to have been endemic in the
free market, the state was forced to intervene. Thence came the Sherman Antitrust
Act, later the Clayton Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, the Patman Act, and
the continuous and close supervision of the Department of Justice. Paradoxically,
it came to this: If there was a government powerful enough and willing to intervene,
it could maintain a variety of free market." Adolf A. Berle, Jr., "Concentrations of
Private Power," in Edward Reed (ed.), Challenges 10 Democracy: The Next Teti
Years (New York: Praeger, 1963), p. 132.
30. Others have put the date as late as 1961, and view John F. Kennedy as the
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31. See supra, Ch. 15, Note 44.
32. Samuel H. Beer, Modern British Politics: A Study of Parties and Pres.mre
Groups (London: Faber & Faber, 1965), pp. 109-113, 388-389.
33. Annan, "This Unhappy Breed," <>p. cit. p. 27
34. See discussions of the "veto groups" theory by Riesman et al., The Lonely
Croivd, op. cit., pp. 257 ff.; cf. C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite (New York:
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and Social Charucrer (New York: Pree Press, 1961), pp. 252-267.
35. Private communication with Professor T. Husen. The value of the kroner
about halved in the period; the cost difference would still be in the order of l to 10.
36. Shonfield illustrates this point in regard to Britain in his Modern Capitalism,
op. cit., passim.
37. Holt and Turner studied the political conditions for economic take·off.
They suggest that in the laggard countries, France and China, government regulation and intervention was larger than in more successful Japan and England.
Robert T. Holt and John E. Turner, The Political Basis of Economic Development
(Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1966). Note though that they deal with states
which had poor knowledge, communication and control capacities.
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Planning, op. cit., pp. 333-339.
39. See supra, Ch. I I, pp. 263-268.
40. Based on participant observation by the author.
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Affairs took over most of the functions of the NEDC (National Economic
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42. Neil W. Chamberlain, Prii•ate and Public Planning (New York: McGrawHill, 1965), p. 153.
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for examination to the Economic and Social Council (formerly, tbe Economic
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"The Conseil Superieur or High Planning Commission is a much smaller superior
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body. Many of its members participate in the planning process described below.
and therefore in general approve the plan as it is drawn up. This is one main reason
why it has not seemed necessary to refer the completed plan to the Conseil
Superieur."
Everett E. Hagen and Stephanie F. T. White, Great Britain: Quiet Revolution in
Planning (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1966), p. 102 and footnote 2.
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Accouming (London: Tavistock Publications, 1966). See also Raymond A. Bauer
(ed.), Social Indicators (Cambridge, Mass.: The. M.l.T. Press, 1966); Wilbert E.
Moore and Eleanor Berneri Sheldon, "Monitoring Social Change: A Conceptual
and Programmatic Statement," Proceedings of the Social Statistics Section, 1965
(Washington, D.C.: American Statistical Association, 1966), pp. 144-149; and the
May and September, 1967 issues of The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science.
45. See, for instance, Pelter J. Bjerve, Planning in Norway, 1947-1956 (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co.• 1959), pp. 250-257. See Hagen and White,
Great Britain, op. cit., pp. !05-110, on economic incentives in the French plan.
46. This was available to European Coal and Steel Community. See Haas,
The Uniting of Europe, op. cit., pp. 47-48.
47. Trow illustrates this difference by pointing out that Britain was planning
a degree of expansion of its higher education system while the United States was
guessing at the future demand. Martin Trow, "A Question of Size and Shape,"
Universities Quarterly (G.B.), Vol. 18 (1964), pp. 136-137.
48. On the difficulties in educational assessment, see Luther J. Carter,
"Educational Testing: National Program Enters Critical Phase," Science, Vol. 156
May 5, 1967), pp. 622-626.
49. Shonfield, Modern Capitalism, op. cit., p. 227.
SO. Benjamin Akzin and Yehezk.t:I Dror, Israel: High-Pressure Planning
(Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press. 1966). David Kochav, Les Aspects
Administratifs de la Planification de Developpement en Jsrae'I (Jerusalem: Prime
Minister's Office, Economic Planning Authority, 1964).
51. Hagen and White, Great Bdtain, op. cit., pp. 127-128. Yehezkel Dror,
The Netherlands: Mutual Adjustment Planning (forthcoming).
52. Howard A. Rusk, M.D., "Birth Control as Policy: U.S. Position, a Reversal
Since 1959, is to make information available to all." The New York Times, May 15,
1966, p. 74.
53. John P. Mackintosh, The British Cabinet (London: Stevens, 1962); R. H. S.
Crossman's introduction to Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (London:
Watts, 1964); Otto Kirchheimer, "The Waning of Opposition in Parliamentary
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Regimes," Social Research, Vol. 24 (1957), pp. 127-156 ; Axel Vulpius, Die
Allparteienregierung (Frankfurt a/M, Metmer, 1957); cf. Joseph P. Harris,
Congressional Control of Administration (Washington, D.C.; The Brookings
Institution, 1964), especially pp. 15-45. " The House of Commons has become so
powerless now, so incapable of disputing what the Government decides, that
demands for reform have become insistent." Anthony Lewis, "Panel of M.P.'s
Questions a Minister," The New York Times, May 14, 1967. For an earlier work, see
Lawrence H. Chamberlain, The President, Congress, and Legi.flation (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1947), pp. II ff. This work covers the period between
t&80 and 1945 and finds a decline in Congressional power since the beginning of the
20th century. In foreign policy, the role of the U.S. Congress is chiefly to
legitimate and amend and seems on the decline. James A. Robinson, Congress and
Foreign Policy-Making: A Study in Legislative Influence and Initiative (Homewood,
TU.; The Dorsey Press, 1962), esp. pp. 1- 116. Gerhard Loewenberg, Parliament in
the German Political System (Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University Press, 1967).
54. See Peter Woll's discussion of "Information and Policy Making" in
"Administrative Domination of Legislative Process" in his American Bureaucracy
(New York: Norton, 1963), pp. 130-133. Pointing to the difference between the
American system, of Cabinet members subject to questioning by Committees, and
the British one-of questioning on the floor of the House of Commons, Anthony
Lewis adds: "And, most important, he has no staff to help him and little chance
to become an expert in any J1eld.'' In his "Panel of M.P.'s Questions a Minister,"
The New York Times, op. cit.
SS. Each region is represented by several legislators. The votes are allocated
among the national parties, within each region.
56. Mars.hall I. Goldman, "Economic Growth and Institutional Change in the
Soviet Union," in Peter H. Juviler and Henry W. Morton (eds.), Soviet Policymak ing: Studies of Communism in Transition (New York; Praeger, 1967), pp. 61- 81.
57. For a study of the American economy as mixed and the various combinations, Eli Ginzberg, Dale L. Hiestad, and Beatrice G. Reubens, The Pluralistic
Economy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965). With the United States in mind,
Michael Reagan speaks of the "merger of public and private," which manifests
itself in several forms: in the Communication Satellite Corporation which is, in
part, government-owned; in the insertion in government contracts of terms giving
effect to public policy, for example, fair employment practices ; in interrelationships
between federal regulatory agencies and the industries that they are supposed to
regulate. Michael D. Reagan, The Managed Economy (New York; Oxford
University Press, 1963), pp. 190-210. For France, see A. Chazel and H. Poyet,
L' Economie Mixte (Paris; Presses Universitaires, 1963). For Britain, see J. W. Grove,
,.(}overnment and Industry in Britain (London: Longmans, 1962).
Having studied situations in which a relatively strong publicly owned airline
competes with a relatively strong vrivately owned airline in the same country,
Corbett concludes that "what appears to be needed is a theory of the mixed
economy, a theory which presents the mixed economy not as a half-way house to
something else but as a system having its own virtues, a system worth deliberately
creating." David Corbett, Politics and the Airlines (London: George Allen & Unwin,
1965), p. 331.
58. Ray E. Trussell et al., "Prepayment for Medical and Dental Care in New
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York State" (New York: School of Public Health and Administrative Medicine,
Columbia UnivcTSity, 1962). Also by Trussell et. al., "A Study of the Quality of
Hospital Care Secured by a Sample of Teamster Family Members in New York
City," (ioc. cit., 1964). Alice Lake, "Patients for Profit," The Saturday Evening Post.
(September 20, 1962.) pp. 19-23.
S9. Merle Fainsod, "Some Reflections on the Nature of the Regulatory Process,"
in Carl J. Friedrich and Edward S. Mason (eds.), Public Policy, Vol. I (1940),
pp. 297-323, esp. 308. For an early study, see Robert E. Cushman, The Independent
Regulatory Commissions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1941). See also
Robert Bendiner, "The FCC-Who Will Regulate the Regulators?" The Reporter
(September 19, 1957), pp. 26-30. See Marver H. Bernstein, Regulating Bus1i1ess by
lntkpendent Commission (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1955). For a
critical look at the commissions, see United States Senate, Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Committee of the Judiciary, The
Landis Report (Washinglon, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1960). See also
Victor Rosenblum, "How to Get into TV," in Alan F. Westin (ed.), The Uses of
Power (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962), pp. 193-194, 196-197.
60. Gilpatrick, Structural Unemployment and Aggregate Demand, op. cit.
Two leading structuralists are Charles C. Killingsworth and Robert Theobald.
The aggregate-demand policy was advocated, in these years, by the Council of
Economic Advisers.
61. Amitai Etzioni, "Getting R & D out of Orbit," The American Behavioral
Scientist, Vol 8 (Oct., 1964), pp. 6-10.
62. We hope to support this statement in a future publication. See Amitai
Etzioni and Sarajane Heidt, "Toward a Theory of Social Problems," in Erwin 0.
Smigel, Handbook in Social Problems (Chicago: Rand McNally, forthcoming).
63. A survey showed that more than 80 per cent of the Americans sampled
expected business to help find cures for disease, aid college education, eliminate
racial prejudice, and so on. Newsweek, May 2, 1966, p. 85. The findings of this
survey cannot be used as indicative of the said change. It seems very likely that the
respondents referred to business conlributions and application of business
management methods and not that business decisions per se should take societal
needs into account. On the sense of social responsibility that some great corporations have developed and about the philanthropy in which they engage, see Reagan,
The Managed Economy, op. cit., pp. 121-156. See also Peter F. Drucker, "Big
Business and the National Purpose," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 40 (MarchApril, 1962), pp. 49-59 and John W. Riley, Jr., in association with Marguerite F.
Levy (eds.), The Corporation and Its Puhlics: Essays on the Corporale Image (New
York: Wiley & Sons, 1963).
64. Asked which career they would like best, a sample of 1966 United States
college seniors ranked business far down the list; professions, SS per cent; teaching,
24 per cent; business, 9 per cent; government, 9 per cent. (Newsweek, ibid. reporting
a Harris poll). For a New York Times (July 3, i966) survey of the views of 52 leading
executives on the social responsibility of their corporations, see Robert A. Wright,
"EffoTt is Seen Designed to Avoid a Collision Course." While all executives
subscribed to the norm of societal responsibility, their interpretations of what it
implied varied sharply. See also Bernard Barber, "Is American Business Becoming
Professionalized? Analysis of a Social Ideology,'' in E. A. Tiryakian (ed.},
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Sociological Theory, Values, and Sociocultural Change: Essays in Honor of Pitirim A.
Sorokin (New York: Free Press, 1963), pp. 121-145, and Robert W. Austin, "Who
has the Responsibility for Social Change-Business or Government?" Harvard

Business Review, Vol. 43 (July-August, 1965), pp. 45-52.
65. "Science is the burning idea of the 20th century ... the altruism of science,
its 'purity,' the awesome vistas it opens ... have won from all groups ... passionate
interest and conviction." Heilbroner, "The Future of Capitalism," op. cit., p. 34.

CHAPTER 18

Unresponsive Societies

and Their Traneformation

Responsiveness, Transformation, and Equality
Consensus may not provide a basis for an active society because it may be
limited largely to an expression of a coalition of the powerful. Such an
excluding consensus can serve as a base for a society's action, but those not
included will constitute a barrier both to more effective action from the elites'
viewpoint and to the fuller realization of most societal values. Consequently,
a society's degree of responsiveness to the changing needs of all of its members significantly affects its capacity to realize most societal values and to
reduce alienation in the process. However flexible the polity of a society
may be, this flexibility in itself does not suffice to assure responsiveness.
In this chapter, we first explore the concept of responsiveness and its relation
to the notion of political flexibility. We then discuss the conditions under
which responsiveness is limited. We close by exploring the sources of unresponsiveness in totalitarian and democratic societies and the conditions
under which they may be overcome.
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Responsiveness and Flexibility Defined
The core image of responsiveness is taken from cybernetic systems which
have decision-making centers that issue responses to incoming messages.
The level of responsiveness of a guidance system is determined by the
"appropriateness" of the responses issued to the messages reeeived and, in
that sense, by their appropriateness to the needs of the member units (and.
although this is frequently ignored, to the needs of the system). The level of
responsiveness is particularly affected by the effectiveness of the control
centers. 1* Cognitive factors are usually stressed in this regard, such as the
capacities to "read" and "digest" correctly incoming messages and to
"learn" from past experience. When used in connection with electronics,
the concept tends to assume no resistance by the member units to the signals
of their control center. There is neither a political nor an ethical issue involved in "rigging" the controlling overlayer in such a way that the center
will always prevail. And responsiveness can be increased by ordering the
reassignment, remodeling, or "sacrifice" of a "stubborn" unit.
In the guidance of societal processes, such an approach to the building
of responsiveness is neither feasible nor ethical. A societal controlling overlayer must both act for a supra-unit (otherwise there wiU be no societal
actor), and respond to the needs of th.e member units.t Complete disregard
of the members' needs would require that the overlayer have sufficient power
to recast the member units in its own image, so to speak, if responsiveness is to
be maintained; but no societal overlayer commands such power. Under·
responsiveness to the members' needs will result in a system's being either
too rigid (conservative) or too creative (radical); if under-responsiveness is
considerable or accumulative, it will generate more resistance or alienation
than can be "tolerated" by the elites involved, the particular societal structure,
or even the integrative bonds of the system.
On the other hand, a complete adaptation of the overlayer to the incoming
messages from the system's members would negate the system's capacity to
follow a collective policy or course of action and would thereby render the
system passive and drifting, merely reflecting the fluctuating changes in the
preferences of the members and fluctuations in the environment. Creative
responses are unlikely under such conditions of over-responsiveness, because
creative responses entail delays in reactions while alternative courses of
action are explored. Similarly, under these conditions, anticipatory guidance
is unlikely, and crisis management will tend to prevail. Optimal responsive·
ness, hence, entails the capacity to react creatively-that is, the capacity to
discover new modes of action that will take into account the changing needs
• Reference note.~ for this chapter appear on page .541.
t The concept of needs of the members of a society is explored below, Ch. 21, pp. 619629.
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both of the membership at large and of the supra-unit which the controlling
overlayer helps constitute and aids in realizing its goals. Similarly, an optimal
system balances the attention devoted to immediate needs with the attention
extended to longer·run and non-pressing lateral and contextual needs.
For example, when a member unit is reporting to the center strain due
to the acceleration of its efforts, it would be unresponsive to the member if
the center were merely to signal back-"keep up the acceleration"; decelera·
tion on the part of the member unit would disregard the supra-unit's needs and
policy. But the commitment of some reserve assets which the supra-unit
commands to alleviate the unit's acceleration costs would be responsive and
creative (or innovative), because a new pattern ofallocation is being developed.
There is, thus, an intimate link between societal creativity (and, hence,
transformability) and less-than-full responsiveness. Complete responsiveness,
we saw, is destructive to the supra-unit's active orientation and holds the
seeds of its own destruction. Another reason that complete responsiveness
is self-contradictory is that, because of differences in functional specialization
and in position in the stratification structure, the various members of a
societal unit tend to have at least some non-complementary needs; hence,
responsiveness to the needs of one member often entails some unresponsiveness to those of another member. Even in an active society, consensus-building will help only to achieve a relatively high degree of averaging responsiveness and cannot bring about a maximal level of responsiveness.
Consensus, it should be stressed, is produced in systems which vary
considerably in their degrees of responsiveness. When responsiveness is
inadequate, consensus-building will be inauthentic because the members to
whom it is not responsive will not be committed to it.* While such consensus
can and does serve as the basis of societal action, the latent resistance and the
untapped energy of the excluded members limit the activation of the societal
unit. When responsiveness is adequate (and other conditions to be discussed
below are met), consensus is authentic.* The difference between inauthentic
and authentic consensus is a matter of degree; a particular mode of consensus
may be relatively more responsive than another but less than optimally
responsive. The numerous preceding statements on societal guidance (of
which consensus-building is a main component) must be applied with this
qualification in mind: The less authentic the consensus, the less likely societal
guidance is to activate.
By linking the analysis of consensus-building with that of transformation,
the concept of responsiveness renders dynamic the study of societal guidance.
Many discussions of consensus-building assume that the actors have set
interests or values and "work out" a shared policy or course of action
through mechanisms such as compromise, "splitting the difference," or
arbitration. 2 Actually, though, the actors-their preferences and internal
•The concept of authenticity and related propositions are discussed in Chapter 21.
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makeups as well as their relations to each other-are constantly changing;
consensus·building, therefore, can be much more creative than merely offering
a solution to differences among given positions, since it affects these very
positions. A key factor in determining the creativity of consensus-building is
the degree to which a society's structure and political organization- including
the consensus-building mechanisms-are themselves changeable in response
to changes in the actors' needs, including those of their relations to each other.
The more rigid these structures and organizations, the Jess creative consensusbuilding will tend to be. Moreover, structural rigidity will decrease the extent
of the realization of the society's values and increase alienation.
There are significant differences among societal structures and polities
in terms of their relative rigidity (or Jack of malleability) which is indicated
by the extent to which they do not accommodate to changes in the power relations among the members. Political rigidity occurs where there is no (or only
inadequate) reallocation of political power as the distribution of societal
power changes (e.g., no reallocation of seats in the legislature following the
rise of the cities). 3 Societal rigidity is illustrated by the failure of the societal
allocative system to increase the share of the wealth available to underprivileged collectivities which have become more powerful. Societal rigidity
may not be all-encompassing but may appear only in some societal sectors
(e.g., ethnic relations) or institutions (e.g., educational ones).
Political and societal Jlexibility are not co-ext ensive with responsiveness,
as they indicate a capacity only to adapt to changing power relations and not
necessarily to members' needs. On the other hand, responsiveness assumes
flexibility, for reasons which will become evident below.
It. is essential to keep the reference points fixed for any specific comparison, as that which is responsive from one viewpoint may be unresponsive
from another. We use the society and its total membership as our frame of
reference. The distribution of assets among collectivities is part of the
society's structure. Administrative patterns of the state, the constitution, and
the representational organization form the political shell. Political processes
convert societal power into political power ; this is carried out in specialized units
and processes such as parties and elections, interest groups and legislation.
Both kinds of rigidity, especially the political kind, lead to revolutions.
Flexibility coupled with under-responsiveness leads to a variety of societal
" pathologies," since those who are weak but excluded cannot rebel. Only
flexibility coupled with responsiveness (and, hence, authentic consensusbuilding) makes for an active society.

Political Shells and the Concept of Rigidity
The democratic mode of government is an obvious answer to the question
of which kind of political shell is most likely to provide more political
flexibility. However, societal power may be converted into political power

•
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through processes other than free elections, parliamentary representation,
and multi-party systems. An authoritarian ruler who measures the changing
societal winds carefully and who regularly samples the views of leaders of key
organizations and collectivities can be quite fl.exible. Occasionally, such a
ruler is even better able to assess the changes in the powers of the member
collectivities and is more innovative in his policy than an elected government.
While the comparison is not completely fair because of the considerable
changes in circumstances, Bismarck seems to have been less rigid (for instance,
in his treatment of the rising Working classes) than the Weimar government
(e.g., in its treatment of the conservative forces). A government that disenfranchises most of its citizens (as was the case for the French citizens following the Bourbon restoration in 1815 or the Negroes in the Deep South
following Reconstruction) can hardly be considered democratic, but if the
disenfranchised citizens are passive, the government may well be quite
flexible from the viewpoint of those who have power.
Democracy is a concept that implies a form of government, a pattern of
political institutions, a shell. Its conceptual counterparts are totalitarian,
authoritarian, and monarchic governments. Political flexibility refers to the
relationship between the political shell and the societal substance, to the
degree of parallelism (and synchronized change) between the political shell
(and the distribution of political power within it) and the distribution of
societal power. It is a concept that can be applied to any regime; for instance,
we might say that Stalin's government was less flexible than Khrushchev's.
We can make the same comparison between monarchs or within the same
regime-e.g., compare the early to the late Victorian period. Developing
nations, it has been proposed, need not start with a democratic government,
but a measure of flexibility is essential.
The concepts of flexibility (and, we shall see, of responsiveness), allow us
to avoid formal, constitutional classifications of democratic versus nondemocratic countries; instead, we refer to changes in the degree of political
flexibility (or responsiveness) in governments of the same form. We can then
compare the levels of flexibility of various democracies (e.g., Danish vs.
American), of the same country under different administrations (e.g.,
Eisenhower vs. Kennedy), and of societies to different collectivities (e.g., the
Soviet government has so far been more adaptive to the demands of the
heavy than the light industries). Without these concepts, we are led to state
that one democracy is more "democratic" than another, thus using the same
word with two meanings in one statement; flexibility (or responsiveness)
often seems to be the implied meaning of the second use.

The Political Flexibility of Democracies
While political flexibility is sometimes high in a non-democracy and low
in a democracy, we suggest that on the average, political democracy is the
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/east rigid existing form ofgovernment. We hold this proposition for two main
reasons. First, the factors which make for high flexibility in non-democratic
governments are often not institutionalized and, hence, are unstable. Thus,
while one monarch is open-minded, willing to listen to community leaders,
and so on, his successor (or the same monarch as he grows older or as one of
his prejudices affects the matter under consideration) may be far less flexible.
In democracies, on the other hand, a significant and continued loss of flexibility would be likely to lead to a change of the party in office, if the situation
is not corrected by such intra-party mechanisms as changing the premier or
the composition of the cabinet. (The British Conservatives used all of these
mechanisms in rapid sucession. They unseated Eden after the Suez crisis
because the majority of Britons did not favor their country's involvement in
the affair; the new prime minister, however, did not build up his leadership
or change his party sufficiently;4 nor did a reshuffling of the cabinet lead to
a sufficient increase in political support. Thus, .so in 1964 the Labour Party
won the elections.)* The institutionalized change of the party in office following and in line with changes in the societal power of various collectivities and
in their preferences seems to us much more essential to democracy than the
holding of free elections, multi-party systems, and above all, the nonmorphological definition of the rule of the majority. 5 It is not only that the
majority may be tyrannical toward a minority, but there tend to be not
majorities but only minorities (or, as we would see them, collectivities).6 The
democratic process is not one in which a larger group prevails over a smaller
one, with the groups' relative sizes being assessed once every few years, at
election time. Rather, many of the continual outputs of the democratic pro·
cess, such as legislations and executive rules and decisions, are being negotiated continually with organized "minorities. " 7 Elections reflect the
degrees of success of inter-election consensus-building, as much as they set a
context for them. And, the votes cast during elections arc not those of myriad
individuals but, to a large degree, those of members ofcollectivities, and as such,
they reflect the various attributes of the collectivities, including the degree
to which they are included in the consensus-building processes.
Our second reason for suggesting that democratic polities tend to be less
rigid than others lies in the way in which they articulate knowledge and power.
For their revisions of policy, all control centers must draw on incoming
knowledge about the changing power relations among the member collectivities and environmental changes which the society confronts. Nondemocracies rely mainly on upward communication links such as various

•Of course, changes of the ruling elite can also occur in non-democracies, and such
changes are not automatically forthcoming as a result of significant decline in political
support in ademocratic regime. They are, however, more likely to occur with les8 costs and
following a smaller loss of support in democracies because of the institutionalization of
change of the party in office.
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intelJigence networks, upward reporting by the state bureaucracy, and so on.
These tend to slant their reports, and the greater the extent of this slanting,
the greater the rigidity of the elites. 8 This leads to a situation in which more
correctives come to be needed at the same time that these consensus-building
mechanisms are less able to provide them. Moreover, these communications,
which are not backed by power, can be ignored. Democracy-in its representative structure-provides the only political organization in which there
is an institutionalized combination of upward communication and power. 9
To illustrate: Egypt and Syria were unified in 1958 into the United Arab
Republic. Initially, there was a fairly sizeable Syrian representation in the
joint government and in two regional ones, and elections in Syria affected
the composition of these representative bodies. They served to bring to
Nasser's attention the changing perspectives and power relations in Syria.
But, gradualJy, Nasser replaced the Syrians with Egyptians, and the parties
as well as elections with the National Union, a downward organization set
up by Cairo. Regional governments were abolished. Consequently, the Cairo
government increasingly lost contact with Syrian representatives. At the same
time, dissatisfaction with the union mounted in Syria following a drought,
unemployment, flight of capital, and the introduction of a nationalization
scheme. Nasser relied increasingly on a secret police machine (the Deuxieme
Bureau) for his information about Syria. When reports reached him that
Syria was about to rebel, the president of the United Arab Republic is said
to have ignored thcm. ' 0 Had there been free elections in Syria, Nasser would
have been aware of the gradual loss of support for the union and the
inadequacy of the measures he introduced in reaction to incoming signals.
If his legislation for Syria had had to be approved by Syrian representatives,
many of the acts introduced would not have been approved. Had he himself
been subject to reelection, he would have foun~ it more difficult to ignore
signs of mounting dissatisfaction; and, if he had continued to ignore these
signs, the result might have been his replacement by a more flexible leader
rather than dissolution of the Union.
The relationship of our concepts to the voluminous discussions of democratic theory deserves a brief elaboration. According to one major traditional
view, democracy is the rule of the people whose will is determined by representatives which the majority elects. Modern criticism has stressed that this
conception is unrealistic. It has focused instead on a "competitive" concept,
on democracy as a plurality of groupings (or, "minorities"), which reach a
shared societal course of action via electoral institutions. Private interest
groups, public interest groups, and political parties have been seen as the
key actors. This approach views the state primarily as another set of public
interest groups rather than as an organizational expression of society, a
controlling overlayer which commands a degree of unity. For instance, it
has been stressed that the American federal agencies act vis-a-vis each other
in much the same way that private interest groups act toward each other and
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toward these agencies. Federal agencies have been shown to have close ties
to private interest groups-e.g., the Labor Department's relationship to labor
unions and the Commerce Department's links with business circles. Consensus is said to be worked out in the interaction among private and public
interest groups. Even the President has been characterized as a "public
interest group"-and not as the head of the State administration-because
of his limited ability to control the federal agencies. Political parties are
treated as a third kind of interest group.
To put it in traditional terms, if the first approach relies on the concept of
a general will (a voluntaristic view), the second one sees no such will but
only a variety of sub-societal wills (an atomistic view of democracy). As
we see it, there are both a general will and a plurality of sub-societal wills.
The carriers of both "wills" are the same basic units: the citizens, their
cohesive units and organizations, and the society and state. That is, the
continual struggle-as well as mutual support-between the two "wills"
occurs in all these units. For example, the citizens, through socialization, acquire commitments to society-wide values and learn to view the world with
the help of· cognitive maps provided by society (these have been recently
discussed as "civic culture"). They also acquire partisan commitments to
sub-societal perspectives. Similarly, there are society-wide organizations,
of which the state (or at least elements of it) is the most important one, and
there are a plurality of sub-societal organizations (private and public interest
groups). Totalitarian political parties are part of the society's political
supra-organization, i.e., on the side of the general will; democratic political
parties serve as an intermediary tier between the plurality of sub-societal
wills and the general will.*
Societies differ in the extent to which. their cultures are "civic" versus
"partisan" and in the degree to which their government agencies are part of
the societies• supra-organizations or are merely another set of interest groups.
Moreover, interest groups themselves may be more or less partisan. For
instance, small business associations tend to be less "socially responsible"
(i.e., to the society at large) than several of the larger business corporations.
This same distinction applies to public interest groups (for instance, the
radical right in comparison to the conservative groups).
• Throughout this volume, the term "colle<:tivity-based organizations" is used rather
than public and private "interest groups," because we seek to stress the societal bases of
these units and because we seek a concept which covers both the democratic and totalitarian
varieties of sub-societal organized groupings. We use here the traditional terms of public
and private interest groups to tie our discussion to the literature of contemporary political
science. We deal with political parties as a different level unit and not as just another kind of
interest group for reasons discussed above. For ,an important discussion of the public
interest concept, see Glendon A. Schubert, The Public Interest (New York: Free Press, 1960).
A key concept involved in the notion of "the public interest" is the "latent pressure group."
This is discussed in Truman. The Governmental Process. op. dt.
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Democracy depends on the balance between the autonomous sub-societies
(and their organizational expressions) and the society (and its political
organization). If the sub-societies are more powerful than the society's
political organization, anarchy, tribalism, or feudalism will prevail. If the
society's political organization is sufficiently powerful to neutralize or narrow
sharply the partisan expressions, totalitarianism will occur. In active societies,
the balance between the sub-units and the society falls "in between": lt is
more "societal" than in democracies but less so than in totalitarian societies.
Only anarchic systems are without societal integration and a supra-political
overlayer.
It should also be noted that the particular democratic theory that is held
has normative implications. For instance, the atomistic view of post-modem
democracies (or, the view of them as "competitive" systems) legitimates,
however unwittingly, tribalism and partisanship and undermines universal
values. Such a view supports the powerful members of a society because one
of the ways in which the self-oriented interests of these members are checked
is by their society-wide commitments and another such mechanism is the
society-wide organizations. If the general will is stressed to the neglect of
the sub-societal ones, the effect is totalitarianism. The search for balance is
the essence of the democratic position, and the debate about the specific
nature of this balance constitutes a major debate among various democratic
theories.•
A democratic government, we have seen, may be flexible but not responsive. The main differences between a highly flexible polity and one that is
also responsive are (a) in the ratio of members included in the political processes as opposed to those who are excluded; (b) in the degree to which
political power is equally distributed among the members; and (c) in the
degree to which societal power (and assets) is equally distributed among the
members. We examine these factors and the conditions under which the
political base-and, thus, responsiveness--can be extended in the following
pages.

A Dynamic Perspective: Expanding the Base
Most polities have one or more co!Jectivities that have little societal and
political power; polities differ greatly, however, in the ratio of such excluded
(or passive) collectivities to those that do participate. This ratio can be
further specified by determining the scope and depth of the participation of
the members in their collectivities. High participation is necessarily indirect;
• See Nicholas Wahl, "The French Political System,'' in Samuel R Beer et al. (eds.),
Patterns of Government (New York: Random House, 1962), esp. p. 409. Note that here,
as in many other cases, foreign policy decisions seem to be made in a more prescriptive
manner than the average domestic decision.
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it is obtained by a two- or three-step process through a chain of subcollectivities, collectivities, and cross-collectivity organizations, with a
parallel hierarchy of elite and member commitments. That a person who is
not a leader is much more interested in, informed about, and politically
effective in his own sub-collectivity than he is in relation to the national polity
is, hence, not a sign of alienation or passivity so long as the elite of the subcollectivity is informed a bout and effective on the next level. 1 1
What characterizes most (though not all) nearly modern democracies,
those of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is a high degree of exclusion
of large segments of their populations from the political processes. As has
often been recorded, with increased modernization, most of these countries
also experienced an increased participation by collectivities that were previously passive. 1 l Actually, the political sociology of western countries can to
a considerable extent be written in terms of a gain in the societal and political
power of new coll~tivities (such as the middle class, the workers, ethnic
and racial minorities) following technological, cultural, educational,
stratificational, and political-institutional changes. 13
It is not so much that the relative fortunes of collectivities that are
included in the political system change (e.g., the Whigs gain more votes than
the Tories) but that (a) new collectivities are formed (as Marx put it, the
workers are brought "under one roof"); (b) they pass from an immobilizable
stage-in which their action coefficient is so low that almost no external
or internal elite can mobilize them into sustained political action- into a premobilization stage; (c) priming by external elites occurs; and (d) this is
followed by internalization of control. Flexible political systems alter their
political organizations (or "shells") and the distributions of power within
them to allow the gradual entrance of the new collectivities into the political
processes as they pass through these stages. Less flexible systems resist longer
and to a greater extent before they "open up"; rigid systems do not alter their
shells sufficiently and "break" when their centers of gravity (or society) move
outside their political base. One and the same society may pass through less
and more rigid organizational phases, although an over-all score can often
be given. Britain, for instance, is considered generally more flexible than
France and Italy ; in turn, they are considered more flexible than Spain.•
And the broader the political base becomes, ia terms of the participation of
the membership of a society in the political processes, the more responsive
the polity becomes. Flexibility here is indicative of the capacity to transform;
responsiveness is a result of the particular transformation-the expansion of
the political base.

• Lenski ranks the main democracies on a 8.i milar dimension. See Power and Privilege,
op. cir., pp. 323-324.
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Political and Societal Rigidities
When political flexibility is high, there is a close "fit" between the distributions of political and societal power. Societal power is distributed among
the member collectivities; political power (in the macro context) is control
over the state and other society-wide political organizations. When the
distributions of the two kinds of power are parallel, the state-as a supraorganization-relates to its "units" (such as ministries or agencies) and to
the political parties and interest groups in the same way that the society relates to its member collectivities. And, there are relatively few ''rigidities"
which prevent the reorganization of the state and of the society's allocative
patterns. A close "fit" (or, high degree of parallelism) is by no means automatic. First, the societal and political units are not parallel; in a society
sufficiently integrated to act as an entity, the political units, we suggest, tend
to be fewer in number and less diverse in perspective than the collectivities
they "represent." Secondly, the conversion of societal into political power is
never perfect; a collectivity's capacity to affect others in direct give-and-take
or conflict situations (e.g., that of labor in its relations with management)
and i!s capacity to affect the direction of the political action via the state are
rarely identical. But societies differ significantly in the extent of this lack of
..fit" or political rigidity.
An important expression of political rigidity is the political overrepresentation of societally powerful collectivities and the under-representation of weaker collectivities; that is, the political conversion process
further magnifies differences in societal power, adding some of the autonomous power of the state to already powerful collectivities. Dynamically,
political rigidity often rises when changes in the distribution of societal power
fail to lead to a redistribution of political power. "Rotten boroughs" in
British history and the over-representation of rural sectors in the United
States are well-known examples.* As some lag is common, what is of interest
is the degree of over-representation, the duration of the lag, and the ways in
which it is corrected when adjustment does take place.
•Disproportional representation in ma!!S democracies is not a matter of a few
percentage points and is not limited to the modern period. Dahl compuled an index of
advantage, in which the index would be I if actual and proportional reprcsentalion were
equal. His figures, based on votes cast in the 1952 eleclion. show a score of 14.8 for
Nevada as compared to 0.17 for New York. A Preface to Democratic Theory, op. dt.,
pp. 114-114. At that time, a majority of the votes in the U.S. Senate could be cast by
Scnalors represen1ing less lhan 1S per cent of the American voters. (Ibid.• p. 116.)
Under-represented societal groupings included not only Negroes but also sharecroppers,
migrant workers, wage earners, and coal miners.
The median age of prcscnl-day Americans is twenty-eight, but among 1he House and
Senalc chairmen ii is 67. Congressional leadership docs not reftect modern America even
in terms of religion. In the House. seventeen of the twenty committee chairmen are white,
Anglo-Sa>1on Protestanls. In the Senate, Allen Ellender from Calholic Louisiana is the only
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How can a collectivity's gain in societal power be determined if this gain
is not reflected in new political power? One approach is to show an increase
in the societal bases of power (especially assets) or an increase in the mobilization and organization of a collectivity as compared to those of other members
in the same system. Another is to explore increased incidences of "direct"
expressions of societal power such as demonstrations, strikes, and attempts
at revolution as indicators that the new societal power of a collectivity is not
being converted into political power and, thus, is not absorbed into the
political process.•
Besides seeking to determine the conditions under which the distortions
politics introduce can be minimized, a critical question for consensus-building
concerns the degree to which political power can be adapted or reallocated
following changes in the societal power distribution and consensus. Societal
power and consensus are in continual flux with changes in the relative degree
of mobilization of member collectivities, the education of the members,
external influences, and so on.
The discrepancy between political and societal power tends to increase
over time; to the degree that this does not lead to political reforms, the
capacity of the state to serve as a framework which contains the conflict
between those collectivities favoring the existing shell and those seeking its
alteration is weakened. When tension mounts, and if accommodations are
still not forthcoming, a revolution is likely to occur, after which the state's
mold is recast towards those whom it "favors." Revolutions are commonly
depicted as direct changes in societal structures, especially in class relations.
As we see it, revolutions often are initially changes in members' ac~ss to the
control of the state, or, more generally, to the political overlayer of society;
after a revolution, the state is more representative of the collectivities that
have previously gained in societal power and now use the state's extra
power as well as their own to introduce societal changes, including those
which previously neither these collectivities nor the state could introduce.
The other avenue of transformation involves the reorganization of the
state so as to grant more political power to collectivities whose societal
power is rising and to curtail that of those whose societal power (and ability
to marshal consensus for goals they favor) is declining. We are not referring
to the familiar dichotomy between revolution and reform, for such "refonns"
provide an alternative route for the required transformation only so long as
non-WASP who chairs a committee. Geographically, the former Confederate States of
America, with one-tiflh of the United States' population, provides nine out of sixteen
chairmen in the Senale and eleven out of twenty in the House. This distribution would be
even more skewed were the border states included. News release from Joseph S. Clark,
U.S. Senator, Pennsylvania, March 31, 1967, p. 3.
• Both indicators are being used jointly because "direct" expressions may also occur
when power is declining, though in this case they tend to be in favor of the existing or past
system rather than t~nsfonnatio!\ toward a future one.
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their pace and scope are sufficiently encompassing to keep the changing
distribution of societal relationships and political power relatively parallel.
"Smaller" reforms may serve only to give momentum to a revolutionary
movement or to appease and deflect it. Reforms alone are no assurance of a
close and continuous "fit" between society and state; their extent, pace,
and effects on the revolutionary forces are the factors which determine their
macroscopic consequences. The demarcation line is thus not between
revolution and reforms but between revolutions and transforming refonns on
the one hand and bit reforms on the other.
Secondly, we do not accept the opposition between violent revolutions
and peaceful reforms. Some revolutions ("ripe" ones) are quite peaceful (e.g.,
the Nasserite one in 1952), while some reforms follow or entail considerable
violence (Mao's "cultural revolution" in 1966-1967). And there are numerous
instances of societal violence (coups, riots) which are not revolutionary. To
extend our earlier point, we see, on "the one hand, transforming revolutions
and reforms (which differ in pace and scope) and, on the other hand, bit reforms, coups, and riots which are not transforming.
Active societies are those which transform gradually. Even here full
"parallelism" between societal and political power cannot be expected, but
such pa rallelism can exist to a relatively high degree, even to a greater extent
than is the case in such semi-active societies as Scandinavia and lsrael. 14
The grand attack on the state and on administration in general (in which
Marxists, Fabian and Utopian social democrats, liberals, and laissez-faire
conservatives participated), 15 fails to recognize the necessity for organizational expressions of both collectivities and societies if most goals of postmodern actors are to be realized, whether they be high standards of public
health or the goals of science and production. Furthermore, many of these
critics do not differentiate sufficiently between the sins of states and the evils
of political rigidity (and unresponsiveness). A transition toward an active
society requires a closer "parallelism" between society and state, a more
flexible (and responsive) polity, which, in turn, allows societal guidance to
be less centralized and to decrease greatly the reliance on coercion as compared to the situation in post-modern states. In short, the state can be made
much less alienating, but it is not feasible to abolish it altogether. Nor would
this be desirable, for, besides being a major tool of societal transformation
and of the societally approved reallocation of wealth and status, the state
has a permanent role in the protection of civil and human rights and in the
curbing of intra-societal armed conflict.* While the state has been abused in
both of these areas, it is precisely to the degree that its political base is
expanded that its legitimate use can be increased.

• T. H. Marshall, Citiunslrip and Social Class (London: Cambridge University Press,
195-0), pp. l-85.
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The source of the state's special power is its capacity to penetrate collectivities more readily than other organizations. It is not merely one organization countervailing the others from the outside; it also can impose peace from
above and provide individuals within a collectivity with power against
intra-collectivity tyranny. No other arrangement provides a comparatively
more effective and universalistic safeguard, just as when it becomes the
tool of one collectivity over others, the state is the most intensive and penetrating instrument of subjugation. Also, the state, so long as it is not
overpowering and is countervailed by society, provides one more foundation
of pluralism, another basis for collective action. While it may be true that it
is potentially more powerful than other societal organizations-hence, the
need to check it is greater than the need to check other organizations-it does
not necessarily follow that the state is overpowering, rigid, or unresponsive.
Moreover, a flexible and responsive state is a way of reducing part of the
alienation whose source is societal.
The state, thus, is neither the source of all societal evil- as much of
Western tradition has viewed it-nor the great hope of universalistic
citizenship and justice. 16 It is, rather, the great option for fundamental societal
change. Hence, the transition to an active society does not involve abolishing
the state but rather making it more flexible and, above all, more responsive.
Societies that absorb the state by almost eliminating its autonomy (a situation
approximated at the height of feudalism) and societies which have never
evolved more than a weak state (and, often, weak society-wide links and bonds
in general)-i.e., politically underdeveloped countries-tend to drift. States
that absorb the society a re totalitarian . A separate but mutually responsive
existence for both the state and the society constitutes the basis for the most
active combination.

Responsiveness, Consensus, and Inequality
Societal consensus is usually worked out among actors that differ in their
societal power. Thus, even when consensus is high, it still reflects the existing
inequality: By and large, the compromises made, the assumptions built
upon, and the values implemented are closer to the preferences of the
powerful than the weak. From a dynamic viewpoint, effective consensusbuilding mechanisms are those which allow a variety of actors to concur on
a course of action without much delay, cost, or violence, but mechanisms
which meet these conditions do not eliminate the differences in power among
the actors. On the contrary, if an attempt is made to use the consensus·
building mechanisms as a lever for equalization (if such equalization is not
supported by the existing distribution of societal power-as when labor in a
capitalist society promotes wealth-equalizat ion legislation)-this is likely to
generate neither much equalization nor high consensus. The privileged groups
in control of the state can hardly be expected to consent to a policy that
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would significantly curtail their privileges and power.• The substantial increase
in equality required for an active society will have to be produced through
some process other than consensus-building.
Equality exists if any randomly drawn sample of the membership of a
society receives the same share of the assets as any other random sample
of the same size drawn from the same membership. 1 7 Substantial equality of
the main distributive assets seems to be the most a society is able to achieve
without grossly violating other values. The question of whether or not complete equality is feasible or desirable is a highly abstract one. The real
question confronting theories of societal guidance is the specification of the
conditions under which gross inequality can be substantially reduced.
Here lies the key point: Consensus per se----even broad participation in its
formation-provides no assurance that the resulting policy, action, or
societal structure will not be alienating, because differences in power lead to
inauthentic consensus in support of patterns which are not responsive (or at
least relatively less so) to the needs of the weak. Substantial equality is a prerequisite for the relative neutralization of power and for the building of
authentic, non-coerced consensus and, hence, for responsiveness.
The less egalitarian the distribution of power in a society, the larger
the number of collectivities that are being alienated and to which the policies
followed and the patterns maintained are not responsive. An increase in the
action coefficient of the weaker collectivities-whether it is brought about
through an increase in their share of assets or in their mobilization-may not
increase or decrease the consensus, but rather alter its substance to refiect
more equally the members' perspectives and make it less alienating.
One central difference between democratic (especially capitalist) societies
and active societies is that the first type stresses consensus but is inegalitarian;
it includes many passive and alienated collectivities. Democratic societies are
much less responsive than they are flexible. Active societies emphasize the
egalitarian distribution of power; they have no passive or alienated collectivities and are responsive (and, hence, also flexible) societies. The peculiar
power constellation which enables the approximation of optimal responsiveness is explored in the following section.

Sources of Unresponsiveness
Control Deficiencies
Cybernetic analysis suggests two sets of factors that account for unresponsiveness on the part of the control centers: deficiencies in the centers
•We say "significanlly" because the granting of token concessions to forestall sub·
stantial reallocation is a common strategy and is not without its own logic; it often ..fools"
the other groupings, or these concessions are the most they can bargain for under the
circumstances.
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themselves and deficiencies in the incoming and outgoing communication
lines. Many of these factors have already been explored and are only briefly
listed here.
(a) Expressive factors include psyclto/ogical rigidities of the dedsionma.kers, their staffs, and their gatekeepers that prevent them from realistically
assessing incoming messages about changes in the needs arid powers of the
member units and about the effects of signals issued earlier by the centers.
Ideological rigidities have similar effects. ActuaJly, it is often rather difficult
to distinguish them from psychological rigidities. Fanaticism and dogmatism
are used to refer to both, and the symptoms and effects of the two kinds
(both block reality-testing) are quite similar.
(b) Instrumental factors include those knowledge-limitations which
exist because of a shortage of assets, limited experience, poor learning, poor
theories, deficient processing of ioformatlon, inappropriate strategies, and
decision-making that is either overly incremental or rationalistic.
Besides these intra-center factors that limit responsiveness, there are (c)
communication deficiencies that distort the incoming and outgoing messages
which the center receives and emits. Even if the center is highly responsive,
it cannot react appropriately if there are communication gaps, "noise" on
the line, or deliberate or unwitting overloading of the center. Communication
blocks can arise not only because of deficiencies in the communication lines
themselves-such as poor technology and low investment-but also because
of sociological factors such as cultural differences between the elite and the
collectivities with which it tries to communicate and status differences which
would make an elite more accessible to some groupings (e.g., businessmen)
than others (old-type labor leaders).1 8
Means for reducing these sources of unresponsiveness have been discussed above-for instance, mixed scanning as a decision-making strategy;
a critical knowledge-producing unit that is related to, but not dominated by,
the decision-makers to ensure "openness"; and "balanced" investment in
processing information and in its collection. Such measures .not only increase
the effectiveness of societal control (an aspect which we attempted to illustrate
in previous chapters) but also specifically allow for this effectiveness to be
increased by making the control centers more responsive. To these must be
added factors outside the control mechanisms, especially the effects of the
distribution of societal power.

The

~/feet

of Power Distributions

To characterize the distribution of power under which the controlling
overlayers will be most responsive to the members' needs, both the distribution of power among the member collectivities and between them and the
controlling overlayer must be specified. So far as the members are concerned,
the more egalitarian the distribution ofpower among them, the more responsive
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the over/ayer will tend to be lo their needs. 19 The more power is concentrated
in the hands of one or a few member units, the larger the number of those
to whose needs the overlayer does not respond. So far as the autonomy of the
overlayer (its relative power versus that of the members) is concerned,
a "medium" amount, we suggest, would make it more responsive than either a
low or a high degree. Jf the overlayer's power is low, the system will drift,
reacting to changes in the environment and the members with little
"creative" or anticipatory capacity and, therefore, at the mercy of the more
powerful members. If the overlayer's power is great (not only greater than
that of any one collectivity or subset of collectivities but greater than that of
all of them together), it will overmanage, imposing policies that run counter
to the members' needs.
A high concentration of political power in the hands of one or a few
collectivities may not hinder the system's flexibility, but-as we saw-such a
system will be unresponsive, as the members without power (in this situation,
most of them) still have needs which are not being taken into account. High
concentration has two consequences: (a) the realization of many societal
values which entail a broad base-such as distributive justice, equality, and
political freedom-is ruled out by definition; and (b) the members whose
needs are ignored impose on the societal management some costs which
would not be incurred were the policy advanced more responsive to them.*
The Chinese peasants probably had little effect on Mao's policy formation via
established consensus-building mechanisms, but this does not mean they can
be ignored. They blocked, for example, several farm policies he advanced
which were unresponsive to their needs. 20

The Main Types
These two dimensions of power distribution-among members, and between them and the overlayer-define the main types of power structures
which make for unresponsive guidance mechanisms. Their degree of
unresponsiveness depends on the extent to which they approximate one of
these "pure" types.
When the controlling overlayer is weak and one or a few of the members
has most of the power, the guidance mechanism will be unresponsive to most
members and will not carry much of a load, as most societal transactions
will occur as a result of direct interaction among the collectivities and the
organizations based on them. Early capitalist societies approximated
this model. The political organization of the society was controlled by the
commercial and industrial classes (sometimes in conjunction with some other,
small "have" class, especially the aristocracy), and the state provided largely a
• As responsiveness is not a :refo-sum property, it is a mistake to assume that taking into
account more of the needs of these members would necessarily entail a loss to those in
CQ.ntrol; it is rather a question of a more creative and a more anticipatory policy.
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negative context to rule out alternatives and block transformation when Jess
coercive measures failed. The Haymarket affafr symbolizes this period for the
United States. Much of the societal control is directly in the hands of
industrial and other collectivity-based organizations.21
Modern capitalism was marked by a similar distribution of power
among the members (though there was some increase in the power of the
working classes, and the earlier non-capitalistic "have" classes almost
disappeared), but the power of the state had been greatly increased. Considerable unresponsiveness was found here in the power distribution which
favored the capitalistic classes, though the relative rise in the power of other
classes and the democratic legitimation- on which the political sy.stem drewhad somewhat increased the responsiveness to these classes. The United
States in the first generation of the twentieth century, after industrialization
and before the initiation of social security, approximated this model.
Welfare capitalism is mainly a post-modern extension of modern
capitalism; it involves some additional increase in the power of the state and
in the concessions to non-capitalistic classes. but without a basic change of
structure. Post-modern America illustrates these trends.
When the power of the state approximates the "medium" level but the
distribution of power among the members is much more egalitarian than
that found in even the most egalitarian capitalistic society, we move toward
the optimum responsive society. Societies which were for long periods under
the rule of Social Democratic Parties are the closest existing approximations.
A continued increase in egalitarianism, if it does not entail much additional
increase in the power of the state (though a rise in the efficacy of its use is,
we saw, both possible and necessary), would lead to the power constellation
most conducive to optimal responsiveness. And, if-0ther factors are favorable,
to an active society.
The types of societies we have considered so far have had strong members
and a relatively weak state; we turn now to those societies in which the
state is powerful and the member collectivities are weak. This makes for a
highly unresponsive constellation, approximated by the post-revolutionary
regimes in Russia and China. Herc::, the collectivities which held most of the
power were largely neutralized by a revolutionary movement which used as its
main tool the Party in conjunction with the State.• Little power is allotted to
• Most writings on left Party-States stress the role o r the civilian bureaucracies, assuming
a priority of these and the Party over the military forces. A left Party-Mili tary State, though,
is no Jess possible, and Mao\ China seems to have increasingly relied on the military,
especially as of the mid-Sixties. The significance of the support of the Army was acknowledged in the May 13, 1967 issue of Jenmin Jih Pao, the official Maoist organ, published in
Pek ing, in the context of stressing the significance of Army support for carrying out the
Cultural Revolution. See also John G ittings, "Military Control and .Leadership, 1949-64,"
China Quarterly , No. 26 (April- June, 1966), pp. 82- 101. J.C. Cheng (ed.), The Politics of the
Chinese Red Army (Stanford. Catlf.: Hoover Institution on War, Revolotion, and Peace, I966).
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societal units; their autonomy is not legitimated ideologically and is tolerated
only to a limited degree. The lack of responsiveness of the Party-State is
revealed in the high number of new programs which the members (especially
significant segments of the peasantry, ethnic minorities, religious groupings
and the intelligentsia) do not support and in the high reliance on coercion
against those who do not share in the revolutionary movement.
Nazi Germany started with some recognition of pluralism but moved,
especially in the war years, toward a fuller approximation of the Party-State
and the gradual elimination of the autonomy of capitalistic and aristocratic
collectivities. 22 At the same time, its program became even less responsive
and it relied even more on coercion.
The Soviet Union seems to be moving in the opposite direction, toward
some reduction of the power of the Party-State and some increase in the
autonomy of the member collectivities. An indication of this trend is some
increase in direct societal interaction (e.g., by labor-management, the
intellectuals), though this still occurs largely within a fairly tight Party-State
context. There is also some increase in responsiveness and some decrease in
the reliance on coercion. These trends fluctuate, but their long-run direction
seems clear. East European Socialist Republics varied in the degree to which
they allowed the Party-State to neutralize the power of the collectivities and
their organizations. For instance, the church (and probably the peasantry)
in Poland was never as weak as it was in the Soviet Union. 23 The same general
trend seems to be operating in these republics. China seems not to have
reached this stage yet, or had entered it (between 1949 and 1956) but left it
again, drawing on sweeping drives to maintain -.'the superiority of politics,"
i.e., the Party-State. 24 The decrease in the overbearing power of the state
and the limited increase in the autonomy of the members move these societies
in the direction of a responsive society.*

Between Totalitarian and Authoritarian Societies
A key question for this line of analysis is difficult to answer because the
data are incomplete or contested: To what degree do the controlling overlayers of non-democratic societies constitute a fusion of some member
collectivities and state organizations, and to what degree do they constitute
the overpowering of the society by the political overlayer itself'! Relatively
pure cases of overpowering are probably encountered only in inter-society
relations, especially in conquest situations in which an external elite attempts
• A comment on the approach followed here is necessary. The proposition tbat is
explored is that changes in the two dimensions of power disrribution we discuss co-vary with
changes in the responsiveness of the societal guidance mechanism. It is not suggested that
the concrete changes in the societies to which we refer or their analytic a1tributes can be
exhausted by this two-variable ~ub-model.
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to control a conquered society. Where the Party-State is the internal supraorganization (even if it develops some collectivity characteristics), we have a
case of a political overlayer that has overpowered the society to a significant
degree, and overmanagement is likely to occur. This seems to be what is
often considered totalitarian. Where a collectivity and a state organizatio11
become closely interwoven but the collectivity has an autonomous existencesuch as an aristocracy that controls an army which controls the society- we
have a case of member-monopolization (of the controlling overlayer, not
necessarily of staff recruitment). Such a society is likely to suffer less from
political overmanagement and more from societal exclusiveness-from overresponsiveoess toward some·member collectivities (which, thus, become the
privileged ones) and underresponsiveness to others (the underprivileged).
This seems to be one of the main attributes of societies referred to as
authoritarian. 2 5
Looked upon from a modern vantage point, the problem of authoritarian
societies is a dual one: both nation-building, i.e., the creation of a societywide structure and political organization a11d a decrease in inequality to a level
that modernization might be possible."' The role of both democratic political
development and Communist parties, as well as national insurrectionist
movements, have often been viewed as providing for these societal changes.
As authoritarian regimes attempt to develop without democratization, overmanagement is more likely to occur ; as left totalitarian governments stabilize
and liberalize, privileged collectivities and exclusiveness seem more likely to
rise.
No society is completely totalita rian or completely authoritarian, by this
characterization . Even in the most totalitarian state, some member collectivities tend to have more influence over the Party-State than others, e.g.,
the German industrialists as compared to the intelligentsia (and probably to
the working classes and labor leaders) in Hitler's Germany. And even in the
most authoritarian country, the state has some autonomous power of its own.
Thus, member-monopolization and state-control should hence be considered as two extreme _points on a continuum.
The positions of various countries on such a continuum are not clear. It
has been argued, for instance, that in the Soviet Union, a privileged class
of managers and officers has been formed that has acquired many of the
characteristics of a collectivity. 26 Others have argued that this collectivity is
the Party itself. 27 Still otbers say that the group of those who have special
influence over the state is "open" and members are recruited according to
merit. There is a high turnover of membership, and the party includes
• Lenski showed that inequality in non-modem societies is much greater than that found
in even the most inegalitarian modern ones. While, he figured, about IS.S per cent of the
personal iooome of Amuican people went to the top 2.3 per cent, it was and is about
50 per cent for an agrarian society. Powu and Privilegt, op. ell., p. JIO.
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members of most, if not all, collecti_vities and, hence, does not form a collectivity in itself. 28 There are similar differences in interpretation of the data on
authoritarian states. Do one or a few collectivities control the authoritarian
state? Or is a wider range of collectivities included? While the answers to
these questions will have to await more macro-research and analysis, we can
state on a high level of generalization that, by and large, totalitaria1~ societies
are "closer" to the overmanaged ideal type than authoritarian societies are
to the member-monopolized ideal type.*
In comparison, democracies-especially capitalistic ones-tend to have
weak controlling overlayers and disproportionate member control but not
monopolization of the controlling overlayer by one collectivity or even high
concentration, as compared to authoritarian governments (out of which
most of them grew, historically). Actually, the transition from an authoritarian
to a democratic government often entails some redistribution of political
and societal power in favor of the weaker collectivities-Le., some decrease
in inequality. The transition to an active society requires the extension of this
trend. Early capitalistic societies are more exclusive from this viewpoint than
later ones, and "social-democratic" societies are relatively closer to the
egalitarian end of the continuum.

The Over-Managed Society and Its Transformation
Collectivities and Consensus-Formation
Compared to the active society, totalitarian regimes are not particularly
ambitious in their aims of accelerated and encompassing societal engineering
but rather overmanage in their heavy reliance on the Party-State as the lever
of change. This is reflected in two main ways: (I) highly (and often unneces·
sarily) prescriptive management and (2) deficient consensus-formation.
Without attempting to form here another theory of totalitarianism, its pJace in
our scheme should be briefly indicated.
Mature totalitarian societies, of which the post-Stalin Soviet Union and
Eastern European societies provide the main examples, are not without
consensus-formation structures, but they seem quite different from those of
capitalist-democratic societies. If democratic governments were to pursue
domestic policies as lacking in societal support as collectivization of the farms
• Another dimension of the difference between these two types of societies is the degree
of political intensity, or penetration of the controlling overlayer into the collectivities, which
is higher in totalitarian than in authoritarian societies. Also, totalitarian polities tend to be
ideologically on the left, while authoritarian governmcnls tend to be conservative, though
there are obvious exceptions: Nazi Germany was not "left," and Ben Bella's Algeria and
Nkrumah's Ghana were authoritarian but hardly conservative. Both dimensions are ob·
<iiously related to the basic difference in power profiles discussed above.
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(in the USSR) or elimination of the church (in Poland), they would be ousted
in the next election. Totalitarian guidance mechanisms are like jeeps built
to drive on rough roads; they are constructed to carry heavier loads with less
support. The system relies more on a mixture of normative and coercive
power and less on utilitarian power than the capitalist-democratic one. It is
basically less responsive to the needs of its members but probably more
responsive to those of the system, at least under adverse social and nonsocial environmental conditions. The decision-making processes involve only
a very limited segment of the membership and have only a very limited
capacity to determine the needs and performances of the membership at
large, even if-or when-the determination of such indications are the
prevailing norm. In that sense, the member collectivities' participation in the
political processes is much more limited than in the democratic model, and
the capacity of the system to respond to the members is much smaller.

Toward an Active Society
The movement of a totalitarian society toward an active one is not the
same as democratization or "liberalization." These concepts are often
associated with the increased role of societal consensus-formation (e.g.,
more upward representation) and a reduction of state control (e.g., less power
for security police, an increase in human and civil rights). In comparison,
the movement toward an active society requires such an increase in consensusformation; a transformation of control from the prescriptive to the contextuating type but only a limited reduction in the scope of control; and a
great increase in the societal responsiveness.
While a central problem of the "steering" of totalitarian societies is the
large imbalance between control and consensus, equilibrium may be reached
at a considerably higher level of collective (as compared to private) action
than is common in capitalist, and even in semi-active, democracies. Hence, if
an ae;tive society is the goal, the emphasis must be on increasing consensusformation and responsiveness rather than on the reduction of control and
on changes in the nature of control rather than on the reduction of its scope.
Bases on which "medium" powerful control could be evolved include:
(I) first, the levelling of major power differences among the member collectivities and then the generation of new differences in perspective and power in
various specialized sections; and (2) first, the formation or a shared ideological
base and then the allowance of some differentiation. The effectiveness of both
of these bases, however, requires responsiveness to the needs of the member
collectivities. This requires an increase in their autonomy which, in turn,
requires an increased capacity to form consensus. To increase only the collectivities' autonomy, without providing for more consensus-formation, would
entail a reduction of societal action.
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The Social Movement Aspect
The transformation of the totalitarian state in the direction of the active
society entails a return to some of the features of the social movement
"society" out of which Soviet and Chinese Communist polities emerged (as
well as that of Nazi Germany). 29 The social movement is characterized by a
high level of activation of the members. While there is no elaborate machinery
of control, the effective chain of leadership as well as the deep normative
commitments of the membership allow the movement to "run" more on
influence than on power.* The low level of internal bureaucratization, the
broad participation, the close relationship between means and widely shared
goals, and the drama of success and rapid change encourage high mobilization and a high rate of collective action.
But the social movement "organization" is inherently unstable, shortlived, and soon becomes more bureaucratized, first imposing itself on others
(non-members) and soon on its own membership. Influence turns into
persuasion, and frequently persuasion is increasingly backed by force. The
question, hence, is not how to maintain a social movement organization
permanently (which seems a utopian effort), but how to maintain some of its
features, in particular the high level of commitment and participation.
Mature totalitarian societies, by despecifying their over-prescriptive controlling overlayer and by segregating their consensus-formation processes,
may increase the nonnative and non-bureaucratic elements of their political
organization; this allows for a more social-movement-like society. In such a
transition, these totalitarian states can invoke the legitimation of earlier
"founding" periods, in which the movement elements were stronger.
The concept of "permanent revolution" has been applied to the idea of a
continual social-movement society. The basic concept is valid. Societies
tend to bureaucratize, decline in responsiveness, weaken their commitments,
and give rise to oligarchies and privileged collectivities; if the active orientation is to be maintained, continued effort, investment, and attention are
necessary. This raises the question of which specific structural conditions
such continuous effort requires. It is on this dimension that the concept is
open to divergent interpretations. On the one hand, permanent revolution
literally means continued violent purges such as those China knew late in 1966
and early in 1967-the Cultural Revolution of Mao's Red Guards against
bureaucratization and ideological impurity. 3° But this kind of permanent
revolution entails (a) considerable de-activation interspersed between spurts of
mobilization and {b) costly purges to sustain it. The active society will have to
seek a less violent and more constant base of high-level activation. Some of
the factors involved in this kind of activation are discussed in preceding

• The differences between influence and power are ei<plored supra, pp. 359-361.
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chapters and below; much research is yet to be done. However, the task is
clearly different from the totalitarian interpretation.
The active society is, to a degree, a social-movement society, but there are
three major differences between the totalitarian social-movement period and
active societies. The most obvious one is historical; totalitarian governments
-to the degree that they were conceived indigenously-were born in revolutions and hostile environments; active societies are likely to emerge more
gradually and in less hostile environments. The two other differences concern
direct versus indirect mobilization and the relative reliance on persuasion
versus education in consensus-building. Totalitarian movements attempted,
initially, to accentuate rather than alleviate the "mass" clements of the
societies in which they arose by a heavy reliance on mass propaganda,
national leadership cults, and direct access oft he state to the individuals. This
was marked by an attempt to downgrade all cohesive units other than Party
membership.
Active societies stand near the opposite end of the continuum on all of
these dimensions. The active society seeks to sustain and strengthen the
plurality of micro- and macro-cohesive units which constitute the body of
society. Jts activeness is based on increasing the mobilization of societal units
rather than on direct appeals to the membership. And, its mobilization must
be based on political education and consensus-formation to assure a more
effective commitment than persuasion can provide. 31
Finally, it should be noted that whether the route leads to democracies
or to active societies, the necessary increase in responsiveness requires much
more th.an the expansion of civil liberties and human rights, often considered
a sign of this transition. Assuming that the preceding analysis is valid, it
would entail a relatively high degree of de-politization and a decline of
ideology, the rise of cross-cutting political units (the middle tier of the
structure), and some formalization of the rules of the game not only for the
members of a small body such as the Praesidium but also for societal collectivities and political units (a development that occurred in the West with the
expansion from an aristocratic democracy to a popular one). Thus, while the
totalitarian societies may move directly to active societies, "skipping" the
democratic "stage," and while they may already have some elements of an a~
tive society (their levelling of dominant collectivities and their strong controlling overlayers)-on other dimensions they have hardly begun to transform.*
• A discussion of the road to be covered if such transformation is to be achieved is
found in Communist literature in the contrast between the "socialist" and the "communist"
society. Education as a means of transition based on higher consensus and the reduction of
the state as a coercive instrument are most often stressed. Other changes, especially the in·
creased recognition of pluralism and the development of the needed machinery for
consensus-formation, are much less often recognized. The stress is on a conflictless society
rather than on the machinery necessary to work out peacefully and effectively inevitable
difference.~ <If per~pective.

•
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The Monopolized Po1ity and Its Transformation
The" Vulgar" Power-Elite Proposition
The concentration of political power in one or a few member collectivities
is always a matter of degree. Not even the most dominated polity is ever
"run" by a military-industrial complex, as is portrayed in some radical
descriptions of capitalist democracies. 32 First, internal divisions within the
military and within the industrial organizations and sub-collectivities are
usually too great to allow for effective monopolization. Inter-service rivalries
and conflict among industrial groupings allow for at least a measure of
legislative and executive autonomy and for other political units to "play" the
industrial and military ones against each other. 33 Around what issues and to
what degree military and business groups join together vary a great deal
over time and among capitalist societies, but it does not follow from the fact
that these groups act jointly on some matters that they have a broad and
prescriptive monopoly of the state; this is especially erroneous in regard to
domestic guidance as distinct from foreign policy.
The United States is the most "militarized" capitalist society. 34 But even
here, the per cent of the GNP devoted to military activities was only about
10 per cent between 1955 and 1965. The other 90 per cent cannot simply be
ignored, especially if the government policies are seen as determined by the
economic interests. Suggestions that the economic impact of the militaryindustrial complex is actually larger than these figures show, because of th.e
multiplier effect, ignore the fact that other sectors of the economy also have a
multiplier effect.* Nor is the industry that specializes in serving the military
more monolithic and more able to act in unison than several other industries
-e.g., the automotive industry.
To suggest, as Lenin did, that the entire business structure is pushing the
capitalist society into war and armed preparations to protect overseas
investments and to maintain or gain raw materials and markets, 35 will
explain United States foreign policy in some areas for some periods (e.g., oil
in the Middle East during the last decades of the modern period, or the
United Fruit Company in Central America in the first decades of the
twentieth century). But more important in explaining the causes of the last
two world wars, especially the aggressive policies of Germany and Japan,
are lingering pre-capitalist, feudal collectivities and conceptions, as compared
to the largely passive, even reluctant, role played by most capitalist groups.
United States military interventions in Vietnam, the Dominican Republic,
and Lebanon cannot be accounted for by the hold of dominant collectivities
• The military multiplier seems to be lower than that of most other sectors because of
the esoteric nature of its production, the segregation of ils personnel from the rest of tile
economy, and its secrecy. For references and additional discussion, see supra, pp. 201-203.
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on political decision-making; they were in part the result of deficiencies in this
process itself, which was "boxed in" hy a context the public learned to accept
in earlier periods. 36 The fear of psychological loss resulting from conduct
unfitting this context and related political, domestic losses were at least as
important a factor, as were also poor knowledge input and analysis. 37
Jf there is a trend in the post-modern period as compared to the late
modern one and in the latter as compared to the earlier modern period, it is
for business influence to decline. Business interests overseas are now protected by government insurance rather than by reliance on military intervention. There are more corporations penalized by the arms race than
benefit from it. ~ 8 And disarmament would not be profitless either, as it
requires, at least initially, considerable investments in inspection instruments
and staff, and the transition-which would inevitably be gradual-could be
absorbed by the American economy without major dislocations. 39 Rapid
disarmament in 1945 did not generate the depression which many expected. 40
While there was, at that stage, an accumulation of demands not satisfied
during the war years, there is considerable reason to believe that the necessary
demands could be produced for another disarmament. especially as it is
likely to be more gradual. The military and the industry do have disproportionate political power; but they do not come even close to monopolizing
control of the society. They must coalesce with other forces if they arc to
prevail. and, hence, they may also be politically countervailed by other
members of the system.
Furthermore, so long as the members of the dominant elites and collectivities subscribe to democratic values and procedures-either because they
were socialized to believe in them or because of expediency-this commitment requires the making of some concessions to and the allowance of some
participation for the other collectivities. These conectivities-religious, labor,
ethnic, and various social movements-have, especially when in coalition,
prevailed on a large variety of domestic matters and on some foreign ones. In
the United States, often viewed as the country most controlled by a militaryindustrial complex, their support played a pivotal role in the Senate ratification of the 1963 nuclear test ban treaty and in the enactment of the 1964 civil
rights bill, the 1965 federal aid to education act, and the 1966 medicare law.
More generally, these groups have spurred the evolution of welfare
capitalism.* All of these measures were opposed by some industrial and/or
military groups.
• In a fine case study of one of these bills, the authors show that while both parties and
interest groups came to favor federal aid to education, and more innovative and powerful
presidential leadership was exercised in its support than in previous years, the shift in
public opinion in favor of the bill preceded the other shifts. Note also that the authors
deal mainly with what may be referred to as public opinion. Changes in party and presi·
deniial politics are aho to be allrihuted in part to changes in public opinion. See Munger
and Fenno, National Politics and Federal Aid 10 Educt11io11, op. dt.
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A "Sophisticated" Power-Elite Proposition
While there is no monopolization of political power, political power is
concentrated in the hands of some collectivities and their organizations while
others are excluded. The extent of this concentration differs, of course,
from country to country and over time. The central question for the study of
transformation toward an active society is not the degree of concentration
but whether or not the aggregation of power by some members is sufficiently
great to prevent the accumulation of societal and political power by weaker
collectivities whereby they could transform an unresponsive society. On
the one hand, power concentration is of limited importance if it is not sufficiently great to prevent a transformation which includes abolishing the specific
privileges prevalent in democratic societies and the concentration pattern
itself. On the other hand, varying degrees of participation for and concessions
to underprivileged collectivities have little transforming value if they are
limited to those tolerated by the powerful and allow their continued disproportionate control of the polity."'
The evidence is by no means clear. On the one hand, capitalistic polities
have been changed in the direction of an active society in countries governed
by Social Democratic parties and, to a lesser degree, in Britain. Even in the
United States, the rise of the welfare state and the ability to mobilize first a
labor movement and then a civil rights movement-and the societal effects
they had-suggest that transformation may be possible. On the other hand,
the "gradualist" transformation of these societies, especially the larger ones
(i.e., Britain and the United States), did not greatly advanl:e. For long
periods, these societies were "frozen," and when they moved, as the United
States did with multiple welfare bills in 1964 and Britain did under the Wilson
labor government in improving planning-the motion was slow, narrow in
scope, and much overdue. A generation of efforts to redistribute the wealth
in a less inegalitarian form yielded little change.'" Since the 1930s in the
United States, the political intent-as expressed in legislation and taxationhas been to increase the egalitarian distribution-e.g., the introduction of
estate taxes that levy imposts of about one third on net estates of $ l million
and one-half on net estates of $5 million, supported by other legislation
limiting tax free gifts, and so on. Still, tbe share held by the top families has
only decreased from 33 per cent of all personal wealth in 1922 to 29 per cent
In 1954.42 It might be suggested that social democracies have been more
active and more effective in this direction, but at best their record is only
marginally superior. 4 J
*Traditionally, the same question has been asked in other terms: Could capitalist
societies be transformi:d into social-democratic ones without a revo!L1tion, by parliame11tary
procedures <1nd social reform'! We pr..fer the societal guidance formulation because the
traditional formulation is Jess accurate. its terminology is not part of an a11alytic scheme,
and it is ethnocentric.
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A study of the concentration of control in the hands of the two hundred
largest American corporations showed they controlled nearly half the cor·
porate wealth in 1929.44 A generation later-despite numerous new laws,
a decline in the legitimation of big business, and some governmental effortsthe concentration did not decline significantly.45 A thorough United States
Senate hearing and investigation found public utilities to be disguised monopolies; repeated after a generation, it found only few alterations in
monopolistic practices. 46 The influence of business groupings on state
legislatures in the United States is greater-much greater, it seems-than on
the federal levd. 47 Hence, it can be argued that no change "of the system"
has been achieved. Second, radicals may still hold that concessions were
tolerated only because they were minor in scope, that if continued accumulation of incremental changes were to exceed the limits of the fundamental
context, the need for a showdown between the forces of transformation and
the monopolizing ones would be necessary. More generally, it seems correct
to state that no society so far has significantly levelled its power base and
stratification structure without a revolution. (Even after revolutions, substantial and lasting equality tends to be highly elusive.)
The counter argument (and we choose this term deliberately, as much of
the exchange is argumentative) is that Western societies did transform
gradually at least once and are moving toward transformation again. The
transition in Britain and the United States from agricultural to industrial
societies entailed the transformation of all the major institutions of these two
societies, including peaceful change of the state and its control and a shift of
the concentration of political power from the aristocracy (in Britain) and rural
collectivities (in the United States) to capitalist, urban collectivities. Now, a
second transformation is in process-an expanding welfare state, government
guidance of the economy and other societal processes, and mobilization of
weaker collectivities. Labor governments in the United Kingdom and the
participation of labor in the political processes in the United States have
already transformed an "early" capitalism into "mature" (or "welfare")
capitalism, and the process is still unfolding.
We are not aware of the data or arguments which would allow this issue
to be settled. The central observation for us is that the ability to advance the
transformation of democracies by mobilization of the underprivileged and
weak collectivities has not been exhausted, and whatever "apathizers" -mass
media, foreign distractions, and token domestic concessions-the powerful
groups are using, have not sufficed to prevent its extension. Whether mobiliza·
tion will eventually tip the balance in favor of a transformation to an active
society without a showdown, or will lead to a showdown, remains to be seen.
The traditional argument, it should be noted, centered around the
transition to state socialism: nationalization of the means of production was
often viewed as the key measure of how far the transition had advanced.
More broadly, state regulation is considered essential for transformation.
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We are concerned with the transition toward an active society, which can be
much advanced with quite limited nationalization and might be blocked by a
high degree of state regulation. The economy of the active society, we saw,
may well be a "mixed" one-of private, cooperative, and governmental
sectors. The key changes as far as control of the economy is concerned
are some expansion of the power of the state and the participation of all
collectivities in this control; much reduction in private regulation; and a
considerable increase in public, cooperative, and various "mixed" forms of
regulation. In addition, the active society requires a considerable expansion
of the societal guidance of non-economic processes such as knowledgeproduction and education. For all of thes~ reasons, a society that seems
"tolerant" of only a rather limited transformation toward state socialism
may be open to considerable movement toward an active society, and a society
quite favorable to state-socialism may be antagonistic to the kind of societal
activation that the move toward an active society entails.
Three secondary considerations should be mentioned. The question of a
showdown is less dichotomous than is often implied and may weJI not be a
matter of revolution or reform but of various degrees of the use of force.
For instance, if transformation requires a brief use of force mainly for signalling purposes (as occurred in Britain in the mid-nineteenth century48 and
again at the eve of World War I), this is quite a different matter from building
a revolutionary army large enough to overwhelm the armed forces of a postmodern regime.
Barrington Moore conducted a monumental study of this question and
provides as close to a definitive answer as can be expected.• He showed that
all the instances of industrialization (the core of the transformation to modern
societies) he studied entailed revolutions from above, "the work of a ruthless
minority." His case studies include the Puritan revolution in England, the
French Revolution, the American Civil War (which he sees as "the last
capitalist revolution"), the decline of imperial China, the rise of modern India
and Japan, and briefer examinations of Germany and Russia. While he sees a
major violent upheaval in each case, the level of violence (which he classifies
as revolution, rebellion, or "violence") differed significantly from society to
society as did the societal resistance to change. China is at the "revolutionary"
end; Britain and the United States-at the "violent" but gradualist transforming end; France, India, and Japan lie in-between. Of special interest to a
theory of societal guidance is that Moore shows that a central factor affecting
the levels of violence and flexibility of the polity in each case was whether the
agricultural economies (i.e., the pre-modern society) operated under
"segmented," bureaucratic, or feudal authority, which, in turn, significantly
affected the quality of the political overlayer. (A second factor was the
• Barringlon Moore, Jr., Social Origins of Dictatorship and Denwcracy (Bos1011:
Beacon Press, 1967).
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degree to which the ruling classes opened their ranks to the rising classes and
the rulers themselves transformed.)
Just as a measure of violence by the transforming forces does not preclude
a gradualist transformation, so some harassment of radicals (or other political
innovators) by a regime cannot be seen as "proof" that transformation cannot
be advanced within the context of a given society. Actually, certain low levels
of harassment tend to build up the consciousness, commitment, and mobilization of the underprivileged collectivities. The alternatives seem to be between
less and more violence at tipping points rather than "reform" or "revolution."
And the question of which it will be-a gradualist or abrupt transformationdepends at least as much on the flexibility and responsiveness of the powerful
elites and polity as on the ideology and organization of the mobilizing
collectivities.
Secondly, it should be recognized that the more active the weaker
collectivities become, the more "neutral" the state tends to become. And
the more neutral the state becomes, the less the powerful collectivities can
add the state's power to their own in controlling the weak collectivities, and
the more freely can the latter mobilize. When we compare the workermanagemeot-government relations in the United States in the middle of the
nineteenth century to those of the 1950s, we see that labor became much more
mobilized and politically effective, and, io the same period, the state became
relatively less partisan in its regulation of labor-management conflicts.
Strikebreakers are no longer deputized as federal marshals and armed; police
and state troops are much more reluctant to shoot into groups of peaceful
pickets; and judges hesitate to issue openly biased, anti-labor injunctions. 49
Similar developments have taken place in other democratic, industrialized
countries. Another illustration of the same "law" at work can be seen in
northern American cities in the 1960s. Following the mobilization of Puerto
Ricans and Negroes by the civil rights movement, the police became relatively
more careful not to violate the rights of these groups; in earlier periods, the
police took such care only with members of other, more powerful, collectivities. so In the Deep South, this change has yet largely to take place.
In neither of these cases was the neutralization of the state complete,
since the mobilization of the weak collectivities was far from high and the
redistribution of societal and political power was still rather limited. But the
trends and their correlaries seem evident: They support the proposition that
the responsiveness of the state depends on a specific power constellationon a relatively egalitarian distribution of societal power, and that it can be
increased through the mobilization of the underprivileged.

The State as a Transforming Agent
The rise in the responsiveness of the state explains, in part, a contradiction intrinsic to democratic societies: The decrease in the inegalitarian
use of legitimate force, brought about by the increase in the responsiveness of
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the state, has not been paralleled by the redistribution of utilitarian assets.
While the enforcement of the law, at the end of the modern period, still
varied inversely with the stratification position of the law-breaker, the law
itself was largely uniform. The importance of this can be seen when democratic polities are compared to pre-modern ones in which the law itself was
differentiated by estates. Reallocation of utilitarian assets, though, we saw,
was slow and netted only a comparatively limited increase in equality. It may
be said that there is a time lag between decreases in political and in economic
inequality, but at least three-to-four decades did not significantly narrow
the gap, and the trend shows no acceleration or significant accumulation.
The difference in the pace of reallocation seems to be due in part to the
differences in and relations between political and societal power. The regulation of electoral rights and law enforcement is relatively more independent
of the collectivities than is reallocation of their wealth. An act of parliament
can give members of a new or rising collectivity the right to vote and the state
administration can move comparatively far and quickly in making those
rights effective; similarly, police reforms, while not dissociated from societal
changes, are relatively easier for the state to institute, it seems, than realloca·
tion of wealth, which requires changes in the societal structure rather than in
the political shell. Also, increasing the neutralization of the state is a matter
of upgrading, of giving to the "have-nots" something the "haves" have
already achieved. Reallocation, on the other hand, takes part of what the
"haves" possess and gives it to the "have-nots." Upgrading is generally
easier than reallocation. 51
Thus, political anchoring of mobilization is not sufficient; there must be
societal restructuring if transformation is to take place. This poses a dilemma
for both Marxist and liberal analysis: If the state is in the control of the
powerful collectivities, why does it allow a greater reallocation of political
power than of societal assets? If the state re:fl~ts the society, how can it
change without commensurate change in the society?
The answer lies, in part, in the political formula, in the democratic
legitimacy which garbs the capitalist society and to which it is willing to make
some concessions, especially political ones-e.g.• to increase the representa·
tion of the weaker collectivities. But the powerful collectivities are much
more reluctant to make any but token concessions in terms of the essence of
the inegalitarian distribution-the societal assets. To put it differently,
the powerful are willing to allow underprivileged collectivities to gain in
participation in political decision-making in 1he hope that such participation will
drain rather than build up their drive to change fundamentally the societal
structure. Sine~ the state has some autonomy,* so long as changes are
• The autonomy of the democratic state is reflected, among other things, in the fact that
the weaker collectivities gain some leverage and the powerful lose some leverage in the
conversion of societal into political power.
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"internal"-as, for instance, representational changes-they can be r.eJatively
more easily introduced than when stratification and status-relations are
to be restructured. A typical example is the 1962 reapportionment decision of
the U.S. Supreme Court, which was believed, at the time, would significantly
curtail the overrepresentation (political power) of the rural collectivities
and their conservative urban allies. There is little doubt that had the matter
been settled "directly" among the collectivities, on the societal level, there
would have been no such adjustment (as there was none in most of the state
legislatures which are less under the influence of the society and the federal
government and are more controlled by the powerful collectivities). 52
Jn 1966, conservative groups mounted a campaign for a constitutional
amendment that would largely block the egalitarian effect of the Supreme
Court ruling. This was defeated because of a Senate rule-which has no
parallel in the societal structure-that two-thirds of the votes are needed for
ratification (the actual vote was 55 in favor, 38 against). 53 Had the conservatives not been committed to the democratic rules of the game, rea pportionment-i.e., a change in the political conversion rules-would not
have been possible. The achievements of the civil rights movement have
followed the same pattern. When it comes to desegregation, for instancenot in a formal but in a societal sense, not of voting but of jobs, not of the
right to use public facilities but of the right to share in the community's lifeno "two-thirds" rule applies; the conservative forces have much more power,
and greater inequality prevails longer.
No less important is the relative power of the state itself. Countries which
have experienced revolutions which more or less neutralized the political
power of capitalistic or feudal collectivities differ in the extent to which the
state has acquired power. Where it is relatively weak, as in Mexico and in
Bolivia, no significant restructuring of society, in terms of reallocation of
wealth, has taken place. The peasants are still, after a generation and a half
in Mexico and half a generation after the 1952 revolution in Bolivia, the
weakest and most underprivileged collectivity. 54 In comparison, the state in
left totalitarian societies acquired too much power vis-a-vis the society.
This is indicated not only by violation of human and civil rights, but also in
the incapacity to build authentic consensus and responsiveness. These require
an upward expression which cannot be effectively assured without granting
societal units.
greater autonomy
The optimal level of societal responsiveness to members' needs is hence
expected to be more closely approximated (a) the smaller the power differences
among the members, and (b) the more the situation is one in which the state is
powerful enough to bring about agreed upon societal changes but not suffi·
ciently powerful to act against the consensus of th.e members. This entails,
as we see it, an increase in the power of the democratic state and of the states
of most underdeveloped countries, and a decline in the power of mature
and especially "early" totalitarian states.

to

..
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The Rea/location of Normative Assets
In general, changes in the distribution of normative assets are much more
difficult to assess than changes in the distributions of other societal and
political assets. The access to education, though, provides an opportunity to
study this aspect of societal transformation. It is of additional interest
because education is a major mechanism for the acquisition of status symbols, one whose societal importance increased in the post-modern period;
it helps to determine the utilitarian bases of "life-chances," and it lays
foundations on which societal consensus may be built.
The distribution of normative assets seems in general to be intermediary,
in its inequality and changeability, between those of other societal and
political assets; there seems to be a significant decrease in the inequality of
access to education, but, at the same time. considerable inequality in the
quality of education is maintained, and this, in turn, is a main source of status
and income differences. ss While the data are far from clear, it seems that the
distribution of access to education is somewhat more egalitarian than that of
income and is changing relatively more quickly than the latter, precisely because the impact of the state is greater (the schools are, by and large, part of
the state organization). But even in semi-active societies, it does not approximate even a roughly egalitarian structure. 56
Equality, again, is relatively more closely and increasingly approximated
to the degree that the state can provide for access, especially through financial
aid. But the state commands much less power to reduce the differences in the
quality of education available, which have deep societal roots and are highly
resistant to changes. Education seems less unequally distributed in those subsectors in which the state has greater power-primary education in Israel,
and higher education in the United States.* Finally, in this societal sector, as
in others discussed above, upgrading encounters less resistance than
reallocation.

The Role of Mobilization
The key role of the mobilization of the weaker collectivities and of society
stands out in this analysis of transformation.t Various changes in " background conditions" increase the possibility of transformation, but they must
be accelerated and their potential actualized, and this is what requires
mobilization. Jn addition, improvement in the capacity to build society-wide
consensus can exact additional ounces of tolerance to change from the
• Reference here is to the federal government and not to those of the fifry states.
t We di.scussed the role of mobilization in some detail in Ch. 15. We return to this
subject here, to relate the discussion of mobilization to that of the fundamental change of
monopolized societies,
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powerful members, but, in part, this in itself is affected by the changing
power relations (if the weaker collectivities rise, then prudent power-elites
may consent to more reallocation), and, alternately, the reallocation of
societal power toward more equality is a change necessary for an increase in
responsiveness and transformation toward an active society.
To advance this transformation, not only weaker collectivities but also
society itself must be mobilized. Why is this so? Does not society, by being on
the side of the privileged, neutralize the mobilization of the underprivileged
collectivities? The answer is that for transformation to be politically feasible
within the confines of the democratic state and consensus-building, it will
have to rely to a great extent on "upgrading," which in turn depends on the
availability of new societal assets. These will become available either because
the total "pie" has increased, or because more of it is being made available
for non-private usages; both alternatives require some society-wide effort.
If kept at a high level of employment of men and resources, the GNP of the
United States was expected to almost double by 1975 as compared to its
1965 size. 57 Thus, the United States could provide for a large variety of
societal goals, out of the new product, even without an increase in the
taxed portion of the GNP.
We do not expect that mobilization in itself, of either collectivities or of
the society, can be sufficient to bring about transformation. Mobilization of
the collectivities provides new energy for their action by drawing on assets
which the collectivities command, by making them more available for societal
action, by changing the conversion rules, and by increasing the action
coefficient of the members. But the inequities in societal power are only in
part due to the unevenness of the mobilization rates of different collectivities;
in part, they are due to the uneven distribution of assets. Now, once mobiliza·
tion advances, gains in societal power must be converted into an increased
share of the political control of the state, and reallocation of assets in favor of
the underprivileged collectivities must take place in order to lead to transforrnation-i.e., mobilization must lead to structural changes. This occurs to
some extent as a result of direct action among collectivities, but, to an
important degree, it requires that the state reallocate assets it controls and
use its power to affect intercollectivity relations.
In this context, it is useful to refer to the political and societal "anchoring"
of the results of mobilization. Mobilization of a collectivity may have some
lasting internal effects; it may transform a collectivity as it internalizes
leadership, as the members gain in political experience, etc. But mobilization
tends to be cyclical, advancing in spurts but rarely stabilizing. Hence,
before it has a lasting societal effect, part of the newly mobilized energy
must be converted into changes in the political and societal structure.
Such conversions, in turn, provide a base for later mobilization drives.
Moreover, if mobilization drives are converted only into "token" political
and societal alterations, they will not accumulate toward a gradual trans-
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formation. They will be either below "take off" or under the threshold of
this or that "tipping" point. More often than not, mutual reinforcing effects,
between increased mobilization of the underprivileged and reallocation of
societal assets, run out of steam before a transformation is achieved, and the
efforts to bring it about are, at least temporarily, halted.
The need to "anchor" the gains of mobilization, to convert them into
structural changes, has not always been understood by the mobilizers
themselves. The anarchists' conception that once the blocking oppression of
the powerful collectivities is removed, the heretofore oppressed will rise and
never allow such oppression to be re-established, played a major role in the
failure of the 1905 revolution in Russia; the belief that the powerful collectivities, temporarily defeated, will limit their attempts at a comeback to a
fight according to the rules of the game (legitimate mainly to the mobilizers)
was one of the several weaknesses of the Weimar Social-Democrats.
Finally, the role of the political shell in transformation deserves a brief
comment. On the one hand, its formal pattern is an expression of the distribution of political and societal power, and, hence, changes in it will have
little effect if no parallel changes in political and societal power have taken
place. On the other hand, the elements of the shell-laws, institutional
arrangements, electoral procedures-have some power of their own, and,
hence, if changes in societal and political power are not registered in
changes in the political shell, they are likely to be eroded later and not to
accumulate. The Prohibition experience has shown that the Jaw cannot change
society when it is too remote from societal reality. But the law can (a) record
the new power relations and (b) aff~t them to some degree, as the desegregation laws illustrate. Many social scientists, in a reaction to the earlier
emphasis on formal and legal factors, have tended to over-emphasize the
"informal" factors to the neglect of the formal ones. With the renewed
interest in the state as a transforming agent, a revision of the view of law as
an instrument of societal guidance is to be expected. 58

The Rise in Mobilizers
The preceding analysis suggests that a key to the transformation of
monopolized societies lies in the mobilization of weaker collectivities and of
society in general. This analysis is not complete unless the bases of new or
additional mobilization, and its historical sources, can be shown.
Based on analysis of the stratification structure alone, it would seem that
the powerful collectivities could hardly be expected to provide the mobilizers
for the weaker ones. The weak are difficult to mobilize, and are unlikely to
experience a sudden increase in the number and skills of mobilizers if only
because the powerful collectivities, as part of their dominance, tend to
curtail the capacity of the weaker collectivities to acquire such elites.
The identity of the collectivities that are poor in assets, undermobilized
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and underrepresented, and weak in societal and political power is evident.
What marks their status in the late modern and earlier post-modern period
is a low level of societal consciousness, since they tend to accept the prevailing
view of society and share in its consumption obsession, mass culture, and
a-political deflection. If there were no evidence that under their surface
participation remains a strong streak of alienation (to which we turn below),
we would have to conclude that their societal problems have been resolved.
Actually though, the inauthentic involvement of these collectivities only
serves to magnify the task for mobilization because tlieir objective condition
is even more hidden than it was during the first period of industrialization.
In short, the relative weight of mobilization versus background conditions
seems higher in post-modern society than in the modern one, because
alienation is more concealed.
At the same time, the weaker collectivities are more mobilizable and their
potential for societal action increases as the middle-class norms which keep
down their political self-consciousness also prepare them for mobilization.
This is especially indicated by the growth of interest in education, achievement, and organizational experience. While each of these may be deflecting
rather than mobilizing (e.g., education may be narrow in scope, technological
and bureaucratic), they nevertheless help to make these collectivities more
"reachable" (e.g., the semi-educated are more reachable than the uneducated).
Although the processes involved are slow, the long-run trends seem unmistakable: Post-modern societal processes are producing the conditions
which make the transformation of monopolized societies more likely.
In addition to these historical trends for the mobilization potential of
underprivileged collectivities to rise, the potentiaf base of mobilizers seems
also to be broadening. Mobilizers are recruited largely from two kinds of
stratification bases; each of these yields only a small fraction of its members
to this transformation leadership, but as the bases expand, so does the
absolute size of the fraction. First, there are those who deal i11 symbols,
especially professionals, college faculties, and other "intellect workers." The
mobilizers are more likely to come from a sub-grouping-from among those
who are employed in synthesizing rather than analytic work (e.g., more from
liberal arts schools than from professional ones), those who are relatively
immune to economic and political pressures (faculty members), and those
who are not yet fully exposed to them (students). The second most important
recruitment source are the unbalanced collectivities, especially those whose
utilitarian status is higher than their prestige (normative) ranking. They have
the capacity to move (as they are already "up on one or a few dimensions)
and the motivation to do so (to transform the structure so that their own
statuses can be balanced).
The growth of the first grouping results from the knowledge revolution;
the second is a product of economic mobility. There is some overlap
between the two groupings; a disproportionate number of intellect workers
0
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comes from these unbalanced collectivities, and among the intellect workers,
those that come from these unbaJanced collectivities are more likely to be
mobilized. s 9 But it cannot be stressed enough that these "background"
categories explain only part of the mobilization for transformation, for only
a small fraction of these groupings actually becomes politically active and
serves as mobilizers for other, underprivileged, collectivities.
Next in the political "processing" and closer to the "output" end are
organizations of the mobilizers which, like religious orders in earlier ages,
tend to be core-organizations of service-collectivities, in which service to
others and to a societal cause is a central value. Even the details of life in
such a modern grouping as the British CND (Committee for Nuclear
Defence) or American SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee) and SDS (Students for Democratic Society), are like those in the early
religious orders : Personal and organizational austerity; funds used for purposes of collective action ; a high percentage of one's time collectivized
and mobilized; the members' special clothing and hair style mark the vows of
poverty and distinguish members from non-members; a combination of tight
organization with much informality and anarchy; much wandering from
place to place, no formal and little informal social distance between leaders
and followers; a suspicion of and from the outside world; and guilt on the
part of those who believe in the standards of the service but do not themselves lead a life of service. These norms and patterns tend to make for a very
high conversion ratio; willingness to sacrifice almost all time and energy to
the service of a societal cause allows a small grouping to act more effectively
than much larger organizations whose members are not willing to devote
more than a small fraction of their time and energy to political action.
Transforming movements are generated out of a combination of servicecollectivities (or organizations of mobilizers which have a cohesive base)
and one (or more) underprivilt:ged collectivity that has a comparatively
high mobilization potential. But not all service-collectivities initiate a transforming movement. For such a grouping to act as a mobilizer it has to (a) be
sufficiently alienated to be fundamentally critical; (b) be educated enough
to be able to create counter-symbols and ideologies; (c) command enough
organizational skills to serve as part of the controlling overlayer of the transforming movement; (d) accumulate sufficient societal knowledge and analysis
to be able to evolve an appropriate theory of society and political strategy,
and (e) be able to prevent personal, a-political, deflections from prevailing.
Jn general, student groupings are particularly likely to meet these conditions; groups in bohemia, professionals, clergy, and "unbalanced" ethnic
minorities in the middle class tend to meet them less fully. Coalitions of such
groupings have played a critical role in the mobilization of transforming
movemenn;, from the suffragettes to Castro's revolution. 6 0
The resulting mobilization tends to be limited by the subjugating forces
of the society and by the low actiQn coefficient of the weaker coJlectivities
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(which, in turn, may be the result of earlier oppressions or intra-collectivity
factors--e.g., divisions among member sub-collectivities). It should, however,
be noted, in line with our general approach, that in addition to these
"objective" limitations, deficiencies in "control" factors-that is, in the
mobilizers themselves-often limit their capacity to activate. Typical of these
are shortcomings in societal knowledge and analysis, of which the early
anarchists provide a prime example. For ideological and psychological
reasons, the movement renounced all organization, not just of the state but
also of themselves. 61 Soon, they lost most of their capacity to act in unison,
and they were driven from the control of the labor movement they helped to
initiate by Marx and his followers who had no qualms about organizing
themselves. 62 Later-day anarchists recognized the mistake of their predecessors, and once they embraced (quite reluctantly) an organizational
strategy, they were much more successful-for instance, in the French
syndicalist movement.
Similarly, one of the weaknesses of the new and old left radical mobilizers
in post-modern United States is their deficient societal analysis and political
strategy. For instance, there is a tendency to romanticize ideologically the
weakest collectivities and to focus mobilization efforts on the groupings lowest
in the strat(fication structure which tend also to be those lowest in mobilization
potential, i.e., where mobilization yields per investment are smallest. The

Communist Party's concentration on mobilizing Negro-Americans in the
1930s and 1940s because they were the most "alienated" grouping is a case in
point.63 This strategy is more ineffectual the more the collectivity is
suppressed and not merely the victim of inauthentic commitments-e.g.,
more ineffective in the South than in the North of the United States. (The
Party•s efforts focused on the South.) Contrast this with a "chain-reaction"
strategy, in which efforts are first focused on expanding the mobilizers'
base, then on expanding into semi-mobilized groups and groups with a high
mobilization potential, and finally on mobilizing allies, all before an attempt
is made to activate the largest and most decisive but also the most difficult
base for transformation.
"Background" factors which increase the mobilization potential of the
underprivileged collectivities often also create new barriers to mobilization.
The very expansion of the functions and control of the post-modern state
tends to bring more and more intellect-workers, professionals, and
universities to work for and with the state, and many become increasingly
"cooptcd." Similarly, the treatment of political innovators in mature
capitalist societies is typically one of "secondary" reward, 64 which makes
sustained innovation (an initiation base for transformation) more difficult
than when such political action is met by counter-hostility. To illustrate,
when Fred W. Friendly resigned from CBS in 1966 because the network
refused to· carry critical views of the Johnson Administration's Vietnam
policy (and following an intra-organizational power struggle), he barely had
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a chance to develop his position into a critique before he was retained by a
major foundation and was once again in a role that required considerable
conformity. 65 In many ways, this incident is similar to the story of many
(though not all) political innovators. 66 Such "cooptations," which symbolize
many other societal forces which are suppressing the expression of alienation,
are not authentically committing. Opportunities for authentic commitment
will be available only following radical transformations or the accumulation
of accelerated reforms of post-modern societies.
As long and involved as this part of our discussion- the exploration of the
relations between control and consensus-building; societal guidance and
power relations ; responsiveness, equality, mobilization, and transformation
- has been, we have covered only part of the factors involved. We studied the
societal units and their political organization and testified to their viability
and changeability, but we did not yet face the proposition that both the
units and their relations have lost their meaning and content, their
authenticity; that while all of these units and relations exist and function,
they are without foundation, presenting elaborate facades behind which
uncommitted forces rage. We shall attempt to explore this aspect, to look
behind the facade-if indeed it is a facade-in our epilogue (Ch. 21), after
another complicating set of factors is introduced: External factors, the
relations among societies, the international foundation of both alienation
and transformation.
NOTES
I. Deutsch, The Nerves of Government, op. cit., pp. 98-100 and pas.vim; and his
Nationalism and Social Communication, op. cit., p. 96. Cf. Etzioni, Political Unification, op. cit., pp. 43-44 and passim.
2. For a good discussion of these mechanisms at work, see Leon Lindberg, The
Political Dynamics of European Economic Integration (Stanford, Calif. : Stanford
University Press, 1963) esp. pp. 4-13 and pp. 60--03.
3. For a discussion of what is referred to here as political rigidity, see Almond
and Powell, Comparalive Politics, op. cit., pp. 201-203.
4. Macmillan was quite successful; his government's reign, which lastctl from
1957 until late 1964, was quite long but still his efforts did not suffice, in terms of
reference used here.
S. For a definition of demucracy as an orderly change of the: party in office, see
Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitulism, Socialism and Demvcrucy (New York: Harper &
Row, L950), p. 269. Seymour M. Upset, "Some Social Requisites of Democracy:
Economic Development and Political Legitimacy," American Politirnl Science
Review, Vol. 53 (1959), p. 71. Etzioni used ii in his study of Israeli democracy,

Studies in Social Change, op. cit., pp. 157-197.

6. That the basis of democracy is a "selective system of competing elected
minorities" was stated by Sartori, Democralic Theory, op. cit., p. 126. See also
Edward Pendleton Herring, Politics of Democracy (New York.: Norton, 1940),
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pp. 93, 313. On the other hand, the conception that democracy is the rule of the
people or the majority is still held. See, for example, Francis W. Coker, Recent
Political Thought (New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, 1934), p. 291 ; Robert K.
Carr, Donald H. Morrjson, Marver H. Bernstein, and Richard C. Snyder, American
Democracy in Theory and Practice (New York : Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1951)
p. 24 ; and Dahl, A Pre/au to Democratic Theory, op. cit., pp. 30, 128-132, and,
pas.Tim.
7. To the degree the political alternatives (or parties) are limited to the representation of only a conslrict.ed sub-set of the societal variations and powers, the
value of the democratic process as building responsiveness is much curtailed, and
the process becomes inauthentic. For a discussion of diis point, see Ch. 21,
pp. 632-638.
8. See Gilles Perrault, Tire Secret of D-Day (Boston: Little, Brown, 1965),
esp. pp. 166-167. The author shows that Hitler was provided by b;.s officers wilh
information slanted to suit his preconceptions, including his misconceptions.
9. Hence, it is not fully correct to state the repre:o.enlatives in a democracy
represent an "image." "We lalk frequently of a Representative or Senator
'representing' or 'failing to represent' his constituents. This is shorthand. The fact is
the congressman represents his image of the district or of his constituents." Lewis A.
Dexter, "The Representative and his District," in Theodore J. Lowi (ed.), Legislative
Politic's U.S.A. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1962), p. 159. If a Congressman allows his
image to drift too far from the power realities of hi ~ district, forces will be act ivated
to correct him. And if these are to no avail, there is an institutionalized, legitimate
mechanism for removing him from office, thus giving reality to the image. (To the
degree these mechanisms are not operative as in parts of the South of the United
States of America, the political structure is of course not democratic.)
JO. For details, see Etzioni, Political Unification, op. cit., pp. 123- 129.
11. Hence, the fact that the majority of the citizens of a society are not directly
informed or active vis-A-vis the political center is not by itself a sign that they arc
politically excluded or passive. Cf. Miller and Stokes, "Constituency Influence in
Congress," op. cit. and Campbell et. al., The America11 Voter, op. cit. For additional
discussion of our position on this point, see supra Ch. 8, pp. 188-189. Almond and
Verba present data which show that most active members of democracies are active
in a local unit. The Civic Culture, op. cit., pp. 79- 100.
l 2. See David Thomson, The Democratic Ideal in France u11d E11g/and
(Cambridge: The University Press, 1940), pp, 42-49; Richard Rose, Politics in
Etigland(Boston: Little, Brown, 1964), pp. 38-44. See also Samuel H . Beer, Modem
British Politics (LQndon : Faber & Faber, 1965), pp. 83 If.
13. On the dates various extensions of votes granted in various European
countries see Stein Rok.kan, "Mass Suffrage, Secret Voting and Political Participation," European Journal of Sociology, Vol. 2 (1961), pp. 132-152. For United States
see Chilton Williamson, American Suffrage: From Property to Democracy, 17601860 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1960). Lipset, "Some Social
Requisites of Democracy: Economic Development and Political Legitimacy,"
op. cit., pp. 69-IOS, esp. 93 f.
14. While these societies are more active than other ones, passive elements in
their self-conduct have ~n pointed out. For instance, see especially Dankwart A.
Rustow, The Politics of Compromise: A Study of Parties and Cabinet Government
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in Sweden (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1955), esp. Ch. 3. See also
Nils Andren, Modern Swedish Government (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell, 1961),
esp. pp. 219- 225. J. A. Lauwerys (ed.), Scandinavian Democracy (Copenhagen:
Danish Institute el al., 1958), esp. Chs. I and 5: and Goran Tegner, Social Security 111
Sweden (Tiden: Swedish Institute, 1956). For another example, see Judah Matras,
Social Charige i11 Israel (Chicago: Aldine Publishers, 1965).
15. Usually the state and other forms of complex organization are jointly
attacked, often under the generic term "bureaucracy." For a sodologist's review of
the grand attack, see Nisbet, Community and Power, op. cit., Chs. S and 6, and
Wolin, Politics und Vision, op. cit., esp. pp. 414-419.
16. Among the modern sociologies which glorified the state, none surpasses
the efforts of Lorenz von Stein, in his long introduction to his three-volume
Ge.rchichte der Snzialen Beweg11ng in Frankrei'ch von 1789 bis auf unsere Toge,
edited by G. Salomon (Munich : Drei Masken Verlag, 1921). Stein saw the society
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a personal union." Vol. I, p. 42 ff. Cf. Harold Laski, The State in Theory and
Practice (New York: Viking, 1935).
17. We draw here on the Lorenz curve. For discussions of equality as a sociological concept see Bottomore, Elites a11d Society, op. cit., pp. 122-143; R. H.
Tawney, Equality (New York: Barnes & Noble, 19S2), revised edition, esp. pp. 193197. See also John Wilson, Equality (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966).
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sample as well as discussion of other works, see Nat Hentoff, The New Eq11ality
(New York: Viking Press, 1964). On the problems involved in operationalizing this
concept, see "Measuring Inequality," Hayward R. Alker, Jr., Mathematics a11d
Politics (Englewood Oiffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp. 29-53. See also J. Roland
Pennock (ed.). Equality: Nomox TX(New York: Atherton, 1967).
18. Truman, The Governme11tal Process, op. cit., p. 265.
19. The concept of ne::ds is explored in some detail below, Ch. 21, pp. 619 ff.
20. For discussion and evidence, see Skinner, Complia11ce and Leadership in
Rural Communist China, op. cit., pp. 12 ff.; Franz Schurmann, Ideology a11d
Organization in Communist China (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California
Press, 1966). pp. 431-44 7, and Townsend, Political Participation in Communist China,
op. cit., pp. 207- 209.
21. R. F. Hoxie, Trade Unionism i11 the United States (New York: AppletonCentury-Croft, 1923), 2nd ed., p. 166. See also Henry David, The History of the
Haymarket Affair (New York: Farrar, Strauss & Girnux, 1936) and Bendix, Work
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Organizations," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1959.
23. On the failure of collectivization in Poland, see Stanley J. Zyzniewski,
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Vol. LXV (1958), pp. 615- 30, esp. p. 619. See also Frank Gibney, The Frozen
Revolution: Poloncl, A S tudy in Communist Decay (New York: Farrar, Strauss &
Giroux, 1959).
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1967), pp. 31--34; Roderick MacFarquhar, " Mao's Last Revolutio n," Foreign
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Regime: Spain," in Erik Allardt and Yrjo Litlunen (eds.), Cleavages, Ide.ologies and
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actions of the Westermarck Society, 1964), Vol. 10, pp. 291-341. See also Lewis A.
Coser, "Prospects for the New Nations : Totalitarianism, Authoritarianism or
Democracy?" Dissent, Vol. 10 (1963), pp. 43-58.
26. Alex lnk.eles, "Social Stratification and Mobility in the Soviet Union:
1940-1950," American Sociological Review, Vol. 15 (1950). pp. 465-479; Merle
Painsod, How Russia Is Ruled, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harva rd University
Press, 1965}, pp. 206-207; and Milovan Djilas, The New Class: An Analysis of the
Communist System (New York: Praeger, 1960), esp. pp. 37-69. Albert Parry, The
New Class Divided (New York: Macmillan, 1966), pp. 159-177.
27. Leonard B. Schapiro, The Communist Purty of the Sovie! U11ion (New York:
Random House, 1960), pp. 322-324; see also pp, 312-313. On the relatively
"achieved" and not ascribed nature of Communist party membership in the USSR
and its broadening social composition, see T. H . Rigby, ''Social Orientation
of Recruitment and Distribution of Membership in the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union," American Slavic and Ea.vi European Review, Vol. 16 (1957),
pp. 275-290. See also Fainsod, How Russia Is Ruled, op. cit., pp. 209-252.
2ll. Robert A. Feldmesser, "Social Classes and Political Structure," in Cyril E.
Black (ed.), The Transformafio11 of Russian Society: Aspects of Social Change Since
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PART FIVE

BEYOND

TRIBALISM

.··

TRIBAL SYSTEMS VERSUS COMMUNITIES
For a societal unit to be fully active, it must be able to transform not only its
internal structure but also its external boundaries. This hold for villages or tribes in
a modernizing society as much as it does for moderr,ized societies late in the
twentieth century. One major reason that the transformation of boundaries must
occur is that many of the bases of unresponsiveness lie outside the boundaries of one
societal unit, and if a societal unit's internal structure is to be made more responsive,
external factors, especially those regarding its relations to external elites, must be
transformed. A second basic reason is that the existing societal units are less encompassing than the processes which they need to guide if their values are to gain
primacy over the instrumental orientations of processes such as economic exchange
and technological development.
The modern, industrial technology was alienating in that it promoted an instrumental orientation. The post-modern technology adds new tools of mass manipulation and, above all, of warfare. The former tools magnify the inauthentic elements
of societal being; the latter threaten its very existence: It is to overcome the
unresponsiveness of the latter technology, to prevent war, that the central transformation this age requires is from a "tribalistic" international system to one of a
community. A degree of intra-unit and supra-unit structural transformation will be
needed before, will aci:ompany, and will result from the reduction of the significance
of the units of the international system, the post-modern tribes, and from the
building up of the saliency of an international community. Internal structures and
external boundaries are interlocked: one cannot be changed (and certainly not
transformed) without also changing the other. Whether or not such a transformation will occur is an open question. ln this part, we explore the conditions under
which it may be advanced, and we hold that no society will be fully active unless it
shares in such a transformation.
While the alienation resulting from the technologies of warfare appears in its
most extreme form in the relations among nations armed with thermonuclear
weapons, it is present in more limited forms in the relations between any two
nations that may engage in large-scale war with each other and among subsocieties
that are not sufficiently integrated to prevent civil wars. The latter is a widespread
danger: There are more societies that do not constitute security communities
themselves than those which are sufficiently integrated to preclude massive civil
wars. And most of the societies which are now i:onsidered well.established communities have had a civil war in the past. Thus, the reduction of tribalism (or
community-building) is a major macro-sociologil:al subject.
By "tribal systems" we refer to those in which the units arc stronger than the
system; in "communities," the system is stronger than the units. More formally,
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in a tribal sys/em, the acting units are more internally integrated than they are
related to each other or bound into a supra-unit; in a community, the supra-unit
relations which bind the units and regulate their relations to each other are more
powerful than the intra- or inter-unit bonds. Typical international systems are tribal
and have often been thus characterized;•• intra-society systems are either tribal or
communal. When a system is in transition from a tribal to a communal one, the
process is referred to as community-building. (Unification is a more generic term
which refers to the processes which lead to an increase in the level of integration,
whether it reaches the community level or stops short of this.)
This pair of concepts evokes appropriate connotations in that particular tribes
do not have a central organization or supra-tribal bonds that are sufficiently strong
to prevent wars among them, while these factors are present in a community.
Tribalism connotes a primitive, savage world; community-a more civilized one.
There are, of course, communities in the preliterate world (among the members of
one tribe) and tribal systems in the modern world. In both situations, domestic
relations are much more civilized than those with foreigners: while the modern
communities are much more encompassing than the preliterate ones, so are the
modem wars.
Sociological generalizations are often advanced as if they apply to any system;
actually, they are often formulated with regard to communities and do not hold
for tribal systems. One example will suffice: A rise in the assets, level of mobilization, and power of a collectivity within a well·integrated society will tend to lead
to changes either within or of the society's structure. If the collectivity's new
political demands are disregarded for a prolonged period, it is commonplace to
observe that it will tend to work toward a revolutionary transformation. But this,
we suggest, holds only for communities; wl1en such a collectivity is a member of a tribal
system, we expect that it will tend to leave the system under these circumstances
rather than allempt to remold tlte system·s political organization or societal structure.
Secession and not revolution is the typical reaction. a Our discussion in Part JV
dealt with action within communities. Part V deals with macro.action in tribal
systems, especially with that leading to their transformation into communitie~
where massive armed conflict is no longer practical. t
• Reference notes for this introduction appear on page 552.
t Two closely related subjects not explored here, both of which concern systems in
which the levels of integration are higher than is required for the prevention of massive
armed conflict within the community, are those of the ccntainment of interpersonal
violence and non-armed conflicts of a "harsh" or costly nature. The rates of some kinds
of crime might be affected by the level of community integration, though the association
may well not be as direct as is often expected, as the substanoe of the norms enforced is
more important than the level Qf integration, which only indicates the effectiveness of
enforcement. Where the norms substantively favor violence~.g., when they call for bloody
revenge when honor is thought to be violated, or a violent act is a mark of manhoodhigh integration would tend to produce a high rate of interpersonal violence.
Second, even where armed conflicts and interpersonal violence are 11voided or prevented,
non-violent conflicts might be weighed in terms of their societal costs-for instance, the
frequency with which labor-management conflicts are settled normatively (say. by bargain·
ing) as against those dealt with by utilitarian pressures (strikes, lockouts). We expect,
though, that the higher the level of integration, the less "harsh" will be the confticts-i.e.,
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Our argument will proceed as follows: First, in Chapter 19 we assess critically
the arguments that international interdependence is growing and leading to a
world community. But the deflation of these arguments does not lead to the accep·
tance of the widely-held position that the main actors on the world's stage are
nation-states; rather, we must r«ognize the importance of international power
relations, in which scores of countries are linked by one controlling overlayer
effected by elite-countries to form quasi-empires. These quasi-empires, as we shall
see, are internally unstable and may war against each other; the question is, under
what conditions may a more stable and world-wide war prevention system arise;
these are the subjects of Chapter 20.
In much of the preceding discussion, we viewed collectivities as the units and
societies as the supra-units. In this part, we "raise" the frame of reference to deal
with societies as units and to explore their relations to each other (i.e., inter-unit
bonds), and to study whateveT supra-units have evolved above societies.• Chapter 19
deals largely with international flows and relations; i.e., the nation is lhe unit of
analysis. The first section of Chapter 20 focuses on the relations of supra-units to
units-that is, on the relations of supra·national elites to nation-states. The last
section of Chapter 20 discusses changes in the supra-national system itself.
NOTES
I. Chadwick F. Alger, "Comparison of Intrnnational and International
Politics," American Political Science Review, Vol. 57 (1963), p. 415. See also
Ralph W. Nicholas, ..Segmentary Factional Political Systems," in Marc J. Swartz,
Victor W. Turner, Arthur Tuden (eds.), Political Anthropology (Chicago: Aldine
Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 49-59; John Middleton and David Tait (eds.), Tribes
without Rulers: Studies in African Segmentary Systems (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1958).
2. Some evidence to this effect is presented in our comparative study of'four
international systems, Etzioni, Political Unification, op. cit. Two of them were
responsive; two, which were not, suffered secessions rather than revolutions. In
one case, even the more powerful member units preferred to secede rather than to
try to change the system's structure.

the more likely they are to be normative and lower in societal costs. Neither kind of conllicl
is necessarily dysfunctional; a very high level of integralion is likely to involve the sup·
pression of conflict to such a degree that change will become overdue. Thus, by no means is
elimination or limitation of all conflict desirable, even from the viewpoint of stability. We
confine the textual discussion here to much lower levels of integration, to those which are
requited for preventing extensive armed conflict.
• Most of the propositions advanced here apply al80 to relations between collectivities
and societies, as when community·building is a national rather than a s1.1pra·national
process, but this application is not explored here.

CHAPTER 19

The Unifying ~fleets
~f

L

Rising Interdependence

INCREASE a society" capacity to affe<:t its boundad.,, it
is not necessary to increase its power vis-a-vis other societies or more encompassing societies.Rather, such an increase often entails the development
of the society's capacity to move toward those options which other actors
also favor, to work out joint projects, and to share actively in the growth of
more encompassing communities. After a brief discussion of matters of
definition, we focus on the question of the conditions which lead to the
evolution of new, cohesive supra-units whose member units are societies.
The issue is not whether and the ways in which any kind of supra-unit
may evolve, but rather the development of supra-units whose structures and
actions are responsive to their membership.
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Political Communities
Community Defined
A societal unit is a community when it has autarkic integrative mechanisms
-that is, when the maintenance of its boundaries, inner structure, and
political organization are provided for by its own processes and are not
dependent upon external units, supra-units, or sub-units. The communities
we deal with here are political and not culturally, religiously, or otherwise
circumscribed in scope. A political community is a community which has
three kinds of autarkic integrative processes: It has sufficient coercive
power to countervail the coercive power of any member unit or coalition of
them; it has a decision-making center that is able to affect significantly the
allocation of assets throughout the community; and it is the dominant focus
of political loyalty for the large majority of politically active citizens. A
political community is, thus, a state, an administrative-economic unit, and a
focal point of loyalty.
The control of the means of violence distinguishes a political community
from other communities. This control protects the community from the
arbitrary interference of member-units, makes the community the ultimate
arbitrator among the members, serves to counter secessionist pressures, and
makes the political community the focus of the defense against external
units.
The ability to affect the allocation of assets is necessary for the financing
of the activities of the community, especially its coercive organization
(police, armed forces, other security agencies) and its administrative
machinery. This capacity is also needed for the peaceful adjustment of the
distribution of assets throughout the community in accord with the changing
power relations among the member-units (e.g., classes). Finally, it serves to
focus the attention of the publics and ofinterest groups on the community rather
than on the sub- or supra-units; this encourages the formation of communitywide, horizontal cleavages that cut across the vertical, member-units, thus
countervailing centrifugal forces.
Domi.nant political loyalty to the community serves to prevent a separation, and, hence, a potential conflict between the unit of coercion and
administration on the one hand and the unit of political loyalties on the other.
Nation-states meet this requirement of a political community, while empires
--espedally after the rise of nationalism-seemingly do not.1*
Loyalty to the community is necessary, we suggest, only in political
matters. A more intensive identification in other matters (such as religious
ones) with societal entities that are less or more encompassing than the
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 576.

•
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community is quite possible without weakening the community's integration,
unless, of course, these non-political identifications have or develop political
corollaries. This proposition is in opposition to the widely held proposition
that a general sharing of ultimate values (not only political ones) is necessary
for a high level of societal integration. Actually, significant differences in
religious and other "ultimate" values and identifications are found in
societies which are otherwise considered highly integrated. Such diversity
can coexist with community-level integration so long as the various religious
(or other) foci of identification of most of the citizens are a-political or are
compatible with the dominant political orientation. Even in political matters,
commitment to a sub-community or to a member collectivity is not dysfunctional so long as loyalty to the community is dominant-that is, in a
case of a conflict of loyalties, loyalty to the community is more powerful than
loyalty to a sub-unit.
We emphasize again, in accord with the theory advanced in previous
chapters, that the societal realm has three elements and that societal units
are compositions of these and are not merely psychological or symbolic
states; a "sense of community" and a community are not the same phenomenon. Full-fl.edged communities are held together not only by a set of
shared symbols, values, and sentiments but also by utilitarian and coercive
bonds. This threefold nature of the integrative bonds affects the dynamics of
communities in two ways: if a member unit seeks to secede, it will face not
only symbolic obstacles, but also the armed and economic sanctions of the
supra-unit and of the other member units; and if the three kinds of bonds of a
community are not coextensive, the pressures which these "discrepancies"
generate will help to ex.plain the community's action, inaction, and change of
boundaries.

An Integration Continuum

...

The level of political integration is the main characteristic that distinguishes political communities from other political systems. While the
member-units of a system are, by definition, interdependent, its level of
integration-on each of the three dimensions specified above-can be high or
low.2
·
Few communities are fully integrated, but the levels of integration of
several established nation-states, such as Britain and Sweden, approximate
quite closely the level required by the community model. If a system is less
integrated but its members are able to act in unison on a wide range of
matters, we refer to it not as a community but as a union (of cities, of nations,
etc.). If the level of integration is .still lower, the units are merely members of
a system. Systems that are less than fully integrated may be less integrated
in tenns of each of the three variables or lower on some but higher on others.
The "imbalance" which interests us here is that of systems whose coercive
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base is more integrated than their utilitarian base, and whose utilitarian base
is more integrated than their political loyalties. Such an imbalance characterizes empire.f, while the opposite profile approximates that found in
commonwealths.

(NTllGRATIOM CONTINUUM

High

Low

Medium

Coercive

Utilitarian

Normative
Communities

Common·

Unions

wealths

Empires

Other
Systems

Is World Integration Increasing?
The Unification Propositions
It has often been argued that the post-modern global tribal system is
moving toward higher levels of integration; the world of nation-states is
obsolescent and is being superseded. Others have countered that the nationstate is not declining; on the contrary, nationalism shows a new momentum,
both as the disintegrator of empires and as the force which shapes the relations
of new nations to each other and to their member units. rt is as important in
the Communist parts of the world as it is in the Western ones; it helped to
transform monocentric blocs into poli-centric ones, if not to split them outright.
Many of the arguments advanced to support the first proposition-that
the nation-state system is obsolescent-are phrased in dichotomous. imprecise, and a-sociological terms. The dichotomous approach can he seen in
the controversy about whether or not the nation-state system is being
superseded. Actually, the integration of the world as one system could
increase, but the world would still constitute a tribal system; increases in
world integration (until it reaches a high level) do not make nation-states
obsolescent. Considerable additional increases in the level of integration might
occur, but this additional integration, while it might he made somewhat more
likely by whatever increases in the level of integration have taken and are
taking place, is not automatically set into motion by them. So far as the
nation-state is concerned, first, the sum of the new extra-national elements is
still rather limited, and, in tests of power between these elements and
nationalism and international organizations, most of the time the nation state
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prevails. Second, the nation-.state is not likely to disintegrate but rather to be
transformed as additional layers of inter- and supra-national integration are
imposed on top of the tribal system of nation-:states. Transformation often
takes this form of adding new elements to existing ones rather than closing
one shop to open another.
Imprecision enters when future developments are confused with the
presently available means, and the means available to super-powers are
confused with those available to most other nations. Thus, much has been
made of the modern means of communication--e.g., a world linked by one
set of television satellites beaming the same programs to everyone. 3 But no
such arrangement is yet available. To introduce it, not only arc post-modern
satellites needed, but also television sets will have to be distributed to people
in countries where few of them can be found. While this, theoretically at least,
can be accomplished relatively rapidly by a donor country, large local
maintenance crews will have to be trained and spare parts be provided. Even
if these were to become available, the peoples of the various nations will still
have to learn to be able to absorb, in terms of their languages and cultures,
the broadcasts. Similarly, much has been made of the decline of the significance of distance and territory as security factors in the age of long-range
projectiles. The primacy of the nation-state, it is suggested, is based on its
capacity to protect itself inside a shell from outside aggression, and this shell
has been cracked by the jet bomber and the intercontinental missile. 4 But
so far, very few nations have such long-range weapons, and those which
have them have found them ineffective for most political purposes. It is small
wonder that the missiles did not have the expected integrating effect. It is not
that the argument is faulty, but that the missiles have not·-or have not yetcracked the national security shell of most nations. All this may well occur.
but not in a few years as has often been implied, and one cannot expect to see
in this decade the integrating effects of a trans-national system that may be
introduced in the next.
Moreover, much of the increase in international flows-trade, tourism,
communications-is concentrated in a few countries, mainly the "have"
ones. The world is not shrinking; it is rather that the elite-countries arc
in more contact with each other and in relatively less contact with the "havenot" countr.ies. *
., Between 1950 and 1963, receipts from international tourism more than tripled, to
over $9 billion. Most of the travd, though, was concentrated in twelve countries, which
spent 82 per cent of 1he total and received 65 per cent. Only "have" countries, Western
Europe and the United States, are included. (Figures are of the Internacional Union of
Official Travel Organizations, and were reported in The New York Times, July 9, 1966.
See also ibid., January 16. 1967.) For statistics and a discussion of other flows, sec Robert C.
Angell, "The Growth of Transnational Participation," Journal vf Social Issues, Vol. 23
(1967), pp. I08 ·129. The November 1966 issue of The Annals of rhe American Academy of
Political and Social Science is devoted to "Americans Abroad."
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Still other arguments are a-sociological in that they assume that those
sectors which are "integrating" have secondary-priming effects that they
actually do not have. The logic, explicit or implicit, is as follows: The unification of one sector of several societies will initiate the unification of other
sectors of these societies leading toward a community level of integration.
That is, a change in the inter-societal boundary relations of one (or a few)
societal sectors will affect-via their intra-societal bonds-the inter-societal
relations of additional sectors.
While the concept of secondary-priming is of much value, and while some
such secondary-priming of integration does occur, it is much less common
than was expected by those who hoped for the development of regional if not
world community from it. While there is practically no societal sector which
has not been nominated as a major primer and as a take-off base for encompassing unification, an increase in international trade is one of the inost
often mentioned sectors. It seems, though, under most conditions, that
increased international trade does not generate very much unification and
certainly does not lead to the formation of new political communities.
Countries which traded with each other considerably have not been prevented
from warring-Germany and Britain, for instance, on the eve of World
Wars I and II. In not so distant days, nations continued to trade while they
were warring. The same, as we shall see, holds for most societal sectors.
The sectors whiCh do have a secondary-priming effect and the extent to which
they have this effect, remain subjects for the future study of unification.
While similarly exaggerated, imprecise, and often a-sociological in its
formulation, the "one-world" proposition is not without merit; it indicates
the direction of a general trend or at least a rising option. Moreover, an
examination of the reasons that the various unification developments and
drives did not yield the expected results helps to specify some of the conditions under which unification may occur and can be advanced. We first
explore international flows; then we deal with supranational activities,
leading to the seemingly most promising approach to the subject-the
development of inter- and supranational guidance mechanisms. As many
international flows, activities, and guidance mechanisms develop in part
unwittingly and in part as the consequences of deliberate efforts, the following
discussion is both a comparative exploration of various international
developments and an assessment of the merits of various ..:ommunity-building
strategies.

International Flows
International flows include inter-nation exchanges of objects (international
trade), symbols (via the mass media), and persons (tourism, cultural
exchanges). The proposition that increases in such exchanges will have
supranational unifying effects rests on a three-step notion: (a) that incre.ased
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flows will change citizens' attitudes about each other's nations in the direction
of more positive orientations; (b) that these changed attitudes and orientations are related to political attitudes and political behavior, especially political loyalties and voting; and (c) that changes in political loyalties and voting
will lead to an increase in the level of supranational integration, especially
in regard to the formation of political communities. While these three steps
are specified in few studies, they are implicit in most of them.
Each of the steps raises Some questions. The first step-that higher
interaction "improves" the orientations of citizenries toward each otherhas been advanced by Park, Homans, and Lerner. 5 A question should be
raised, however, concerning whether or not such increased contact can be
expected to have the same effects on two actors irregardless of their
characteristics and relations prior to the increased contact. The evidence seems
unclear on this point. 6 We would expect increased contact between actors to
have a greater integrating effect on their relations the more similar they
were in interests, values, and cognitive perspectives and the more integrated
their relations were at the outset. Increased communication can make the
actors aware of a latent congruence which they can use to build up consensus,
procedures for limiting conflicts, and integration. But when the values,
perspectives, and interests of the parties are incompatible, increased communication, we expect, will make them more conscious of that which separates them and will increase tensions and conflicts and, quite likely, decrease
the level of integration. Increased communication may well solidify favorable
relations, but it is doubtful that it can produce them.
Turning to the second step, even when, following increased interaction,
attitudes change and other nations come to be viewed in a more favorable
light, this, we suggest, will tend to have little effect on the political attitudes
and actions of those involved so long as these changes have been io nonpolitical images (e.g., in cultural or aesthetic ones, which is often the case), because these tend to be greatly dissociated from political images. Germany, in
1870, 1914, and 1939, was not without knowledge of French culture and vice
versa. As the Sino-Soviet conflict advanced in the early 1960s and became
more visible, the American publics seem to have become more hostile toward
China and less so toward the Soviet Union, but there is no reason to believe
that Americans became less aware of the cultural traditions of China.
Tourism, under most conditions in which no primary contact oe<:urs between
the tourist and the native populations, we expect, reinforces mutual
stereotypes rather than leading to their change. 7 And whatever new insight is
acquired is not likely to be political.
Also, the relative weight of national as opposed to international exposures
tends to be ignored. For every citizen who travels abroad, there are many
more who stay at home. And of those who travel, for every interaction with
foreigners, there are many more interactions with fellow countrymen during
their travels and especially after their returns home. So far as the mass media
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are concerned, for every exposure to international communications, there
are many hundreds of exposures to national ones.
It might be said that we are measuring changes in exposure-Le., that
when we add to national transactions some international ones, the relative
weight of the international transactions increases. However, the facts seem
to present a quite different picture. Frequently, in the same period in which
international elements are added, the intranational contacts and exposures
also increase and to a greater extent. For instance, as international trade
increased, intranational trade seems to have increased even more. 8 Intranational communication networks in general, and in developing nations in
particular, seem to grow much more rapidly than international ones. 9
Moreover, the ratio of international to national exchanges is so low for
most citizens 10 that the absorption of international interaction can easily be
shaped by national processes.* The ratio of international transactions
and interactions to nationaJ ones would have to be much higher before the
international transactions and interactions could be expected to have any but
marginal effects.
When this ratio is substantially higher and the increased international
flows affect large segments of a nation, as among the citizens of West
European countries, this seems to be far more the result than the cause of
greater affinity between the nations, and due in large part to the fact that the
international exposures do not contradict the national ones. Under these
circumstances, increased international contacts are to be expected to reinforce
ongoing unification processes. Under most international circumstances,
however, interaction among peoples of different nations seems to be far
lower than the level required for it to have even these secondary unifying
effects.
Turning to the third step-the effect of changes in the political attitudes of
citizens on the relationships among their nations-two major mechanisms are
implied. One is that direct contact among the citizenries will advance a world
community despite their governing elites. Numerous anarchist, socialist, and
federalist writers have held that the peoples of various nations increasingly
favor a world community but that the political elites are obstacles to such a
community, and that eventually the peoples will form a world community
(via general s·trikes, revolutions, or the shifting of their allegiances to the
United Nations) despite their governments. 11 Actually, there is little evidence
that most citizens in most nations are more favorably disposed toward a
world community than th.eir respective governments. Nor has it been
• The meaning of the messages sent through the formal (mass} media is greatly affected
(and, especially, their contexts are provided) by informal processes. As mos! of the international flows are via the formal (mass) media while their informal context is national, we
would expect that conforming and not transforming messages are received and that the
interpretation of international .. bits" will be chiefly national.
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demonstrated that the "people" could form a world community without first
increasing the responsiveness of their respective societies and polities.
There is more validity in the notion of an indirect effect-i.e., that changes
in the political attitudes of citizens will affect the actions of their elites. But
changes in citizens' attitudes should not be viewed as autonomous changes to
which their governments must adjust; there is an interplay between citizens
and their governments in which, in many matters and especially those
concerned with foreign policy, the governments play a key role. 12 Not only
can a government impose a tribalistic policy even though its citizens are
more favorably oriented toward a community-building policy, but the
government can foster a tribalistic view on the part of its citizens.
Some observers, possibly reacting to the naive estimates of the power of
such international contacts, have fallen into the opposite trap of underestimating the role of such contacts and their attitudinal impact. While citizens
have little influence on or even information about many specific foreign
policy decisions, in democracies they do seem to have some-and possibly
a growing-concern with foreign policy decisions, including their country's
orientation toward a regional and a world community. Specifically, there
seems to be a trend in which an increasing number of voters list foreign
,policy matters as first among those that determine their vote, even in non-war
years. 13 The spread of education, while not automatically expanding the
boundaries of the community of interest and commitment, seems to have had
a net effect in that direction; that is, more educated people tend to have
broader horizons. 14 We, hence, expect that as societies move deeper into the
post-modern age, more of their citizens will be concerned with the foreign
policies of their governments than in the modern age. At the same time, as
foreign policy becomes more complex and technical, the effect of the citizens
is likely to be, even more than was the case previously, contextuating rather
than prescriptive; that is, their effect is expected to be one of setting limits
on the policies that can be followed without high political costs and risks,
leaving the elites a fairly free choice of options within these limits. So far,
these contexts have often worked against community-building (inasmuch as
they were nationalistic); once the opposite context is evolved or establishedthat is, a context favorable to community-building (probably first on a
regional level)-the eflect of the citizenry will be reversed. In general, however, the main bases of international community-building seem not to be the
expanding exchanges among the citizens of various nations.

Supranational Activities
A second set of theorems deals with the effects on the level of integration
of supranational activities, such as a shared defense line or a joint research
project. Unlike exchanges, which are inll'r-unit activities, these create a
shared supra-unit sector, composed mainly of activities carried out through
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the medium of international organizations. The theoretical position that
participation in some shared activities will lead to broader unification
leading graduaJly toward a community level is often referred to as
"functionalist." 1 5 The term is not used in the sociological or mathematical
senses, but rather to refer to one or a few kinds of activities carried out by
international organizations. Traditional writings on functionalism refer to
functions such as postal services, public health, or labor relations. As a rule,
the international organization assumes only a small fraction of the activities
involved in servicing a particular function; e.g., few of the postal services
are international. Sooond, as the activities which are unified by these
organizations are highly segregated, the supranationalization involved has
almost no secondary-priming effects. Most important, the foci of national
governmental and political processes are not deflected from the national
centers, as the internationalized function requires little control-integration
and mobilization of consensus since it usually entails an increase in the volume
of supranational activities while the centers of control of the activity remain
national. The international organizations tend to have no decision-making
power; they are controlled by inter-governmental bodies and haye almost
exclusively advisory and administrative capacities.
More recently, a new functionalist approach has developed which sees
take-off bases for unification in new supranational activities, mainly military
or economic ones. 16 The old and new versions of functionalism should not be
confused; the fact that the unification of some military or economic sectors
has a secondary-priming effect cannot be used to argue, by extension, that
the functional approach in general is valid, and that, hence, supranationalization of almost any activity seriously enhances community-building.
The differentiating criterion is the degree to which the specific activity involved
is linked to other societal activities. Services (e.g., postal, public health),
we suggest, are particularly segregated, and, hence, their supranational
integration can be expected to have only little secondary-priming effect.
Military services, under most circumstances, have more effect, for instance
on defense industries, but military services can be unified to a considerable
degree with little subsequent unification of other sectors occurring. Very little
community-building occurred between Britain and the United States in
World War II or among the NATO countries since 1951. More unification
can be expected to result from economic integration, because economic
processes affect all societal groupings and are closely related to other societal
activities. Legal "unifications" have had, by themselves, only minimal
impact; a far-reaching codification of the laws of Sweden, Denmark, and
Norway generated little community-building in Scandinavia. 17 On the other
hand, if the national political structures and organizations are merged
(including those of consensus-formation), and if the major symbols of
political loyalty (e.g., the ffags, the heads of state) and the political units
(interest groups, parties) become supranational, then a considerable amount
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of integration has already been achieved and much more is to be expected. The
political processes have link-ups with all the major sectors and, hence,
maximum secondary-priming and community-building effe<:ts.

International Control
Bonds among nations develop on two levels-action and control. Increases
in international flows and supranational activities are bonds of action. We
expect that they will tend to have few community-building effects (unless
they are in those few sectors which are closely linked to others, or they trigger
or entail the rise of international controls). The second route to community.
level unification begins on the control level (as the pre<:eding discussion of
the political sector suggests). The unification of action is expected to follow
more readily this unification of control than that of control to follow the
unification of action.
The role that an increase in international tlows can play in building
international controls may be illustrated by noting the effects of increased
international trade. Sheer increases in volume are not expected to have much
unifying effect, but when the volume increases to the level at which the inter·
governmental regulation of the process becomes cumbersome, pressure to
introduce supranational controls increases,* and unification of the con·
trolling overlayers may then be initiated. This is of central importance, since
a supra-unit controlling overlayer is necessary before economic integration
can advance to the community level. Thus, for instance, if X nations
surrender part of their control of their economies by removing national
tariff barriers, quotas, and ex.port-import licenses (assuming that their
remaining controls do not suffice for the nationalist regulation of the
economies), 18 then supranational control will be needed. (We expe<:t that if
such control does not emerge, additional trade unification will be avoided
and/or new nationalist controls imposed.) Once this is effected, the refocusing
of interest groups toward this new center of control, the building up of
legitimation symbols around it, etc., will lead to additional unification.
Also, the well-established tendency of new centers of control---e.g., the
Executive Authority of the EEC-to seek to expand their power works in this
<lirection. While unification is by no means automatic under these circumstances, the pressures toward it are greater than when only an activity is
integrated or exchanges increase without changes in national controls. 19
Jn the case of the kinds of international exchanges and supranational
activities that usually have little community-building effect, when their
•We expect supra-unil decision-making and implementation to be more efficient than
inler-unil ones. This is by no means an uncontested proposition. For arguments on the
inter-unit side see Lindblom, The Intelligence of Democracy, op. ci1.; on the supra-unit side,
above Chal)ler 14, pp. 285-298. See also the next section.
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volume is so high that they necessitate encompassing changes in the ratio of
unit to supra-unit controls, they, too, have a unifying effect. Thus, international exchanges and decisions concerning shared activities are like fluids
in a pipe; up to a given level, increased flow can be carried by the old pipes
and has little effect. If, however, the volume increases further, broader pipes
must be introduced, i.e., more supra-unit controls and unification are
required.

Is Supranational Guidance Necessary?
Supra- versus International Guidance
The level and kind of integration and organization that are necessary
depend on the societal goals the actors seek to realize individually and
collectively. For instance, the economic welfare of the members of an
international system can be advanced to a degree without a significant
increase in integration beyond that which the activity itself entails by relying
on international exchanges and controls. The prevention of large-scale war
is the goal for which the following control models are explored. Two
questions need to be answered: (a) What kind of controlling overlayer is
needed? Must it be supranational, or can it be of the more easily developed
international kind? (b) To stabilize a controlling overlayer, to construct a
guidance mechanism, community support is needed-but must such a community and its consensus-formation structure be coextensive with the
controlling overlayer, or could national communities support an effective
world organization? We will now discuss these questions.
While there are many specific control models, they can be reduced to two
major kinds. One has a supra-unit controlling overlayer, a system overlayer
which has control capacities superior to those of the member units; the other
draws on inter-unit controls rather than on supra-unit organization. While
there are various mixtures of the two models of control, the discriminating
factor is that of superiority as assessed in cases of a "showdown" between the
supra-unit's center (if there is one) and the plurality of inter~unit controls.
We shall treat as supranational those overlayers whose supranational
control elements prevail in cases of conflict even though they may contain
varying degrees of international control elements. We will view as international those overlayers in \Vhich there is no supranational organization
or it is weak and surrenders in a "showdown." Among the mixed overlayers
that are predominantly supra-unit controls are the political organizations of
federations, such as the contemporary United States and West Germany;
among those that are international despite some supranational elements is
NATO. The United Nations is almost exclusively inter- and not supranational. The classification is based on actual control organizations and not
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on form al, legal arrangements. For instance, the fact that the United Arab
Republic was formally a unitary state while the United States was a federation
does not suggest that the United States' polity was less "supra"; indeed, a
comparison of the respective polities suggests the opposite.
Our main arguments in support of the proposition that supranational
controls are necessary for the prevention of a major war are based on the
preceding discussion: Inter-unit controls leave the ultimate decision in the
hands of the actors and, therefore, leave the option of war open ; supra-unit
controls foreclose this option. The controlling overlayers of inter-units can
carry a limited volume of decisions and, hence, can control only a limited
amount of supranational activities and international flows. If unification is
to be advanced, a higher volume seems necessary. Last but not least, to build
a community, a center of coercion, reallocation, and identification is needed,
which requires supranational control. The community, in turn, is needed
for the stabilization of controls a ble to regulate nation-states by providing
consensus-formation.
Turning to our second question, we hold that no regional or world state
can be stabilized without community support. While political organization
and community-building need not develop in full synchronization, if a supranational state is imposed on a tribalistic, inter-society base and the gap is
not narrowed, we expect that the political organization (the state) will not
withstand the strain and will collapse. For a supranational controlling
over/ayer to function ejfectively, it requires the support of a supranational
community. Arrangements based on international control can function in a
tribalistic societal context. (Were international control imposed on a community- which is rare-it would lead to strain and, similarly, be followed by
either deunification or collapse.)
The reasons we support these propositions are twofold : (a) empirically,
many states without community underpinnings have, sooner or later,
collapsed (e.g., the United Arab Republic, the Federation of the West
Indies); and (b) theoretically, the enforcement of disarmament laws requires
that the world government have a police force superior to that of any
member unit or coalition of them so that it can control deviants if other
mechanisms fa il. Such a force requires a hierarchy of command and laws,
rules, and policies to guide it. These would have to be formulated and
enacted and their legitimation built up; i.e, a supranational consensusformation structure and a central focus of loyalty seem necessary.•
Consensus is needed because without it, no world state could have enough
power to make the members comply. Legitimation is needed because a
world state that relies on illegitimate power will be unstable and may
experience civil wars as devastating as the worst international wars of the
• It is not implied that such a structure will allow for consensus if other conditions are
lacking, but only that it seems necessary~ven if the other conditions arc favorable.
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modern age. As Legitimation is inherently normative and, in this· sense,
non-rational, commitments to values supportive of the supranational
community must be built up, a process which requires the mechanisms of
identification. Thus, the elements that are needed are consensus-formation,
the development of legitimation, and political loyalty to the supra-unit, as
we know them from stable communities.
Consensus and legitimation, in turn, cannot be created and maintained
without community activities over and above the enforcement of law and
order and disarmament, because enforcement generates alienation which
undermines commitment; consequently, additional and different activities
are needed to build up and sustain positive involvement. Also, inasmuch as
any pattern of law and order protects a stratification structure, there must
be a mechanism for the reallocation of assets so that the societal structure and
the political organization will remain articulated. Without a promise of an
arrangement for the peaceful inter-societal reallocation of assets, the "have
not" nations are unlikely to support world-wide community-building; they
cannot be expected to consent to the establishment of a world police force
to protect and, thus, rigidify the existing world-wide allocative patterns.
These needs, it is important to realize, cannot be met by merely adding a
few functions to a world state, e.g., by adding a development agency (as a
means of assisting "have-not" countries to "catch up" with the "haves")
to a supranational police force. 20 Societal transformations are needed,
including the introduction into the political process of new collectivities,
mainly non-white ones; the reduction of the more extreme forms of cultural
heterogeneity; and the building of a broad-scoped, high-volume level of
supranational activities and international flows to assist community-building.
In short, to gain and maintain consensus for a disarmed world, supranational
normative and utilitarian integration will be needed, because only such integration could effect the necessary reallocations and symbolize the world
community values that the enforcement of disarmament requires.
Such an expansion of the scope of the projected world state and community places further burdens on whatever international consensus-formation
structures already exist. Before autonomous nations will submit themselves
to a political organization which has an effective and encompassing supranational authority, they will demand to know which policies that organization
will follow. And the greater the differences between their perspectives and
those of the new organization, the less likely these nations are to participate
in or tolerate unification processes which lead to the community threshold.
The fact that the member nations will be able to exercise political power
over the world government is likely to be of little solace to them, so long as
they cannot agree on the basic mold of the new state. In addition, the main
nations are to be expected to fear a loss of power in the supranational transformation. It is an understanding of these very great difficulties in reaching
consensus about a broad-scoped world state and community and the slow
4
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pace of unification up to now, while the need for disarmament seems urgent,
that have led some scholars to favor a narrow approach: A world state
limited to police functions only and, at least initially, without a community
underlayer. The preceding discussion-which, in effect, applies to the world
community the arguments against the nineteenth·century liberal conception
of a laissez-faire "night watchman" nation-state-explains our position in
favor of the broad·scoped state and community approach. We do concur
that this option is a very difficult one to realize. The easier option, though,
seems unavailable. On the other hand, it has been correctly suggested that
the establishment of the supranational control of force may well lead to
community·building; 21 however, other supranational controls and integration must follow shortly. The supranational control of coercion alone,
even if it could be achieved, would be unstable and, while it lasted, might
well be more like a world empire than a responsive state.
The debate between the narrow- and the broad-scoped approaches to the
building of a world community is a family argument among those who agree
that the world-system can be fundamentally transformed to build a new
community. The acceptance of this approach comes easily to sociologists,
who are accustomed to dealing with relatively integrated communities and
well-established nation-states, many of which have emerged from subnational tribal systems. But many political scientists question the basic
approach and argue that both the broad and narrow routes to supranationalism on the world level are Utopian. They suggest that most nations,
whatever levels of integration the international systems of which they are
members may reach, will not, in the foreseeable future, attain the community
level of the supranational control of coercion and, thus, cannot be expected
to undertake the task of preventing war; and that the load will have to be
carried by the mutual adjustment system, one which has next to no supra·
national bonds and links but rather is maintained by the members of the
system because it is to their respective advantages.
A strong argument in support of this tribalistic approach to the prevention
of war is that the unification of nations has, in effect, never occurred. The
many unification examples cited by those who favor the world community
approach are not relevant. The cases cited are either pre-nationalist (for
example, colonial rulers grouped tribes to form Nigeria), or instances in
which the rising community (and not the member units) was sanctioned by
nationalism (as in the unification of Germany and Italy). The more modern
societal units became the foci of intense, secular political loyalties, the more
the society and the state became co-extensive, and the more the control of
coercion became co-extensive with the control of utilitarian and normative
activities-all of which are the marks of a rising nation-state-the more
difficult became supranational unification. The most advanced unifications of
nation-states (for example, in contemporary Central America and Western
Europe) have not even approached the community threshold. Even under
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circumstances that would seem highly favorable, unification has not greatly
advanced. Unification has not occurred among the highly "homogeneous"
Arab states or among those of Scandinavia; it has not taken place among
states that had a considerable "head start," such as the members of the
East African Common Services organization; it has not happened among
states in a Communist system-a system which presumably is meant to
supersede nationalism and has created a number of regional tools in the
Warsaw Treaty Organization and the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance. There have been scores of attempts at regional integration, and
many regional and even universal international organizations have been
initiated, but none of these efforts has led to the formation of communities
whose members are nations. These are important facts which suppott the
tribalists. Their argument, though, rests not only on the persistence and
viability of nationalism but also on the fact that various forms of international balance-of-power systems have afforded security from war for
centuries. It is here that there is a place for a counter-argument.

Balance of Power and Its Limits 22
As an historical concept, balance of power refers to a system in which
states sought to maintain their independence through the establishment of
an approximate equilibrium of power. The maintenance of peace was thought
to require no central authority; rather, the balancing of power among states
occurred as a result of the shifting of alliances in time of peace and coalitions
against the aggressor in time of war. A would-be aggressor was either deterred
from initiating a war by perceiving the odds against victory or, seeking to
expand its power to a point at which it could unbalance the system and gain
dominance, found that other states, unwilling to tolerate such a course, would
wage war to maintain the balance or to restore it if necessary. War is, thus,
seen as a temporary and limited phenomenon, as something necessary to
insure the maintenance of the conditions under which no one state or group of
states could dominate the others with impunity.
A balance-of-power system in interstate relations is comparable to a
system of laissez-faire in economics. The assumption that no central political
authority is necessary is the equivalent of the assumption that economic
units, each seeking to maximize its profits, can be relied upon to generate a
desirable state of affairs without a central control. Numerous interstate
systems, from the Greek city-states to Renaissance Italy, have been viewed
as approximating a balance-of-power system. 2 J An examination of the ways
in which a balance-of-power system functions is helpful for an understanding
of its limitations in the post-modern period.
The conditions for the maintenance of a balance of power were particularly favorable during the nineteenth century, as attested by the absence of
a general war from 1815 to 1914. Military power was diffused among several
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states. Diplomacy was conducted by skilled professionals, and there were few
ideological impediments to the freedom of statesmen to lead their countries
from one coalition to another on the basis of shifting power relations. The
relative strengths of competing states could be calculated with some
accuracy. War was seen as a method of implementing policy, but there was a
consensus that its objectives should be limited and should not include the
destruction of an enemy state, since yesterday's enemy might be tomorrow's
ally. Important makeweights in the balance cannot be destroyed if conditions of equilibrium are to be preserved, and, for this, a peace of reconciliation-not alienation-was essential. Great Britain as an island
power played the role of balancer, adding its weight to the weaker side when
the threat of dominance arose. Most important, perhaps, the European
states that dominated world politics shared a common interest in preserving
the system itself, since they saw this as the best method of preserving the
independence of each of its members and of safeguarding their domestic
regimes. 24
A classic example of a balance-of-power system is provided by the
Congress of Vienna, where the statesmen of Europe met in 1815 to achieve
a settlement after the chaos wreaked by the Napoleonic wars. The French
domination of the Continent had finally ended due to the military success of
a coalition led by England and including Austria, Russia, and Prussia. This
coalition was formed to restore the European balance. The work of the statesmen meeting in Vienna was facilitated not only by the relative equality,
in power terms, of their respective states, but also by their relative sociological homogeneity. They shared a normative orientation based upon the
acceptance of monarchy and dynastic legitimacy, an aversion to popular
democracy, and generally conservative political views. They were of the same
social class, spoke a common language (French), and had long experience in
dealing with their diplomatic counterparts. They had more in common with
each other than with the masses of the people in their respective states. These
social and cultural conditions, together with their shared interests in the
restoration of the balance-of-power system, contributed to the relatively
moderate peace terms imposed upon the defeated state, France. An indemnity
was extracted and there was a period of military occupation, but, with a
Bourbon king restored to the French throne (and with Talleyrand's skillful
diplomacy), France was almost immediately readmitted to the councils of the
Great Powers.
Since World War I, however, the conditions required by a balance-ofpower system have undergone erosion at an accelerated pace. The power
relations among states are no longer characterized by even a rough equality.
Diplomacy is often practiced by amateurs. An age of opposing ideologies
has supplanted the earlier periods of consensus. Statesmen no longer share
common perspectives, less often speak a common language, and do not
agree about either the nature of the order to be established or the length of
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time and the ways in which the status quo should be preserved. Under pressures
of public opinion, they are no longer free to make policy independent of the
views of their peoples. In contrast to the century of peace, 1815-1914, the
period since 1914 is characterized by great political and sociological
heterogeneity, by two world wars, and by numerous limited wars.
The year 1945 began a period of bipolarity: The European Great Powers
of the past were overshadowed by two continent-sized superpowers, the
United States and the Soviet Union. A true balance-of-power system was
precluded by a bipolar dbision of power. There were no third, fourth, and
fifth powers who could be relied upon to prevent either superpower from
gaining dominance. Despite this new development, the old idea of balance-ofpower continued to guide the statesmen and strategists who molded the
relationships between the two superpowers and their camps: The two
superpowers were to "balance" each other.
But in the early 1950s, there was added to the already bipolar pattern the
element of nuclear bipolarity. Armed with nuclear weapons that were made
increasingly invulnerable to attack by shielding and conceaHng devices, neither
side could rationally launch a war against the other, since massive nuclear
retaliation was likely to follow. The initiation of nuclear war, it was argued,
meant national suicide. In this sense, the two nuclear giants "balanced" each
other. As the balance achieved was based not on the actual use of strategic
weapons but on threats of their use, the system was described as one of
deterrence.
While the Communist camp may still have desired to extend its reign and
the Western alliance may have wished to "roll" it back, neither side dared to
engage in anything but marginal skirmishes-and even these were undertaken
with considerable caution. Many American strategists in the 1950s and early
1960s believed that the deterrence system could be prolonged indefinitely,
although they favored the elimination of especially hazardous elements
through limited arms-control measures and the increase of conventional
forces which would allow a military alternative to the usage of nuclear
weapons and the policies of nuclear brinkmanship.
It should be emphasized that even before the advent of nuclear weapons
and even when the socio-political requisites existed, the balance-of-power
system could not be relied upon to preserve peace. What this system did was
not to prevent war but to make major wars less devastating and minor wars
less frequent. When wars occurred, procedures existed for restoring the
balance and, thus, a state of peace. The object of war, as we have seen, was
not the destruction of the opponent but a form of sanction that was intended
to preserve the system-and all of its major members. With deterrence,
however, where the total destruction of an opponent is technically possible,
the fear of retaliation is relied upon to deter a nuclear attack. But whereas a
rational statesman would not initiate a nuclear war, whether or not even
nuclear weapons would deter a Hitler of tomorrow any more than the fear
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of a conventional response deterred the Hitler of yesterday is an open
question. In addition, because of the unprecedented and continuing peacetime preparations for war and the instantaneous impact of post-modern arms,
there is no longer any time lag between a major mistake and a major war.
The enormous destructive capacity of thermonuclear weapons means that
even a single breakdown of the deterrence system has to be prevented.
Moreover, in a time of conflicting ideologies in which competing regimes
seek not limited triumphs but each other's elimination, an international
system with no margin for error and relying on the rational behavior of all
its superpowers-and their allies, to the degree that they can involve the
superpowers-is far from providing security from war.
An additional point must be considered. Control mechanisms and
organizations operate on the basis of probabilities. Performances, safeguards,
and supervision cannot be perfected. However, systems vary greatly in their
relative emphasis on redressing an act, on imposing a penalty to deter
additional violations or breakdowns (post-hoc controls), and on seeking to
avoid violations or breakdowns in the first place (preventive controls).
Guarantees issued by the automobile industry to their customers constitute
post-hoc measures; the use of quality-control units at a factory are preventive.
The relative cost and effectiveness of the two kinds of control measures can
be calculated. The important proposition is that for rational actors, the
relative reliance on preventive versus post-hoc (,'01urols will be greater in
proportion to the disutility ofa violation. Inasmuch as the disutility of nuclear
wars---even of limited ones because they may escalate into all-out nuclear
wars-is maximal, the investment in preventive control ought to be maximal.
Balance-of-power systems provide post-hoc control; community-building and
disarmament are preventive. Hence, while community-building is much more
"expensive" in that it is much more difficult to evolve, the guiding of their
efforts in this direction seems to be the course of action rational actors
would prefer over that of attempting to perfect the balance of power, especially
under the new technological and societal conditions.
The post-modern balance-of-power theorists, adherents of the deterrence
approach, are not unaware of the dangers of tribalistic security systems.
But, as they do not believe that the existing international system can be
transformed, they advance various proposals for making it less dangerous;
their proposals are referred to collectively as "arms-control." 25 Such controls,
if implemented-which they were not by the time the nuclear age was in
its twentieth year-could, at most, reduce the probability of war and limit
its scope if it should occur; but they are very unreliable means for preventing
wars. Such arms-control is like birth control by abortion rather than by
contraception, and under conditions in which abortion involves a high rate
of mortality. The system required if the alienation resulting from warfare
technology and nationalistic relations is to be reduced is one which will
prevent war rather than tangentially decrease the probabilities that it will
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occur or promise an opportunity for post-war repairs. Of course, it does not
follow that just because arms-control is not satisfactory, disarmament based
on world community and global law enforcement can be achieved. But, since
the arms-control model does not meet the need even on paper, the discussion
must return to the processes which may lead toward a world community
and state.
Before we seek to explore the conditions under which this may be advanced, we point out that such a community is necessary as much for
overcoming modern alienation, whose sources lie in production technologies
and administrative techniques, as for liberating society from the additional
post-modern alienation, whose roots are in the technology of armaments.
Moreover, a global guidance system may be the nexl evolutionary step.

A Global Guidance System
A Sequential-Option Model
The ideas of social progress and evolution were rejected by social
scientists during the last generation with the same degree of assurance with
which earlier generations embraced them. Recently, though, a new interest in
evolutionist conceptions has been discernible. zt. The neo-evolutionist models
compare to earlier ones in that: (I) Although they forego a naive belief in
mankind's progress from primitive darkness to rational enlightenment,
they do attempt to establish history's patterns; (2) although they do not
assume that all societies follow one pattern, they do expect a limited set of
alternatives from among which societies choose; and (3) although the movement from stage to stage that the theoretical patterns specify is not expected
to be one of unilinear progress but of developments which know regressions,
an over-all "secular" trend is maintained. Thus, the elements that remain from
old evolutionist approaches are mainly that societal change has a direction
and a limited set of options which can be theoretically determined, among
which the genetic processes choose in some discernible sequence. It is, hence,
best referred to as a sequential-oplion model. It ties functional (the alternatives) and structural (the options chosen) analysis to the study of change (the
propositions about sequences).* The concept suggests that earlier macroscopic choices constrain later ones, 27 and that there are relatively critical
turning points at which the contexts for the next period are set. History is,
thus, seen not as an endless sequence of piece-meal choices which accumulate,
• For heuristic purposes, it often is useful to assume one or more "target" states
toward which the process may be evolving or be guided. We refer to these as futuresystems. We used one in the study of a differentialion process (Etzioni, Studies i11 Social
Cha11ge, op. cit., pp. 6 IT.) and another one in lhe sludy of a unification proces~ (ibid.,
pp. t 12 ff.). The active society is a future-system for the analysis of post-modern history.
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but as a process in which periods of fundamental choices are followed by
periods in which the effects of these fundamental choices must be confronted;
they can be ameliorated or magnified but cannot be transformed 28 until a
new turning point is reached or produced.

The Reintegration of Society
Our endeavor is neo-evolutionary in that we see the active society as an
option of the post-modern period. We now explore one aspect of it that is
directly related to the reduction of tribalism-namely, the reintegration of
society. In studying this aspect of societal history, a three state sequentialoption model seems fru itfu l. The first stage is one of afuJ·ed society, in which
the various societal needs are served by one and the same societal unit with
a minimal differentiation of activities, of power, and of normative principles,
as well as with almost no controlling overlayer. Fused societies develop,
but their change is largely unguided. Expressive considerations have marked
dominance over instrumental ones, which are neglected if not suppressed. A
small, illiterate, very primitive society most closely approximates this model.
The second stage is one of a differenti'ated society, in which each major
function and sub-function has a sub-system, a structure of its own, a power
center and organization, and specialized normative principles which legitimate
it. There is only limited articulation of the various differentiated units and
only a weak supra- unit regulatory capacity. ln such a society, instrumental
considerations outweigh expressive ones, because the latter are dependent
on inter-unit and supra-unit bonds which are weak. Industrial societies in
their relatively laLfsez-faire periods (e.g., Britain from 1840 to 1871)
approximate this model. 211
The third stage is one in which a previously differentiated society is
reintegrated, in that, without refusing the differentiated structures, a large
number and variety of potent inter- and supra-unit mechanisms evolve,
largely expressive or political in nature, which bind the differentiated units
into a complex but integrated whole. The reintegrated society differs from a
fused one not only in that it has been differentiated, but also in that it is more
organizational and less collectivistic, more politic-al and less societal. Nor is
it without differentiation in its present form: It has a fused overlayer and set
of bonds on top of a differentiated underlayer of activities and lower-ranking
controls.
The integration of the third stage is more artificial than that of the first
one, as not only control but also consensus-formation is partially planned.
But it is also a much mo re affluent, malleable, mobilized, committing, and
transforming society. The .first stage is marked by the primacy of societal
values; the transition to the second-by the liberation of means and by the
supremacy of instrumentality; the third-by the primacy of societal goals
which, unlike vaguer values, entail the carrying out of specific societal tasks.
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In the first stage, the society and the environment are taken as given; in the
second, the main effort to change is focused on the environment and related
societal alterations; in this stage, society is viewed as a means. Industrialization seeks to remold society so as to make it a more effective means for
carving tools out of the environment; it is assumed that the affluent society
will be a "good" society. ln the third stage, society's own transformation is
the central goal. Jt is a return to the questions raised by the ancient Greek
philosophers of which societal organization will better realize collective
values, and, hence, the emphasis is on the ways in which the societal parts
are made into a whole~n reintegration and the political function. The
third stage is an option open to mature, differentiated societies (though fused
societies may try to shorten, if not avoid, the second stage), but it is not in
any way ''inevitable." Societies may remain differentiated, disintegrated, or at
one level of fragmentation or another.
The differentiated society is the most alienating of the three kinds in that
it is fragmented, does not form a whole, lacks in ultimate meaning, and is
basically unresponsive to its participants. The plurality of power centers
respond neither directly to the members nor to a universal political authority
which might speak for them. And, as the differentiated society fragments
its participants, even if it were to reflect their perspectives fully, they would
be distorted perspectives. The fused society was a small whole. While it did
not fragment , its rigid cultural and political patterns could not but be
um:esponsive. Its low capacity to act, its poverty of assets and guidance,
forced many basic human needs to remain unmet. The reintegrated society
has the Gapacities of a differentiated one and much of the wholeness of a
fused one. While there is not automatic assurance that it will be responsive
internally or transform its boundaries, at least it has the potential ability to
do so because the members to which it responds-if it does-are less fragmented, and it has a sufficient political overlayer for it to act with minimal
alienation. lt can be an active society.

Differentiation, Reintegration, and System-Boundaries
The transition from one stage to another involves not only the differentiation of fused elements and their reintegration within each societal unit, but
also a transformation of the relationships among societal units. The environmental system of each societal unit-that is, the other societal units
with which it is interrelated-becomes more inclusive with the transition
from stage to stage, though, again, the trend is not without "interruptions."
The transition from the first to the second stage involved the rise of the
nation- state, which entailed-with some exceptions to which we turn belowthe formation of a more encompassing societal unit of integration and of
co.ntrol and not just of interdependence. We suggest that a similar extension
of tbe unit of integration and control is needed before the transition from
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the second to the third stage can be completed. The movement into the third
stage involves, therefore, not only the reintegration of elements of a society
that came apart with the impact of differentiation; it also involves the binding
of elements of several societies, each of which is internally differentiated.
The first extension of the societal unit was necessary if the efficacy of
means was to be increased (e.g., the broadening of markets). The second
ex.tension is necessary if the primacy of values is to be reestablished. The first
extension was necessary because production required it; the second, because
existence, on which all values are predicated, needs it. Moreover, unless the
guidance mechanism encompasses the units that are already interdependent,
the primacy of values over means cannot be reestablished, and inter·
dependence is growing world-wide. We saw that the degree and importance of
interdependence have been exaggerated and that its integrative capacity has
been greatly overstated. But the degree of interdependence is growing and is
expected to continue to increase, and, while this does not make for a community, it does require guidance if its dynamics are not to be arbitrary from
the viewpoint of the actors.
We certainly do not suggest that that which is needed will happen. Many
societies have not yet differentiated, and others will not reintegrate; a
world community may well not evolve. We do argue that, first, modernization
and, now, a stable peace and an active society each require an extension of
the unit of guidance and, hence, of the boundaries of community. The failure
of the ancient Greek city-states to form the supra-polis community that was
needed for them to defend themselves against external threats is widely
viewed as the decisive element in the destruction of Hellenic civilization.
Whether or not a world community will eventually be built and the alienation
of differentiation overcome are questions which, we believe, cannot in
principle be answered, as they are concerned with the ways in which future
actors will exercise their options. All we may be able to establish is the nature
of these options and the directions in which alternative sequences of choices
point. Societal actors can exercise the option of community-building, we
argue, because we see, at present and in the future, the necessary developments in the techniques of the guidance of societal processes, just as, in the
modern age, technjques of the control of work and machines evolved.
Both transitions-from collectivities to national societies and from
nations to more encompassing communites-involve a change in the locus
of guidance, not in terms of abolishing earlier loci but by imposing more
encompassing levels on top of existing (though transformed) ones. The
nation- state added a level of action, control, and consensus-formation to
collectivities, while transformi~g them. The world community, if formed,
would add a layer of action, control, and consensus-formation to the trans·
formed nation-states rather than abolish them. Meanwhile, as we enter the
post-modern period, international flows and supranational activities and
org-.mizations create some extranational elements. They are still very weak,
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much weaker than the national ones, but they seem to be slowly accumulating
in the direction of increasing and strengthening the international bonds and
links where there already exists considerable interdependence.
In the next chapter, we deal with the rise of several supranational
systems; they fall far short of the model advanced here for active communitybuilding because they are internally unstable and distorted and externally
sub-global rather than world-wide. In the following chapter, we explore the
conditions under which a more authentic and encompassing community may
arise.
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CHAPTER 20

From Mao/-One?

HISTORICALLY, w• suggostod, the bounda<ios of socidal
units have tended to e>;tend, and such extensions are necessary to overcome
the modern and post-modern sources of alienation. But, it may be asked,
what is the place of modern (and earlier) empires in this pattern? Has history
not left the societal dinosaurs behind rather than face them in the future?
And is the post-modern world system not one of numerous, small nationstates? We shall argue below (pp. 580-583) that empires were an "exception"
that supports the rule, and that the emerging system is one of multiple blocs
rather than myriad nation-sta tes (pp. 583-586).
But even if it is granted that the major world actors are a fe w groupings
and their supra-power elites, how, if at all, can a multiple bloc system
be transformed into a world community? We first attempt to answer
this question in analytic terms, to indicate that the transformation needed is
smaller than might at first seem (pp. 586-590); we then suggest that post·
modern historical trends seem, on balance, to move in the direction required
for community-building (pp. 590-602).
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Empires: The Grand Exception
The Collapse of Empires-Premature Expansion
The major exception to the proposition that the more differentiated and
reintegrated a society, the larger the extent of its system is the collapse of
pre-modern and early modern empires. While nationalism and modernization
often entailed the rise of more encompassing systems or the transfer of
control from the local to the national level, other systems deunified under the
impact of these forces; scores of nations emerged where previously there were
a few empires. Pre-modern empires, like Rome and China, were similarly
unstable. If a theory cannot account for the collapse of empires, the proposition that history moves toward larger societal entities cannot be supported.
Even though any proposition must allow for temporary lapses and digressions, empires were too commen and existed for too long to be considered
merely an "interruption" of a trend.
We suggest that a theory of societal guidance can account for empires by
viewing them as premature and, above all, unbalanced reductions of
tribalism, and by seeing their disintegration into smaller societal units as
aiding in the building of mature and balanced supranational unions and
communities. The reason ·that empires are considered anomalies can be
explained in the basic frame of reference used here; and, above all, since the
factors which retarded the earlier development of encompassing societal
units are now disappearing or are being removed, early failures cannot be
used to argue convincingly that post-modern global communities are not
feasible.
The premature nature of empires has been demonstrated by showing that
they did not have the cybernetic capacity and power, the communication
and transportation means, and the consensus-formation structure~ necessary
to keep a large or ex.tending polity integrated and guided.I* (The Roman
Empire at its zenith encompassed SO to 60 mitlion people and several million
land acres, more than most contemporary nation-states.) Most pre-modern
empires seem to have "faded" as the distance from the capital grew, in that the
capital of the empire often had little information about and even less control
of many of the provinces. The imperial policy was super-imposed on feudal
or tribal local systems, without effectively committing many of their politically
active citizens. 2 If one were to construct an index of controlling capacities
which took into account the number of people included, the scope of the
activities controlled, and the intensiveness of the control, much if not all of
the "anomaly" of pre-modern empires would disappear: Their capacities

• Referen!:e notes for this chapter appear on page 60S.
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were lower than those of the modern nation-states; these capacities only
seemed larger because they were spread (more thinly) over a larger area.
Historically, the capacity to control did grow, but not the extent of the
territories which the empires attempted to encompass. Modern empires
had more control capacities than earlier ones, but they still were not
sufficient for effectively controlling a territory which spans many parts of the
world. Above all, modern, like earlier, empires were unbalanced; they relied
more on coercion than on the utilitarian reallocation of assets among the
controlled units, and they were unable to commit many of the active citizens
of their member units; their low levels of responsiveness and their deficient
consensus-building capacities undermined them. In short, these empires had
controlling overlayers, but not guidance mechanisms. Hence, when nationalism, a movement with mass appeal, appeared, it could mobilize the members
and disintegrate the empires.
It might be said that this discussion offers a major anachronism: In the
days of empires, it was not necessary to build consensus because most
citizens played no active political rnle and could not be mobilized by political
competitors. Our position would be anachronistic if we were interested in
understanding the empires per se in their historical contexts. Here, though,
we are concerned with the changes in guidance mechanisms, comparing those
found in different time periods to a guidance model. The question for us is
whether or not the failure of pre-modern and modem empires suggests that
global, post-modern supranational communities are not feasible. Empires
had a much smaller guidance capacity than nation-states and that which
is available to post-modern, supranational communities. That empires could
be maintained at all was due to the fact that they existed in the periods
preceding mass mobilization; that is, they could function primarily on the
basis of the control and consensus-mobilization of local elites. The advent of
nationalism made this form of societal guidance obsolete and was accompanied by a large increase in the capacities of societal guidance which makes
mucJ1 larger systems feasible. These systems, though, to be stable, as we shall
see, will have to be communities and not empires.
The characteristics of a stable late-modern and post-modern political
community are penetration into the member units, a balanced use of power,
and relatively less inequality and unresponsiveness, as these features are
found in several stable, well-established national communities. As nationst!}tes arose where empires had prevailed, they tended to be less encompassing
but more intensive and balanced. (Some nation-states were also less
inegalitarian and more responsive.) This deveJopment is to be viewed as a
regression on one front which prepares the foundations for a better-founded
extension on others. The more developed parts of the world seem increasingly
prepared to move into the next stage; the increased guidance capacities
allow for communities to exist in areas as large as those covered by previous
empires or larger. The United States is a prime example; it encompassed-
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even before the post-modern development of guidance mechanisms-more
people in one political community than many of the empires ever did.

Guidance First, Integration Later, Sequence
The capacities for a global controlling overlayer are much better
developed than those for global integrative bonds and consensus-formation,
but this is not necessarily a bad omen. When, during the process of the
unification of two or more societal units, progress on various levels is
unsynchronized, two main patterns tend to emerge, depending upon which
level is "lagging." If the establishment of integrative societal bonds greatly
precedes that of the guidance-in particular, control*-capacities, the
supra-unit overlayer (to the degree that it has evolved at all) is likely to be
overloaded and, when challenged, to collapse. On the other hand, control
capacities may be developed, either by one or a few units or on the supra-unit
level, before the intensity and scope of integrative bonds are greatly increased.
When these are extended later, the success of community-building seems more
likely.
Pn1ssia, for instance, underwent internal administrative reform and
economic development which provided it with a "surplus" of control
capacity on the eve of German unification. There was, here, a supra-elite
before a supra-organization, and the latter preceded the supra-society. The
governments of several post-modern states now command, to varying
degrees, the capacities needed for a global overlayer. The United States, for
instance, manages with little difficulty a world-wide security force, with the
direct communication of all the units on all continents and seas and in the
air and space. Like Prussia among the German states, the United States is
more able and more willing than other Western nations to invest in the role of
a world military elite.3 The USSR has similar capacities and ambitions. 4
Neither suprapower has mobilized the assets and skills to support effective
global utilitarian systems; the foreign-aid programs of both of them so far
have been poorly funded and managed. Their normative appeals vary but
seem to be on the decline. Both must deal with the nationalistic tendencies of
third countries as well as of those in their own camps. Other powers so far
have provided mainly regional leadership. World-wide unification, it seems,
will have to rely-if it is to occur at all-on some combination of the suprapowers and the mobilization of the support of others, rather than on the

• We stress control because we expect that supra-unit consensus-formation cannot be
evolved before the unification of aclivities and societal (rather than merely political)
processes. However, where there is a normative community on the supra·unit level-such
as a widely and intensively held national identity-before there is a societal one, the chances
of success are greatly enhanced. The beginnings of such a world-wide communily may be
discernible, especially among intellectuals and more educated persons.
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imposition of the controlling overlayer of one supra-power on the others. A
world community, thus, seems more likely than a world empire.

Post-Modern, Sub-Global Systems
Camps and Quasi-Empires
The main actors in the contemporary world are a few sub-global systems,
camps (or loose blocs)-to each other, quasi-empires-to their members,
The United States, the Soviet Union, and, to lesser degree, De Gaulle's
France lead camps of smaller nations, camps which act in unison to
some degree vis-a-vis each other. Within each sub-global system, the suprapower, often with the help of one or more secondary (or lieutenant) powers,
is an external elite for the other members of its camp. The supra-power, as
we shall see, controls with varying degrees of specificity several key internal
processes of the member units and their relations to other camp members
and to non-members, especially to other suprapowers. As compared to earlier
sub-global systems, especially modern empires, the post-modern ones are
more effective control systems, somewhat more advanced as consensus·
formation structures, and least advanced in terms of integration and,
consequently, community-building. There also seems to be a measure of
increased responsiveness of the supra-elites to the members, as compared to
earlier periods. To support these statements with empirical evidence would
require a volume larger than the present one.* In the following pages, we
attempt only to outline the main propositions and to discuss a few of the
issues involved.
As we see it, the post-modern world is not one in which 130 odd nationstates are the main actors, in the sense that their attributes, their relations to
each other, and the actions guided by them do not determine the directions
of the main international processes; these are largely determined by a few
suprapowers. The supra powers have a good deal of control not only of such
processes as international trade, foreign aid, communication, and the work
of international organizations, but also of the relations among and within the
majority of the other nations.
Before the countries affected by the control of one suprapower or another
are listed, it should be noted that this control is often partial (i.e., limited in
scope) and contextual rather than prescriptive. We state that a suprapower
constitutes an external elite capable of controlling another nation contextually
if: The boundaries of the unit subject to control are set and/or protected by
the power or influence of the external elite; and the internal political
• Some evidence is included in the works cited below and in our Winning Without War,
op. cit. We hope to make available additional evidence in a future work in preparation

under the auspices of the Institute of War and Peace Studies at Columbia University.
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organization and the processes of societal change of the unit are allowed to
vary only within limits set by the external elite.
The intervention of the external elite may be coercive, utilitarian, or
normative; it may be tight, day-to-day control, only an occasional exercise of
control (when the units subject to control act out of context, or threaten
to do so), or only indirect control {for instance, by inducing other small
nations to intervene). Here, we are not concerned with the mode, frequency,
or specificity of the intervention but with its macroscopic effects. s The
majority of the countries of the world seem externally to be contextuated.
The countries whose actions are contextuated by the Soviet Union and
Communist China are well-known. 6 They include thirteen countries, if one
counts the half-nations (North Korea, North Vietnam, and East Germany). 7
France's control over most of its former colonies in Africa seems to be great
enough to include at least fourteen of them in its sphere. 8 Britain, acting in
cooperation with the United States, plays a similar role for several of its
former or present colonies, including Kuwait, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Malta,
Jordan, and part of the West Indies. The United States exercises contextuating influence over most of the twenty-one members of the Organization of American States and over several Asian countries (especially Taiwan,
Turkey, Iran, Thailand, and South Vietnam). 9
Countries able to maintain a relatively autonomous position draw on
economic assistance, trade, arms, and so forth, from two or more suprapowers. Egypt under Nasser, Ghana under Nkrumah, and Indonesia under
Sukarno are typical cases. In these instances, attempts by one supra-elite or
another to use its inputs into these countries for external control purposes
led them to seek inputs from other suprapowers and, generally, to strive to
avoid excessive dependency on any one of them. Nasser's turn to the Soviet
Union when he was subject to American pressure over the Aswan Dam and
his later reconciliation with the United States as well as his drawing on China,
both Germanies, and, later, even Britain and France is a prime example of
the policy of relatively autonomous "third" countries in a multi-camp world.
The nature of contextuating control needs to be specified. It entails the
setting of limits on variations in foreign and domestic policies that the supra~
power is willing to tolerate. For example, the Soviet Union showed in
Hungary in 1956 and earlier in Poland and East Germany that it would not
willingly tolerate secession from the Communist camp and the establishment
of a non-Community government. In addition, pressure is exerted to followwithin the context of tolerable options-those policies favored by the suprapower. For instance, the Soviet Union exerted pressure on the East European
countries to limit their contacts not only with the West but also with Yugoslavia. Of course, neither the in-context nor the contextuating pressures
work with full efficacy, as Rumania's relatively independent position
vis-a-vis China in 1966 and Yugoslavia's withdrawal from the Soviet-directed
camp illustrate.

•
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The United States' contextuation is, in most cases, less rigid and coercive
than that of the Soviet Union, but there are similarities. The joining of the
Communist camp in matters of foreign policy and the establishment of a
domestic Communist government are options that the United States tried to
eliminate for countries in its sub-global system. Cuba is the United States'
only "Yugoslavia" since 1950. Within the foreign policy context, the United
Stales has preferred countries to trade with it (or with the United Kingdom)
rather than with France (the same holds for education and probably for
other sectors). As far as domestic options within the anti-Communist
context are concerned, the United States has shifted its preferences over time
and from country to country, indicating preferences for left-liberal
democratizing developing forces, or military governments, or conservative·
aristocratic status quo regimes. 10 While the details differ, the hasic patterns
of contextuation of other external elites arc similar.
Some countries are under the influence of a lieutenant-power which
cooperates in controlling it (contextually) with a supra-power. Britain since
World War II has increasingly coordinated its "overseas" policy with the
United Stales and has relied on the United States for back-up power. Or,
conversely, the United States has relied on Britain as the first line of control
but has made it clear that Britain was supported-for instance, in Kenya
and, even more clearly, in Jordan. 11 The United States became involved in
Vietnam in 1954, when France was still a lieutenant and needed support.
The unusual course of events in the 1956 Suez crisis-in which a subject
won over two suprapowers-occurred not only because Egypt was no longer
part of the US-UK-France sub-global system and had gained USSR backing
and a measure of autonomy, but also because· the United Kingdom and
france did not "clear" the action with Washington, whose lieutenants they
were at the time.
We, then, view the world as a small set of sub-global systems; at the
center of each system is one suprapower and one or more lieutenant powers.
At the margins of the systems and "in between" them are countries which
belong to none. The sub·systems have an ideological tone (e.g., the Free
World), a cultural flavor (e.g., French), and constitute a trade and aid sub-set
and, above all, a military system. 12 Security mechanisms of the military,
police, and "counter-suhversion" types exist in all of these sub-systems and
are used not only to enforce the limits of the contexts, 13 but also against
internal opposition (less preferred in·the-context options).
These post-modern sub-global systems differ from earlier, especially
colonial, empires in several ways: (a) Their power mix is relatively more
balanced; they rely less on direct coercive control (though this is still used
frequently as compared to its use in the intranational systems of the suprapowers themselves). (h) Utilitarian exchanges seem relatively less exploitive
(though there is some "colonial" residue), in that relatively more genuine
technical and economic aid is given, more indigenous development-
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including some industrialization-is allowed, more of the benefits of production remain in the countries, and a considerable increase in autonomous
local administration is tolerated. 14 (c) Relatively higher stress is put on
normative control, in the forms of various extended elite-controlled educational and propaganda facilities, a rhetoric of equality, and a facade of
multilateralism and formal equality of representation in the General Assembly
of the United Nations and various regional bodies. (d) There is also an
increase in the upward communication from the non-elite countries to the
elite, more "downward" knowledge of the non-elite countries on the part of
the elite, 15 and even some increase in responsiveness.
These are all shifts in the "right" direction in the sense that if these subglobal systems are to be stabilized and activated, the power mix has to be
more balanced, responsiveness must be at a higher level, and so on. What is
lacking most is a smaller power differential within each sub-system. Curiously
enough, this is achieved in part by the transition from a bi-polar to a multipolar (i.e., a multi-external-elite) world, which increases the options of inbetween countries and creates more inter-camp penetration and countervailence, and-to a lesser degree-by the regional unification of non-elites
against the elites. 16 (So far, most regional efforts are controlled, at least
contextually, by an external elite).
Further solidification of the sub-global systems also would require increased tolerance on the part of the suprapowers of in-context and even
contextual changes in countries in their sub-systems. Without such transformations, the external elites often maintain political organizations in the
controlled countries which do not "fit" the underlying societal structures,
which, in turn, generates intra-national, intra-bloc, and inter-bloc tensions
and conflicts. But even assuming that each sub-system could become
internally responsive and more like a community and less like an empire,
we still must explore the conditions under which these sub-global systems
can be united into a world system. This problem is first discussed analytically
and then in historical terms.

Encapsulation-A Conflict-Containing Process
We first deal with a theory of conflict which applies to conflicts in general
and not merely to international ones. We then apply it to a discussion of the
post-modern world-system. Here, as we have seen, the superpowers play a
large role. But their existence does not preclude the evolution of a world
community, in part because of the dynamics of their relations and in part
because of the roles played by other nations and processes. In this and in the
following sections, conditions and strategies are explored jointly; thus, for
instance, if we ask whether the development of supranational regional
communities retards or advances the development of a world community,
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the tentative answer points both to a condition and to a strategy which those
who actively seek to transform the existing tribalistic, multi-camp system
may follow. The whole discussion may be viewed as an "optimistic but not
unreasonable" scenario.

Encapsulation, Not Conflict Resolution
The prevention of war requires that a world community be advanced
to the extent that it will be able to provide a "capsule" to limit the level of
international conflict and to allow for peaceful outlets. Encapsulation refers
to the process by which conflicts are modified in such a way that they become
limited by rules (the "capsule"). The rules exclude some modes of conflict,
while they letigimate other modes. Conflicts that are "encapsulated" are not
solved in the sense that the parties necessarily become pacified. But the use of
arms-or, at least, some usages of some arms-is effectively ruled out. Many
observers doubt that the normative components of Communism and of the
Western tradition could become reconciled, suggesting, therefore, that the
basis for building a world community on which such rules must come to rest
is lacking. They see two alternatives: Powers are basically either hostile or
friendly. Encapsulation, however, points to a third kind of relationship. Here,
basic differences in perspective, even a mutually aggressive orientation, may
continue, but the parties agree to rule out some means and some modes of
conflict and establish the organizational machinery necessary to enforce
such an agreement. In this sense, encapsulation is Jess demanding than pacification, since it does not require that the conflict be resolved or extinguished,
but only that the range of its expression be curbed. Hostile parties are more
readily "encapsulated" than pacified.
At the same time, encapsulation tends to provide a more lasting solution
than pacification. Pacified parties remain independent units that, after a
period of time, may again find their differences provoked, leading to new
conflicts or to renewals of the old ones. Once encapsulated, the parties lose
some of their autarky by being tied into a community and some of their
autonomy by being subject to a shared political organization. The com·
munity provides the societal foundations that the formation of consensus
requires; this consensus, in tum, is the basis of the conflict-limiting organiza·
ti on (or "capsule").* That is, we deal with the institution~lization of conflict
and, hence, with the transformation of its nature, which has politicalorganizational aspects (the development of the capsule) and societal aspects
(community-building).

•

I

• The "capsule" includes legal rules, related values or legitimation, and enforcement
machinery; it; hence, is parallel to the concept of the political shell, used in previous
chapters to refer to the fully developed "capsules" of high.ly integrated state-societies.
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If there is to be movement toward a world community, it must be selfpropelling. Once an authority superior to the contending superpowers-a world
government or a powerful United Nations police force-is viewed as a prerequisite, an authority is posited that ·can impose rules on the contending
parties and, thus, keep their conflicts limited to those channels allowed by
the world community. But such an authority is not presently available. The
search for possible patterns to achieve a world community must, therefore,
focus on those conflicts in which, through the very process of conflict, the
participants initiate self-imposed limitations on the means an~ modes of
strife, leading toward further encapsulation and community-building.

An Economic Analogy
A very useful analogy is found in a different area: the avoidance of price
wars by large corporations in some industries. To obviate the necessity of
discussing a multitude of irrelevant details, we draw on a hypothetical case.
Let us begin with two superfirms competing for an automobile market; one
firm seeks to capture a larger and larger share of the market, while the other
firm is trying to maintain its share. The competition is waged (let us assume,
in order not to complicate matters unnecessarily) through changes in quality
and in prices;. that is, the expanding company attempts to cut into the
market of the other company by offering automobiles of higher quality for
lower prices. The defensive firm counters by matching the offers of the
expanding firm. Both companies reaJize that an all-out price war might be
ruinous for both sides, 17 and the small price-markdowns might easily lead
one side or the other to offer larger ones, soon passing the point at which cars
are sold above cost and thereby undermining the economic viability of both
firms. Quality contests are also expensive, but, for reasons that are not
completely clear, they are much more self-limiting and much less likely to
ruin the companies. 1 s
For these reasons, it is more "rational" to limit the interfirm competition
to quality contests; indeed, years pass without a price war, and the companies
seem implicitly to have "agreed" not to resort to this devastating means of
conflict. But the system is one of deterrence and is not preventive; a price
war might erupt at any time. (Older executives tell of times in which such wars
actually did occur.) The expansionist firm, set on gaining a larger share of the
market, might turn to a price war if it finds that it is making no progress in
the quality contest. The defensive firm, on the other hand, attempting to make
the other firm accept aduopolisticsharingofthemarket, feels that it must not
allow even a small fraction of the market to shift away from its controls;
even a small encroachment would reward and thus encourage the expansionist
efforts. Th~ defensive firm, it is hard to deny, might have to initiate a price
war to counter encroachments on its share of the market. Both firms realize
that by resorting to a price war they might undermine their own viability,
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but both hope that the price war will be limited and that they will be able to
use it to show their determined commitment to whatever policy they favor,
be it expansionist or duopolistic. Theoretically, there are several escapes
from this tense and potentially ruinous situation; in practice, it seems, the
range of alternatives is much more limited.
The solution advocated by the defensive firm is to formalize and legalize
the existing allocation of the market; each firm will hold on to its part, and,
thus, both price and quality contests'(the conflict in toto) would be terminated
once and for all. The expansionist firm finds it difficult to accept this duopolistic solution; it feels that some buyers, given a free choice, would prefer
its product. Whether or not its ambitions are justified or its feelings are valid
does not matter; in either event, it refuses to accept the duopolistic settlement,
and there is a danger that the implicit curbs on the conflict will be
eroded.
The tension thus generated~ither firm may suddenly find that a price
war has begun-has led several executives on both sides to consider an
all-out price war to drive the other firm to bankrupcy; but this, the cooler
heads on both sides point out, requires taking some rather forbidding risks,
actually endangering the very survival of both firms. Economics is not enough
of a science and the information about the resources of the other firm is not
sufficiently adequate to provide any assurance about the outcome of a
showdown. Thus, while this alternative is constantly considered, it has been
avoided so far because it is believed to be too risky.
Still another approach, favored only by a few, is to form a monopoly by
merging the two superfirms. But practically everybody realizes that the two
firms could never agree on the president of the merged corporation, its
product, the way in which the profits should be shared, and so forth. This
solution may not be dangerous but it seems unfeasible.
Finally, the existing precarious informal encapsulation might be extended,
not by imposing new arrangements but by an institutionalization of the
existing relations between the two firms. This would involve the formulation
of an explicit agreement to avoid price wars and the establishment of limited
machinery to enforce the agreement, while allowing-within broad limitsuninhibited competition through quality. This would formalize the implicit
accommodation toward which the firms have moved by themselves, provide
both sides with assurances that there will be no regressions, and alleviate the
psychological strains and the economic costs of fear. Unlike the duopolistic
approach, encapsulation does not forbid the continuation of the competition:
While some means of conflict (price wars) are ruled out, others (quality competition) are legitimated. 19 lt should be emphasized that this (.·onflict-under-rules,
or competition, is not far removed from the existing relationship between the
.firms, which was, in effect, limited to quality contests and avoided price wars
but which involved no explicit agreement. The question is not whether the
conflict is or is not imposing limits on itself (that is, encapsulating), but
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whether the capsule is to remain implicit or to be strengthened by being made
explicit.
Among the conditions under which the firms are likely to be willing to
shift to explicit curbs on conflict are the following: Each firm must realize
(a) that its chances of driving the other into bankruptcy (winning a total
victory) are minimal; and that (b) unless explicitly and effectively ruled out,
price wars may occur and would very probably be ruinous to both-that is,
informal encapsulation is unreliable, probabilistic and not preventive. (c) The
expansionist firm must accept the limited outlet for its ambition provided by
competition in quality, on the assumptions that trying to satisfy greatt:r
ambitions is too dangerous and that the only other alternative offered is a
duopoly in which there would be no outlet at all. And (d) the defensive firm
must be willing to forego its desire to frustrate completely the drive of the
other firm, because it realizes that, in the long run, such an effort is unlikely
to succeed, if only because buyers like to shift, and the other firm would
probably not agree to pacification through a duopolisticdivision of the market.
At the same time, the defensive firm must feel able and be able to compete in
quality, to feel that losses of buyers will be at worst limited and probably
temporary, and have some realistic possibility of regaining customers lost
earlier. Thus, competition will jeopardize the defensive firm's control of its
present share of the market, but it will also allow for potential gains.

An International Application
A Historical Perspective
The international analogies to the interfirm model are too obvious to
need delineation. The Western responses to Communist challenges are largely
dominated by a sharp conceptual contrast-that between parties in conflict
and parties at peace. East and West, it is said, are in conflict; resolutions
through the formation of a world government or all-out war are seen as
either unfeasible or immoral alternatives, or as both. The main Western
approaches are "protracted confiict" 20 and a search for pacification.2'
The first approach foresees no accommodation with the Communist powers
and, hence, prepares for many years of conflict. The other approach implies
the hope of full conciliation as the Communist camp mellows, or as its
mellowness is recognized, or-as the West's aggression is mollified. Open
competition in some spheres coupled with the elimination of conflict in others
through effective international machinery is a third alternative, which is
considered here as an evolving trend, an alternative solution, and a
strategy: 22
The fusion of containment with deterrence, a duopolistic policy which is
the essence of the American strategy, means to the advocates of "protracted
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conflict" holding the line to gain time but no end to -the latent conflict or its
risks. For the advocates of pacification, this strategy offers a solution
reminiscent of the stalemate of the Anglo-French conflict over Africa in the
1890s. It suggests, in effect, dividing the world into two spheres of influence
along the containment line; each camp is deterred from challenging the other's
sphere by nuclear, conventional, and subconventional arms. lf such an
arrangement were acceptable to the other side, then both camps could live
happily ever after in a state of peaceful coexistence.
Duopoly, in this as in other cases, is a stance favored by the challenged side
which seeks to preserve the status quo, its sphere of influence; it is one of the
least attractive alternatives to the expansionist side, requiring it to give up
its ambitions and settle for whatever it had gained before the agreement.
The central question is whether or not there is any other approach that would
be more attractive to the Communist powers and still be in accord with the
basic values of the Western ones. Encapsulation of the interbloc conflict, so
as to allow full and open competition in unarmed capabilities and rule out
effectively armed competition, seems to provide such an answer.
Encapsulation requires the drawing of a sharp line between permissible
and non-permissible means of conflict, but where the line is to be drawn is a
different issue altogether. Theoretically, it can be drawn between all-out and
limited wars, nuclear and conventional wars, inner and outer space, and so on.
However, there are considerations of political feasibility, inspection technology, and the assessment of the probability and disutility of escalation of
permissible into non-permissible conflicts. Here, we explore the characteristics
of an encapsulated conflict in which the line falls between armed and unarmed
means.
First, one may ask whether or not the superpowers do not already, in
effect, rule out nuclear war and most other kinds of armed conflict an<l focus
their sparring around space and development races-that is, around unarmed
competition. In effect, they do, but the analogy of the two rival firms highlights the difference between an informal limitation on conflict and an
institutionalized one. The present interbloc accommodation is of the first
type. The limitations to conflict that have been introduced are based on
expedient and probably transient considerations. There is little in the present
world system to prevent a superpower from exploiting some major technological breakthrough (for example, in the field of anti-missile defense)
through an all-out war against the other. Second, since the existing limitations
on the conflict are self-imposed and have not been explicitly agreed upon,
they are vague and ambiguous. Khrushchev, for instance, may not have
anticipated the American rt:action to his Cuban missiles; 23 yet the United
States saw them as a major violation of the status quo (or duopoly) which it
thought the USSR had gradually come to accept. Thus, violations might be
quite unintentional and still trigger the spiral of responses and counterresponses that would break the capsule of informal limitations.
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Third, since there is no effective organizational machinery for adjusting
the implicit curbs on conflict, the principal method of seeking to alter their
scope is to commit violations. For instance, in 1963 the United States found
itself informally bound to allow Soviet guards to count the passengers in
United States military vehicles on their way to West Berlin, by dismounting
the passengers at the entrances to the East German route~. The United
States, at this point, for reasons irrelevant to the issue at hand, wished to
change this procedure. Since it was not agreed upon in the first place, and
since there were no mechanisms or guide lines for renegotiation, the United
States attempted to change the rule by a de facto change in conduct: It
suddenly refused to dismount the passengers on a technical pretext. 24 The
Russians reacted by blocking the passage. An American officer tried to break
through. The Russians accumulated armored cars. An "eyeball toeyeball,"
front-page crisis was generated, working against the encapsulating relaxation of tensions President Kennedy was developing. Further escalation
was avoided in this case by an informal compromise (the passengers dismounted for purposes other than being counted), but the case illustrates the
risks of arrangements which have no established procedures for revision.
The lack of effective machinery also means that arbitration procedures have
to be worked out each time on an ad hoc basis. Finally, practically no
machinery is evolved/or the validation and enforcement of the rules. The sides
rely almost completely on their partisan reporting for validation and on the
threat of retaliation for enforcement.25 Thus, they hover only a few steps
away from unlimited conflict.

The Effect of Various Power Constellations
There is a general tendency to associate the use of power with self-serving
goals and to see the advancement of collective goals as carried by their own
virtue. Actually, the building of communities and encapsulation, whether it
be of labor-management conflicts or the disarmament of the Wild West,
proceed more effectively under some power constellations than under others.
Collective causes can be advanced by self-serving motives and can be
supported by power.
A power constellation under which encapsulation seems to advance is one
which allows the more powerful parties to protect their positions against the
pressure for the reallocation of power to rising parties. The number of the
members in a system has often been related to the stability of the system.
The balance-of-power system seems to require at least four or five members. 26
Systems with three members tend to lead to coalitions, in which two join
forces against the third. 27 Bi-polar systems (i.e., those with two members)
have been shown to be particularly difficult to pacify. These highly analytic
propositions do not take into account differences in power among the
members. An outstanding characteristic of political reality (especially the

..
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international one), however, is that the members differ drastically in their power.
A realistic model must, therefore, take into account the relative power of
the members involved in the issue at hand rather than focus only on their
number. Encapsulation and community-building seem to be enhanced by
the transition from a relatively duopolistic system to a more pluralistic one, a
process that may be referred to as depolarization. 28
International relations approximated a state of duopoly between 1946 and
1958. Depolarization generated a situation more conducive to encapsulation;
between 1958 and 1964, in each of the two major camps, a secondary power
rebelled. The effect of these rebellions was to draw the two superpowers closer
together. Seeking to maintain their superior status and fearing the consequences of the inter-camp conflicts generated by their rebelling lieutenants,
the superpowers set out to formulate some rules binding on all parties. The
treaty for the partial cessation of nuclear tests, which the United States and
the Soviet Union tried to make binding on France and China, was a case in
point. American-Russian efforts to stem the proliferation of nuclear weapons
was another. Russia, in this period, stopped whatever technical aid it was
supplying to Chinese nuclear research and development, 29 and the United
States refused to help France develop its nuclear force. 30
These measures have in common the important characteristic that they
serve the more "narrow" needs of the superpowers while they also advance
the "general welfare" of the world -and can, hence, be presented in terms of
universal values and implemented through world institutions (i.e., extend the
"capsule"). For instance, the primary superpower motivation for the l963
test treaty might well have been the desire of the United States and Russia to
remain the only two great nuclear powers, but the treaty also reduced the
danger of nuclear war. It was presented as if the prime motive were the
advancement of peace and disarmament and the reduction of fallout to
protect human health. It is a familiar strategy of political interest groups
to work out solutions among themselves and then clothe them in the values
of the community-at-large. Indirectly, these values affect the course of
action an interest ·group chooses from among the available alternatives and
provide a common base on which the similar or compatible interests of
divergent powers can be harmonized and the shared community broadened.

international "Floating Vote"
Another process that has enhanced encapsulation is the emergence of a
"floating vote"-that is, a vote not permanently committed to any one of the
adversaries. The value of the existence of a sizable floating vote for the
maintenance of a political system is that it tends to moderate the conflict
among the parties by making violent conflict less "attractive" and by
reducing the temper of conflict, thus making all-out, capsule-breaking conflict less likely. So long as a significant portion of the voters is uncommitted,
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gammg their support tends to be preferred to a violent (and risky)
"showdown"; moderation tends to appeal to the uncommitted voters who
are, as a rule, "between" the parties of a conflict in terms of their interests. The emergence of a significant ftoating vote supports the development ofa
community by encouraging encapsulation. In the same period in which
depolarization advanced and the solidarity of the Eastern and Western camps
declined, the duopolistic system was further weakened by t11e increase in the
number of nonaligned countries. 31 And the status of nonalignment rose as
the main superpowers increasingly recognized this stance as legitimate.
The growth in the number and status of the non-aligned nations-a kind
of international floating vote-made several contributions toward encapsulation and community-building. Around these nations began to develop
a growing shared norm-the recognition of non-alignment-which limited
the conflict between adversaries in that it increasingly defined one major
sector of the world system as outside the conflict so far as armed means were
concerned. While the norm was occasionally violated (e.g., in Vietnam and
Laos), it was widely observed, and, over the years, violations became less
frequent. At the same time, non-violent means of competition such as trade,
aid, and propaganda composed an increasing proportion of the investments
which the United States and the Soviet Union made in third countries. 32
The norm supporting non-alignment is of special interest for the study of
encapsulation, since it does not bar confticts but only rules out armed
intervention in non-aligned countries. Peaceful appeals are "allowed." This
quality of the norm had a double effect: First, it forbade (quite successfully)
the joining of non-aligned countries to a bloc, a joining that would have
weakened the movement toward regulation of the conflict and, if continued,
would have reduced and potentially exhausted the tloating vote. Second, the
norm allowed for the expression of the ambitions of the superpowers without
their violating the rules curbing the conflict, a major attribute of encapsulation as distinguished from conflict-resolution or pacification.
Above all, the increase in the floating vote, like the decrease in bloc
solidarity, significantly increased the range of political activities and sharply
reduced the pressure to .resort to military means. The more rigidly the
instruments of power (e.g., votes) and prospective rewards (e.g., economic
assets) are divided between two parties, and the more internally integrated
each of these parties is, the less the weaker of the two can expect to gain a
majority (in a parliament or the United Nations) and improve its share in the
allocation of assets by nonviolent means. The more political efforts such as
campaigning (to appeal to the floating vote) and bargaining (to take away a
segment of the opposing party or bloc) are or seem to be futile, the greater
the pressure toward an armed showdown. As has often been suggested, the
more constitutional or otherwise legitimate avenues of effective action are
closed, the greater the pressures toward change by force.
These general propositions, we suggest, apply with special strength on the
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international level. Here, the use of armed means is not considered as
illegitimate as it is inside a national society ("war is the continuation of
diplomacy by other means"). The normative bonds among the actors are
weaker, and hostility among the parties is more encompassing. There are
fewer constitutional avenues for the expression of conflict and no central
force to curb the escalation of conflicts toward violent "solutions." Hence,
a decrease in the solidarity of the blocs and an increase in the ..floating vote"
reduce the pressure toward unlimited armed conflict and increase the value of
other political options.
Since the floating vote provides a reward that shifts to the superpower
that is favored, the values according to which the floating vote shifts are
among the values the sides seek to promote (or at least to give the appearance
of promoting). In the period under study, the floating vote often rewarded
superpower moderation, since this vote tends to be politically "between"
the sides in a conflict. On balance, the non-aligned countries stand to lose
from an American-Soviet war but to gain from peaceful competition between the superpowers for their support. Hence, it is not surprising that,
he tween I958 and 1964, the non-aligned countries tended to use their
influence to encourage encapsulation. In general, the non-aligned countries
favored the reduction of armaments and of cold war tensions, an increase in
the capacities, power, and status of the United Nations, the cessation of
hostilities in Korea and Vietnam, and the elimination of the superpowers'
armed interventions in the internal affairs of other countries. 33

End of ldeologization
The extent to which interaction among collectivities, especially among
nations, was ideologically based increased in the modern age. The mass
mobilization of citizens in macroscopic conflicts was common (in elections,
strikes, or wars), and normative means were used to gain such mobilization
because they are less expensive and more committing than the utilitarian
ones that were used in earlier ages in which the level of mobilization required
was lower and the concern with efficiency was smaller (e.g., the use of
mercenaries and paid voters). The depiction of the other nation as evil and
"ours" as good is part of this process of ideological mobilization. Against t11is
general trend, however, there are important differences in the degree of the
"ideologization" of international relations. At one extreme, the mobilized
members of the nations involved understand the relations in highly
jdeological, moralistic terms. At the other extreme, international relations
are viewed in calculative terms, as "power politics."
Among the factors which appear to influence the extent of a conflict's
ideologization are the number and combinations of the adversaries. When
they are divided into two opposing camps, ideologization seems to be greatest.
This may be explained psychologically in that such a division makes dealing
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with the ambivalence inherent in every relationship relatively simple by
projecting the positive on the ingroup and the negative on the outgroup.
Accordingly, we would expect duopolistic relations to be highly ideological
and depolarization to result in a reduction of the extent of ideologization.
The period between 1958 and 1964 provides an opportunity to explore this
proposition because the unity of the Communist and the Western camps
declined sharply. Jn 1963, President Kennedy created and exercised the
option to reduce the ideological content of Soviet-American relations
This permitted some increase in reality-testing (largely in US-USSR relations}, and a much broader span of political maneuvering as a new range
of combinations rose in geometrical proportion to the increase in the number
of autonomous adversaries. There were Franco-Chinese transactions, an
American-Soviet treaty, Franco-Soviet negotiations, and even some increase
in American-Chinese contacts. In short, it appears that depolarization (or an
increase in power pluralism) reduced ideologization, opened the international
arena to more political alternatives, and relegated the military approach to
only one of an increasing number of options.

Consensus-Formation and Regional Bodies
Societal processes which reduce the differences in perspective among
members (i.e., reduce the system's heterogeneity) and increase integration
enhance unification by enhancing consensus-formation. The development of
intermediary bodies seems of special value here. Regional organizations and
regional communities and blocs can serve as "intermediary bodies" for the
international community. To view every regional body as a step toward
world community, however, would be incorrect. The following dimensions
serve to characterize regional organizations in terms of variables that affect
their capacity to serve as a "middle" tier in an evolving world-community
consensus-formation structure.
(a) Regional organizations that serve only marginal societal functions,
such as the European research organization on the peaceful usages of nuclear
energy (CERN), are less effective than those that serve functions more central
to the member nations or to the rising union, as the European Economic
Community (EEC) has begun to do. 34 (b) Regional bodies intended to
countervail other regional bodies, especially military alliances such as NATO
and the Warsaw Treaty Organization, often retard rather than advance the
encapsulation of conflict; they tend to reflect on a Large scale the more
deunifying features of nationalism. (c) Economic associations may serve as
"antiblocs" rather than as a basis for a world community. For example, the
British-led European Free Trade Area was formed to ..counter" the Frenchled EEC. On the other hand, regional bodies aimed at internal improvement,
such as "welfare" communities (a foundation of the EEC) or development
associations (e.g., in Central America} which stress rapid economic growth
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or mutual assistance, are more likely to serve as intermediary
building a world community.

1ay~rs

in

Upward Transfer
Above all, only regional bodies that allow for the process of upward
transfer aid in the construction of a world community. Studies of structures
as different as the American federal government and the Southern Baptist
Association have shown that once a new center of control ts established, on
the supra-unit level, it tends to grow in power and in command ~f loyalties
earlier commanded by the member units. 33
Not every establishment of a supra-unit center of control automatically
triggers such an upward transfer. Moreover, not every upward transfer
necessarily advances unification to the community level. The conditions under
which upward-transfer "takes off" and the conditions under which and the
stages at which it is blocked or terminated, and whether the plateaux reached
are stable or are only temporary stopgaps after which the process either
progresses or regresses, are questions we have merely begun to explore.
When an upward transfer process is proceeding, several questions need
to be asked: (i) How many tiers are being developed above the level of
nation-states'? Will there be only two tiers-regional bodies (OAS, OAU,
and so on) and a global organization (UN)-or three tiers including supraregional or subregional o rganizations? (NATO is a supraregional organization, relating North America to Western Europe; Central American
organizations and LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade Area) are subregional
in the OAS region.) 36 (ii) Will the tiers differ in their control power, in the
sectors that are controlled, or in both 1 Corporations tend to provide more
power to the higher tiers and to rely on the resulting hierarchy as a basis of
organization. Highly decentralized corporations, however, often have the
opposite distribution, with more power given to the lower levels. This seems
to be the case so far with international structures: The UN is weaker than
the regional organizations, and they, in turn, are weaker than the national
tier. While such a distribution can be sustained for a transitional period,
we expect that a hierarchical distribution is necessary if community-building
is to be completed and stabilized. 37
Another possibility is to distribute the control of sectors among the levels;
e.g., education can be controlled on the lower levels, the economy on the
middle levels, and force on the highest level. In present international systems,
normative controls tend to be national even when some utilitarian or coercive
controls are shifted upward.
It also has been argued that there could be multi-center control structures,
each mono-sectoral but wit~ coextensive jurisdiction, 38 as was the situation
with the church and king in parts of Europe during the middle ages .a nd as
is now the case in the OEED and NATO, each of which include approximately the same countries with one organization dealing with economic
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and the other with military matters. We expect, however, that for a community to be integrated, the control of all of the main sectors will have to
come from one center, though the delegation of control to the middle
and lower levels can be very extensive. In other words, the top tier will have
to possess the right to steer all activities but could transfer much of the actual
control to lower levels. (The merger of three authorities-EEC, ECSC, and
Euratom-as the unification of the EEC advanced is a case in point.) We do
not suggest that such a structure is developing on a global level or is even
likely to develop, especially jn the first transitional stages of world-wide
upward-transfer. But we do suggest that a community organized differently
would be too unstable, underintegrated, and undermanaged to fulfill its
basic encapsulation function, the prevention of war.
We are projecting the image of an integrated and responsive society. In
this projection, nation-states or sub-regional communities serve as the subunits. They may be tied into more inclusive, broad-scoped units (regions or
supra~regions) or be cross-related by mono-sectoral organizations. Alf this is
in addition to their being gradually integrated into a supra-unit and
organization, the world community and state. The existence of cross-cutting
loyaltiesH and organizations (i.e., those that are not coextensive in their
membership with any cohesive unit or sub-unit) is expected to enhance the
growth of a world community, but, as in a natio!lal community, too much
leverage should not be expected from these factors, as the prime units of
affiliation and action are collectivities and the organizations which express
them.
The last phase of the upward-transfer process is particularly difficult to
chart at this stage of our knowledge, because the development of intermediary bodies depends heavily on spreading the flame of regional and bloc
chauvinism in order to melt away some national sovereignty in favor of
regional organizations or states. Without the cold war, many of the efforts to
form Atlantic and East European communities are difficult to imagine. A
major driving force behind the attempts to form common markets in South
America, in various parts of Africa, in the Far East, and elsewhere is the desire
to counter the actual or antidpated consequences of the European Economic
Community. 40 Progress, in short, might not be unilinear but dialectical, with
nations moving apart and thereby providing the foundations for moving
closer together.

Dialectics of Unification
The deunification of a particular system need not be deleterious to community-building, just as not every conflict reduces integration. Jn fact, when
there are many hct~rogeneous units, one major way in which a community
can be advanced is' by the formation of subcommunities by subgroups of
units, with considerable conflict among the subcommunities at this stage;
only after such unifications of subcommunities are advanced are the member
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units ready to form one community. The conflict among the subgroupings
helps each in its sub-system unification. Once such unification is advanced,
the sub-communities provide the middle tier for a multi-tier consensusformation structure. In this sense, the second stage, characterized by intersubgrou p tension, leads to the third stage, which could not be initiated by a
jump from the first to the third because heterogeneity was at too high a level
in the first stage.
Thus, in a dialectical pattern, subcommunities antithetical to each other
lead to community synthesis ; dissensus is a pre-condition of consensus.
Historical examples of this process include the formation of a United Kingdom for the European low countries in 1814-1830, which seems to have been
a premature attempt to move from the first to the third stage. It collapsed
when the southern provinces rebelled in 1830 and formed Belgium. The
ensuing war between the two sub-groups helped in the integration of each
but did not hinder the eventual unification of both in a structure that recog·
nizes the distinctiveness of the two sub-groupings (i.e., Benelux). Similarly,
the Civil War increased the integration among former colonies within the
South and the North but did not prevent and, in a way, even helped the
development of the American society. Actually, American integration is held
to have reached a community level in the 1890s, after the Civil War.
From this viewpoint, the Cold War has sometimes been viewed as a
preparation for a world community by advancing two camps. 41 It would
appear, however, that each of these camps has been too complex. and
heterogeneous to integrate, and that each has broken into one or more
sub-camps. But we may say, io general, that the rise of regional communities,
so long as the specific counter-productive factors discussed above are not
operative, is to be seen as a step in the transition from an 130-odd nationstate world to one with fewer actors which is more given to further
unification.
We do not argue that dialectical unification is without functional
alternatives, but this process is encountered often enough so that all deunifications should not be construed as sjgns of increased tribalism. Our
analysis assumes that the regional units which are formed in the second
transition stage remain as a subordinate but nevertheless viable component
of the third, community stage; otherwise, the rising community would Jack
a mid.die tier (intermediary bodies) in its consensus-formation structure.
Thus, a genetic approach (three stages) is related to a functional analysis
(the need for three tiers~ a.nd to a future-system: the community.

Homogeneity and Unification
Many tribalists argue that since homogeneity is essential for communitybuilding and since the world is heterogeneous, a world-community cannot be
built. On the other hand, advocates of world-community point to Switzerland to show that diversity of religion, language, and culture does not prevent
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community-building. The tribalists counter that world heterogeneity is much
greater; Switzerland, therefore, does not provide a convincing precedent.
Actually, the proposition which both sides assume to be valid-a negative
association between heterogeneity and unification-needs to be specified
and revised; as usually advanced, it seems invalid.
First, some kinds of heterogeneity are conducive to unification, while
homogeneity can thwart it. Countries whose economies are complementary
can unify more readily than those whose main crops are identical. 42 Second,
the relationship between unification and homogeneity is not unilinear;
while a high level of heterogeneity hinders unification, 43 the difference
between middle and low levels of homogeneity as predisposing conditions for
unification is not large. Actually, most well-established political communities
are, to some degree, heterogeneous.
Third, the level of heterogeneity should not be treated as a given:
Groupings of units that seek unification can reduce their heterogeneity by
efforts such as an inter-country division-of-labor (attempted in Central
America) and a reallocation of wealth (which the EEC attempted to a limited
degree). In general, the more a system is integrated, the easier it is to reallocate
within its boundaries (not just wealth, but also power and status), and not
just the other way around-the more egalitarian the allocations, the more
likely is the unification. Once again, we see two mutually reinforcing
processes: Some unification allows for some reallocation, which, in turn,
allows for additional unification, thus reinforcing a dynamic relationship
that continues until other factors block additional progress on one of the two
"legs."
Finally, the existence or construction of a multi-tier structure provides
for consensus-formation in the face of heterogeneity. Such a structure cannot
bridge all diversity, but it can reduce the political effects of societal differences;
hence, societal homogeneity is not a prerequisite of a stable and active
community.

The Role of International Law
The major concern in the study of encapsulation, as distinct from most
analyses of intrasocietal Jaw and controls, is not with protecting the existing
guidance mechanism from erosion but with accelerating its extension and
growth. This points to the importance of formalizing implicit and
"understood" rules into explicit and enforced international laws, which is
neither obvious nor widely agreed upon. There are many who stress the value
of implicit, unnegotiated "understanding."44 Such understanding is valued
because it can be reached with less interference from dissenting allies and
domestic opponents.
But there are several disadvantages. The possibility of miscommunication
is greater. It is similar to announcing one's intention to shift lanes on a
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highway by starting to move the car into an adjacent lane rather than by
using the agreed-upon specific signal. The probability of miscommunication
increases with the complexity of the issues, the extent of the cultural
differences, and the level of hostility among the actors. When miscommunication occurs, it generates feelings of betrayal and mistrust in elites and
citizens, which, in turn, are obstacles to future communication. And to the
degree that the publics are unaware of the agreements because they are
implicit, their communities-of-assumption remain intact and will tend not to
support more encompassing agreements when those become possible and
favored by the elites. Furthermore, to the degree that the publics become
aware that a "deal" was made, they became distrustful of their elites.*
Finally, the inter- or supranational organizations do not increase their tasks
and power unless implicit understandings are codified and enforced by them.
When rules are formalized, effective verification and response machinery
becomes necessary. The 1954 agreements to neutralize Laos and to limit
arms supplies for Vietnam were supervised by an understaffed, underfinanced, ill-equipped, and-above all-a politically deadlocked commission.
(Its members were India, Poland, and Canada.) In 1959, East and West
accused each other of violating these agreements; the enforcement machinery
provided neither a clear picture of the first transgressor nor an appropriate
response. On the other hand, United Nations troops on the Egyptian-Israeli
Gaza strip successfully pacified this highly volatile border between 1957 and
1967. Multilateral inspections of scientific stations in the Antarctic helped to
enforce the agreement to keep it a disarmed zone . .It is not that such control
networks, set up by world authorities, can, at this stage, prevent conflicts
even among small powers, let alone among superpowers. But to the degree
that the powers favor encapsulation, such networks provide a tool for its
institutionalization, which, in turn, has some limited autonomous effect
on the advancement of encapsulation and unification.
Like other developments discussed here, the formalization of superpower
or world-wide agreements is an option. The conditions under which less
tribal, more communal options arise and are chosen were briefly outlined
here, in a hypothetical fashion. Each choice of a sequence of options is also
to be viewed as a strategy for national actors, especially superpowers, to
follow. These strategies may be either tribalist or communal in their
cumulative effects. To the degree that the processes discussed here raise more
options for regional and world community-building (which seems to be the
historical trend) and the actors involved prefer these over tribal options
(which is far less evident), a gradual build-up of a world community is to be
expected. This requires that societies be actively engaged in transforming
their boundaries and in supporting more encompassing regional and world
• We do not suggest that a single incident will have such an effect, but that a policy
based on such procedures will.
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organizations and communities. This entails reducing, to a degree, the
societies' authority and autonomy but not their active quality, for to be
active requires the reduction of the existential alienation which cannot be
overcome without a world community. Moreover, sharing in a larger community will increase the economic and cultural assets of the members,
enhancing their and the new community's activation. Such a community is
necessary in the functional sense of the term, i.e., if societal needs are to be
met; it is feasible-as such a development does not violate any sociological
law. Whether or not it will be established is a question we cannot answer.

A Global Perspective
Tribalism in Normative Systems
A study of the factors that influence the growth of a world community is
not complete without a sociology of values and ideas. This is a vast field,
approached, on the one hand, by the tools of the humanities which analyze
leitmot(fs of cultural systems, their relations and dynamics, 45 and, on the
other hand-often in a quite unrelated manner-by survey analysis studying
the values and ideas to which people subscribe and changes in their commitment. The following limited introductory comments point to a few relationships between the study of the building of a world community and the
sociology of culture. The key question is: Which creeds have sufficient
transcendental force to overcome tribalism?
Only the most primitive creeds are tribalistic in that they sanctify the
family, clan, or village with little or no universalistic abstraction. Most creeds
draw on universalistic values to legitimate particularistic polities and
societies--e.g., their community is the one chosen by a universal God; their
polity is more democratic than others. The values and ideas in themselves are
given to universalistic interpretations; others may appeal to the same God or
claim that their polity ranks higher in terms of the same value-Le., is more
democratic. The very commitment to a universalistic creed provides a
potential, however elementary, basis for de-tribalization. Other tribes, even
all tribes, may be legitimated by it.
Next, any one creed, whether it be religious or secular, may tribalize or
legitimate community-building, depending upon the historical and societal
situation. From the perspective of an Indian village or a Nigerian tribe,
nationalism is community-building; from that of Europa, nationalism is a
tribal force. Our transcendental perspective is that of a global community.
Even as seen from the top of the United Nations, however, not all
nationalism is tribalistic. Viewed dynamically and, especially, dialectically,
creeds that sanctify the formation of new particularisms may support global
community-building if the new particularisms are more encompassing than
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the earlier ones, and, above all, if the new positive evaJuations are not based
on a negative orientation toward outsiders and toward universalism.
Similarly, particularisms which challenge distorted communities may lead
to more authentic ones. Finally, there is no necessary opposition between
nationalism and internationalism; one can complement the other. The
tension is between absolutist conceptions of national autonomy, often
telescoped into a rigid concept of sovereignty, and conceptions which recognize that national values can be advanced by supranational institutions. This
is the major difference between "closed" and "open" nationalism.
Studies of the universalistic elements of creeds from Christianity to
socialism have made much of the fact that these creeds have failed in their
confrontations with nationalism---c.g., socialists joined in 1914 to support
international wars, despite many previous statements about world-wide
workers' unity, and Christian nations warred with each other.* However, it
may be that, as in societal transformations in which new communal bonds
first co-exist as weaker elements next to older tribal bonds, universalistic
normative elements lost the first rounds but not necessarily the match. We
hold as a working proposition that in the post-modern period, there is a
secular trend which, despite much fluctuation, seems to indicate a rising
commitment to universalistic elements. The increased interest among the
clergy of many religions in world peace (e.g., the Pope's "Peace on Earth"
encyclical) is a case in point. A rising preoccupation with world peace in
.secular ideologies (which, in the modern period, were more concerned with
other aspects of humanity) can be discerned (e.g., within the non-Marxist
left).
Surveys show fairly general approval of some form of world community. 46
These findings might well amount to nothing more than widespread lipservice to an ideal (we are not even confident that this lip-service continues to
spread). Still, they may be of somewhat more significance than they seem,
especially if this turns out to be not the kind of lip-service that remains as a
vestige of a value which has lost most of its committing power, but is rather
of the opposite kind-which precedes the evolution of deeper commitments.
The present commitments to universalism are secon<lary; most followers
hold them in typical tribalist "open" fashion-i.e., they are willing to
subscribe to global community so long as it does not conflict with their
primary tribal commitments. Even in nations in which globalist sentiments
are fairly strong, it seems quite easy for the national elites to mobilize a
tribalist primacy. In that sense, most, if not all, nations are still in the 1914
stage. On the other hand, if community-building were to advance on other
fronts, these inchoate, weak commitments to universalism could magnify
• So did nations whose citizens adhered to other religion.~. Jews, not burdened with two
stales, fought each olher in lhe armies of France and Germany, Austria and Russia, and
elsewhere, wherever the host state would allow them the privilege.
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rapidly. The existence of a legitimation of integration, even in a weak form,
prior to the integration seems to make the integration both more likely to
occur and to have a transforming impact.
When a new universalism arises and spreads rapidly, or an old one is
revived and gains in following, there is still no assurance that it will provide
the needed transforming creed. Many such creeds reveal a pathology that
deserves closer study; they are born with a latent defect that sooner or later
destroys their universalism before they reach maturity. Creeds, born globalist,
tend to "tribalize" as they gain mass following, because they spread unevenly
and are used to legitimate the particularism of those tribes which adopt them
first against those in which they are not yet prevalent, often tht1s preventing
the continued spread of the creed. Thus, Christianity was strongly globalist
in its early days as a creed of a minority in ancient Judea and of slaves in
Rome, but, once the Emperor embraced it, it was turned into a creed of the
empire which labelled other societies as heathen. Similarly, communism was
to unite workers of all nations, and all men but a few were to become workers.
But once the revolution established itself in a few countries and its export or
native expansion to other societies slowed down, it became tribalized, the
creed of one set of societies against others. In both creeds, an element of
universalism remained, as indicated by the belief that members of other
societies can be saved, but tribalism registers even here in the belief that
although those who saw the light first ought to help those still in the dark,
they ought not to risk their tribe. On the contrary, the heathens should
smash their own false gods and join with the saved ones.
Finally, both religious and class ideologies were and are used by true
believers to justify holy wars against other tribes and to "legitimate"
totalitarian controls and the suppression of minorities such as in Calvinist
Geneva, Catholic Spain, and Stalin's USSR. Thus, tribalism, especially a
"closed" one, often distorts the foundations of whatever universalism it
professes to serve. The fact that as these creeds mellow, as true believers
become apathetic followers, they are increasingly alienating48-does not
bolster authentic communities; these require that political and societal
responsiveness and international transformation be central and integral
parts of the creed.
Most important is the perspective of treating all others as members of
one's moral community. The community of those entitled to such a status
seems to be expanding, a hypothesis which can be tested empirically. As the
concept of a moral community is central to universalism, it deserves some
elaboration.

Moral Communities
Every value to which an actor is committed can be characterized in three
major ways: Its substance, the intensity of the commitment, and-a dimen-
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sion usually neglected- the extent of the community t.o which the actor
applies the value. For instance, two persons who hold that lying is a sin and
hold it with the same degree of intensity may differ considerably in the
boundaries of the community to which they grant the right not to be lied to.
For instance, one person may feel that this norm is less applicable to children
than to adults and more applicable to friends than to persons with whom
he has only secondary relations. Another may hold, as Kant did, that it is a
universal right. The extent of such "communities" is neither randomly nor
personally determined ; societal processes affect the extent of the moral
community as well as the substance and intensity of the norm. For example,
the boundaries of the moral community seem to be wider for educated than
for uneducated persons. (They seem to be associated with the extent of
consciousness, considered above.) One common way in which moral communities are limited is to define those who are excluded as not human or as
less human.* The moral communities of members of a collectivity (who are
similar in their activation scores) tend to be similar in terms of the part of
humanity they encompass, and, in this sense, one can refer to a moral community of a societal actor.
The moral community of a given actor does not remain constant; it
expands and contracts. The study of the factors which affect its limits is
essential to the study of the rise of new communities. Here, an important
difference among values is to be taken into account. Some values are more
closely related to primary relationships than others and, hence, are more
difficult to de-tribalize. Those associated with affection and love, despite
such conceptions as universal love in the Christian tradition and free love in
the socialist one, are inherently particularistic. The moral community of other
values is more directly relevant to the boundaries of political communitiesfor instance, distributive justice. If these values are less encompassing than
the political system, as they are in many new nation-states, they decelerate
community-building; if they are more encompassing, they are a unifying
force, as "European" sentiments were in six European nations at the height
of the EEC popularity.

The Non-Violent Community
Of all of the values societal actors hold, the one most directly relevant to
the reduction of tribalism is the non-violent (moral) community, which
provides the normative foundations of peace. It is the community of those for
whom the actor under study- if it be a person, an elite, a class, or a nation• The ancient Greek and white southerner used the same mechanisms- both limited
the moral community of those who deserve to be treated as free men, excluding
"barbarians" and "niggers" as sub-human. The Nazis used the same mechanism for Jews,
gypsies, and other "non-Aryan" groupings.
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holds that force is not to be applied even when differences of interest, values,
and viewpoint are high and the need to reach an agreement on a joint
course of action is great. 49
Historically, the non-violent community seems to be extending, though
there have been numerous and important regressions. The non-violent
community of many primitive societies included only a few hundred people;
outsiders were, literally, free game. In historical societies, this community was
extended, but it rarely effectively encompassed all members of society. so
The rise of the nation-state had a major extending effect ; it focused the
legitimation of the use of violence against outsiders, so that a much higher
ratio of insiders was included in the non-violent community than in previous
periods. But, as though the nation- state bit off more than it could initially
chew, several hundred years passed before this non-violent community was
effectively established for all the sub-societies included. Children, workers,
and racial minorities, roughly in that order, only slowly gained places in it.
The growing redefinition of deviants, the insane, and criminals as not
morally bad but mentally ill and, hence, as morally entitled to treatment and
rehabilitation rather than segregation behind bars if not annihilation, 51
is an expression of the same trend to expand the moral community of nonviolence so that it become~ more and more coextensive with the political
boundaries of the nation-state. As the modern period closed, practically
aJl the major groupings in established communities had the basic human
right of freedom from violence, while members of other national communities were largely excluded. As with other values, moral claims were
much more widely established than realized, and some groupings continued
to be excluded-e.g., minorities in Nazi Germany. Significantly, these were
considered •·exceptions" and violations of a widely held code, unlike the
burning of widows in earlier generations in India or the amputation of the
arms of thieves in eighteenth-century England, acts which seem to have been
considered legitimate. The contrast is most evident nowadays if the use of
violence against foreigners is compared to its use against co-nationals.
In most post-modern nation-states, there is latent but easy-to-mobilize
legitimation for the use of force against other nations, under pretexts and for
reasons that would not justify to the same citizens the use of force against
Jnembers of their own societies; Such tribalistic " boxing" of values can be
seen with regard to other values as well: Poverty in the United States
(commonly defined as $3,000 for a family of four)* moves many Americans
to support efforts to alleviate it, but it ceases to be poverty when the citizens'
eyes cross the border. Ninety-eight per cent of the citizens of most societies
are poor by the United States criterion, but they are considered entitled to
much less help. Since the advent of the post-modern age, there seems to be
some evidence that some supranational extension of the moral communities
• The reference is to annual income.

•
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of various values may be taking place, as refiected, for example, in the
support for the work of UNICEF and for genuine foreign aid. Even the
ideological conceptions of the "free world" and the "brotherhood of socialist
societies" contain such elements. While many of those who promote such
conceptions do so on the basis of narrow, tribalistic interests, the creeds per se
have a supranational (though sub-global) element and, for those who come to
believe in them, justify making some sacrifices for citizens of other nations, extending to them some of the same rights earlier more exclusively reserved for
members of one's own nation. The supranational elements of post-modern,
cold war ideologies stand out when compared to modern, isolationist concepts (wruch implied that the world beyond one's own national borders had
little moral status) or to those ideologies which openly justify intervention in
terms of real or alleged self-n~eds (e.g., the protection of American investments). The act of intervention may be similar under all these banners, but
the supranational elements of post-modern ideologies do provide an opportunity for authentic, globalist interpretations, which the tribalistic ones do
not.

Social Science and a Global Perspective
For a social scientist, it should seem obvious, but it is not, that there is
only one basis for a moral community-a global one. Subjects put various
boundaries on their values, and social scientists record these boundaries as
being those of the su~jects and compare the boundaries imposed by various
groupings of subjects and their changes. But for a scientist qua scientist,
values have no inherent boundaries. The truth of science is not that of a
tribe or nation; it has to be tested in the universal community of scholars.
What is valid for an "American" experiment must also be valid for a Chinese
one, and all restrictions on communication other than those which are
themselves universal (like protecting the subjects from the effects of research)
are anathema to science.
A social scientist, as a citizen, may be limited by the moral community of
his collectivity or society or be liberated from its constraints to varying
degrees, but, in his scientinc capacity, there is no principle he can draw upon
to justify his adherance to one moral boundary rather than to another.
Hence, when it comes to studying the moral comm unity of a group of subjects,
the objective criterion-in the sense of being replicable, non-changing, transferable, inter-subjective- is the degree of distance between the subjects'
community and the universal one. lt is the only criterion on which all social
scientists can objectively agree.
Surprisingly, many social scientists tend to overplay the nation-state as
the unit of societal analysis and underplay supranational bonds and controls; 52 above all, they tend to take the nationalistic moral community as the
community of values. Ostensibly, these social scientists use no values other
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than those of their subjects. In effect, though, they commonly compare the
attitudes or behavior of a group of subjects to a set of values. But how are
these values chosen? Many social scientists would answer that they are the
values of the subjects themselves. White and blue collar attitudes are compared to those of average Americans, male and female values to those of
average nationals, or those of one class or race to those of another. But on
what grounds are the particular norms used as a model chosen? Why
American values and not American-Canadian, or Western, or world-wide
ones? So long as the answer is one norm of the subject or another, it is, in
effect, arbitrary, and the comparison-"more" liberaL "more" tolerant-is
an artifact of the comparative mode chosen by the researchers. It may be
argued that national values are most often chosen because the nation is the
community most meaningful to the subjects or the central seat of societal
action. But such an argument is not supported by the same canons of evidence
which these social scientists revere and demand that other assertions be
submitted to, as our discussion of the prevalence of quasi-imperialism
suggests.
The only systematic escape from such relativism and latent ideological
commitments is to rely on the one found ation all social scientists, whatever
their affiliations, can share and measure- values whose community is al1
men. Such values also provide the only immovable foundation: Tribes
merge and split, but the community of man remains. This docs entail a
transcendental stand, as the realization of this community is lagging, but
so do all other positions, with one difference- the global community is the
only one which embraces all social scientists and all of their subjects.
The father of sociology may have been closer to a universal sociological
perspective on this point than many of his sons. He saw "no reason for
confining human development within the boundaries of sovereign national
states. Its idea of a universal order is consummated only through the union of
all individuals in mankind, and the positivist destruction of obsolete theological and metaphysical standards comes to fruition in the recognition of
huma11ity as the etre supreme. Humanity, not the state, is the real universal,
nay, it is the only reality." 53
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CHAPTER 21

Alienation, Inauthenticity,
and Their Reduction

L

BE active is to reduce alienation because it is to make
society more responsive to its members. The post-modern society inherited
from its predecessor an alienating structure-the product of modemityespecially industrialization, bureaucratization, and the legitimation of the
priority of the logic of instruments (or "rationality"). The post-modern
society has added to this basically distorted structure an increased capacity
for macroscopic manipulation, for the generation of a sense of responsiveness
where there is actually none. There have always been groups of men who were
unaware of the basic facts of their socio-political lives and, thus, acted in
opposition to their basic interests and private selves. It is the scope and depth
of such false awareness and commitment that seem to be new.
The relative significance of manipulation becomes more evident as the
non-symbolic, material bases of alienation decline in societal importance.
The modernized societies command an enormous capacity for materiaJ
production which can satisfy most of the material needs of most of their
members. Inequality is maintained to a significant extent because of a
617
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psychology of scarcity (which had a more realistic base in earlier ages) 1 *

and because of the prestige and power implication~ of increased equality. All
this points to the relative increase in the importance of the role of symbolic
distortions and of their resolution for post·modern activation.

The Basic Concepts: Alienation and Inauthenticity
Alienating and Alienated
There are many definitions and discussions of alienation. 2 It suffices to
say here that the concept has many levels, but, as we use it, it has one core:
The unresponsiveness of the world to the actor, which subjects him to forces
he neither comprehends nor guides. The early industrial society is the arche·
type of an alienating society. Market relations and administrative structures
which were developed and imposed ostensibly for the greater happiness of
the greater number in effect led to a society that stood between its members
and the service of their basic needs.
Alienation, it has been correctly stressed, is not only a feeling of resent·
ment and disaffection but also an expression of the objective conditions
which subject a person to forces beyond his understanding and control.
Hence, even if a person is only vaguely aware of his own deprivation,
dependency, and manipulation, he is still alienated so long as he is unable to
participate authentically in the processes that shape his social being.
Alienation, thus, has structural bases and psychic consequences. As these two
aspects of alienation are often confused, we refer to the society as alienating
and to its members as being afienated. 3 It should be noted, however, that the
roots of alienation are not in interpersonal relations and intrapsychic processes but in the societal and political structure.
Both the structural and the psychic dimensions of the concept refer to a
holistic state-of society or of being in it. While we can refer to levels of
alienation and to some societies as being more alienating than others, it is
not within the inteJlectual tradition of the concept-as broad as it is-to use
it to refer to specific, limited structural distortions or personal dissatisfactions. That a worker does not like his working place is not sufficient
evidence that he is alienated; when alienation exists, it encompasses most, if
not all, social relations. Moreover, a worker who is satisfied with his place of
work may still be alienated. The concept of alienation does not assume that
tl)e alienated are aware of their condition. It is a concept of the critical
intellectual and the social scientist. The level of alienation can be empirically
measured and the members of a society can be made aware of it (two points
to which we return later), but the awareness of alienation does not create
it any more than a lack of awareness makes it disappear.
• Reference notes for this chapter appear on page 655.
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Alienation is encompassing in still another sense: It affects both the
excluded groups and those who exclude them. The excluded are affected
because the society is particularly unresponsive to their needs. The excluding
groups are affected becau<~e the process of exclusion creates a distorted social
world which they cannot elude. Highly alienating structures, as we have seen,
rely relatively heavily on coercion; this brutalizes the wielder of force as
well as those who are whipped, as studies of concentration camps or police
forces demonstrate. The modern market system places a high value on
material objects; the incapacity of the participants for uninhibited and
holistic affection for a human being, which results from such a system,
deprives all the members of a market-dominated society and not just the
workers.
An alienated man may be passive or active in his orientation toward his
condition. A passively alienated man is subject to societal forces and, subconsciously or even consciously, acquiesces to his state; an actively* alienated
man is similarly subject to such forces, but he is committed to a fundamentally
different society and works to realize it. He is much more likely to be
conscious of his condition and, above all, to strive to transform it. The
passively alienated tend to be apathetic; the actively alienated tend to be
mobilized but obsessive in their conduct.t Personal activation within alienating structures is always distorted and incomplete, as there cannot be personal
realization without societal activation. We shall see, however, that personal
activation can contribute to societal transformation and, hence, lead
ultimately to an active society.

Alienation and Inauthenticity
The concept of alienation has been applied to such a variety of phenomena
and such a range of ideas that it has lost some of its analytic power. 4 We
attempt, here, to explicate a sub-category of that which has previously been
conceived as alienation. We refer to th.is as inauthenticity, a term heretofore
used primarily as a vague synonym for alienation.
A relationship, institution, or society is inauthentic if it provide.~ the
appearance of responsivenes.f while the underlying condition is alienatinj(.
Objectively, both alienating and inauthentic conditions arc excluding, but
inauthentic structures devote a higher ratio of their efforts than alienating

* Aclive here refers to his orientation only, and it too is never fully active in an alienating
condition.
t Obsession is used here to characterize a psychological state typically ob~erved in the
"fanalic" commitments of radicals to their causes. No derogatory connotations are
implied. On this psychological state, see Sandor Rado, "Obsessive Behavior," in Silvano
Arieti (ed.), American Handbook of Psychiatry (New York: .Basic Books, 1959), Vol. I,
pp. 324-344.
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ones to concealing their contours and to generating appearance of responsiveness. Subjectively, to be alienated is to experience a sense of not
belonging and to feel that one's efforts are without meaning. To be involved
inauthentically is to feel cheated and manipulated.* The alienated feel that
they have no power; 5 the inauthentic feel that they have pulled a disconnected lever, without quite knowing where and how, so that shadows are
confused with reality. The alienated are imprisoned; the inauthentic work at
Sisyphean labor.
Authenticity exists where responsiveness exists and is experienced as
such. The world responds to the actor's efforts, and its dynamics are comprehensible. We shall see below that authenticity requires not only th.at the actor
be conscious. committed, and hold a share of the societal power, but also
that the three components of the active orientation be balanced and connected. lt is the fate of the inauthentic man that what he knows does not fit
what he feels, and what he affects is not what he knows or is committed to do.
His world has come apart. The alienated man, in comparison, is likely to be
excluded to a greater extent from all three societal sources of activation,
laboring in someone else's vineyard, laboratory, or army.
The relationship between the underlying societal condition and its superstructure or appearance is central to our conceptualization. There are four
basic possibilities:
Societal Su per-Structure
Responsiveness
CLAIMED

NOT CLAIMED

HIGH

Inauthentic

Alienating

Authentic
LOW

Authentic

(manifest)

(latent)

Basic

Condition: .
Alienating

* ·•1f I wear a beard and a girl I love stays in my room all nigh! and l sleep with her.
f ma beatnik and in a state of moral decline. If I shave and go to a whore house, buy stocks
on the South African exchange that nct me a large profit, and sign up for the CIA when I
graduate from college, my behavior is unquestioned and my integrity assumed." A state·
ment by a student quoted by Robert Coles, "Sex and Students,·· The New Repub/i(', Vol. 154
(May 28. 1966), p. 21. Some such statements are surely made hy many generations about
the rhetoric of their elders. But the theme of "it's all a lie"seems stronger and niore common
since 1945. Lewis S. Feuer argued that point in "The Elite of the Alienated," 1'he New York
Time.< Ma!{azine, March 26. 1967. See also Marnaret Halsey's article in The Village Voice,
Aprii 6, 1967, subtitled "Tile Lying Society." She points out, "There have alway8 been lies
and liars," but the United States in 1he 1950s and 60s reached a new level. Us advent,
Halsey says, is symbolized by Charles Van Doren, who~e six figures• worth of intelligence
proved to be rigged, and by Richard Nixon's manipulafr:e "Checkers" speech.
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These types refer to various relationships between the two societal
aspects. When both the appearances and the conditions are non-responsive,
we deal with outright alienation; when both are responsive-with an
authentic relationship; when the appearance is responsive but reality is notwith inauthenticity. The fourth category is a rare one in which the conditions
allow for participation, but this is not recognized and acted upon by the
participants. We expect this to be usually a short-lived lag because it is
difficult for the possibility of genuine participation to go unnoticed.
The difference between an active and a passive personal orientation may
be added as a second dimension in terms of the orientation to the societal
situation. For authentic relationships, the orientation is active (unless the
authenticity is still latent); those caught in inauthentic or alienating
relationships are active to the extent that they seek to transform their
condition.*
The concept of inauthenticity is not without antecedents, and the term
has been used by several existentialist writers. The most widely known
antecedent of inauthenticity is false-consciousness, a much more constricted
term. So far as inauthenticity is concerned, the consciousness of all collectivities and not just that of the working class may be affected. Further, as we
shall see, all relationships and not only consciousness may be affected.
Society itself may be inauthentic.
Existentialist writers have used inauthenticity as a synonym for alienation
in the Marxist tradition to refer to the condition of being disconnected and of
foregoing one's responsibilities. 6 If the term is used as a synonym for aliena·
tion, we have two words for one phenomenon and none to denote what
seems to us a distinct sub-category. If inauthenticity is used to refer to being
disconnected, it becomes a relative concept and an actively alienated person
may be an authentic one. We attempt to use the concept as an absolute one in
the sense that authenticity is not possible under alienating conditions.
While the actively alienated man may play a significant role in transforming
his condition and in creating the opportunity for authenticity, so long as this
transformation is not advanced, he is not free from the effects of his
alienating condition.
Finally, existentialists have used the concept for a highly voluntaristic
theory, stressing the personal responsibility of the actor.' This ethical position
is connected with their basically negative view of society which we do not
• For some purposes, a difference among kinds of inauthentic relations may be noted
along these dimensions: According lo the extent to which the objective base is alienating or
manipulative. The more manipulative ii is, the greater the role the subject plays in allowin,g
himself to be "taken.•· Secondly, we may distinguish between inauthentic involvement in an
existing regime (which is closer to the passively alienated) and involvement in an inauttientic
effort at transformation (which is closer to the actively alienated). These need not concern
us here. For a few additional comments along these lines, see the discussion of projects
below.
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share. It also leads to a paradox, as in both the religious and left existentialist
writings, society and history tend to be viewed as largely predetermined by
supranatural or economic-technological forces. The incompatibility between
personal voluntarism and macro-determinism has characterized many of the
writings on the subject. 8 We see the person as less free, though he has options
which ethics command him to exercise in such a way as to increase the
total sum of his freedoms; 9 we view society as less determined, as open to
restructuring by the efforts of the members. Thus, in our conception, the gap
between man and society is much narrower at the outset, and it can be
bridged, we suggest below, by greater articulation of the relations between
personal and societal projects.
Inauthenticity is a concept for which empirical referents can be formulated without more difficulty than for other basic sociological concepts. We
discuss below "subjective" indicators (in overt personal behavior and of
intra-personal tensions) and societal ones. First, though, the concept of
basic human needs must be introduced.

Basic Human Needs
The concepts of alienation and inauthenticity assume the concept of
basic human needs. While we cannot point to such needs in that we have
never encountered them in a pure form, we can analytically separate basic
from specific human needs and specify the empirical consequences of the
basic ones.

The Analytic Status of the Concept
Alienation and inauthenticity refer to a lack of responsiveness, but unless
we assume that those to whom the societal structure does not respond
have needs which are independent of the needs produced by their relationship to the societal structure, the phenomenon of unresponsiveness is in·
conceivable. There can be some lack of coordination between a society's
socialization system and its productive and allocative structure or some time
lag in the accommodation of personalities to changing societies; these factors
could account for some unresponsiveness. But this unresponsiveness could,
in principle, be eliminated as readily by changing socialization as by changing
the productive and allocative relations. Thus, without an analytic concept of
autonomous needs, it must be concluded that there is, in principle, no limit
to manipulability-that the members' needs are basically pliable in that they
can be changed to fit the societal structure rather than require a transformation of the structure to achieve a higher level of responsiveness.
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The Limits ~f Socialization and Social Control
The central point at which the prevailing theories of social action of both
the Meadian and Parsonsian traditions differ from both the Marxist and the
Weberian perspectives is that the former assume, in effect, that human needs
are almost completdy pliable within very broad limits set primarily by
physiological tolerance, such as the need for heat, sleep, and food. Social
needs-e.g., for affection-are recognized by these theories, but it is emphasized that such needs may be satisfied by a large variety of institutional
arrangements. While social needs must somehow be satisfied, they have only
very broadly contextuated properties of their own which affect the arrangements by which they are satisfied. This means (a) that most of the variance in
the actual socio-cultural patterns must be accounted for by properties other
than those of the basic needs; (b) that differences in the psychological costs of
various patterns are not systematically taken into account; and (c) that there
is no analytic place in these theories for an unresponsive societal structure.
Societies are expected both to provide one or more "outlets" for the
basic needs of their members and to socialize their members to accept these
"outlets." Some members, it is recognized, are not successfully socialized;
they may be resocialized (e.g., in a rehabilitation institution) or "socially
controlled" (which is a function of the courts, police, and jails). Further,
although the possibility of broader malfunctioning followed by a relatively
high level of deviance and pressure for societal innovation is recognized, it is
assumed, in principle, that there are few if any limits to socialization and
social control. The best indication of this assumption is the presence in these
theories of conceptions of deviant individuals, sub-cultures, and even social
movements, but never of a deviant society. The concept of a deviant society,
however, is the key concept for the alienation tradition-a society whose
structure is contrary to human nature and does not allow the satisfaction of
basic human needs. If they are to be satisfied, society will have to be
restructured and quite fundamentally.
We suggest that a "moderate" version of this approach is a more productive view of personality-society relations than the views which are
prevalent in sociology. 10 We prefer this version because we certainly do not
wish to return to earlier approaches which saw human needs as demanding
one specific set of outlets or a very narrow range of them, or which viewed
the socio-cultural patterns as reflecting "basic personality." Before we suggest
the limitations which basic human needs impose on the structure of a responsive society, let us indicate the needs that we consider basic.

A Tentative List
The following list of basic human needs is far from complete; the revival of interest in this subject is very recent, and much more study is
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required."' Nor is the list a new one; similar lists have often been drawn up
before. 11 Nor should we focus on the specific items on the list at this tentative
stage of our knowledge. What we seek to illustrate are the opportunities to test
empirically the key proposition that the ./fexihility of basic human needs is
limited in that they can be more readily and fully sati.~fied in some societal
srructures than in other.~. Thus, some societal struc/ures, as a whule, are less
responsive and more alienating than others, and there are significant limit.v to
1he manipulability <4 the members.
We are dealing here with human needs and not with the physiological

ones that are common to man and animal and are often discussed as "basic"
in other contexts. We suggest six basic needs and briefly explain our choice of
this list as a working hypothesis.
Human needs seem to include the need for affection, also referred to as
the need for solidarity, cohesion, or love; and the need for recognition,
variously referred to as the need for self-esteem, achievement, or approval.
While recognition is a matter of the normative evaluation of achievements
and tends to be specific and universalistic, affection is a matter of expressive
.relations and tends to be holistic and particularistic. Recognition flows
down a status or rank structure. The need for affection tends to be satisfied
in more "horizontal" relations, either in peer relations or among persons
close in rank. Recognition tends to be asymmetrical; if A recognizes B, A
will tend to derive his recognition from C, with C being higher and A lower in
the status structure. (The validation of leadership is the main exception.)
Affection tends to be symmetrical; if A gratifies B, Bis likely to satisfy A's
need for affection. (While triangular relations are often described, especially
in novels, no claim is made for a stable source of affection for the three
parties concerned.) Recognition is much less "scarce" than affection, in that
any one actor can grant recognition to more people than those for whom he
can have affection.
A third need is for context, variously referred to as the need for orientation, consistency, synthesis, meaning, or "wholeness." The various facets of
the personality are related to various societal sectors and levels. Cognitions,
emotions, and beliefs are all affected by inputs from these societal sectors
(such as educational, economic, and religious sectors) on their various
levels-sub-collectivities, collectivities, and society-wide. The person seems

* The prevailing view of the classification of human needs and the very concept is
well expressed by the following quotation: ·'Nobody has ever been able to formulate an
inventory of original or unsocialized tendencies that has commanded more than scattered
and temporary agreement. ln the second place, the very meaning of 'original human
nature,' in any other sense than a range of possibilities, each of them dependent upon
specific experiences for its development or maturation, has always proved exceedingly
elusive and obscure." Albert K. Cohen, Deviance and Cotttro/ (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. 60.
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to have a need for some degree of "harmonization" among these various
inputs and demands.
Fourth, there is the need for repeated gratificati0tt, an anti-neutrality
inclination; that is, whatever the source of gratification, large lapses of time
between instances of it are frustrating. People who vary in their personality
structures, societal positions, and cultural backgrounds differ in the length of
time they can maintain an activity (without a loss in commitment) if they are
not rewarded. Once, however, the base is set for a person, the same "law"
seems to hold: More frequent rewards are preferred to less frequent ones
(unless they become very frequent).* Thus, the first and second needs relate
the individual to his peers, superiors, and subordinates; the third one deals
with the lateral and the fourth with the longitudinal organization of satis·
faction.
Two "second order" needs arise out of these basic ones; one concerns the
longitudinal and the other the lateral organization of gratification. The
first is the need for a degree of stability in the pattern of the distribution of
rewards-of their expectability independent of the level and frequency of
gratification. If there is not sufficient stability, the level of anxiety is expected
to rise and, with it. the opportunity for manipulability; that is, persons can
be mobilized into roles incompatible with their needs, which they otherwise
would not seek, in order to gain some emotional security. We expect that the
effects of such manipulation will be limited because, in accord with our
propositions about the existence of basic needs, the needs other than that for
stability will not be gratified and will not adapt so that they can be satisfied
in these roles. For instance, a person who seeks security by suppressing his
individuality in a collective unit will suffer from deficient recognition.
The other "second order" need is the need for variance in a social structure.
Because the members of any society are born and socialized in social statuses
that differ, the ways in which the basic needs are specified in personalities
tend to vary; incomplete or ineffectual socialization adds to this variance.
Hence, there is the need for a variety of social roles and norms to provide
outlets for the varied personalities. Alienation is higher, the greater the gap
between the ex.tents of the variance of personalities and of roles12 and the
more specified the norms. Secondly, alienation is higher, the greater the gap
between the distributions of specific attributes of personalities and of roles
and norms. For instance, a society whose production system demands many
more highly skilled men than the 1.Q. distribution can provide is likely to be
alienating.
As a first crude approximation, it seems to hold that the more a societal
structure allows for the satisfaction of the basic needs of its members, the
less the structure will be alienating. The participation of the members in a
*Of course, other factors, such as the absolute size of each reward, ils nalure, and its
expectabilily must be controlled.
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societal structure comes to assure the responsiveness of that structure to the
basic needs. Ultimately, there is no way for a societal structure to discover the
members' need~ and adapt to them without the participation of the members
in shaping and reshaping the structure. Thus, participation, besides serving
psychological needs, is a major societal instrument. But complete satisfaction
is not possible; the gratification of some needs reduces the ability to gratify
othersl3 because of the limitations scarcity imposes on the capacity to satisfy
even compatible needs and the devaluating effect of very frequent rewarding
on the reward. If all the available societal energy were invested in gratification, assets would be consumed but not replenished, arid anticipatory
action-if only in anticipation of environmental changes-would be neglected. The realm of social life entails, as Freud stressed, some frustration,
for the sublimation involved in the .deferment of gratification is never completely successful and there always remains an element of suppression. Thus,
there is no social life without some alienation; it is the degree and the distribution of this alienation that are important. If the reducible and irreducible
kinds of alienation are discussed as one phenomenon, the distinction between
the pains of being human and those inflicted by a particular societal structure
and its political organization is lost.• 4
In short, sociability requires some irreducible deferment of gratification.
As this is never fully accepted voluntarily, there seems also to be a residue of
irreducible alienation. (In macro-systems, this can be seen in the need for
organization and differential rewards.) Beyond this residue, however, most
a/ienuiion is the l'esult of a specific societal and cultural pattern and can be
reduced by changing that pattern.
This holds as much for each basic need as it does for all of them taken as a
group. Complete security, maximum affection and recognition are all impractical and probably self-contradictory. The range of societal options is
more limited. But within it lie the possibilities for more as opposed to less
frequent gratification-for more as opposed to less affection and recognition, varying degrees of security, and so on. While persons can be socialized
into roles which provide low, infrequent, and uncoordinated gratification,
the costs uf such arrangements an: high, which-we shall show-provides the
empirical test of the existence of underlying, frustrated, basic human needs.

The Lessons of Comparative Analysis
The empirical verification of the validity of the concept of basic human
needs ought to concentrate on comparisons of the socialization and social
control "costs" of various roles, societal sectors, and total structures, and on
the visible indications of underlying frustrations. (We refer to psychic costs
as "personal" and to all others, especially socialization and social control
costs, as "social.") 15 The fact that a man can be socialized and/or controlled
to carry out almost any role is not a sufficient indicator of the extent of his
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flexibility, so long as the social and personal costs of the efforts are not taken
into account. We suggest (a) that the socialization and social control costs as
well as the levels of frustration of any two roles differ, and (b) that they are
higher when the roles are less "natural"-i.e., allow for fess satisfaction of the
basic human needs.
Comparative anthropology has shown that a man may be socialized to
be peace loving or aggressive, passive or hyperactive, monogamous or polygamous. These findings are usually interpreted as indications of man's
pliability. But this is a correct interpretation only in so far as it does take into
account the respective social and personal costs. If, for example, the costs of
monogamy are much higher than those of polygamy, this finding is relevant
for the question of man's pliability; however, these variables are disregarded
in much of the literature on the subject. u;
A discussion of persuadability in its broader sense further illustrates the
point. The question is asked: Can the personality of an adult be deeply
affected (i.e., can his "character" and not only his "surface" traits or attitudes
be changed)? While there is no established answer to this question and a
review of the literature on the subject would require a volume larger than the
present one, the following statements seem to reflect the main findings. Most
studies of efforts to affect "deep" personality variables-especially psychoanalysis, "brainwashing," and psychological experiments-show these efforts
to have little effect. 17 "Brainwashing," the most encompassing and intensive
of these efforts, seems to affect only a minority of those on whom it was
attempted, and this minority included people predisposed to such effects
and/or to the view they were "persuaded" to accept. Moreover, many of those
who were affected remain so only so long as they remain in the particular
environment in which the effort was made.' 8 It is only when the "total
environment" is changed and remains so, as when Communist governments
established themselves in Eastern Europe or adults emigrate, that a deep effect
seems to occur. 19 The great amount of literature about attitude changes,
which may be said to be less "deep" than personality changes, seems to
suggest that under most conditions, only bit changes rather than contextual
changes are attained. Thus, adult persons can be made to shift from one
consumer product to another brand which is very similar to it or even to
accept new products which serve an already existing need, but the ability
of the mass media to change attitudes about religious, racial, ethnic, or
political matters seems to be limited. 20
Most important, the great cost of successful persuasion is often not taken
into account.* Very unusual social conditions must be constructed (e.g.,
isolation imprisonment}, and a high level of frustration must be inflicted.
• For a good discussion of the high costs of maintaining a restrictive cnvironmcnl, sec
John Slrachey's discussion of the costs of colonialism in his The End of Empire (New York:
Random House, 1960).
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Hence, if the concept of cost is added, we reach the opposite conclusion-not
that man is "persuadable," but that, under most conditions, he is not.

The Measurements of Costs
Social and personal costs may not always be measurable by the research
techniques which, as their advocates themselves point out, measure the manifest (or "superficial") aspects of personality. Here, the analysis of alienation
and inauthenticity encounters unnecessary obstacles. Workers are alienated in
capitalistic societie~, it has been argued; why, then, do they exhibit no
symptoms of alienation? Most workers say that they are happy both with
their work and with the regime, and they do not support political movements
which favor radical change. Similarly, it has been suggested that the citizens
of modernized societies enjoy their mass culture, consumption gluttony, and
suburbia. Alienation, it has been said, is a radical invention of an intellectual
projection.
By accepting the myth of suburbia, the li.beral and left wing critics are placed
in the ideologically weak position of haranguing the suburbanites precisely for
the meaninglessness they attribute to the very criteria of their success. The
critic waves the prophet's long and accusing finger and warns: "You may
think you're happy, you smug and prosperous striver, but I tell you that the
anxieties of status mobility are too much; they impoverish you psychologically,
they alienate you from your family"; and so on. And the suburbanite looks at
his new house, his new car, his new freezer, his lawn and patio, and, to be sure,
his good credit, and scratches his head, bewildered. The critic appears as the
eternal crotchet, the professional malcontent telling the prosperous that their
prosperity, the visible symbols of which surround them, is an illusion: the
economic victory of capitalism is culturally Pyrrhic. 21
This "happiness" approach draws its information about the workers,
consumers, or citizens almost exclusively from attitude surveys which sho.w
that most of them are "satisfied." For instance, 75 to 90 per cent of American
workers are reported to be "reasonably satisfied" with their jobs. 22 However,
even survey studies which use only somewhat more indirect questioning find
numerous indications of alienation. 23 But, more important, in a society which
spends so much on socialization and manipulation-escapist activities,
patriotism that masks basic problems, the reinforcement of the consumption
obsession, and tension-reducing drugs 24-the symptoms of alienation could
hardly be expected to lie on the surface. Actually, there is reason to believe
that these symptoms are increasingly suppressed; it is precisely this characteristic that made late modern society not only more alienating but also more
inauthentic than early modern societies and that makes the condition of the
post-modern generation more inauthentic than that of the last modern one.
Some advocates of the alienation tradition have gone to the opposite
extreme and maintain that alienation is an objective condition; hence, even
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if the members of a society exhibit no symptoms of frustration, they are
nevertheless alienated because of the nature of the means of production, the
property relations built around them, and the estranging state bureaucracy.
Or, they have argued, the symptoms of alienation are buried so deeply that
they cannot be measured by the methods of social science but must be sensed
through empathy and "understanding."
We take an intermediary position. We do recognize the need to demonstrate empirically that those societal elements that the social scientist
considers alienating do indeed incur personal and social costs, but, we suggest,
these may register only when those soda/ science methods are applied which
probe the deeper layers of personality. If no instrument of social science can
discover any consequences of alienation, or only those methods which are so
uncontrolled that they amount to a euphemism for the personal intuition of
the observer, we would have to eliminate alienation as a scientific concept.
But this is clearly not the case. We have already seen that there is some
evidence of alienation on the manifest level in terms of attitudes and manifest
social costs (such as an increase in police forces}. In addition, there are
methods which measure the more latent aspects of personality-e.g., unstructured and stress interviews and psychological tests-which have yielded
data that support the basic proposition. 25 The existing "depth" methods can
certainly be improved; actually, this is one of the major tasks for the next
generation of social scientists. But there is evidence that high personal costs
are found when we look where we can expect to find them-below the surface
of life in an inauthentic society.
The social costs of socialization and of the social control of similar roles
in different historical periods or societies are more readily measurable. We
find, for example, that systems which allow for no personal achievementand, hence, frustrate the need for recognition-are so costly that they are
unsustainable, such as austere communist states, kibbutzim, and other utopian settlements. Generally, austerity tends to erode in the direction of more
frequent and higher levels of gratification--e.g., the transformation of communal settlements. Other "unnatural" systems are sustained but only with
much "policing" (i.e., with high social control costs) or for very select groups
(e.g., religious orders) so that the socialization costs are tolerable. 26 Such
systems could usually not be sustained if they were society-wide.
To support fully the basic proposition, it is not enough for depth methods
to show that people exhibit severe personal frustrations and anxieties in postmodern society, and for comparative studies of social costs to show that
industrialized societies invest a good deal in manipulation or police activities:
It is also necessary to show that these personal and social costs are the
consequences of the structural distortions of modern and post-modern
societies. It is not enough to demonstrate that there are high rates of crime,
alcoholism, drug addiction, suicide, and so forth, in modernized societies;
since it is occasionally argued they were "always" high, 2 7 we need also to
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show that they have risen with modernization. Most of all, we need to specify
the ways in which unresponsive roles, institutions, and societal structures
bring about these costs, and the ways in which an increase in the responsiveness of the roles, institutions, and societal structures decreases the extent
to which they are alienating and brings about a decline in the severity and
frequency of the symptoms.
..The tracing of the consequences of unresponsiveness requires not only a
demonstration of the association between a general rise or decline in the
responsiveness of a societal structure and a rise or decline in the rates of
neurotic symptoms or social disorganization, but also necessitates a delineation~of the specific associations. It may be futile to search for a one-to-one
,relationship between one symptom and the unresponsiveness of one structure to one basic human need. Again, the theory of alienation does not imply
such specific links. On the contrary, a divergence in reactions to the same
alienating condition is to be expected, depending upon the internal constitutions of the various persons involved. These variations, though, are expected
to be in terms of the basic needs; e.g., some people have a stronger need for
affection and others have a stronger need for recognition (but all have both
ne$ds). Second, frustration may turn to a variety of outlets for its alleviation,
just as the basic needs can be satisfied by a variety of outlets. But just as the
basic needs can be more readily satisfied in some roles than in others, so we
expect the frustrations resulting from the lack of opportunities to gratify
one kind of need to be more likely to be expressed in some kinds of symptoms
than in others. Hence, we may be able to link major kinds of unresponsiveness
to major kinds of symptoms.
So far, the evidence on the more subtle points of the causal link is not
satisfactory, because of the above-mentioned polarization of surveymethodology and empathy as well as the relative neglect of the concept of
basic human needs. The association between modernization and an increase
in various personal costs seems quite strong, 2 s however, despite a few
counter-studies, and there are some studies of the relationships between
specific factors as well as some evidence that authentic activation reduces
the rates of such symptoms as drug addiction, delinquency,2 9 and the
"culture of poverty." 30 This is as far as the prevailing methodologies have
brought us.
So long as the language of sociology is collectivistic and social being and
social knowing are sharply divided, no other methodology is likely to
emerge. But from the viewpoint of a theory of societal guidance, social
reorganization and research grow closer together in general and meet
specifically in guided societal experimentation. Post-modern societies are
increasingly experimenting with different forms of societal organization.
Various social movements test different forms of mobilization. When various
forms of organization and mobilization in the same society and hi&torical
period are compared, we are able to see their relative costs and, thus, test
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hypotheses about their levels of responsiveness. The term "practice" has
been used to refer to this aspect of reality-testing, in which social action and
scientific testing converge. 31

Two Additional Elaborations
Only part of the cost of a particular social structure can be charged
against the structure's incompatibility with basic human needs. While in
stable societies this kind of cost is relatively high, in changing societies, a
significant part of the cost results from the fact that the socio-cultural
specification of the basic needs to a particular set of outlets has to be unlearned and a new relationship between the needs and the outlets acquired.
Hence, the introduction of a new role, institution, or society incurs costs
even if the new structure is more compatible with basic human needs than the
old one. On the other hand, the new relationships cannot account for
continued social and personal costs; 32 if the costs of a new societal element do
not decline after the "novelty" of the element has worn off, they must be
viewed as a result of the incompatibility of the element with human needs.
The counter-argument has often been advanced to justify the imposition of
collective institutions on resisting individuals and classes-that they will
learn to appreciate their new life. This position has a measure of intrinsic
validity so long as it is recognized that it can hold only during the transition
period. If, after many socialization and social control efforts have been made,
the costs of maintaining a pattern are still high, it seems highly likely-unless
some special circumstances prevail, such as foreign intervention or special
scarcity-that the new pattern is less responsive than the old one.
However, one cannot expect a "straight-line" progress in the sense that if
the new pattern is basically more responsive, the costs of its introduction will
gradually decline, and, hence, after a short period, some signs of its compatibility with basic human needs will become visible. As in psychoanalysis,
the sequence of such change often takes some other form, such as high
resistance at first and then a sharp decline in costs.
The length of time that must be allowed before it can be concluded that
the high costs are due to basic rather than temporary incompatibilities is
difficult to specify at this stage of our knowledge. In part, it is a question of the
extent to which an adult person can be resocialized without regressing first
to a childhood level. It seems not unreasonable to suggest that if the second
generation of a new society still does not accept the new institution or some
of its features, under most circumstances, that institution (or societal structure) is incompatible with basic human needs. There is nothing in sociological
theory or findings of which we are aware to support the notion that a
prolonged imposition of a social pattern on a group of men will bring them
to adjust their basic needs to that pattern. It is in the meeting of these needs
that social designing, planning, control, and education encounter ultimate
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limits within which they must respond if human costs are to be low-i.e.,
alienation is to be reduced.
In addition to the time lag that must often be allowed if the responsiveness of a new pattern is genuinely to be tested, JJ the structural context must
also be taken into account. If a new pattern is merely a change of part of an
old and incompatible context, the pattern cannot be expected to take root,
at least not at the same pace and cost as when other elements of the context
are also being transformed. The essence of alienating structures and
inauthenticity is precisely in the whole, in the context, and their distorting
effects tend to diffuse both via the personalities of their members which link
their societal roles and via inter-sectoral ties. It is, thus, futile to expect to
find a fully authentic life in a bohemian island in a capitalistic society, or to
increase the responsiveness of universities in societies whose polities and
structures are left unchanged. In short, if the alienating context remains,
islands of authentic relations are difficult to establish and, especially, to
sustain. This does not mean that all changes must be simultaneous or that
they must be revolutionary. They may be gradual, but if they are not
encompassing and accumulative, many additional costs will he incurred and
there will be severe limitations on their effects.
Marxists have criticized .psychological approaches that dealt with basic
needs as a-historical:
"The real basis of the absolute 'essence of man,' of which German
philosophers talked at such length, was, Marx said, the sum of forces of
production and 'social forms of intercourse,' which every generation inherits
as something given. In his later works, he showed that the ideal of the fullblooded, spiritually rich personality, well-developed in every direction, is
not a dream or an abstraction but a real requirement of history and expression
of the tendencies and possibilities within the sociaJ character of production.
What capitalism crushes is not various characteristics alleged to be eternally
inherent in man, but those possibilities that man himself constantly
formulates as demands and inquiries."*
We see no empirical, analytic, or critical reason to accept this position.
Basic needs are universal. All men are expected to have them and any theory
which is not open to this possibility is open to racist ("superiority") interpretations. The opportunity to satisfy these needs is what is historically set.
Post-modern societies have a greater opportunity to satisfy and a lesser
objective need to "pacify." The extent they realize this opportunity depends
greatly on their societal structure and political organization. But their
members have the same basic needs as "primitive" men.

• A. I. Titarenko, "Erich Fromm in the Chains of Illusion," Science & Society, Vol.
29 (1965), pp. 319-329.
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Inauthenticity: Personal, Sectoral, and Global
Here, we are especially interested in the differences between alienation
and inauthenticity, because, we suggest, the transition from the modern to
the post-modem period has been characterized by an increase in inauthenticity. At this stage, we can only tentatively suggest the differences in the
indicators of the personal and social costs of an inauthentic as opposed to
an alienated life, and the differences between those who are conscious of the
inauthenticity of their condition and those who are not.

Personal Inauthenticity
When a person is unaware of the inauthenticity of his condition, he is
likely to feel listless, uncommitted, apathetic, and unsatisfied in a generic
way. While this disaffection may focus on specific issues, when those are
corrected it only focuses on others. He is likely to be unable to articulate the
cause of his malaise because he accepts the disguise as valid. Of course, there
are other sources of inarticulateness, such as a low level of education, a
low political content to education, and low IQs, but the extent to which
inauthenticity contributes to this inarticulateness can be studied by comparing
groups who have similar attributes but who differ in their activation and in
the extent to which they are manipulated. Also, we expect that the inarticulateness of the members of a group whose condition is inauthentic will be
particularly pronounced with regard to topics related to their inauthentic
condition because they are caught in a cross-current of feeling, of accepting
and rejecting the same structure-accepting it consciously and rejecting jt
subconsciously. The members of such a group suffer in their attempts to
reconcile an incompatible public self with their basic needs. 34
When mobilization removes, at least in part, the disguise which conceals
the underlying reality, inauthenticity still does not simply disappear both
because disguises tend to be reintroduced and, thus, continued effort is
required to keep them away, and because the disguises themselves are part of
the societal structure which resists change. The awareness of inauthenticity,
however, introduces a strong sense of being "taken" or cheated.
The alienated man who is conscious of his situation senses that he is
excluded and deprived; the man who is aware of his inauthentic condition
feels that he bas been manipulated and was made to bless his captors if not
his tormentors. The alienated man sees before him a tall, u'nyielding wall.
The man caught in an inauthentic situation feels entangled in a cobweb. Jt is
much more difficult for him to de.fine the source of his malaise and to fight
against it. There is much more guilt, because there is a sense that one shares
in one's own manipulation, in allowing gestures and quasi-solutions to
substitute for real change. The alienated man may sense that reality has been
distorted and that he has been affected. The inauthentic man-in addition-
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will feel detached from reality and will question his ability to grasp it; a smoke
screen has heen erected between himself and his world. Hence, we expect
the inauthentic man to exhibit greater anxiety and more neurotic symptoms
as compared to the alienated one. 35 The former has learned to see the smoke,
but he is unsure of where it ends and reality begins or of what reality is like.
Both alienating and inauthentic contexts are likely to be impersonal. such
as market and mass media forces. But the alienating context provides,
especially for the actively alienated, a clear enemy. In the inauthentic context,
much more effort is invested in concealment and facades; while the members
often have, because of the histoiical spread of education and rise of income, a
greater potential ability to see, there is much less that can be readily seen.
(These are ideal types; concrete situations vary in their "mixes." The term
"inauthentic condition" is used here to refer to a situation in which the
inauthentic element is relatively stronger, while an alienated condition
refers to a situation in which it is relatively weaker. Both, it should be
recalled, have an alienating substructure.)
It should be stressed that a person's acceptance, rejection. calculation,
or even ambivalence in regard to a particular societal structure does not allow
us to judge whether or not his commitment is inauthentic. A person who
rejects the application of force, is moved by genuine warmth and affection,
wheels-and-deals in the market place, and is ambivalent when faced with a
mixture of these elements might well be relating authentically to all of them.
It is he who loves the hand that beats him (in concentration camps) and is
calculative primarily in his love relations (in promiscuous liaisons) who is
inauthentically committed. Unlike the common .ambivalence which appears
in all social relations, inherent in inauthentic situations is the dichotomy
between the facade and the underlying reality; that is, the actor is not being
torn between two forces similar in quality but confuses a shadow and a wall.
The depth of the inauthenticity varies. It may be quite limited-some lipservice paid to a conflicting set of norms, such as a free thinker in the
United States claiming that he is religious. Or it may run quite deep, such as
a homosexual who pretends to be heterosexual, maintains a marriage, and
accepts internally the societal prescription of heterosexuality but is aware to
varying degrees that he "cannot" conform to it. Moreover. a person may be
"split" three ways, aware of one level of inauthenticity and standing on
another-which he considers authentic-that hides the deeper, underlying
structure. This is found in persons who engage in "bit" criticism when it is
really the context that is unacceptable to them, a situation shared by many
liberals in the Soviet Union and the United States.

Inauthentic Institutions and Society
The inauthenticity of various sectors of post-modern society has often
been described; here, we need only to relate these familiar discussions to our
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main line of analysis. Our central propositions are: (a) that post-modern
society is inauthentic to a significant degree, though the scope and depth of
its inauthenticity have not yet been established; (b) that this condition of postmodern society seems to be more the result of the inauthenticity of political
processes than of the disintegration of cohesive units or technologicaleconomic factors; and (c) that inauthenticity in one institution nourishes it
in others, and, hence, while research may have to study one sector at a time,
analysis-if it is not to be inauthentic itself-must explore the macroscopic
context.
Inauthentic institutions seem to have (a) a comparatively high investment
in manipulative activities (e.g., post-modern societies seem to spend more on
public relations than did the modern ones); (b) inter-rank (or status}
strains resulting from the split between the appearance of community and
the underlying bureaucratic reality (above and beyond the strains resulting
from alienation itself); and (c) the incapacity to mobilize adequately the
energy of their members. Energy is either "bottled-up," generating various
personal distortions, or it leads to uninstitutionalized ("mass") societal
expressions.
Jn line with our propositions, we deal first and most extensively with
vertical relations-macro-authority or political processes. Secondly, we are
concerned with "community" (or, horizontal cohesive) relations and their
position in more encompassing macroscopic units, especially the society and
its polity. We then explore briefly relations to objects (at work) and symbols
(culture and socialization), which leads us to a view of the society as a whole.
We focus on post-modern democracies and only briefly mention the non·
democracies. Unless otherwise specified, the following statements refer to
democracies.
INAUTHENTIC POLITICS

In the history of modern democracies, the period of alienation was one
in which large segments of society, often the overwhelming majority, were
disenfranchised. Later, the scope of exclusion was reduced, but major
segments of the population (such as the working class and various minorities)
were still left unrepresented. These societies developed elements of inauthen·
ticity when, in the name of democracy, excluded groupings were given the
right to vote but-by various well-known mechanisms-the alternatives
from which they were to choose were limited to those which expressed the
interests of the power elites and related collectivities. This is somewhat like
a town with two newspapers run by one man. It does not allow the collectivities which have gained in societal power to express themselves or the new
societal power to be converted into political power (or, it does so to such a
limited extent that such conversion is ineffectual). This new societal power,
therefore, despite franchisement, seeks non-institutional outlets in "direct
action" (from strikes to riots). A sense of frustration about the democratic
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procedure is also generated; distrust of politicians and politics is prevalent.
"You have to hold your nose to vote," said the anti-imperialists in the 1900
election, after their candidate misled them. 36 This is only one step from not
voting and two steps from rejecting the political system as a whole.
Early labor parties, which became so enamored of their being allowed
to participate in parliamentary politics that they tended to neglect the
representation of the economic needs of the workers who voted for them,
soon showed the familiar signs of inauthentic political mobilizationdissatisfaction, factionalism, secessions, direct action, and so forth. The
German Social Democrats' efforts to avoid offending the Kaiser in 1912
and the MacDonald involvement in "parliamentary games" in Westminster,
replacing Keir Hardie's harder line, are cases in point, though British labor
was more inclined to express its latent alienation than were the German workers.
Similarly, the post-modern period's increased reliance on the mass media
and on other manipulative techniques to "sell" candidates on the basis of
their appearances is successful in the sense that members of collectivities
whose basic needs are not represented by these candidates do vote for them. 3 7
Studies suggest, however, a fairly widespread sense of not being fully involved' in the political process or of being cheated. 38 This seems to increase in
periods in which the candidate campaigns on one lead-theme only to carry
out the opposite policy once elected, as Wilson did in 1916 and Johnson did
in 1964. Both campaigned as peace candidates and engaged in wars. These
shifts are widely reported to have "bewildered" the American people who
seem superficially but not deeply convinced by the reasons that are given for
a president legitimating one alternative when he faces the electorate and
shortly thereafter pursuing the opposite one, though the situation has
barely changed. 39
A more extensive study of Western democracy from this viewpoint is
necessary. One of the reasons for its considerable stability and continuity is
that it was by no means in all periods unresponsive to the needs of new, rising
collectivities and social movements. When the left, anti-monopolistic groups
saw the United States, in the years before 1894, as so unresponsive that their
commitment to the political system was weakened, the Democratic party
responded to them and, for a while, under the pressure of the Populists,
represented the anti-business alternative. On the other side of the political
spectrum, as the conservatives became increasingly "dispossessed,"40 the
candidacy of Goldwater in 1964 gave them a political expression they had
not had since Herbert Hoover. Before I964, this grouping felt increasingly
cheated by the democratic process. The fact that there was only little increase
in non-democratic, right wing, direct action effort~ after the 1964 election
suggests that most of the conservatives felt that the system was "fair,"
however much they resented the outcome and "explained" it away. Thus, the
conditions under which and to what degree the American polity is or is not
responsive are still unsettJed qm:.~tiofls,
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More generally, it has been widely argued that the "textbook" model of
democracy, in which the needs of the people "percolate" upward and provide
directives for societal action, is unrealistic. Most of the flow, it is said, is
downward; alternative elites initiate and specify policy alternatives and gain
endorsement by mobilizing the support of the population. Some upward
flow is recognized, but it is considered much less significant than .the downward flow. 41 There is much validity to this correction of the popular
democratic model. In particular, it is true that the units of the process are not
the millions of individuals that make up the society. Also, the downward
model may well provide a fairly accurate picture of inauthentic democratic
politics and inauthentic consensus-building;* however, it does omit the costs
when it implies that this is a model of a well-functioning democratic system
rather than of a distorted one. t
One major consequence of inauthentic democratic politics is that new
societal power is not converted into political power, and, thus, new collective
needs are not .. proportionately" and quickly transmitted to the society's
control centers. This leads to overdue and inadequate responses, direct
action, the disaffection of the intellectuals and the collectivities they succeed
in mobilizing, and-when extensive and continued-a violent transformation
of society. Less perceptible but nevertheless costly are the widespread feelings
of not being taken into account, of distrust, and of resentment.
No less important is the fact that inauthentic politics cannot mobilize
sufficient energy for higher levels of societal activation. At best, they can
contain the existing confticts, but. as the differences among the various collective actors are not narrowed when consensus-formation is inauthentic,
societal passivity pervades. It may be argued that passivity is functional
for those who benefit from the status quo. But it seems to us incorrect to
assume that the "have" groups and the power elites always seek to stabilize
the status quo. Faced with rising societal demands, the more far-sighted
powerful collectivities do try to adapt, even if this entails a loss of part of
their assets in order to keep the "rest." For example, first the British
aristocracy and later the British bourgeoisie showed that they understood
this sociological point, at least better than their French brethren. But to
•"As many American political scientists have regularly deplored, the relation between
action in the policy-making process and in the electoral process is frequently very tenuous .
. . . Differences which are highlighted in a campaign often concern dramatic but unimportant issues where one contestant has been maneuvered into taking an extreme or vulnerable
position. Once a candidate is elected, his policies in office often have little relation to those
which both he and his opponent advocated when they were campaigning for office."
Brzeiinski and Huntington, Political Power: USA/USSR, op. cit., p. 192.
t On this point, sec Jack L. Walker, "A Critique of the Elitist Theory of Democracy,"
The American Political Science Review, Vol. LX (1966), pp. 285-295. See also the rebuttal:
Robert A. Dahl, "Further Reflections on 'The Elitist Theary of Democracy,' " ibid., pp•
.296-305 and Walker's comment, ibid., pp. 391-392.
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adapt in this way an effective political process must be operative to test and
work out the limits of reallocation and to tie the authentic inclusion of the
new collectivities into the democratic political process with their socialization
to participate within it. In short, inauthentic politics hinder both conservative
accommodation and radical socialization.
The inauthentic polity, despite its high investment in manipulation,
requires some consensus-formation and responsiveness if it is to function at
all lt seems to us that as an overreaction to the textbook model of
democracy, the degree to which consensus-building can be effectively car ried
downward and citizens be manipulated has been greatly exaggerated. Studies
of the American presidency illustrate that national political elites are quite
"boxed in" by the contextuating images internalized by the active and quasiactive publics and by various highly institutionalized and often overrepresented interest groups. 42 Of course, the inequality of the power
distribution among these groupings results in over-responsiveness to some
collectivities and under-responsiveness to others, but this is a societal
"upward" fact; this distortion may be magnified by the slant of the state
but is not created by it. Second, the elites and organizations which mobilize
collectivities into the society's political process often are "downward"
regarding their position inside their respective collectivities but not in their
relations with the national elites; also, much more give-and-take among the
sub-collectivities and factions in the organizations takes place than is
recognized in the "downward" model. Third, the most "downward" relation
seems to exist between the local sub-collectivity and its organizational arms
and the individual citizens. But even this is mitigated by multi-affiliations,
mobility, the universality of the state, and other factors.
So far as the whole polity is concerned, a distinction ought to be maintained between downward flows which specify the basic needs of the citizens
and those which seek to legitimate a course which falls outside the context
of these needs but pretends to be a specification of them. The first process,
which is technically downward, is responsive to the limits set by the members
and is, thus, an authentic mechanism, which the second one is not. For example, to offer a group of students demanding the right to control the
educational program of a university significant representation in the
university's decision-making bodies is to respond to their basic demand,
though their specific request is denied. To suggest that students are only
transient members of a university and, hence, have no right to participate in
its decision-making is not to respond to their basic need (and newly-found
power), even if the stud~nts are unable to articulate the reasons !hat the
administration's argument and policy are invalid.
When the approach is unresponsive to ha.~ic needs, it may, of course,
lead to a confrontation and a change of the elites or their policies. When this
does not occur and inauthentic consensus-building is practiced for prolonged
periods of time. it will incur t}le various costs of inauthenticity.
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This is the element, to reverse the analytic perspective of our discussion,
that consensus adds to responsiveness: Members' needs can be served in a
variety of ways, and some concessions can be made without a sense of
alienation, of generalized disaffection. Authentic consensus-building may
"specify" the needs of the members in such a way that the differences among
them will be reduced and, thus, increase the level of responsiveness of a policy
to all the members, despite their divergent structural positions. This is the
reason that we suggest that a significant part of politics is not reallocative
but re-educative.
The difference between inauthentic politics and compromise politics, part
of the authentic democratic process, needs to be highlighted. The essence of
consensus-formation-especially, of responsive consensus-formation-is that
actors who differ in their perspectives work out a "concurred" policy. This
policy often will not satisfy their original demands and needs; the process
entails some sacrifice of their initial positions. Hence, often after a policy is
established, there is a sense of loss and a hope of gaining more influence the
next time around. But so long as the procedure in which the policy was
established is considered legitimate and some of the actors' needs are
satisfied or are respecified through authentic participation, the sense of
compromise will not lead to latent or open alienation and the politics are not
inauthentic. Politics are inauthentic when (I) the appearance of a give-andtake masks a "take" but no, or only a token, "give"; (2) participation is
manipulated and is not a genuine sharing in the decision-making process;
and (3) the political superstructure does not represent the societal bases,
though it tries to appear as if it does. 43
In totalitarian politics, there is a similar limit to manipulation. Much has
been written about the potency of downward political control in totalitarian
societies. In democracies, it has been said, such control is curbed by the
many elites and sources of mass communication which constrain each other.
In totalitarian polities, with a monolithic source of communication and one
elite and with uninhibited, state-controlled propaganda, there are very few
limits to what can be legitimated and affected.
In contrast, we hold th.at (a) some proliferation of collectivities and
organizations as well as inter-elite competition and upward flows exist in
totalitarian societies; and (b) totalitarian persuasion does not gain authentic
political endorsement, in that its legitimation is not deep and the members
of such a society have a considerable residue of "internal" and behavioral
resistance. Our position needs two kinds of reinforcement which cannot be
provided here:
(i) Jn terms of personality theory, we need a better conceptualization of
deep versus only superficial acceptance. 44 One indicator of this difference
may be the readiness with which the acceptance "washes out" when the
social pressure ceases; another may be the extent to which it is encompassing
(e.g., is it operative in private sectors?). 45 Also, we expect that studies using
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depth methods will find signs of latent rejection and suppressed resistance,
even while persuasion seems to "work" on the manifest level. Finally, we
expect mobilization that is based on persuasion to yield much less energy
than that which is based on authentic commitment, as is illustrated by
comparisons of "drummed-up" demonstrations with spontaneous ones or of
Party-required participation in a class on Marxism with a seminar in a free
university.
(ii) We need many more empirical studies of the effects of mass
persuasion. Studies of the totalitarian eflorts in this regard seem to support
both sides of the argument and usually ignore the social and personal
costs. The findings of studies of advertising and other forms of mass
persuasion in the West support our position, because, it is widely agreed,
they tend to show that bits can be changed in a context (e.g., consumer
products can be substituted for each other), but that it is extremely difficult
to change contexts, especially when these have been geared to basic needs.
Some support for our position so far as totalitarian societies are concerned can be seen in that basic human needs seem to reassert themselves in
these societies as soon as the early, revolutionary stage is passed. Actually,
in terms of the organization of these societies, these needs may account in
part for the societies' moving out of this stage. They seem to push the regimes,
in spite of their enormous coercive and persuasive power, in directions in
which they do not wish to move. Among the needs which most openly
assert themselves are (I) the need for context, indicated by the search for
realistic information (hence, the discounting of state-communication and an
increased reliance on rumors-accurate, in comparison-and on foreign
sources of news such as the BBC and the Voice of America in the USSR); 46
(2) the need for a sector in which individual achievement can be exercised
and for differential rewards; (3) the need for less remote gratification and
more personal security, and (4) the need for a less arbitrary change of norms.
The fact that programs such as the collectivization of the farms or the
assimilation of ethnic minorities which were supported by the full power of
the Party-State had to be curtailed further illustrates the limits to at.:ting
against basic human needs. Even where such programs were advanced, their
continued social and personal costs were large, which lends further support
to our point.
To be committed inauthentically is to be passive in the encompassing
sense of the term, because being passive in one or in a few realms of activity is
not the mark of the uncommitted. Commitment requires being active in
some spheres* and being mobilizable when the contexts of the other spheres
are violated. The value of restraint and neutrality as pre-conditions for
democratic politics has often been emphasized, and the "function" of apathy
has been pointed out. The essence of the argument is that if all the members of
• For reasons discussed above, a political element is essential.
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society were fuliy mobilized and committed, consensus-formation which
requires a willingness to compromise (which is negatively correlated with the
intensity of commitment) would not be possible. Thus, while democratic
polities can function if some members are committed intensely on some
issues, they cannot function if all members are committed intensely on all
issues. And democracy requires a " Hoating" vote to reward the acceptance of
the limits on partisan action which are institutionalized in the democratic
process. The highly committed are unlikely to "float" and to allow
"procedure" to take priority over the alternative they favor, and they feel
intense about most issues. Thus, intense and encompassing commitment
tends to be associated with " extreme" political conduct and extrainstitutional action .
But the need for moderation and restraint can be overemphasized, especially when the problem is the widespread illusion of commitment rather
than overcommitment. It is not only that when few citizens are actively
committed to politics, the practice of politics is left to power elites or
o ligarchies (as studies of labor unions show), but also that the limitation of
commitment must have a special structure before it is functional for
democracy: The commitment must be low in .regard to specifics but high in
regard to contexts. Thus, democratic commitment is low to any party but
high to the democratic process; i.e., democracy cannot be based on encompassing apathy. Similarly, there are basic values other than democracy
that, when violated, bring the " contextually" committed out of their partial
(or contextuated) apathy. Thus, the moderate who cannot become enraged
about the violation of any value is as much of an anathema to democratic
politics as are those who are extremely committed on most issues.
INAUTHBNTIClTY IN COHtlSlVE UNITS

It is well established that without diffuse, affective relationships, individuals cannot maintain their identity, emotional stability, a nd rationality.
These relationships are found in micro-cohesive units such as the family,
friendship groups, or school teams. In turn, these relationships need to be
built into more encompassing cohesive units such as the village or community in order to enable a person to outgrow one group and move to
another and to extend his loyalties to macro-units. Modernization is said to
have created anomie by its undermining of both micro- and macro-cohesive
units. We have already seen that this is not the case-that the old cohesive
units have adapted and that new ones were created.
Both macro- and micro-cohesive, modern units, though, are said to be
inauthentic. Modernization is alienating in that men treat each other as
instruments; this undermines cohesive units which are based on a nonrational commitment, on treating people as goals. Inauthenticity enters when
actors pretend that they are goal-oriented white actually they are instrumental,
when they pretend that they seek friendship while actually they seek
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utilization (such as the quasi-friendship of the salesman or of the statusseeker). The falsification of friendship or community may be deliberate
(as in advertising) or unwittingly built into the relationship (as in the statuscompetition in some suburbs). 47 Again, we would expect that living in an
inauthentic community would result in a kind of neurosis different from that
inflicted by living in a disintegrated one, though at this stage we can merely
speculate about the differences. 48 The main point is that neither kind of
community provides the social bases of active collectivities, as psychological energies are bottled-up and are not available for collective action, 49
and the psychological conditions for rational decision-making and authentic
consensus-formation are lacking because these require the emotional stability
that is found only in authentic, cohesive units.
The cohesive units of modem societies and their relations to other societal
sectors seem to be in part inauthentic, with the degree of inauthenticity
varying from country to country, within each country, and over time. The
scope of the inauthenticity in any period should be determined empirically.
We suggest that in the contemporary United States, there are significant
elements of inauthenticity. While not all cohesive relations, especially those
in the micro-units, are inauthentic, most relationships seem affected by
inauthenticity to some degree (including the mother-child one)50 and will
need to be transformed before an authentic, active society can be evolved.
An authentic society requires authentic sub-societies and the authentic
upward representation of their needs and societal power, an effective down·
ward communication of the society's values and policies, and a broad sharing
within each sub-society of the assets which the society's allocative processes
set aside for it. If inauthentic leaders stand between the society and a
collectivity, this tends to generate inauthentic political linkages even if both
units are themselves authentic. This is a situation approximated in the
following case: Israeli society is fairly authentic, though less so than it
was in its "social movement" days. Immigrants who come from traditional
societies, such as Yemen, tend to arrive in well-integrated sub-collectivities,
headed by traditional leaders. In their attempts to integrate these sub·
collectivities into the society, various Israeli agencies learned that breaking
up these groupings and attempting to provide the immigrants with modern
Jsraeli leaders generated much anomie and alienation. The prevailing policy
is, hence, to transform the sub-collectivities from traditional to modern
ones rather than to dissolve them, and to attempt to transform the traditional
leadership. In the process of "modernizing" the traditional leaders, some tend
to become highly self-oriented and to use their special access to the polity for
self-aggrandizement to the detriment of their groups. 51 This is the danger of
inauthentic leadership. While actively alienated leaders lead their groups
toward "anti-social" behavior, they at least serve to help express the alienation and, occasionally, to transform the society. The inauthentic leader
does double damage: He consumes the assets needed for the transformation
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of his group, and he does not fulfill the leadership function but rather takes
the place of a leader, making it appear as if there were one.
INAUTHENTIC WORIC AND WORK RELATIONS

In early industrial society, as has been stated by Marx and by many
others, 52 the source of much alienation was the lack of responsiveness of the
industrial organization to the needs of the workers or of the society. In
comparison, work in the highly industrialized societies is less depriving and
more remunerative but not more involving. 53 Above all, its organization is
still basically non participatory, and a good deal of the increased participation
of the workers is inauthentic, as we shall illustrate below. At the same time,
the distorting effects of work relations (and the related market ones) o n other
societal sectors have not greatly declined, though they have become less
manife~t. lnauthenticity is also generated in other sectors (e.g., education)
and is carried over from these into work relations. The various sectors
mutually support each others' inauthenticity, and pseudo-participation and
not only the lack of o wnership is central to the unresponsive structure. Thus,
we expect that neither nationalization nor other forms of public ownership
will remove unresponsiveness, as is illustrated by oligarchic unions, exploitive
cooperatives, and, of course, factories in socialist states.
ln work relation.~. the early, industrial management-worker relations
mark the period in which open alienation prevailed. The introduction of
Human Relations as a manipulative technique indicates the rise in
inauthenticity. 54 Herc, the participation of workers in management decisionmaking has provided little change of the underlying power or asset structure
and no genuine sharing of goals, and it has often had the deliberate purpose of
draining energy from conflict politics, especially unionization. Ideologically,
this is supplemented by the emphasis on the shared goals and interests of
workers and employers and by the denial of the existence of divergent
ones.
ln the realm of labor organization, open alienation prevailed in the period
in which the right of workers to organize was denied. Early inauthenticity is
marked by the organization of company unions which appear to be expressions of the workers but are actually run by the management. Many
labor unions which originally provided authentic, upward representation
gradually, by cooptation and other devices, came to act like an extension of
the Labor Relations Department of the Company and are highly
inauthentic. 55 The elements that make these aspects of work inauthentic are
the facade of their appearance as compared to their underlying structure,
their unresponsiveness to the members, and their ostensible openness to
upward consensus-formation while they are actually tools of the downward
mobilization of consensus or control. Symptoms of membership in an
inauthentic union are the members' unrest (expressed by generalized
dissatisfaction with the union coupled witl1 an inability to specify its sources)
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and "wildcat" strikes, in which the unrepresented needs of the members and
unabsorbed collective energies seek an outlet. 56
Several studies show that American workers prefer high-paying, alienating
labor to lower-paying, less alienating work. 57 But this does not show that
these workers favor alienating work. They choose it to obtain the means to
sate the consumption cravings and status anxieties that are rooted in their
inauthentic off-the-job relations. Advanced capitalist economy, it seems wellestablished, needs the continued artificial stimulation of appetites and
anxieties; advertising is the most obvious example. An economy which reduced the amount of inauthentic stratification (e.g., the obsessive conceni
with marginal differences in symbolic scales) would undergo a severe crisis if
not collapse unless it simultaneously reduced alienating labor (by making its
pace more amenable to the workers' needs, introducing shorter working
hours, allowing more room for creativity, etc.). Thus, a smaller need for
economic products would be combined with some decrease in economic
effort, leaving more energy for other societal activities. Also, work will be
more meaningful, the more it is geared to the public sect9r and to societal
values (education, culture, health, welfare) rather than to private
consumption.
It may be argued that the preference for a culturally and politically
active life over the pursuit of consumption is a value judgment-an
intellectual's projection of his preferences on the average citizen-and a
Utopian expectation. It should, hence, be added, first of all, that the preceding
statements refer to changes which are on-going; though they presently
encompass only a fraction of the members of affluent societies, this fraction
seems slowly to be growing and its growth will accelerate although it will not
necessarily encompass more than part of the society. Second, we hold that a
society will move in the active direction as more of its members exhibit
preferences for an authentic life; i.e., we expect that more people will
live like intellectuals. That other segments of the population cannot be
expected to demonstrate needs similar to those of intellectuals in the foreseeable future suggests merely that the society will not be fully active in the
foreseeable future, but not that it cannot be much more active than it has been
to date. That inauthentic work and consumption have serious consequences
for important segments of the population is a proposition that can be
empirically tested; it does not rest on our projection but on the indications
of restlessness, a sense of being cheated, and so forth, among the citizens of
the inauthentic societies under study.
Initially, parts of the population may well have to learn to recognize the
inauthentic elements of their work and consumption and acquire the taste for
higher culture as well as for a more active political life, but this does not mean
that these are artificial needs. The test lies in the ways in which men react
once they have the opportunity for a more authentic life presented to them
for a prolonged period.
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INAUTHENTIC SOCIALIZATION

Socialization is a pivotal process in the determination of the condition
of a society, for socialization shapes the character of its members. If merely
authority relations are inauthentic, the estrangement is far less profound; if
socialization is also affected, the split between societal appearances and
reality is more likely to affect deeply the private self and "basic" personality.
Inauthentic socialization promotes self-images which are unresponsive
and not committing. The post-modern school system has been acx:used (and,
to a degree, documentation has been provided) of placing a public self
between the person and the world which prevents the authentic expression
of emotions and the development of authentic relations to others, thus
eliminating the possibility of attaining a genuine arousal or release. se It
prepares the child for pseudo-gemeinschaft and its officials. It fosters
uniformity to such a degree that the members' need for variance cannot be
satisfied. 59
•
The discussions and studies of the inauthentic quality of mass culture,
entertainment, and leisure activities are well known. 60 These have been
countered with the notion that the criticism of mass education and culture
is an elitist, intellectual projection, and that this culture does reflect the
desires and needs of the mass. 61 Future studies will have to determine
(a) the extent to which the acceptance of this culture is authentic (whether or
not there are signs of rejection below the surface); and (b) the degree to which
the acceptance of inauthentic culture is the result of inauthentic socialization,
community, authority, and work, and of the lack of continued exposure to
more authentic culture.
THE INAUTHENTIC SOCIETY

Ultimately, it is not a question of whether or not this or that institution
is inauthentic; it is a question of the quality of the whole society. To what
degree does the . affluent society impose on its members work that is
inauthentically involving-labor through which men day-dream in order to
finance inauthentic leisure, neurotic status-races and consumption obsessions
that sustain the inauthentic work structure? Thus, products are sold and the
workers are able to release the strains of inauthentic work and authority
relations, to buy more, and work more. We suggest (1) that no collectivity
(or society) can lead an authentically rich life amidst the deprivation of
others; and (2) that the more self-aware, educated, articulate, and mobilized
members of the affluent society are clearly less committed to this society
than those who are less endowed. Possibly, the majority of the membership
have similar basic needs but are less aware of them and less able to express
their disaffection. (3) The high rates of personal costs-neuroses and asocial
behavior-are indicative of the inauthentic bases. And (4) no society that
stresses material affluence can overcome the prevalence of the instrumental
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orientation among its members and, therefore, be authentic. A much greater
focu~ on symbols and on a purposive orientation is a prerequisite. The affluent
society may well be less alienating than early industrial society, but it is less
authentic. Even if the affluent society offers the closest approximation to a
responsive society achieved by any society it does not seem to be a highly
responsive one.
In fact, inauthentic societies are less responsive than alienating ones in
two ways: (a) There seem to be more limitations on the acquisition of valid
societal knowledge and collective self-consciousness and, hence, on the
mohilizat.ion of most memhers for political action; and (b) there seems to be
a trend toward the increasing construction of the identity of the citizens
around the rejection of some foreign power and the maintenance, in non-war
years, of a semi-military mobilization of society which divides the members of
one society from those of another.
It may be said that an increase in societal responsiveness-to allow for
more authentic participation in shaping work, more adequate public
services and facilities, decreased inequality, and so on-will undermine the
conditions of instrumentality and the utilitarian system. One could propose
that only a person who is authentically committed and gratified will be highly
productive, and that rational decision-making is based on membership in
genuine cohesive units. But even if activation entails some sacrifice of instrumentality, the citizens-if fully aware of the choices and options involvedmay still opt for an active society.* And there seems no way to release the
material and political and psychic energies necessary to reduce inequality,
to transform ethnic status relations, and to overcome tribalism other than a
growth in the consciousness and mobilization of the collectivities now caught
on the economic, stratification, and political treadmills of the inauthentic
society-Le., other than an increase in their activation.
An active society would ahsorb the energies of its members, and in
particular their political energies, in institutionalized (though not bureaucratic) structures. Societies tend to lose some of this capacity for the absorption of energy as their institutional structures become more rigid, especially
as they become more complex, instrumentally oriented, and organizational
(which are the tendencies of modernization). This development, in turn,
reduce~ the degree to which the members' energies are committed and the
legitimacy and efficacy of the institutional structure. If no mechanisms for
activation and transformation are operative (or tolerated), and they are
*The dilemma of efficiency (rationality, instrumentality) and a less obsessive life and
society is 100 often argued as though the choice were one of underdevelopment versus
a!Hucncc. Daniel Bell avoids this mistake in his "Work and Its Disconlents," in The End of
Ideology (New YMk: Free Press, 1960), pp. 222-262. Without dealing with the choices
underdeveloped countries now face, the choices of modernized societies are between
additional escalation.~ of the material consumption of the majority or the substitution of
some of lhis for more symbolic activity, more social justice, and more personal activation.
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substituted with manipulation in the broadest sense of the term, inauthenticity
is likely to grow and to increase the potential for radical mobilization, which,
in turn, becomes the mechanism for recommitment to societal institutions
(though to a different set).

Reduction of Inauthenticity
A Dynamic Perspective
A central characteristic of the inauthentic society is that its structure and
components are inherently unstable. While such a society may endure for
decades-as the various elements help to sustain each other, especially in
periods of rising utilitarian affluence and high national security-there is the
possibility of rapid mobilization for transformation, because the inauthentic
structure is not committing and-unlike the alienating one-hides from its
own elites as well as from observers the extent to which consensus has been
lost. In this way, inauthenticity blocks the recognition and treatment of
societal problems-even those the interests of the elites would prescribe-and the elites which manipulate the membership manipulate themselves as
well.
While the transformation of an inauthentic society is affected by many
forces, it is useful for our purposes to distinguish two main kinds: forces
which affect the underlying, alienating structure, and forces which affect the
symbols and institutional facades. Both kinds appear in the forms of various
modes and levels of mobilization, the process by which energy is made
available for new societal action. Here, we explore these within the context
of personal, collective, and societal projects.

The Project
A project is a concentrated act. It entails a relatively specific goal or goals
and a heightened level of activity and, hence, usually a measure of mobilization. A project is a program that is usually limited to a given time period.
While one project may lead to another or be combined with others into a
more macroscopic one, an ongoing activity is not a project. Desegregation is
a societal project; education is not.
While the concept of project is used here in its psychological and sociological senses, we deliberately draw on the connotations of the concept in
existentialist writings because we accept many of their philosophical implications. For existentialists, man is viewed as a self-transcending being who has
a measure of choice (often exaggerated in this highly voluntarist philosophy),
and his being is expressed in the choices or commitments he makes and in the
projects he undertakes. In these projects, man pro-jects himself; they are his
existence. Man is, thus, not a thing but an action. 62
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An alienated man in the existentialist writings is a man who does not make
choices, who evades his responsibility; as we prefer to put it, he is passive and
is not engaged in his "own" projects. This may be either because he has been
reduced to an object or because he has become entangled in unresponsive
projects-those which involve treating others and himself as "things" and
which prevent responsiveness to basic human needs.

Personal Projects
A person in an .inauthentic society faces the basic option of committing
himself to a project or of accepting passivity. While we reject the voluntaristic
viewpoint of many existentialists, we do propose that even the most
oppressed person has some measure of choice. Evideoce would show that in
all but rare limit-situations, there is no way fully to commit a man's psychological energies, intellectual capacities, and utilitarian resources; he can
retain the capacity to commit some of them and, above all, some of himself,
as he sees fit. That which he sees as fit is likely to be affected by his societal
context and may be distorted. But there are moments, we suggest, in which
each man sees the roots of his uneasiness, the shadows of his captors, and the
hands of his manipulators, and he, thus, has an irreducible element of
freedom which he can extend by committing himself to a project.
This may initially be rather limited-a small step toward some additional
understanding of his societal position and of the society in which he is posi·
tioned} or some minimal participation in a societal action such as signing a
petition.* This, in turn, may act as a catalyst leading to broader activation,
though at each step the individual may relapse into passivity (this is increasingly less likely as he collectivizes and organizes his projects), or he may
choose a project which in itself is not authentic.
A personal project that is materialistic and individualistic is most likely
to increase inauthenticity, as it is likely to involve the treatment of others
as instruments. Symbolic-individualistic projects63 {e.g., a-normative art)
will not lead to transformation because the transformation of the objective
foundation of the inauthentic social condition is not energized by withdrawal
from it. A collectivistic-materialistic project will entail the kind of
objectivization commonly encountered in totalitarian production units. Both
of these kinds of project are relatively closer to activeness than passivity or
the locking of oneself into a personal, materialistic orbit, but both are
inauthentic.
• The nature of a small as opposed to a greater sh:p depends on the societal and
historical situation. Signing a petition may b1: a major step in South Africa but a very
small one in New York, and even in New York, it was a larger step during lite McCarthy
era than it was later. A major step in many personal chains of activation is the decision
not to accept the ~ystem any longer, and that it must be changed basically.
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A personal project which is symbolic and related to a collective project,
such as participation in a social movement, is more likely to be authentic than
the two kinds just described. 64 Its goal may be the change of one of the two
elements of the inauthentic condition (or various combinations thereof):
(i) reducing the facade, unveiling the underlying structure-thus increasing
realistic societal knowledge and consciousness, foreshortening the distance
between the private and public selves, and making personal energy available
for societal action. On the one hand, this is expected to lead to a more
authentic life, even if the underlying structure does not yield; on the other
hand, it is extremely difficult to initiate, advance, and sustain, unless it is
supported by projects on other levels. (ii) Such personal projects may lead to
changes in the alienatin[? structure, if they are linked to each other, and if they
are collectivized and organized. Jn short, personal activation may lead only
to new societal insight, or also to societal change.

Collective Projects
Most members of inauthentic societies are too deeply entrenched in the
existing structure to initiate a symbolic-collective project. The initiation of
transforming projects is, hence, the work of a selected few. Many more
individuals, though, are able to participate in such a project once it has been
initiated. The fact that for any individual who activates a social status, there
are numerous others in similar statuses means that there are others who
potentially can be activated in the same direction. This is the reason that
macroscopic projects have an objective collective base rather than being
merely aggregations of numerous microscopic or. personal projects. Collectivization provides a basis for mobilization because it frees the participants
from at least part of the guilt they experience in taking an "anti-social" step,
releases energies spent in self-defense, allows for more rational conduct, and
serves as a basis for building counter-symbols and ideals as well as primary
relations to satisfy the members' needs for recognition and affectionwithout their having to conform to the societal norms.
Collectivities (or sub-collectivities) which are activated (or formed around
a project) face all the traps which can ensnare a personal project-above all,
a sub-collectivity's project may be "individualistic," concerned with the
sub-collectivity rather than with the society which contextuates it. Notions of
setting up "Utopian" settlements in an inauthentic society, popular among
some segments of the New Left, are a recent example of this age-old
escape. 65 There are many reasons that authenticity cannot be advanced in
this way. The main bases of inauthentic mass communications, economic
exchange, and political power rest in the society at large and, unless they are
transformed, they tend to (a) intrude into the Utopian islands and undermine
their authenticity, and (b) prevent the creation of a foundation for a new
society which requires a set of communicative institutions, a productive base,
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and a state of its own-features which are not available to "islands" but
only to autonomous societies. (c) The guilt of the inhabitants of the islands
for those who are left at sea further distorts the former's situation; vicarious
participation, it seems, works both ways: Just as the protest of the few does
activate (if only a little) the spectator majority, so the continued inauthentic
life of the many hampers the freedom of the few.

Societal Projects
From an amalgamation of activated sub.collectivities, intellectuals,
service·collectivities, and unbalanced and alienated sub-collectivities, social
movements rise whose project is the transfonnation of society. When the
project is broad-based and reaches an unusually high level of activation, and if
the circumstances are favorable (as explored above), such a project may
suffice to tip the scales in favor of fundamental societal change. When
mobilization does not attain a sufficiently high level and the alienating forces
are too strong to be overcome, inauthenticity may still be significantly
reduced, because in the confrontation, the underlying structure is unveiled.
(This holds not just for social movements which seek more responsive
structures but also for those which seek to establish Jess responsive ones, and
not only for those who are future-oriented but also for those which seek to
restore a past.)
Such projects, however, fail to achieve even an approximation of full
societal activation. First, there is a tendency for activeness to rise temporarily
to new plateaux only to subside again, either after the fundamental transforming act is accomplished or when it is blocked. ln order to mold a permanent social-movement society, there must be the continued initiation of new
societal projects which respond to increasingly more encompassing bases of
membership and, as we shall see, to more symbolic and collective needs.
The picture of a revolutionary jump into the euphoria of a fully responsive
but static society is, thus, doubly misleading. History knows no such jumps,
and the outcomes of one generation's projects require additional transforma·
tions by the next generation. The authentic quality can be maintained only
by continued activation. This, though, is not a statement of despair, because
each round of completed projects opens new and potentially "higher"
options and the engagement in projects itself has an activating quality.
Ultimately, there is no end but rather a continuous drive toward realization.
This view of societal action may seem unduly pessimistic; it should, hence, be
noted that it does not grow out of the analysis of the sociologist but rather
out of the world which he analyzes-and which societal action encounters.
The relations between personal and societal activation may be highlighted
by the following point: Data collected in a large variety of societies and
cultures show that workers who were asked if they wanted additional
material goods answered strongly in the affirmative. 66 This may be used to
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argue that it is "in human nature" to wish for a plethora of consumer goods.
A quite different interpretation may be given to the same data, however.
Every person may be ambivalent, attracted to material and individualistic
rewards and to symbolic and collectivistic ones. When a person is asked
about the desirability of material goods, the question captures one side of his
ambivalence. If the same man were asked, for instance, if he favored the use
of one half of I per cent of his tax money for raising the cultural niveau
of his country, he may well also assent {especially after some explanation of
the issue and if no campaign is conducted by opposing interest groups).
Thus, we suggest, there is as much of a personal foundation for a symbolic·
collectivistic choice as there is for a materialistic-individualistic one, and
one factor which determines whether one option or the other is activated is
the nature of the societal context. When societal institutions activate some
symbolic and collectivistic choices, this lays the foundation for additional
action in the same direction, which, in turn, lays the foundation for more
symbolic and collectivistic societal institutions. The way in which West
Europeans view social security and full employment as "inevitable" is a case
in point.
Such mutual reinforcement of societal and personal activation is not with·
out limits. In societies in which the emphasis on the collectivistic-symbolic
approach is already strong, the process may well exhaust itself or even tend
to move in the opposite, materialistic-individualistic direction. Thus, some
societies are unrealistically67 public and austere, while others stress too
heavily self-oriented, object-producing activities if their values are to be
realized.
Finally, like collectivities and their combinations, societies, too, have
projects of their own. Moreover, these projects can have greater macroscopic
consequences than most social movements. In the past, societies have been
mobilized mainly to impose their wills on others or on member collectivities.
Much of the analysis in the preceding chapters is concerned with the conditions under which the capacity for the attainment of a high level of
mobilization for active self-change, for the realization of goals subscribed to
by the authentic consent of the membership, may rise or be developed. Of
special importance in this regard are increases in consensus-building
capacities, responsiveness, and societal mobilization, and community.
building on the supranational level (i) to prevent wars (and the preparation
for wars) from draining the societal energy, assets, and attention required for
intra-societal projects, and (ii) to gain resources with little societal strain by
increasing the scale of the units of action.
Ultimately, the projects of a society cannot be advanced unless they
affect the societal boundaries. Here, as we have seen, the contemporary
reality is one of sub-global quasi-empires. The replacement of th.ese with
more egalitarian regional and world communities is likely to entail projects
in which collectivities in "have-not" societies will join with those in affluent
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societies which seek the transformation of the whole system toward one which
is more responsive internally as well as externally.

Mutual Reinforcing and Gradual Accumulation
Projects on ·each level, it seems, support each other up and down the
micro-macro ladder. Projects of lower-level units may trigger and energize
those of higher-level ones. While there is some "slack" on each level and
leeway among them--0onditions which allow for the initiation of proje<:ts
on any one of the levels without the initiation and synchronization of pro·
jects on the other levels-only some gains in authenticity and in the reduction
of alienation are possible unless all levels are involved. If a project is limited
to the personal, collective, or societal level, sooner or later it will approach the
boundaries set by the other levels and will be blocked.
Oo the other hand, when the activation of one level is accompanied or
followed by the activation of the others, there is a mutual reinforcing process.
When workers previously unrepresented in the legislature of a country are
mobilized on a collective level and gain societal representation, they can use
their new political power to spread education and render the polity more
"neutral," which, in turn, facilitates further worker mobilization. When a
person's view of society becomes more valid and he works for the mobilization of a sub-collectivity, he contributes to the societal transforming forces
and makes the reduction of alienation more likely.
Projects are, thus, potentially like catalysts; they may set into motion
chain reactions which go far beyond the initial action. When the initial
priming is small,' the effects may be very limited; in cases in which it is larger,
at first only a latent change may accumulate. And even when chain reactions
do "take-off," they frequently are exhausted before the society is transformed,
especially when they meet countervailing forces on other levels. But rarely
does the society remain the same after such an activation, because even if the
chain of projects does not change the society's structure, the bases of
mobilization are likely to have been affected, and a new foundation has been
provided for future projects.

Maintaining the Connection
So far, we have focused on the inter-level links of societal action, stressing
the role of the context, the whole. The same approach also applies to the links
among the three components of the active orientation. We are aware of
nothing in social nature that necessitates the development of links among the
three components of the active orientation, and the necessity of a balanced
mix among the three components seems even less evident. Individuals and
collectivities find their knowledge, commitment, and power dissociated under
the impact of societal structures and political organizations which distort
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the distribution of societal knowledge, manipulate the focusing of members'
commitments, and are unresponsive to the changing societal consensus. Such
societies themselves-i.e., the society-wide level-are likely to experience
dissociation of the three elements if they do not effectively mobilize their
members. We saw that man is a being who penetrates all three realms, but
there is a danger of his becoming dissociated or of his being reduced to one of
them. His symbolic, social, and objective being-his knowledge and
consciousness, his commitment and the objective base of his powermay become unrelated. 68 Or, he may cease to be effective in two of these
realms and remain only a thinker or a committed being or a mover. Projects
and, more generally, action are ways of keeping the elements connected,
because they test knowledge, reveal and adjust commitments, and explore
the foundations of power. But under alienating or inauthentic conditions,
action is unable to serve its articulating function and increases the extent of
the dissociation for persons as well as for societal units. The activated
paranoic person may reinforce his paranoia, and Nazi Germany at war was
more internally disconnected than before. It seems that only in relatively
responsive societies are projects likely to reinforce the connections among the
elements of the active orientation, and only projects oriented toward the
reduction of alienation and inauthenticity are likely to build active societies.
We face here what seems like a closed circle: For action to be viable, it has
to be promulgated in a free society ; for a society to be free, it requires
continued action. The escape seems to lie in a mutual reinforcement and
gradual accumulation process; the use of the leeway each society has for
some collective and symbolic projects reduces the scope of inauthenticity,
which, in turn, allows for more activation. This leads either toward a freer
society or toward a confrontation. 69 Confrontations lead either to a transformation or to a change in the base of mobilization. Neither alternative is
definitive; a transformation is likely to necessitate further transformations
as new and "higher" needs arise, even if the initial transformation was toward
a more rather than a less responsive society. A change in the mobilization
base affects the future plateaux from which projects will be launched. ln either
case, activation uJtirnately may be achieved only in societal projects aimed at
increasing the responsiveness of society rather than seeking a "good"
society. And, thus, in the articulation of the personal and the societal project
of building an active society lies the resolution to the existentialist paradox of
an over-voluntaristic view of the person and a deterministic picture of
society. 70
While the activation of some members of a society may increase rather
than decrease the society's alienating character, we hold that if all the
members of a society are activated, the society cannot help but become more
responsive and authentic. 71 While a project may be misdirected and distorting, at least it has a potential capacity to test and improve the connections
among the elements of the active orientation. No such hope can be held for
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those who are engaged only in the pursuit of knowledge, or the expression
of their commitments, or the exercise of power, unless, of course, the elements
of their activation are joined on some other level.

Differentiation and Reintegration
The rise in activeness tends to be associated with an increase in the
division of labor, authority, and normative principles-i.e., with societal
differentiation. This seems to be the inevitable basis for specialization. At the
same time, differentiation entails the fragmentation of knowledge, commit·
ment, and power and frustrates a basic human need, the need for a context.
Thus, the three elements of the active orientation may not only be weakened
or become dissociated, but each one may become internally fragmenteda main source of the sense of meaninglessness and of drifting on both personal
and societal levels. De-differentiation, regression to simpler systems, entails
the undermining of the instrumental gains of differentiation; the active
solution, is, hence, reintegration-the establishment of a new, higher-level
context-and not regression. Thus, there is a need for a synthesis of knowledge, for a synthesis of emotions and values, and for a holistic view of the
use of power, as well as for the reinforcement of the connections among
these elements. On the personal level, this requires a kind of holistic
education and active experience which has been often discussed but rarely
implemented. On the societal level, such syntheses entail the investment in
and support for the units engaged in such activities (such as the intellectual
and political units), even if some neglect of the instrumental units is
required.
While the active society requires a higher level of articulation of instrumental and expressive elements rather than a lower one, such progress seems
to entail a temporary and limited regression, especially when the fragmentation and differentiation process has developed considerably. This seems
necessary for two reasons: (a) because the specific structures have evolved with
little concern for their reintegration and (b) because the societal energy
has so "dried up" by being scattered among many unrelated bits that unless
it is released by some regression, not enough will be available for societal
reintegration and transformation.
The ~rst reason is illustrated in the realm of work. It may well be impossible to return to the fusion of a production unit with a family or a community-i.e., differentiation must be maintained (if modern instrumentality
is to be sustained)--but the work arrangements may be reorganized quite
fundamentally to increase the responsiveness of the organization of work to
the workers and the family and community.
The second reason is illustrated in the rejection of a differentiated world,
its organization, its norms and authority by members of some social movements, some intellectuals, and "bohemia" who lead a much more "fused"

•
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(or, oceanic) and intense life, carrying the seeds of a new whole. Before societies undergo transformations, especially rapid ones such as a social revolution or the gaining of national independence, they often experience a similar
"regressed" stage. Typically, in this stage, differentiation is suspended,
instrumental activities are held in low esteem and intellectual and political
ones in high esteem, and the level of activation is high.*
There is a common danger in personal, collective, and societal regressions-that they will not serve as a transition period of "re-vitaJization"72 and as a basis for reintegration (which entails a return to greaterthough not as great as the original-instrumentality and its relative neutrality)
but will remain in the "regressed" phase. For persons in rehabilitation, this
takes the form of a refusal to leave the sheltered world of the therapeutic
community and an increase in child-like dependency. For social movements,
it involves an increased emphasis on self-oriented activities, "social" activities,
and tension release (from sexual orgies to narcotics), and an increased neglect
of societal orientations and political action. For societies-new nations, for
instance-it entails a deferral of economic and administrative development in
favor of excessive political and even intellectual activity. 7 3

In the inauthentic society, the majority of the members are caught in the
typical cleavage between their private selves and public roles and manage
by treating their neuroses with drugs, alcohol, professional counseling,
and the like, thus reinforcing the inauthenticity of the society which caused
their malaise. There is a minority of retreatists who ignore their public
roles and build lives around their private selves. While these people are more
authentic and, potentially, carriers of societal change, they have little societal
effect. Finally, there are those who evolve new public selves which they
collectivize and make the basis of their societal action. In these lies the hope
for an initiation of the transformation of the inauthentic society. They are the
active ones.
NOTES

I. Sociologists have tended to argue that material or physiological needs are
very limited, and, hence, most material products are sources of symbolic gratifica·
tion. From this viewpoint, both modern and post-modern societies have
"abundant" economies. While we concur on this basic point, we suggest that in
recent years the symbolic element has increased even more in relative importance.
Thus, a 1945 car provides better transportation as compared to a 1925 model,
whatever the symbolic implications. In contrast, the differences between 1965 and
1945 automobiles are much more related to status than to transportation. There
have been some post-modern material advances. for instance, in the development of
• See Chapter 8 for a discussion of unl<><:king and recommitting, and of synthesis as a

process.
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artificial substitutes for fa~rics and leather. But an increasing segment of postmodern production is symbolic (such as the knowledge industry, education, and
communication). Second, there seems to be a declining marginal utility to material
rewards in "affluent" societies and, hence, an increase in the motivational signifi·
cance of symbolic rewards. On the first point, see Gerhard Lenski, Power and Privilege
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966) and Ralf Dahrendorf's review of Lenski's book
in the American Sociological Review, Vol. 31 (1966), p. 715. See also Riesman,
Abundance for What?, op. cit., pp. 300--308, and our discussion of symbolization of
society, supra, pp. 198-205.
Several studies have been conducted which show that higher income groups
aspire to an increase in their incomes similar to that desired by lower income ones.
But this does not mean that there is no limit to man's commitment to objects,
for a larger part of the higher income group's income is spent on symbolic items.
Finally, in principle, there is no reason why Sl,000 worth of symbolic gratification
cannot be gained from an increase in "'social justice" as it can from gaining in
status symbols.
2. For a review of the concept in Weber, Simmel, Durkheim, de Tocqueville, and,
especially, Marx, and for references lo their relevant works, see Robert A. Nisbet,
The Sociological Tradition (New York: Basic Books, 1967}, pp. 264--312. ln regard
to Marx, his early work is what concerns us here. See Karl Marx, Die Fruehschriften
(Stuttgart: Kroener, 1953). For a selection of relevant readings, Eric and Mary
Josephson (eds.), Man Alone: Alienulion in Modern Society (New York: Dell,
1962). See also Fritz Pappenheim, Alienation of Modern Man (Paperback, Monthly
Press Review, 1959) and Maurice Stein and Arthur Vidich (eds.). Identity and
Anxiety (New York: Free Press, 1960). For a book of literary criticism, see Marcus
Klein, After Alienation (Cleveland: World, 1964) and a literary selection: Gerald
Sykes (ed.), Alienation: The Cultural Climate of Our Time (New York: Braziller,
1964, 2 vols). For a recent study and references to several empirical works. see
Jack McLeod, Scott Ward, and Karen Tancill, "Alienation and Uses of the Mass
Media," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 29 (1965-1966), pp. 583-594.
3. Cf. Nisbet, The Sodologicu/ Tmdition, op. cit., p. 265.
4. Lewis Feuer, "What is Alienation'? The Career of a Concept," Sociology on
Trial, Maurice Stein and Arthur Vidich (eds.) (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, 1963), pp. 127-147. See also Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. 24 (1959), pp. 783-791.
S. A study of auto workers shows that individuals who feel socially alienated
(as indicated by a lack of confidence in other people and in the future) also tend lo
feel personally impotent, at least with regard to political matters. Arthur W.
Kornhauser, Harold L. Sheppard, and Albert J. Mayer, When labor Votes: A Study
of Auto Workers (New York; University Books, 1956), p. 194.
6. This hold for the major works of Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre, and
other existentialist writers. For specific references, see below.
·
7. Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (London: S.C.M. Press, 1962), especially
pp. 184, 264-268; Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness (New York: Washington
Square Press, 1966), especially pp. 591, 678~79, Sartre uses the term "bad faith"
as a synonym to inauthenticity.
8. Cf. Andre Gorz, "Le Vieillissement," Les Temps Modernes, No. 187 (December, 1961 ), pp. 829-852. See also his La Morale de l'Histoire (Paris: Editions du
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Seuil, 1959) and Emmanuel Mounier, lntroducliun au Existentialisme (Paris:
Gallimard, 1962), pp. 52 ff. Jean-Paul Sartre, Situations (New York: Fawcett
Crest, 1966), pp. 16-20 and his Saint Genet (New York: Mentor Books, 1964),
pp. 43-45. Marjorie G. Grene, "Authenticity: An Existential Virtue," Ethics,
Vol. 62 (1952), pp. 266-274. Sartre published in 1944 an article on the Jewish
problem in which he says that the Jew is authentic if he identifies with Jews and
inauthentic if he claims that Jewish problems will be solved through world
assimiliation. Reflexions sur la question juive (Paris: P. Morihien, 1946).
9. Simone de Beauvoir seems to hold that a person must choose the greater
freedom for himself which will also increase !hat of others. But the underprivileged,
in monopolized or overmanaged societies. may have to curtail the freedoms of the
privileged to increase the total sum and to make the freedoms of those now at the
top more authentic. Cf. Simone de Beauvoir, Pour une Morale de l'Ambiguite
(Paris: Gallimard, 1947), pp. 56 and 71 ff.; and Grene, Ethics, op. cit., pp. 269 ff.
10. Our position here is closest to that taken by Alex lnkeles, What is Sociology?
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964), pp. 49-61. See also Dennis \.Vrong's
discussion of "The Oversocialized Conception of Man," up. cit.
11. Karl Mannheim, Arthur Maslow, Vilfredo Pareto, Talcott Parsons, W. J.
Thomas, Max Weber, and Florian Znaniecki have such lists.
12. Role variance may also be higher than that of personalities.
13. On this point, see Thomas S. Szasz, Pain a1u:J Pleasure: A Study of Bodily
Feelings (New York: Basic Books, 1957), passim.
14. Existentialists, utopian socialists, and anarchist writers often do not recognize this distinction. It is advanced by Marcuse, Eros and Civilization, op. cit.,
pp. 32-35. See also Gustav Bally, Vam Ursprung und den Gre11zen der Freiheit
(Basel: Benno Schwabe, 1945).
15. For an important conceptual discussion which provides a theory for treating
costs in the context of role analysis, see William J. Goode, "A Theory of Role
Strain," in American Sociological RePiew, Vol. 25 (1960), pp. 483-496. Studies which
measure personality variables as distinct from those of the roles occupied include:
Doris C. Gilbert and Daniel J. Levinson, "Role Performance, Ideology and
Personality in Mental Hospital Aides," in Milton Greenblatt et al. (eds.), The
Patient u11d the Mental Hospital (New York: Free Press, 1957), pp. 197-208; Morris
Rosenberg, Occupa1io11s and Value.v (New York: Free Press, 1957); George G.
Stern, Morris I. Stein, and Benjamin S. Bloom, Methods in Personality Assessment
(New York: Free Press. 1956). Kornhauser suggests that mass society, culture and
pressure for conformity do not allow for enough variance. William Kornhauser,
Tile Politics of Mass Society, op. cit., pp. 100-103.
16. Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1934).
Cultural variety is the theme of well-known works of Margaret Mead, Coming of
Age i11 Samoa (New York: Morrow, 1928) and Se:c m1J Temperament in Three
Primitive Societies (New York: Morrow, 1935). There is much less emphasis on
variability in her post-World War II work. See also rec.ent post-1945 work by
Clyde Kluckhohn and by Alfred L. Kroeber, especially their Culture (New York:
Vintage Books, 1963). "In the prewar anthropology, the psychobiological design of
man seemed irrelevant. The design was open: it could be made to subscribe to any
culture." Wolf, Anthropology, op. cit., pp. 33-86.
17. For a review of findings on psychotherapy, see Kenneth Mark Colby,
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"Psychotherapeutic Processes," Annual Review of Psychology. Vol. JS (1964),
pp. 347-370; Allen T. Dittmann, "Psychotherapeutic Processes," Annual Review
of Psychology, Vol. 17 (1966), pp. 51-78. For the limited success of brainwashing,
both in terms of depth and permanence, see Edgar H. Schein, Coercive Persuasion:
A Socio-psychological Analysis of the" Brainwashing" of American Civilian Prisoners
by the Chinese Communists (New York: Norton, 1961) and Robert J. Lifton,
"Thought Reform of Chinese Intellectuals," in Marie Jahoda and Neil Warren
(eds.), Attitudes (Baltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, 1966), pp. l96-209. Lifton interviewed in depth 40 intellectuals who had escaped from Communist China on the
process of "thought reform" and its results. He describes this process as one which
"harnesses the most powerful human emotions in the total manipulation of !he
individual" (p. 208). Given the force of this effort, Lifton asks whether or not the
Chinese methods achieve their aims. He concludes that "the great majority ...
[are) partially convinced" (p. 208), but only a small minority undergo complete
personality change. On psychological experiments, see William J. Mi:Guire,
"Attitudes and Opinions," Annual Review of Psychology, Vol. 17 (1966),
pp. 475-514.
18. Lifton, "Thought Reform ... " op. cit., and Schein, Coercive Persuasion,
op. cit. See also Glen H. Elder, Jr., "Role Relations, Sociocultural Environments,
and Autocratic Family Ideology," Sociometry, Vol. 28 (196S). pp. 173-196. It is
shown that placing authoritarian personalities in non-authoritarian settings does not
reduce greatly their authoritarianism.
19. See Czeslaw Milosz, The Captive Mind (New York: Knopf, 1953).
20. For review of the literature, see Berelson and Steiner, Huma11 Behavior,
op. cir., pp. 557-585; Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Elihu Katz, Personal Influence (New
York: Pree Press, 1964); Joseph T. Klapper, The Effects of Mass Communications
(New York: Free Press, 1960); Charles R. Wright, Mass Communication: A
Sociological Perspective (New York: Random House, 1959), pp. 90-112.
21. From Bennett M. Berger, Working-Class Suburb: A Study of Auto Workers
in Suburbia (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1960),
p. 102. In a footnote, Berger adds that a typical example of this view is Erich
Fromm's discussion of Park Forest in The Sane Society (New York: Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, 1955),pp.152-162.Cf. Jack L. Walker," A Critique of the Elitist Theory
of Democracy," American Political Science Review, Vol. LX (1966), pp. 289-290.
22. Blauner, Alienation and Freedom, op. cit., p. 29.
23. Melvin Seeman, "On the Personal Consequences of Alienation in Work,"
America1t Sociological Review, Vol. 32 (1967), pp. 273-285. Melvin Seeman,
"Alienation, Membership, and Political Knowledge: A Comparative Study,"
Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 30(1966), pp. 353-367; Arthur G. Neal and Salomon
Rettig, "On the Multi-dimensionality of Alienation," America11 Sociological
Review, Vol. 32 (1967), pp. 54-64; Gwynne Netller, "A Measure of Alienation,''
American Sociological Review, Vol. 22 (1957), pp. 670-677; John P. Clark,
"Measuring Alienation Within a Social System," American Sociological Review,
Vol. 24 (1959), pp. 849-852; Dwight G. Dean, "Alienation: lts Meaning and
Measurement," American Sociologicul Review, Vol. 26 (1961), pp. 753-758. For a
measurement of satisfaction, see Norman M. Bradburn and David Caplovitz,
Reports 011 Happiness: A Pilot Study of Behavior Related to Mental Health (Chicago:
Aldine Publishing Co., 1965). The study draws on interviews and self-administered
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questionnaires. See also Alex Jnkeles, "Industrial Man," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 66 (1960), pp. 1-31.
24. 80 million persons in the United States have used drugs containing
meprobamate (one kind of tranquilizer) in the eleven years since they began to be
marketed. The New York Times, June 28, 1966. On sexual escapism from politics,
see Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), passim.
25. Edgar Z. Friedenberg, Coming of Age in America (New York: Random
House, 1965}. He used depth interviews and projective tests. Ely Chinoy, Automobile
Workers and the American Dream (New York: Doubleday, 1955). "A small sample
was chosen so that the investigation could probe deeply into men's aspirations;
qualitative richness was desired rather than statistical coverage" (p. 24). Interviews,
observations, and group sessions were used by Argyris. See Chris Argyris, and with
a chapter by Roger Harrison, Interpersonal Competence and Organizational
Effectiveness (Homewood, 111.: Dorsey Press, 1962}. Kenneth Keniston, The
Uncommitted: Alienated Youth in American Society (New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, 196S), pp. 1-206. Keniston studied intensively 12 highly alienated
students, 12 non-alienated ones, and 12 who were not extreme either way. He used
Thematic Apperception Tests, various psychological experiments, and intensive
interviews.
26. For the reasons why selection reduces socialization costs, see Etzioni, A
Comparative Analysis .. . , op. ci1., pp. 154-160.
27. Some question has been raised about whether or not the decline of religion,
rise of mental illness, and increase in escapistic literature are really related to
modernization. Leo Lowenthal, "Historical Perspectives of Popular Culture,"
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. SS (1950), pp. 323-332. Goldhamer and
Marshall, in their study of differing rates of incarceration for mental illness during
the last century, show that in some cases and for some groups, the rates of admission
to mental hospitals in Massachusetts are "just as high during the last half of the
nineteenth century as they are today." Herbert Goldhamer and Andrew W.
Marshall, Psychosis and Civilization: Two Studies in the Frequency of Mental
Disease (New York: Free Press, 1953), p. 91. The occurrence of severe mental
illness among Hutterite communities was roughly comparable to the occurrence of
hospitalization for mental illness in New York State, according to Eaton and
Weil, Culture and Mental Disorder, op. cit. In the Middle Ages, as much or more
leisure time existed as at present. See Harold Wilensky," The Uneven Distribution
of Leisure: The Impact of Economic Growth on 'Free Time,'" Social Problems,
Vol. 9 (1961), pp. 33-34. In pre-modern periods, work was viewed as an unpleasant
burden or punishment. Adriano Tilgher, Work: What It Has Meant to Men through
the Ages (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1930). Referring to the traditio11al
Chinese family, Yang stated:" ... a feeling of a closed universe from which there
seemed to be no escape, except perhaps death. The large number of suicides resulting from the strain of family relations among women is a reflection of this
situation." C. K. Yang, Chinese Communi.ft Society: The Family and the Village
(Cambridge, Mass.: M.J.T. Press, 1965), p. 7. See also pp. 107-109. Many
propositions relate highly effective socialization and social control to great personal
costs; e.g., the Japanese are said to be well-mannered but have a high rate of ulcers.
The problem with studying such propositions is that they require measures of all
the various costs because if, let us say, the Japanese do not have more ulcers but
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rather a high rate of hypertension, the proposition would still hold. In industrial
research, where a similar problem is faced in that any two working conditions may
differ on numerous dimensions, we avoid the issue by asking. "All said and done-do you like this job better than X?" But this technique could not be applied here,
as many of the costs are not consciously experienced. A comparison of a large
number of rates of various costs, both psychosomatic and others, may allow this
problem to be handled. See Herbert Hendin, Suicide and Scandinavia (New York:
Grune & Stratton, 1964).
28. For instance," ... Between 1836 and 1890 suicide increased 140 per cent in
Prussia, 355 per cent in France. England had 62 cases of suicide per million
inhabitants in 1836 to 1845, and 110 between 1906 and 1910. Sweden 66, as against
ISO respectively...." Maurice Halbwachs, Les Causes du Suicide (Paris: Felix
Alcan, 1930), pp. 92 and 481. Such figures have been often questioned, especially
because of improved reporting but they seem to be the "hardest" data available.
29. For a story of a deviant who becomes a political innovator through
mobilization, see The Autobiography of Malcolm X, with the assistance of Alex
Haley, Introduction by M. S. Handler, Epilogue by Alex Haley (New York:
Grove Press, 1965). A study of narcotics addiction among Negroes in the United
States for a decade by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics showed a 15 per cent decline
(27,321 as compared to 29,482) from 1955 to 1965; the first factor listed among
four was "growing racial pride among Negroes has accompanied the fight for civil
rights." The New York Time.,, March 6, 1967. See also Clark, Dark Ghetto, op. cit.,
p. 216. On similar evidence for Los Angeles, see Ed Cray, The Big Blue Line
(New York: Coward-McCann, 1967), p. l3l. It is said that rates of neurosis were
much lower during the London Blitz, and that those mobilized by a social movement
have a low criminal record. See George Rude, The Crowd in Hi~·tory (New
York: Wiley, 1964),especiallyCh. 13, pp. 195-268; Donald D. Reid, "Precipitaling
Proximal Faclors in the Occurrence of Mental Disorders: Epidemiological Evidence," Causes of Mental Disorders: A Review of Epidemiological Knowledge,
1959 (New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1961), and Joseph W. Eaton and
Robert J. Weil, "The Mental Health of the Hutterites," in ·Man Alone. op. cit.,
pp. 498-504. It is necessary, though, to use as indicators anti-social behavior as
defined by a social science model and not by the middle class or the alienating
society. Thus, it is not clear at all that the smoking of marijuana (as distinct from
heroin or opium) is more anti-social than moderate drinking. Its prevalence in a
mobilized group is not a sign that activation does not reduce deviancy. But interpersonal violence, for instance, seems more anti-social, and we would expect a
lower rate in active groups, unless this is part of the pattern the group picks up
as its rebelling symbol. The question of an absolute base for the study of deviant
behavior will be explored further in a later publication.
30. "On the basis of limited direct observation in one country-Cuba-and
from indirect evidence, I am inclined to believe the culture of poverty does not
exist in socialist countries. In 1947 l undertook a study of a slum in Havana.
Recently I had an opportunity to revisit the same slum and some of the same
families. The physical aspect of the place had changed little, except for a beautiful
new nursery school. The people were as poor as before, but 1 was impressed to find
much less of the feelings of despair and apathy, so symptomatic of the culture of
poverty in the urban slums of the U.S. The slum was now highly organized, with
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block committees, educational committees, party committees. The peoplehadfound
a new sense of power and importance in a doctrine that glorified the lowet class as
the hope of humanity, and they were armed. I was told by one Cuban official that
the Castro government had practically eliminated delinquency by giving arms to
the delinquents !" Oscar Lewis, "The Culture of Poverty," Sciemiftc American,
Vol 215 (Oct., 1966), p. 23.
31. This is a meaning which can be given to the term within the Marxist tradition.
There may be more validity in this methodological position than in many of
Marx's substantive sociological predictions. Karl Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach," in
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Selected Works, Vol. II (Moscow: Foreign
Language Publishing House, 1955), pp. 402-404.
32. For a recent discussion of this subject by a Soviet sociologist, see Y.
Zamochkine, "La Sociologie et les problemes de !'orientation sociale de l'individu
dans la societe conternporaine," La Sociologie en U.R.S.S. (Moscow: Editions du
Progres, 1966), pp. 63- 77.
Marx refers to a " general'' human nature: "To know what is useful for a dog,
one must study dog-nature. T.bis nature itself is not to be deduced from the principle
of utility. Applying this to man, he that would criticise all human acts, movements,
relations, etc., by the principle of utility, must first deal with human nature in
general, and then with human nature as modified in each historical epoch." Karl
Marx, Capital (Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Co., 1906), Vol. I, p. 668. Cited
by Albert Szymanski, in "Individual Needs and Systematic Sociology," in G.S.S.
Joumal (Columbia University), Vol. 6, No. 3 (May, 1967), p. 5.
33. Of course, the more effective theory becomes, the more we can forecast the
outcome and spare the social and personal costs. Social experimentation is
'"necessary" as long as such theory is not available or not heeded.
34. The following statement puts the burden exclusively on the withdrawing
ego: "Under what circumstances might the Ego withdraw from cathectic commitment to role occupancy- might ii, in a word, become alienated?" Role :occupancy
is only one aspect of role in which pathological situations mighl be found ; another
is role performance. "Under what circumstances," we ask, "might the informational
controls internal to the system itself become inadequate? Under what circumstances,
that is, might the Ego find itself in an anomic situa1ioo?" Charles Ackerman and
Talcott Parsons, "The Concept of 'Social System' as a Theoretical Device," in
Gordon J. Direnzo (ed.), Concepts, Theory, and Explanation in the Behavioral
Sciences (New York: Random House, 1966), pp. 19-40, quoted from p. 34. Compare this to Anne Marie Rocheblave-Spenle, La Notion de Role en Psycho/ogie
Soc/ale (Paris: P.U.P., 1962). Note here that in the prevailing American sociological tradilions, role is a "positive" concept, mobilizing members into society;
in the European one, it is a negative concept, constricting the person.
35. For useful discussions of indicators and related propositions, see Harry
Stack Sullivan, Conceptions of Modem Psychiatry (Washington, D.C.: William
Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation, 1947) ; Karen Horney, Neurosis a11d
Human Growtlt (New York : Norton, 1950); Isidore Portnoy, "The Anxiety
States," in Silvano Arieti (ed.), American Handbook of Psychiatry (New York:
Basic Books, 1959), Vol. 1, pp. 307-323; and George K. Zollschan and Philip
Gibeau, "Concerning Alienation: A System of Categories for the Exploration of
Rational and Irrational Behavior," in Exploratio11s in Social Change, George K.
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Zollschan and Walter H irsch (eds.) (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964), pp: 1si174.
36. Tuchn:uin, The Proud Tower, op. cit., p. 165.
37. Kornhauser et al., When Labor Votes, <>p. cit., pp. 194-196. Concluding

an examination of the power elite in Pittsburgh, Auerbach stated, "The community
power elite . .. has shed its blatant ostentatiousness, its naked violence, its total
disregard for civic and community welfare. It has become suave and sophisticated,
secure and mature, and sensitive of its public image. It does not engage in loud
diatri bes against social security, labor unions, communism, or the 'welfare state.'
Community leadership sees its interests linked more and more with the welfare of
the total community. True, it still carries a big stick; but it speaks softly."
Arnold J. Auerbach, " Power and Progress in Pittsburgh," in Trans-action,
Vol. 2, (SepL-Oct., 1965), p . 20. For a case study of inauthentic politics, somewhat
over-interpretative, see Murray B. Levin, Kennedy Compaigni11g (Boston; Beacon
Press, 1966). The study is of Edward M. Kennedy's election to the Senate from
Massachusetts in 1962. See also Murray B. Levin, The Alienated Voter (New
York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1960). On the sense of impotence, seep. 58.
On the use of public relations firms in election campaigns, see Stanley Kelley, Jr.,
"Whitaker a nd Baxter: Campaigns Inc.," in his Professional Public Relations a11d
Political Power (Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins Press, 1956), pp. 39-66. See also
pp. 170- 235.
38. See Seeman, "Alienation, Membership, and Political Knowledge," op. cit.
Almond and Verba, Civic Culture, op. cit., esp. pp. 49-5 I and passim.
39. Arthur S. Link, Wilson: Campaigns for ProgressiviJ"m and Peace, 1916-1917
(Prim.-eton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1965), Vol. 5, and T . R. Fehrenbach,
F.D.R.'s Undr-clnred War (New York: David McKay, 1967).
40. Daniel Bell, ''The Dispossessed- 1962," Columbia University Forum,
(Vol. 5, Fall 1962), pp. 4-12.
41. For reference see above, footnote 7, Chapter 16.
42. Sec Truman, The. Governmental Process, op. cit., p. 260. On a similar condition in Britain, see Samuel H. Beer, Modern British Politics (London: Faber &
Faber, 1965), Chap. lV and pp. 240-242.
43. Fur empirical case studies see a study of "cooptation" of local interests in a
federal body, the Tennessee Valley Authority, Philip Selznik, TVA u11d the Grass
RootJ" (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953). For a study of a community
political structure in whi<:h those who appear to have power are actually controlled
by national corporations, see Arthur J. Vidich and Joseph Bensman, Small Town
in Mass Society: Class, Power, and Religion in a Rural Community (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1958). An interesting variation is found in the politics
of the left, when those who engage in them do so not for power purposes but for
release of emotions. Thus, what appears as political action really is social psychotherapy. Sec discussion of pseudo-power in Clark, Dark Ghetto, op. cit., p. 201.
44. On "surface conformity" and "character change," see J. Milto n Yinger,
1(mard a Field 'l'heory of Behaviur (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p. 175. See
also studies of persuasion cited above. For a discussion of related concepts, see
Erving Goffman on "role distance'' and " working the system," Encounters (New
York: Bobbs. Merrill, 1961), p. 85-152.
45. See Milosz, The Captive Mind, ap. cit., for a discussion of opposition
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members in Eastern Europe. Patterns of overt-confonnitywithout inner commitment
develop. But, it is suggested, those sometimes lead to what seems like full internalization (p. 55). Stanley M. Elkins in his book Slavery proposed that absolute
dominance in North American slavery and in German concentration camps produced in the victims child-like "Sambo" personalities (New York: Universal
Library, 1963), p. 82.
46. Alex Inkeles, " Mobilizing Public Opinion," in Ale" Inkeles and Kent
Geiger (eds.), Soviet Society: A Book of Readings (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1961), pp. 219-228. The author first describes the Soviet system a nd then analyzes
its effectiveness (pp. 226-228). On the one hand, the system is said to " have been
extraordinarily effective in shaping the pattern (sic) of thought about public issues
among Soviet citizens" (p. 227). On the other hand, this is said to be so only as
long as it does " not challenge their basic values" (p. 228). The author warns about the
difficulties of studying this matter. There are references to "extraordinary hunger for
honest and straightforward information ..." (p. 228). See also Alex Inkeles and
Raymond A. Bauer, The Soviet Citizen: Daily Life in a Totalitarian Society
(Cambridge, Mass.: Har vard University Press, 1959), pp. 2:l4-238, 243-245, 252,
and 321.
As there are very few studies of life under communism, we must turn to less
than completely satisfactory ones and to literary sources. The study by Paulson
is about life under a local Communist government in Italy. As idealists give way
to bureaucrats, the study shows that personal alienation grows. Belden Paulson,
with Athas Ricci, The Seurcher.f: Con/fict and Communism in on Italian Town
(Chicago: Q uadrangle Books, 1966). For a view of a Chinese village in 1948
by a foreigner favorable to the regime, see William Hinton, Fa11she11: A Documentary of Revolutio11 inn Chinese Village (New York: Monthly Review Press,
1967). For a later study, see J an Myrdal, Report from a Clri11ese Villnge, translated
by Maurice Michael (New York: Pantheon Books, 1965). See Barrington Moore, Jr.,
Terror a11d Progress USSR (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954); I. L.
Janis et al, Personality a11d Persuasibility (New Haven : Yale University
Press, 1959); Carl H ovland, l. L. Janis and Harold H. Kelley, Comm1111icariun
and Persuasinn (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953).
47. For a typical report, see William H. Whyte, Jr., "The N ew Suburbia," in
Peterson and Matza, op. cit., p. 793- 304.
48. August B. Hollingshead and Fredrick C. Redlich, Social Class n11d Me111a/
Illness (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1958). The study found that "a definite association exists between class position and being a psychiatric patient ; the lower the
cl.ass, the greater the proportion (of patients]" (p. 216) ; and the lower the class, the
higher the rate of psychoses (as opposed to neuroses) (p. 248). The diagnostic
classifications were determined by the patients' therapists. See also Srole et al.,
Mental Health in /he Metropolis, op. cit., and for an earlier study, Robert E. L.
Faris and H. Waren Dunham, Mental Disorder in Urban Areas (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1939).
49. "That we shall be able to truly increase the innate energy or intelligence of
man seems unlikely. What we can do, however, is to free the psychic energy that is
bound by inner conflicts and emotional turmoil. Thus we can add to the available
energy and abi lity to think." From a letter by Alfred Denzel, entitled "Energy:
Release, Nol lncrease," to Science, Vol. ISi (March 4, 1966), p. 1036.
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50. John R. Seeley et al., Crestwood Heiglrts (New York: Basic Books, 1956).
p. 203; Maurice R . Stein, The £dipse of Community (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1960), p. 214.
SI. S. N. Eisenstadt. "Processes of Communication among Immigrants in
Israel," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 16 (1952), pp. 42-58; S. N. Eisenstadt,
"Conditions of Communicative Receptivity," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 17
(19S3), pp. 363-374; S. N. Eisenstadt, "Analysis of Patterns of Immigration and
Absorption of Immigrants," Population Studies, Vol. 7 (1953), pp. 167- 180.
S2. Siegfried Giedion, "Mechanization Takes Command," in Gerald Sykes,
Alienation: The Cultural Climate of Our Time, op. cit .• pp. 5-16; J. J. Gillespie,
Free Expression in lmfu.Ttry (London: The Pilot Press, 1948); Cbinoy, Automobile
Workers and the American Dream, op. cit. For a good review of the literature and
analysis, see Blauner, Alienation and Freedom: The Factory Worker and His ltrduslry,
op. cit., pp. 166-186. See also Daniel Bell, Work and /Js Discontents (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1956) and Peter L. Berger (ed.), The Human Shape of Work (New
York: Macmillan, 1964).
53. Robert Blauner, "Work Satisfaction and Industrial Trends in Modern
Society," in Walter Galenson and Seymour M. Lipset (eds.), Labor and Trade
Unionism (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1960), pp. 345- 349.
54. Bendix, Work and Authority, op. cit., pp. 308-318. See also Loren Baritz, The
Servm1ts of Power (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1960). Some
inauthentic elements existed in earlier periods. See Pollard, The Genesis of Modern
Management, op. cit., esp. pp. 142-147.
SS. For a description based on a study by W. R. Dymond, see William F.
Whyte et al., Money and Motivation: An Analysis of J11centives in l11d11stry (New
York: Harper & Row, 1955), pp. 149-165.
56. More than 10 per cent, or about 800, of the cases of "labor troubles" which
r~uired government action in the United States in 1966 were cases where the union
rank-and-file spurned agreements accepted by the leaders. A. H. Raskin, "Why
Labor Doesn't Follow its Leaders," The New York Times, January 8, 1967. Like
other concrete indicators, the statistics on wildcat strikes can be misleading, and
some are caused by other factors, sui:h as factional problems and low settlements by
union leaders in the face of rising costs of living (ibid.). But "communication gaps"
among leaders and members are a recognized fact (ibid.). These would be smaller if
the existing union $tructures, elites, and policies were responsive to the members.
57. See, for instance, Charles R. Walker and Robert H. Guest, The Man on the
Assembly Line (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1952).
58. Friedenberg, Coming of Age in America, op. cit.; Kenneth E. Eble, A Perfect
Education; Growing Up in Utopia (New York : Macmillan, 1966); Keniston, The
Uncommitted, op. cit. For an extreme expression of this view, untroubled by data,
see Paul Goodman, Growing Up Absurd (New York: Random House, 1960). Cf.
Frank P . .Besag, Alienation and Education; An Empirical Approach (Buffalo, N.Y.:
Hertillon Press, 1966).
59. Whyte, "The New Suburbia," op. cit., reports that in a survey conducted by
the high school of a suburb, most parents wrote that the prime aim of the school
should be to teach people bow to get along with other people. This goal allows for
much less variety than such goals as "growth" or "self-expansion." The same holds
for the relative lack' of privacy in suburbs (ibid., p. 297).
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60. Bernard Rosenberg and David M. White (eds.), Mass Culture (New York:
Free Press, 1957); Harold Rosenberg, The Anxious Object: Art Today and it.r
Audience (New York: Horizon Press, 1964); "Mass Culture and Mass Media,"
Daedalus, Vol. 89 (Spring, 1960), entire issue.
61. Edward A. Shits, "Daydreams and Nightmares: Reflections on the Criticism
of Mass Culture," Sewanee Review, Vol. 65 (1957), pp. 587- 608. Gary A. Steiner
showed that people like the TV shows they watch and that intellectuals watch
basically the same "mass" shows, only that they express more guilt about doing so
See his The People Look at Television (New York: Knopf, 1963).
62. For additional discussion of our position, see Chapter 3, op. cit. For that of
existentialists, see William A. Luijpen, Existential Phenomenology (Pittsburgh;
Duquesne University Press, 1963), pp. 279-281; John D. Wild, The Challenge of
Exi.vtenlialism (Bloomington, Ind.: Tndiana University Press, 1959), pp. 129-130.
On freedom to choose (existential) see also Otto Von Mering, A Grammar of
Human Values (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1961). See there also for
voluntaristic statements.
63. For a typical account of a personal "solution" to a collective situation,
see Sammy Davis, Jr., and Jane and Burt Boyar, Yes I Can: The Story of Summy
Davis, Jr. (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1965). See also Maria de Jesus,
Child of the Dark: The Diary of Carolina Maria de Jesus, translated from the
Portugese by David St. Clair (New York: Dutton, 1962). Compare this to the thesis
that the artist must be political, which is a central idea in Gilnter Grass's play, The
Plebeians Rehearse The Uprising (in Gilnter Grass, Four Plays, New York; Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1967) as well as in his own personal project.
64. Cf. Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society, op. cit., p. 111 . He sees autonomous man as both self-related and self-oriented. David Riesman, Nathan Glazer-,
Reuel Denney, The Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950), sees a
need for a balance between self and collective orientation. See also Yrjo Littunen,
"Social Restraints and Ideological Pluralism," Cleavages, Ideologies and Party
Systems: Contributions to Comparative Political Sociology, ed. by E. Allardt and
Y. Littunen (Helsinki: Tram;actions of the Westermarck Society, 1964), pp. 70-77.
We stress that collective articulation of the project is necessary to make it macroscopic and fully authentic. This is not to deny the autonomy of tht: choice, the act,
and other values attached to personal projects, individualistic in orientation, such
as certain forms of art.
65. See, for instance, B. F. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: Macmillan, 1961).
66. Alex Inkeles, David H. Smith, Howard Schuman an<l Edward Ryan,
Becoming Modern (Boston : Little, Brown, in progress). lnkeles adds, in a personal
communication, that "If you show people a consumer good- a radio or tape
recorder, or camera-the majority, sometimes the great majority, say they want it.
Also, if you ask whether a man who is comfortable enough to feed and clothe and
house himself and famiiy should still strive for more money to get still more of the
good things the majority again-except for Israel where it is 50- 50-says 'yes,
strive for more.' But if you ask whether getting more and more material possessions
brings a man happiness after he has some minimal comfort, the majority says
'No.'"
67. Unrealistically, in the sense that there is an expectation that a regime which
is that public and austere can be stabilized.
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68. Lionel Tril\ing, criticizing modern criticism, stated that it "bas taught us
how to read certain books: it has not taught us how to engage them." Beyond
Culture: £.~say ot1 Lilerature a11d Learning (New York: The Viking Press, 196S),
p. 231. This is also a key point of bis Matthew Arnold (New York: Norton, 1939),
The Liberal lmagi11ation (New York: Viking Press, 1950), and The Opposi11g Self
(New York: Viking Press, 1955). Much of the writing about the dissociation of the
"two cultures," science and the humanities, reflects a different aspect of the same
core issue.
69. Here, the question of the need for violence arises. Frantz Fanon, among
others, argued that it is both inevitable and liberating-Le., desirable. Annals of the
America11 Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 364 (1966), p. 12 and p, 10.
See also his The Wretched ofthe Earth (New York: Grove Press, 1965). See especially
Series A, cases 3, 4, and 5, pp. 213-219. For additional discussion and references, see
above, pp. 320 f. We hold that it may be avoided, and that if relied upon, it is likely
to have more distorting effects than liberating ones. It cannot be viewed, hence, as
without costs. But its costs must be weighed in any historical situation against those
of continuing the existing structure and the possibilities of changing it without
macroscopic violence. (We argued above that there is almost no instance of societal
transformation without some incidence of violence.)
70. Cf. Sartre, "Reply to Albert Camus," Situations (New York: Fawcett
Crest, 1966), pp. 66-67, 76, 207. See there also for a definition of project as
"ourself" (ibid., pp. 66-67). Compare to the concept of "project'' as used by Alfred
Schutz, Collected Papers (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1962-1964), Vol. II, p, 11 ff.
For .a nother discussion of the societal futility of the personal project, a tragic rather
than merely pessimistic view of man, see Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus
(New York: Vintage Books, 1955), esp. pp. 62- 68. Ort the existentialist difficulty of
reconciling man and society, see especially Jean-Paul Sartre, L'tfre et le Neant:
Essai d'ontologie phenomeno/ogique (Paris: Gallimard, 1966).
71. Reasons for thi:; statement, see supra, pp. 415-418.
72. Anthony F. C. Wallace, "Revitalization Movements," American Anthropologist, Vol. 58 (1956), pp. 264-281. See also R . Bastide, "Messianism and Social
and Economic Development," in Immanuel Wa!lerstein, Social Change: The
Colonial Situation (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1966), pp. 467-477.
73. Within the knowledge system: high investment in "generalists" versus
experts.

Glossary

Active Public-Citizens who are both politically informed and act politically.
Contrasts with pa.Jsive public.
Assets-The possessions of an actor. See utilitarian assets, coercive assets,
normative assets.
Associatior1s--Social units whose main functions are to create and sustain
normative bonds among the members.
Atomistic Approach-A conception of societal states as the consequences of
mechanistic relations among a large number of units.
Autarky-Functional self-sufficiency.
Authentic-A relationship or structure whose appearance and underlying reality are responsive to basic human needs.
A ulonomy-Self-control.
Bit (of Knowledge)-A concrete, specific item of knowledge.
Coercive Assets-Weapons, installations, and manpower which the military, the
police, or similar agencies command. See assets.
Collectivislic Approach-A conception of societal states as the consequences of
quasi-organic relationships among the components of a societal whole.
Collectivity-A macroscopic unit that has a potential capacity to act in unison
by drawing on a set of normative bonds which tie together the members of
a stratification category.
Commonwealth -An imbalanced system which relies more on normative power
than on utilitarian and coercive power.
Community-A system in which the supra-unit relations, which bind the subunits and regulate their relations, are more powerful than the intra- or
inter- sub-unit bonds.
Community of Assumpti011.~-A set of assumptions iihared by the members of
a social unit which sets a context for their views of the world and of
themselves.
Community, Moral-The segment of humanity for which an actor holds his
values to be applicable.
Communiry, Political-A community which bas three kinds of autarkic integra667
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live processes: (l) it has sufficient coercive power to countervail that of
any member unit or coalition of them; (2) it has a center of decisionmaking that is able to affect significantly the allocation of assets through·
out the community; and (3) it is the dominant focus of political loyalty
for the large majority of politically active citizens.
Community-building- The processes by which two or more units are integrated
to form a community.
Compliance Structures- The typical patterns of relations that result between
power wielders and their subjects which are affected by the kinds of
power used and the orientations of the subjects to the power-wielders.
Consciousness-A generalized capacity to be aware, to pay attention.
Co11sensus-Congruence in the perspectives of a set of actors.
Co,1se11sus-building-The upward and downward processes by which consensus
is created and sustained.
Consensus-formation- The process by which the perspectives of the members
of a societal unit are transmitted upward to the controlling overlayers and
the differences among them are reduced.
Conse1JSuj·-mobiliza1ion- The processes by which society-wide perspectives are
transmitted downward from the controlling overlayers to the members, to
reduce the differences among them.
Comextuating Control-A kind of control which sets the limits within which
those who are subject to control are free to alter their e-0nduct and make
their own decisions. See prescriptive control and control.
Contex1uating Orientatio11-An actor's orientation which provides a context for
bits.
Contexmating Symbol- A symbol around which a context is built.
Comrol-The process of specifying preferred states of affairs and revising ongoing processes to reduce the distance from these preferred states. See
normative co11trol, specification of control, contexruating control, prescriptivt! control.
Control, Specification of-The extent to which control is detailed. Prescripti-ve
control refers to the relatively highly specified segment of the specification
continuum, while contextuating control refers to the relatively less specified
segment.
Conversion Pattern-The distribution of the assets of an actor which are converted into power among various kinds of utilization.
Co11version Ratio-The proportion of an actor's assets that is converted into
power, as opposed to his total assets.
Cross-sectoral Links- Links between functional sectors. See sector, functional.

Decision-A conscious choice between two ot more alternatives.
Elite-A control unit that specializes in the cybernetic functions of knowledgeprocessing and decision-making and in the application of power. See external elite, internal elite, system-elite, unit-elite.
Elite, External-An elite which is not integrated into the supra-unit of 1he
units it controls.
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Elite, Internal-An elite which is integrated into the supra-unit of the units it
controls.
Elite, System-Ao elite which accommodates to most if not all of the member
units of a system. See also unit-elite.
Elite, Unit-An elite which accommodates only to one or a few member
units of a system. See also system-elite.
Emergtnt Properties-Properties which appear on one level of analysis and are
not present on another level.
Empire- An imbalanced system which relies more on coercion than on utili·
tarian and normative power.
Encapsulation-The processes by which conflicts are modified in such a way
that they become limited by rules.

Functional Sector-See sector, functional
Fundamental Criticism-Criticism of a community of assumptions.
Guidance-See societal guidance, societal guidance approach.
Identity- An actor's position in a normative-cognitive pattern.
Inauthenticity-A relationship or structure whose underlying reality is unresponsive to basic human needs but whose appearance is as if it were responsive.
Influence-The encouragement of a course of action which is in line with the
preferences of the actors involved.
Intellectuals-Those members of a unit who engage in fundamental criti·
cism.
Interpretation, Cognitive or E valuative-The provision of one or more cognitive
or normative contexts for a bit. See also synthesis.
Macro-analysis-The theoretical study of macroscopic processes and units.
Macroscopic-That which affects societies, sub-societies, and combinations of
societies.
Macro-units-Units the majority of whose consequences are macroscopic.
Mechanisms, Interwoven-Processes which are sustained mainly by units whose
primary functions differ from those to which these processes are primarily
devoted.
Meclranisms, Segregated- Processes which are sustained mainly by units whose
primary functions are the same as those to which these processes are
primarily devoted.
Micro-analysis-The theoretical study of microscopic processes and units.
Microscopic-That which affects families, peer groups, instrumental teams, and
other small groupings.
Micro-units-Units, the majority of whose consequences are microscopic.
Mixed-scanning-A strategy which combines encompassing and undetailed
scanning with detailed but limited scanning.
Mobilii;arion-The processes by which a unit gains significantly in the control
of assets it previously did not control.
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Mutually Reinforcing Processes-Two or more processes which enhance the
advancement of each other.
Normative Assets-Symbols, values, sentiments.
Normative Comrol-Persuasive power and/or influence.
Perspecrives-lnterests, values, and cognitive orientations.
Political Intensity-The ratio of societal activities which are politically con·
trolled as compared to those which are not.
Power-The capacity to introduce change in the face of resistance; a capacity
to overcome part or all of the resistance.
Power, Political-The capacity to control the state and other downward political processes.
power, Societal-The capacity of a societal unit to gain its way in the face of
resistance by other societal units.
Project-A concerted effort which entails the focusing of energy and comparatively intensive and guided activity related to limited and specified tasks.
Rationality, Comprehensive-The optimal selection of means, taking into ac·
count all the goals of a societal actor.
Rationality, ln.wumental-The "open" (relatively or completely uninhibited)
selection of means taking into account only one goal.
Reality-Testing-The revision of knowledge in accord with experience.
Respo11sive11es.v-That which takes into account the needs of the units involved.
Secondary-priming-The process by which the introduction of changes in one
sector brings about changes in other sectors.
Sector, functional-Activities and structures which are devoted chiefly to the
service of one function of a given unit.
Social Entropy-Absence of social order and social bonds.
Societal Analysis-The substantive aspect of macro-analysis.
Societal Guidance-A combination of downward control and upward consensusformation processes.
Societal Guidance Approach-The combination of a collectivistic and a voluntaristic approach with power analysis.
Societal Knowledge-A set of symbols which provides a societal unit with a
relation to reality and interprets this relationship. See also reality-testing
and interpretation.
Synthesis-The organization of bits into contexts. See also interpretation.
Transformability-The capacity of a unit to change fundamentally its structure
and boundaries.
Tribal System-A system in which the acting units ate more internally integrated than they are related to each other or bound into a supra-unit.
Unbalanced Collectivity-A collectivity whose members' statuses are unbal·
anced.
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Unbalanced Statuses-Statuses of persons or social units which aiffer in their
ranking on various stratification dimensions.
Unification-The processes which lead to an increase in the level of integration
of a unit, whether or not it reaches a community level.
Union-A grouping of units able.Jo act in unison on a wide range of matters;
less integrated than a community and more integrated than a tribal system.
Utilitarian Assets-Economic possessions, technical and administrative capabilities, and manpower.
Variables, Hierarchical-The properties of interlevel relations.
Va.riables, /mer-unit-The properties of the relationships of two or more units
on the same level.
Variables, Universal-Variables that characterize all unit.!, including micro- and
macro-units. See also emergent propertie:r.
Voluntaristic Approach- The conception of societal states as if they were the
expression of one macroscopic individual's will or mind.
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